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ADVERTISEMENT.

The General Conference having ordered the publica-

tion of the Journals of 1840 and 1844, and the debates

of 1844, as reported and published in the official papers,

and it being found impracticable to amalgamate the

Journals of the late session with the debates, we have

endeavoured so to distribute the matter as that one pub-

lication may not supersede the other. The acts of the

General Conference are only so far introduced into the

present publication as is necessary to show the connec-

tion between them and the debates which they occa-

sioned. In the published Journals, all the acts of the

body are given, in due form, precisely as recorded.

Many topics which occupied the attention of the Gene-

ral Conference are not noticed in the published debates,

for the reason, that they occasioned little or no discus-

sion, and are fully presented in the Journals. We hope

the execution of the present publication will prove satis-

factory to the speakers whose speeches are here repub-

lished, and to the public generally, though we are not

certain that some errors have not escaped us. In every

instance we have inserted the corrections which have

been made by speakers, and forwarded to us, and it is

hoped we may presume that those who have made no

corrections were satisfied with the reports as originally

published. Geo. Peck.

New-York, August 9, 1844.





DEBATES

GENERAL CONFERENCE OF THE METHODIST
EPISCOPAL CHURCH,

DURING ITS SESSION IN NEW-YORK, 1844.

FJilDAY, MAY 3.

Appointment of a Committee on Slavery.

Petitions, memorials, &o., from the annual conferences were called for, commenc-
ing with the New-York Conference.

A petition from the Providence Conference, on the subject of slavery, was pre-

sented. The reading was called for and proceeded with, when Mr. Sheer moved
that it lie on the table until a committee should be provided to whom to refer it.

Mr. Crowder objected : he hoped it would "be read. It would give an idea of

the character of other memorials on the subject.

Mr. Drake expressed a hope that all memorials from annual conferences would
be read.

Motion withdrawn, and the memorial was read.

Mr. Collins moved that the memorial be- referred to a committee of one from
each annual conference, to be called a Committee on Slavery.

Dr. Capers hoped the motion would not be entertained. He felt mortified to

think that there could be one annual conference in the connection capable of me-
morializing the General Conference on the subject of slavery, as if they were all

pro-slavery men, advocates of the system for the system's sake, for dollars, or for

the wool, or anything else. As a Methodist preacher he heard it with mortifica-

tion. He wished it were a more respectable document, that he might treat it in
a more respectful way fhan referring it at all. He thought that, without intending
it, the General Conference had ministered to the unfortunate agitation that pre-
vailed, by treating the subject from General Conference to General Conference, as

though it were a fair matter for their legislation in an abstract view. It had thus
become a fruitful source of strife. He hoped to hear no more of a Committee on
Slavery. It never did and never could do any good. It had done much evil and
always would do. He moved that the motion to refer lie on the table. (Lost.)

Mr. Coffins said, that as a. document from an annual conference it was fairly

entitled to some respect from the General Conference. There were, doubtless,
some expressions in it highly exceptionable, but still it ought to be .referred. He
was equally sorry with Dr. Capers that the subject had to be touched upon there,
but he came prepared for it from the agitation which prevailed in certain parts
respecting it—an agitation which would be increased if they did not take up the
subject

; and the main object was to manage it so as to create the least excitement
there or elsewhere. Let it be referred, and the committee could report or not, as
they thought fit, and the report, if offered, would be subject to discussion.

Dr. Capers said he had no personal interest in the matter. He was no candi-
date for the office of bishop. He had never yet heard a Methodist preacher broach
the doctrines which were hinted at broadly in that memorial. As an annual con-
ference document, he would wish to treat it with respect, but if offence must come,
he would not, because it came from some favourite brother, wink at it. The mem-
bers of an annual conference ought to know better the spirit and character of their
"brethren in the slaveholding states. He thought it would be quite respectful
enough to let it he on the table.
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Mr. Dow hoped they would approach this Bubject with the same calmness with
which they discussed any other topic. He was in favour of a committee, that the
subject might be brought before them in a kind and Christian spirit and manner

:

and was surprised that the brother who yesterday moved for the appointment of
the standing committees had omitted this.

Mr. Early said he was in favour of receiving all petitions on all subjects in a spirit

of civility and kindness. It was not intended that the memorial should lie on the
table for ever ; but when the order of the day was gone through, then to have the
discussion. If they would have these discussions, every morning, they would
never have done receiving memorials. Four and eight years ago similar petitions
were received, and he (Mr. E.) made a motion for their reference to a committee,
and a great excitement was got up on a question that he thought had been long
settled. He could not yesterday ask for a committee in advance, and in ignorance
whether such a committee would be needed. He had no interest in the matter,
except in common with any other member. Until he lost his senses he should ask
no favour beyond what they had already granted him. He came there from Vir-
ginia, to promote the peace of society. The south differed from the north, and
always would differ, and unless a spirit of forbearance and compromise were exer-
cised, they would differ to an extent that was not anticipated in some quarters.

They had perfect confidence in the uprightness and conscientiousness of their

friends, and would not treat them unkindly unless driven to it by the first law of
nature, necessity. If the allegations of that memorial be established, the south
will sink altogether. We have no way of replying, unless you allow us to go
before a committee. We do not refuse to die if we deserve to die. But let the
charges come against us in a regular form. The doctrines of the Church were
settled before our people entered it. Let it only be seen that they are yet to

be settled, and our people will go out by thousands.
Dr. Capers was not against receiving the memorial ; but Methodistical propriety

required the course he had recommended.
Mr. Crandall did not quite understand what was the motion before the conference.
The President explained.

The motion to lay on the table was lost, and the memorial referred to a com-
mittee to be composed of one from each annual conference.

The presentation of memorials was then proceeded with, on the understanding
that one on each subject should be read.

Numerous memorials and petitions were then presented on the subject of slavery,

the " coloured-testimony resolution," temperance, division of conferences, election

of a bishop, examination of preachers prior to then- being licensed, the establish-

ment of a social library, &c., &c.

Memorial of William J. Waller.

On the call for memorials from the Virginia Conference, Bishop Soule presented
a document which had bsen laid oh the President's table the first day of the con-

ference. It was a memorial from Dr. William J. Waller, ofthe Virginia Conference,
praying for an expression of opinion on certain questions of doctrine and of law,

and making some complaints against the manner in which the Virginia, Conference
had conducted their business, and also against the editor of the Richmond Chris-

tian Advocate in the conduct of that paper.
A member moved its reference to the Committee on Itinerancy.

Mr. Sandford amended by moving for a select committee, as there was one
subject in the memorial that did not come within the province of any of the stand-

ing committees. He moved a select committee of five.

Bishop Soule said, the memorial' had not come through the delegates, and he
knew not who laid it on the President's table.

Dr. Winans said, that the memorial asked them to do that which they had
always refused to do—viz., to give any other decision with regard to our laws than
that which had been given by the legislators of the body. As to the subject of

doctrines, they were settled long ago, and he was not willing that they should be
doubted by implication. _

Bishop Soule explained more fully what he believed to be the contents of the
memorial. The doctrine alluded to was the doctrine of baptism, reduced to the
question whether the children of any other persons than those who were members
of the Church were entitled to that ordinance in the Methodist Episcopal Church ?

Dr. Capers said, this was a point on which the brethren felt some interest, and
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he would explain- He had no knowledge of the contents of the paper ; he was

passing through the city of Eichmond when brother Waller came to the cars to

see the Virginia, delegates, and not finding them, requested him to take charge of

the capers. He (Dr. C.) had no connection with the affair whatever, but he took

charge of the documents, and on his arrival laid them on the President's table,

with a remark that he supposed the President did not hear, as he was engaged at-

the time. .

Mr. Early had no objection to the consideration of the document, but it certainly

could not all be referred to the same committee, and should be referred to a spe-

cial committee. He regretted that Dr. Waller had not acquainted the delegates

with it. There were four present.

Dr. Winans said, he was compelled to differ from his brethren from Virginia. He
thought there was good reason why they should not refer the document to any

committee : for this reason, that, if every respectable minister in the Methodist

Episcopal Church were allowed to approach the conference with every difficulty

that might start up in his mind, the conference would have no time to do any-

thing else but to solve such difficulties. He was not disposed to take any action

upon it, but let it he on the table. That General Conference was asked to explain

the doctrines of the Methodist Episcopal Church—those doctrines had been too

long before the world to need now to be stated and explained. He too had diffi-

culties, and so had many of his brethren ; but should they encumber the conference

with a solution of them ? He pressed his motion that the documents lie on the

table, which was carried by a vote of 76 to 71.

Bishop Soule said, he regretted that he had had to present any such document;

he feared lest the brethren should be led into erroneous action for want of a clear

representation of the matter. He then recapitulated the contents of the memorial.

Dr. W. A. Smith thought the matter had been misunderstood, and that it was

intended only to lay that part of the memorial on the table which referred to the doc-

trines of the Church. If so, he hoped- they would reverse their decision, and

taking up the charge against the Virginia Conference, bring that body to account

for their conduct. They must make the laws clear, ifthey were not so.

Several members here moved a reconsideration of-that part of the vote which

referred to the Virginia Conference. A reconsideration of the whole was also

moved on the ground that there had been some misunderstanding in the matter.

Dr. Capers inquired whether they were not introducing a dangerous precedent.

Every member of the minority might very readily misapprehend, or think that the

majority misapprehended. Perhaps a few in the present case might have misun-

derstood the motion, but not the majority. It might have been as well to have

made the'exception in the first instance, but he thought it would now be best let

alone. Dr. Waller was not present, and he (Dr. C.) could not think any good
would come of it. No one impeached, the Virginia Conference.

Dr. W. A. Smith said, he remembered that no one had a right to come there

against the Virginia Conference except on an appeal.

A member moved to take from the table that part of the memorial which
referred to the Virginia Conference.

Mr. Early hoped they would not hesitate to do that. The Virginia Conference

courted investigation. v

Dr. Winans rose to a point of order. . He doubted whether they had a right to

take up part of a vote for reconsideration.

Dr; Luckey suggested that they should go on with the order of the business.

They could take this up afterward if they thought proper.
Mr. Early said he had not learned that the Virginia Conference was even com-

complained of. He learned that the acts and doings of that conference had already
been referred to the Committee on Itinerancy. The records were in his posses-
sion, ready to be produced the moment any member of that committee called for

them. But let their proceedings come up in a formal way, otherwise the whole
time of the General Conference would be occupied in receiving memorials. The
complaint against the editor of the Richmond Advocate had come up before the
Publishing Committee of the Virginia Conference. If there had been errors on
the part of the conference, they were errors of the head and not of the heart, and
they would be glad to correct them; but if these memorials were received and
acted upon, a door would be opened, which would only be closed when sad expe-
rience should'have compelled them to do so. A brother who had been censured
had a right to appeal, and there was no other way of coming there in order. ' If
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you permit individuals to memorialize in this manner, we shall never have it in.

our power to explain the charges against us.

Calls of " Question" from different parts of the house ; but
Mr. Slicer rose and said, the occasion of the controversy to which the document

before them referred had excited a large amount of attention, and he should think

that the brethren from Virginia ought to ask, in their own defence, to put them-

selves right before the Committee on Itinerancy, and to have the whole matter

investigated, as it appears on the face of the journal. The brother says he has it

with him, ready to produce to any one who wishes it. I suppose (continued Mr.

S.) this whole matter will appear there, and when the committee have both before

them, they will be able to decide whether the Virginia Conference or Dr. Waller

is right. The memorial from the Providence plantations—I beg pardon, Providence

Conference—has been sent to a committee. In that committee South Carolina,

Virginia, and Alabama are represented, and Virginia is represented in the Com-
mittee on Itinerancy, and is competent to defend herself and her conduct before

the committee. The same reason prevails in both cases. And suppose that in the

committees that paper does call for an expression of their opinion, and through them
of the General Conference, in reference to the baptism of children ; if Dr. Waller,

a prominent member of the Virginia Conference, takes one side, and the conference

the other side, it is due to the Virginia Conference, and to the subject at issue,

that the weight of that opinion be given to it. Either it is right, or it is wrong, to

baptize children whose parents are not members : of the Church. If right, we
should say so, to produce uniform practice through all the conferences. If wrong,

the General Conference should give an opinion to that effect, that we may not find

one preacher baptizing such children, another repulsing them. There is a discre-

pancy existing which ought not to be found in the Methodist Episcopal Church. If

Dr. Waller is right, let the sanction of the conference be given to his position.

And it can do no harm to get a resolution into the General Conference with regard

to the conduct of the Virginia Conference upon the subject at issue. I therefore

move that such parts of Dr. Waller's memorial as relate to the Virginia Conference

be referred to the Committee on Itinerancy ; such parts as relate to baptism be
referred to the Committee on Revision ; and such parts as relate to the editor of

the Richmond Advocate be referred to the Book Committee.

Mr. Early explained. Mr. Sheer had misunderstood and misrepresented him.

His objection was not to having the whole matter brought before them on the

records, hut to entertaining the present memorial, which would open the door to

any number of similar irregular petitions, and from which no good would result.

Mr. Slicer said he had not misapprehended Mr. Early. That brother was trying

to establish a distinction without a difference. He would not admit the memorial,

but would admit the subject.

Dr. Winans was opposed to the reconsideration of the vote. He was so fortu-

nate as not to have been mixed up with the difficulties Mr. Sheer referred to. He
had no disposition to shield the Virginia Conference from blame if any attached to

it, nor to withhold from Dr. Waller the right of redress for any wrongs he might

have suffered. Much less was he disinclined to inquire into matters of doubt and
difficulty in the Church. His objection to treating this memorial with official re-

spect, arose from the simple fact that a solitary brother came up with charges

against his conference. They might be important, but was the conference to be
furnished with business by every brother who had doubts on some subjects 1 That

would never do. Each man would feel that he had an equal right to have all the

difficulties which arose in his mind solved. Every General Conference would
thus be flooded with complaints and appeals of this character. This was the sole

ground on which he was for refusing official treatment to the document. If the

journals were correctly kept, the whole matter would come before the committee,

and if they did their duty properly, and thouglit it necessary, they would censure

and report to the General Conference, who would also have the opportunity of

fixing their censure upon the fault. And the same with the editor. That would
come up in the the investigation. Or if any member thought there was necessity

for action on the subject of baptism, he could bring up a resolution on the subject

;

but let them not allow any one member to demand a settlement of them.

Dr. W. A. Smith said, the Virginia Conference declined no sort of investigation

of her opinions or acts. He felt very much obliged to Dr. Winans for the clear

and succinct view he had given of the ground they took on this question. It was
not because they wished to retire from any just degree of responsibility It would
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t, dm d that all their proceedings were upon their journal, and it would be in the
be touna tnd

comIaittee t0 insist upon a very careful examination. It would also
power 01 u ^ ^ memToer t0 nave Bpecial attention directed to any appeals
be

?
omPf Vir<nnia Conference, or to introduce into that body, in a proper consti-

against tn ^ ^j^ subject, and obtain such action or decision on the part of

S^rpneral Conference as they might judge necessary. There was not then the

v K«-t excuse for travelling out of the record to get this matter before that body.

ttSv ou'ht not to permit the memorial of a solitary member to be brought there

without the authority of law. Let it be shown that any brother had a right to ap-

ical to this body, in defiance of the method by which they were usually heard.

This was an arraignment of the Virginia Conference by one who did not come

there under any provision of the Discipline. If he could come under such provi-

sion let those having the care of his case show it, and he would withdraw his

oDTiosition, and the rest of the delegation would do the same. But it could not be

shown and it had not been pretended that it could be shown. He denied the

competency of the General Conference to hold the Virginia Conference to respon-

sibility through Dr. Waller, or any other individual member of that body.

Dr Luckey could not refrain, though so much time had already been occupied,

from expressing his views with regard to the rights that seemed to be involved in

this question He knew nothing of the subject, and had not the remotest idea that

the Virginia Conference would be unfavourably implicated. But the memorial

came as a complaint. The question involved the inalienable right of petition and

memorial It was not so much the subject matter of the memorial that had to do

with the vote for reconsideration. Dr. L. referred to the history of this nation to

show that the way to flood that body with petitions was to refuse to receive them.

The committee could tell at a glance whether a petition were worthy of being re-

ceived. If it were not, reject it at once, and individuals would soon tire ot send-

ing any but such as were entitled to attention.

Mr. Sheer denied having the " charge" of Dr. Waller's " case," as a member

seemed to have supposed.
.

Mr. Cartwright said, ill reference to a member who had risen, it the brother

would just hold still, he would soon ease him. If he thought the present motion

would result to the injury of the Virginia Conference he would vote against it;

but it would be to their interest. . He was. glad to hear the south had experienced

no difficulty about baptizing, children, and wished it was the case everywhere.

.That, however, was far from being the case ; and in some conferences talented men

had refused to baptize children that were not of professing parents. The editor

was accountable to that body for his conduct. If he had acted right, let it be said

so. He could not see why all this squeamishness was indulged in about referring

the matter to the honourable committee. As to this opening the flood-gates to me-

morials and petitions, he did not care if they had a ship load of them. Let them

be patient, and not let off so much steam. Some of the members were remarka-

ble for steam. He for one was calm. They ought to reconsider the vote.

Mr. Finley said, that, if he was sure they could have the vote how, he would not

say anything; but, if they would not come to the vote, he meant to speak also.

He had got some steam, and would talk for fifteen minutes.

Cries of " Question"—" Vote,!' &c.
The motion for reconsideration was immediately carried.

Mr. Slicer Tenewed the motion for. the reference of the memorial to the appro-

priate standing committees,, and repeated his denial of having the charge of the

case, as the attorney of Dr. Waller.
, .

Mr. Drake moved the striking out of that part which referred to the administra-

tion of the Virginia Conference, as being before them, without coming in that

manner.
Dr. W. A. Smith thought they were going too fast in not having the paper read.

They ought to know what they were going to refer. He did not know its con-

tents. He went on the ground of principle alone. He suspected it was not of a

very pleasant character. He could not consent to refer it without knowing what it

was. He called for the reading.
Dr. Luckey hoped he would withdraw that motion, but Dr. Smith wou1

consent.

Dr. Durbin moved that the reading be dispensed with.

, Bishop Soale thought it would be best for the conference to hear it ret

made complaints, which he recapitulated, against the conference and the editor-
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Dr. Durbin was still more inclined to dispense with the reading. Dr. Waller
had not given notice of complaint to the annual conference, and it did not come
from them as a body.

Dr. Smith said the complaint had been made to the Virginia Conference, and
they had decided against it.

Dr. Durbin resumed. And must he come here to review it? It had been well

said, that if every member can come thus, there will be no end to these complaints.

It ought not to he read or referred, and he thought the brethren could reach the

point without exposing the conference to this difficulty. The committee could re-

view the case of the Virginia Conference ; the other had been reviewed. Baptism
was a question of doctrine. It ought to he heard there very cautiously. They
would he opening a door they might not be able to close when they wished it.

Mr. Finley moved that the Whole matter lie on the tahle, and Dr. Durbin with-

drew his motion.

Mr. Finley then moved that it lie on the table, and sleep there for this very rea-

son, that there was a proper way for a man to complain, and proper tribunals. He
understood that the complaint had already been made before the proper tribunal,

and not sustained.

A delegate inquired, whether this course could be pursued?
The President decided that it could.

Mr. J. T. Peck said, a paper could be referred on a mere analysis of its contents

;

the object of referring being to get at its contents more fully.

Mr. Lee (editor of the Richmond Christian Advocate) claimed the indulgence of

the conference. He had been sitting there under considerable embarrassment
during this discussion, and he wished to state a simple fact. He had become so

i accustomed to having charges from Dr. Waller preferred against him before the

Virginia Conference, that he went there annually expecting to meet them. He had
been tried repeatedly, and acquitted in every instance by his brethren. He felt it

due to himself that the conference should-know this, and thereby understand that

this was no new thing with them in Virginia.

Mr. Griffith hoped the motion would prevail. As an itinerant preacher, Dr.

Waller stood in a certain relation to this body. The Discipline defined the rights

and privileges of each member, and pointed out the constitutional mode by which
he might obtain redress under grievances. But had he come there constitutionally ?

According to the directions of the book ? Where was the provision in the Disci-

pline which secured a member of an -annual conference a right to petition that body
individually ? Our people have such a right—but that was another question. In

this matter there appeared to be at the worst a mere difference of opinion. He
hoped further time would not be consumed. They had had enough of it already.

The motion to lay on the table was lost, and Dr. Durbin's motion to dispense with
the reading was renewed, and prevailed.

Dr. Durbin moved that the various references be taken up singly.

The reference of that portion which related to the Virginia Conference to the

Committee on Itinerancy prevailed.

On the motion to refer that portion which related ,to the editor, to the Committee
on the Book Concern

—

Mr. Lee explained. He did not say that this particular charge had been before

the Virginia Annual Conference. They were so frequent that he did not know
which had been preferred, and which had not. He had received a letter from Dr.

Waller informing him that he was going to memorialize the General Conference on
a subject in which he (Mr. Lee) was interested, and desired him to bring the docu-

ments to sustain such allegations. He did not know the charge, and did not bring

the documents, but left that for him to do.

Mr. Early said, that he had learned from Dr. Waller that the only personal mat-

ter in the memorial related to the editor of the Richmond Christian Advocate.

Dr. Durbin wished to finish what he was saying. If it were not the same com-
plaint, he should still be opposed to the reference. It would be a precedent for

any member to bring in complaints against any one he pleased. They ought not

to refer it.

Mr: Sheer wished to say that he did not think the doctrine held on this subject

was tenable. Suppose the brother had been tried twenty times, was he not the

officer of this body, and by his election answerable to them ? The question was
not respecting brother Lee, but the editor of the Richmond Christian Advocate; not

brother Lee as a man, a Christian, or minister, hut simply as an editor, and the
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gianner in which he had discharged his duty. It was perfectly competent for this

body to hear complaints against any of its officers. Suppose he had attacked him

/Mr S 1 as an officer of that body, was he to be screened from the complaint which

lie im>ht lay against him before that body ? Majorities can and do control ; but

maiorities are not always so lenient as they might be, and had he not a right to

arraign the brother complained of? Might not his administration of the affairs go

before the Book Committee ? Brothers Sandford and Lane, and other officers of

the General Conference, had in their acts, to pass in review before their committee.

This General Conference may see cause fully to acquit the brother, and, by a

unanimous vote of the conference, request Mm still to continue the duties of his

office, or otherwise. He held a very responsible position. He had to express the

opinions of this body to the American people—to promulgate views for which they,

as a body, were responsible. His were the acts of the conference's agent, and the

present motion had reference, not to his character, but to the discharge of his

duties.

Dr. Durbin said, the doctrine of Mr. Sheer was correct, but it was necessary to

show that Dr. Waller had come here by appeal. If he were dissatisfied with the

conduet of the Virginia Conference, he ought to have signified his intention to

appeal; and it was for that reason that he (Dr. Durbin) objected to its official

recognition.

Mr. lee wished a moment's leave to address the conference ; and Bishop Waugh
said that, probably, as Mr. Lee was interested in this matter, the conference would
grant him that indulgence, though it was a departure from the rule.

Mr. Lee said he agreed with Mr. Slicer perfectly, and hoped he had not been
understood as shunning an investigation. He was not only willing, but desirous

that the matter should go before the committee. It would there be found, perhaps,

that it was because he had chosen to act, not as an individual, but as the officer

of the General Conference, that these charges had been brought against him.. He
desired the Book Committee and the General Conference to know the whole mat-
ter, and if all could be spread out there, he should not shrink from a full investiga-

tion. He hoped it would go to the committee, and while he expected to meet at

his own conference these several allegations, he hoped that this General Conference,
at least, would endorse his administration. He had no objection to the reference

—

he courted it.

That part of the memorial relating to the editor was then referred to the Book
Committee. It was then moved that that part which related to baptism be referred

to the Committee on Revision.

Dr. Bond said he must speak on that subject as a constitutional question. He
objected to the reference on the ground that the General Conference had no control

over it. One of the restrictive articles imposed on this conference by the general
convention of preachers, when they constituted this body, prohibited them from
altering, changing, or modifying our doctrines. Why then refer the subject to a
committee when they had no control over it? If, said Dr. B., it is inquired whether
we have a right to baptize children, that is provided for in the doctrine of our
Church. They could not change the doctrines in the annual conference, nor can
you do it here with all'your potency, for they are placed beyond your reach. Though
all should recommend it, then, you could not do it. Then why refer it ? It will go
out to the world that we are reconsidering our doctrines, and that we do not con-
sider our doctrines established. These doctrines, however, have been settled a long
time, and we have prospered under them too long to alter, change, or modify them.
I hope, therefore, that you will not refer them, for, certainly, you. have no control in
the matter.

_
Mr. Slicer was opposed to Dr. Bond's views. What he had said was very well

in its place, if there were one syllable in thearticles of religion on the subject, but
mrfortunately f°l" the argument, in Article 25 there was not one word on the subject.

, ,.
understand the restrictive rules, continued Mr. S., they refer to the articles

of religion, and if the doctor will put his finger on that part which treats of baptism
of the children of parents who are not believers, I will yield the point. But for
want of that there is no force in the remarks made by Dr. Bond. And it will be
remembered that those restrictive rules do not prohibit expression of opinion by
resolution or otherwise. The conference eight years ago decided that probationers
should be baptized before they were received into full connection. It cannot now
oe said that we are about to revise our doctrines—we leave the 25th Article un-
touched. When we send this matter to the committee, and get a resolution reported
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from them favourable or antagonistic, no doubt the vote thereon wonld determine

the practice, even as far as Texas. I shall feel myself bound to respect the deci-

sion of the General Conference, and the question will not be settled until there is

some distinct and well-defined form adopted.

Dr. W. A. Smith -Was much obliged to Dr. Bond for the view he had given them of

the subject, and asked the calm and kind consideration of the conference on the sub-

ject. It was a most important one, and the very fact referred to went to confirm the

truth of this position. Time after time they had violated these constitutional restric-

tions, and were in a way to do it now, and by what seemed to be a plan of circum-

vention. Whether that were intended or not, it was the practical result of it. The
conference could not change, alter, or modify the doctrines of the Methodist Episco-

pal Church. If they could meet together, and say by resolution, This is Methodist

doctrine, or that is Methodist doctrine, why then they had the power to change the

doctrines to any extent whatever. He disclaimed the right to refer the subject to the

action of any committee at all. If otherwise, they were no longer bound by any re-

striction at all, and it would-be in fact saying to their people that they meant to do as

they pleased, without any regard to constitutional restrictions. There was another

and an important consideration. There was scarcely a point of doctrine or disci-

pline on which some one did not want information. Memorials of this nature had

been presented over and over again, and had never before been referred to a commit-

tee. He remembered the first General Conference in 1832, when a similar memori-

al was presented, and it was decided that the conference could not, with propriety,

decide upon either doctrine or discipline by entertaining such memorial, but by the

administration of the different preachers, sustained by the bishops, and seconded by
the General Conference. If their rules were not plain, let them be made so, and not

be constantly introducing resolutions by way of interpretation and explanation, and

thus throwing open the door to such memorials without limit or restriction ; he hoped

that with this view, they would conclude they had no right to touch the subject

at all.

Mi-. Ames said, the 17th article in the articles of faith had this language, "The
baptism of children is to be retained in the Church." And the conference had no

authority to act in this matter. As to any expression of opinion as to what the article

was meant to convey that would be a mere nullity.

Mr. Dow said, that article must be retained'in the Church, and the doctrine must

be allowed to stand as it at present stood.

Mr. P. P. Sandford said, this question ought to be intelligibly settled. It was im
portant for the General Conference to understand the subject better than they now
understood it. Brother Dow had said in part what he rose to say. The question

was not, whether they should explain or revise their doctrines. It was a question of

administration of discipline on the part of the ministers. It was a fact that had come
to their knowledge through this memorial, that there were errors on the part of some

ministers respecting this subject ; and the conference had a right to inquire whether

the brethren do conform to the Discipline. Tins they could do without touching the

articles of religion, except so far as to explain their administration by them. From
what he could learn of the memorial, and the statements of brethren on the sub-

ject, he should judge that some one had departed from the role with respect to the

administration of Christian baptism. It was a matter of great importance, and they

ought to guard against any improper person receiving that holy sacrament at the

hands of their ministers ; those who want information come up to the General Con-

ference as the guardian of the administration of all its ministers, and they ought

therefore to take the matter into consideration, and inquire whether the practice

contradicted the rule. He wished to make some remarks on an act of the General

Conference, which had been severely censured there, and unjustly.
_
(Call to or-

der.) He was in order. He was replying to an argument which had involved the

General Conference in severe censure. The point was thisj. The General Confer-

ence had determined that all probationers should be baptized, and that that was
unconstitutional he had yet to learn. If the General Eules were examined, they

would be found to require that every member of the Church attend to all the or-

dinances of God. Now, no Methodist preacher would deny that baptism,,was an

ordinance of God. By this it was made the imperative duty of every man and wo-

man to be baptized. Some of their ministers had lost sight of this obligation, and

the conference was not censurable for insisting upon the baptism of all probation-

ers before they entered into full connection, for the obligation by their constitution

was always binding.
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SATURDAY, MAY 4.

Communication from the Methodist Episcopal Church in Canada.

th- Bail-" presented a paper, purporting to be an official communication from the

r \ Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church of Upper Canada. It was

(Tit proposed to renew the offices of friendly reciprocity between that body
r

fl the General Conference. It affirmed that tLj Methodist Episcopal Church of

Canada adhered to the doctrines, usages, and ecclesiastical polity, originally set on

f t in Canada by the Methodist ministers,; and referred the General Conference to

several delegates, who had been appointed to'represent the body.

Dr. Bangs moved that the brethren appointed by the said Church delegates

to this conference be recognized, and invited to take seats.

Mr. J. T. Peck moved to lay the resolution on the table, and make it the special

order of the day for Monday morning, immediately after the reading of the journals.

MONDAY, MAY 6.

Dr. Ban=s moved that the "brethren appointed by the Canada Methodist Episco-

pal Church, whose Address he presented on Saturday, be recognized, and invited

to take their seats in the conference.

Mr. J. T. Feck said that perhaps the minutes on this subject for the year 1836

had. better be read, that they might know what was the action of the conference

on a similar proposition made at that time.

The secretary explained, that by order of the conference the journals for that

year were placed in the charge of the book agents, but he had sent for them.

Dr. Bangs thought that as he made the motion, it was proper that he should as-

sign his reason for so doing. He did not know, however, whether it would not

be more proper to refer the subject to a committee. The same body had made a

similar application in 1836. The question was then discussed, and opposed, "be-

cause the information before the conference, as to the manner in which they were

organized, was but imperfectly understood, and that conference did not decide yea

or nay, but left it an open question. He had searched for the report of that com-

mittee, but had not yet been able to find it. He thought, however, it was not the

business of the conference to enter into the matter of their organization, or any-

thing of that sort. The body in question embrace all the fundamental doctrines of

our Church, and profess to believe in our episcopacy. He did not understand the

application to be for anything more than this—a mere friendly interchange one

with the other. The conference had already recognized the other brethren from
Canada; very properly so, he thought; and. yet they differ from us much more
than these brethren do. It is welfknown that some years ago they were connect-

ed with the Wesleyan Conference, which connection had since been dissolved by
a vote of that conference. They had but one order of ministers, and in this respect

agreed with the English Wesleyans. But still we had always felt it our duty
to keep up a friendly intercourse' with both the English Wesleyans and the Canada
Conference, without presuming to inquire whether their orders and system were ex-
actly as we would wish. That is an. internal regulation of their own. Just in

the same way the United States act toward other nations, when they are called

upon to acknowledge their independence. They only inquire, Have they an inde-
pendent existence ? And such ought our inquiry to be with reference to every
Church that wishes to exchange fraternal relations with us—Are they orthodox,
and have they an independent existence ? Suppose the Presbyterians or the Epis-
copalians wished to exchange courtesies as fellow-Christians—if we believe in
the orthodoxy of their sentiments, the evangelical nature of their principles, we
should receive them and give them a, friendly invitation to take a seat with us.
This was the principle we ought to go upon in this case. However, he might be
mistaken m his views, and was not anxious about the matter. They come to us
under the influence of just principles and Christian feelings, the same as the other
brethren do, and he saw no reason why the General Conference should receive the
one and reject the other.

Dr. Luckey would second the motion of reference to a committee. The subject
was unfolding points that would require some time for their discussion. He per-
fectly accorded with the remarks of Dr. Bangs, and would extend the hand of fra-
ternal correspondence and friendship to any evangelical Christian denomination
when they came in proper form. But there was a principle involved in this which
the conference did not seem to apprehend. These brethren came as the legitimate
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Methodist Episcopal Church in Upper Canada—not as having fraternal relation to
t

that body, whom the conference had already recognized, but to supplant that body

—practically to take the place of that body. If they did not come as such he had

no objection to receiving them. The history of the past would show that the con-

ference could not recognize both these bodies as they each claimed to be recognized.

He was willing to recognize these delegates as brethren, but not as the Methodist

Episcopal Church who went out from them and inherited the property, &c., of that

body. On no condition could he do this, and thus displace the body already re-

cognized, and yet hs hoped that they would be received and treated as brethren.

Mr. Ninde was opposed to referring the matter to a committee. There could

be bat two objects for so referring. One, that they might definitely arrange this

plain question, and the other to- prevent discussion, and give the weight of the com-

mittee to the question before it came into conference. The subject, however,

would be discussed. Men of strong minds and warm hearts were among them

who would take up that question as strenuously as any other ; and it would afford

more satisfaction to the conference, and be more respectful to the delegates, to

have the subject directly before them.

Mr. Reed said, if the question were now properly before them on its merits, he

would make some remarks upon it. But, as the motion before them was for refer-

ring it to a committee, he thought upon the whole that course would be the best.

It would save time and discussion. If put into the hands of a judicious committee,

and they took in all the circumstances, and reported early, it would be the best.

But, if the question of organization were before them, he thought he could say

something that would have weight in the minds of the conference.

Mr. Covel thought the whole of the circumstance* could only be developed by

a judicious committee, and perhaps the conference, when they had heard all,

might act very differently to what they would at present.

Mr. Cartwright could not, far the life of him, see the propriety of referring this

to a committee. It wa» altogether vain for brethren t» think they could give this

question the go-by. It could not be done. And the report of a committee would

elicit as much discussion as the question would now. It was not worth while to

blink the question. They were prepared to meet it in open conference and open

discussion without this reference. If light and, information on the subject were to

be had, let the conference have them. They desired and wanted them, and did

not expect to get them by referring to a committee. They wanted them m open

conference. If the brethren had a right to be recognized, let thera be ;. but if

otherwise, say so. ...
Mr. Finley objected to a reference. These brethren were waiting to be recog-

nized. If the matter were referred to a committee, they might not report for a

week or two, and this business would be suspended, while these brethren were'

waiting here. If not recognized, they might wish to return home. He had no

idea that a reference to a committee would expedite the matter, and he hoped the

conference would settle it now. ....
Mr. Ferguson thought the reason assigned by Dr. Luckey for its gomg into com-

mittee was a reason against that course. If family quarrels and internal troubles

had crept in among these Churches, he thought that was a reason for taking up the-

matter in full conference, as the committee might, to some extent, pledge themtfo

one side of the question.
. , „

Mr. J. T. Mitchell thought, if they took, action at all in the matter, they could •

not avoid mixing themselves up in these family quarrels. In no country had the

Methodist conferences recognized more than one body in one country as Method-

ists. The British Conference had recognized the Upper Canada Conference.
.

They

wanted full information, which, perhaps, they could not get in open conference.

He would amend the resolution by adding instructions to report without delay.

Mr Griffith was a member of the committee to whom the similar application in

18&6 was confided. To the best of his recollection, there were found to be such

capital defects in their organization in the first place, that the committee could not

recommend their being recognized. There was also such a state of things existing

among the contending parties—lawsuits pending, and such a spirit of litigation and

strife, that the conference refused to settle their disputes ; and having previously

recognized the Wesleyan Canada Conference, they refused to recognize the others

until they went home and settled their differences.

Mr M'Ferrin was in favour of a reference. To go into the history of the Churches ~

in Canada would take a long time. There was the Wesleyan Methodist Church,.
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.. Pniscopal Church, &c. We may have recognized the body which

the Methodist ig'£ had refase(J M ^cognize. Let it go to a committee who
the British Cent

t ^ a ^ form before the conference.
.

would present M» ^ ^ del jj
tes from tlle Wesleyan Methodist Church ril

Mr. Bye"°n'

ighed to correct an erroneous impression which might arise from

Upper Canada,
^ the^^ from Tennessee> about the opposition between

what ^^fJons-the British Conference, and the Wesleyan Methodist Church

the two connect
^ ^ there^^ be a difference between the two connec-

™ UpP
tfrti reesrd to certain local matters, there was none with regard to the legi-

ts wi™ regax^ ^ sented The Briti8h Conference never had denied nor

tnna°y ^ trden^r the Wesleyan Methodist Canadian Church, as such legitimately.

&T^raSn effected in 1833; and in the years 1839-40 certain differences

S™-on on certain questions, mainly on the clergy reserve question, arose. 1 hey
°fT£ nXion that the course the Canadian Church pursued was incompatible with

r/coursHu^aed from the commencement; and informed them that if they pur-

!dXt coSse, they could not continue the union between the two connections.

rradian brethren were a conference of the Methodist Church, or composed a part of

rt,TWp*Wan body. They had the strongest invitations to send delegates to the

^til f-onference- He (Mr. E.) bad received several invitations within the last

fix to eknteenMonths to this effect. But would they recogn«e any of the parties

who had separated from them in this or any other country J Certainly not. And
1°: "

0UldTae as much surprised at the recognition of such parties by this confer-

JZl M thev would if this conference were to recognize the Ranters or Bible Chris-

tians as a part of the Wesleyan Methodist societies of England. He exceedingly

regretted that Messrs. Ritchie and Case were not here, for they entertained the

same opinion with himself on this subject. They were the Wesleyan Methodist

Church in Upper Canada, and the difference was only on some local questions ;
but

this was not the case with other separate'bodies, however specious might be their

^Mr. M'Ferrin said this was the very thing they wanted ; they desired light on

Bishop Soule said he had no disposition whatever to offer a word on this ques-

tion so long as the subject of recognition was not directly before the conference.

That question could not pass before the conference without eliciting remarks from

him", if permitted. He rose now only fully to ratify the observations of brother

Rye'rson with respect to the friendly relations now existing between the British

Conference and the Wesleyan Methodist Church in Upper Canada. He knew this

to be the case. The position in which he was placed in England brought this sub-

ject before him. He had an interview with a very important committee, "emS
requested by some friends in Canada to interest himself on the subject. If this

conference thought there was a disunion between them, they laboured mlde
^.
au

entire mistake. They were as much recognized as members of the great Wes-

leyan family as that General Conference.

Mr. J. T. Peck said, from the interest he felt in that question, he should have

preferred going into the discussion now. The chief elements were before them;

but as they seemed unwilling to go into it now, he hoped they would refer it at

once.

It was then referred to a committee of five.

Proposal to give instructions to the Committee on Slavery.

Dr. W. A. Smith moved the following resolution:—

_

,
" Resolved, That the committee to whom the memorials on ejlavery are referred,

be, and hereby are, requested to report directly on the points, the alleged facts

and arguments submitted by the memorialists, and present their report as soon as

practicable."

In moving the adoption of the resolution he said that, ever since 1832, they had

been flooded with memorials from annual conferences, quarterly conferences, and

private individuals of the Methodist body in the eastern and northern states, and

some from the north-western. With regard to the memorials abstractedly consi-

dered, the simple fact of memorials with names attached being presented, that was,

in itself, a matter of very trifling character, and one that, of itself, would be unwor-

thy of a moment's notice, for it was well known that those memorials, of ™em
;

selves, only showed the active interest of the Methodist niinisters in the subject,
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and were no indication of the feelings and opinions of the people on the question.

He had come to the knowledge of a fact on this subject that was deserving of
being known. A minister from the south-west visited one of the eastern states,

and the ministers in the place, so delicately related on the subject of slavery, could

not open their pulpits to him, nor go to hear him when preaching. They said the

popular sentiment of the Church was against it, and this continued until the people

themselves demanded that the churches should be opened, and this minister heard.

He drew large congregations in the place, while the ministers still held off. And
this goes to show what will probably be found to be true, that all this stir and

interest is among Methodist ministers, and not among the body of the people of

the M. E. Church. This reminded him of a case he once knew of—a memorial
coming up from a certain district, the presiding elder of which wanted to carry the

point on which the memorial was founded, and went round, and got as many sig-

natures as suited his purpose. The memorial was therefore, in reality, only the

wish of the presiding elder. The following case had been related to the speaker.

It was stated that, in Albany, five hundred signatures could be got within a given

time in that city to a memorial, or petition, .to hang a certain respectable minister

of the place. Five hundred dollars were staked upon the issue, and the party went
out and brought in the* petition to that effect, signed by five hundred persons

!

within the given time.

He was sorry these memorials taught the lesson they did, that there were so

many who were rabid on this subject. They of the south could get as many as

they pleased of a contrary character, but they had not thought proper to offend the

feelings of the conference by adopting such a course ; or otherwise they could get

them with strong arguments, and abounding with insulting epithets and degrading

remarks, calculated to arouse the feelings of the eastern and northern brethren.

But they were above it, superior to it, and would scorn to stoop to so contemptible

a method of defending their position. It was not, however, without design and

ultimate effect that this course of the memorialists was pursued. And what was
the design ? Let them review the operation of this subject, and the design would
be made plain. It had been the custom to refer papers on the subject of slavery

to the slavery committee. And what had been the action of that committee?

Why, it had altogether avoided the issue raised, and had attempted to settle the

issue between anti-slavery men and the ultra abolitionists of the north, as if there

had been no representation of the south. There were three parties : the ultraists

of the north, the anti-slavery men, and what they call the pro-slavery men. These

anti-slavery men had assumed to be conservatives-^-to stand between the two other

parties ; and, assuming that right, had asked to be chairmen of this committee, and

to manage the whole matter. And he was sorry to say that the southern men
generally had been quieted by this, and had permitted such conservatives to man-

age their interests. This never /had been by his consent, and. never would be

while he kept his present mind. These conservatives were something like the

cabs of this city—take the horse out, and they always let down on the same side.

Look at their reports, and the resolutions they propose, and say if they go tosettle

the real issues of the question. No! they staved off the real question: in the

meantime the memorialists continued to dose them with their memorials, read on

the floors of the conference. They thus sought, to dodge the question, while they

plied their arguments by constantly reading memorials against southern slavehold-

ers, and there was no argument heard on the real merits of the case whatever.

And when attempts were made to get a hearing on the part of the southern mem-
bers, with what success, he begged to ask, had they been attended? He had

never known but one solitary instance in which they had been calmly and patiently

heard ; that was when Dr. Capers addressed them. They were assailed with calls

to order, cries of "Your fifteen minutes are out," though that time had been ex-

tended again and again; and thus they were dogged into silence, and the true

ground taken by the south had never been fully heard on the floor of that conference.

These memorialists come, asking what? Why, that the resolution on coloured

testimony shall be rescinded. Let the General Conference meet this question

fairly, and say whether it shall be so or not. These memorials contain violent and

unwarrantable attacks upon a missionary secretary because he is a slaveholder : let

the conference meet this question also full in the face. And they contain similar

attacks upon Bishop Andrew, for the same reason : let them meet that fairly and

candidly. They ask, in effect, that a rule be adopted, or such measures taken,

as should exclude all slaveholders from the communion of the Church. He wished
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i .. *^„ al*n to be met and settled, because the southern ministers no longer
that question aa

sed witll the 6Ubject, and afflicted in their feelings by the
wished to be em

{ackB rf^ northem brethren . If the mind, of the General Con-
reproacnes .^ the soatll on this subject, let them say so like honest, straight-
terence d 6^^ south woul(j love tbem tne better for it ; or, if otherwise, let
torwara

^_^^ thgy m;ght UQderstand the matter. They could not be trifled

Yh by being dodged in this way, any longer. He represented, he believed, his

nthern brethren in this expression of sentiment, and called upon the conference

to meet the question fully, freely, and candidly. It ought no longer to be avoided.

Mr. Crandall said he did not disagree with the brother who had just sat down,

as to the course that ought to be taken by the committee on this question, andhe

trusted they would present it in that form before the conference. The memorialists

were sincere in sending their petitions to this body. With reference to the New-

England -Conferences, he could answer for it that the ministers did not take the

lead" but the members : the ministers had not kept pace with the people, and were

not sufficiently abolitionists for them. He denied that the brethren on the other

side had not had a patient hearing, and he presumed the brother would not deny

that he had had a patient hearing that morning.

Mr. Dow denied the heavy charge against the north-eastern and northern brethren,

implied in the remarks about getting names to petitions.

Mr. Sheer claimed to be of the conservatives, who were said to have dodged the

question, and he denied the one-sided action alleged by the brother from Virginia.

The action of the General Conference and committees for the last twenty years had

been decidedly conservative—the Discipline of the M. E. Church was conservative.

It did not say, in the language of the ultras on one side, that slavery is a great na-

tional and social blessing ; nor on the other, that slaveholding, under all circumstances,

was a sin against God, excluding a man from the sacraments of the Church : from

the kingdom of grace and glory : nor that money, the result of slave-labour, should

not go to the missionary treasury, and. that it would be polluted by contact with

money obtained from such sources : nor that the heathen must be without the means
of grace and a living ministry, unless that ministry could be maintained by contri-

butions having no connection with slavery. The slaveholders would have great

difficulty in any attempt suddenly, promiscuously, and instantaneously to free them-

selves from this incumbrance. There was a time when the trade in slaves was in

the hands of northem capitalists, some of whose present possessions were the price

of blood—when the man-hunter and trader wrested from the hearth-stones of their

parents the helpless and weeping children. Now the south did not seek the con-

fiscation of that property ; they only asked that the evil should be allowed to work
its own results under the auspices''of divine Providence. Revealed truth, acting on
the public mind, to the promulgation of which the Methodist ministry had largely

contributed, had done much in bettering the condition of the southern slaves, and
that improvement would have advanced far beyond its present point, but for this

continual agitation. Agitate—-agitate—agitate—only threw difficulties in the way
of the manumission they were praying for.

The conference of 1836 said in effect, " Hands off"—the responsibility was with
the slave states, and whenever irritated and chafed feelings were allowed to exist

between the north and south, they should soon be compelled to part, and it would
be the death-knell of the republic—break down the fences of the constitution, and
let in the most disastrous consequences and results. If the brethren from the north
speak for the people, they were entitled to be heard calmly and temperately. He
cautioned the brethren, against mixing up the question of ardent spirits with this
subject. He had no doubt that the rule of Mr. Wesley would have been altered
before this, but for being mixed up with this unfortunate question.

Mr. Cass complained of the remarks of Dr. Smith in reference to the respect to
which memorials were entitled, and denied the implication therein conveyed against
his brethren and himself. They had taken high and holy ground. They denied the
right of property in man. He maintained that the people thought and felt strongly
on the subject. They were well informed, and understood their own action in this
matter. He was not a conservative, nor in his view was their Discipline conservative.

i?*' P
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Cl k° was one °^ committee alluded to, and acknowledged the

right of the conference to instruct that committee in their duty. They had not re-
ported yet, and conference could not say what they would report, but they should say
tairly, and freely, and candidly, what they had to say.

Mr. Adams thought it was due to those whom they represented to throw back the

2
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unpleasant imputations cast upon the northern portions of the churches. He hoped
all the delegates would do so. As ministers they had been pushed on to the con-
sideration of the subject by the people. He threw back the imputation.
The resolution was laid on the table by a vote of 88 to 78.

TUESDAY, MAY 7.

Appeal of Francis A. Harding.

The appeal of Francis A. Harding, against his suspension by the Baltimore Con-
ference, was taken up.

Dr. W. A. Smith, of Virginia Conference, conducted the appeal on the part of
Mr. Harding. Mr. Collins had charge of the case on behalf of the Baltimore Con-
ference.

The secretary then read from the journal of the Baltimore Conference the pro-
ceedings in the case, to the effect, " that the name of Francis A. Harding having
been called, the presiding elder said that he had by marriage become connected
with slavery.

.. " Mr. Steele moved the reference of the matter to a committee of five, which
was adopted.

" The committee reported that Mr. Harding had become possessed of five Blaves

:

one named Harry, aged 52 ; one woman, named Maria, aged 50 ; one man, named
John, aged 22 ; a girl, named , aged 13, and a child, aged 2 years ; and re-

commended the following preamble and resolution for adoption :

—

" ' Whereas, the Baltimore Conference cannot, and will not, tolerate slavery in any
of its members,

—

" ' Resolved, That brother Harding be required to execute a deed of manumis-
sion, and have the same enrolled in the proper court, and give to this conference,
during this present session, a. pledge that this shall be done during the present
year.'

" Brother Harding having stated the impossibility, with his views, of his com-
pliance with this resolution, Mr. Collins moved for his suspension until he gave suf-

ficient assurance of his compliance.
" The matter was again referred to a committee of five, for further investigation,

who reported that they had entirely failed to induce brother Harding to comply
with the wishes of the conference.

" Brothers Collins and Emory moved the following resolution, which was adopt-
ed:

—

" ' Resolved, That brother Harding be suspended until the next annual confer-
ence, or until he assures the episcopacy that he has taken the necessary steps to

secure the freedom of his slaves.'

"

Bishop Soule. The question will arise, according to the Discipline, whether the
General Conference will admit this appeal.

On motion the appeal was admitted.

Bishop Soule called upon the appellant to state the ground of his appeal.
Dr. Smith said,—I appear before the General Conference, at the instance of the

appellant, to state his case to the best of my ability. In entering upon this duty,

especially as the case involves the question of slavery, it is proper that I should
make some preliminary remarks personal to myself.

I am aware, from the use that has been made^of my name within the last few
years in various journals in different sections of the country, it is reasonable to sup-

pose that I entertain personally hostile feelings toward those who diifer from me.
I wish to disavow it. My own opinions on the subject have been made up for years.

But these opinions have never been permitted with me, so far as I am competent
to understand myself, to originate unchristian feelings to any honest man who dif-

fers with me. I have always held myself to be, and now do, an anti-slavery man

—

not, however, an abolitionist in any sense of the word. And in this I differ not
from my Methodist brethren in the ministry and out of it. The sense which I at-

tach to anti-slavery will, in the course of the observations I shall make on the mer-
its of this case, be explained. In the present case I do not know if I am not called

upon to represent an abolitionist, though a southern man myself. I do not symbo-
lize with the brother on the subject of slavery. I differ with him, almost as wide-
ly as I do from any abolitionist, north or east. And I do, sir, with the more cheer-
fulness enter upon the defence of this case, being actuated by . a sense of justice,

because I believe, whatever may have been the design, (and I have not a solitary
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doubt that the design was a good one,) this brother has been wronged, and deeply

ed bv the decision in, his case.
WI

iM from the journals of the Baltimore Conference, and from his own state-

that he entered as a probationer in the ministry in 1839, and in 1843 was or-

?^
nt

'd in the regular course, an elder in the Methodist Episcopal Church. On the

Sfjf^f February, in 1844, he became connected by marriage with Miss Swan, in

th state of Maryland. At the session of the conference in March last he was call-

eofup for examination, and from the journal of that body I learn his presiding

elder stated, that, by his late marriage, he had become connected with slavery. The

conference appointed a committee to investigate the subject. That committee re-

ported. Their report you have heard read ; it requires him to pledge himself that,

Sarin" the year, he would execute a deed securing to the slaves their liberty.

These slaves belonged to his wife by the demise of her parents. Let that be dis-

tinctly remembered. I understand that brother Harding, for specific reasons, re-

fused to comply with the decision of' the conference. It is due to him to state,

that I could have wished the journals of the conference had been kept as the rule

requires they should be kept ; that all the questions and all the answers put to the

accused had been matter of record. This, however, is not the case. The proceed-

ings of the conference alone, so far as regards the resolutions moved and adopted,

make up the journals of that conference, and by consequence we have not the le-

gal authorized testimony, required by the book of Discipline. I must, therefore,

sir rely for the .facts that are important to a due consideration of this case, upon

the correct and honest memory of the representatives of the Baltimore Conference.

I therefore say that if, in relating anything of importance, not on the records of

the conference, I should be found in their judgment in error—for it is not my pur-

pose to misrepresent the history of this case—they will point out the error. 1 un-

derstand from the individual himself, and from some members of that conference,

that when the decision was read, he refused at once to comply with the demand of

the conference on the following grounds":

—

First. That by the nature of the laws of the state of Maryland he did not become
the owner of the slaves. They were held by his wife by descent from her parents,

and that he had therefore no right to execute the deed required by the conference.

Secondly. That if it were not so, the laws of the state of Maryland do not permit
the liberated slave to enjoy liberty, and that, therefore, under the rule of Discipline

he was not required to comply with the condition. He maintained, therefore, that

the pledge was impracticable, and contrary to the rule of Discipline ; and, thirdly,

that it would be in its practical results inhuman. Andwhy 1 Because the demand
if carried out by him, without the consent of these slaves, 'would separate parents
from children and other friends, which, without their consent, he, as a conscientious
man, could not consent to do/'

But 'while he thus refused a compliance with the proposed condition, he never-
theless tendered to the conference the following pledge, in his own name and that
of his wife, that he would have them removed to the colony in Africa, or to any
free state in the Union, where they might be permitted to enjoy their freedom, at

any time when he could do so with their consent. But pledge himself to fulfil the
condition made by the conference, with or without their consent, and thus sever
the dearest ties on earth, he, as a humane and conscientious man, could not consent
to do. I am now relating what the journals of the Baltimore Conference should
have shown. Let the conference understand that I am repeating the pledges
made by this brother in my own language ; but I submit it to the delegation
whether I give substantially the pledges he gave. If not, correct me on the spot,
and do not leave me to labour in the dark.

Mr. Griffith. I understand you to say that he gave a pledge to remove them to
any free state. I have ho recollection of such a pledge. If tendered, itwould have

m accePted, as perfectly satisfactory.
Mr. Gere. Brother Griffith may not have heard the pledge, but he did, more

M
0ISe

1

,

]

mate that pledge in the presence of the conference.
Mr. OolUns. I attended to this case with great particularity, and had something

to do with _it. If brother Harding ever made such a pledge, it did not reach my
ears. And when he said that, with the consent of his wife and the slaves, he
would send them to Liberia, I asked him if that consent could be obtained, and he
answered m the negative.

Mr. Gere. Brother Collins is eorrect in saying that consent could not be
obtained; but I clearly recollect the point spoken to. He would have preferred
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illustrated the whole case, proceeded to make up their report, saying that theyhad
failed to reduce the brother to terms, though the record shows that they wero
appointed to ihvestigate the case. Yet they report about bringing him to terms.

The conference, then, on motion of brothers Collins and Emory, resolved to sus-

pend the appellant from his ministerial standing until the next session of conference,

or such time as he should give satisfaction to the episcopacy that he had secured

the manumission of the slaves. From this decision, sir, brother Harding gave

notice of his intention to appeal, and is now before the General Conference m pro-

secution of his design. I have thus gone through the statement of the case as I

find it in the journals, and from oral testimony, because of the defectiveness of the
journal itself.

The ground on which I rest this appeal is briefly this

:

First, The appellant violated no rule of Discipline in refusing to comply with the
condition of the Baltimore Conference. Secondly, But on the contrary, the rule

of the Church makes provision in his favour. Thirdly, And, therefore, his suspen-
sion is unauthorized, and should be reversed.

If it be the pleasure of the conference for me to proceed in the investigation of
this subject, I propose to do so ; but if they think it would be more in order for

the defence to respond, I am ready and willing to give place that they may do bo.

I do not wish to forestall, and ask no right more than to state the case, and the

grounds of our appeal.

Mr. Morgan said, in reference to Mr. Gere's statement, that there had been two
cases before the Baltimore Conference involving the question of slavery, those of

Mr. Harding and Mr. Hansberger. Mr. Harding did consent to send his slaves to

Liberia, if their consent and that of his wife could be obtained ; but the other was
willing to emancipate his, provided certain arrangements could be made.

Dr. Smith. The ground we take is, that the appellant violated no rule of Disci-

pline ; on the contrary, the rules of the Church make provision in his favour, and
therefore, his suspension by the Baltimore Conference is unauthorized and
should be reversed. Because, under the law of Maryland, in which state he mar-
ried, he did not come, by his marriage, to be the owner of the property which fell

to his wife. As, therefore, he was not the owner of a single slave, he could not

manumit one. The conference required an impossibility. In proof thereof I will

read an opinion of Judge Key. I suppose that this conference would have no hesi-

tation about receiving the opinion of that gentleman. He says :

—

" The Keverend Mr. Harding having married Miss Swan, who, at the time ofher
marriage, was entitled to some slaves, 1 1 am requested to say, whether he can
legally manumit them or not 1 By an act of Assembly, no person can manumit a
slave in Maryland : and by another act of our Assembly, a husband has no other or

further right to his wife's slaves than their labour, while he lives. He can neither

sell nor liberate them. Neither can he and his wife, either jointly or separately,

manumit her slaves, by deed, or otherwise. A reference to the Acts of Assembly
of Maryland will show this. Edmund Key.
"Prince George County, April 25th, 1844."

I would also refer to the laws of the state of Maryland, chap. 293.
" Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Maryland, That from

and after the passage of this act, any married woman may become seized or pos-

sessed of any property, real or of slaves, by direct bequest, demise, gift, purchase,

or distribution, in her own name, and as of her own property ; provided, the same
does not come from her husband after coverture."

Now, sir, by this late act of Maryland, a woman can become an owner of pro-
perty in her own name, though married.

" Sec. 2. And be it enacted, That hereafter, when any woman possessed of a pro-

perty in slaves shall marry, her property in such slaves, and then* natural increase,

shall continue to her, notwithstanding her coverture, and she shall have, hold, and
possess the same as her separate property, exempt from any liability for the debts

or contracts of the husband."
Now, from this section, we perceive that the property of a woman does not pass

to the -husband, as by the original law, and as is probably the case in other states

of the Union.

"Sec. 3. And be it enacted, Thatwhen any woman during coverture shallbecome
entitled to, or possessed of slaves by conveyance, gift, inheritance, distribution, or

otherwise, such slaves, together with their natural increase, shall enure and belong
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• , vv» maimer as is above provided as to slaves which she may possess
to the wife in uKe ^

ual^
at the time of^f^^nacted, That the control and management of all such slaves,

"Sec. 4. A"
(theil labour and the receipts of the productions thereof, shall remain

the direction

"

&bl to the law8 heretofore in force. All suits, to recover the
to Ae

J^nr possession of such slaves shall he prosecuted or defended; as the case

vrape£?inL> ioint names of the husband and wife ; in case of the death of the

m?
I «nch slaves shall descend and go to her children and their descendants, sub-

—
1 'to die use of the husband during life, without liability to his creditors, and if

•'he die without leaving children living, or descendants of such children living,

thev shall descend and go to the husband."

From these we learn, that, were a husband, marrying a woman with slaves, to

manumit those slaves, any person who might inherit properly from his wile might

make him pay for every one so manumitted, because of the injury done to them by

such an act of manumission.
" Sec 5 Be it enacted, That the slaves owned by a feme covert under the

provisions of this act, may be sold by the joint deed of the husband and wrie,

executed proved, and recorded agreeably to the laws now m force in regard to the

conveyance of real estate of feme coverts and not otherwise

" Sec 6 And be it enacted, That a wife shall have a right to make a will ana

•rive all 'her property or any part thereof to her husband, and to other persons with

the consent of the husband subscribed to said will; provided always, that the wrie

shall have been privately examined by the witnesses to her will, apart and out ot

the presence and hearing of her husband, whether she doth make the same will

freely and voluntarily, and without being induced thereto by fear or threats ot or

Ml usage by said husband, and says she does it willingly and freely ;
promded, that

no will under this act shall be valid unless made at least sixty days before the death

of the testatrix." -,

It is perfectly manifest that the opinion of Judge Key is correct, and that the

appellant in this case did not possess the right of property in any one of these five

slaves that his wife held by the demise of her parents. The Baltimore Conference

said, " Manumit your slaves," thus requiring that appellant to dispose of property

that did not belong to him: to set at liberty those in whom he had no right, and

over whom he had no control whatever. Why, they might with equal propriety

tell him to unhorse the first Methodist minister he found on the highway, and torn

the horse loose beyond the power of his proper owner, or to manumit the slaves of

every man in the state as a condition of holding his membership in their body.

Mr. Harding had as much right to the horse, bridle, and saddle-bags of his brethren

as to the slaves in question, and just as much right to every slave in the state as to

these, and could with as much propriety execute a deed of manumission on their

behalf. I say, then, that without doubt the Baltimore Conference required of him
to do that which it was impossible for him to do. I am at a loss to know how that

conference could commit such an error. It really is so marvellous that I am utterly

at a loss to account for it.

Secondly, If the doctrine" I have just laid down could in any sense be held as

doubtful, though I cannot see how it can possibly be so held, and it should there-

fore be said that he had property in the slaves of his wife, then the rule of Disci-

pline, sect. 10, pages 209, 10, makes provision in his favour.
" We declare thatwe are asmuch as ever convinced of the great evil of slavery

:

therefore no slaveholder shall be eligible to any official station in our Church here-
after, where the laws of the state in which he lives will admit of emancipation, and
permit the liberated slave to enjoy freedom."
Now we maintain that, under this provisional exception to the general rule of

our Church, he was not required to manumit these slaves, because he could not
legally effect that manumission, even if they belonged to him, in that state. Such
also is expressly the meaning of the second answer :

—

" When any travelling preacher becomes an owner of a slave or slaves, by any
means, he shall forfeit his ministerial character in our Church, unless he execute, n
it be practicable, a legal emancipation of such slaves, conformably to the laws of the
state in which he lives."

This is a different phraseology expressing the same idea, and has been so decided
by the General Conference. A legal emancipation! What is the common-sense
meaning of this ? Such an emancipation as will put the slave in possession of his
freedom in that state. Now could the appellant give them such liberty? I hold
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and we had a right, under the circumstances, to expect that the Baltimore Con-
ference would not thus have disregarded the decision of the General Conference.
I take it upon me to say, that the decision referred to settled that point ; and the
appellant was not required under the laws of the state of Maryland, and under
that decision upon our laws of Discipline, 'to manumit these slaves, because the act

would not secure their freedom. I need not stop to notice, that, though that law
was passed, and that report and resolution adopted for the government of the Bal-
timore Conference, they have never ordained these men.
Mr. Collins. That's the fact> It was no law ; it was only a resolution.

Dr. Smith. We maintain, therefore, that the refusal to comply with the demand
of the Baltimore Conference was no violation of the rules of Discipline, and also,

that as a conscientious and humane man, Mr. Harding could do no more than he
proposed to do. It is admitted by all the delegation that he was ready to send
every one of these slaves, with their consent, to Liberia. What more could he do,

as a humane man ? Should he send them there without their consent ? Should he
separate parents and children and their friends, without their consent, and compel
them to find refuge in the bosom of Africa ? Should he have done so ? He was
willing so to do, with their consent, and I ask what more could humanity ask or
Christianity require ? Let me at this point briefly examine the requisitions made
upon him. They wanted him to hold two of the slaves in perpetual bondage.
Did you mark that ? Yes ! the decision of that conference required him to hold
two of the slaves in perpetual bondage, one till he was 28 and two till they were
23 ! Now, sir, I beg leave to ask what eastern man, consistently with his princi-

ples, can vote to sustain the Baltimore Conference in this instance? Stick to your
principles, abide by them, and you cannot sustain them in their action ! On the
other hand, Harding, on the principle of the most ultra eastern member here,
pledges himself to let them go to Africa or any free state. What more could he
do ? What more would the laws permit him to do? And what eastern man will
fail to sustain him in this ? He intended this, and does now intend it, so far as he
has a right to control his movements on the subject.

My third general ground is, that the spirit of our Discipline does not, any more
than the letter of it, justify the Baltimore Conference in their suspension of this

brother. The spirit of the Discipline is a vague term, but I may explain. I mean,
then, that the general design and tendency of the rules of our Discipline on the
subject of slavery do not justify that conference in their course. I hold that the
rules of our Discipline on this subject are exclusively conservative. The whole
Discipline is conservative, and I claim to be a conservative myself.

,
I stand by

Methodist Discipline ; and if any man claims to be conservative, and will not stand
on the same broad platform, I deny that he is one, and will contest it every inch,.

I repeat, our Discipline is conservative. Hear it. " What shall be done for the
extirpation of the evil of slavery? Ans. 1. We declare that we are as much as

ever convinced of the great evil of slavery." I believe it—with all my heart I

subcsribe to it. And I can repeat that language with a feeling that none, except
those from the south, like circumstanced, can possibly do. I say it is an evil,

because I feel it to be an evil. And who cannot say the same that has trod the
soil of the south ? It is an evil. The Discipline declares the truth, the whole
truth, and so far as it relates to the case, nothing but the truth; and a truth which,
from our connection with the subject, we are not gshamed to own, nor afraid to

proclaim on the housetops, here or elsewhere. Is not this enough ? What more
can the brethren ask? What more would they ask from the south as a sacrifice on
the altar of union than this broad, unqualified declaration? This, sir, is unques-
tionably conservatism. But, sir, it is not such conservatism as is represented by
the cabs of your city, always, when the horse is taken out, letting down on one
side. No, sir, that is not the principle of conservatism, for conservatism always
involves 'principles appropriate to two sides. On the other hand, I should say
that while the Discipline deprecates the evil of slavery, it requires the members
of the Church within those states to conform their action to the rules or laws of

those states in which they live. This is assuming the doctrine that though slavery

is an evil, and a great evil, it is not necessarily a sin. There's th^other side of the
question. And is it not clearly so? Now, we of the south take both sides of the
question—it-is a great evil, it is not necessarily asin; and we ask no more of you.
But we maintain -that it is not a sin, and we demand this concession on your part.*'

They are conservatives who take both sides, and not those who are one-sided iu;

their doctrine, practice, and votes.
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^t this conference. We felt the evils and groaned under them so deeply, and

ZSrfy"»S to get rid of them, that lorn the debates in 1831, m theVu-

J?ni»SlaZrand the popular sentiment expressed in the pulpit and through the

â« I? doubi were entertained that the state was about to adopt immediate

Sires fe its gradual extirpation. Eighteen thousand dollars per annum were

S,pCriaid to advance the colonization interest only as an mtiraation that any rea-

Skfclaimfor colonization upon the treasury of Vn-gmia should be honoured.

WhyH not carried out 1 Why, just at this juncture when the bow of promise

wi
y
blghming to span the heavens, and the long-prayed-for hour was about to come

Zm uHTaft its glory-behold this dark cloud rises in the north and east, and

though but the size of a man's hand in the beginning, it increased and passed over

the whole north ! It flung the dark shadows of its coming events over the moral

hemisphereofthesouth,andmantledallin 3ackclothandmournmg! Thetideoi co-

lonizationwas arrested—it rolled back, and the friends ofthe cause were left to mourn

over their disappointments. And yet in the face of all this, results have shown that

while God never can direct anything that is wrong, yet his hand was in this mat-

ter, in permitting the error, or the wickedness, I will not say which, to bring about

a good result. At that very time your agents in Liberia, resident coloured men,

wrote back, " Stay your hand. If you are not more select m the choice ol those

you send here, we shall be reduced to a heathen state. Send its colonists, butsend

us select men. Don't send us corn-field hands—they are not fit for freedom.

This, sir, was a wise and a sage remark ; not the result of proiound philosophical

investigation, it is true, but the spontaneous promptings of practical observation.

And what is the principle on which it operates ? Why, that in forming a colony

you can pour into it a heterogeneous mass, only so far as it can be received into the

body politic, and impart strength and vigour to the body. But if, instead ol impart-

ing strength, they give theirown character to the body, the consequences will be cer-

tain ruin and destruction. I will give you an illustration. I hesitate not to say, and

many will sustain me in declaring, that if the amount of vice and ignorance from

Catholic Europe, and particularly Ireland, now poured like a flood into the bosom

of this vast republic, had swept into the infant colonies of Jamestown or Plymouth

Rock, never would you have seen this fair republic spring up, striking its roots deep

in the soil, and spreading its branches from Maine to Mississippi, and from the At-

lantic almost to the Pacific Ocean. But now, since this country has grown up to

maturity, and taken the elevation and power of a great state, we can take in these

vast crowds, and yet our political and moral character remains unharmed._ The
firm bases of our civil institutions are unmoved ; the deep foundations of social and
civil life have not been reached ; and we are privileged to cherish the hope that

time, in its rapid roll, will but strengthen and perpetuate our civil_ and religious

liberty, while we continue to be an asylum for the ignorance, vice, infidelity, and
what is worse than all combined, the Popery of Europe. Now, had Liberia been
so colonized, it would have been ruined. Such a mass as Virginia was rapidly pour-

ing into it would have reduced it to its original heathen condition. What prevent-
ed such a result ? The abolition excitement, and nothing else. Thanks to them,
then, that we have a colony on the coast of Africa to spread itself out, and yet be-
come an asylum for every freed slave if he pleases to go there ; and I pray God that

he may speed the happy day. I am aware that our abolition brethren never in-

tended this, and therefore they may be compared to an enemy who plunges a dag-
ger mto your side, but which only opens some dangerous abscess. And you are
mistakeii if you think I have any animosity against abolition brethren. I believe
w>a wul use them as instruments, bad or good, as they may be.
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Now, sir, I have enlarged for a purpose which cannot fail to have been perceiv-

ed. I ask, again, who are the conservatives ? Those who maintain one side of the.

Discipline, that slavery is a great evil, but will not concede the principle that it is

not necessarily a sin 1 or, are they the conservatives who take both sides of the

book ? Such is a conservative, and all who symbolize with him. I have heard a

different doctrine from a very unexpected quarter. The case has been put with the

abolitionists proper standing at one extreme, the southern portion of the Church

standing at the other extreme, distinguished by holding this doctrine, that slavery

is a great political and social blessing. Sir, did you ever hear that doctrine advo-

cated by a southern minister of the Methodist Church in your life 1 I declare to

you, I never heard such a doctrine before. Forty-one years have passed over my
head, twenty of which have been devoted to the service of the Methodist Episco-

pal Church, as a southern minister, preaching to the master and the slave ; and never

in my life did I hear that doctrine until I heard it imputed to southern brethren

on the floor of this conference, from a man, too, who claimed to be a conservative

—a middle man, standing between the two extremes, like a mediator, putting his

hands on both, and bidding them be reconciled. If I understand it rightly, the

Discipline is conservative, because it occupies the middle ground between the two

;

and so stand the southern men. The difference between us and either extreme, is

just the difference between plain right and plain wrong. There is a clear, bold,

vigorous line of demarcation. The partition wall betwixt right and wrong is as

high as heaven, and it must be scaled before an entrance can be made from the

right to the wrong. If you belong to us, take the ground of the Discipline and law.

You make an imaginary extremity, and then assume to yourselves to be middle men.
Now on this broad platform the southern Church stands :—Slavery is a great evil,

but beyond our control ; yet not necessarily a sin. We must then quietly submit

to a necessity which we cannot control or remedy, endeavouring to carry the Gospel

of salvation to both masters and slaves.

Ultra anti-slavery men deny the great principles assumed, and maintain the doc-

trine that slavery is necessarily a sin under all circumstances. And now for the ap-

plication of the whole subject to the case in hand. I regret to declare that it is my
honest conviction, that all the action of the Baltimore Conference in this case sym-
bolizes with the principles of ultra-abolitionism. The Discipline of the Church, I

have shown, clearly recognizes this brother in the relation in which he stands to

slavery. The laws of Maryland do not make him the possessor of slaves. And yet

the action of the Baltimore Conference requires him to manumit them—the slaves

that he never owned. A legal opinion was given in and confirmed, and yet they

persisted in their demand ! How could they do that on the principle of the conser-

vative character of our Discipline 1 They could not, yet they did it, clearly on the

doctrine that slavery is a sin under all circumstances.

The first argument brought by the advocates of this position is, that slavery is

wrong in the abstract. What is slavery ? Why, in its very nature it is a concrete

act. What is it when taken abstractly ? Why, it is the act taken away from all its

circumstances. Take away from slavery all its circumstances, and how will any,

man predicate right or wrong of such a thing 7 _ It is neither right nor is it wrong, .<

abstracted from its circumstances. But perhaps, in common parlance, slavery in the;:

abstract is the simple overt act of slavery, which is inseparable from circumstances.:;

Yet we will take it so, though it is a sort of hair-splitting business. It is then;j

the government of man by physical force. Is it anything more ? Can it possibly'

be anything less 1 And will you undertake to say that the government of man by;

physical force is wrong 7 Government by physical force ! Why, the inhabitants of >

Sing Sing prison are detained there by physical force, and without their consent.

And will you undertake to say that such control of man by physical force is wrong.?

I imagine, sir, that no one will say that. What is true of an abstraction in this

,

sense 1 Why, that it is right or wrong according to its circumstances, as With mur-
der. Murder itself is wrong. Murder in the abstract is neither right nor wrong.
Taking life is right or wrong according to its circumstances. And if the abstract or

overt act of taking life be done according to the established laws of the country, or

in self-defence, it is taking life on a correct principle. If done contrary- to law or

with malice aforethought, it is murder, and therefore wrong. And so with slavery.

It is right or wrong, to be justified or condemned, according to its circumstances.

A second argument on the abstract question is, that what is wrong in the begin-

ning can never become right by continuance. Applied to slavery it is this. It was
wrong to bring these slaves from Africa, and it can never be right to detain theSfe,
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f t:of her soil Take, sir, the conquest of your own country—save my own native

, L and I am proud tomake an exception in her favour—the Indian is the original

S
;™er of the soft from which he was driven ; of the soil that gave him birth

;
and at

?W«T verv day the land where sleep his fathers back to unknown generations, this

tod is hu not yours ; and if the principle laid down is just, give him'back the rights

he once enjoyed, and the land that was his dear and social home.

But we say that it is indispensable to the well being of human society, that

there be principles of prescriptive right acknowledged and acted upon, and that

the ordinal wrong should ultimately become right, when the redress of that wrong

would Inflict a greater evil than the original wrong. So slavery may have had its

origin in wrong, cruelty, oppression, and robbery ;
yet if the redress of that wrong

would be a greater evil than the wrong itself, then it is to be assumed as right.

And it remains with the opposition to show that the wrongs can be redressed

without interfering more prejudicially with the institutions of society. Does any

one doubt that the patriarch Abraham was a slaveholder, or that slavery existed

among the Jews, and that, too, under the divine sanction and by divine appoint-

ment? Of that we are assured on the authority of God's word. But, then, we are

sure that the Divine Being could neither appoint nor sanction anything that was

in itself independently and absolutely wrong. It must, therefore, have been right,

under the peculiar circumstances of Abraham and of the Jewish nation. And what

was right in one instance may be right in another. What were the circumstances

under which slavery was in these cases we know hot—no man knows—but we are

bound to allow the fact.

What was true on the Bubject of slavery in the days of the apostles ? In Greece,

at that time, there were about ninety slaves to every four hundred freemen, that

is, about one-fifth of the whole population were slaves ; and Eome was at that time

•the greatest slave-market in the world, where millions were bought and sold under
the reign of the Cesars. Now the system of slavery in those days was the most
unhallowed that is recorded on the ,-pages of history ; and they must know little

indeed of American slavery who put it on a footing with that of Greece and Eome.
Now, if in the days of Christ it passed unreproved, though existing in a bold and
palpable form—if there were no warning epistles written to the Churches on the
subject at the instance of the apostles, surely it is fair to conclude that it is not
" necessarily a sin." They could not but be cognizant of its existence, since St.

Paul himself recognizes the relation of master and servant or slave on the same
principles that he did the civil government. This was an absolute monarchy. The
lives of his subjects were at the disposal of the sovereign ; St. Paul was in the hands
of the civil power, and don't you suppose that he saw and felt the evils of so des-
potic a government 1 And so with slavery. The particular authority of the master
over the slave was a great evil, yet Paul acknowledged both the civil government
and the system of slavery. He required all Christians to submit to the civil autho-
rity, offensive as it was ; and he required all masters to treat their slaves as became
masters, and

%
slaves to be obedient to their masters. What did he intend by all

•A th
W^' t'lat '* was h*s duty as a minister to preach, and watch, and labour,

and thus bring about that state of things in society that would best indicate the
necessity tor a different form of government, and a different state of society. ' As a
private citizen he might have fallen out with the government, as a matter concem-

>£ A °Z°t
personal a*"1 priVate feelings ; but as a minister of the Church he felt

it nis duty to pursue that course which would make a different form of government
as practicable as it is at all times desirable. So we of the south see in slavery anem; but m the circumstances we feel justified in our course, and, indeed, cannot

fnJrt, lv;
We

ff1 that we 9hould De domg an infinitely greater wrong by alter-

»«°„ nl
cou

u
cUtl°n ot th

.

e slaves, under present and existing circumstances. Our duty

£J™7 n ^Jesters is to labour by preaching to Hess both master and
servant. Go preach among them. Get master and servant both converted, and
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thus bring about a different state of tilings, and then a different state of society will

be practicable as well as desirable, and thus, and thus only, can we occupy the

broad conservative platform of our Discipline.

They affirm, of slavery in the south, that its origin was wicked—that the slaves

were first acquired at the expense of our brother's blood. Admit it all. Yet the

hand of God is above, and it is his to overrule everything for good. Go with me
to the southern plantation, where our missionaries have been preaching for years

!

Come with me through the length and breadth of this land ! Converse with the

slaves on the subject of religion, and you will find thousands " clothed and in their

right minds"—happy in the love of God. Their condition is better, - thousand

times better, than ifthey had remained in Africa. They would there have sunk lower

and lower, without any knowledge of a Saviour, for there can be little doubt that

had not their bondage and slavery awakened the sympathies of mankind in their

behalf, there would not have been such mighty efforts to evangelize Africa and other

portions of the world. They were in darkness—gross darkness ; but who will not

say that " the people who sat in darkness have seen a great light," and that the state

of the slaves is now better than it was before their bondage 1 I feel a deep interest

in this matter. I am emphatically a negro preacher. I watch over them, attend

their revivals, lead their classes, and labour among them from year to year ; and

have a heart as full of sympathy and love for them as any man's.

What is the duty of the.Methodist Episcopal Church on the subject of slavery?

There is danger of her stepping out of the track of duty, and engaging herself in

political relations, and thus becoming a politico-ecclesiastical establishment. The
Christian Advocate and Journal has correctly told us that we have no right to make
laws. The very day you begin to make laws, you err, and the laymen will then

have a right to representation ; and have it they must, and have it they shall, if it

can possibly be secured to them. Your government can be defended only on the

ground that you make no laws. What, then, are you to do ? Just tell the people

what are the plain laws of God's word. Do that, and the people will not find fault

with you ;
partisans may, but the intelligent of other denominations, and the whole

body of.your own Church, will not complain of you for that. The ministers are set

apart to explain religion, to enforce God's laws, and teach the doctrines of the Bible,

and should let all political subjects alone. I have now had the right to vote for

more than twenty years, but I have never yet exercised it. It is no part of my
business to meddle with politics. I do not, however, consider my omission to vote

as an example for imitation. But, in regard to the principle that governs me, I

shall never reconcile it to myself to interfere with politics further than as a private

citizen. I have a terrible warfare against this thing. I don't believe in this doc-

trine of Methodist ministers having to do with politics. The genius of our govern-:

ment is against it. I think that we should confine ourselves to our proper ministe-

rial duties.

I suppose we ministers can never interfere with any legislation on political mat-^

ters. And our laymen can come—(Some remarks were here lost by the reporter.) 1

The genius of our Church government requires that we confine ourselves exclu-

sively to spiritual matters. "My kingdom," says the Saviour, "is not of this

world"—it is spiritual. Any interference by this General Conference, directly or

indirectly, as an ecclesiastical council, with any political questions or relations what*)

ever, is inappropriate to our duties, and extremely dangerous in its results. We|

are destined to become a great people. No human causes, that are likely to bei

brought to bear, can prevent our becoming the most numerous and popular branch

of the American Church. (God grant that when we come to be this great people,,!

the glory may not have departed from us !) But when this state_ of things shaft

come, what will be the condition of the country and the Church, if our ministers

should not confine themselves, as ministers, exclusively to their appropriate spirit-j

ual duties, and leave the political questions and relations of the country to be rnan-v

aged by the laymen of the Church and other citizens ? Why, sir, it is perfect!^

manifest, that if in that day it shall be found that the same men, whether laymen ofi,

preachers, who are making rules for the government of the Church, are also at thft

same time members of the different state legislatures, or of the general government

they will be making laws for the government of the state. With the reins of civil

government in one hand, and the reins of ecclesiastical government in the otheri'

what will be more easy than to unite both reins in one hand—or, in other words'*|

unite Church and State ? This, sir, is the unhappy result to be deprecated. It *
this that makes any action of this body upon a subject purely political a just cause
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. . i_ „ rHscriminathigmind. Do not, then, complain of the south, when
df suspicion by any/L iet the subject of slavery alone, because more appropriate

she admonishes y°u
T]le gcriptui-es furnish you with no example of ecclesiasti-

to the <avflkS£f£e mhject of slavery, although it existed in the days of Christ

cal legislation on t ^ ^^ objectionable form fl^ m the present day. The
and the »P°??*!' h is j,]^ if you would bring around that state of things in the

duty of the Cliurc
ê 60ci^condition^ be as practicable as it is at aU tunes

son?' ^iv desirable let the General Conference, let all the ministers in the Church,

C°
fi ethemselves to their appropriate calling—let thempreach the grace of Christ—

^ they will accomplish their object.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 8.

Mr. Collins, of the Baltimore Conference, commenced his reply to Dr. Smith.

H
I£te management of this case not without diffidence To appear in defence

„f nnfof the oldest annual conferences m the Methodist Episcopal Church; one

tto"todways stood by the Discipline of the Church, - in weal and wo ;" that has

done the utmost in herpower to maintain the punty of our institutions entirely untar-

nished might be considered a matter of some surprise to any man.

I am fortified however, in the conviction that the Baltimore Conference, in this

.matter as in all others of her official action, is not only pure, but above suspicion

;

and she has her best defence when her own acts speak in their own proper lan-

guage, I am aware that the delicacy of the subject has invested it with consider-

able interest Slavery and abolitionism have agitated the civil and ecclesiastical

tribunals of our land, and for a long time convulsed the country; and, of course,

everything that has reference to slavery, or is comiected with it, -is a matter of pe-

culiar interest. It is supposed, and I believe it to be the fact, that this appeal will

hrm" up the connection of Methodism and Methodist preachers with slavery more

distinctly and clearly than any other question ever brought before this conference

;

and I am fully aware that we shall need all the prudence, and caution, and care,

and freedom from excitement, that we can possibly bring to the management of

this case : and I pray God to grant us wisdom, and prudence, and discretion, that

we may fall upon the best means to promote the glory of God and the welfare of

his Church.

I certainly was delighted to hear many of the expressions that fell frommymend
from Virginia. I must congratulate him upon his conversion, for until yesterday

morning I knew not that he, or those that think with him, were to be regarded as

•conservative—on this question. I am delighted to hear that thejr are so. I listened

with pleasure to the warm and ardent manner in which he admitted the doctrines

of the Discipline, in regard to the great evil of slavery. I was particularly delighted

at it, as well as with his declaration, that he never had heard in the south, that

slavery was to be regarded as a social good, and the confirmatory response of the

southern delegations. I was gratified with all that was said, but could not help

thinking, for the life of me, of a certain resolution passed at the Georgia Annual
Conference, that " slavery is not a moral evil !" Not a moral evil ! I should like

to know what kind of an evil the prosecutor considers slavery. On the floor of the

General Conference of 1836 and 1840, slavery was defended by a member of his

own delegation, as in accordance with the word of God. I was pleased at the

remarks of brother Smith yesterday morning. I have seen a pamphlet, written by
Mr. Sims, a Methodist preacher* in which a very different view is presented to
that which I was glad to hear advanced by Dr. Smith ; and though he says that
every man with sense enough to go to mill, would refuse to acknowledge such a
sentiment, yet I know one of the most eminent of our clergy who has done so, and
who had more than sense enough " to go to mill."

Still 1 am gratified at the change of sentiment, and at the change of tone stillmore
so. There is, nevertheless, a drawback to all this"; for my worthy friend in carry-
ing out some of his abstractions, which are always doubtful in character and dan-
gerous in issue, has involved himself in an apparent contradiction. He believes
slavery to be an evil in fact, and a great evil; he says that the southerners are
groaning under it, and that it is their affliction and sorrow; and yet contends that
circumstances can make that thing good which in its commencementwas evil. He
•deprecates the African slave trade as abominable, and the means employed to secure

is aIKfi,
iS/n. err0r:kthe ^"npNet referred to, though often attributed to Prof. E. D. Sims, who

-s a Methodist preacher, was witter, by .A D. Sims, Esq., a lawyer in Darlington, S. C.
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slaves as vile and treacherous ; but that circumstances have taken away all that was
offensive in its character, until slavery, as existing now, is kight. If so, I contend

upon his own showing, it cannot be a great evil.

There is also another drawback. With all his strong expressions with respect to

the great evil of slavery, before he got through with the " abstraction," he placed

human beings on the same ground as the lands of New-England and Pennsylvania,

as goods and chattels. These things detract from the warm and strong declara-

tions ofmy friend on this subject. Still I will give him credit for being a conserva-

tive as far as he goes.

I shall not follow the prosecutor in all his remarks, for though I listened with

much interest to his able and powerful speech—a speech that did credit tg his head

and heart—there was a great deal that had nothing whatever to- do with the ques-

tion ; and if our case had had the small-pox, two-thirds of his remarks would never

have caught it. They had no relation to the case at all, and do not operate except

to break down the fair issue which we wish to make before this conference. I shall

try to meet the case on its merits, and place the question on its true basis.

The prosecutor first complained of our journal, and strove hard to make the im-

pression—and may have succeeded, to some extent—that there was infoi-mality in

that journal. There is none whatever, not a particle of it, and he failed so clearly

to make it out, that he dropped it suddenly. There was no real trial here, and there

is everything in the journal that ought to be recorded in its pages. Let us look at

it fairly. On the calling of the name of Mr. Harding at the conference in 1844, his

presiding elder stated that by marriage he had become connected with slavery.

Mr. Harding assented to the statement made by the presiding elder ; whereupon
the case was referred to a committee. They reported that the appellant be required

to manumit his slaves at specified ages, and give a pledge to the conference to that

effect. He refused to abide by their decision, or to give the pledge required. He
was " laboured"'with, (as our friends the Quakers say,) during the whole conference.

Finally a committee was appointed to induce him to accede to the requisition of his

brethren, and they reported that after all he had refused to comply.

Mr. Harding. Was that committee » committee, to labour? They were ap-

pointed to inquire whether there was any leg^al difficulty in the case.

Mr. Slicer. The case is as the representative states it,

Mr. Collins. The great matter is this—Mr. Harding refused to abide by the de-

cision of the conference. He would not move a step on the issue. The question

then became, whether the Baltimore Conference was to bow to Harding, or he td

the conference—whether we were to give up the ground always occupied by us on

this delicate subject, or whether he should yield to us—whether he should be per-

mitted to beard the conference, or we should bring him up to the mark, and make
the rule bear upon him. When we found that all attempts at reasoning with him
were disregarded, and that all the means that brotherly affection could suggest and

employ were ineffectual, we suspended him, as the only resource we had in the

premises. All this is stated in the journal; clearly, fully, fairly, distinctly^ stated.

What else do you want ? What more was necessary 1 There were no witnesses

examined on the occasion, for we wanted none. Brother Harding admitted the

fact, which indeed was notorious. He admitted it by his non-denial of it before

the committee, and by his response and pleadings in the premises, and all that we
had to do was to bring him to the bar of the conference to answer for that which he
acknowledged when the presiding elder made the statement of the fact. There

was not a question raised for a moment as to whether he was. innocent or guilty of

what the presiding elder had charged him with. He pleaded gmUy to it. There

were no witnesses, and therefore the journal states all that it could state ; the " quest-

tions" were never asked, the " answers to them" never received, and therefore no
" entry" or record made of them on the journal. /

The prosecution next relied upon the testimony ofbrother Gere, whose recollec-

tions of the case were different from those of any other member of his delegation

If that brother were to state undeniably, positively, and distinctly, that he remema

bered the pledge in the words he states, then of course the negative testimony

could not be sustained ; for I am not of the opinion of the Irishman, who complainefl

of being found guilty of the charge of theft, on the testimony of one witness, on the

ground that he could bring a hundred persons -who could testify that they never

had seen him steal. If, therefore, brother Gere does give positive and distinct tes-

timony to the fact he states, I admit at once its weight and authority, and I no*
call upon him to answer me a question

—
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• tn-essions distinct and positive tW &" Are ^Xient that these persons should g0 % Harding said, that he and his
wife would cons

^ ^^ ^ gub;ject
. but tha{

« a_free state?»

Dr SmitU.
himself, that he would send thl

er Harding pledged himself,
for his wife <*£ ^ & free Btate .

"^m to Africa if ,h ^^ ^
th
?Tr Coito. Very wen, I put it in that form

5J Gere I will state, as nearly as I can, what ,

V that my recollection was distinct, but that ,
8£Utt yesterday morning. I did

""Vnnct and clear as if it had been told me ye8t
tt

<j impression on my-mind was
'

vht be mistaken, and I was aroused to this
J.

day morning. But I said that

have been trying to couiurui uj luj wuuutui, uut j- _^*«j ._ _

"ins though I may have confounded the two Case ^ say that the impression re-

Mr.' Collins. I will show you now, m confirm^

that brother Gere most be mistaken. Ii brotherH « « brother Morgan's account,

which he says he did—pledgmg himself and hi, ™ag had ever given the pledge

of the Baltimore Conference, that there would hav r-such was the disposition

which brings this business here. I know that he a ® been no such action as that

Mr Harding. I did pledge myself as brother Qe
vw did. But let that pass.

Mr'. Collins. Why, Mr. President, it is all we ^ 8ays.

have got here if he had pledged himselt to do the v̂
a for- How could the case

We would have given him the whole year. It is a]
, y thing we asked him to do.

Mr. Harding. You never did ask it, sir. It m>Ver
l asked.

Mr'. Collins. Why, sir, we should then have acted*
118 asked -

we asked in the resolution. Hear it. Very strangely, for that is all

" Resolved, That brother Harding be required
t

corded, a deed securing the manumission of the^ eXecute, and cause to be re-

&e., and that brother Harding be required to give £* hereinafter mentioned, &c.,

the said manumission shall be effected during the en/- conference a pledge that

I shall proceed now to reply to the material
partsfS conference year."

sedition in this matter. °* the argument for the pro-

First. That the laws of Maryland do not admit
f

not according to the fact in the case. The opinion (/^mission. Now, sir, this is

the effect that slaves cannot be manumitted in Ha
Jndge Key has been read to

read directly contradicts the opinion. The law
f f~n&; but the first law they

shall be taken with regard to manumitted slaves,
j
83 l specifies the course that

posing of them. First. They may go to Africa; or
s
Pr°vides three modes of dis-

states; and thirdly, if they fail to do so, the sheriff
i8

j°°nd, to the non-slaveholding
and sell them again into slavery, but to convey thena Quired, not to take them up
beyond the bounds of the state. The slave once fre

' gainst their will if need be,
The question does not lie on that ground. By theW ln Maryland is for ever free.

slave remains one year in the state after his manuij.
8 ^ Virginia, if a manumitted

but in Maryland, when once free, he can never he •J

88* '! he can be re-enslaved;
referred to by the prosecution, and it contradicts Jjd„

6"eDslaved. That is the law
the ground taken. The law of 1832 simply concursr ^ey, attd is directly against
law, and increases the fine upon the sheriff, if he refuT

1 "Ms provision of the former
requisitions of the statute. But all its enactments

cj
6s °r fails to comply with the

manumission. The law of 1843 is a strange and gj^y and distinctly recognize
feature is against the law of God, for that makes Wan jj^r law. Its fundamental
law takes man from the position assigned to him by ft

e head of his wife, and this
satisfied that this law will work such evil, that as a j,

8
SttPreme Being. And I am

to be repealed. I hope, therefore, that you will a'** of necessity it will have
cannot answer for the tergiversation of the .laws of juluige us by this law. We
to all their changes. As they have gone so far as toJw and cannot conform
his rigntiul place m the domestic economy—a place

j
18

?
a law deposing man from

ginning ot tone by positive divine injunction—they >igned to him from the be-
to obey his wife. VThat may have been the intenOy pass a law requiring him
this law I know not They may have intended, in ^f .the legislature in passing
faster than ever and to rivet its chains more firmly, 'luster way, to nail slaver?
a law which outraged public sentiment on this suoj6

They had Attempted to pass
of the people to such a pitch, that they were comp^' It^d the indignationU into the senate. Foiled in that, they may have ;N to retmct it) after |etting

3 """led to do that by stealth
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which they could not accomplish openly, and binding the fetters still more strongly,

render slavery more permanent, and manumission more difficult. But the eyes of
the people of Maryland will be opened to the iniquity and oppression of this law
also, and the legislature will be driven to repeal it. Or the intention may have been
benevolent, as the law heretofore provided that if a man married a wife with slaves,

they became his property by such marriage, and could be seized by his creditors

;

hence -ibis is entitled a law to regulate conjugal rights as they regard property. I

say it mSy be benevolent in its design, and be intended to secure to the female pro-

tection, if so unfortunate as to be married to one whose extravagance or crime may
reduce Mm to insolvency, and she be turned out to penury and want.

Nothing at all is said in this law about manumission. It repeals no law. There
is no repealing clause in it, and it might be safely and well argued whether such a
law were -worth one cent. It does not destroy the power to manumit. In one of

its sections it provides, that if the husband and wife unite, the slaves can be dis-

posed of. Its only operation in this particular is to render manumission more diffi-

cult, by requiring the co-operation of the wife. Nor does it increase the difficulty

much, if any. No pious and intelligent woman, (such as Mrs. Harding doubtless
is,) who has a husband in whose judgment and discretion she confides, will jeopard
his standing—especially if he be a Christian minister—for the consideration of a
few slaves.

A member called Mr. C. to order, on the ground of making remarks prejudicial

to the character of the ladies.

Dr. Smith hoped the speaker would not be interrupted, but allowed to go on
without restraint, and say whatever he thought important to his case. Besides, he
(Dr. S.) had the right of reply.

Mr. Collins. It is a fair argument. I do not impeach the ladies at all. I deny
the allegation that I made any remark that could be construed into any such mean-
ing. I say that the ladies love their husbands so tenderly, and with such affection-

ate devotion to their interests and happiness, that if the husband wished it, they
would yield such a point at once, and not jeopardize his standing for the sake of a
few negroes. What I meant was, that the effort had not been made ;—thafrif half

the pains were taken in order to obtain her consent, if such were necessary, to the
manumission of these negroes, that were UBed in wooing the lady, the apphcation
would have been successful. I, therefore, always suspect the man to be a slave-

holder at heart who rests his defence on such a plea. When God arrested man in

Paradise, and questioned him concerning his transgression, lie said—The woman
had deceived him. I always thought that a dastardly act on the part of Adam. We
are very easily tempted to do what we want to do, and then rest the blame on
others ; and my sex has kept up the dastardly conduct to the present time. We
lay our wrongs and evils upon our wives, when they cannot be heard in self*'

vindication.

Sir, I would not set up such a defence as this. I would scorn to do it; and I

know full well, I am perfectly convinced in my judgment, that if the appellant

wanted to manumit these slaves, his wife would not stand in the way one moment.
He need not to have brought that plea here. The difficulty is with Mr. Harding
himself, who is at heart a slaveholder, and this plea is only put in for effect. In my
judgment, if he had desired it, his wife would have consented to their manumission.
After all that has been said about the laws of the state of Maryland making it diffi-

cult to manumit slaves, it ha6 been repeatedly done. Mr. Cornelius Howard, one
of the most respectable citizens of that state, and brother of Colonel Howard, who
led so gallantly the Maryland line at the battle of the Cowpens, and whose name
stands out in proud distinction before his country, a citizen who understood law as

well as any man, left his slaves free by will, and that deed is on record in the pro-

per county court of Maryland. And how did he do it 1 Why, because he wanted
to do it, and had, therefore, the power. The will is the great matter. The wish
is " father to the thought." This man had slaves ; he liberated every one of them,
and had the deed of manumission recorded. And this during the last year, at the

close of 1843 ; and this law, on which the prosecution lays so much stress as pro-

hibiting Buch manumission, was passed in February, 1843. Brother Blake, one of

the cases before the annual conference, against whom action was taken on precisely

similar grounds as in this case, came up last conference and told us he had manu-
mitted his boy, and had the deed recorded in Baltimore county court ; and he did

it last year. Now, with these facts on record, how shall it be plead here—how can
it—that there is no power to manumit 1 There is such power. The facts that have
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;„rnntestible proof that the thing can be done; bo that, as far as

transpired are an»
concerned, there is nothing that renders it impossible. The

*e ŵ off^nce Zn, hi view of the law, acted rightly toward Mr. Harding,

Baltimore
Contetenc , ^ye maoumitted these slaves, and they suspended him

They did rigM."

because he™^™ ^ by fte prosecution is, that if the doctrine respecting the

The/rdLndTbe^lubtful^nd if it be plead that Harding has the right of pro-

UWS^K^l yetthTrule of Discipline is in his favour He could not do it

f"%? Why not ? The prosecution give me no answer to that question. So far

H^nisciXe of the Church is concerned, on this point we wffi take our stand.

f v Mr Hardm" did violate the Discipline. The rule does positively bear upon
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private members. The only rule for this class is found m the Gene-

ral Bules, and only prohibits the buying and selling of men, women, and children

with an intention to enslave them. A man, by this ruie may inherit slaves or they

may come to him by natural increase, and he may will them to his posterity and

there is nothing in this Discipline that can take hold of him, this being the only law

that reaches private members. It is sufficiently latitudmarian.
_

Second. Official members. The rule on this point takes a stronger be, and is

different in that respect to the rule affecting private members :—
" We declare that we are as much as ever convinced of the great evil ot slavery;

therefore no slaveholder shall be eligible to any official station in our Church here-

after, where the laws of the state in which he lives will admit of emancipation, and

permit the liberated slave to enjoyfreedom.'"
_ ,

Official members are required to emancipate. The private member is not. 1 ne

official member must manumit, but still the rule comes down with comparatively

less strictness, applying only in such states as will permit the slave to " enjoy his

freedom."
Third. Travelling preachers. Here the Discipline is still more stringent:—
" When any travelling preacher becomes an owner of a slave or slaves, by any

means, he shall forfeit his ministerial character in our Church, unless he execute, if

it be practicable, a legal emancipation of such slaves, conformably to the laws of the

state in which he lives."

Here nothing is said about the liberated slave being permitted to enioy freedom.

The simple act of manumission is treated of, and made compulsory on the travelling

preacher. " If practicable," he is to manumit. There is no other condition
;
the

exception is narrowed down, and then the law is binding, and compels him to

manumit And it is very right and proper, in the nature of the case, that the Dis-

cipline on this subject should be more strict upon the travelling preacher than upon
the local preacher, for the same reason that it is drawn more tightly in the case of

the local preacher than the private member. There is wisdom, great wisdom in

this regulation. Our private members are actual residents and citizens of given
states. Necessity rules them, and therefore it might not do to make the law so

tight in iheir case as in others. Our local ministers are residents of states ;
but in

the proper sense of the term, our travelling preachers are citizens of the world ;

—

not of Virginia, or Maryland, or South Carolina; for the bishop has power to take
tip a brother from South Carolina, and send him into Massachusetts. And this is

especially the case in the territory embraced by the Baltimore Conference, which
includes part of Pennsylvania. And because we are birds of passage, and can be
removed at pleasure, by the authorities of the Church, out of the way of the local

difficulties in the way of manumission, the law is, very properly, made more bind-
ing upon us. And remember, we have not brought a local preacher here, but a
travelling preacher, and we try him under the rule that applies to travelling
preachers.

The next point that the prosecution urges is, that their construction of the Disci-
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pline was confirmed by a resolution of the General Conference, in 1840. I deny it

altogether in its application to a travelling preacher ; and I could not help remark-

ing, that though my friend brought forward the rule applying to travelling preach-

ers, yet, after reading, he very quietly dismissed it, and kept the rule applying to

a local preacher constantly before our eyes. I am not sure, sir, that he did not

thereby mislead us a little. That I do not misstate him at all is plain, for he made
a reference to the action of the last General Conference on a memorial from West-

moreland, respecting the ordination of some local preachers. What have we to do
with that 1 Has it anything to do in the premises 1 We have now to do with the

Discipline that operates upon travelling preachers, and with that alone. The Bal-

timore Conference could not ordain those brethren, and they came up here to induce

the General Conference to compel us to do it. There the action was upon the case

of local preachers, and my friend brings up a stray resolution on their case ! But
let him show me where it says a word about travelling preachers. Their memo-
rial was on their own behalf, as local preachers ; and if they said one word about

travelling preachers, they exceeded their powers altogether.

The action of the General Conference on that application has no bearing whatever

on the present case, unless they had said that the same rule was binding upon
travelling preachers also, which they were careful not to do, so that the prosecution

has altogether failed in making out their construction of the Discipline. He gave

us, to be sure, a very strange definition of what was meant by legal emancipation.

It deserved the credit of originality ; it was this, that a slave must be permitted to

enjoy his freedom. Now, legal emancipation simply means, emancipation accord-

ing to law—the law of the state—whether the man 6haU he allowed to remain in

that state or not. And you cannot show me any action of the General Conference

by which a travelling preacher cannot effect a legal emancipation. How would
this apply in Mr. Harding's case ? Why, according to the law of Maryland, he
must emancipate with the consent of his wife. Then he does it legally. The Dis-

cipline, sir, is against Mr. Harding, or it never was against any man in the world.

It meets him right in the face, and he cannot get round it. The Baltimore Confer-

ence did right in suspending him ; and though that conference has been held up
here to contempt and scorn, we are not ashamed of ourselves ; for we have shown,
with regard to the whole matter, that we have lain our interests upon the altar of

principle and old Methodism, and from our present position we do not mean to be
driven by Mr. Harding, or any other man.
The prosecutor has been pleased to refer to the conscience of the appellant in this

matter. He had better let that alone for the present. This conscience is a strange

affair. Where was his client's conscience when he entered into this business ?

Where his respect for the Discipline, to which he had solemnly vowed to submit
himself? or for the oft-repeated wishes of the Baltimore Conference? He knew
well that the step he was taking would meet with the disapprobation of almost every

member on the floor of that conference ; and yet he had no smitings of conscience

then ! I have heard of a highwayman in Italy, who could rob a man and cut his

throat without any compunction ; but he happened to eat meat one day in Lent, and
his conscience smote him tremendously. O yes; this conscience is at times a very

facile tning ! A man's interest will stretch his conscience tremendously. I won't

press this point any further.

The prosecutor rejoiced as one who had foimd great spoil ; but really, I must dash

his joy. I am for the Baltimore Conference against the whole world ; and therefore,

though my friend was very much pleased with what he supposed he had found, I

must take some of bis pleasure from him. He referred with an air of great triumph,

and called the attention of eastern and northern men to some few words found in thq

the report of this case—" the old ones having passed the age," &c., were to be re-

tained ; that is the clause my friend chuckled over so. He thought he had caught us

tripping, and appealed to his eastern brethren to see if we carried water on both
' shoulders. But,sir,wearestraight; westanderectandupright,unhurtandunharmed}
and here let me say, that we are one kind of men^-north, south, east and west, an4
middle states—all stand on the same broad basis. He forgot to tell this General

Conference that those very words were afterward stricken out. They never passed

the Baltimore Conference. But suppose they had not been taken out of the report.

My friend knows very well that it is the case almost everywhere, that when a slave

arrives at a certain age, he cannot be manumitted without security being given by
his owner that he shall not come upon the parish. This is the case in Maryland.

In Virginia the law is still stronger. They cannot be got rid of, because they cannot
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t themselves. The prosecutor did not state this. If our journal had
take care oi va

^ ^ represented it, we should have been perfectly justified in the
stated the cas , m struck jt out because we would not commit ourselves at
eye of the law.

all ™ 'rlSuSgument employed by the prosecutor was, that the spirit of the Dis-

• T- is well as the letter, was in favour of Mr. Harding, and against the Baltimore
ciplme, a»

n ^ a very har(j matter to define what spirit is, and he did not favour
Ct
"with any definition on the subject. He simply took it for granted that the

m thodist Discipline was conservative. I hold that it is opposed to slavery, and

th tthere is nothing in the Discipline of the Methodist Episcopal Church that sanc-

tions slavery. What we mean by conservatism is this :—A party in the south con-

tend for slavery as proper and right, and essential even to the existence of the

republic and social institutions, and that it ought never to be abolished. A party in

the north says it is an evil and a sin, and ought to be abolished at once without

regard to circumstances. Now between these two is conservatism. The views of

the Discipline on the evil of slavery are absolute and positive. It pronounces it an

evil and a great evil. And in fact it asks the question, " What shall be done for the

extirpation of the great evil of slavery!" and then specifies measures by which its

purpose shall be effected. But it does not regard it as sin under all circumstances.

My friend referred* very strangely and singularly to the happy interference of

northern abolitionism, as destructive of colonization. I confess I do not understand

him sir. Hear him :—" Slavery is an evil, a great evil"—it was severely felt as such.

And yet he hails the action of abolitionists, because, in his judgment, it has resulted

in riveting the chains of slavery—this admitted evil—more durably. How is this ?

Dr. Smith interrupted for explanation. He insisted that Mr. C. was in error, and

wished to correct him.

Mr. Collins.—I don't stand here as a gladiator, merely to gam a victory over Dr.

Smith. If I am in error, put me right.

Dr. Smith.—I stated awhile ago that I should be able to put the brother right _in

everything, and if the brethren will let me take my notes I will try and put him

right in the premises.

Mr. Collins.—I was going on to say, sir, that I do not come here to win any lau-

rels from Dr. Smith, even if I had the power to do it. I came here in defence of

the Baltimore Conference. If I have committed an error, it is unintentional ; but I

am satisfied I have committed no fundamental error this morning. All I want is to

meet the question on Discipline, as set forth in the able argument ofmy friend, and
all the desire I have on the subject is to put the matter in its right light, and then I

am sure this appeal will be dismissed. I would just remark, in conclusion, here,

that we were not ignorant of the laws of Maryland. The note of Mr. Merrick,

which was read here yesterday, was before us, but as a conference we were acting

on simple order. It was referred to a committee, and is therefore to be considered
as having had our action upon it.

We come now, in the next place, to state the grounds on whichwe rest the defence
of the Baltimore Conference in this matter.

First. Because the Discipline of our Church has been violated by Mr. Harding.
We hold that he violated the Discipline hi refusing to manumit his slaves, in a case
where he could do it, and would not. This is one ground. I need here but refer
to my former remarks to show that the law will admit of manumission. Such was
the course pursued, that he seemed to court martyrdom, and in a rude manner

• denounced that venerable body as ultra abolitionists. I would not have brought in
this irrelative matter had not such been brought in yesterday.

Secondly. Because Mr. Harding entered into tins difficulty voluntarily. It was his
own act, under circumstances of great and high aggravation. There are some cases
™ w.hich necessity can be fairly plead, where the parties are residents in slave-
holding states—in such instances the parties may claim something in .mitigation,
iiut tor a man who was once free from slavery, and knowing all the consequences

^°ff
resnlt from such action, voluntarily to involve himself in.it, makes it'

a

very ditterent case. I hope the conference will bear this distinctly in mind. He
was no slaveholder when the Baltimore Conference received him on trial. They
ordained, nun a deacon and elder ; and well he knew that he could never have gone
into orders hadhe been a slaveholder. And I hold it to be the highest breach of
trust, lor a minister of Jesus Christ, after being put in possession of all ministerial
power, to forfeit his solemn oath of allegiance, and do an act which he well knows
will be an insult to his brethren, and a contravention of the Discipline he has vowed
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to preserve. I say, sir, I hold it to be a high offence and breach of trust for a
minister of Jesus Christ thus to act. Where was the compulsion 1 Why did he,

comparatively a young man, Urns violate the pledge solemnly given to his fathers in

the Gospel ? Why run counter to the will of the whole conference, and throw the

apple of discord into that body, and seek to foment disunion among its members 1

There was no reason—no necessity for it. He might have been removed the next

year to another station. It was, I repeat, a breach of trust of no ordinary character

thus to fly in the face of the Church and his brethren. And this he did voluntarily

and of his own accord. Sir, I hold that no Methodist preacher has a right to do-

just as he pleases. Even in the choice of a wife he is under obligations to make a
prudent choice, and to take counsel of his aged brethren. No, sir, not even in the

delicate matter of marriage has a Methodist preacher a right to do as he pleases.

The character and standing of the conference are in some measure in his keeping,

and he cannot at will shake off the obligation, and trifle with the trust that he him-
self has solicited, and which has been placed in his charge in perfect confidence and
good faith.

Thirdly. Because he did it with his eyes open. He can plead no ignorance here.

He knew the law of the state of Maryland, which he haspleaded in his defence here.

And he also knew, what ought to have been with him of pre-eminent importance,

the law of the Baltimore Conference. All this he knew, and that I may not appear
to overstate my points, I beg permission to have read from our journal a case in

point. It was that of brother Hansberger. [Action of the Baltimore Conference

in that case read, as recorded in the journals, by the secretary. It was a similar case,

in which the conference had made a like requisition, and the member had sub-

mitted.].

Mr. Collins continued. The appeEant had this case before his eyes when ho
entered upon the engagement and married these slaves. Such resolutions, passed
by the Baltimore Conference, ought to have deterred him from taking this step.

One of them goes to say, that if any brother do thus act in disregard of the wishes
of the conference in this matter, he shall be deemed guilty of contumacy. Yet, with
this resolution before him, exposing himself to the charge of contumacy, he involved

himself and the conference in this difficulty.

Fourthly. Because, by becoming a slaveholder, he rendered himself unavailable

to us as a travelling preacher.

The Baltimore Conference is composed of slaveholding and non-slaveholding terri-

tory, in nearly equal proportions. As a slaveholder, in the non-slaveholding portions

of the conference, they would not hear him preach. He would have to be confined

entirely to the slaveholding section. And if this course were sanctioned, there would
be increased difficulty entailed upon the appointing power of the Church in keeping
one set of men perpetually in each section of the conference. Nor is this all. It

would have a direct tendency to locality, and would thus strike at the very root of

our itinerant system ; and no man has a right to involve himself so as to confine,

necessarily, his labors to any one portion of the work, thus virtually giving up his

relation as an itinerant minister, and rendering himselfunavailable. We could then

have nothing to do with him, but to get rid oi him as easily as we could, and pray

God to fill his place with some one who will not bring this discordance among us. I

beg the conference to look well to this single point connected with slavery. He
would have been to us a semi-local preacher. Ought this to be sustained ? Are
there not tendencies enough already to locality in our system without increasing

them t And ought such an obstruction as that in which Harding has involved him-

self to be forced upon a conference which has always repudiated it ? We want no
such restraints ; and because we do not, we have placed this brother in the situation

he occupies.

Our fifth, and last reason, is this. Because of the position the Baltimore Con-
ference has ever occupied on the subject of slavery. And I wish to define this

position, that it may be clearly and correctly understood. The Baltimore Confer-

ence never has sanctioned the connection of any of its members with slavery. It

has been tried by marriage contracts, but that plan failed. It has been tried also

by other means, but they also failed ; and never remotely or directly, and in no
sense, have they affected our integrity. The Baltimore Conference has maintained

her independence at all times, and means to maintain it. And in taking this posi-

tion she is fortified by the Discipline ; call it conservative, or what you will. She
is on the old Methodist basis, where she was first put—on the ground on which she

was first planted.
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?yye jive taken no new ground on this subject. We are just where

not want it.

re_staI1(jmg ag a breakwater to pro-slavery in the south, and the
we alwaP bolition from the north. I know that this has been sneered at, and
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rBarcasm has been spent upon it, but it is nevertheless true. We have not

? nwoelled to our present position either by the north or the south. We are just

ifre the venerable and venerated Anbury and our fathers were. Brother Smith

Z been largely professing conservatism! But what sort of conservatism is it?

He* admits that slavery is a great evil, and yet is favourable to perpetuating it, and

forcin" it upon a body that always repudiated it. Tis a strange conservatism!

We know it not. It never had an existence in the Baltimore Conference. We
cannot comprehend it, and we would not, if we could. I am not for any violent

measure on the subject of slavery. I firmly believe that if this matter had been

left alone and untouched, such is the influence of Methodism and other means,

that, ere this day, the states of Maryland and Virginia would have made considera-

ble advance in gradual emancipation. It is by the preaching of the Gospel—the

diffusion of the benevolent spirit of Christianity, that the rigors of slavery have

been abated; and by the continuation of such means shall the broad expansive prin-

ciples of Christian liberty be promulgated until the spirit of freedom find a shrine

in every cabin, and a home in every heart. I love the negro. My first recollec-

tions those infantile associations that perish not amid the rougher conflicts of

ltfe are of a negro who nursed me. I was raised among them, and I know how
to love them. But let such love be Bhown, not by violent measures for their

deliverance from bondage, but by carrying, in the true spirit of Methodist

itinerancy and conservatism, the Gospel to their cabins—by going to the poor

African and praying for him and with him—by visiting the poor and needy among
them, the widow and the fatherless, the sick and in prison ! Yes, sir, that is the

man for me, who will thus " show me his faith by his works."

We had the vessel of Colonization and gradual emancipation, fair and beautiful,

and in fine trim, gliding swiftly and gracefully across the limpid waters, bounding
from wave to wave before the propitious breeze. Joyously and gracefully she
speeds along her trackless path; and the crested wave, kissing transiently her
graoeful bow, falls back into the tranquil sea—all, all is fair, and bright, and pros-

perous! But see! the heavens are darkening—the storm is howling—the sea
heaves beneath the sudden tempest, and the waves thereof roar and toss them-
selves—the gale has struck her ! What then ? Shall we desert her 1 No, sir

;

the Baltimore Conference will not do so ! They will not forsake the ship because
the gale has struck her, and she bends beneath the storm ! They will not rush
below in terror and affright, or jump overboard with phrensied despair. Sir, they
know us not who think we are the men to quail in the hour of danger. We will
not strike our flag. We will not combine with the enemies of the African, either
in the north or south. We will work the ship, hoping and believing, that by the
blessing of God, we shall come off successfully at last ! Abolitionism shall never
make us pro-slavery. Why, sir, we saw the cloud, to which my friend refers, in
its deepening, spreading darkness—we heard the pealing thunder as it was borne
up to us on the wings of the tempest wind, and beheld the lurid glare of the
^tuning's flash; but we were not dismayed. The gallant ship—our good old
Methodism—has outridden many a perilous storm, and will many another, and
aespite these passing dangers we mean to voyage in the old ship " o'er life's
tempestuous ocean," and will never leave her nor forsake her, for ours is the right

lew
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admit of manumission—that the Discipline of the Church did bear upon Mr.
Harding's case—that that Discipline had been violated by him—that he was
righteously liable to the consequences of that violation—that he had acted in

the matter voluntarily and contumaciously, and that he had rendered himself

unavailable, as a travelling preacher, to his brethren of the Baltimore Conference.

And now, having shown the reasons why the Baltimore Conference suspended

Mr. Harding, he (Mr. C.) asked, Would the General Conference send him back
again to them ? He begged them to consider well, and with great calmness,

before they did so. Did they wish to make another slaveholding conference?
- Admit one slaveholder, and the Baltimore Conference has no longer the inde-

pendent position they could now irreproachably assume ! Once break down the

barrier, and they must admit others ! Would they thus humble their fathers in

Christ, and thus trample on old Methodism? He trusted they would not, but
would assist them still to occupy the ground they had, by much sacrifice, and with
much difficulty, been able to take. If they did change their ground, it was hard to

say where they would stop. Their young men would by marriage become slave-

holders, and the principles which the Baltimore Conference so long had held
would be sacrificed entirely. The question was a momentous one, not so much
between Mr. Harding and the Baltimore Conference, hut between the Baltimore

Conference and all future candidates for the ministry in their conference. He was
aware that appeals would be made to their sympathies. In this the prosecution

would have the advantage. But they must also remember that the appellant by
his conduct had proved that he did not place much value upon his relation to his

fathers and brethren, and therefore on that score he could claim really nothing.

He did not wish to wound the feelings of the southern brethren. Among them
were many venerable for their talents, and piety, and usefulness in the Church of

God ; but while he would not be the willing instrument of wounding their feelings,

he was compelled to say what he had said, that he might put the act of the confer-

ence he represented in its right and proper view before them. He prayed the
blessing of God upon his southern as well as northern brethren, and trusted they
should live and labour on in love and friendship, and that time would mellow down
all asperities on the painful subject which was agitating the connection, so that

they might dwell together as one family on earth, and then each, from north and
south, and east and west, should enter triumphantly into the heaven they were
seeking, where all minor distinctions would be swallowed up and lost in the
beatific contemplation of Him who had washed them from sin in his own blood,
and made them kings and priests unto God for ever.

Mr. President,—The ground of the Baltimore Conference is unquestionably the
true one. She is truly conservative. She never has proclaimed—never will

—

anywhere, or at any time, or under any circumstances, that " slavery is a sin

under all circumstances ;"—while, at the same time, she wishes to preserve the
members of her body disconnected with slavery, that the influence of their

example may tell silently and surely against its perpetuation. The head and
front of our offending—that for which we are arraigned at the bar of this Gen-
eral Conference—is simply this: We wish to keep slavery from our travelling

ministry. This is no new thing with us. The effort made now is to effect a
change in the position of the Baltimore Annual Conference by making it a slave-

holding body. This, I trust, will not be done. We cannot sacrifice our ground to

accommodate Mr. Harding, or any other man who may choose to become a slave-

holder. The issue of the case before us involves momentous consequences,
affecting the whole Church—and in full confidence in the wisdom and integrity

of the General Conference we submit it to their decision.

The President said that any of the Baltimore Conference delegation were now
at liberty to speak on the subject, and

Mr. Slicer rose to address the conference. He said he had been in doubt
whether any other of the delegation besides the brother who had been specially

intrusted with the case, ought to address them on this subject. He would, how-
ever, occupy their attention briefly. The memorial of certain local preachers had

'

been frequently referred to. The brethren memorialized the several conferences
either to right them, or set them off. But the people were not willing to be set

off, and when the General Conference sat in Philadelphia in 1832, the people south
of the Rappahannock Eiver memorialized the conference not to let the Virginia

people have them. And if the people there desired the ministration of the
preachers of the Baltimore Conference, and not of the Virginia Conference, was
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the friends north of that river would have still stronger sentiments
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l too havin" been supplied with anti-slavery preachers—so true was it that

^f°People'received their complexion from the ministry. At Whitemarsh, where

h Roman Catholic priests own slaves almost without number, and sell them ad

rutum and pay the money into the " Lord's treasury," in that whole country

laverv exists under the worst forms. The rev. gentleman gave a -further analysis

of the country and the state of feeling in the various districts, illustrating his posi-

tion that the character of the people depended on the character of the ministry,

and'showed that the progress of emancipation had been from north to south.

He then proceeded to notice the position of the Baltimore Conference to the ap-

pellant before them. He (the appellant) was well aware that his becoming a

slaveholder would be a disqualification for his usefulness among the people. He
(Mr. Slicer) had known Mr. Harding from Iris youth up, had preached in his fath-

er's house, and was willing to make any sacrifice but of principle to meet his case,

and to bring him into compliance with the wishes of the conference. He must

say, however, that all the labour and anxiety of a committee appointed for that pur-

pose was met by the appellant, not only with no sympathy, but with utter con-

tempt and disregard. If, however, he thought it more important to maintain his

position than yield to the wishes of his brethren, the election was with him. The
conference could do without him quite as well as he could do without the confer-

ence. If he were sent back twenty times, the Baltimore Conference would not

change its ground ; and he (Mr. S.) looked confidently, as he prayed earnestly, for

the day when this dark spot should be wiped away from this free country.

Mr. Griffith had no intention to make a speech on the subject, but he wished to

call the attention of the conference to a few facts connected with the matter under
their notice. It had been said that the Baltimore Conference occupied a territory

nearly equally divided between slaveholding and non-slaveholding states, and em-
bracing part of Virginia; yet the Baltimore Conference had always contrived to

avoid any agitation of the question among the people of Virginia, and had never
violated any of the laws of that state ; and from this he thought alesson might be
learned. Yesterday, the brother, in advocating the cause of the appellant, had said
" only slavery where we must," as if he intended to make the impression that this

young man was of necessity connected with slavery—tied hand and foot. Now
this was far from being the fact—there was not a word of truth in it. He could
disentangle himself in an hour if he liked, the laws of Maryland notwithstanding.
In point of fact, the law against manumission was inoperative. It would be in-
deed strange if a freeman had not the right to make that disposal of his pro-
perty which he might choose to make. Maryland never had said that a slave might
be taken up and sold—she never had declared that slaves were property, and then,m the same breath, that men should not do what they thought fit with their own
property and_ that she assumed the right to do that which she forbade the owner
twing. No, sir, they know that a man has a right to set his slaves free—they know
trnl 5t a* j

lmPerfecti°n of any act to the contrary—and yet they try to con-

tn *„.•
Ward off the c°nsequences by this kind of he hardly knew how
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- wraith's remarks, the President inquired whether the
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delegation of the Baltimore Conference had concluded, when Dr. Smith said hehoped not, for they had not yet attempted to show that the appellant was the owner
of a single slave.

Mr. Collins. This is not the place. He has already acknowledged that he was
80 involved in slaveholding that he could not get rid of it.

Mr. Harding. I do not admit it—I deny it.

Mr. Coffins. What did the presiding elder and the record on the journal say?
Why, that Mr Harding has " come into the possession of several slaves."
There were a variety of ways in which a man could become connected with

slavery. One of which was by a marriage contract, of all other courses the most
dishonourable and hateful. This shifting it upon the woman was adding meanness
to injury, and was nothing but a mere special plea—a disingenuous and disrepu*
table quibble. He (the appellant) gets the benefit, and has the control of the
property, and is therefore m fact a slaveholder. Let them not hang their defence
on such a mere technicality.

Mr. Sargent. The whole action proceeded on the admitted fact, that he was
a slaveholder; and the fact was never denied, and this plea is entirely an after
thought.

Mr. Collins said that an honourable man would hate to get off by any such quib-
ble. The man never denied that he was a slaveholder. And this was also in di-
rect opposition to the plea set up yesterday, namely, that he offered to send these
slaves to Liberia or any free state. If he had no slaves, either jointly or other-
wise, why make that plea, and try to get off by saying that he had consented to
remove them ? And why pledge his consent if he had no ownership ? Let them
meet the case honestly and fairly. They were not arguing the matter before a set
of quibbling lawyers. This was a mere ruse. But it would not do. The verjri
law they had_ appealed to was against them. By section 2, it made him joinH
owner with his wife to all intents and purposes, and the appellant knew it. Very!
sorry was he (Mr. C.) that the prosecutor should think it necessary to resort t(
such a quibble.

Some further conversation arose respecting the time at which the rejoindei
should, be heard, as the anniversary of the Bible Society was to be held on the
following day

; but the conference adjourned without coming to any conclusion.

FRIDAY, MAY 10.

By consent of the appellant's advocate, Mr. Collins again took the floor. He
acknowledged the courtesy and Christian temper manifested by Dr. Smith. He
wished to touch one or two points before he was ruled out by the discipline regu-
lating the conference. A rumour prevailed, he had learned, among the members
of- the conference, that there was at present three or four slaveholders in the Bal-
timore Conference. He (Mr. C.) denied, distinctly and fully, that such was the
case—they had not, nor would they have, a slaveholder among them. He thefl
glanced at the various cases that had come before them, as an annual conference,
and showed that in every case they had treated them exactly as they had dealt
with Mr. Harding.

;

Messrs. Davis, Griffith, and Slicer emphatically denied the truth of such a rumour,
and endorsed all Mr. C. had said upon the subject.

Mr. M'Mahan rose to order. He objected to this answering all the gossip
they might hear out of door. If they were all to do so, he knew not where it

might stop.

Bishop Waugh thought, as it was connected in some degree with the appeal
before the conference, in which the conference had allowed some latitude to bothj
sides, it was not necessary to interrupt the speaker. There was hardly any departBrii
yet that could call for interference. TJ

Mr. Collins resumed. He wished also to correct another wrong impression- l4
was partially believed that the Baltimore Conference in suspending Mr. Harding]
had acted in ignorance of the law of 1843. He begged to correct this misconcegj
tion. They had before them the opinion of Justice"Merrick with regard to this verjl
law. But he would say boldly, that if the law had been tenfold what it is, if it haS
actually, outright and downright, without any possibility of avoiding it, taken these
slaves from Harding's control, the conference would still have acted just as they]
did

;
because they did not intend to change their ground, and could not pretend «•'

alter their views with every shifting of the legislature. Besides, the legislature did;

not compel Mr. Harding to become a slaveholder.
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upon them by their avowal of the evil of slavery not to force the « evil" upon a confer-

ence that hai hitherto kept clear of it ; and addressing the other two sections of the

Church, he implored them, by their love of order, and their regard for discipline, to

sustain the Baltimore Conference in this appeal. _,,,, j- , •„
Dr Smith then rose to reply. He said, Sir, I wish most particularly to disclaim

the obligations the speakers have felt themselves free to express for the indulgence

extended them. It was no tax to my feelings to entertain the request to make an

explanation this morning, and no risk to my cause to grant it. Although the

"explanation" amounted to a second speech on the merits of the case, and occu

pied some two hours or more, yet I may safely commit the whole of it to our faithful

reporter. If I understand myself, few things would have afforded me more plea-

sure than for the counsel, Mr. Collins, both on his own account and the reputation

of his conference, to have recovered his position before this body and the whole

Church. No one, I am sure, will doubt his ability. He has exhausted hia

resources both of argument and eloquence. He has been indulged, bothby myself

and the conference, in every advantage he asked. Still, sir, I feel satisfied, from

the manifest weakness of his positions, that if he will suffer the reporter to do him
justice, he will find reason to be ashamed of his cause. From various indications

on this floor, there may be good reason to fear, that the cause of the appellant finds

but little sympathy with many. The American Methodist Church, however, may
give a different verdict. The counsel may find as much cause ultimately to cower
under this decision as he now finds to triumph under the strange sympathy which
his offensive doctrines have met with in this body. Before I enter upon the true

issues before the conference, I must notice several points which the counsel and
those who have come to his aid have dwelt upon as important to their cause. I
shall treat them as preliminary to this discussion.

1. The speaker, brother Collins, has complimented me—in very flattering terms
to be sure—on what he considers my conversion from pro-slavery to "anti-slavery

principles. Sir, this was intended for effect. The impression may be made that I
did not give my actual opinions on the subject of slavery. This is a short way of
avoiding my argument. Why did not the speaker invalidatemy position, by show-
ing mat slavery in its circumstances is necessarily sinful, and, therefore, the course
ot the Baltimore Annual Conference should be sustained? Why, sir? Because
there was a much sounder discretion in declining to meet my arguments, and cover
Ins retreat by the intimation that I did not myself believe the doctrines on which
the vindication of Mr. Harding rests. But, sir, I cannot yield this advantage. My
arguments, showing that slavery is not necessarily sinful, are unanswered—indeed
untouched. And until this be done, the action of the Baltimore Conference is
wnouy mdetensible. If moraZ turpitude, more or leu, does not necessarily attach

nf h„i
Ver3V declT° of ttk court of ministers, depriving a member of their bodyw holy orders, simply because of his union by marnagewith a lady who held pro-
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perty in (slaves, is an outrage upon the feelings of the appellant, an indignity to a

very large portion of the Church, and a reflection on the judgment ot the Baltimore

Conference. Sir, I should appreciate much more highly the position oi the speaker

had he met my argument fairly. But I am converted, it is said !
When ? Where f i

or at what altar? I honestly confess I know nothing about it. It is a change!

never felt. I never, on any former occasion, attempted an extended expression of

opinion before this body on the subject of slavery. On the subject of abolition I

remember to have made a remark on the floor of the General Conference of 188$.

I will quote it here. " Abolition is now in its egg state—now you can put your

foot upon it, and crush it ; but if, instead of this, you breathe upon it the warm

breath of your approbation, it shall hatch a scorpion that shall sting you to the

heart." And now, sir, I ask whether my prediction is in a way to be verified or

not' Twelve years only have passed away, and a purely abolition movement on

the part of the Baltimore Annual Conference finds favour in this body. Yes, sir,

such are the indications that it may be well if we be not on the eye of division.

Your decision in this case may be the knell of our long-cherished union.

I affirmed in my opening speech, that the south was not pro-slavery but anfr

slavery. The Georgia and South Carolina Conference delegations, with every other

member from the south on this floor, united in a most hearty response to the appeal'

I made to them on this point. This, too, is seized upon, and these conferences are

also congratulated upon their conversion. This is based chiefly I suppose upon the

resolutions adopted by these conferences in 1831, declaring that slavery " is not

a moral evil." But, sir, this argues no change. They still adhere to their position

in the sense—and a good one, too—in which they used the phrase " moral eviffl

The popular sense of their resolutions, as understood everywhere, was simply thjf

that slavery was not necessarily sinful. They still believe so. Sir, no other meanfj

ing was ever attached to "moral evil," as a popular expression, until the editor of

the Christian Advocate and Journal thought proper to call up a meaning unknovv|

to the popular mind. To raise a platform on which the abolitionists of the north,

might stand, without identifying themselves with O. Scott, and his extreme meai

Bures of reforming the government of the Church, he called up the distinctffli

between "moral evil" and sin. Thus he rallied the scattered forces of the north,

dubbing Scott, &c, as " radico-abolitionists," and the Simon Pures as "_ abolitionist^

merely. How far this consolidation of northern forces was done with a view to

consequences which now threaten the Church with division, I cannot say.

No, sir, we are not converted. We stand on the same ground we have occupied

from the foundation of the Church—the grand conservative ground laid by on*

fathers in the book of Discipline. Slavery, as it exists among us, is " a great evil

;

and I will add, to none so great an " evil" as to the master. " It is not, however,'

necessarily a sin." I will add, it is only a sin to those individuals who abuse^thq

institution. No, sir, we have not changed our ground. We have no hecatomb <*

slaughtered principles to offer upon the altar of abolition devotions. And if the*

wowldhmd our principles, we would point them to the prophetic "he-goat" m
Daniel's vision, as more symbolical of the desolating effect of their fanatical mef1

eures, and say to them, Take him for the sacrifice

!

2. I made a strong point of the informality of the Baltimore Conference journ:

claiming on this ground that the case be at least returned for « new trial. Tl

jealous concern of the counsel for the reputation of his conference is pecuhi"

awaked at the indignity of such an imputation. Well, let us see. The Discip]

of our Church requires that in the trial of a minister, " regular minutes of the t
_

.

shall be kept, including all the questions proposed to the witnesses, with thett

answers." According to the statement of the counsel there was no witness m tra

case but Harding himself. Now, sir, according to the discussion the other day, and

the argument of counsel, the merit of this case turns chiefly upon this pomt—dw

Mr. Harding pledge himself and his wife, before the conference, to send these slavey

to Africa or to a free state, if they would consent to go ? One of the delegation

distinctly remembers that he did so pledge himself and his wife : the others do ntf

remember to have heard the pledge. All, however, agree that the witness maetf

many statements before the conference ; some of these you have heard plead again*

him by the counsel. Why, sir—seeing he was most unjustly made to witness agains

himself—why, I ask, do not the journals record his testimony, that he may no«

have the benefit of it ? Are not the journals defective in this respect ? And as 1

proof of the bearing of this fact upon the issue, I appeal to brother Tippett, a inefl?

ber of the delegation, had Harding been thus understood, if it is likely he won*
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t. o,-,<mpnded. Brother Tippett, I see, is silent, sir. I understand his
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6
Is it not the least we can do, in justice to the appellant, to send him back for a

113

w trial 1 But, sir, the journals record material facts, which show the illegality

!md injustice of the whole proceeding so plearly, that he is entitled to be wholly

released from the suspension. This I will show in the proper place.

3. The next point on which I should make some remarks is the reply of the

General Conference of 1840 to the memorial from Westmoreland, Virginia. The ori-

ojn of this memorial I have explained. I read the resolution adopted by the confer-

ence. The counsel finds himself much embarrassed by this resolution; and con-

tents himself with a flat denial that it admits of any application to the case of the

appellant. He affirms that it applied exclusively to local preachers. That it ori-

ginated in the case of local preachers is admitted. But the report of the com-

mittee is an elaborate and most conclusive argument in support ofa principle which
applies to all preachers. The argument is not as to the meaning of Discipline in

relation to local preachers merely, as he supposes. The report concludes with a
resolution, which I have before read, and from which I will quote one clause

:

" The ownership of slave property in states or territories where the laws do not
admit of emancipation, and permit the liberated slave to enjoy freedom, constitutes

no legal barrier to the election or ordination of ministers to the various grades of
office known in the ministry of the Methodist Episcopal Church." " Various
grades of office." Can language be more explicit 1 On what authority, therefore,
can it be pleaded that this applies to local preachers only 1 That constitutes but
one of the grades of office. Sir, the assertion is a gross absurdity. I maintain,
therefore, that the meaning of Discipline, by this decision of the General Conference
of 1840, ia settled in Mr. Harding's favour. Language cannot more clearly warrant
a conclusion. And for this General Conference to sustain the Baltimore Conference
in Harding's case, is to do it in the teeth of the Discipline as interpreted by them-
selves in 1840. It is to add to the afflictions of the outraged brethren of Westmore-
land, who are the more grievously wronged in this, that to the present time, the
Baltimore Conference have continued to deny them their rights. Surely, sir, this
conference should be held to a rigid accountability for this act of injustice to the
local brethren of Westmoreland, and of contumacy to the General Conference.
But, instead of this, will you embolden them in a systematic course ofwrong-doing,
by refusing to sustain the appeal? I hope not.

• ("i J ?
11^^11 1 propose to notice several particulars of a kindred character,

mtroduced by the counsel. It is affirmed that Mr. Harding's relation to slavery
rendered him unavailable" as a Methodist preacher. On this ground it is argued,mat it was expedient to "suspend him," because the conference is authorized
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of reaching other and more influential members of the conference. The counsel
triumphed greatly in the assurance he gave you, that this feature of the report of
,the committee in Harding's case " was not adopted by conference, but was struck
out." But, sir, I cannot let the conference escape in this way. I will hold them
to their responsibility by the firm grasp of documentary truth. The vote of the

.

conference on the report of the committee in Harding's case, did not strike out the
clause leavinghim in possession of certain slaves, (specified by name,) hut only struck

out the clause assigning the reason for requiring him to keep them in slavery. Such
is the fact, sir, according to the document, and the shame of the transaction wifl

attach to the Baltimore Conference until they reform their ways. But the counsel
is particularly liberal to us on this point, and equally fatal to his cause. He is free

to tell us a part of his argument, what this reason was, namely, that the laws of the.

state did not admit of emancipation after a certain age. This he says to vindicate!

his conference from the charge I urged, of inconsistency in holding the appellant to

so pious an accountability to free himself, at the peril of his membership, from
slavery, and at the same time require him to hold certain of them in perpetual bonfe
age. Really, sir, it seems that the same evil genius which unquestionably prjj
Bided over the deliberations of this body of grave divines, still holds uncontrolled
dominion over the mind of the counsel. For, let me remind you, in a word, of the
late law of Maryland, of 1843, which I read the other day. In this itis specifically,'

provided that the old law, to which the counsel refers, be and is hereby rescinded,
and hereafter all, without respect to age, shall be eligible to emancipation on ths.

same conditions.
"

4. But, sir, the counsel sought to involve me in absurdity. I argued that

slavery was not necessarily a sin, and that its circumstances are such that it. is

right to tolerate it, although it be connected with many evils. Now, if this position

involves an absurdity, the converse of it, I suppose, must be true. That is, it "ij

wrong to tolerate slavery (being connected with so many evils) because it is sinfuti

under all circumstances. And whatever may be the speculative opinion of memS
bers of the Baltimore Conference on this point, I can see no reasonable ground on
which they can stand respected in their own eyes for the decision in Harding's'

case but this, that his relation to slavery was sinful. Observe, sir, he was no|j

located. This wouldhave left him in possession of orders. He was not reprovi

merely. No, sir, he was suspended—that is (in view of the declaration that 1

could not make the required pledge) expelled the ministry—deposed from orders;

And for what, sir ? For no heterodoxy in doctrine, nor viciousness of life—that is,

for no sin. Will they say this? Unless they do, itfollows that they looked upon
his relation to slavery as constituting him a sinner. And on what other hypothesis

can we account for the paternity of a series of most offensive remarks which have
grated so harshly upon our ears, especially from Messrs. Collins and Griffith ? If
Mr. Harding's connection with slavery (just such a connection as is held by south-

ern men generally) be not in a high degree sinful, many remarks from thes*
brethren are without any apology that I can conceive of. Why, sir, in the select

phraseology of these speakers, slavery is always " a dark subject !" The appellant

is charged with having involved himself in all the difficulties that embarrass and:

afflict him, "by marrying the woman he did"—and why? Because she had slaves.

And, sir, for this crime he is personally charged on this floor by word, accompa|
nied with a most emphatic gesticulation, with having violated his plighted faith to the!

conference, and discarding " the godly admonitions of his brethren." Nay, he waS
asked where 'was his " conscience" when he formed this matrimonial connection t

Yes, sir, so full of turpitude is the crime of marrying a lady with this property, that

it must be hunted down, even at the expense of Mrs. Harding's feelings. It is

affirmed, in allusion to her, that "no pious and intelligent woman" would jeop-

ardize the standing (in the Baltimore Conference) " of a husband in whose judg-

ment and discretion she confides, for the consideration of a few slaves." I really

had thought that if the opinions of the speaker did not, that his gallantry, in view
of these galleries, would save him from so far outraging the feelings of a lady. {Mfi
Collins explained, and disclaimed all intention to impugn the piety or intelligence'

of Mrs. Harding—he did not doubt either.) I believe you, sir; and it was my
purpose to offer, in your behalf, the best apology I could for the freedom of expres-

sion you employed in this delicate connection. Yes, sir, there is no doubt that Vt

was the appellant who was to sufler by this reference to his lady. If the slaves

were not manumitted, we were to understand it to be wholly his fault. This is

the gist of the matter. But, sir, I am not right sure, after all, that he should be
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^Vlitv in this way, for the disposition which his lady would make
held to accountemT*
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"If she will, she will, you may depend on't;

If she won't, she won't, so there's an end on't."

Tli re is still another remark by which the speakers betray their affinities.

ut ton one has invoked this body not to " drive them to take rank with a slave-

iTldhie conference !" Take rank with a slaveholding conference ! ! My dear sir,

hoare you and what is your conference, that you should deprecate a footing with

tout brethren of other conferences ? What elevation is this you have reached that

vou must needs stoop to be en a footing with Virginia, and the conferences south

of yon • You " take rank" with Virginia ! Sir, I was not an indifferent observer

of the kindred emotions which this pure abolition appealawaked in certain quarters

of this house. And however agreeable the response elicited by these remarks may

be to the cherished affinities of the speakers, they mayknow that they aroused feel-

ings of the deepest regret and mortification in other quarters. Sir, they cut harshly

across the sensibilities of many a heart here ; and must continue to jar in harsh

discord amid the sweetest music of our long-cherished relations. It was not with-

out cause, sir, that the counsel closed his remarks by asking forgiveness. True, we
have much cause to complain. Yet I will venture to pledge him the forgiveness of

every southern man on this floor. I will cherish the hope that stress of circum-

stances, in defending a hopeless cause, has betrayed him to the use of so many
offensive remarks. But you (addressing Mr. C.) must allow me to remind you,

and those whose views you represent, that you are no "conservatives." You
wisely choose a more expressive figure .when you represent your body as the
" breakwater" of the conferences. And verily the " breakwater" ye are ! for in

your branch of the common stream it seems has accumulated the drift-wood and
sawyers, so to speak, which have floated upon the bosom of Methodism, from the

upper and the nether sources of abolition, until the dam of error has stretched

itself across your tide, and backed up your waters, until they have drowned, instead

of fertilized your lands.

5. I proceed to notice the remarks of brother Slicer. As he did not design to

enter into the merits of the subject I felt indifferent. I was, however, soon roused
by the announcement that he would disclose a transaction disreputable to the Vir-
ginia Conference. 'TT 1"" :1 ^T_i ~~ t—.j J; J-1- T- 1 - ^ -rsr_n «]; 3 'i-

ble

i Virgihii

.

aroused me. I listened ! Heard the explosion—watched the slow progress of the
spent ball !—-the sluggish missile fell far below its mark ! He says he is not such
a conservative as I am. Right glad am I of it. I may safely turn him over to our
faithful reporter. He will do him justice, I have no doubt.

6. In concluding these preliminary remarks, I will notice one statement of bro-
ther Griffith. He reminds us that a large part of the territory of the Baltimore
Conference is in Virginia, west of the mountains. But few slaves comparatively
are in this section of the state. This he attributes' to the steady opposition of his
conference to slavery. This might be argued, sir, if they had found in that section
ot the work a large slave population which had been gradually diminishing. But
«ie reverse of this is precisely true. They found originally but few slaves, and thenumber oi these has increased greatly since that time. If brother Griffith had not

ofa "d
to *"* imaS™at!°11 f°r th** important fact, I might give him the credit

wVi'^h^
argumeut—batingalways, however, his earnest deprecation ofthe dishonour

least feVraH
63 WiU attaCh t0 k™ being " driven to teke rank" with brethren at

«,™lJUS „,
,

uus case as I find it in the journalsiX * more clearly I will read the record from the journal.

his l.tr!l,„l„'
J^5a

J
din

S' a member of the Baltimore Annual Conference, by

sion of R

m
vSS° 1

M'ss Swan
'
of St - MaT's cotmty> Md-> has c°me inposses-

1 slaves
;

viz., one named Harry, aged 52 ; one woman, named Maria,
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agedS6; oneman,named John, aged 22; a girl, aged 13, named Hannah ; andachildy

named Margaret, aged 2 years ; and whereas the Baltimore Conference, according

to its well-known usage, cannot, and will not, tolerate slavery in any of its mem-
bers; therefore,

" Resolved, That brother F. A. Harding is hereby required to execute, and cause

to be recorded, adeed securing the manumission of the slaves hereinafter mentioned

:

the man named John, at the age of 28 years ; the two female children, at the age of

23 ; the issue of the females, if any, to be free at the same time with their mothers.

And that brother Harding be further required to give to this conference, during

its present session, a pledge that the said manumission shall be effected during the

present conference year"
_

';'

This is the report as adopted by the conference. It should be noted that it doei

provide for the manumission of only a part of the slaves. The original report of

the committee contained a clause assigning the reason simply for not requiring the

manumission of all. This clause was struck out by a vote of the conference.

The final decision in this case, after adopting the above report, was, on motion

of Messrs. Collins and Emory, in the following language ^ "Kesolved, That brothel

Harding be suspended until the next annual conference, or until he assures the

episcopacy that he has taken the necessary steps to secure the freedom of his

slaves,"

The informality of this whole proceeding must be obvious to every one on the

reading of the record. I will throw it into something like a legal form, such as it

should have assumed before the conference.
);

First. The indictment. F. A. Harding is charged with having violated the wellfj

known usage and determined purpose of the Baltimore Annual Conference, not to

tolerate slavery in any of its members.
2. Specification. He married Miss Swan, who was the owner of five slaves. -

3. The verdict. That he execute, and cause to be recorded, a deed, securing the

manumission of three out of jive of the slaves, and that he give a pledge that thin

shall be effected during the present conference year.

4. Penalty. That he be suspended until the above conditions are submitted to—

j

that is, deposedfrom the order of the ministry. ,

Now, sir, I deny the legality of the indictment—the justice of the verdict—

i

ask that the appellant be released from the operation of the penalty.

The indictment, I say, is illegal. He is charged with having violated the " well-

known usage and determined purpose of the Baltimore Conference." Under what

rule of our Discipline, sir, I would inquire, could an annual conference arraign and

try a member for violating a usage or purpose of its body ? The Discipline of tha

Church is the common charter under which any and every Methodist preacher

holds his membership in an annual conference. It never before entered my mind}

sir, that two opinions could exist among sane and sober-minded men on this point.

The duties of an annual conference are so clearly defended in a series of plain quess

lions at page 23 of the Discipline, and a few other separate rules in different parts

of the book, that its powers cannot be a matter of doubt. They are executive only,;

The power to make " rules and regulations" for the government of the Church ar|j

ceded in the constitution of the Church to the General Conference only. This bodifl

has defined in the rales of Discipline the conditions of membership in an annua§

conference ; and under this charter, and this alone, membership is held in these

bodies. What rule of Methodist Discipline is he charged with violating? Non^!

sir,—none. The committee who brought in the indictment charges him in plain

terms with having acted contrary to the " usage and determined purpose" of the

conference. For this, and this alone, he was tried—convicted upon his own testi-

mony—condemned and dishonoured ! The indictment does not even specify the

enactment of the conference to which it makes direct reference. Did ever a more

lawless procedure come to the knowledge of this body? The counsel, sir, seem*

to have entirely overlooked this fact, by which his cause is most fatally erob^
rassed—unless the paternity of abolition feeling pervading this body should shield'

it from the condemnation it deserves. He is bold to set forth in his argument, as

the charge against Mr. Harding, " that he knew, what ought to have been with hiM

ofpre-eminent importance, the law of the Baltimore Conference." What law,

sir? The imperfect and informal indictment does not tell us. But the counsel

»

free to supply the deficiency. He tells us, a law to which the case of a brother

Hansberger gave rise ; by which they forbid any of their members to hold slave*

under any circumstances, and declared that any who might disregard the decision
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1 j mpA guilty of contumacy." Here then is the law of the Baltimore
•' should be ^f^hich he was informally indicted. Is this a legal indictment?
Conierence ™

jnTOjves another. Had this conference a right to make a term of
This qnestw

^ ^ Buj,jeot r siavery? Did Mr. Harding or any other member

»?t?V ' membership under tliis legislation, or under the rules of Discipline ? There
hold his ^ ^ room for difference of opinion here. The conference had no such
8urf7tire powers, and all attempts to suspend the membership of Mr. Harding

n conditions defined by their legislation is wholly illegal. So confident am I

*?the correctness ef this position, that at a proper time I may safely appeal to the

bench of bishops—some one or more of whom presided in this conference—for the

authority by which this was done. The matter involves higher responsibilities than

that of the mere conference. Why was it that an accredited member of this con-

ference was put upon his trial under an indictment framed upon the legislation of

the Baltimore Conference ? (Bishop Morris replied it was not so, he was tried for

a breach ofthe Methodist Discipline.) Sir, you must stand corrected on this point.

The document—the written indictment is proof to the contrary. The argument of

counsel on this floor makes him directly responsible for a breach of the " law of the

Baltimore Conference," on the ground that he was not ignorant of, but knew the

law, its purpose, and design. The reply of the bishop (for which I thank him) is

a full concession that to fry him for his membership, under any law of the confer-

ence, was a wholly illegal proceeding. The indictment itself is the proof that he
was so tried, and its illegality all must admit. Our bishops are sent to preside in the
annual conferences, for the specific purpose of preserving a unity in the adminis-
tration by keeping them within the limits defined in the charter. I repeat, there-
fore, that at the proper time I may request the reason of this oversight. If, then,
the indictment be illegal, the verdict and penalty which arose upon it are each
illegal; the whole transaction is _ illegal, and a reproach to the conference, and
should be set aside as null and void.

2. The verdict, I say, is unjust, as well as illegal. He was convicted, the bishop-
tells us, and so the counsel argued also, for a breach of the Methodist Discipline.
Allow, for the sake of argument, that this was so; it is still true, that he was not
indicted—he was not charged with this offence. And can it be just to indict a
man for one offence, and try him for another ! Or what amounts to the same, ren-
der a verdict against him for being guilty of another! And will this body sanc-
tion a proceeding so contrary to all the forms of law, and so utterly subversive of
all the principles of justice ! I trust not. I can hardly persuade myself that the
most rabid and fanatical feeling on the subject of slavery which can be supposed
to east in any part of this house, could betray you into a decision so violative of

S rt.VT'
3* °f."§*" reason. But h is assumed in the argument of the coun-

sel that the legislation of the Baltimore Conference in the case is in conformity

SSt IT^J^^J^^'^* ?
f **»*. A^w this to.be so, it

these niU W • j \ ^plpe, when he was only convicted of a violation of

TpL retoluLn^f°"- J*\ "•

,

W6 £"* ^^ to an ""»"* conference

bers uX suTrflT^ ^t^ °f Discip^e
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a^ual confer^ ?
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,
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*

casein aIcor,W *%?<?"£&
" law °f the Baltimore Conference" in this

We do noTtwS^ *£ DTphue °f the Ctarch on the «*)<** of slavery,
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this point in rnv fiS

tnduc*m
f
ve

?V,
: need not go over the ground occupied on

of counsel. Fb-»t « P6e
- 1

vna
,

ojd7 meet the issues raised by the argument
lation to travelW ™ ma

ftem8>°n behalf of the conference, that the rule in re-

sion, without TeeSr/tT^I holdm§ slaves requires an unconditional mannmis-
his freedom under th»l

fa
.
ct
Jyhether °r not the slave be permitted to enjoy

to apply to members irr ? ^° "^ He ^S"69 a distinction in the rules i
Propose to meet his J-, ? , . Preachers, and to travelling preachers. Sir, I
standing as the second Imf™ .£ aud s(raarely- He maintains that the rule,

felling preacher to mZrSt hi. J I™** ™™ slavery, page 196, requires the
^edom within the state nTT. JS*?

8
.
whether the laws permit them to enjoy

="» right.) Now, sir, let it L ° (]V ^° not state Um correctly, let him put
; .

,

iet « be regarded^hat frefirst answer in this section of Ks-
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cipline, in which there is no ambiguity of language, settles the entire question of
eligibility to office in the Church, bo far as slavery is concerned, eligibility to any
order in the ministry, to any office in the Church. The rule in regard to travel*

ling preachers was passed in 1800. This, which covers the whole ground of elj.

gibility, was adopted in 1816. It may therefore be taken as a fair exponent of the

point in the former, which is supposed to be doubtful. Again, sir, the counsel

overlooks the fact, in criticising this point, that the travelling preacher is only re-

quired to execute a "deed of emancipation" in this specified condition, "if itbe
practicable." Now surely, sir, it was not the design to require the mere execu*

tion of a deed ! This, at all limes, is practicable. The meaning of the rule is

plainly this: it requires a travelling preacher to secure the actual freedom of his

slaves, " conformably to the laws of the state in which he lives," " if it be practi.

cable"—that is, if the laws will permit them to enjoy liberty.
.

But it is further argued, that Harding's case is not covered by the rale of DisJ

cipline, because the laws of Maryland do permit the liberated slave to enjoy hisj

freedom. I will not go over this point, which has been set before the conference

in the most satisfactory manner by reading the laws of the state, accompanied by
the opinions of two gentlemen of great legal distinction in the state of Maryland,

showing beyond doubt that this position of the counsel in the case is incorrecty]

Again, sir, if this were a doubtful point in itself, we have shown in opening thisj

case, from the express statute of the state of Maryland, and the highest legal,.

opinion upon it, Judge Key and the Hon. W. D. Merrick, both of Maryland, that Mr.j

Harding had no interest in the slaves of his wife further than what related to the

proceeds of their labour. He could not, without the consent of his wife, execut^

a legal deed of emancipation, as he was reqired by the conference to do. I dttt

not know that a similar law exists in any state in this Union. So that if the l:iws:

of any state in the confederacy cover the case of any member hi the Church wh6|
has become possessed of slaves by marriage—the case of Mr. Harding is pro-

tected by the laws of the state hi which he lives. Indeed, sir, it appeared to rae

'

that the counsel after all yielded this question—if my ear correctly caught his'j

meaning. He argued vehemently against the laws of Maryland as most iniquitouM

in their tendency—such as no man ought to submit to. In this, sir, he yielded tha*

point—and I claim the decision on behalf of the appellant. Surely this body will

not give a decision in the teeth of state legislation, and also of an article of our re*l

ligious faith, acknowledging the authority of the civil legislature, and an expreM
statute in the book of Discipline.

One other point, sir. Brother Collins allows what was implied by the silence of

brother Tippett, that if the appellant had been understood to " pledge himself audi

his wife, if the slaves should consent, to send them to Liberia, or to a free state, this|

case had never come here." The record itself, which has been read before this

conference, shows that he refused to give the required " pledge" on the ground lhat\

he could not do it consistently with the laws of the state. (I quote from memory-^
the journal not being before me.) This fully warrants the inference that he stood!

pledged to free his slaves, on the terms provided by law—nay, the record comm||
ted him to do this. The law allows of emancipation, provided they will leave th^

state. The journal, therefore, is against the position of the counsel ; for it is a faaj

inference from the record, that he was ready to free his slaves, with theirconsent

to leave the state. This pledge necessarily involved the consent of his wife, who

held the legal title. The recollection of brother Gere is therefore correct, and that

of the other members of the delegation is at fault. The counsel is still further at

fault. He affirmed, over and over again, that the argument urged by me, from thoj

late law of Maryland, fixing the legal title to the slaves of Mrs. Harding, was an]

after thought—that he never heard of it before. This is particularly unfortunate, ijt

he allows that the legal opinion of the Hon. W. D. Merrick was before the confeflj

ence ; and in this he specifically alludes to the fact, that the legal title to the sUiy™]

was in Mrs. Harding, and not in him. And yet, in the face of this clearly-implieoj

pledge, and the proof of utter inability to effect the legal emancipation of the slave*

without their consent, so rabid were they to effect an abolition purpose, that the,

expelled him the body.
Then, sir, I maintain the appellant violated no rule of Discipline. He only vii

lated a law of the Baltimore Conference—a law which they had no right to make

and which, being made, is a plain and palpable contravention of the existing rul*

'

Discipline on the subject. The indictment, then, is illegal; the verdict is equal.',

unjust ; and the penalty, by consequence, unwarranted and oppressive.
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• rf our faith acknowledges the supreme authority of the state in

The 23d «rtlcle
îe conference act specifically subjects our rules on slavery to

all civil matters- *
legislation. This, be it observed, is in special conformity with

be controlled b5r

?J ^t alluded to. It has been shown, from the statutes of Ma-
the article °\™lfa£ &tle to these slaves was not in Mr. Harding, but in his wife:

ryland, that ta° J^ ^ jf the ^tle was in Harding, that he could not secure the

It is forthf
f
u° uves without compelling them to go to Liberia, or to a free state,

freedom *Jjecision of this conference sustain the Baltimore Conference, you will

NoW
-' Hardin" to execute a legal deed, manumitting slave property winch does

require n<u p ^^ rectuire hhn to secnre their freedom, contrary to the
not belong ^ ^ ^ ^^ (

provided they were his,) which allows of their

F^lTnnlv when they consent to leave the state. In all this will you not place

,™Xesin the most ridiculous attitude before the world ? Will you not perpe-

Hea most wanton act of injustice toward the appellant ? Will you not adopt a

™asure the most reckless of the claims of humanity that can be imagined 1 For,

V Mr Harding obeys your mandate, and manumits the slaves, without their consent

to leave the state, they will be forced, under the operation of the civil authority, to

dissolve the ties which now bind parents to children and other near relatives. In

addition to this, you set up your authority in the premises as supreme, in plain and

palpable violation of the 23d article of religion, and the rule of Discipline in con-

formity thereto, which binds you, in the most solemn manner, to be subject to the

civil legislature'on the subject of slavery. Are you prepared for all this ?

A-ain : Mr. Harding was tried according to the indictment brought in by the

committee, not for a breach of your Discipline, but for a violation, of a law of the

Baltimore Conference. If you sustain the conference, you acknowledge the autho-

rity of an annual conference to legislate laws or conditions of membership in the

body, in palpable violation of the constitution and Discipline of the Church, which

assigns this authority to the General Conference alone. Are you prepared for this?

And still further. The law of the Baltimore Conference, under which the appel-

lant was bound, is not only unauthorized by the Discipline, but in flat violation of

the compromise act of Discipline. If you sustain the conference, you render null

and void the plain construction of the Discipline under which hundreds of travelling

and local ministers now hold office and orders in the Church. Are you prepared
for all this? Surely you are not, unless you are prepared to dissolve the bonds
which bind us together as a confederated body. I ask, then, that you sustain the
appeal, and release Francis A. Harding from the act of the Baltimore Conference by
which he stands suspended from the ministry, which he has held with acceptability
and usefulness for several years.
But if, after all, you should feel yourselves still in difficulty on any one point of

argument or testimony out of which the foregoing conclusions are made to arise,
then let it be remembered that the reading of the journal shows a manifest infor-
mality, while the face of the indictment itself is without all due form of law or usage,
and well calculated to embarrass the decision. In view of this fact, the least the
appellant has a right to expect is, that you should return him for a new trial. With
tnese remarks, sir, I submit the case.
The conference then adjourned.

.

SATURDAY, MAY 11.

rhara.-f
1™?1 ^^ Permissi™ to make some further observations, of a personal

C Vl'

m reference to Mr - Harding.

bee^aUow^
16 opposition waa made to ibis, °n the ground that both parties had

was closed. * mOSt extended Bnd patient hearing, and that it was time the debate

5r
e

s^°
n^ Pnt> and carried,

been made afthe wT^ be remembered &»* a motion to locate Mr. Harding had
drawn or bein» ml j,

more
,
Conference

;
that either, on suggestion, it was with-

of that movement was T'^u m
°,
tion feU to the S™mid -

He Relieved the reason

which could not be aHes! A •
i,

•
y Pr0Per ground for location is unacceptability,

of that motion, having S m
J~M case

- && impression, however, in consequence
either as to his prudence

&
i
™ PreJudicial to *e character of the appellant,

conference to bear in min^ttTf
11'' °r general ^P^iHty, he (Dr. S.) begged the

pefore them was the le«»alitv ,
ev

!;° were such,impressions correct, the question
"> the record, and that alone ^*

"^""Npdity of his suspension on the ground alleged
was the question for their decision. At the same time
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he took that opportunity of saying, that the impression, however it might have beea>

circulated, was altogether false.

Mr. Collins said that Dr. Smith had mistaken the reason of the withdrawal of the

motion for location. The true reason was, that it was thought that rule was not the

"proper one to be applied to him, and that the rule under which he had been trie4j

was the proper one.
'

At the close of these observations the call for the vote became general, and Mr.

Early moved that the decision of the Baltimore Conference be reversed. The same

being seconded, was put, and a call made for the ayes and noes. The secretary!

proceeded to read the names. Dr. Olin desired to be excused, on the ground that

he had not heard the journals read, and had only heard a portion of the debates.

Sometimes it was a pleasant thing to avoid a responsibility ; but in this case he had

no disposition to sin-ink from responsibility, and would much rather have voted, bo
'

he coidd not do it conscientiously.

The conference excused him.

The secretary announced the votes to be, noes 117, ayes 50; being a majority

against the reversal of 61.

The President announced that this vote affirmed the decision of the Baltimoi

Conference. The decision of the chair was appealed against, but was sustained by

a vote of 111 to 53.—(See p. 240,)

Dr. Smith. I must, and do, ask the privilege of spreading my protest on the

pages of the conference journal, and I do so because, to my own personal know-

ledge, there are men on the floor of this house who voted against the resolution o

Mr. Early because they deliberately and solemnly thought that the matter ought t

go back to the Baltimore Conference. But by a majority we have been ruled om
' and a fair decision of this conference has not been given. And I wish my protd

to go forth to the American Church, and American people, to serve as a beacon-ligi

to warn the Church against the movements of a majority who can obliterate justice

and trample on the rights of a minority.
# j

A long conversation arose as to whether the vote refusing to reverse the decisis

of the Baltimore Conference confirmed that decision. A multiplicity of motions an

amendments were made, but eventually the discussion turned upon Dr. Smith!

request to enter his protest. It was moved that he have liberty to enter the samf

when Mr. Wiley said they had better wait and see what it was first, and then the

could decide whether it should be entered upon the journal or not.

Dr. Smith said he trusted he knew too well what was due to himself as a gentle,

man, to those that acted with him, and to the conference generally, to address thefL

in any other than respectful terms; but if they thought the paper would be whs*

they would like, they would find themselves mistaken. No ! they would not lib

that paper, for it would contain truths that would burn in their cheeks. (Criegi

" order," &c.) I am perfectly calm. I have got the floor, and you have got 9
votes; and you can, having the votes, put me down. Time was when such J
excitement would have unarmed me, and. thrown me offmy defence ; but no stem

of excitement can now disarm me of my self-possession. You cannot drive me frjSj

my position ; and you might as well attempt to chain the lightnings, or confine ffl

winds in the caves of Eolus, as to put me down when I have a right to be hem*

I shall prepare such a memorial as will fearlessly and thoughtfully express the $ft

timents of myself, and those that think with me ; and no consideration shall indnjl

me to speak with timidity or fear at such a crisis. j

Mr. Early said he hoped they would remember that largo majorities were aptj

be tyrannical—he trusted they would keep calm. He was quite so—as muchj

the affliction in which that vote had involved him, and those around him, wo"

allow. After some further conversation, the order of the day was resumed.

MONDAY, MAY 13.

Appeal of Bradford Frazee.

The appeal of Mr. Frazee against the action of the Michigan Conferew

locating him without his consent, was taken up.

A conversation arose as to the right of appeal in this case, and Bishop Sol

this was a question of law, and one of great importance to every member ot

body. He wished them to understand that the superintendents claimed n°
^

to settle law questions. You (said he) must settle those, aud we are bound to '

them out—sacredly bound to carry out as you shall give us the interpretation »

And I should be glad to hear the opinion of brethren of experience on the u>
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h?T
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80(10

Did AeVaS correctly in locating him? It appeared to him, (Mr. C.,) from
case. Uid- tney °™ J

h d come out, that the conference believed his request

SUf ^rmSv to be left whhout an appointment or else to be located. But the

to be, P™3™*',"
A „ucn a thing, so that the question came up, where is that

b^
the^e™™d/ to the annual conference! or in the General Conference?T Boten supposed that the bishop would have given him an appomtmeut if the

3 ;in?Jhad not taken him out of his hands. And if he had been appointed, and

Wnot eone to £s w7rk%e would have been brought up for neglecting it, and then

hfwo°dd ha^hair appeal to the General Conference. It appeareS to him that

the brother should be heard before that body.

Dr Winaus said, a thousand causes might intervene to prevent his attending

ite next annual conference—(some member having stated that that was the right

course for him to pursue)—and he might thus be kept in suspense five years, by

missing one General Conference before he came up to them for redress.

Mr Griffith thought they had mistaken the true ground on which the right ot

appeal had to he settled. The brother first desired no appointment, then to serve

by proxy and failing in each of these applications, gave notice of his mtention to

desist from travelling for one year. The conference, therefore, by locating him, had

put him just where he wished to put himself.

Mr. Smith, of the Michigan Conference, said it was his intention to raise a ques-

tion on the case, but not on the ground that had been taken. The case was this

:

The Discipline says, that where an elder should desist from travelling, he should be

suspended. This brother ceased to travel, and the question is, after saying thathe

could not travel, and the conference assenting, had he now the right to appeal ?

Mr. Crane entered more minutely into the case, taking the same view, but the

hour of adjournment arriving, the conference refused to extend the time.

TUESDAY, MAY 14.

The appeal of Mr. Frazee against his location by the Michigan Conference was
called for, and the conference having agreed to receive his apppeal, he proceeded
to state the grounds on which he objected to their decision.

He appealed on the ground of illegality in the action of said conference.
First. The plea or reason assigned was illegal. Where a rule gives definite

power, on a specific plea, that power is understood to be prohibited in every other
case. The rule on which the conference acted is to be found in section 19, chap-
ter l, page 67, and in answer to question 4, and gives the conference permission to
locate a brother who may have been complained of as unacceptable in the work.
Xhis rule Mr. F. contended was given for that specific case, and was inoperative
in any other case. That in his case there was no such complaint, there was no such
ground, and yet they had acted upon that rule, and therefore illegally.

, *5? . ?.- " was conducted in a manner not in accordance with the provisions of
tne Discipline. Section 19, chapter i, page 67, says, it shall be the duty of the
conterence to investigate the case. The conference in his case did not do so.
weitner aid. tne conference allow him an opportunity to amend or retire, both which
uie Discipline

i

requires. The journal of the conference showed that, and therefore
on this ground also his location without his consent was illegal,

add™ a™ cons
.

lderable stress laid upon the letter he wrote. That letter was

no^3 ri

a
i?.

n
y^

e letter to Ms Presiding elder, written in haste, and with

bi memWv T°?d &° before conference, and containing nothing affecting
uiuersmp, except the last clause, which was underscored, "I am unwilling
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to locate." Now it was in evidence that the conference brought in a resolution
with the intention of immediate action in the premises, stating that he had quitter
his work, and moving his suspension. That motion was lost. Then they said, h (

had signified his intention not to labour among them during the ensuing year. Now
the substance and purport of that letter was this. He found his business required
his attention, and therefore wrote his presiding elder to that effect, requesting, as j

fevour, that he might be left without an appointment for the ensuing year. Thii

request he made with great delicacy; and though it might be contrary to the rasa
lution to grant such indulgence, it was yet'freely accorded in practice. And hi
(Mr. F.) also made a second request, that, if the other were denied him, he miriii

at least have an appointment that he could get supplied. This too was often don$
But this request, also, the conference denied him, and located him ; and since there

was a remedy he thought it best to endeavour to obtain redress.

Mr. Smith, ofthe Michigan Conference, replied. Their conference had desire!

to keep the system of itinerancy untrammeled. He thought that if it was found thai

they had acted without the law, they had not acted contrary to law ; and if without
precedent, they had nevertheless given a common-sense decision, which the Gen-
eral Conference would sustain them in. He was aware that many members might
be disposed to reverse the decision of the annual conference, because they had not
passed the full sentence of the law in the case. He wished to speak to that a
moment. See see. C, on page 32 of the Discipline. Many members of the confew
ence thought that was the rule on which the annual conference should act. But
brother Frazee, while he had notified his intention to cease to travel, had not ceasedj

and they therefore could not condemn him under that rule. Then the question

arose, how should they meet the case ? They could not throw him into the hand?
of the bishop ; nor could they grant his request without violating the great prince
pies of itinerancy, and flying in the face of the General Conference. What were]

they to do ? They wished to dispose of the case righteously, and they had acted!

upon principles that applied to the case.
'

Mr. Frazee made his rejoinder, but it involved no principles beyond what h" ^*A>

previously laid down.
The General Conference reversed the decision of the Michigan Conference

Drs. Capers' and Olin's Resolution—Committee of Pacification.

Dr. Capers and Dr. Olin presented the following resolution :

—

"In view of the distracting agitation which has so long prevailed on the subject oi

slavery and abolition, and especially the difficulties under which we labour in thi

present General Conference, on account of the relative position of our brethres

north and south on this perplexing question, therefore,
*' Resolved, That a committee of three from the north and three from the south

appointed to confer with the bishops, and report within two days as to the pdssi|

biHty of adopting some plan, and what, for the permanent pacification of^theS

Church."
A member moved as an amendment that three delegates from the middle stati

be added to the committee.

Dr. Capers said, There are only two points named in the resolution, slavery

and abolition. I presume there must have been such an interpretation put upon

the resolution as the writer did not mean. I did not intend to say that this Genera^

Conference was made up of either pro-slavery men or abolitionists, and that there

is a third party, who are neither. The question has only two sides, slaveholders

and non-slaveholders. These two positions present, perhaps, in their differeil

aspects, the general state of the Church. Two interests only are generally recog

nised ; and in providing for the committee, I am far from intending to say, that all tb«

brethren in the non-slaveholding states are abolitionists, any more than that the other*

are all slaveholders. Ifin this view I am mistaken I am unfortunate. _

A motion to Jay the amendment on the table was made, and Dr. Durbin, an<

almost at the same moment Dr. Olin also, rose. Dr. Durbin offered to give waj!

but the chair said that Dr. Olin could not speak to the original motion, and Djj

Durbin proceeded. He hoped the amendment would not prevail. He understo*^

Dr. Capers to mean by the north, non-slaveholding states, (Dr. Capers assented,) tj

that the chair could appoint either from the north, east, or west. . 1

The motion to lay the amendment on the table was carried. .

Dr. Olin spoke to the original motion. He spoke under the most powerW

emotion, and in a strain of tenderness that moved every member of the conference
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,. fo-n, his relation to the conference as a member for the first time,
e said he fctt.

J^^gjajn why his name was attached tp the resolution. It had
became ™m

]
_jm within five minutes, and he had asked upon it the advice of one

sen shown to
^^ eatftied to great weight. He could not refuse to second it,

hose "PV"^ ffered in a spirit of conciliation. He had feared for these two or
IJjevTUjg "

hat tnoagh possibly they might escape the disasters that threatened
aeB

^Twas not probable. He had seen the cloud gathering, so dark that it seemed
>eF?' there was no hope left for them unless God should give them hope. It

• ht"be from hi3 relation to both extremities, that; inferior,as might be his means of

iljLg conclusions on other topics, he had some advantages on this ; and from an inti-

^acquaintance with the feelings of his brethren in the work, he saw little ground

^ncoura»ement to hope. It appears to me (he continued) that we stand committed

ithis question by our principles and views of policy, and neither of us dare move

itep from our position. Let us keep away from the controversy until brethren from

iposite sides have come together. I confess I turn away from it with sorrow, and

leep feelin" of apprehension that the difficulties that are upon us now threaten to

> unmanageable.
' I feel it in my heart, and never felt on any subject as I do on

is. I may take it for granted that we speak as opponents here. I have had no

irt in this controversy. It has pleased God that I should be far away, or laid upon

bed of sickness. I have my opinions and attachments, but I am committed by
i act of mine to either side ; and I will take it on me to say freely that I do not see

iw northern men can yield their ground, or southern men give up theirs. I do

deed believe, that if our affairs remain in their present position, and this General

inference do not speak out clearly and distinctly on the subject, however unpay-

able it may be, we cannot go home under this distracting question without a cer-

mty of breaking up our conferences. I have been to eight or ten of the northern

nferences, and spoken freely with men of every class, and firmly believe, that,

ith the fewest exceptions, they are influenced by the most ardent and the strongest

isire to maintain the Discipline of our Church. Will the southern men believe
e in this—when I say I am sincere, and well informed on the subject ? The men
ho stand here as abolitionists are as ardently attached to Methodist episcopacy as
iu alL I believe it in my heart. Your northern brethren, who seem to you to be
rayed in a hostile attitude, have suffered a great deal before they have taken their
wition, and they come up here distressed beyond measure, and disposed, if they
ilieved they could, without destruction and ruin to the Church, to make concession,
may be that both parties will consent to come together and talk over the matter
irly

,
and unbosom themselves, and speak all that is in their hearts ; and as lovers

Christ keep out passion and prejudice, and with much prayer call down the Holy
urit upon their deliberations, and feeling the dire necessity that oppresses both
uties, they will at least endeavour to adopt some plan of pacification, that if they
'
away it may not be without hope of meeting again as brethren. I look to this

easure with desire rather than with hope. With regard to our southern brethren,
.a i nold that on this question, at least, I may speak with some confidence—
they concede what the northern brethren wish—if they concede that holding

mfw
mC°™?at

i •

Wlth hold™g their ministry—they may as well go to the Rocky

u^T a
l ? he"" °W

,

U S™ny Plails - The pW<> W°*M ™t bear" it. They feel

ad in rtf-
Prm

T
c;Ple<< on this point. They love the cause, and would serve

'ervkwfi
W

,
believe there is not a man among them that would not make

St£?^ ' 6Ven
.

d
,

16
'

lf theret,y he couM heal this di™ion
-

But if our

id Pour n,^
unmanageaUe, let our spirit be right. If we must part, let us meet

«b this confI
Ur tos

!
ther

;

aud !et us not give up until we have tried. I came
iould 6usr,pnrf

UCe yeB}
eTdlV morning to offer another resolution. It was that we

Vet over our a<HtTn, . .
sab°ath had intervened, and shed its calmness and

rrote it to fasting A
spmts

'
tnat we should suspend our duties for one day, and

e may have pealf,
Praver>

*hat God may help us, so that, if we have not union,

i this subject witho t A
resola *loa partakes of the same spirit. I cannot speak

> the connection tV
P emotion

- *f we push our principles so far as to break
see no way of esca^ Tf*

7 £ the last time we meet
-

I fear it! l fear it!

f help from the God of
W
% ?d auy

'
5t wil1 be m mutual moderation, in calling

ont to do. These are tl?

Ur ars
>
and hi looking upon each other as we were

w, as they are of him Ji? §euend objects I had in view in seconding the resolu-

te reverend genUem^?5/ 1*1 * »
>d the responsive T>rav-P« f ,

wn amid *he m03t deep and hallowed excitement,
i- avers of the whole conference.
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Dr. Durbin had but a word to say. He could never forget the scene before him

that morning. Dr- OKn had said that he scarcely indulged the hope, though he

felt a strong desire, that the measure proposed would be successful. For iimself,

he thought ne could discern light, notwithstanding the darkness that hung around

the question ; and he felt not only a desire, but a strong hope, that they should yet

be delivered from the dangers which impended over their heads. Yes, he citing

to the hope of the continued unity of the Church. Abraham, in great difficultieSv

believed in hope against hope, and yet most gloriously realized his hope, and

became the father of many nations. He said he saw ground for this hope in the

tenderness of spirit which had been manifested so generally since the introduction

of the resolution ; and he felt now, as he had felt since his arrival in the city,

the most confident assurance that brethren of all parties would sacrifice every-

thing but their ulterior principles, for the continued unity of the Church. Dr. Olin

had told them very justly, that if they said slavery, under all circumstances, is

incompatible with the functions of the Gospel ministry, they put their brethren in

the south in a position which must destroy all hopes of usefulness on their part in

the Church. Sir, (continued, Dr. D.,) we have not said this; we cannot say it; the

committee will not say it. I do not believe our gallant vessel is yet to be unloosed

from her moorings. She was exposed to a dangerous rock in the south, and an

equally dangerous one in the north. There is an open sea between them. The
brethren of the north will not drive us upon the rock in the south, if the brethren

in the south will not drive us upon the rock in the north. If the committee

address themselves to the difficulties in the spirit which now pervades the con-

ference, we shall yet see brighter and better days. The two days, during whiol
the committee will have this subject under consideration, will be an era in the

history of Methodism, and I think that one of them at least should be observed

as a day of fasting and prayer. The Wesleyan Conference in England, after the

death of Mr. Wesley, was on the brink, apparently, of dissolution, and yet the wise

counsel of a few brethren, and the compromising spirit of the general body,
devised a plan of permanent pacification. I would say, then, let every heart and
tongue be quiet during these momentous two days. It is almost in my heart to

say, Cursed be he that shall speak a word to inflame or exasperate any one,

while this subject is in the hands of the committee.
Dr. Luckey thought six too small a number for such committee.
Dr. Capers explained, that the number would bear some relation to the number

in the episcopacy; though no high-Methodist—he disliked the term—he had so

long been accustomed to look for divine direction through those bishops, that he
had a, kind of faith that way. It might be superstitious, perhaps ; but he had a
feeling of that kind. They knew the way to God on their behalf so well, they had
been so used to it, that he relied very much upon then- decision, and he thought a
committee of six would be more generally acceptable.

Mr. Drake, in a very earnest speech, deprecated the idea of a division. He
hoped never to see the day when division should be spoken of as probable. The
cords of love were too strong, he believed, for any Buch lamentable catastrophe to

take place. He did not believe that ever a Church divided since the world began
in which there was so much personal and Christian attachment, and love between
its ministers, as in their connection at present. He prayed God to avert such a
dire calamity from them. He should, if the conference approved, like a day
appointed for fasting and prayer.

Mr. Crandall spoke at considerable length. He said he was as much for con-

ciliation as any man, and did not wish to disturb the good feeling that at present

existed in the conference. But there was a dark shade of difference between the

brethren of the two extremes. He supposed he should be taken as standing

on one extreme. As such, they were standing on a volcano, which might, at any
moment, destroy them. He had learned one thing by this movement. When a
brother, who was long remarkable for his want of interest and activity in the affairs

of the Church, suddenly became warm and zealous, it awakened suspicions. He
had his eye fixed upon such a one now. But what was the. pretext for this reform
movement 1 Why, there was slavery in the Church, and the Church tolerated it.

And they must meet it. But had the north shown any disposition for a division ?

Not at all. He did not know a man in the north that desired division. He hoped
that, before they took any action in the matter, they would understand it.

Mr. Early made some very able remarks on the spirit pervading the conference,

and the spirit that he trusted would pervade the committee—the Bpirit of prayer,
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nce He would assure the conference that the south were pre-

love, andforKa^ concessions in the same spirit, so far as they could without

pared t» ^^rtagantial principles. ,

affecting **"_^ amidst calk for the question. He regretted that at such a time,

Dr .
Snutb "^ t a TOte should be manifested. So deeply did he sympathize

any
topa6en.ce e

affin ^ the conference, that he could find it in his heart

with the *ee™|
er itB mfluence for hours to come. He had never for one moment—

to contuse
d^^^ ate sentmlem-

8 could testify—cherished the desire

89*K™ The south did not desire it. He knew that, in saying this, he was
for ^"'the common sentiment of the whole southern Church. True, at Cincin-

e%
l t 836 the members of the General Conference, from conferences within

wadding states, were supposed to have taken measures preliminary to disunion,

tfthatwl a mistake. Their course was dictated by a sincere desire to preserve

Sp unSnTbv staving off those incipient measures, which, if persisted in, it was fore-

een wouldSiate° in this disastrous and much-to-be-deprecated result. No
!
the

southdid not desire disunion. Come when it may, it should be forced upon them.

He had too much confidence in the fidelity and justice of his northern brethren to

cherish he conviction for one moment that they wouki force division upon them.

Wta sir divide ! Never ! Nor did he agree that civil war as had been intima-

ted was likely to come upon them. He had no fear of civil disunion and war.

Mr. Dow thought Dr. Smith was out of order in these allusions to division and

C1

Mr
W
Cr'andall was delighted with the spirit of Dr. Smith, and hoped he would not

b6
I>

te

Smlh concluded his remarks by saying, No, sir we have no fears of civil

war We have higher and more appropriate reasons for wishing to preserve our

long-cherished union. The days for civil war in this country have gone by. Ditti-

culfies in the national legislature would hereafter be settled by negotmtion. And

shall we adopt any less pacific course in this great council of the Church
<
He

°On motion of Mr. Collins, the words " a committee of six" were substituted for

the words " a committee of three from the south and three from the north, and the

resolution was unanimously adopted.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 15.

Indian Mission Conference.

Mr. Ames explained, in reference to a remark from Mr. Early two or three days

ago, that the bishop attending the conference had the veto power m all appropria-

tions, and that would prove a sufficient check on the expenditures. He further

alluded to the importance of the subject generally, and noticed it as somewhat sin-

gular, that so many Churches should go so far to seek subjects for their missions.

The Indians embraced in this report were not wandering hunters, nor roving vaga-

bonds through the forest, but they followed trades, and had a permanent home,

holding their land by a patent from the government of the United btates.

Mr. Sheer thought the project a good one. It was well known that most of the

tribes were hostile one to another, and he presumed this plan would bring them to-

gether in more friendly relationship. He supposed that the native preachers, when
* raised up, would be admitted into the conference, which would matenally aid m

the work of softening down the asperities of the various tnbes, as it would bring

their influential men together. He thought, however, it ought to go to the Com-

mittee on Boundaries, that they might conform their arrangements thereto.

Mr. Ames said, there were but two conferences affected by it, and they but

nominally, for they did not occupy the mission territory.

Mr. M'Ferrin said, I have some little acquaintance with the Indian missions

embraced in the report of the committee. The Indians, notwithstanding their being

permanently located, are still a wandering people, and many of them gam then-

livelihood by the chase; and I do not think their standing, either m a moral, reh-

gious, or intellectual point of view, is sufficient to justify their having a separate

annual conference. You will cut off the sympathy existing between the Indian

tribes and the conferences next to them. Many of the brethren labour there under

the direction of the bishops, and take it " time about," as we do m our country with

all our work. But when you come to confine the ministers entirely to that work,

you will destroy the sympathy at present existing toward the Indians, and there
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will be a shrinking back on the part of other brethren from the work. I was a

missionary among the Cherokee Indians for two years, and it was the brighter

period of my life. But I should not wish to stay there for life ; but after labouring

there for two or three years, let others go and share the honour as well as labour

of the work.
Dr. Bangs would allow that there were objections against this conference being

established ; but there were also advantages which he thought more than counter-

balanced the disadvantages. One objection raised was, that they would have the
appropriation of their own funds. But then the responsibility would be with the
president of the conference, and the missionary committee cannot appropriate any-
thing without the consent of the conference, so that the Discipline already provided'
a powerful check. This conference would probably become one of the largest

conferences, numerically, in the Union. They were not cutting off a conference,
as in the case of Liberia.

Mr. Finley also thought that the advantages would decidedly overbalance the
disadvantages. By making them a separate annual conference it brought the vari-
ous tribes near, and into connection with each other. It had been urged, as an
objection to the organization of this conference, that it afforded no opportunity for
the preachers occasionally changing with each other. It should be remembered,
however, that it required a pretty long continuance with an Indian to get his con-
fidence. He had remarked this ever since he was a boy. This arrangement would
bring them into contact, and under the influence of their pastors, and thus do away
with any feelings, national or otherwise, that might interfere with their cordial
union. Religion had a wonderful tendency to consolidate friendships, and this was
an important consideration. He really could not see any substantial objection to
the proposal of the committee, but could see glorious benefits resulting from it. It
would bring the tribes together, so that they would be able, perhaps ere long, to
form and establish some general system of government for themselves.

Mr. RatclifFe came to the General Conference decidedly opposed to this mea-
sure, and he believed he represented the feeling of his conference on the subject.
He thought there was a danger of the preachers, by being too long among the
Indians, becoming Indians themselves. He felt, also, that there was considerable
advantage in having the mission regulated by white people; and perhaps the
Indians coming into contact with the white population would have beneficial
results, as they would thus learn our language to some extent, and our general man-
ners and customs. On the whole, he had some doubts upon the subject, and
should, he thought, vote against it.

Mr. Berryman would offer a few remarks on the objections brought against this
plan. It would be found necessary for a missionary to remain among the Indians
more than two years, not only to obtain their confidence, but for his own informa-
tion also. We know as little about them as they do about us. We take them to
be a suspicious, vindictive people. He had these prejudices on first going among
them as a missionary, and it was a long time before he could look upon them in any
other light. But time had greatly altered his views in that respect. Again : It had
been said that there would be great difficulty in finding men who would consent
to a residence among them for life. Men had gone, with the understanding that
they were to try it for a year or two ; but longer than that they did not intend to
prolong the sacrifice. And having gone with this understanding, and having met
with difficulties, they had become discouraged, and looking to the end of the year
for their release, were discontented continually, instead of earnestly going to work
and contending with their difficulties until they had conquered them. Such would
be far more likely to be their course, if they knew that there was no early"prospect
of deliverance from them. As to learning the language, there could be no doubt
that the missionaries would be much more successful if they could converse with
the Indians in their own language, instead of through an interpreter. Even now
if he (Mr. B.) thought he had to stay long with them, he would endeavour to he'.

come more an Indian than he was now. He did not see any force m that objection

And again, did the General Conference expect or desire that these Indian mis-
sions should always hang upon them for support? But that would be the case if

they were always to be dependant upon another conference. Whereas, if you 8epa_
rate them, and give them a conference of their own, native preachers may be raised

up, whom, with their families, the Indians would cheerfully support. But thev
would never support a white man's family. There are about twenty odd tribes

proposed to be embraced by this conference. They are distinct from each other
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,-* t languages, and very few of them understand each other. They
speaking different |.ndjn them together. Taken separately, they are a small
have no «,m™? 1

^n m the aggregate, they number 60,000 and upward; and imme-
people ;

bn?^fborders are many other tribes, embraced also in this proposed con-
diately on toe

extendg to ^ Bocky Mountains. Some of the tribes backward
ference, »®

tQ 70000 to a tribe. And they are noble fellows, though still living
number o.

hunters _ The ^^ however, will come when they can no longer sub-
the u^es

becauBe the herds of buffalo and elk will be exhausted, and they
S1St

Tthen settle down to cultivate the soil. The establishment of a conference

"% promote and extend the Christian bonds of union. The effects that will result

rm it are already partially shown in the Indian Manual Labour School, of

which I am superintendent. We had (said Mr. B.) for a number of years been

labourin" to educate the Indian children. We had a small school connected with

the mission, and from each tribe located there we took a few children into this

school. All of the same tribe spoke the same language. Brought thus together,

they would converse with those of their own language, but they could not speak

a word of En"lish. At a meeting of all the missionaries, we determined on esta-

blishing a central-school, that they might thus be compelled to speak the English

tongue. The result has far exceeded our most sanguine expectations. Prejudices

are being wiped away. The same result will attend an annual conference in the

territory. We feel that we shall be losers as it regards sympathy. Mr. B. then

went on to say that the conferences there were composed on the same plan as all

others ; and it must be obvious that their missionary committee, to whom were
confided all missionary matters, had not time to suggest and mature any new plans

of operation. But the whole business of this conference would be of a missionary

character, and what they lost in sympathy they gained in another way.
Mr; Rounds said, so far as it regarded sympathy, he thought the proposed con-

ference would give an increased interest in the sympathies of the missionaries.

The men who should be stationed among the Indians under the proposed regula-

tions would give their hearts to it entirely ; whereas, when they were only ap-

pointed for one year or two, their hearts were. prone to be somewhere else. It

was a reflection upon Christianity, and an objection that would be fatal to mission-

ary enterprise, to say that the missionaries were more likely to sink than the
Indians to rise. We did not live in a day that required us to argue a position of
that kind. We are not going to be " overcome of evil, but to overcome evil with
good." He would also add, so far as regarded " sacrifices" in reference to appoint-
ments, the M. E. Church had boldly proclaimed herself a missionary Church, and
her sentiment was, that her preachers were bound to go wherever they were sent.

Mr. M'Ferrin.said, if you could always have such men as the brethren Rounds
and Berryman, there would be no danger in their remaining any length of time.
They would never alter. But it is far from being so. As the arrangements now
stand, you have two whole conferences from which to select men fit for the pur-
pose, and still find it difficult to get the men you want. It behooves us to guard
the door, or you will have the mission field crowded with inexperienced men.
Brethren talk of " disparagement of Christianity." Why, sir, you know, as I do,
that many of our missionaries have identified themselves with the Indians by mar-
riage. They have become citizens, and then entered into trade and traffic. As
to the spirit of sacrifice, let brethren make the same sacrifice, and then they might
turn to us with this plea. I cannot go for it—I do not think they are ready for it.

The country is too new, and ,the Indians not sufficiently improved. And I will
venture to predict, that after an experiment of four years, you will find that the
work has not been carried on as you expect.
Mr. Trimble said, that at the introduction of the subject he had the same

ieenngs toward it that Mr. M'Ferrin now had, but the arguments of the mission-
ary from that mission field converted him. He did not see the difficulties his
brother saw, and thought that labourers would be increased as they were required.
The God of the work would raise up the men for the work. He believed in a
call to the missionary field as much as he did in the call to preach.

Mr. Green was once an Indian in all but birth. With' them he lived, hunted,
fished, talked, a'e, and slept. He learned their art of running, wrestling, throw-
ing the ball, &c. They entertain against all strangers a strong prejudice. He
thought the best they could do was to make of the west of America a separate
conference. It was not always the case that men succeeded in what they wished
to do

; but they never succeed in what they did not wish to do. Now no brother
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would become a member of that conference unless he was willing to become- a j

missionary . As to fixing the amount of salary, it was as difficult one way as anotherA
The report was then adopted and referred to the Committee on Boundaries.!

that they might conform their action thereto.

FRIDAY, MAY 17.

Scriptures in the Liturgy.

Attention was called by Bishop Soule, in consequence of a communication hSJ

had received from a highly-respectable member of the Church, well known to the >

western ministers, to the alteration of the passages of Scripture required by the

Discipline to be read preparatory to the sacrament of the Lord's supper, so as to

conform to the phraseology of the present version of the Scriptures.

Dr. Peck said he had Viewed the subject with much interest. He wished the

conference would instruct the Committee on Eevisal to consider the propriety of

conforming all the passages of Scripture used in the liturgy to the version of the

Scripturesnow in use. He saw no reason for their using the antiquated version of

Cranmer, as in the Common Prayer. He had no such veneration for that book as

would reconcile him to the use of a different version of the Scriptures in the public

services from the one in common use, merely because Churchmen are therein re-

quired to do so.

Temperance Question.

Mr. J. T. Peck called up so much of the report of the Committee on Eevisal as

related to temperance, which was to the effect that no members should use as a

beverage, or manufacture, or traffic in intoxicating liquors, on pain of expulsion after

remonstrance. He spoke of the evils of intemperance. It was doing " harm" to

society, to the individual, soul and body, wife and children, and was an evil in

every relation we hold to God and as followers of Christ; a "harm" that was irre-

mediable. The question therefore was, what ought to be the Discipline in the

ease ? Under what rule should it be banished from the Church ? What would yqu

do with the men who erect the still behind which the drunkard hid himself? The
rule proposed to be inserted in the Discipline met the evil. It proposed that the

brother should first be remonstrated with, and if that felled, let him be visited with

the severity of Discipline. At present the law did not reach such cases, though

he believed that one conference had decided to apply the general law forbidding

" doing harm" to this case. Others doubt whether the law will bear that construc-

tion. We want to rid the Church of such a disgrace, and wish the conference to

speak out plainly on the subject, that there may be uniformity of action throughout

the annual conferences.

Dr. Smith moved that the report and resolution lie on the table. Not that he

wanted to get rid of it, for he wished to discuss it at some length, but he moved
that it lie on the table at present, because he wished time and a more fitting op-

portunity of stating his objections to it.

The motion to lay on the table was lost.

Dr. Smith then continued, and expressed his regret that the conference would not

of courtesy extend, to a member, on a subject of this magnitude and importance,

the time he asked for the consideration of the subject. And though he feared from

the refusal to let it lie on the table that the mind of the conference was pretty well

made up on the subject, he should meet it as well as he could by some impromptu

remarks. So far as he could understand the report, they proposed to incorporate

with the Discipline a rule which ultimately results in the dismembership of those

who might infringe its provisions. Now he asked upon what authority did the

General Conference proceed to make a new term of membership, without the con-

sent of the several annual conferences 1 There was the point
!

And this measure

was the more objectionable for this reason. Four years ago they attempted to in-

troduce this rule into the general rules, but the movement toiled. The annual con-

ferences would not give their consent—the constitutional authority could not be

obtained.

Dr. Bangs said it was obtained by a large majority.

Dr. Smith continued. It was not put in, because the report of Dr. Tomhnson
maintained that the alteration in the general rule had notbeen legallyrecommended.

And now, sir, said Dr. S., the friends of this movement come round, and seek to

avoid the constitutional difficulty, and wish to steal this measure into another sec-
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, ine Is this right and proper ? What do you call this ? Why,
tion of the >>>*caJ£Zent in a certain part of your city, it is "fluxions," if I am cor-

in the language c«* ^ meanm„ f that word as it floats through the streets of

rectly informed ^ opposed to any such mode of seeking to avoid the constitu-

New-York. °£> ^^^ on thjg Generai Conference. I maintain that this confer-

tional restncD ^ ^^ & ^^ term of membership m the Church, except the

ence has n 5
conferences shall recommend such measure. Has that been done

several an
The stion at ^ pomt ^ not whether the drinking of ardent

"•^Mberight or wrong; but whether this conference has authority to make this

*
Affain- the brother supposes tlie use of ardent spirits is a great evil. And it is

nauestionably so. All men of reflection have felt it to be so. But a great moral

movement is abroad that has arrested the evil to a very great extent and it has

done so without any aid from the rules of Methodist Discipline or legislation. The

ball efreformation has been Btruck : this wonderful movement has been felt through-

out the land, and there is scarcely a single portion of our country that has not seen

the redeeming and saving influence of the temperance cause. And yet it has

never needed conference legislation, and does not need it now. But though a

great evil, and that confessedly, yet a rule on this subject is not of the nature of our

General Rules. Every rule that operates as a test of membership is a general rule,

and this is not of the nature of a general rule, and ought not to be admitted into

the Book of Discipline as one. The book defines the nature of those—" they are

such as are clearly written by God's Spirit on every truly awakened heart," and I

appeal to every calm and deliberate mind in this house, whether this rule is one that

the Spirit of God has written on every truly awakened heart? If so, what is the

fact with regard to our forefathers who laid the foundation of our spiritual edifice 1

Why, that they had it written on their hearts, and that they violated that conviction,

for they indulged in the moderate use of ardent spirits, until the light of temperance

reform opened their eyes to the imprudence of the thing. And yet these very men,
many of whom the movers in this measure were glad to honour, were accustomed to

the moderate use of ardent spirits, and, according to the doctrine upon which this

measure proceeds, must have had it written upon their hearts that this was wrong,
and if so, they were sinning against conviction and against the influence of the Holy
Spirit. Every thinking man must allow that they were not sensible of any gross

immorality, of any evil in the thing, and therefore this cannot come under the gene-
ral rule as " written upon the mind of every truly awakened person by the Spirit of
God," known without any induction or argument.
The speaker was here reminded that the fifteen minutes allowed to each speaker

had expired, and a motion to extend the time was agreed to.

Mr. Collins asked the speaker, as a matter of courtesy, to yield the floor to him to
offer a motion.

Dr. S. consented, and Mr. C. moved the postponement of the discussion until to-

morrow—then to be the order of the day.
During a conversation on this,

Mr. Slicer got the floor, and said that in 1840 they were told that the rule as it stood
was sufficient to try a man for the sale of ardent spirits ; and if the views of the gen-
tlemen remained the same, they would come up in firm phalanx together. Dr. Tom-
linson, he maintained, reported against the annual conferences, and in spite of the
quibbling (0! O! from Dr. Smith) of that report, ifthe view of Drs. Fisk andWinans
was to be depended on, then the construction Dr. T. gave to the law was a wrong one.

4j?*J.™
proof that Dr. T.'s report was not adopted by the General Conference, two-

fci!^
tllat k°dy hi 1840 voted to restore that rale, and the presiding bishop decided

*
j f

Proposition was not carried, because, though two-thirds of those present
V
f rti l

"' tnere were not two-thirds of the elected members present ; and because
°*

"J^
lateness of the hour the friends of the question took no steps to appeal from

the bishop's decision. In the Kentucky Conference the whole of the members, with
one solitary exception, voted for the restoration of the rule, being seventy-nine for its
restoraUonand one against it. This showed that Dr. T.'s report took no better there.
1 he Methodists had not opened their eyes since the temperance movement only, but
one hundred years ago. Mr. Wesley considered the wholesale dealers in ardent
spirits as murderers. We had gone back. Mr. Wesley was the great pioneer of the
temperance reform, and he suspected the loss of that rale from our Discipline would
present a curious

i

history, could it be known. What said Dr. Fisk ?A member palled the attention of the chair to a point of order. The speaker was
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Jiacussine the main question, and quoting documents, when he only held the floor

because Dr. Smith had in courtesy given it up for the proposal of a resolution.

, Mr. Slicer said he was speaking to that resolution.

The chair thought the point of order could hardly be sustained.

The member thought it would be sufficient to call the speaker's attention to the

informality of his proceeding. .,„.,,,. „ ,..,:

Mr. Slicer continued. What said Dr. Fisk? (reading an extract from one ot the

writin<*s of that lamented minister on the subject.) The argument of brother Smith,

goes to make this a matter of very trifling importance indeed. He wants the Gen-

eral Conference to let the matter work its own cure. Then why not let swearing

and other species of wrong-doing be cured by moral suasion. Let moral suasion

cure the moderate drinker, but let them have legal presumption to cure the drunk?

ard maker. They abstained as tee-totallers, not because there was any moral harm

in a glass of wine, but to use their influence in keeping men in the right way, and

they had cleared the heads and steadied the steps of thousands. The whole traffic,

from beginning to end, was an evil. It let loose a burning tide that consumed and

dried up and withered every green thing. It was time they stood up to this matter,

and, sustaining the reform, pushed out its results.

The speaker was reminded that his time had expired, and the conference declin-

ing to extend it, he sat down.
Mr. M'Ferrin said, some brethren were so full of speech-making, that they must

relieve.themselves at every turn. As to the long speech which Mr. Slicer had

made, it was time wasted ; they should have every item of it over again. The con-

ference was not prepared for this question. Before voting upon it he should like

to hear the reports from all the annual conferences, and from the committee on the

great question of temperance. Then would be the time for action in the matter.

The movers of this question could not force its conclusion upon them in fifteen

minutes. Let them decide it like men, and like Christians.

Mr. Early, Dr. Luckey, Mr. Collins, &c., agreed in this, and it was finally laid

on the table until the report of the' Committee on Temperance should come up.

SATURDAY, MAY 18.

Report on Missions—German Missions.

Dr. Bangs called up the report in part of the Committee on Missions. The
second resolution gave rise to considerable discussion. '

Mr. Slicer saw difficulties in the question as to the lines or boundaries of the con-

ferences, and he doubted whether the conference was ready for the question. If

the committee could see their way clear of this difficulty he should be glad.

Dr. Bangs said the Committee on Boundaries would simply have to make an

exception of the German missions.

Mr. Longstreet saw no reason for breaking up the boundaries for this object

;

or why for the German Church more than any other—the French, Spanish, or

other foreigners 1 Members seemed to have got into a habit of supposing that,

when a proposition was made, they must of necessity do something in the matter.

Mr. Cartwright inquired why the passage of this resolution was to be allowed

to tangle their work 1 From the little light on the subject he had, it conflicted

directly with their established regulations. The selection of a presiding elder

was the province of the bishop, and this would straiten his operations, and throw

his appointments into conflict. It would be like the heavens and the earth when
they were first made. Darkness appears to me to be on the "face of it, and it

is without form and void." It appeared to him that the thing would not work.

They had succeeded admirably on the old plan. In that part of the work in

which he was engaged they had a German mission, and he wished they- had
more. He thought this resolution would tangle their operations.

Mr. Spencer had had charge of some German missions for the last two years,

and knew that some such measure as this was necessary in the work. The pro-

position was that they should have German mission districts, and he could not

see how it would interfere with the boundaries. He did not see how they

could get along unless they all belonged to one conference, and he really thought

they needed some plan by which all the German missionaries could be appointed

at one time.

Mr. Finley saw difficulties in this matter, but he thought there were greater

difficulties under the present ?lan. The appointment of the missionaries to their
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. t. , was a ereat difficulty. This had been experienced in

different fields of 1*°£ w
j ^ we]1 tnown that these missionaries had fre-

the Episcopal Comn^ conference to another. These conferences

quently to be ^g^SSce from each other, and the b^hop makes an appoint,

iight be some
me££si

?
on, perhaps in Indiana Conference, before that conference

tae
D
nt to fi^fSusTfiU np

PL Vacancy from the Ohio Conference. So there

can sit; ^LlLjnL business. Now he (Mr. F.) saw no great difB-

wa9 cons^We
de^ay .^ ^ ^ j^,, where they

culty >n Sathf™fvi;eet and have their changes and appointments made, with-

^rSy of a monih or to. He hopeS this proposition, emanattng from

£' $t5,fonSy Committee, would prevail, as he believed it would relieve the

WfP °f

SoX
y
desisttoSn'regard to this matter, which was one of no

Jtr7importanc1 that he presume'd every brother in the conference had read

SKe^ET^Sui which the superintendents offer to the General Conference

W forame a German missionary conference. He also presumed that several

tf 4™thren?ad heard enumerated, in substance, the difficulties growing

L nf the nresent state of things, in regard to the German missions. He did

no recotctS a single reason Was offered for creating a German missionary

conference which did not strictly apply m the present case.

Mr Drake observed, that the committee who had this subject under consi-

deration intended this as a plan for the German conference of^the episcopacy.

There were various opinions with reference to the formation of a German con-

ference of this character. Some thought it would remove the German brethren

too far from us. The suggestion was intended to meet the difficulties foreseen,

and to preserve .1 union with the conference. One brother asked what objec-

tion could be urged against the German Union district. In the Mississippi Con-

ference there is a German brother on trial. He had been converted but a short

time, and was labouring successfully in New-Orleans ; and though full of zeal,

he was unacquainted with Methodism ; and no brother was prepared to instruct

him, from the fact that no one was sufficiently acquainted with the German lan-

guage. It would be a great point gained if some brother could visit him quar-

terly, and examine him on theology, and report to the conference. This was not

a solitary case; the same, doubtless, would apply to other conferences. Per-

haps in a great majority of cases the same conferences would have the whole

subject in charge irrespectively, and it might be necessary to place these two

missions together. Though there might not be enough in this field of labour

to occupy the presiding elder constantly, yet he might have his time fully occu-

pied in seeking out other fields of labour. It was very important that aged and

experienced German brethren should engage in various points in the work.

The committee saw no other way than to have German districts formed, so as

to have them regularly visited by the presiding elders.

Mr. Kavanangh thought that this should be done irrespective of conference

boundaries. In the very nature of the case it must be so, and the conference

boundaries might stand clear and defined, and these districts would not interfere

with them in any sense whatever. Already our German missions are spread over

the same ground that our stations and circuits occupy. The alteration was intended

to meet the convenience of the episcopacy—to enable them to meet the conference

without interchanges from one to another conference, when held at a great distance

of place and time from each other. And I think there is nothing in the subject of

boundaries which should interfere with the question before us at all.

Dr. Lnckey was in favour of having such a plan as could be agreed upon with-
out conflicting with the established rules of the Church. He could not conceive
that this act itself would neutralize what is understood by the adoption of confer-
ence lines. It Was, however, a question purely of jurisdiction, and unless the reso-

lutions, if adopted, be referred to the Committee on Boundaries, to be so modified
in phraseology as not to conflict with the question of jurisdiction, it would lead to

difficulties.

Mr. Kavanangh wished to say, in explanation, that each mission should belong
to the district, and be under the supervision of the conference to which the pre-

siding elder was attached.
Dr. Luckey would say in regard to the remark of the brother, that the action of

this conference would supersede the boundaries. The question of jurisdiction, with
respect to preachers, is limited to the boundaries. The difficulty in the matter
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was that there were two equally authoritative resolutions which seem to Conflict"

He conceived that these might be reconciled if the subject were referred to the

Committee on Boundaries, and the action of the General Conference be regulatedby
the report ofthat committee. He believed German missions were not deemed foreign,

missions. If a German missionary became superannuated his support would fal£j

on the conference to which he belonged, and all the burden of supporting super-*

annuated preachers, wives, widows, and orphans, would fell upon the individual

conference.
#

A
Dr. Winans considered this a great question. He had come to this conclusion

slowly and intelligibly. The report of the committee on this point was of vast

importance, and deserved the serious attention of the' General Conference. They
did not wish an act performed which should contravene the action of the General

Conference on the report of the Committee on Boundaries. The Committee on
Boundaries must conform their report to the action of the General Conference, or*

the General Conference will do it for them when their report comes in. That thia

measure is important (said Dr. W.) will appear from a simple statement of facts.

I have in the district over which you have placed me, a German mission, consist'

ing of preachers and members, who are able to understand but very few words of

the English language. I proceed in the exercises of the conference. They do not
understand me nor I them. How are we to co-operate in the management ofimpor-
tant business 1 I am expected to administer the sacrament of the Lord's supper.

Preachers associated with me around the altar, members who come to partake of
the holy sacrament, under my administration, do not understand the language in

which the service is performed. Other reasons have been given why the German
mission should be under the direction and control of those who understand the lan-

guage, and are informed with regard to Methodism. We need an arrangement of
this kind, and must have it, or the cause of German missions will suft'er greatly.

The brethren from Ohio and Indiana call for this position, where circumstances are

more favourable. Why, then, is it not needed in places which are less favourable T

Sir, I do hope that the bishops will be authorized to appoint the districts and
presiding elders, as called for by the report.

Mr. Green remarked that there would be another advantage growing out of the
organization of districts which had not been mentioned. Young men newly con-

verted, and just about to preach, are employed as missionaries ; they are not of age.

They wanted ordained men to visit the missions and administer the ordinances

—

those who understood the German language. For want of this they would compel
the conference to ordain young men before they had served out their term of pro-

bation. It is certainly important to the German missions to have German presiding

elders as well as German missionaries.

The resolution was again read, and adopted.

Dr. Bangs called for the reading of a communication from Mr. Nast. He doubted
whether the conference could duly appreciate the resolution, or estimate the

motives which led the committee to propose it, without hearing that commu-
nication.

Mr. J. T. Peck was opposed to the reading of this communication. It Was very
long, and the substance of the whole matter.was the various reasons why Mr. Nast

should go to Germany.
Mr. Collins observed, that the document was put into his hands as the secretary

of the committee, and was not withhim at the time ; he could soon procure it, how-
ever. Brother Nast came to this country a German rationalist. He had since been
converted to God, andhad become a successful minister of Jesus Christ. His labours

had been greatly blessed. Considerable influence had already been exerted in Ger-

many by his publications, and other means, This visit ought, therefore, to be held as a
most auspicious event. To send such a brother to speak to his own countrymen,

in his own land, in his native tongue, could not fail to have a most powerftil influ-

ence there. He also intended to translate several of our publications, and give

them a circulation in Germany. He (the speaker) would look upon it with peculiar

pleasure, should the Methodist Episcopal Church send to that country an evangelical

man to kindle once more the fires of evangelical piety and vital godliness m the

land of the immortal Luther. It would doubtless have an important reflex influence

upon this country,

Bishop Soule presumed that a good deal more time had been spent in discussing

the question whether the communication should be read, than would be required

for reading it,
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t„ _pe s0 mnch opposition to the reading.
_

Mr. Green was «*7^° ch^e would be saved by. reading it, as he mtended to

Dr. ElliottW^g, reqpjred to procure it, if it were not read.
^

speak longert ĥ
rê ? was

q
adopted, and the consideration of the report was

The resolution , , ^ be obtained. ... -, , t,

suspended^J^
d°c^ed witll Mr. Nast's communication, it was read by the

When Mr-
"

secretary- on which Mr. Nast grounded his expectations of usefulness

U st3^'couX? Aat a work had recently been published in Germany ridicu-

in ^"mpSS i
yet acknowledging that if some measures were not taken for

^ th
™ression they would soon overrun the whole country. This work had

theIr f?P["'de/ f notice in Germany, and a good reply to it would be of

attracted a great oe
imT,pra1ively called for. Such a reply Mr. Nast proposed

^e^esemce andwa^nn^wey ^^ Sennon^ PosMonT^™ MeSsBm ;
the I&r. Jackson's (late ete of the

?J^;L Methodist Magazine, &c., England) Letter to Dr. Pusey, with other fan-

Ted worte which he lit assured wolld meet with a large sale, attract great

^IriZ and werate as an antidote to the work referred to
att
CTommuXation further spoke of the reverendgentleman's having translated

4mi the (Srman language, with such alterations as the customs of the countey ren-

deTed eSdfent,Teveral 'valuable evangelical works o American and English

MlXJistical authors. He proposed a visit to his native land m his editorial capa-

ciwhi which he contemplated a great sphere of usefulness to his countrymen, m
nnoosing the pernicious doctrines of rationalism, in combating the encroachments

of Popish and Jesuitical doctrines, and in opening a friendly mtercourse and cor-

respondence with the leading influential minds among the evangelical portions of

that interesting community, through the means of his own personal relatives and

The remainder of the communication, which was of a modest and becoming cha-

racter had reference to the private arrangements necessary for the proposed visit.

Mr.' Sehon said, if he thought the report was not going to be adopted, he should

feel a desire to say something on the subject ; and even though it should be adopt-

ed, he wished to offer a few observations on the subject, and that as the result of

the conversations he had held with brother Nast, and from the regard and friend-

ship which an intimate acquaintance with him had awakened toward him. From

such considerations he would second the motion for its adoption, and urge the

granting of the request of the petition which had been so unanimously recom-

mended by the Committee on Missions. He was disposed to look on the German

mission as, at least, one of the most important missions ever established in the

world. "Whether they looked at the subject in a political or religious view, this

conviction would be increased. In the city of New-York there were between forty

and fifty thousand resident Germans. In Cincinnati there were fifteen thousand,

and in St. Louis and New-Orleans in proportion. The strongest efforts of a foreign

Jesuitical powers-he (Mr. S.) spoke advisedly and understanding^ when he made
the assertion—were being directed to the establishment of a Church among this

people ; and this afforded abundant reason for their doing all in their power to for-

ward this enterprise.

And courtesy, kindness, and friendship—points which he acknowledged were
not pleaded in the letter, and which should not, alone and unsupported, govern

this assembly, but which, in connection with the facts, might here be very pro-

perly introduced—ought to induce them to grant this request. Brother Nast had
laboured ten years among them, a stranger from his home and his country. He
had come here an infidel, and had been converted 'by the power of God, and the

saving truth of the Gospel. He came and offered his services to the Ohio Confer-

ence when they had not a single German missionary. That conference sent him
out with his Bible and saddle-bags, a Methodist preacher's portion, and he came
back and brought them forty converts ! From that time to this the number has

increased, until now they have three thousand members, and the stately tree was
spreading, its branches on every hand. And now he asked as a favour that he
might visit the land of his fathers, in the firm hope and belief that he could be use-

ful there, through the instrumentality of his friends, who were among the most
respectable and influential in the German confederacy, his own heart being im-

pressed with a strong desire to bear testimony among his brethren to the grace and
truth of our Lord Jesus Christ. Without further detaining them, he hoped they

5
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would grant the request of this amiable, learned, and Christian man, and let their

best wishes and prayers go with him. , , ,

Dr. Capers saw but the one difficulty he had already named, and which was still

present to his mind, Mr. Nast's visit to Germany seemed to him very desirable^

He supposed the expense would be about $500, besides $300 to the missionari

who might supply his place ; and they could, rather than their brother should no

Undertake this important mission, raise it by subscription.

Mr. Hamline said there were some points of resemblance between the present

application and Mr. Asbury's first visit to this country, though in some points tha

parallel did not hold. The object of brother Nast was different, &c.
Dr, Durbin said, I intend to vote for the resolution for several reasons already

assigned, but mainly for a reason that has so far been only briefly suggested. It

was my good fortune, in the fall of i842, to visit Germany, and to spend some time

in Berlin, but above all a little time at Halle, with Dr. Tholuck, the friend of Dr.
Hengstenberg, who conjointly publish the most evangelical journal in Germany. I

satisfied myself, by repeated conversations with good and true men in that country,

that there is a rapidly-returning spirit of religion among all the Lutheran and Cal-

vinian churches in Germany, (and especially in Prussia,) and also an increase of

sound religious literature and of truly converted men, while the rationalism of the
last forty years is giving way. And the object I have in view is to establish a
communication between that evangelical party and the M. E. Church of the United
States, and especially that part which we call our German mission. And I am well
satisfied that the influence of Mr. Nast's visit to Germany will increase the circu-

lation of the "Apologist," so as to cover all his expenses. In addition to that, it

would open a correspondence with such men as Drs. Tholuck and Hengstenberg
and their associates, whose inquiries respecting America were eager and numerous.
They want to know more about us than any other part of the world. The publi-

cation of Dr. Baird's book on religion will increase that disposition, so that, when
brother Nast returns, he will have established a correspondence with those who,
as contributors, will make the " Apologist" an invaluable paper. I, therefore, pre-

sent these views as inducements to brother Nast's visit to Germany.
Allow me to add, that by some means, and I think wisely, the evangelical party

in Germany, in all the churches, meet on one common platform, and are of one
heart, and mind, and feeling, with what they understand to be the truly religious

people of America, and would establish an intercommunication between the " Apo-
logist," and papers in Germany, which would keep us well informed of the pro-

gress of religion there. This would be a great barrier to the rising floods of Popery
that are now returning over Europe. To show you, sir, for a moment the interest

taken in this matter by the friends of evangelical piety, I will just state, that, on
arriving in Halle in the afternoon, I sent a note to Dr. Tholuck, requesting an inter-

view. In reply, he said, that at 4 o'clock he was accustomed to walk in the mea-
dows near the city, where he asked me to join him. I did so, and spent two hours
in listening to the warm, fervid, faithful, and powerful exhibition of that great and
good man of the reviving state of religion in Germany. " Sir," said he, " when I

came here I could not find ten evangelical ministers. Two weeks ago we had a
small conference, and there were one hundred present." Now, sir, I wish to esta-

blish a permanent communication with this party in Germany, such as will direct

the German when he leaves his native home—and they leave their homes there by
villages—not being able to enjoy their liberty, they strike their tents by villages,

and seek refuge on our shores,—and the Apologist will be sent back to Germany,
and the correspondence will be kept up ; so that, when the German lands here, he
will think of Cincinnati, and the " Apologist" will be a light to his steps, to guide
him to a home. And as the circulation of the paper will be thus increased, I think

the expenses of brother Nast's visit ought to be charged to the editorial department,

and any deficiency made up by the Book Concern.

After considerable further discussion, the resolution was adopted; and as Mr.

Nast's visit was of an editorial character, and had for its object the opening up of

new channels of correspondence for the publications of the connection—for the con-

ference, alike unwilling to act in defiance of the law of the German nation, or to

appear to trench upon the mission ground of their English Wesleyan brethren,

would not send him as a missionary—it was finally resolved that the Cincinnati

Book Concern should defray the expenses of the visit, as well as of brother Nast's

supply during his absence.

Mr. Billings offered the following resolution :

—
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On granting Books to Colleges and Seminaries.

•iv -a offered the following resolution:

—

Mr. Bdhng*
a<,ent8 at New-York be, and they are hereby authorized to give

« That the p
d seminary ^aer our control a copy of every book published

to each co
ôm »

at our Book ^^ thg committee lm<1 a reeolution from the Ohio Wesleyan
A mefflDe

for a of ^ Qur b(joka for that ^tjtj^ou. The same re-

Univ
fW also been made in behalf of all the editorial departments of our Church.

qnm-Winner moved an amendment that we add "every regular itinerant Me-

tb
i
d
n\

t

otSn
lC

toTay the amendment on the table was lost

Mr Winner believed that the preachers had as good a right to those books as

Ilexes If any good reason could be shown why our institutions of learning

ehoufd receive the gratuity provided for in the resolution, equally good and even

far better reasons could be given why every itinerant Methodist minister should

eniov and receive the same benefit. He was fully convinced of the entire right-

eousness and truth of this sentiment, and could not but suppose that at would

receive a hearty response from the majority of the conference, let the question

meet them in whatever light it might, while the principle was retained.
_
A motion

of this kind was presented at the General Conference in the city of Baltimore and

whatever was the particular nature of it, it then prevailed. Some of our colleges

were furnished with these books to a greater or less extent, and the circumstance

had left a dissatisfaction on the minds of many men, well wishers to the semina-

ries and to the Book Concern. Did that conference refer to its institutions ol

learning for its parentage and rearing 1 Was it a child of those institutions, that as

a child it should turn round and minister peculiarly and exclusively to them 1 No,

those gray-headed itinerant ministers who had worn away their years in traversing

mountains far and near were the originators of that enterprise. These books, m
some sense, were theirs ; and their consent could not be obtained to appropriate so

immense an amount of books to those institutions gratuitously. They would insist

that their necessities for these books were as great as the necessities of those

institutions. They objected to this exclusiveness in the objects of then- chanties.

He hoped, if the resolution prevailed, the amendment might be appended to it.

Though he had no expectation of obtaining a book, he had a strong and fixed

determination to oppose the resolution, as it originally stood, to the last.

Dr. Bangs remarked, that if he thought the whole subject would be laid on the

table, he would be content to sit down and say nothing. He doubted very much
whether the conference had the power to adopt the amendment, and he had

similar doubts in respect to the original resolution. The object of the Book

Concern was expressly stated when it was established. It was, first, to circulate

sound knowledge and religious information ; and 2dly, the profits arising there-

from to be appropriated to the support of widows and orphans. Let this resolu-

tion prevail, and see how it will affect your funds. Now there are about four

thousand travelling preachers. If the Book Concern were to give a copy of every

one of their publications to each of these preachers it would soon eat up the Con-

cern. Are we at liberty to take these hundreds of thousands out of the hands of

the suffering poor, and appropriate the amount to ourselves? He hoped not.

With this doubt he would be compelled, however reluctantly, to vote against the

amendment and resolution. He trusted we should never be selfish enough to put

our hands to that fund, and appropriate it to our individual purposes.

Mr. Early said the object of the rider was to run the horse down. On the

same principle members of Congress had introduced not only knives, pens, paper,

&c., but guns, and whatever they thought proper. It was first proposed that the

stationary should be provided for ; and under that provision they procured what-

ever /they pleased. Were this General Conference to pass this resolution, when
its members get home, and are called to account, what answer can they give ? As

to the right of the General Conference to furnish the colleges with a copy of each

work, according to the explanation of Dr. Bangs, the speaker had no doubt. Q
the design is to impart knowledge, where, he asked, can that knowledge be more

happily imparted than in our literary institutions, made up not only of young men

from our own persuasion, but of those who would never see onrbooks, except

in our institutions. He begged to be understood, that he voted against the rider.

On motion the amendment and resolution were laid on the table.
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Sabbath Schools and Voluntary Associations.

Dr. Simpson offered the following resolution :

—

" Resolved, That the committee on sabbath schools be instructed to inquire as to

the expediency of this conference electing a board of directors to superintend the

general interests of sabbath schools in our Church: and that the committee farther

consider the propriety of withdrawing from all connection with voluntary associav

tions on this subject."

Mr. Sandford opposed the resolution. There was at present a Sunday-School

Union organized by this General Conference, having a constitution which this con-

ference had approved. If this General Conference was dissatisfied with the

organization of the General Union, he believed they might very properly take

measures to separate it from the General Conference of the M. E. Church. But

while this conference recognized the existence of such an association, it appeared

to him very improper to take into consideration the propriety of organizing

another, separate from that which already existed. He conld not therefore vote

for such a resolution: if any tiling was to be done, they must commence by

undoing what they had done already; when they had done this, they might forni

another organization if it suited them better.
_

Dr. Simpson observed, that the very object he had in view was to take into

consideration the propriety of withdrawing from the Union.

Dr. Bangs agreed in a very material point with his brother from New-York.

There was a very great mistake in regard to this idea of voluntary association.

Three or four, or more or less individuals combined in the hope of doing good.

They formed their plans and presented them to the General Conference, who,

approving of those plans, authorize and adopt them. Was not that a Church

institution to all intents and purposes? What was the Church? Was it not a

voluntary association altogether? What were our societies in this country but

voluntary associations ? There was no compulsion. They were raised up under

missionaries, and increased and enlarged until they became Churches. In the

same point of light he looked on the missionary societies. They had been recog-

nized by the General Conference, and their principles of actionhad been adopted arid

approved of. One of them had been in existence for twenty-five years, and are

we now to rise up and say we will cast them off and repudiate^ them merely

because they originated in voluntary associations ? Or is it the design to cast off

the lay brethren? Is this the object? and can we live or stir without them?

Ought it not to be the object of the conference to accomplish as much as it can by

the laity? This Sunday-School Union originated a number of years ago. Four

years ago it was reorganized, and presented its constitution to the General Con-

ference. The General Conference examined, approved, and adopted it. And
shall we, at this day, even insinuate that their movements are offensive to us ? He
trusted not ; every good institution existing on the face of the earth originated in

voluntary associations, and no good institutions can exist without them.

The resolution was referred to the appropriate committee, and the conference

adjourned.

MONDAY, MAY 20.

Mr. Collins' Resolution on the Case of Bishop Andrew.

Mr. Collins presented the following preamble and resolution :

—

" Whereas, it is currently reported and generally understood, that one of the

bishops of the M. E. Church has become connected with slavery ; and whereas,

it is due to the General Conference to have a proper understanding of the matter

:

therefore,
. .

" Resolved, That the Committee on the Episcopacy be instructed to ascertain the

facts in the case, and report the result of their investigation to this body to-morrow

Bishop Hedding called the attention of the conference to a rule in their Disci-

pline, requiring them to remember, in all their discussions, that the eye ot God

was upon them, and he hoped, at present especially, they would remember this.

Mr. Collins said, that at present he simply offered the resolution because this

was a matter that met them at every turn, and interfered with the whole ot their

business. He approved, and, so far as in him lay, would act upon the observations

of the chair, but would urge the immediate report of the committee.

Resolution agreed to.
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Course of Study for Licentiates.

r Committee on a Course of Study for Licentiates was read. The first

• mided that a course of study should be prepared for extorters, and for then-
section Pj

0I1*therein,
before granting license to preach.

eX
M
U
^J F. Pierce wished to know if it was to be left discretionary with, or obliga-

TnDon the annual conferences to prescribe the course of study for applicants for

Mr Wiley moved an amendment that it be made obligatory upon the annual con-

ferences to prescribe such course.

Dr. Pierce believed the design was undoubtedly a good one ; but it would be

60 wholly impracticable in his portion of the country that the probabilities were

entirely against its being carried out. He would have no objection if it should be

made obligatory, but would object to cumbering the Discipline with rules and re-

lations which could not be carried out. The whole would terminate in a perfect

farce so far as the improvement of the ministry is concerned. He would move

to lay the amendment on the table.

Mr. Wiley wished to speak to the main point. He apprehended that there were

difficulties involved which had not been fully considered. The duties which be-

longed to the ministry should not be devolved upon exhorters. God had made an

order in the Church, that he that is given to exhortation should exhort, and he that is

given to ministering should wait on his ministry. These improvements, which were

so necessary in the local ministry, might notbe applicable to exhorters.

Mr. Martindale believed that the last speaker had misapprehended the subject.

Mr. Ferguson considered it the object of the report to put into the hands of those

exhorters who apply for license, a course of study which should prepare them to go

forth under circumstances that would neither dishonour themselves nor the Church.

Mr. Slicer saw objections to the proposal. As soon as this rule is incorporated

in the Discipline an intimation would be held out to every exhorter that he was to

become a preacher. The Scriptures held out no such intimation. Many had the

idea that becatise a man had been exhorting two or three years, he must by that

time be qualified to preach the Gospel. Many, he believed, had mistaken their call

to preach, and had been licensed ; but when licensed, they had hardly preached

over a month. Further, the plan would be oppressingly hard on poor labouring

men, who were calculated to be useful in their appropriate neighborhoods.

Mr. Martindale believed the brother out of order.

Mr. Slicer would show that he was speaking to the proposition explicitly. It

would be oppressive to the individual to exact of him, before he was licensed, atten-

tion to a course of study, with the idea that in the process of time he was to be a
preacher. There were many in the M. E. Church who understood the Bible, and
made it the basis of their exhortations, who, if they were catechised with reference

to their knowledge of its doctrines, would be confounded. If they were to be
made travelling preachers, they should be put on a course of study when they enter

the ministry. He believed the course about to be applied here would have ex-

cluded John Nelson, and a multitude of other honoured preachers. He hoped
vital godliness would be adhered to, and if a man who worked all the week wished
to exhort on the sabbath, let him do so, without demanding of him a preparatory

course of study.

Dr. Bangs remarked, that the more he reflected on this subject, the more difficulties

be saw. The plan, he believed, could not be adopted safely. He would therefore

move that the whole subject be laid on the table.

Mr. J. T. Peck observed, that if Dr. Bangs would waive his motion, he wished to

make a few observations. They ordinarily licensed persons to exhort before they
licensed them to preach. If an exhorter is not subsequently licensed to preach, he
would ask the brother who made the objection whether it would do him any injury

to study a little in the mean time 1 Was there any danger that it would cool the ar-

dour of his piety ? The community would be favoured with a very large improvement
if exhorters could devote more of their time to study. He could see no difficulty in.

requiring them, before being licensed, to have some intelligence which should indi-

cate their capacity to preach. He would not hold up the reins to halt before we got

in sight of the line. If intelligence were an antagonist principle to piety, then the

objection would be sound ; but if the contrary, then let them adhere to increased in-

telligence, while they also adhered to undiminished piety. The doctrine that "igno-

rance is the mother of devotion" belonged to another communion than the Metho-
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dist. The time was coming when Methodist preachers would be held to a strict^S

accountability than they had hitherto been held. The foundations must be haA
broader and deeper, and young men must learn to think and know before they ast]

sumed to tell other people what to do. If young men were injured by study, j^..

would be by a new process and. a new result. ij

Mr. Rogers felt interested in the success of exhorters: they should be qualified]

for the work to which they profess to be called, and for which they asked license at
i

their hands. If they asked license for exhortation, and there was a course of studjj

prescribed in order to a qualification for the work, did it follow necessarily that they'

were to be preachers 1 tie did not so understand it ; but in the event that thejfj

should finally apply for a license, 'would the qualification with which they were faJ

Toured by the course of study pointed out be against the application 1 They were
not now prepared for the work to which they aspired. They might plough all the
week, or do anything else, and be prepared for exhorters ; but when they appHesL
for license would the qualification enable them to preach when licensed ? •

Dr. Bangs fully appreciated and highly approved of the motives of the committee
in respect to acquiring knowledge, but it appeared to him that the subject had not
been thoroughly investigated. They had preachers and exhorters among the In-

dians, and the Africans, the slave population, and the free coloured population of our
country, many of whom were scarcely able to read, and yet they preached among
their own people to very great profit. If they adopted the proposed resolution they
would cut off these exhorters, as local preachers, at any rate. Was this a wise
course ? He believed not. No provision had been made by which the annual
conference was to prescribe this course. It appeared to him that the report had
not been thoroughly digested, and he very much doubted whether they were at

present prepared to adopt it, were it thoroughly digested and brought forward in a
proper manner. He would therefore renew the motion to lay the whole subject on
the table. The motion was lost.

Mr. Gere saw none of the objections which had been urged against the adoption of
the report. If the exhorters did not give attention to reading and study in some
good degree they would be kept back ; if they should read, study, and make im-
provement, as they certainly ought to do, they were the very persons that ought to

become preachers, if God should move upon their hearts and call them to the work.
What further discussion of the subject was needed ? If that General Conference
could spend a whole week,on the subject, to what result would they come other
than had been suggested ? He firmly believed, that every man was under a moral
obligation to acquire all the useful knowledge possible.

Dr. Winans opposed the proposal, chiefly because it was anti-methodistical, con-
trary to the very spirit and genius of Methodism, from its foundation till now. Me-
thodists, both in England and in this country, had been licensed to preach when
they had not the qualifications now contemplated. He believed he should hazard
very little in saving that three-fourths ofthose present in this General Conferencewere
licensed in the very same way. He believed if the contemplated course had been
in operation, several doctors of divinity in that conference would never have ap-
peared before the public. He hoped they would keep their wooden shoes before
them in memory of the past ; that they would never forget the rock from which
they were hewn, and the hole of the pit whence they were digged. Let every
man enter the ministry whom God had called to preach, whether he could read
or not, whether he had attended to a course of study or not.

Mr. Finley moved that the article under consideration be indefinitely postponed.
Mr. Power desired to make a few remarks.
Mr. Collins observed that a motion for an indefinite postponement throws the

whole subject open to debate.

Mr. Power said that was the view which he should take of it. Admitting, as had
previously been urged, that some conferences would have difficulty in carrying out
the proposition, he believed they were very few but was there any enterprise un-
dertaken by the Church which was not attended at some time or other with more
or less difficulty ? Allusion had been made to old-fashioned Methodism. This was
rather taking advantage of the subject. Those venerable brethren who laboured
successfully, and had gone to their reward, were called to act under circumstances
far different from ours. If in their modes of operation it was only necessary irt

the plainest manner and in the old-fashioned style to present the truths of the Bible
and the cause of Jesus Christ, and their line of duty was so plain that their labours

hi this way had their desired effect, it was not the case now. Error had been raodU
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, -modified, and had transformed itself almost into an angel of light and
fied and re'

mUCj1 f truth in those doctrines -where vital godliness was concerned,
assumed eo^ ^ preaching employed in the days of John Wesley would not be ap-
that the m ^ present circumstances. It required a man who not only knew hisphcable ^^ a warm heart and a clear head, but who was also acquainted with

\
sm

odifications of error, so as to draw the line of distinction. It had been said

fhVSus was an innovation upon old-fashioned Methodism. He believed that an

dividual who had not the power to acquire the knowledge which the conference

described, gave demonstration that God had not called him to the work of the

Ministry. If he had the capacity to fit himself for this high and holy office, and

was mentally so indolent that he would not acquire the requisite knowledge, he for-

feited the claim, and showed that God had no use for him in the work. Every bro-

ther admitted the necessity of something being done. This he considered the best

thing that could be done by the General Conference. He hoped they would allow
this to be tried, and if it did not work well in four years they would have the light

of experience to improve it.

Mr. Griffith would say a few words, though he had been superseded in part
by Dr. Winans. One particular point appeared to have been entirely overlooked,
by the brethren. If they were about to establish a literary and theological test as
indispensable to admission into the ministry at all, let them go to the work like
men, and lay the foundation broad and deep, and determine that hereafter no man
should be permitted to preach in the Methodist Episcopal Church till he had read
so much Latin and Greek, and studied so much theology. This was revolution-
izing from the foundation. But let them not depart from the ancient usages of
the Church, or from the principles of the holy Gospel itself on this occasion.
Beceive men who presented themselves with clear proof that God had called them
and by a thorough training compel them to become well-instructed, able ministers!
But let them not undertake to say that God called no man to preach who had not
such a certain amount of knowledge. The great Head of the Church alone could
call and qualify a man to preach, and all their business was to recognize his
credentials and give credence to his testimony. When they had ascertained that
God had called him, then let them catechise him and prune him, and make all
they could of him.

Mr. Perkins said, that either the brethren had erred, or he had erred in under-
standing them. He believedveach conference could adopt such rules in regard to
the education of their preachers as would suit their respective situations.

Mr. Finley, after several unsuccessful attempts, gained the floor. He said he was
glad he had got his bag at the hopper at last; it was not a large grist though,
and would soon run through. He had been at a loss to ascertain on which side
brethren stood. If they were for applying these resolutions to the case of local
preachers and not to the case of exhorters, he would vote with them; but there
were

:

many exhorters who conld not read, yet could exhort with the power of
thunder and lightning, and through their exhortations he had seen sinners cut to
the heart, fall on then- knees, pray, and get converted. If preachers were not
likely to be useful, the quarterly meeting conference would not renew their
licenses. But he would be sorry to discourage exhorters from the good work
they were called to do.

f .^- CooPer
j
)elieved the examination of candidates should be more thorough and

taitntuJ. He doubted the expediency of prescribing the course, because it would
anect the relations between the local and travelling preachers. Let the quarterlymeeting conference prescribe the course and determine the qualifications.

ur. Capers would, as much as any man, wish to improve the exhorters, but not

^rim.;li
eat ™. e

,

xPen8e as they must be put to by this resolution. A foundation

tiiTfc? •
believed to have been a most valuable one in Methodism from

thl Mfil^8 '
W
™ ProP.osed t0 be subverted in order that they might improve

rm,r!rS^ i £° ""l""* *at a man should have passed through a prescribed

SrunmeSsti^rtipk^ ^ ^"^ * *"** ""* * mischie™us md
Mr. Early was not prepared to say that he would oppose any plan that mightbe presented there to improve local preachers; but he Should bJ opposed t^any

plan taking m exhorters, some of whom had been ten, or fifteen, or even twenty

Ln,ZV^ ?
apacl

^' a°d ^ver contemplated „ further step. If the committee

r«rth TS
J™ Trlpla

? »? wo"ld meet the wants °f lo°£ preachers, and ele-vate the standard of that body, he would go for it; but he declared there his
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designed opposition to any change in, or addition to, the Discipline that was no

really needed. He was alarmed at the load of proposed amendments to the Dij

cipline that laid on the President's table. It was become a matter of genera;

apprehension out of doors that there was in that conference a prevailing dissatis

faction with the existing Discipline. There never were so many propositions o;

this nature before. He was not opposed to improvement
;
but there was grea

danger in their present course. Men would soon be making objections to sub-

scribing to our Discipline for more than four years, on the plea that it was changes

every leap year. He implored his brethren, young and aged, to abide by the olfl

landmarks, to preserve those distinctive features Providence had stamped uponl

Methodism, andletthemgohomewiththe confidence ofthe peoplein their legislation.]

Dr. Bangs thought they had got all the light they should get, and were pre-1

pared to vote. He moved that it lie on the table, which was agreed to.

The section in reference to the course of study for local preachers was then

taken up.

Mr. Martindale said that the committee proposed to leave the prescribing of the

course to the annual conferences, believing that the quarterly conferences would

not undertake the duty.

Dr. Capers objected, for the reason that this embraced the very point which

he had before taken serious exceptions to. The question reduced itself to this,

whether the Church was right or wrong in holding that a man might be called to

preach, and licensed, without any further qualification than the book of Discipline

required, " gifts, grace, and usefulness." The moment they received the license,

then they were bound by the Discipline, to which they submitted, to study and

labour after improvement. He moved an amendment, to the effect that this

course of study and examination should not take place prior to their being licensed,

but when they sought to renew their licenses, or were recommended to travel.

Dr. Peck said, that if they agreed in the principle, it had better be recommitted,

in order to make the necessary alteration.

And its recommitment was moved, Dr. Capers withdrawing his amendment for

that purpose.

After some remarks from Mr. Filmore in favour, it was recommitted.

Presiding Elders' term of Service.

Mr. Houghtaling moved to take up again the second report of the Committee

on Eevisal.

A point in the report was the length of time a presiding elder should retain his

office, and four years were proposed as the limit.

Mr. Wiley moved an indefinite postponement. He had no interest in the mat-

ter, but thought the bishops ought to have the entire disposal of it.

Dr. Capers said, the subject was one of great practical importance, though it

might seem otherwise where the conferences were large, and the senior preachers

numerous ; but in many conferences the office was of vital importance, and difficult

to fill. In such cases, just when the bishop had proved the value of a presiding

elder, behold the term of his office expires, and the only man, perhaps, fit for the

office could not be appointed. He thought there was a disposition prevalent to

over-legislate. First, it attacked the quarterly, then the annual conferences, and

now the doubt applied to the episcopacy, venerable, tried, faithful, holy, and just

men, and imbued with the spirit of knowledge, and wisdom, and grace, as that

conference knew them to be ; and although they travelled over parts of the country

where other members of that conference never dreamed of going, yet the doubt

must now be raised whether they were able to judge in a matter that was so

directly in their province. He (Dr., C.) begged to be allowed to confide in the

episcopacy. They had hitherto done so, and not a whit beyond their merits. In

this matter he had no delicacy, not being a presiding elder.

Mr. Early made some strong remarks on the subject. If they passed that reso-

lution they were introducing the dangerous principle of rotation in office. He
besought them to let the resppnsibility rest where it had worked so well ;

to wake

up at the threshold of these innovations. The proposed tax on extorters was

comparatively a trifling matter, but this struck at the very foundation ot their

institutions. Let them come back to the old landmarks—to that beautnul nouse

which Providence had raised for them before some of them were born, and wtach

distinguished them from other denominations, and not attempt these extensive
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„ jjw noped he sionl(i never Mve to see tlle day when lire principle
Mr.

j:

Ir~t
t resolution would be presented on the floor of the General Confer-mvolved nv^ {he old suspenaed resolution of 1824 and 1828, but it was aence. i

.^ to jtj so precisely like it, that any man who had seen the other would

f
enQa

^s one. Go to some °f the western conferences, where there are but few

of age ""^ experience, and tell your bishops they shall not place presiding

*VIers over a district more than four years, and you take away from these men the

wet to do what ought to be done in justice to the Church and the work of

God Se believed those men they had elected and set apart for this great work
were perfectly competent to judgewhom they could best confide in. He could not

conceive how any man could superintend forty stations and circuits, and do his

work as a presiding elder. In his vicinity their duties were exceedingly arduous.

A motion to lay the motion for indefinite postponement on the table was lost,

and the President was putting the motion for indefinite postponement when the
hour of conference expired.

TUESDAY, MAY 21.

Bishop Andrew's Case.

The Committee on Episcopacy, to whom was referred a resolution, submitted
yesterday, instructing them to inquire whether any one of the superintendents is
connected with slavery, presented their^bport on the subject.
The committee had ascertained, previous to the reference of the resolution, that

Bishop Andrew was connected with slavery, and had obtained an interview'with
him on the subject; and having requested lrim to state the whole facts in the
premises, they presented a written communication from him in relation to this
matter, and asked leave to offer it as his statement and explanation of the case.
" To the Committee on Episcopacy.
"Dear Brethren,—In reply to your inquiry, I submit the following statement of

aU the tacts bearing on my connection with slavery. Several years since an old lady
of Augusta, Georgia, bequeathed to me a mulatto girl, in trust that I should take
care ol her until she should be nineteen years of age ; that with her consent I should
then send her to Liberia; and that in ease of her refusal, I should keep her, andmake her as free as the laws of the state of Georgia would permit. When the
time arrived she refused to go to Liberia, and of her own choice remains legallymy slave, although I derive no pecuniary advantage from her, she continuing tolive in her own house 011 my lot; and has been and still is at perfect liberty to »ri
to a tree state at her pleasure

; but the laws of the state will not permit her enum-
eration, nor admit such deed of emancipation to record, and she refuses to leaveme state, in her case, therefore, I have been made a slaveholder legally, butnot witn my own consent.

"2dly. About five years since, the mother ofmy former wife left to her daughternot to me, a negro boy; and as my wife died without a will more than two yearssince, by the laws of the state he becomes legally my property. In this case, asm me termer
,
emancipation is impracticable in the state ; but he shall be at liberty

hw7/ *e state whenever I shall be satisfied that he is prepared to provide for

foHn fh 1

Ca
? T? sufficient security that he will be protected and providedior in the place to which he may go.

the'lvT'
"^ theT11? ^

f January last I married my present wife, she being at

belong P
t

0iTS £ Slre\ mherited from her former husband's estate, and

ownefr?irft
er'

ti,

ty "?? *?y mam>ge, being unwilling to become their

nation' T E? § ?em ^stn^y hers, and the law not permitting their emanci-
P^'ff^redthemtoherbyadeedoftrust. S

bou-htZr ,„M
bT to y,°U ' t™m the above statement of facts, that I have neither

skveholder J™ -

aVe
-
; that '? the °^ ci™™stances ™ which I am legally a

wife I have STT*""1 » .^practicable. As to the servants owned by my
pate them did SS F

esP°*?ll»hty in the premises, nor could my wife emanci-

pate and suWafTf to d
°r- JW ?"" Plainly Eteted •* toe facte m ftecase, and submit the statement for the consideration of the General Conference.

(Signed)
Yours respectfully,

All which is respectfully submitted.
" °'^^

' Eobert Paine,
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Mr. Collins moved that the report be laid on the table, to be taken up to-mor-

row as the special order of the day. His reason for so moving was that a meet-

ing of the northern delegates was to be held at four o'clock this afternoon. He
wished any of the southern brethren to attend who might choose to do so.

Dr. Capers said this was not an announcement in order before that conference;

he would, however, take the opportunity to announce that there would be a meet-

ing of the southern delegates at three o'clock, in the lecture room of the Church.

In answer to an inquiry, it was stated that spectators would not be permitted to

be present at those meetings.

A false Report in Relation to a Division of the Church corrected.

The chair would take that opportunity to read a paper which had been laid

on the table. The following is the communication

:

" To the President.
" Rev'd and Dear Sir,—A report has been in circulation for some days, which

is thought to have a very unhappy effect on this conference. The report is, that

a plan has been formed by northern members of the conference, to force the south

into secession, and I have been given as authority for this statement. So far as I

am concerned, the allegation is wholly and unqualifiedly untrue. I propose with
your permission to contradict it,' with a view to promote peace. Yours truly,

(Signed) Thos. E. Bond."

Dr. Bond rose and spoke as follows :—This report reached me for the first time
last night. I understood that it had been for some time generally circulated

that there had been a plan formed by northern men to drive the south to a
secession, and that in tracing this report I have been given as authority for it. Now,
sir, I do solemnly declare that I have no knowledge of any such plan having been
formed at any time—that I have never heard a man from the east, from the north,

or from the- west speak of the possibility of a secession but as of a great calamity

—

a calamity that ought to be averted by any sacrifice consistent with duty to God and
the interests of the Church—I positively declare, that although I have necessarily

heard in conversation the subject which so deeply concerns us all adverted to, yet
I have never heard any man intimate that a secession would be advisable or proper,

under any circumstances. There were two unworthy motives attributed for this

plan, which I shall not mention, but which would be still more disreputable than the

plan itself. I should be degraded inmy own esteem, sir, if I did not believe that any
man—any body of men—who should conceive the purpose of producing a seces-

sion, or separation, in the Methodist Episcopal Church, would place me among the
last men to whom they would communicate that purpose or design. Most assuredly

you should have heard it ; no secrecy enjoined upon me would have prevented me
from divulging such a treason, had I heard it. I have been too deeply concerned
in this matter to conceive that such a design threatening the Church that I have so

long loved and laboured to defend—that such a purpose should be communicated to

me, and not be made known to the conference. O sir, if it shall please God to raise

the cloud which now rests upon this ark, the day which has wrought out for us
this deliverance will be a day of public jubilee, every returning anniversary will be
a day of joy and thanksgiving in my family, and I shall be glad to tell of the great
deliverance that God has wrought out for us, to my children and grandchildren. It

is wholly impossible that I should have concealed such a design. I am done,
brethren. I hope if any brother has been deceived by this report he will dismiss

it. I am sure it is not true.

Mr. Sehon felt it due to himself, and the section which he represented, to disclaim

all connection whatever with such a report. An act of secession or division would
be an act to be lamented in tears all the rest of their lives. He would endorse the
sentiments of the venerable man who had preceded him.

^
As a western man, con-

nected at present with northern men in a non-slaveholding state, he had never
heard of such a report.

Dr. Bangs obtained permission from the conference to make a few remarks. He had
heard for the first time yesterday morning that a report had gone forth to the southern

brethren, that a number of the northern brethren had avowed it as their design,

before the General Conference commenced, to take measures to force Bishop Andrew
to resign, and then to force the southern brethern to secede, with a view to seize

on the property of the Methodist Episcopal Church. He heard the announcement
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with perfect astonishment, and immediately replied that he did not believe one
single word of it- He could not believe it. He had heard that his own name had
been mentioned in connection with this matter ; and wished to declare, in the

presence of God and of this conference, that he had never made such an announce-

ment nor did he believe that any northern man had ever made it.

Dr' Smith said that he was not personally implicated hi the allusions that had been

made. A friend of his had been assailed, and he claimed the right to defend him.

He wished to disabuse the minds of the conference. The statement which had

been made was not the one out of which the difficulty had grown. It was neither

heard nor known that a formal or informal meeting had taken place previous to or

since the convening of the General Conference. The point at issue was this : It

had been stated over and over again, in terms that led to the conviction that it was
the purpose of many in the conference to pursue measures which must necessarily

result in a. division, and that, in declaring their adhesion to these measures, he

would say they had used language that justly entitled them to a disclaimer. That

course they had adopted with Bishop Andrew, and it was of this that he and his

southern friends justly complained.

Dr. Bond desired to say he had nothing to do with this position.

Bishop M'Kendree's Life.

Bishop Soule rose to make a remark. It may be expected, in view of the report

of the committee with respect to the matter of Bishop M'Kendree's life, as that

report alluded to me, that I should at this time make some statements, and give such

information as I may have. I am ready to do it now if this shall be thought the

proper time. It is well known that at the death of our venerable and beloved

Bishop M'Kendree, it was found that in his will he had bequeathed to me person-

ally and individually all his papers and manuscripts ; leaving them to my indi-

vidual disposal as I should judge best, connected with the counsel and advice of

the Rev. Thomas L. Douglas, Bishop M'Kendree's personal friend and mine, and
who, with the bishop, has since gone to his eternal reward. Consequently I am
left, by virtue of that will, in the sole possession of Bishop M'Kendree's papers and
manuscripts of every description. I have them in my possession. It will be recol-

lected that at the General Conference, held in Cincinnati in 1836, 1 was requested

by that body to preach a sermon on the death of Bishop M'Kendree. I did so, in

compliance with the request, which, by order of the conference, was published.

That discourse contained a brief memoir of the bishop, drawn up chiefly from these

documents which I have had in my possession. After the delivery of that discourse

I was requested by the General Conference to prepare a Life of Bishop M'Kendree,
which I was disposed to do according to the best ofmy ability ; and which I intended
to do as soon as my circumstances and special regard to my official work as one of
your general superintendents would admit of the leisure which would affordme time
to accomplish this work ; but I have not been able to meet the request of the General
Conference ; and the most that I can say with respect even to a preparation for

accomplishing the work is, that I have passed through a vast mass of Bishop M'Ken-
dree's papers, perhaps nearly the whole mass, and this embraces a very extensive
and very important correspondence, as well as many other official documents. I

have arranged these papers by dates and by circumstances, preparatory to the work
of publishing Bishop M'Kendree's Life. But I have done little more than make
such an arrangement in prepartion for this work, and I have no hesitation in saying
that I cannot write the Life of Bishop M'Kendree—connected as that life is with
the history of Methodism, and the most important eras and events in the history of
the Methodist Episcopal Church—I cannot write the Life of Bishop M'Kendree in

such a manner as I conceive that such a work should be written, without more time
and more leisure from my official responsibilities, and the weighty duties in the
relation I now sustain to the Church. It is known, I believe, to this body) that since

the time at which I was requested to prepare this work, I have at least shared
an equal part of labour and travel with my colleagues, and it is impossible for

me, in the view that I take of the importance of such a work as the Life of

Bishop M'Kendree, connected as I am with all those great and interesting matters
and concerns of the Methodist Episcopal Church-—I announce it as my firm persua-
sion that it is utterly impracticable forme to write such a Life while I am travelling

around this continent. I cannot write it in steamboats ; I cannot write it in stages

;

I cannot write it on shipboard.

I confess to you that were it not for my inability to perform the work, it would
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to which I am so much attached. tfut 1 rain* me ureUu Bu """ ""
, puUication.

a vast field will perceive that it should be no ordinary,^^e
?
work with

Now I believe I have submitted to yon all that I know in regard to xue

which I was charged.

Addresses of the Delegatesfrom the Canada Conference.

Dr Luckey remarked that the brethren from the Canada Conference found it

necessary soon to leave the city, and as they had not yet communicated to the Gen-

eral Conference the state of their work, he would" move that the conference now

hear the delegates from the Wesleyan Methodist Church in Canada.

This motion being carried, Mr. Eyerson spoke in behalf of the conference which

he represented. He felt no little embarrassment in appearing before so venerable,

august, and intelligent an assemblage. The reference which the address of the

delegates from the Canada Conference made to the prosperity of their Church would

in a good degree supersede the necessity of making statements in regard to it. The

speaker had the pleasure of attending the General Conference in Pittsburg in 1828,

and also the General Conference of 1840, and had derived great benefit and encour-

agement from those visits. He felt deeply the importance of those great questions

which engage the attention of this General Conference, andwould most earnestly and
devoutly pray and confidently hope that the Supreme Being, who controls all events,

would so direct all its deliberations as to prevent dissensions, and render the union of

its members indissoluble. He was happy to represent before thatbody a part of the

great Wesleyan family, and to be recognized as a legitimate branch of that family,

although, as was well known, they had been set off from the great Methodist house-

hold in Canada. The difference which existed between the conference he repre-

sented and the British Conference was entirely of a local character, and he believed

that difference would soon be healed, and that an amicable relation would be estab-

lished which would enable them to interchange labour. The religious prosperity of
his district had been very considerable, as the address stated. Great efforts had
been made to enforce scrupulously the rules of discipline. The finance depart-

ment was in a prosperous state, and vigilantly attended to. The missionary work
has also prospered. Their missionaries numbered twenty-three. No meetings were
more highly relished among their people than missionary meetings. Great advan-
tage had been derived from their connection with the British Conference, their way
of doing things having been adopted. A very considerable number of Indians had
been converted during the past year. The schools among the Indians were in pros-
perous operation. So harmonious was the action of the Church that one might pass
from one end of the conference to the other and scarcely find a party. The confer-

ence had never stood higher in the view of the government, and also of the people,
than at present. A feeling of confidence and affection had been entertained and
'manifested toward it. He would always revert to his own country with unabated
affection, with increasing courage and confidence. He was received as a proba-
tioner twenty-four years ago, and had always felt himself to be a member of this

great family. He felt called upon to say one thing with respect to Dr. Luckey.
He could assure the conference that his visit was highly appreciated. He would
close by imploring the divine blessing upon this conference, praying that God
would multiply them, and bless them, and make them a hundred times more than
they were.
Mr. Green, the other delegate from the Canada Conference, followed. After the

statements which had been made by his colleague, he felt sure it was not necessary

for him ro trespass long upon the time of the conference ; but he eould not do jus-

tice to his own feelings if he did not say that it afforded him great pleasure to meet
them on this occasion, and witness the dignity, unity, and zeal there manifested.

He had long heard of the conference by the hearing of the ear, and he was thank-

ful to the divine Master that his eyes could now see them. He felt a deep interest

in the prosperity of that body. We can never forget, said he, that we are your
children, and we are happy to call you our fathers : for though we are separated

from you by the arbitrary line that separates the two great Christian nations to

which we belong, we are not separated in heart, and we feel that your cause is

our cause, your interest our interest, and your God our God. It is in our heart to

live and die with you, for we are happy in your kindness. In the plentitude of

your wisdom, you were pleased to consider us of age, and to allow us under the
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circumstances to act for ourselves; yet I beg leave, in behalf of the ChWchT
represent to state that we have not considered the separation so much an JLjf J
choice as of necessity—a thing to he endured, but not desired. There are Sor^a
difficulties arising &-om party and sectarian feeling, but all the parties which have

been created and are now operating in Canada, calling themselves Methodists,

have not received their origin from us. They are mostly brought among us by the

flood of emigration from the old world and the United States. There is a feeling

of union cementing our hearts that is truly delightful, and that promises much for

the great family. Canada is the youngest sister of the Wesleyan household, and
yet I rejoice to know that you consider her a sister, and allow her a place in the

household, and I trust we shall be able to go on and maintain that respect and
affection which are asked for her. I respond to the sentiments of brother Eyerson,

and I need not repeat them ; I only pray that our common Lord, the God of our

fathers, may pour that healthful Spirit upon our hearts that sd greatly cheered the

hearts of our fathers, and that we may go on in the great work, maintaining the

unity of the spirit in the bond of peace.

Dr. Luckey expressed his gratification at the privilege of visiting Canada. He
found the vital principles of- Methodism in vigorous operation there, and the
discipline of the Church rigidly enforced. Their superannuated preachers, preach-

'

ers' widows, and,orphans, were supported in a manner highly creditable to them.
The missions introduced into Canada by this conference were successful to a most
gratifying extent. The discipline exercised both on the introduction of? young
men into the ministry, and over the labours of -the whole body, was of a most
judicious and salutary character. Their success showed the beneficial operation

of the Methodist Episcopal economy, and places formerly barren and unfruitful

were now bearing rich evidence that the word of God was rapidly advancing over
that vast and interesting country.

Mr. Green made some further gratifying statements of their financial affairs,

which he said might be much multiplied had there been necessity for it.

Presiding Elders1 term of Service.

Dr. Peck moved that the report No. 2 of the Committee on Bevival should be
taken up.

Agreed to.

Dr. Peck said he would not occupy their attention long ; but as there was much
said yesterday on one side, and the committee had no fitting opportunity to say
anything, the matter was left in a very dubious state. He did not feel inclined to

make any particular opposition to the indefinite postponement of the subject. He
had no particular interest in it beyond the fact of the committee having acted in
the matter on the request of two annual conferences, who had sent up resolutions
on the subject to this General Conference. The committee did not Suppose that

the change proposed in the report would affect the rights of the episcopacy, nor
that it had any relation to the resolutions of 1820. Those resolutions related to
the making of presiding elders, and the change of the report to the term of service.

It was a fact within the observation of all, that there was a feeling existing in the
Church accounting the everlasting round taken by some men upon two or three
districts a grievance, and requiring redress, and that it was proper that this

General Conference should make a rule in the matter. He presumed that the con-
ference was aware that the office of presiding elder in several conferences is

suffering material embarrassment for several reasons. There was an objection in
the minds of many preachers to the long term of services they were allowed to
sustain in this office. There were brethren who had held this office twelve, six-

teen, and twenty-four years in succession, and impressions were made upon the
minds of the people prejudicial to the prosperity of the work. On this simple
statement of facts the committee had made their report, to give the brethren who
feel the difficulty an opportunity of explaining their views on the subject. The
committee had no special fondness for the report. The constant tendency, if pos-
sible, to remain in the same location, had also induced them to call the attention of
the conference to the subject. If the evil could be remedied by any other means,
or if they could be sure of a change of presiding elders, they would be content;
but that something should be done was felt by many. With these remarks he
would leave the report in the hands of the conference.

Mr. Winner said he felt much embarrassed in opening his lips at all upon
this subject; not that he had anything to risk personally, but there were so.
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many brethren who did sustain an intimate connection with it, that he feared
lest he should be unfortunate enough to say some words that might do harm
where nothing of the kind was intended. Dr. Peck's remarks were appropriate,

and sufficient of themselves ; hut one consideration induced him to speak, which
was, that one of the resolutions praying for the change of Discipline, now
under consideration, came from the conference which he in part represent-

ed here.
_

'

With regard then to the novelty urged as an objection to the proposed change,

he contended that in principle there was nothing novel in it at all, the same thing

in principle had been recommended by the Episcopal Committee in the General

Conference held at Baltimore in 1840. And the bishops, who were then recom-
mended to station no man in the larger cities over four years in succession, have
ever since felt called upon to regard the advice. In this is seen the same principle

as in the question now before the conference ; that recommendation directed men
to be stationed in a given way, and in no other way ; also the Committee on
Itinerancy, of the present General Conference, had advised the introduction of a

rule or law upon the same subject, involving precisely the same principle. It has
been further objected that it would trench upon the authority of the episcopacy.

Why this, to some extent, had been done already ; the reports of the committees
he had just alluded to required of the bishops to dispose of men in a certain way,
and therefore if the rule prayed for does infringe upon the powers of the episco-

pacy, it is nothing new in the world. Again, the office of presiding elder has been
stated to be analagous to that of bishop,'—that was, he supposed, once a bishop
always a bishop—once a presiding elder always a presiding elder. Was that the
doctrine the member from Virginia intended to inculcate, and thereby show that

the friends of this measure were preparing the way next to invade the office of the
episcopacy ?

Mr. Early denied that he had expressed such an opinion.

Mr. Winner replied, if there was an error on his part, it was one of the tongue,

not of the heart ; the conference would not fail to remember what the gentleman's
remarks were ; his words might have been missed, but not his sentiment. Certainly

there was no analogy between the two offices, the one was a perpetual appoint-

ment during life and good conduct, the other a perpetual annual appointment, made
once a year, yet endless ; and who does not see the wide difference between the

two 1 It had been further urged as an objection, that this measure would be the
introduction of the doctrine of rotation in office, and that ought to be avoided.

What objection the member from Virginia could have to that, as an American
citizen or an American ecclesiastic, was not for him to guess, but he did guess it

would not spoil their happiness or endanger their safety if they made a creditable

effort to free themselves from this evil, and equalize the joys and griefs of itine-

rancy. Rotation in office would never harm them more than an aristocracy of office,

especially if directed by the wisdom of the episcopacy. Brethren's fears that

they should come in contact with the bishops, and thus mar and maculate the

great enterprise in which they are engaged, were fallacious. Why, sir, (said

Mr. W.,) the General Conference is the supreme power of the Church, not

the episcopacy ! Talk of power, and of bishops ! Do they remain in office for

the sake of its brief authority ? Contemptible idea ! They neither want, nor will

they have, power which may not, in their godly wisdom, conduce to the best

interests of the Church, and be promotive of the largest happiness of the min-
istry; and this body has the right to decide what power shall be intrusted in

their hands for these purposes. In the creation, and proper use of power, right is

right, as in everything else, and let justice be done if the heavens fall. In the

name of the commonwealth of Israel, Mr. President, we are tired of this presi-

ding elder passion for retaining, for holding on to office ; the application of a remedy
is called for by ten thousand voices in and out of the ministry. We expected
brethren would meet us with objections; aged brethren, who have stood in

office for years—ay, a score of them, perhaps. We expected to be met just as we
have been met Their rod is felt ; we love them still, but still cry, Eefonn. I

expect more of it when I sit down ; but I shall not omit to thicken my skin in time

for it.

A member called the speaker to order. The question was not between the pre-

sent presiding elders and those who wished to become so, but on postponement.

Some desultory remarks followed.

Mr. Winner inquired of the chair whether it was to be understood that he wus
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oat of order? The bishop good-humouredly replied, Not more than others. The
speaker thanked the chair, and adding he was glad to be in so good company pr0.

ceeded : I am not over anxious that the term of office of presiding elder should be
fixed at four years—eight would give satisfaction. As the case now stands, there
is certainly a problem of no easy solution involved in the matter. Those who are

not presiding elders, and never expect to be, are often told that the office is a very
thankless, laborious, onerous, and even dollarless office. And I wonder why, if

such is the case, those who hold the office cling to it with so strong and unyielding

a grasp, and retain it for twenty, or more, years in succession. What is the autho-

rity for the creed that teaches, if these gentlemen are not at the helm, the ship will

be wrecked ? We are placed severally in the itinerant ranks to occupy, not mo-
nopolize, its special posts.

_
I suspect, pretensions to the contrary notwithstanding,

that there is honey in their cup after all. I am quite willing to yield them the
respect and honour due to them ; but I would also aver that I do not believe in the
system—I never expect to believe in it, and I never intend to. The reasons, then,

Mr. President, offered against the change limiting the term of office hi the presiding
eldership, to my mind are destitute of force ; and as the conference has been pleased
for so long a time to give me its special attention, I only add, that I entertain a
hope that hereafter the hearts and eyes ofbrethren 'will be saved from further grief

and tears, by raising the blockade that keeps them ever in this burdensome office.

Dr. Winans said he desired to speak, not exactly on the principle of rotation in

office, but because he thought this a very grave matter, one of deep and abiding
interest to Methodism, and that was the only principle on which he could justify

his action on any given case. And he would throw out of the question any other
consideration but what should be for the glory of God and the good of the cause.

He thought that it was exceedingly discourteous, and it was a course he never
allowed himself to indulge in, to meet a report which had been under deliberation

and consideration, probably for days, with prompt rejection. The report of a com-
mittee ought to be considered deliberately and calmly, and not hurried to its desti-

nation by a movement that was hardly courteous toward any motion made by a
member of that body. He was not disposed to support the indefinite postponement
of, but he was opposed to the passage of, this resolution of the committee. He was
not disposed to notice the insinuations that had abounded during this discussion,

that the report was opposed from interested views. He would not meddle with
that sort of argument ; it did not suit his genius. He would prefer to meet the
question on its own proper merits—the operation it would have on the great work
committed to the superintendents of Methodism. Sir, (continued Dr. W.,) there is

no necessity for this restriction. You are not under obligation to continue a man in

office for more than one yean You can even remove him during the year. Or you
need not appoint him a second year ; and when a man has fulfilled his four years,
there is no obligation on you to retain him in the presiding eldership beyond that

term-. The only justification, sir, that they can plead for the passage of this resolu-

tion is, that you desire to be relieved from the responsibility. But we do not w^sh
to relieve you. For this purpose you were elected, to shoulder this responsibility.

The responsibility must rest somewhere ; for it may be necessary, in carrying on
the great work to which we are pledged, that a man must remain more than four

years in this office. You, shy have found this to be necessary at various times.

And, to relieve you from a responsibility, shall we cripple your power, and curtail

those operations that may work for the glory of God and the salvation of deathless

souls ? Much as I sympathize with you in your sorrows and cares, I shall not con-

sent to that. You are restricted within sufficiently narrow and local limits already.

The rest should be left to your discretion, remembering the fearful responsibility

under which you rest, and God forbid you should ever be deprived of it. Sir, fear-

ful consequences would follow from any such relief or divestment. Why there have
been conferences, to my own knowledge, in which it was necessary to continue the

presiding elder in his office for more than four years at a time. How it may be
with those conferences which have multiplied their preachers in an enormous dis-

proportion to their members, I know not ; but in those conferences where young
men have, almost from their first entrance into the ministry, to take charge of socie-

ties, you must have the untrammelled control of the great machinery committed to

your care.

Mr. Cartwright said, I declare that I rise under great embarrassment, because
there is such an everlasting disposition to let otf here ; and I am, for an old man, a
little diffident in this matter, and that diffidence is increased because I feel I am
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Mr. Griffith, of the Baltimore Conference, rose and said,—I beg leave to present

a resolution and suitable preamble in reference to the subject now pending before

the conference, and made the order of the day.

The secretary then read the following preamble and resolution :

—

" Whereas, the Hev. James 0. Andrew, one ofthe bishops of the Methodist Epig.
j

copal Church, has become a slaveholder, and whereas it has been, from the origin,;

of said Church, a settled policy and the invariable usage to elect no person to the

office of bishop who was embarrassed with this ' great evil,' as under such circum-

stances it would be impossible for a bishop to exercise the functions and perform

the duties assigned to a general superintendent with acceptance in that large por-

tion of his charge in which slavery does not exist ; and whereas Bishop Andrew
was himself nominated by our brethren of the slaveholding states, and elected by
the General Conference of 1832, as a candidate who, though living in the midst of

a slaveholding population, was nevertheless free from all personal connectibn with

slavery ; and whereas, this is, of all periods in our history as a Church, the one

least favourable to such an innovation upon the practice and usage of Methodism as-

confiding a part of the itinerant general superintendeney to a slaveholder ; therefore,

,.
" Resolved. That the Bev. James O. Andrew be, and he is hereby affectionately

requested to resign his office as one of the bishops of the Methodist Episcopal

Church. Alfred Griffith,
Johk Davis."

Mr. Griffith proceeded :—In offering that resolution, sir, in calling attention to

the merits of this question, I will endeavour, by the help of God, to avoid all

expressions and' all exhibition of feeling which shall in the least degree be calcu-

lated to influence men's passions. I wish to approach it with the calm delibera-

tion with which I have ever desired to approach the altar of God. To the Metho-

dist Church, under God, I owe all that I am. I entered the itinerant ranks an

inexperienced boy. I have spent the vigour of my youth, and perhaps the prime

I ofmy riper years in earnest, honest, hearty endeavours to promote its best inte-

rests ; with what effect, is for others to judge, and not for me. We have never

known until this period such a state of affairs. There never has come up such a

crisis in our history. I pray God that we may have grace and wisdom to meet it,

and to meet it in the spirit inspired by our holy Christianity. It would seem to

ihe, sir, that the imaginations of men have thrown around this question a mysticism

which has served to embarrass it in all their reflections upon it. The very term

bishop, and the abuses to which it has been subject from the assumptions of autho-

rity and power which have been associated with it, through the long period of the

history of the Church from the third century of the Christian era, seem to be well

calculated to throw around the very term itself a cloud of mystical glory upon
which men should look with awe, and behind which they should only dare to-

peep with something less than adoration. Now, sir, whatever may have been the

acceptation of this term in the Church where it was firBt used, as a term synony-

mous with power and authority, and an exaltation far above the rank of ordinary

men, what is the sense in which the word has been incorporated into our institu-

tions ? What is the true signification, as a Methodist phrase, so to speak 7 What-
ever men have meant by it—whatever other inen still mean by it—we use it only

and exclusively to denote and designate the chief officer of the General Conference,

the chief officer of the associated annual conferences of this union, who have the

primary authority—the primary control of the destinies of this great, this flourish-

mo-, and this growing house of .God. A bishop among us is, therefore, only an
officer of the General Conference, created for specific purposes, and for no other

than the purposes specified. Ifwe look at the origin of its introduction we shall

clearly perceive this to be the case. The venerable John Wesley, who was never

able to disabuse his own gigantic mind of his educational prejudices, perhaps to the

day of his death, thought to serve the American Churches with a high officer in

virtue of iris own appointment. What said the venerable Asbury—that man of God
to whom Methodism, on this continent, is more deeply indebted than to any other

man who has ever lived, or perhaps ever will live ? He declined to receive that

office by the appointment of John Wesley. He refused to accept it unless the-

General Conference, then in session in the city of Baltimore, in 1784—the Christ-

mas Conference—should elect him. It is matter of history whichno man can. call

in question. He was elected by the General Conference, and constituted the
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highest officer—the executive officer of the General Conference. From 1784 until

1808 all the annual conferences were in the habit of assembling together—in modern

dialect perhaps it might be more appropriate to say, in general convention; though

GeneralConference was the term. Every travelling elder who had been four cal-

endar years in the work had a seat there. They met together in their wisdom

—

and doubtless great wisdom was displayed on that occasion—they thought proper

to change the then constitution of things, and accommodate themselves to the cir-

cumstances of then- situation. It had become inconvenient for them all to meet

together, and they determined to create a delegated General Conference. They
regulated the form and manner in which the General Conference should be con-

stituted by the election of the several annual conferences in proportion to their

respective numbers. The annual conferences then fixed this officer on the General

Conference, or delegated General Conference, which they had instituted, and pro-

vided in one of the restrictive articles that this General Conference should not do

away with that office. It is by their authority, therefore, that the office still con-

tinues, as well as with the eommon consent of all concerned, and we love the

office. We love it not only for its own sake ; many of us have been made to love

it for the sake of the worthy men who have borne it, who have commended them-

selves to all as men of God, well qualified, and every way suited to the high trust

which has been reposed in them ; but the General Conference of 1808, at the same
time that they restricted the delegated General Conference, and prohibited them
from destroying this office, reserved in their own hands the power to do it away
altogether when it should so please them. Consequently they never designed

—

they never intended to constitute the bishop an officer for life, under all circum-

stances. They never intended, we say, to constitute him an officer for life under

all circumstances ; but they reserved to themselves, as annual conferences, power
even to change every feature of the system of government—to change everything

pertaining to the character of the Church save the doctrines. That alone is abso-

lutely prohibited. Well, now, we hope the brethren will not suffer their minds to

be lead away from the tme issue. What are we here consulting about? What
are-we here proposing to accomplish and effect ? Is it, sir, to try a bishop on an

impeachment for immoral conduct ? No, sir. We are here concerned exclusively

with an officer of the General Conference, and the question comes up whether this

General Conference, to whom the annual conferences have given full power, not

only to perpetuate their own existence, but to make all rules and regulations for

the government of the Church, and to supervise and carry on the great object of

the General Association for spreading Scriptural truth and holiness through these

lands; whether the General Conference, constituted under such circumstances,

has power to regulate her own officers—that is the question ; and whether, when
once she selects an officer, no change in his condition, no change in his situation,

no embarrassment with which he may choose to involve himself, can be touched.

No, sir; they have full authority to regulate their own officers, to provide for any

exigency which may operate as a barrier in the way of the accomplishment of the

objects and purposes for which the officers wrere chosen.

For the sake of argument let us suppose one or two cases, which might actually

occur; say, in the order of God's Providence one of your high officers should

become alienated in mind—a thing that might happen to any man—I say, suppose

he was to become alienated in mind, disqualified for the discharge of the duties of his

appointment, woulditbe an actofsacrilege in this General Conference toremove him

—

to displace him, and to put a proper officer in his place 1 Say that he involved himself

in any embarrassment which rendered it equally impracticable for him to discharge

with intelligence and with fidelity the functions of the office reposed in him, have

we no discretion 1 Must we continue him for ever, so long as he is not chargeable

with gross immorality 1 Now, sir, if the General Conference has no power over

her own officers, then it will follow that these officers have power over the Gene-

ral Conference, and can control it.

Mr. Griffith's fifteen minutes having expired, amotion was made that the restric-

tion as to time be taken off during the discussion of this question. Considerable

discussion ensued.

Dr. Capers hoped the motion would not prevail.

Mr. Griffith did not wish to insist on being heard if the conference did not desire it.

Mr. Early begged that the brethren would hear the gentleman through. He
would wish all to have the privilege of speaking who desired it. If any light could

be shed on the subject, let the conference have it, and be governed by it.
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Mr. SKcer observed that if the motion was carried the brethren might all writs
home that they would be home " on or about" the 4th of July.

Mr. Collins observed, that there could not be a greater or more important ques-
tion before any body of ministers than that the conference werenow engaged upon.
He wished for all the light which could be gathered from a full and free discussion.

He hoped the rights of the minority would be especially regarded. Suppose they

did not get home till the 4th of July, that was a matter of little importance com-
pared with this.

Mr. Slicer sincerely desired that the greater part of what might be said would
come from the minority. As to getting light he did not expect it. The question

had already been fully considered. He very much expected that if the conference

should remain until the 4th of July, they would vote just about as they would then.

Dr. Olin said, the special issue before them was a matter of more importance
than whether it consumed one or two days or weeks in the debate, and he should
deplore it as a. great evil, and a measure likely to act unfavourably on the great
interests involved, to cut short the debates. He was aware that they were strait- .

ened for time, but the subject before them was one that demanded discussion,

.

They were bound to go on the supposition that on this question no one was pledged
or decided. They sat there to deliberate and decide on what might be said to be
one of the most momentous questions that ever agitated the Church, and he wanted
to hear a full and dispassionate exhibition of the views of brethren on the subject,

given as in the sight of God, and with a deep sense of responsibility to the Church.
He hoped that the restriction would be taken off, for it was misplaced and ill-timed

in a case like the one before them. Some had said that they did not want to hear
much said by the men of the north, but he (Dr. O.) would not like to give his vote
without an opportunity of explaining" the motives under which he gave it. There
was a.future pending upon this discussion, and he wanted to speak out freely and
fully. Let them be patient and not in haste over this grave deliberation. Ha
hoped they would take time to listen to each other, and take time also to think and
pray over the subject. It would be quite time enough to come back to the fearful

issue of the matter whether they debated it three days or three weeks.
Dr. Bangs certainly hoped that the restriction would be taken off.

Dr. Winans would insist upon being indulged in a remark with reference to an
argument which had been presented in the discussion. It was suggested that there
was no necessity for taking off the restriction because this was a judicial proceed-
ing. It was not a judicial proceeding. He wished the conference and the spec-
tators distinctly to understand that they were not trying Bishop Andrew.

Mr. Winner thought freedom of discussion would not be increased by the suspen-
sion of the rules, and that in case of need the time could be extended for the

The suspension of the rules was agreed to.

Mr. Griffith then resumed his remarks :—I have notmuch to say—I have but one
point left. The point is this, that the ministerial office does not, and cannot neces-
sarily involve the official relation of a bishop. I mean, it is one thing to be a
minister ; it is another and totally different thing to be a bishop of the flethodist
Episcopal Church. It is true this high officer must ofnecessity be a minister, because
he cannot perform the functions of his office unless he be a minister, in view of the
power of ordaining others conferred upon him, and the authority to superintend the
spiritual and the temporal business of a great itinerant ministerial connection. He
must be a minister ; but yet, sir, his ministry—the power conferred upon him by
his original ordination—does not necessarily constitute him that high officer of the
General Conference. He comes to that by the free suffrages of his brethren. He
is chosen as the chief among his equals. We have the signature of every one of
our bishops to a document presented at this conference since our commencement

;

which says that they regard not themselves as a distinct order separate and apart
from presbyters or elders in the Church of God by virtue of their ordination, but
that they are officers in the strict and proper sense of the term. Now, sir, we
will say, for the purpose of illustration, that no man save a man of talent, learning,
and information, is a suitable individual to be sent as a minister plenipotentiary to
a foreign court ; but is his learning or talents part and parcel of his official qualifi-

cation and power ? No, sir; his official authority and power are conferred upon
him by those who have intrusted him with the high duties of his appointment. We
therefore do not touch the ministerial character of Bishop Andrew. That is not now
in question before us at all ; but the simple question is, can he, as an officer
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of the General Conference, chosen for a special purpose, to whom special duties
are assigned, can he now perform the duties of his appointment with acceptance
to the people he was selected to serve ? You know he cannot.

Now, sir, if an officer of your appointment, whom you have chosen for a special

purpose, by a voluntary choice puts himself in the situation to embarrass himself

with circumstances that render it impracticable for him to discharge the duties you
have assigned him, is it not, to all intents and purposes, a disqualification, and suf-

ficient ground to ask him at least to resign, and to give place to another who. can
go forward and discharge the duties of his appointment without interrupting the
harmonious action of the appliances of Methodism for the conversion of the world 1

Now, sir, if we could—I speak for myself, and I speak in the honest sincerity of

my heart—if I could believe—if I could be persuaded that the reverend brother,

whom I esteem and love, could perform and fulfil the duties of his office with ac-

ceptability to the people, I am among the last men within the limits of the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church that would attempt to lay hands on him. I have loved him

;

I love him now ; I loved him in his office. Simply, therefore, because he has vol-

untarily placed himself in a situation that renders it impracticable for him to sub-
serve the ends and purposes of his appointment, we affectionately request hi™ to

resign. - I suppose, sir, it will not be pretended by any man, that the power of his

office was conferred by his ordination. Not at all. Our authority to minister in

God's sanctuary, and to preach and proclaim the holy Gospel, is conferred by ordi-

nation, and though our bishops are set apart in due form by the imposition of hands,
it is not with the design of conferring upon them any additional ministerial power,
but of conferring upon them the authority of office to preside in our conferences,
to travel through all the length and breadth of the work, and to supervise and
attend to the general interests of our great body.

I know not, Mr. President, that it is at all necessary further to detain the atten-
tion of the conference. It is to me a plain subject; and before I sit down, I
solemnly conjure the brethren not to suffer their minds to turn away from the
true issue, but to keep it steadily in view. We are oppressed by the act of an
officer of this body. Are we not here to put ourselves right—to regulate matters
by this-discussion? The superintendent is made responsible here, and nowhere
else. When the General Conference take a minister from the annual conference,
by electing him a bishop, he is no longer responsible at the bar of his annual con-
ference, but they make him responsible to the General Conference, not only for his
official acts, but for his ministerial and moral purity. Of his moral characterwe do
not now inquire. It comes not within the limits of the present inquiry at all. The
question before us is solely in reference to his capability of complying with the
requisitions of the book of Discipline in reference to the duties of a general super-
intendent of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Mr. Longstreet then proposed an amendment to the preamble and resolutions,

to which Mr. Griffith made objections.

Mr. Drake, in order to satisfy all parties, suggested that the preamble be altered

so as to read, " Whereas, Bishop Andrew has become connected with slavery, as
stated in his communication," &c.

Mr. Griffith had no objections to the amendment, and as no one else objected, the
chair announced it incorporated with the preamble and resolution.

Bishop Soule then addressed the conference, and said, I rise, sir, seeing no other
speaker on the floor, and I assure you and the conference, strange as it may seem,
with as perfect calmness of spirit as I ever remember to have possessed at any
period of my life. I cannot, and I need not conceal from you, sir, or from this

General Conference, that, since the commencement of this session, I have been the
subject of deep mental distress and agony. But in this respect the season of my
bitterness has passed away. Conscious that I have pursued, with close thought
and prayer, such a course as was within my power to harmonize the brethren, and
to strengthen, if possible, the peace and unity of this body and of the whole Church,
I have calmly submitted the whole matter to the overruling and superintending
Providence of Almighty God. I stand connected with this subject individually,

and in connection with my colleagues, in a peculiar point of view, but I have at

this period no personal interest whatever in the matter. I am, I assure you, willing,

entirely willing, so far as I am myself concerned, to be immolated ; but I can be
immolated only on one altar, and that is the altar of the union of the Methodist

Episcopal Church. You cannot, all the powers of earth cannot, immolate me upon
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riser to surest to the conference some considerations which I hope may have theu

influence upon the mode of conducting this weighty concern. I speak to men' oj

find-—to men of experience—to men who have analyzed the elements ot human

™tT,re and of ecclesiastical and civil polity—to men of thought, who have beer

ustomed to trace causes and their effects through all the diversified forms o:

human society. I speak to Christian men, and Christian ministers—I speak to youn|

pji who have not had the same time as the aged, nor the same opportunities from

Snerience and observation, to grasp fully these great and interesting subjects. ]

trust I shall heai- on the floor of this conference the voice of age and of experience

art!l T beseech you, brethren, by the deepest interests that can affect our belovec

7ion—I beseech you by a voice from the tomb of a Wesley and a beloved Asbury

anH from the sleeping places of our venerated fathers, to let your spirits on thif

rirasion be perfectly calm and self-possessed, and perfectly deliberate. I advis<

Z, the place in which I stand that the younger men hear the voice of age. I bej

vm, brethren, to remember that you stand at this moment before several tribunals

Vrm' are before (I speak to the General Conference) a tribunal in the galleries
;
ana

whatever view you may take of this subject, if they cannot judge of the merits of

the case before you, such are their enlightened ideas of what belongs to the spirit

of Christianity, and the office of Christian ministers, that they will sitm judgment

on vou I would also observe here, that, as a great branch of the Protestant

Christian community, our position in regard to this subject is unique and distin-

guished from all other branches of that community. So far as I know, there is not

fs^le sister (Protestant) Church in these United States, or m the world, having

tw legislation on the subject of slavery. I say in this we are unique, we are alone.

vfL therefore stand in our action on this subject before the tribunal of all the Chns-

rUm Churches of our own land, and our actions will certainly be judged ot by that

triWal. We act here also in the capacity of a General Conference, and everything

WP do here is to go out before the whole body of ministers and people whom we

here represent-it is to go out in the face of the whole Church and they will judge

with respect to our action in the premises. We are, too, before the tribunal of

TmHir opinion, and statesmen, civilians, and jurists, have an interest in this matter

Jmd theV will judge us on other grounds, and in reference to our standards, and

rXs of action, an!! not as we shall be judged by the great mass They will judge

hv the rules of the " book," according as our action is founded on facts, and is m
accordance with the rules of that book which contains the constitution and laws of

thrchurch. This consideration will certainly occupy your minds on this question.

T have only to add, and with this remark I shall take my seat, waiting results not

without solicitude and anxiety,—not without the deepest concern for the perpetual

™Zn and undivided interests of this great body; but calm, and perfectly undre-

3S waiting the issue, and committing all to God. A word about decorum, and

the mode of conducting your debates. I myself love to hear hard arguments but

TW to hear them in soft words ; and I believe that any man who has carefully

weighed this matter will concede that arguments are proportionably stronger asSi conveyed in soft words. The effect of argument in debate certainly does

rmt nWnd on the loudness with which we speak. It is not necessary to raise your

™W.» so that you may be heard in the remotest parts of this house, and even in

thn street Let me admonish brethren who may take part in this discussion that

it is far from being important to their case that they should use great strength of

tmcfl andwhere this is done an almost universal opinion is awakened that there is

l^Zl ^tcitement of passion in the case. Avoid all reflection on each other. Meet

Whren's arguments if you can. Confute those arguments if you can, but do it in

» ChSsrian spirit, and with a calm and undisturbed mind. Then whatever shall be

fh^Tmnrt concerning the General Conference, it shall at least be said thatwe have

™Sj ourselves with that calmness, and with that Christian and ministerial

sobriety which becomes so grave an assembly, and so grave a question. I thank

the conference for their indulgence while I have spoken.

r>r Durbin said, he desired to contribute what he could to prevent diffi-

culties tfismg in the discussion of this question, and with that purpose he

wWd inquire whether Bishop Andrew admitted having been the legal owner of

The point was frankly conceded by the friends of the bishop, that he did by
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marriage become legally the owner of slaves, until by deed of trust he reassigned

\f Sandford then addressed the conference. He said that he desired, most
i "j

tnat there might be no unnecessary discussion on the resolution now

h° f
6n

them- The «rtiatter seemed to him to be confined to one single point, viz.,

the'exvediency of waking this request of Bishop Andrew. He presumed that no

man would dispute their right to make the request, though they might differ as to

the expediency of doing it. He {Mr. S.) thought it highly expedient He would

briefly glance at his reasons for this. In the majority of the conferences which

compose our Church, if something be not done to remove the evil connected

with the superintendence of Bishop Andrew out of the way, they could not pos-

sibly avoid convulsions, and the loss of very large numbers of members, and give

opportunity to their enemies to exert a destructive influence within the ranks of

their community. This was clear and certain, and did not admit of a single doubt

;

and this he believed to be the firm conviction on the mind of the conference. It

was on this, and on this alone, that he wished to rest the expediency of the

measure now proposed ; and highly expedient as he thought it, and vast as were

the consequences that hung upon it, he entered upon the measure with extreme

reluctance : and though not so immediately connected with those who would be

involved in the consequences of it as some others, yet he looked at it with strange

feelings, and an ardent desire to prevent, as far as possible, evils that might be
necessarily connected with the adoption of the measure. If he thought it possible,

consistent with the established principles under which they had always exist-

ed, and with the great interests of the M. E. Church, he would most gladly waive

the matter. To leave Bishop Andrew in the relation he at present stood toward

them would be <* matter of great rejoicing to his heart. But that was utterly

impossible, withoat admitting a great evil into the Church, and he saw no other

alternative than the one proposed. He wished it to be distinctly understood, that

when he gave his feeble influence in promoting the measure now proposed, that it

was with the full and unequivocal belief that it did not at all affect the ministerial

character or standing of the bishop. AH they proposed to do, and all that was
necessary, was just to place him where they found him when they put him into

the superintendency.

He accorded to the southern brethren, who lived in the midst of this great evil,

all that he would accord to those who lived where it had no existence. He did

not wish them to enjoy any smaller privileges than they now enjoyed because they

were embarrassed with an evil like this ; and he wished those brethren distinctly to

understand, and he Bpoke the sentiments of the majority in that conference, that

they did not wish at all to place any greater difficulties in their way, or to appear

to undervalue their Christian and ministerial character, by the course which they

felt themselves in this matter compelled to take. He could enlarge, but did not

wish to occupy a single moment of their time more than was necessary, and he
was in hopes that he might be made the instrument, by these observations, of

saving the precious and invaluable time of the conference.

Dr. Winans next addressed the conference. He said, I appreciate the remarks

of our venerable superintendent, especially in regard to the manner in which this

discussion should be conducted. There is one point, however, on which I must
put in a disclaimer against the inference which the bishop's remarks would war-

rant. I cannot speak on any subject without speaking loud; and I beg to adver-

tise this conference, and the spectators, that in speaking loud I give no indication

of exasperated feeling. It is the misfortune of my constitution, and depends on no
particular excitement on the question, and I approach this subject with as much
calmness as I do any other. It may be, 6ir, that it is the calmness of despair, yet

result it from what it may, I am calm, and perfectly so. That the conference has

a right, an abstract right, with or without cause, to request any member of that

body to retire from the episcopacy, I am not prepared to deny. I will readily

admit, Mr. President, that if you, or any one of your venerable body, should be
subject to that fearful misfortune, alienation of mind, it would be proper to obtain

your consent to retire from your very important station, if indeed you might be
competent to give your consent in such a case. I do not, then, dispute the

abstract right of this conference to memorialize Bishop Andrew on the subject of

his retiring from the office he sustains ; nor do I conceive it to be out of the limits

of that proper right for each member to assign the reasons for adopting a course

so unusual. Conceding this right, I claim, on the other hand, a full and perfect
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right for every member to assign the reason, why he shouHnot join»^™^*.
it is further the privilege of every member, closely to 8°™™^f£7 £
criticise the reasons assigned for this remarkable act, by those ^Jff^J&J}
will be my purpose to use hard arguments, but not hard terms, *°n

f
h *^^ *

find it difficult to avoid them. If, however, I do use hard terms, they snail not

proceed from hard feelings.
#

. , "

I do not know, sir, whether I am to consider it at all necessary to notice tne

arguments that have been already presented in support of the request which is

attempted to be made to the bishop. But I shall call your attention, and the atten-

.

tion of the conference, to the arguments in the preamble of the resolution inviting*!

the bishop to retire. I say, then, that the first statement, the very first statement

or proposition in the preamble is not true. I do not mean to say that those who
placed it there intended to state an untruth. I believe they thought it was true

when they made the statement ; but according to my views of the. matter it is not

true that the settled and invariable usage of the M. E. Church has been not to

elect a person having slaves to the office of a bishop. The mere fact that a thing

has not been done, does not constitute usage. I admit that it is a fact that no slave-

holder has been elected, and it would be true to affirm that it has been the invari-

able custom of the M. E. Church to choose for bishops those who were not slave-

holders. It may be, sir, that slaveholders have never possessed an individual

among them suitable for the office ; or sectional matters may have influenced the
vote. How are we to arrive at the fact, that the mere election of a man not a
slaveholder proves the settled usage of not electing slaveholders ? The term is

improperly employed, and I could prove beyond question that this has not been
the usage of the Church. I could take you back to the General Conference at

Philadelphia, and show that it was in the purpose of the western and middle men
to choose for the office of bishop a slaveholder, and in all probability he would
have been elected to the office, had there not been management and interference
on the part of the Baltimore Conference to defeat the design. The usage of the
Church is not against the election of a slaveholder to the office of bishop. I will
correct myBelf—I should say, such a bishop would have been elected, had it not
been for the management and trickery, not of the Baltimore Conference, but of
certain members of that conference.

2d. The next point is more palpably untrue than that I have just dismissed. It

is not true in point of fact, though it has the show of truth. It goes on the princi-
ple that Bishop Andrew was elected to the office on southern nomination. That
some southern brethren were concerned in his nomination is true, and we do not
deny it. But that the southern party, the great southern sectional division of the
M. E. Church, elected him, is not true, and it is well known not to be the fact.

There was a report prevailing that some southern brethren were drawn into a con-
spiracy by which the rights of the south would have been invaded. Brother
Pickering nominated a man to the office who was known to be a slaveholder, and
who would have been elected had not Bishop Andrew

Mr. Pickering. I would correct the brother. I never nominated any such man.
Dr. Winans. I am glad to be corrected, sir j but there are on the floor of this

house those who are enlisted in the enterprise of degrading Bishop Andrew from
his office who did propose such a measure. When we stated on this question, that
we were prepared to vote for a slaveholder for the office of bishop, we were met
by the introduction of James O. Andrew, and but for this a slaveholder would in
aU probability have been elected in 1832, and selected by northern and western
men. I do not believe that I shall be contradicted on this subject, and in contra-
diction to the statement in the preamble of this resolution I may say, that we only
just missed the election of a slaveholding bishop.
Well, now, sir, what are the facts of the case ? Let us look them in the face.

Suppose it had been inconsistent with the genius of Methodism—though it is not,
and you know it is not, you dare not assert it, for the Discipline stares you in the
face, if you do—but suppose it was contrary to the Discipline to elect a man to this

office who held slaves ; suppose all this, what are the facts of the case ? Why,
that Bishop Andrew had no part in constituting himself a slaveholder, inasmuch as
he gave no consent thereto, and had no opportunity of expressing his dissent. This,

I presume, will not be denied, inasmuch as the bishop's statement having been
incorporated in the preamble, was presumed to be true. Well, then, what does
he say in the first instance ? Why, that without his consent, and indeed against it

—for he laboured to free the girl who was left to him, but was overruled by the
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strange fact that the girl, at years of discretion and intelligence, prrfe^
slave and refused to be set free. This would appeal- strange to the north, {£**> a

in the south know all about it. Well, by the girl's own free and unrestraint

determination to continue his slave, he was prevented from emancipating her, aaa
her will bound him up to the destiny of being a slaveholder, in spite of all his

desire to the contrary. The other case is of a similar character ; the providential

Revolvement upon him of a slave whom he now declares free to go when and

wherever he will, provided ihere be assurance that he will be provided for, or

will be able to provide for |Jmself. Bishop Andrew did not wish to be a slave-

holder, but became one in spite of his efforts to the contrary.

Well, he was a slaveholder in 1840, exposed to the malediction of the north, and
just as unfit for the general superintendency of the Union in December, 1843, as

in January, 1844, for he was then a slaveholder. And what harm was there in

marrying a woman who had been pronounced by one of the most venerated of

our ministers to be as fit a lady for a bishop's wife as he ever saw ? What evil had
he done by becoming a slaveholder further by that marriage, when he was already

a slaveholder beyond control? What had- he done by that marriage to prejudice

his case ? Just nothing at all, for he was already a slaveholder by immutable
necessity. In forming a matrimonial alliance, in seeking one who was to become
the mother of his children and the companion of his declining years, he had mar-
ried a pious and estimable lady, and that is the whole matter ; and yet he is

advised to leave the superintendency on this ground. It seems to me that this is

the only ground maintained by the advocates of the resolution.

What has he done by executing the deed of trust 1 What did he do to alter the
position of the slaves ? Did he bring upon them any consequences prejudicial to

them 1 Or did he incur any obligation to deprive that lady ofher property because
she had given him her hand 1 Why, the position will be this, that James O. Andrew
must cease to be a bishop because he has married a lady ; for he has done these

negroes no harm by his momentary possession of them. Was it his duty to marry
this lady in order that he might set these slaves free 1 If not, did such duty arise

out of the fact that he had married the lady ? The proposition condemns itself,

inasmuch as a change of relation has taken place by marrying that lady, and he is

now no longer a slaveholder except against his consent. By the providence of God
at first, and by the unsolicited operations of fellow-beings, he is constituted a slave-

holder, from which relation the laws of Georgia will not permit him to disengage
himself. Being in this situation, and being exposed to the resentment of the
north, he marries an interesting woman, and places her property back in her hands,
under the precise circumstances in which it was before the marriage. And in spite

of all this, this General Conference gravely meditates the act of removing him from
that office he has filled with such entire satisfaction to the Church,

But, sir, the main point relied upon in this matter, is the expediency of the course
contemplated. Expediency ! Or, in other words, such a state of things has been
gotten up in the north and in the west as renders it necessary for Bishop Andrew to

retire from the office of the superintendency, if we would preserve the union of the
Church. Sir, I will meet this by another argument on expediency. By the vote
contemplated by this body, and solicited by this resolution, you will render it expe-
dient—nay, more, you render it indispensable—nay, more, you render it uncon-
trollably necessary, that as large a portion of the Church—and, permit me to add, a
portion always conformed in their views and practices to the Discipline of the Church
—I say that by this vote you render it indispensably, ay, uncontrollably necessary
that that portion of the Church should— 1 dread to pronounce the word, but you
understand me. Yes, sir, you create an uncontrollable necessity that there should
be a disconnection of that large, portion of the Church from your body. It is not
because there are prejudices waked up by unceasing agitation year after year, in
opposition to the spirit and language of the Discipline, but it arises out of the esta-

blished laws of society—from a state of things that is under the control of political

and civil government, which no minister of the Gospel can control or influence in

the smallest degree. If you pass this action in the mildest form in which you can
approach- the bishop, you will throw every minister in the south hors du combat;
you will cut us off from all connection with masters and servants, and will leave us
no option—God is my witness that I speak with all sincerity of purpose toward you
—but to be disconnected with your body. If such necessity exists on your part to

drive this man from his office, we reassert that this must be the result of your action
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destiny 5 it comes with overwhelming ««?. «"* f we am do is to,nbndtto it.

Let this, then, pass before you, and then give such weight as you ttank fittmg to

the ar-ument for exnediencv embraced in the preamble to this resolution, and let

Ztd^^Iyo^ZtZtUs^er. There may come a time when your heans

will bleed at the recollection of^haymg cut off from your body-for we will never

eo voluntarily—as firm and good friends, and as honest m our attachment to Disci-

DmTe as ^oy oth?r portion of the Church. Yes ; the time may come in your after

lives when you will lament an act that has been done so hurriedly. I say hurriedly,-

because it has been scarcely three weeks under consideration—hurriedly, because

you have had no interararse with your societies on the subject—hurriedly, because

the question has not even been mooted in those regions where you apprehend your

difficulty—and hurriedly, because you are cutting off thirteen hundred preachers

and four hundred and fifty thousand members, against whom lies no allegation of

havin" departed from the principles and laws of your book of Discipline. Sir, I

protest against the vote that is sought on this question ; and I conjure you by the

love of God, by your regard for the Discipline of the Church, and by the interests

of the south, to pause ere you take this step. I throw out of the consideration the

interests of the masters of slaves, those hated, and abhorred, and despised beings

—

I leave out of the question the spiritual welfare of thousands of those poor oppressed
people for whose interests and welfare you profess so much solicitation—the bleed-
ing slave himself, cut off, by your action, from our approach, ministry, and counsels—I leave these things out of the question, and conjure you to let the union of our
beloved Church plead effectually to prevent you .from giving the vote which is

sought by this resolution. Already, (and perhaps this may be the last time I shall

have the opportunity to speak on the floor of this General Conference,) I say, already
the evil effects of the abolition excitement are becoming apparent, for to that is to

be traced the dire necessity you plead in the
1

caBe. It has hedged in the poor negro,
and shut him up from access to his minister, and it has shut the mouth of the minis-
ter, and will you throw the blackness and darkness of death over him by your vote ?

Will you drive us from the connection, or will you hold back your hands and pre-
vent the pernicious effects of such action as is at present sought at your hands ? I

leave the matter with you, and your conscience, and your God.
Mr. Bowen rose and said, I have a few remarks to make, and I presume I shall

be heard. The subject has assumed an attitude in which I suppose it becomes me
to speak out explicitly my views and feelings in relation to it. The case before us
has been preceded by those conciliatory movements, which ought to characterize the
incipient action of this body; and it does seem to me that we are now come to a
point where it is proper and necessary that we should unequivocally express our
views on the main point. It occurred to me that the brother last on the floor had
overlooked one circumstance in connection with the history of the bishop. He sup-
posed him equally liable to the action of this conference, by way of complaint, at
the last session of the body as at the present time, since he was then as much con-
nected with slavery as now. This seems to have been the fact ; but it should be
understood that the fact was not then known, at least to the northern delegations.
He proceeded to vindicate the bishop against the imputation of crime. We have
made no such charge. It may be expedient to request him to resign his office on
other grounds, because he has voluntarily become connected with slavery. The
question may arise, to be sure, whether he has become connected with it volunta-
rily or involuntarily ; but assuming that he has not become connected with it volun-
tarily, it might, even on that ground—on that supposition—be expedient to request
him, under the circumstances, to resign his office. We deprecate the idea of a
division, sir. We know that our great republic is connected together by the two-
fold ties of civil and ecclesiastical union. We are aware, that to dissolve one of
these ties would weaken the union of the whole, and, viewed under a civil aspect
exclusively, we start back from the very idea; but, sir, it must be allowed that

secession is preferable to schism. By schism, of course, is understood a division in

the Church ; and if this must prevail throughout the whole connection—if the con-

vulsions must be felt from centre to circumference, it does seem to me that the dis-

position to pause in the choice of such an evil must lead us to secession rather than

schism. It does seem to me that our venerable bishop has rendered himself una-

vailable as a general superintendent. These, in part, sir, are the views which have
occurred to me. It appears to me that we have the control of every officer in the

Church ; and, in our belief, the interests of the Church, the peace and prosperity of
the entire body, require this measure—we do it from a full conviction that we are
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discharging a high and responsible duty, making no gains in a separaW-tf m
portion of the Church should deem themselves called upon to secede, however w
must deprecate such an event, it is unavoidable. It does seem to us, that whilew

°

cherish the best feeling toward the southern brethren, and would not throw the least

implication upon their moral or religious character—it does seem to us that we are

called upon to sustain the resolution offered by the brother from Baltimore.

Dr. Fierce next spoke as follows:—I have arisen, sir, on this occasion without

any intention of attempting, in the present stage of this important matter, to make

a set speech. Thoughmy name may have been known a long time as a delegate in

the General Conference, to this day it is equally well known that I have never in

my Hfe, with a very few exceptions, attempted to enter the list with debaters

;

and when I have ever attempted, to Bay anything in the General Conference, it has

been alone in view of someprinciple that I believed to be too precious and too con-

servative in its nature to be yielded without an effort on my part. I am induced,

at this time, to ask the indulgence of the conference for a few moments for reasons

which I believe I am fully authorized to entertain, but which I wjsh it distinctly

understood I do not affirm to have been uttered substantially or particularly, as my
mind is impressed on this occasion. Sir, it has been more than thirty-nine years

since I gave myself, without reserve, to this great body of ministers and people

;

and inasmuch as my friends have always honoured me with a seat in the General
Conference, I am induced to say what I intend to say at this stage of this moment-
ous and affecting movement, for the reason that I believe it has been at least felt,

if not expressed, that my utter silence on this subject was susceptible of being con-

strued into a hope that I was more inclined to yield the matter in dispute than some
of my brethren from the south, younger and more ardent than myself. I beg to say,

sir, that if this opinion has been in anywise entertained, there could not have been
a greater mistake. I believe, in so far as our feelings go, we are an undivided body

;

and I hope it will be a part of my epitaph, if I am honoured with one when I am
dead, that, to the last line of this business, I entered my protest against the conse-

quences connected with the resolution.

I rise, secondly, to endorse all that my beloved brother from the Mississippi Con-
ference has uttered on this subject. It is true to the letter ; and if this venerable
body of ministers can deliberately, in the fear of God, with the book of Discipline in

their hands, and doubtless in their minds, decide by vote to submit the request in

that resolution to our beloved superintendent, we wish to notify them all, and sin-

gular'—and we do not assume an opinion for the south, but utter the opinion of the
south upon this subject—that to request Bishop Andrew to resign on account of the
matter in dispute here, is only another way of requesting him to yield a principle

vital to the unity of the Methodist Episcopal Church. What may come hereafter,

or what may come up in the settlement of the vote on this resolution, will be for

after thought and after movement. There can be no other conclusion than this

reached by any man who is acquainted with the local affairs of the southern portion

of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Can anybody, therefore, expect that this man,
blameless before heaven and before this congregation of ministers, even if he were
asked to do this thing by two-thirds of this conference, could do it, would do it, dare
do it, with the effects that would grow out of the movement written, with the finger

of God, upon his heart ? Is it the doctrine of expediency, sir ? I believe that this

is the only plea that can be put in that has one single vestige either of truth, justice,

or propriety ; and allow me to say, that unless I am greatly mistaken, the adoption
of the resolution now before the General Conference, on the ground of expediency,
is an act done by Methodist ministers by which, in the very nature of the case, they
invert ths established order of the New Testament. In the difficulties which arose

in the Church in the days of the great apostle to the Gentiles, he said, in reference
to this point, " All things are lawful for me, but all things are not expedient." Shall

we ask Bishop Andrew to pay this tribute to expediency 1 Why, if it were lawful
to demand it, and the yielding of it would produce such disastrous results as must
be produced, it would be inexpedient for this body of God-fearing ministers to make
any such demand. To the law and to the testimony I feel myself bound closely to

adhere. I would not say anything that has been said by any predecessor in this

case; yet I beg leave to add, in further confirmation of the remarks made by my
worthy brother Winans, that of all notions that were ever defended before a body
of Christian ministers, the notion of asking an act of this sort on the ground of expe-
diency, when it is as inexpedient for one portion of a united body of Christians to

do this as it is expedient for the other that it should be done, is, to me, the most
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""Tirv the conservative principle and the compromise laws of this book of Disci-

Sine Show your people that Bishop Andrew has violated any one of the esta-

blished rules and regulations of this Church, and that he refuses to conform himself

to those established laws and usages, and you put yourselves in the right, and us in

My beloved brethren, there is but one man older than myself in the land that I

live in who is now in the ministry, and he is at present an inefficient man. I am
the oldest efficient minister belonging to the Georgia Conference. I never wedded

my heart to my family with less desires that this wedlock should be ruptured, than

I did to the Church which found me a sinner, and I hope, through God's grace, will

land me in heaven. And since the day that I made myself acquainted with the

Methodist Church—and will the recording angel writej it this moment in the book
of eternity—I affirm, that, so far as religion has been concerned in the south, no
question has ever done so much harm to saving godliness as the intermeddling of

the Methodist Church with the question of slavery ; and could the cap of hell be
lifted to-day, I fear that the groans of many damned would be heard coming up,

and dating the ground of their fall from the merciless act of the Church against a

free constitution and the laws of the land. The Methodist Church may have had
much to do with slavery in the concrete, as it is called, but has no more business

with slavery in the abstract than with the tariff; and, what is a great misfortune,

you may put what construction you please on your actions and doings in this case,

but you have " passed the Rubicon." In the year 1836 I desired that a protest

should be entered on the journal of the conference against what was then believed

to be the doctrine, that any man who, by any circumstance, was connected with
domestic slavery, should be deemed as living under an act of outlawry with this

Church.
Finally, I say, pass this resolution, and the whole of the southern states are hurled

into confusion at once ; and the brother that would lie down to be trampled upon
by such an act of this body, would be regarded as unworthy the office he held, and
unworthy to preach the Gospel of Jesus. I am against the resolution, and am glad

to make it known that I am against it on principles pure as those that kindle the

glory of high heaven—not because I am a pro-slavery man, but because God did not

call me to legislate on these matters.

After some remarks from various speakers, and from Mr. Early on the injurious

effects the passage of this resolution would have on the temporal prospects of

the southern brethren, the conference adjourned until half-past three in the

afternoon.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Mr. Wm. Cooper moved that the subject under discussion in the forenoon be
postponed, and made the special order for to-morrow.

Mr. Drake and Mr. J. T. Peck opposed. Mr. Collins and Dr. Bangs were in favour.

The motion was lost.

Mr. Berryman said, as there was a reluctance to speak, he would briefly address

the conference, though he remembered the very proper remarks made in the morning
respecting the younger men keeping silence. He had always done so except when
the importance of the subject rendered it necessary for him to give a reason for his

action. He was connected with a large section of the work, and but for his connec-

tion with the Indian mission he should probably not have been there at all. He
wished now to give the reason for his vote, but he would not enter upon the merits

ofthe case. He was not at present a slaveholder, but he had been so for some years

during his ministry as a Methodist preacher, and he was never called to account for

having slaves, nor was any rule brought to bear upon him in reference to them. But
although he felt that they were better offas his slaves than if free, still, after revolving

it in his mind for several years, lie concluded that though they might be better off, he
was not right in keeping them, and therefore he gave them their emancipation. But
the question was not whether those holding slaves were sinners or not. Some of
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the best and most My and useful men had teen slaveholders. Hedidnotthj-v-.v

time was yet come for all men to do as he had done. He should give his votewS
his eye fixed on the Discipline, and go only as far as he had law in the case. ^h
preamble and resolution before them had no sanction in the rules of Discipli^ "

5

he should vote contrary to what his former conduct in the matter of his own slaves

might indicate.

Mr. Coleman would give his vote in favour of the resolution, but would not like to

be considered an enemy to his southern brethren. He had opposed abolitionism

from the commencement. He hoped the resolution would pass, for the sake of the

southern states, whose safety was involved in its passage. He, in connection with
other northern brethren, had had to fight the battles of their southern brethren. He
had stood the fire and smoke of abolitionism. He could name two upon the floor of

that house who had don| more for the defence of the southern brethren than almost

all the southern brethren* themselves. Give them a slaveholding bishop, and you
blow up the fortress from its foundations. He had expected a most peaceful con-

ference, supposing, as he did, that the firebrands had left their ranks last year, and
he thought that now they should have peace in their borders. The southern bre-

thren knew little of the labours of the northern men to secure their comfort and
safety. Give them a slaveholding bishop, and they make the whole of the north a
magazine of gunpowder, and the bishop a firebrand in the midst. The position

Bishop Andrew sustained in the Church had made this matter to cause more trouble
than anything he had ever known to take place in the Church. The step was
wonderfully unfortunate.

Dr. Smith wished to correct the brother in his statement of a fact, and one
on which the whole merit of his argument was based. It was that he, in

deep sympathy with the south, had successfully warred against abolitionism.

They had not so understood it, and if he would make his point good by argument
he would have accomplished a great thing. They had viewed it differently,

and believed it to be different. The arguments of the abolitionists had been
as harmless as the lispings of helpless infancy in their influence on the south. They
gained some bad eminence, and were the means of doing harm to the poor blacks.
That the north opposed the abolitionists out of sympathy for the south, would de-
mand proof. In 1836 the northern brethren complained that it was among them
that abolitionism was doing all the mischief; that there its desolating footsteps were
to be marked and mourned over, and groaned under, as a burden intolerable to be
borne. And such was the truth of the case. In 1836 we were asked to leave this

matter alone, and were told that the northern brethren had more at stake than we
had. And they succeeded in shutting the mouths of some of the brethren, but not
with my consent. They now would have it understood that it was for the south

i they then laboured.
Mr. Stringfield, addressing the conference, said,—The solemn silence 'which

had pervaded this venerable body recently, during several minutes, reminded him
of that awful pause which sometimes precedes a fearful contest between two con-
tending armies. It was usual, on such occasions, to hear, now and then, yonder—
and yonder—and there—and here—the warning guns from some picket guard. He
wished to say something on this grave subject ; and he wished to be heard before
the heavy artillery opened. He felt great embarrassment in appearing as a speaker
on that floor, on so solemn an occasion, and in the presence of so august an assembly
of ministers and people. If the furrows on his cheek did but accord with the colour
of his hair, he should feel less embarrassment ; but no want of age on his part could
release him from the high responsibilities which rested on him as a delegate from
a conference, which, though it might appear small to some, having but three dele-
gates, contained a multitude of people, and some forty thousand Church members

—

a membership nearly equal to that of the New-York Conference, with its ample
delegation.

I am opposed, sir, (said he,) to the resolution before you, requesting Bishop An-
drew to resign, for many reasons, but especially the following :

—

First. It seeks to remove Bishop Andrew from office by means so remote as

seemingly to cast the responsibility of such a measure on him, and thereby make
ium ostensibly accountable for its consequences, when, jn fact, it ought to appear
to rest, as it will, in fact, rest, wholly on ourselves. What we intend to do, let us
appear to do. Sir, it becomes this venerable body of Christian ministers to meet
the question fairly. Let us on this, as on all other subjects, act frankly and in-

eenuouslv. coming up to the question like men. If one of our most beloved and
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^Fserevil is a relative good, it is to my mind clearly inexpedient for Bishop Andrew

r resign The only ground, therefore, which we can safely take is that oi our book

of Discipline. The only question which we have to act upon is what w constitu-

tional? Some ultraists may break off from us; it is impossible to please all
;
but let

us do what is right, and leave results with God, who will take care of his own. The

arguments used by some on this floor, that it would do Bishop Andrew no harm to

get him out of office by requesting him to resign—that it is only a gentle request, tt

toft, kind way of removing him, appear to me most preposterous—the most solemn

trifling with his feelings, and with the grave subject which his case involves. Sir,

such is Bishop Andrew's present position, that no act of his, nor of ours, removing

him from office, can possibly prevent such removal from being attributed to his con-

nection with slavery. He dare not—he cannot, without yielding a vital principle,

concede that slavery is a disqualification for ministerial office, where, as in his case,

emancipation is impossible.

Mr. Crowder said,—Mr. President, I rise, sir, in opposition to the resolution be-

fore the conference, requesting Bishop Andrew to resign his office as bishop of the

Methodist Episcopal Church. In my remarks, sir, on this question, I intend to

shed some light, if I can, and should I succeed in my intention, I hope it will be

profitable: if, however, I should fail, I shall takemy seat under the consciousness

that I did the best I could. Sir, on what ground is Bishop Andrew requested to

resign his office 1 It is stated by the mover to be that of expediency. Mark this.

The father who offered the resolution, Kev. A. Griffiith, and the one who immedi-

ately followed the mover, Eev. P. P. Sandford, both of them stated distinctly that

the resolution was based on the ground of expediency. But what is the ground of

this expediency? They both conceded, and did so with peculiar emphasis, that

the operation of the request was not in the slightest degree to touch the bishop's

moral and ministerial character, but only to affect his office as a creature of the

General Conference: that in these respects, that is, in his moral and ministerial

character as an elder of the Methodist Episcopal Church, he would still remain as

fair as any other elder in said Church. Now, sir, this concession on the part of these

fathers involves two things : 1st. That he has violated no precept of Christianity

;

and, 2dly. That he has violated no rule of our Discipline in becoming connected

with slavery. You know, sir, that both the Scriptures and our Discipline assume

the position, that no man is called to the office of a minister who is not soundly-

converted to God, nor can he remain a minister unless he continue to be holy ; if,

then, his moral character and his ministerial office be untarnished, the bishop

has violated no precept of our holy Christianity.
_

In the second place, our Discipline demands of a minister of Jesus Christ the

same purity of heart and rectitude of life which are inculcated in the Bible ; and if

these remain as fair as those of any other elder in the Methodist Episcopal Church,

then he has violated no rule of our Discipline—because.he could not have a lair

moral and ministerial character if he were a transgressor of either the precepts

of religion or the rules of Discipline. On what, then, I ask again, does this expe-

diency stand as its foundation? Its foundation, sir, is a combination oi "mrm-

etances ; and this combination of circumstances has been brought about cUefiy by a

spirit which I may call " Legion." But where did this spirit start up ? In the south ?

No sir ; the south has not been troubled at all. Its course has been quiet, beoient,

.mrl bind, leavine mvself out of the question. The south, sir, has never made your
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table groan with petitions and memorials for changes in our Discipline. The south

has never made any aggressive complaints against the north. Sir, this spirit came up
in the north and east; I mean the spirit of " abolition." This spirit has put the causes

in operation which have brought about the combination of circumstances that is the

basis of this expediency. Now, sir, I ask these fathers and these brethren if this

basis of expediency is not too dark in origin, and ruinous in results, on which to

depose our beloved Bishop Andrew 1 Can you do this, brethren 1

But the question comes up again, What object is to be accomplished by the resig-

nation of Bishop Andrew ? Immediately the peace of the Church, and ultimately

the freedom of the slaves of this country. But, sir, is this the best mode of bring-

ing about this object? I do not think it is. For it is a well-known feet, as the

brother from Troy has stated, that the abolition movement in the east has been greatly

mischievous to the religious interests of the south; and herein I think my colleague

from Virginia a little at fault [here Dr. Smith arose and explained] in the statement

he recently made on that point. Time was hi the south when coloured men were

permitted to preach, to whom I have listened with pleasure and profit, but it is

not so now. Abolition, in connection with other causes, induced die legislatures

of the south, by law, to close the mouths of coloured men, except in a few favoured

instances. It is well known how seriously the abolition movement affected the

Bouth, bringing about strife and division between them and the north. Now, sir,

let it go abroad that this General Conference requested Bishop Andrew to resign

on the ground of an expediency so doubtful as this, because he may not be cordi-

ally received in some portions of the north, and the division of our Church may
follow—a civil division of this great confederacy may follow that, and then hearts

will be torn apart, master and slave arrayed against each other, brother in the Church

against brother, and the north against the south—and when thus arrayed, with

the fiercest passions and energies of our nature brought into action against each

other, civil war and far-reaching desolation must be the final results. My dear

brethren, are you prepared for this ? No, I am sure you are not. Then refuse to

pass the resolution now pending before the conference, and permit our beloved

bishop still to go on in his way of usefulness, and I ampersuaded that the fears which

many brethren honestly entertain will never be realized. Brethren, we have, as

instruments in the hands of God, been doing a great work in the north and south

;

let us still work together for the honour of our common Saviour and the salvation of

the souls of the people, white and coloured—let us bring the hearts of the commu-
nity generally under the influence of religion, and the work of emancipation will

come on as a natural result. This in my humble judgment is the only proper

mode in which the desired object can be effected.

• Having finished my argument, suffer me to say, sir, that I believe in my heart

you, our beloved bishops, are all good, pious, and devoted men; and if you were

all to die this moment, you all would pass safely through the gate into the city of

the heavenly Jerusalem ; but I humbly think Bishop Andrew would go in as cer-

tainly as any ofyou—my brethren believe so too, I know they do. Why then, I ask

you, my brethren, will you vote to request Bishop Andrew to resign ? I beg of you,

m the name of our common Saviour, as you would not punish or afflict an innocent

and worthy minister of our blessed Jesus, not to vote for that resolution. No, never.

Mr. Spencer said,—I feel some trepidation in appearing as a speaker before this

grave body. I do so under a sense of duty and in view ofmy responsibilities. As yet

I have said but little, and it is not my purpose to occupy your attention often. My
remarks shall be as brief as may be.

,

Well, sir, it is alleged that our present action is a novel procedure. Admitted

;

but whose fault is it 1 We never, till now, had occasion to complain of any of our

general superintendents. We now have, and therefore our proceedings must be

new. This is plain. The inquiry is raised, by what rule can we touch Bishop

Andrew ? What specific rule has he violated ? We ought to remember that the mere

silence of the Discipline in regard to a particular case is no evidence that action

in that case would be contrary to our rules. An illustration will place_ this in its

true light. Suppose that instead of marrying a respectable lady owning slaves,

Bishop Andrew had married a coloured woman. Would southern or northern

brethren sav, either that he had broken an express rule of Discipline, or that he

would nevertheless be well qualified for a bishop in our Church 1 Neither the one

nor the other. They doubtless would depose him at once, though there is no rule

to be found declaring, in so many words, that no white man shall marry a coloured

woman on pain of degradation. It is thought by some that before the case can be
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reached a new rule must be made ; and if so, itwould be am expost facto law*.: 8,,

says some driveller in the Tribune Extra found yesterday in the conference room.
He was ashamed to give his name, and well he might, as he knew he was med.
dling with other people's business, and at the same time dealing in slanderous alle.

gations. Let us look' at tins. An ex postfacto law is always retrospective. But
if we made a rule to rid ourselves of our present difficulty, it would not be to

punish a past offence, but to remove from our ecclesiastical car a present incua.

brance, and one that must be removed or crush us into ruin. We maymake rules

for existing emergencies, and for such purpose many of our rules and regulations

have been made.
But we have a rule. A bishop may be expelled by the General Conference for

" improper conduct." " Improper conduct," says one of our bishops, "isasmafl
offence, less than an immorality." The Discipline does not define " improper con-

duct." Nor is it necessary. " Our statute law," says a respectable author, " pro-

vides that murder shall be punished with death ; but it does not define what mur-
der is. For this definition we resort to common law." So in the present case,

the General Conference must determine what improper conduct is. It has full

power either to punish, or merely to remove from office in such cases.

We hear much concerning the constitution. The word constitutional is repeated
again and again. Here I am at a loss. I cannot tell what brethren mean. I sup-
pose the constitution of our Church to be imbodied in our articles of religion, our
restrictive rules, and our general rules. But where is it said, in these, that a slave-

holding bishop must remain in office despite of the General Conference ? or that
no rule can be made to touch such a case ? Nowhere. Then is it not plain that
these are high-sounding words used without meaning ? But, sir, much is said of
expediency. Well, let us look at expediency. It is alleged that it would be a
dreadful thing to pass the resolution before us, as a matter of expediency. This
is a grave subject. But is not expediency at the foundation of many grave and
important subjects ? Mr. President, how did you and your colleagues get into the
episcopal office 1 Expediency put you there, expediency keeps you there, and
when expediency requires it, you shall be removed from your seats,—yes, every
one of you. Expediency is the foundation of our episcopacy. Nay more, it is the
very basis of Methodism. We are conjured by a brother, in a solemn manner, to

refrain, lest we ruin souls He doubts not, that, ifwe could open the doors of per-
dition, and look down into the world of wo, we should find that souls were lost by
being driven from the Methodist Church through her action against slavery in the
days of our fathers ! I meet this by remarking, some think in that event we would
be likely to hear wailings arising from those doomed to hell by reason of our con-
nivance at slavery. Let the one balance the other. But here is the rule. It

seems our Church has retired from its original ground. And shall we keep on till

we can sit quietly under the administration of a slaveholding bishop 1 Never.
Brethren tell us, we do not know but our people would endure a slaveholding

bishop very well. We are advised on that point. Borne ofus thought it improperin
our friends to send so many remonstrances against having a slaveholding bishop, or
rather electing one ; because we supposed that was a matter that never would take
place. We never dreamed that we had one already ! The evil is upon us, and
now we must get rid of it as best we may. The brother who has just taken his

seat supposes, that, inasmuch as we bring no charges against the moral, and minis-
terial character of Bishop Andrew, we fully approve mm in these respects. That
does not follow. As to these, we say nothing. Some may approve, and others
disapprove. But, if in these; respects he were as immaculate as an angel in heaven,
we hold that, as a slaveholder, he is utterly unqualified to discharge the functions

of his episcopal office in the greater part of our work. He ought therefore to

resign, or be deposed. It is said, however, in extenuation, that he was made a
slaveholder, " not with his own consent," or as a brother says, " he was made a
slaveholder by force and compulsion." Let us see. Several years ago one fell

to him by bequest, and afterward his former wife inherited another. She died,

and that one became legally his slave. Now I grant one person may bequeath
property to another without his consent, but he cannot receive it without his con-

sent. That is the point. I am a citizen of Virginia, and do you think I would be
made a slaveholder against my will? A freeman to be compelled !

What an idea!

But allow that in these instances Bishop Andrew " became a slaveholder by com-
pulsion," how did he happen to get so much deeper into the business ? Did a grave
and venerable bishop, old enough to be a grandfather, get into a chicken-fit ? Was
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be compelled against his will, by pm-e love, to marry a woman surrounded by a
dark group of negroes 1 Can you believe that 1 No, he did it voluntarily . Then
let no one insult the good sense of this conference by insinuations that he became
a slaveholder by compulsion. But he is now a slaveholder, and he cannot get clear

of the evil. Indeed ! Suppose, sir, you would appoint me to a circuit abounding
with decent towns and moral neighbourhoods, but at one end of it there is a place

where they shoot squirrels on Sunday, and play cards regularly. Now suppose I
settle myself there and participate in their practices. And suppose, moreover, when
requested by the people in other parts of my circuit to leave off such practices, I

should say, I cannot, the people would ruin rne and my family. What would be
thought of my conduct ? I would be told, in short order, either to move my family

to another part, or not impose my ministrations upon decent folks. Apply this.

Bishop Andrew is - bishop of the whole Methodist Episcopal Church, and is in

duty bound to go to any part of it that its interests may require. If he cannot get
rid of slavery where he is, let him go where he can.

Fearful things are said about division. Our feelings have been roused up. We
have wept and prayed. The clouds have gathered in the distance. We have seen
the lightning. We have heard the muttering thunders. Our destruction is threat-

ened. But if it comes, how can we help it ? We have made no change, and we
ask none. Who has brought this evil upon us ? If we are ruined, on whose head
will rest the blood of a murdered Church ? The Lord have mercy on us ! We
now come to this point :—Shallwe stand by our principles 1 Will we maintain true
Methodism 1 Or shall we suffer the most daring innovation upon our usages 1

Must our foundations be uprooted, and our fair edifice be tumbled into destruction
by retaining a slaveholder in the episcopacy? Our votes must tell.

THURSDAY, MAY 23.

Dr. Bangs addressed the conference. He congratulated the conference on the
kind and Christian spirit they had hitherto maintained, which he hoped would be
preserved through the whole of this important debate. He would make a few
remarks on what fell from Dr. Winans. That gentleman had said that the pream-
ble contained in the proposition was not true, because it affirmed that the having
a slaveholding bishop was contrary to usage. Must they adopt a practice to make
it contrary to usage 1 When a practice has always been adopted, it certainly is

according to usage. Now (said Dr. Bangs) I think that anything that has not been
introduced intoithe practice of the Church is contrary to the usage of the Church.
This appears to me to be self-evident. But the brother affirmed, if I understood
him right, that northern men were ready to vote for a slaveholding bishop, and
that consequently it had like to have become the usage of the Church to have such
in the episcopacy. Now, I never understood from any northern man that he was
willing to vote for a slaveholding bishop. It was further affirmed that it was only
defeated by trick and management. I do not know anything about such „ trick.

I never was in a caucus at all about the nomination of a bishop. But I have heard
from the mover of this resolution, that in 1832 the Baltimore delegation sent a
committee to wait on a slaveholder from the south, and ask him if he was willing
to emancipate his slaves, if they would nominate him for the office of bishop. He
very courteously, and in a Christian spirit, took time to deliberate, and eventually told
them he could not do it, and that was the reason why they declined to nominate
him. Did that look like nominating a slaveholder to the episcopacy 1 And they
nominated James 0. Andrew because he was not a slaveholder ; but at that time
he was not generally known to the General Conference, and I am given to under*
stand that only about a dozen votes were given him from the south, or slavehold-

ing states. At any rate, he had not a majority of the southern states, and he could
not have been elected without the votes of the northern conferences. So much,
then, as to the allegation that the appointment of a slaveholder to the office of
bishop was not contrary to the usage of the Church and to its principles. We have
been uniform on that subject. Now, sir, I wish to correct an error the brother
from Virginia made yesterday. He said that this originated in abolitionism. This
is a mistake. It is the old Methodistic anti-slavery feeling, and I would make no
allusion either to abolitionists or slaveholders. I love them both, God knows I do.

Now, with respect to the propriety of the resolution before the conference. I think
there are many things that would disqualify a man for holding the office of bishop
that do not amount to immorality. Suppose Bishop Hedding should come out and
declare that it was a sin to hold slaves under any circumstances. This would identify

7
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him with the ultra party, and I would rote for his retiring, because ft would disqualify

him for his work as superintendent over the whole Church. I wJl suppose another

case. Let one of our bishops be- unmarried, and go into the work, and mfflya toe*

coloured woman, would it not, to the sense ofthe whole community, disqualify him lor

bisoffice? Andyet it would notbe an actofimmorality. And it ison tins principle that

I say Bishop Andrew has disqualified himself by connecting himself with s^very,

because he cannot acceptably exercise his duties as a general officer ot the Church.

Now the doctrine of expediency has been referred to. Let me give you one

item of expediency that the Apostle Paul practised, " If meat make my brother

to offend, I will eat no flesh while the world standedth, lest I make my brother)

to offend;" and if Bishop Andrew had practised that kind of expediency we
should not have had the present difficulty. But his connection with slavery was
" a»ainst his will !" I will acknowledge that, in the first case, he had no agency

;

butwill any one avow that he was not a free agent when he connected himself

with this lady? No one will avow that. He therefore acted imprudently. As

was shown by the brother who opened this case, there is a marked difference

between an elder, a deacon, and a bishop. The office and work of a bishop are

of a general character, not confined to any particular place ; and when he disquali-

fies himself from exercising his office for the good of the' whole Church, he dis^

qualifies himself from holding that office. With regard to our southern brethren,

I hold them to be entitled to all the offices of the ministry, and never will I perform

any act that will go to deprive them of their rights, and never will I perform, an

act that will go to abridge the privileges of the abolitionists. I never did believe,

nor do I now believe, that holding slaves under all circumstances is a sin. Others

believe that, and sincerely, and every one knows how we boldly contended against

such a conclusion in the New-York Conference. We acted then in the integrity of

our hearts, and as we believed would be for the good of the Church, and the pre-

servation of its union. I wish, sir, to concentrate all my remarks on this one point,

that anything that would disqualify a man for the office of bishop is fit ground for

the action of this General Conference; and I say, to declare that every man who
holds a slave sins in so doing, would be a disqualification ; and so also, that to

enter upon the possession of slaves under the peculiar circumstances would unfit

a man for the high office of a general superintendent of the Methodist Episcopal

Church. We do not touch the moral character of Bishop Andrew at all. We do
not wish to do it. We say that he has acted imprudently, and that we think it

necessary in view thereof that he should resign Iris office as a bishop; But while

we thus press this matter, we no less fervently pray that the great Head of the_

Church may overrule all our deliberations and decisions for the promotion df his

glory and the good of a lost world.
i)r; Capers understood that some remarks applying to him personally had been

made by the last speaker, and he asked leave to explain.

Mr. Finley, who had taken the floor at the commencement, and been recognized

by the President, pressed his right to offer a substitute to the resolution.

Bishop Hedding said, that brother Capers had no right to make any explanation,

unless some remarks of his had been misrepresented. The only way by which
he could be heard would be a suspension of the rules.

Dr. Durbin thought the general desire was that Dr. Capers should speak.

Mr. Finley would give way with all his heart for Dr. Capers to explain, but not

for him to enter upon the mam question.

Dr. Capers said, he should experience some difficulty in explaining in the case,

for not being able that morning to get to the conference at its commencement, he had
not himself heard the exact words to which he was about to refer. On entering the

house he was told that the last speaker had been making a statement on the autho-

rity of a brother from the Baltimore Conference to the effect that a deputation from

that conference had, in 1832, waited upon a southern brother to inquire whether,

if he were nominated to the episcopacy, he would emancipate his slaves. Now, I

have to say distinctly, that the whole of that statement strikes my ear for the first

time this morning. I never heard the thing before

—

sever, never, hevek. And
as I cannot now enter fully into the matter, I claim the right of adverting to it

when I have possession of the floor.

Mr. Davis, with the consent of Mr. Finley, wished to say, that his namehad been
given in this conversation. He deeply regretted that brethren should be brought

into personal contact with each other on the floor of the conference. But for his

wish to avoid that, he should have interrupted Dr. Whian» on the preceding day.
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He (Mr. D.) distinctly recollected that he had a conversation with Dr. Capers

the object 'of which was this: he was requested by a part, or it might be, the whole

of his delegation, which consisted of sixteen delegates, to have a conversation with

Dr. Capers and make inquiry to this effect: " Would it be practicable for you to

free yourself from connection with slavery, in view of a nomination to the episco-

pacy ? we wish to use you." And this was the reason : they were not acquainted

with James O- Andrew ; but they were acquainted with Dr. Capers, and verymuch
preferred him. They held a free, friendly, and Methodist-preacher-like conversa-

tion. The doctor said that he was a slaveholder and doomed to remain a slave-

holder ; that it was beyond his power to free himself from connection with slavery,

and that he would present a man that would make a better bishop than himself.

And perhaps that was true, for they had had in the person of James 0. Andrew a

most excellent bishop. Now, that the doctor did nominate to the caucus com-

mittee James O. Andrew would not be denied, because it could be proved by
more than a dozen there. He liked then, and always had liked, the Christian sim-

plicity of that brother.

Mr. Finley rose to offer a substitute for the main resolution.

Dr. Capers hoped the brother would allow him to speak in regard to a personal

matter. He understood from a remark of a respected friend and brother from Vir-

ginia, that the observation of Dr. Bangs, which was made before he entered the

house, went to make the impression that there had been a distinct proposition put
to him by a brother from the Baltimore delegation, to know whether, for the con-

sideration of his being nominated for the episcopacy, he would liberate his slaves.

It would readily occur to the conference, as well as to the brother, whose kindness

toward the speaker he could most truly reciprocate, that while he could not possi-

bly charge his recollection with every personal circumstance that must have passed

between them, he could not have been in fault in the manner which had been re-

presented. Ifthe Baltimore delegation had sent brother Davis to him for the purpose

of making a proposition that he should emancipate his slaves for the consideration

of a nomination to. the episcopacy, they knew him not.

Mr. Davis rose and said, that the brother was entirely changing the whole aspect

of the question. He had never said such a thing, but merely that he was sent to know
if the proposal would be practicable, and he. had had a similar conversation at

Pittsburg.

Dr. Capers could say much on the ground of a personal explanation, but he did

not wish to trespass on the indulgence of the General Conference. He was free to

admit that the nomination of Bishop Andrew came from Georgia. He had been told

in Baltimore and Philadelphia that he himself would be preferred, by so many that

it had caused him pain. Some of the elder brethren would well remember the part

which he took on that occasion. It pained him to think that his most confidential,

beloved, and honoured brother, with whom he had laboured shoulder to shoulder

in the work of the Lord, was likely to be brought to this antagonist position to him-

self, or himself to that brother. He had even begged for a mutual conference that

brother Andrew might be fixed upon, to be elected to the episcopacy by general

vote. He was urged to accept of this appointment, and mentioned his circumstances

with regard to slavery; but the circumstances never affected him in the light of

constitutional law, right, or privilege, but in view of his own personal privileges,

and sensibilities as a man. The brethren knew not the pain it had given him from
General Conference to General Conference to stand upon the floor and/look at a
brother delegate and think that he himself was regarded as a man stealer. His

name had gone forth, time and again, in the northern papers in this way ; but who
of his northern friends had ever troubled himself to write a line in vindication ofhis

character and position ? He hoped the conference Would not for one moment enter-

tain the thought that he had encouraged his nomination for the episcopacy. He
had constantly opposed it, and yet when the election came on, the speaker did

receive some votes, perhaps forty ; but from whom did they come ? Not from the

south, who voted for Bishop Andrew ; nor did he believe they came from the west

;

but, except one or two votes, they were from the north.

Dr. Winans would ask if it were not within the knowledge of brother Davis that

some four or five months before the convening of the General Conference of 1832,

arrangements were made by some individual belonging to the Baltimore Confer-

ence in-order to secure the election of a southern non-staveholding man.

Mr. Davis replied,—I solemnly declare that this is the first time I ever heard such

a thing, to the best ofmy recollection.
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Dr. Winans believed he could present twenty witnesses to prove his affirmation.

Bishop Sonle would respectfully advise the brethren not to refer to individual

words or private transactions. These private transactions could have no real effecj;

upon the main question. It would rest on far higher principles.

Mr. Pickering wished to explain. He had been referred to as having said sona^.

thing that was not true. He had no recollection of ever nominating the brother for

the episcopacy ; but this was not because he had not a high esteem for him, as he

would be as willing to nominate him as any other brother. If he had said any.

thin», it was to suggest Dr. Capers as a suitable man to make the nomination.

Mr. Finley's preamble and resolution were then read, as follows :

—

" Whereas, the Discipline of our Church forbids the doing anything calculated to

destroy our itinerant general superintendency, and whereas, Bishop Andrew has

become connected with slavery by marriage and otherwise, and this act having

drawn after it circumstances which, in the estimation of the General Conference,

will greatly embarrass the exercise of his office as an itinerant general superintend-

ent, if not in some places entirely prevent it ; therefore,

" Resolved, That it is the sense of this General Conference thathe desist from the

exercise of this office so long as this impediment remains.

(Signed) J. B. Finley,
J. M. Trimble."

'

He proceeded,—I have offered that resolution as a substitute because I have
thought it would meet the case better than any yet offered. I may be wrong. But
first it rests the proposition on its true grounds. We know well that this General
Conference is restricted in reference to an itinerant general superintendency. That
the itinerant general superintendency ought to circulate everywhere there can be
no doubt. The resolution does not impeach the character of Bishop Andrew in any
way ; and as no brother here would deny the fact that he had become connected
with slavery, the resolution is predicated on the principle, that the act had brought
after it circumstances which would impede and prevent his circulation as an itinerant

general superintendent. What do we request of Bishop Andrew in that resolution ?

We don't depose him as a bishop ; we only say it is the sense of the General Con-
ference that he ought to cease to exercise the office till this embarrassment ceases.

I do not wish the bishop to resign. I have no such disposition, if the objections to

his superintendency were out of the 'way. I will permit no man on the floor to say
that he has a wanner attachment to Bishop Andrew than I have. I love him as a
Christian, as a minister, and as a bishop. I hope this General Conference will give
bin a little time, and perhaps he will by and by be able, consistently with his inte-

rests at the south, to free himself from this incubus of slavery, and we shall have him
with us again as our beloved bishop. I hope the substitute offered will be adopted.

Mr. Spencer said he could not vote for the resolution in its present form ; he
would, therefore, move that it be so amended as to read, free himselffrom slavery.

An amendment on a substitute was pronounced by the chair out of order.
Dr. Olin rose to speak on Mr. Finley's substitute. He referred to the state of

his health, which always disqualified him for long sittings in conference, and which,
under the added pressure of an afternoon session, admonished him that he might
be unable to be present throughout the entire discussion—that he might even he
kept away at the final vote, a circumstance which he should much regret. This,
said Dr. O., is my only apology for seeking, so early, an opportunity for the expresr
sion of my sentiments on the general question, to which I will now proceed, if I
may have the indulgence of the conference. May I be allowed first to offer another
remark, which I could wish had not, like the last, exclusive reference to myself?
My relation to this subject is somewhat peculiar and most painful on account of
my personal attachments and cherished friendships, and is a delicate subject,
which, if it were compatible with my duty, and I could feel at liberty to do so, I
would gladly leave to other hands and heads. Yet the very delicacy and difficulty

ofmy position render it the more imperative upon me to give an explicit expression
of my views—the more so because I know I am regarded by many as hemmed in by
circumstances so untoward, that I am likely to be trammelled if not controlled, in
spite of myself. Now I will not affirm that I shall be exempt from these mislead-
ing influences, yet will I promise so much—it shall be my aim to act as an honest
man, with a single eye to the glory of God. My delicacies are not all on one side.

They press upon me with equal force on all sides, and so leave me as free as others,
it may be, to obey the dictates of duty.
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I give to the substitute offered by the venerable brother from Ohio a decided
preference over the original resolution. I feel strong objections to that resolution,

and no less to the preamble. I am not prepared to say that the Discipline of the

Methodist Episcopal Church contains, or is meant to contain, any provision against

the election of a slaveholding bishop, nor do I believe that any such inference is

fairly deducible from it. I must hesitate, therefore, to avow such a doctrine. I

may not affirm directly, or by any implication, that the Discipline is averse to the

election of a slaveholder to that office.
_
Now it seems to me that this idea is con-

veyed when it is said that such an election, or that the holding of slaves by a bishop,

is contrary to the " settled policy and usage" of the Church. Since the organization

of the federal government on its present basis, the office of president has been
occupied during thirty-five years by citizens of Virginia, and forty-three by slave-

holders, while that high honour has been enjoyed only twelve years by northern
statesmen. Would it be a proper use of language to say that it is the " settled

policy and usage" of our country, that the office of president should be for the most
part confined to southern men ? " Usage" carries, to some extent, at least, the idea

of common law and acknowledged right or privilege. In this sense it is obviously
inapplicable to the case in hand. We have hitherto had no slaveholder for bishop,
not that we have a law against it, but because the non-slaveholding candidates have
always received a majority of the votes . The majority will always be able to judge
of what the interests or sentiments of the whole Church from time to time may de-
mand, and such a declaration as that in the preamble is uncalled for, as well as not
strictly true. The facts alleged as the ground of the resolution, if true, are at least

disputable, as we have the best possible proof in the discussions and explanations
to -which we have just listened. They are not matters of record, or history, or
general notoriety, and they are not adapted to be the basis of our solemn decision
ma case of such grave importance.

I do not like the issue to which that resolution sought to lead us. I do not wish
by any act or vote of mine to say or insinuate that Bishop Andrew is not a most
desirable man for the episcopacy. Undoubtedly, under the pressure of our diffi-

culties, had he voluntarily come forward, and done what the conference by that
resolution ask him to do, it might have been the best way to relieve us from the
embarrassment. At least some may think so. But I doubt the propriety of asking
him to do, under the constraining influence of our vote, what, if done at all, ought
to be done voluntarily ; for it might thus be understood that even if he were free
from this embarrassment, we still should not prefer to have him for a bishop.

I look upon this question after all, not as a legal, but as a great practical question;
and my views are quite disembarrassed from constitutional scruples or difficulties.

We came to this General Conference from the north, south, east, and west, with the
best dispositions in all parties to harmonize as well as we might, and to make the
least of our differences. There were few symptoms of discontent or disaffection,

and it was generally thought that we should now make a satisfactory settlement of
our difficulties, and go home more harmonious than ever in feeling and action. I
had good reason for coming to this conclusion. I knew, or thought I knew, the
feelings of my brethren in the north and east, and I had enjoyed a pretty free cor-
respondence and intercourse with brethren of the south ; and I am sure we all

came up to this conference with the best purposes, and the best hopes. I was ill,

and did not reach the conference at the commencement, and it was not until I had
taken my seat on this floor, and heard of the difficulties which surrounded us, that
my mind was robbed of these hopes. I was stunned and overwhelmed with the
tidings, and in ten minutes made up my mind that our embarrassments were stu-

pendous, if not insuperable. I have since made diligent inquiries from brethren
as to the actual condition and .sentiments of the northern Churches, and what would
be the results there, if things remain as they are. I have, for the most part, re-

frained from going to the men who have taken part in the controversies that have
agitated us hitherto, because I thought their testimony, in a case of this sort, might
not perhaps be so much relied upon ; but I have addressed my inquiries to men
whom I know to be opponents of the abolition movement ; and they concur in be-
lieving that this is precisely the state of things in which they most fear to return
home to their flocks—and they declare, with one consent, that the difficulty is

unmanageable and overwhelming. I hope it will tarn out in the end that their

fears outrun the reality. But, I confess, I know not where to look for testimony
in this matter, but to the accredited, and venerable, and discreet representatives of
the various conferences ; and I repeat, that, forming my conclusions on this ground,
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groan ; it is so hea ea aooui
s0 _.eat M to allow us to make some

He
iln

PSst them and to^eXt at leaft, meet the wants of the Church,

rSe^meSncy" We may do much, and we
-f »^» "J^™^"~.°

„*„*r-A tr, the pniorooacv ; but our powers are still limited ana restricted

rtw™! We c^ol do" awa'y with di episcopacy ; we cannot infringe upon

SL chSer as a general superintendency. Within these limits, it seems to me,

tWw^Wl4e powers-plenary powers for carrying out through the episco-

ptyThe gTnerT—es of the conference and the Church. We may almost do

whit we ^nl, avoiding to come in conflict with the general rules, and the rights

rfIndividuals Unquestionably the conference cannot touch the ministerial rights

of anyone of its members or officers. I believe we are all prepared to >re~e
the mht of southern brethren to hold slaves under'the provisions of the Discipline.

We "&£ acknowledge and guaranty the entire of the privileges' and immumtie

of aH pities hi the Church. I here declare, that if a remedy should be proposed

tnafwWd trench on the constitutional claims of southern ministers I would not

to aTe the Church from any possible calamity, violate this great charter of on.

rights I am glad of the opportunity of saying, that no man, who is a Methodist,

and deserves a place among us, can call in question here any rights secured by our

charter. I do not say that he may not be a very honest, or a very pious man, who

doubts the compatibility of slaveholding, on the conditions of the Discipline, with

*e ministerial office ; hut in this he is not a Methodist He may be a very good

Wbut a very bad Methodist; and if such a man doubts if the Church will re-

IZ, or is too impatient of delay, let him, as I would in his place, do as ourfriends

in New-England lid last year, go to some other Church or set up one for himself

Not only is holding slaves, on the conditions and under the restrictions of the

Disciplinefno disqua&ication'for the ministerial office ; but I will go aMe further

and say, that slaveholding is not constitutionally a forfeiture of a man's right, if he

maybJsaid to have one, to the office of a bishop. The Ctarch spread out through

all the land, will always determine for itself what are disqualifications and[what

are not, and it lias a perfect right to determine whether slaveholding, or abolition-

ism, or any other fact, shall be taken into consideration in its elections.

TCiese are my principles. I have never doubted with regard to them. I will

add, that I can never give a vote which does violence to my sentiments in regard

to the religious aspect of the subject. I here declare, that if I ever saw the

graces of the Christian ministry displayed, or its virtues developed, it has been

Saong slaveholders. I wish here to divest myself of what to some, may seem

^advantage that does not belong to me. I wiU not conceal-I avow that I waa

^slaveholder, and a minister at the south, and I never dreamed tha my right to

the ministry was questionable, or that in the sight of God I was less fitted to.

preach the.Gospel on that account. And if the state of my health had not driven

me away fromffiat region, I should probably have been a slaveholder tc.this day

In ,his day of reform, and manifold suggestions, I go further, and say, «£* »T

a vote of this General Conference, you might call in question the
,
nght of our^south-

ed brethren to the ministry, and make^heir chum to the -red office depart
on then- giving immediate freedom to their slaves, i ao not mm* «

Te ables'singto the slaves, or to the Church, I do not belief the slave fees

worse for having a Christian master, and I think the preachers mayhave more of

public confidence on our present plan. I know these opinions may by some be
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xegarJed as unsound, and I make them not because they have any special value or

novelty, but because I profess to speak my sentiments freely.

With regard to the particular case before us, I feel constrained, to make one or

two remarks. If evel" there was a man worthy to fill the episcopal office by his

disinterestedness, his love of the Church, his ardent, melting sympathy for ail the

interests of humanity, but above all for his uncompromising and unreserved advo-

cacy of the interest of the slave—if these are qualifications for the office of a

bishop, then James O. Andrew is pre-eminently fitted to hold that office. I know

lim welL He was the friend of my youth, and although by his experience and

his position fitted to be a father, yet he made me a brother, and no man has more

fully shared my sympathies, or' more intimately known my heart, for these twenty

years. His house has been my home ; on his bed have 1 lain in sickness, and he,

with his sainted wife now iu'heaven, has been my comforter and nurse. No ques-

tion under heaven could have presented itself so painfully oppressive to my feelings

as the one now before us. If I had a hundred votes, and Bishop Andrew were

not pressed by the difficulties which now rest upon him, without any wrong in-

tention on his part I am sore, he is the man to whom I would give them all. I

know no rnan who has been so bold an advocate for the interest of the slaves ; and

when I have been constrained to refrain from saying what perhaps I should have

said, I have heard him at camp meetings and on other public occasions call fear-

lessly on masters to see to the spiritual and temporal interests of their slaves, as a

M»h Christian duty. Excepting one honoured brother, whose name will hereafter

be
D
recorded as one of the greatest benefactors of the African race, I know of* no

man who has done so much for the slave as Bishop Andrew. I know, sir, I am
not speaking to the question, but I am stating facts, facts which I am sure will

lead brethren to act with caution and tenderness in this business.

It will be readily inferred, from what I have said, that if we cannot act without

calling in question the rights of the southern brethren, we had better, in my opinion,

not act at all, for I believe it would be -better to submit to the greatest calamities

than infringe upon our own constitution. Yet it seems to me that we are not shut

up to such a disastrous course, and that we may so dispose of this case as to escape

both these difficulties. We cannot punish. I would not vote for any resolution

that would even censure ; and yet, with the powers that confessedly belong. to the

General Conference, I trust some measure may be adopted that may greatly palliate

and diminish, if it cannot wholly avert, the dangers that threaten us. The substi-

tute now proposed I regard as such a measure. In it this General Conference

expresses its wish and will that, under existing circumstances—meaning, by that

word, not merely the fact that Bishop Andrew has become a slaveholder, but the

state of the Church, the sentiments that prevail—the excitement, and the deep feel-

ing of the people on the subject—feeling, it may be, which disqualifies them for

calm, dispassionate views in the premises—that, under these circumstances, it is

the wish and will of the brethren of this conference that Bishop Andrew, against

whom we bring no charge, on
1 whose fair character we fix no reproach, should, for

the present, refrain from the exercise of his episcopal functions. This resolution

proposes no punishment It does not censure. It expresses no opinion of the

bishop's conduct. It only seeks to avert disastrous results by the exercise of the

conservative, of the self-preserving, powers of this conference.

If the brethren who occupy the extreme positions in this question seek rather to

allay than excite the fever of feeling, we will yet hope—even allow me to believe—

that these difficulties may be removed. I had even thought, if we could so manage

this question as to avoid casting any reflections upon the south; if we could hold

. Bishop Andrew without an impeachment; if we are careful to save that point as

far as possible, I have confidence that, whenever he believes he can do it without

compromising a principle, which I know, in the present situation, he feels himself

called upon to represent and maintain—if we could save that point, and hold up a

shield over the interests dearer to him and others than his own life even—I do not

allow myself to despair that, as soon as circumstances will allow, and difficulties,

now insuperable, shall be removed, he will be ready to make great sacrifices for the

general good of the Church. I have no right to say so. I only give it as my con-

viction, that if he can possibly relieve us of our embarrassment he will. My confi-

dence in the man is such, that I have no hesitation in asserting this. I look at this

proposition not as a punishment of any grade or sort. It is as if you were to say to

Dr. Peck, your editor, who, for some cause, might have become unpopular, " You

are our agent. Circumstances, at present, are unfavourable to your exercising your
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tactions; and in the exertion of our just discretion in the case, and because your

want of favour with the public interferes with the success of that department over

which you are placed, we withdraw you, for the present, from this particular field

of duty. We do not censure you, and we cordially retain you in the rants ol our

ministry "
I am not learned in constitutional law. It is, perhaps, lor want of

larger experience that this is the only view I am able to take of this subject; at

which, however, I think I have arrived by a course, I will not say of sound argu-

ment, but by natural and easy approaches. With my constitutional views, I atn

allowed to inquire in this case which course will do the least harm 1 And I believe

that which is proposed by this substitute to be a constitutional measure, dishonour- •

able to none, unjust to none. As such I should wish it to go forth, with the solemn

declaration of this General Conference that we do not design it as a punishment,

or a censure ; that it is, in our apprehension, only a prudential and expedient mea-

sure, calculated to avert the great evils that threaten us.

I know the difficulties of the south. I know the excitement that is likely to pre-

vail among the people there. Yet, allowing our worst fears all to be realized, the

south will haveHhis advantage over us—the southern conferences are likely, in any

event, to harmonize among themselves—they will form a compact body. In our

northern conferences this will be impossible in the present state of things. They

cannot bring their whole people to act together on one common ground; stations

and circuits will be so weakened and broken as in many instances to be unable to

sustain their ministry. I speak on this point in accordance with the conviction of

my own judgment, after having travelled three thousand miles through the New-
England and New-York Conferences, that if some action is not had on this subject

calculated to hold out hope—to impart a measure of satisfaction to the people—there-

will be distractions and divisions ruinous to souls, and fatal to the permanent inte-

rests of the Church.

I feel, sir, that if this great difficulty shall result in separation from oar southern

brethren, we lose not our right hand merely, but our very hearts' blood. Over such

an event I should not cease to pour out my prayers and tears as over a grievous and.

unmitigated calamity. It was in that part of our Zion that God, for Christ's sake,

converted my soul. There I first entered on the Christian ministry. From thence

come the beloved, honoured brethren who now surround me, with whom and

among whom I have laboured, and suffered, and rejoiced, and seen the doings of

the right hand of the Son of God. If the day shall come when we must be sepa-

rated by lines of demarkation, I shall yet think often of those beyond with the kind-

est, warmest feelings of an honest Christian heart. But, sir, I will yet trust that

we may put far off this evil day. If we can pass such a measure as will shield our

principles from all infringement—if we can send forth such a measure as will neither

injure nor justly offend the south—as shall neither censure nor dishonour Bishop

Andrew, and yet shall meet the pressing wants of the Church ; and, above all, if

Almighty God shall be pleased to help by pouring out his Spirit upon us, we may
yet avoid the rock on which we now seem but too likely to split.

I will add one word in reference to what has been so often repeated about the

abolition excitement in New-England and the north. I have never thought it a good

thing to introduce agitation into the Church. I have thought it better, so far as

practicable, to keep clear from all controversies, and, for myself, have felt bound to

do so. I have been kept from taking any part in the great abolition controversy by

the arrangements of Providence ; but I must declare that the interests, the purposes,

tile measures winch seem at this time to unite the north in sympathy have not origi-

nated with abolitionists, usually so called. The concern felt on the subject now
before us is much more general. The New-York Conference, of which I was made

a member when abroad, and without my knowledge, was never an abolition con-

ference. Some ofmy friends, members of that conference, and themselves decided

abolitionists, have complained to me of the action of that body in suspending some

young preachers, for their activity in the abolition cause, as flagrantly tyrannical and

unjust. The Troy Conference is not an abolition conference, and never was. T°ese,

anil other northern conferences, have firmly opposed the abolition movement. Thev
have been as a wall of brass to turn back the strong tide, and protect the southern

rights and interests.

Ministers and laymen, in some portions of our work, have agitated this question

in their conferences and churches, but generally northern Methodists have been

opposed to such action. They commonly regard slavery a great evil, though not

necessarily a sin ; but it would be a great mistake to conclude that the anti-slavery
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sentiments of Methodists have been wholly, or mostly, the fruits of Church action
or agitation. Brethren fall into a great error in imagining that all the abolition

influences abroad in the northern Churches originated in them. On the contrary,

our common newspapers, the contests and canvassings connected with our elections,

our periodical literature, are rife with abolitionism on other and broader grounds.

It is, perhaps, to be regretted that this embarrassing subject is so much discussed at

the north; but it is certainly true that Methodists here derive their sentiments

chiefly from such sources as I have intimated—from their reading, and from inter-

course with their fellow-citizens. They are abolitionists naturally and inevitably,

because they breathe the atmosphere of this country—because the sea is open to

free adventure, and their freighted ships bring home periodicals and books from all

the countries of Europe, tinged, or, if any prefer, infected with these views. The
difficulties of this question, then, do not arise chiefly from its relation to abolitionism

in the Church, but from the general tone of feeling among the people of the non-
slaveholding states. I trust, sir, that in pronouncing our sentiments on the subject

under consideration,we shall not regard ourselves as acting for distinct and antago-

nist interests—that we shall not inquire whether we may inflict an injury upon one
portion of the Church regarded by itself, and no doubt justly, as ever inindful of jts

constitutional obligations, to save another portion from evils engendered in the hot-

bed of abolitionism—a part of the Church ever ready to trample down constitutional

barriers, and remove old landmarks and securities.

That is not the true issue ; for in four-fifths of the anti-slavery conferences, to say
nothing of the rest, there have been no agitations, no seeds of abolition sown, but
the people have formed their opinions as citizens of the country ; and notwithstand-
ing these convictions on the subject, they have as tender a regard for the interests

of the Church as any of their brethren. As a member of the New-York Conference,
I do most earnestly pretest against any declaration which shall go forth before the
world, affirming or intiinating that the New-York Conference, as such, has at all

meddled in this matter, except to prevent apprehended evil, and to perform what
it regarded as a pressing, though painful duty to the whole Church. I will only say
further, that in our action in the case of a venerable and beloved bishop, we have
trouble and sorrow enough heaped upon us—Pelion on Ossa—afflictions on afflic-

tion. Let not, then, this drop of bitterness be wrung into the cup which we are
compelled to drink. Let it not be said that we are groaning under the pressure of
difficulties arising from an agitation which we have got up and cannot now allay.

Let it not be said that we are now suffering the consequences of our unconstitu-
tional meddling with the subject of slavery—that the seed sown by us has sprung
up, and we are now reaping the harvest. As a delegate from the New-York Con-
ference, I sympathize with its honour ; and I declare, before heaven and earth, that
it is no fault of that bfidy of ministers that we are now pressed down with such a
burden of difficulties. Sir, there are men in this conference who have suffered

much in vindicating what they regarded the rights of the south. My venerable
friend on rny right has, on this account, received great and unmerited obloquy.
Another excellent minister on my left, and many more not now in my eye, have
been reproached as pro-slavery men and men-stealers for the part they thought it

their duty to take against the ultra views and measures that threatened to prevail a
few years ago. They have deserved well—I think they have merited the thanks

—

of southern brethren for their earnest efforts to shield them and their rights against

encroachments on the constitution of the Church. Sir, I have done. I do not pre-
tend to have succeeded in making a constitutional argument. My object was to do
my duty in stating, as well as I was able, the just and proper grounds of the
proposed resolution.

Mr. Drake said, there was no brother from whom he should more expect con-
ciliatory measures than the one fromwhom this substitute came. He believed that

he and the brethren from the same conference were ardently attached to the union
of the Church, and doubtless the resolution had been framed with the best inten-

tion of harmonizing the brethren. He felt sure that the last speaker had the same
feeling in a pre-eminent degree. He (Mr. D.) had also always desired the unity
of the Church, and with all his heart he still desired it, nor would he make any
suggestion that would injure the peace of the Church. But with all due deference
to what had been said, he thought that in no vital principle did the substitute differ

from the original resolution, though in the preamble he thought it preferable. But
he couldnot see the difference between the bishop's resigning his office, and refrain-

ing from the exercise of its functions, especially as his circumstances are such as he
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has no control over, and therefore the request contemplated would be equivalent

to a request to resign, to all intents and purposes.

Let them look at the aspect it would have before the southern world. It would

of course be saying, that a bishop of the M. E. Church cannot hold office if he hold

slaves, the Discipline notwithstanding. The conference would declare that a bishop

could not hold his office and his slaves, though the Discipline said he could not free

those slaves. There was another view that had been taken by speakers. Accord-

ing to the illustration given to-day a bishop is to be considered in the same light as an

editor. Now, sir, (continued Mr. D.,) while I hold the Methodist doctrine that the

episcopacy is not distinctly an order above elders, yet I have never learned that the

office of an editor is of the same character. An editor holds his office at the will

of the appointingpower, the episcopacy hold their office for life, or during " good be-

haviour." Is not this the universal understanding upon the subject ? Now to say that

we can deprive a bishop of his office, and yet not censure him—to say that we can

depose, and yet leave his episcopal robe unstained—is to my mind absurd in the

extreme. Sir, we cannot pass tins resolution without hanging up Bishop Andrew
before the whole Church as having committed a sin either against Methodism or

against Christ ! And against which has he sinned 1 Now, according to the expo-

sition of the last speaker, he has not sinned against Methodism, and I have yet to

hear that he has sinned against Christianity ; so that according to their own"show-
ing they cannot punish him without committing an extra-judicial act. Nor can this

course be pursued, and the union of the Church be preserved. Bishop Andrew
must be continued in the episcopal office, or you certainly divide the Church. I

do not say that the south would be secedersi so far as I know the views of the

brethren on that subject they would stand on the ground of Methodist principles,

and they would not move. But it appears to me, that if the declared sentiments
of brethren from the north be the general disposition, there is still a mode by
which Bishop Andrew may continue in his office, and exercise all its functions. I

claim to be as sincere a Christian, and as strongly attached to Methodism, as any of

the northern brethren. A former speaker had said, let them do that which would,
upon the whole, be the least evil ; and justified the present measure on the ground,
that if the south went they would go unanimously, while the north would be bro-

ken up into fragments if they were driven away, because of the variety of opinion
that prevailed among them. Now we will take for granted all that the brother has
said upon the subject, and that Bishop Andrew has committed no sin, which the north
acknowledges, and for this would they cut off 450,000 members, and 1,200 preachers

!

But suppose there were difficulties, and difficulties there would be I admit, may
we not take the ground that if we. remain, under the Discipline, even the majority
of the members have no power to drive us therefrom ? But does the conference
suppose that even if they give up this point, the demands of the north will be sat-

isfied ? No •„ for I have heard some of them say, when I asked the question, that
this was all they should expect at present. Why, this means only that afterward
they should expect more ; and at the next General Conference they will probably
come up and demand that no elder who is a slaveholder shall preside, on the same
grounds that they now take in reference to bishops. Let the conference now pro-

claim that to save a schism in the north, they will depose a bishop from his office,

and they will have next conference for the same purpose to proclaim that a pre-
siding elder shall be similarly dealt with. Now, if brethren are honest in saying
that because Bishop Andrew has to go to the north, therefore there are good and
tenable grounds for the passage of the resolution, then I will suggest something
which I think will meet the difficulty without violation of the Discipline. The
speaker then suggested a resolution to the following effect :

—

"That whereas there have been found difficulties of a serious nature in the
bishops of the M. E. Church exercising a general superintendency, therefore,

" Resolved, That the General Conference recommend the episcopacy to assign

to each superintendent his sphere of labour for the next four years."

This he contended could not be objected to on constitutional grounds, and he had
no hesitation in saying that the work would be better done under such an arrange-

ment, the present plan being impracticable in view of the difficulties now pressing

upon them.

A member here interrupting the speaker on the ground of order, he said he con-

sidered that what he was adverting to had a direct bearing upon the great question

before them, and everything that had such bearing he had a right to argue. Some-
thing was needed to harmonize the great body which they represented, to enable
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them to stand up ^ °ne
. 8"** Phalanx. If for this purpose the propositi,™ was

worth nothing, If it go for nothing

Mr. Slicer said that he belonged to the class called conservatives. He woulj

carry out his conservative principles by favouring the substitute. He would go
for the substitute for the sake of the slave. It did not concede to the south all that

they desire, nor did it concede to the extreme north all that they desire. It occu_

pied tp.e ground which he believed all the conferences south of New-England
(

and north of Virginia, west of the Aflantic and north of Missouri, could with safety

occupy. It was well known there existed throughout the extreme south the most

rabid and objectionable pro-slavery sentiments. Men of talents, learning, and
reputation at the south were known to entertain pro-slavery opinions, openly

avowing that slavery in the 'United States is a great social and political blessing.

Every general superintendent must be as the life-blood of the human system, flow-

ing out with constant vigorous action from centre to circumference, and returning

to the centre again with the same vitality, and one might as well talk of bandag-

ing a man's arm, and have him remain in a state of health, as to retain an itinerant

general superintendent, and yet have him to remain within a district of the con-

nection. He would not say that no man was to be elected a bishop who was a
slaveholder. Whenever the elected delegates of the several annual conferences

should deem it desirable to have a slavehofcler for a bishop, they would have one,

and not till then. There were some men of but one idea—it might be a Miller

idea or a morus-multicaulus idea—which affected everything they looked1 at, so

that instead of seeing an object in its relative character and bearings, their whole
field of vision was covered with this one idea. This idea of domestic slavery was
the chimera, the hobgoblin which troubled so many at the north. For the most
part, the presidents of the United States had come from slaveholding states, yet
there was nothing in the book of confederation which could be made to say that it

is the sense of the American people that nobody is to be a president except a man
who comes from a slaveholding Btate. The speaker would favour the substitute

instead of the original resolution, because it was the milder course, and conse-

quently the part of wisdom and prudence. There were various ways in which
Bishop Andrew might become disencumbered, and the very moment he became
disconnected with slavery the full powers of the general superintendency would
inure to him ; whereas, if the original resolution was carried, he would be disfran-

chised without any probability—not to say possibility—of returning to the high
duties which he had so satisfactorily discharged since 1832. The speaker, if the

circumstances of the case would allow it, would hold up both hands to do nothing
in this case, but he was constrained by circumstances, which influence all men,
to act. Bishop Andrew had not infracted the Discipline, but he had offended
against the great law of expediency. He believed that if the conference adopted
the substitute, their action in the case would be almost universally approved. He
earnestly hoped the substitute would be adopted.

Mr. Crandall said that the brother from Mississippi stated with regard to the

position of the south just what they had expected him to state. Those who were
in favour of this resolution had understood the well-defined position of the south

from the very commencement of this discussion, and had not supposed that those

brethren would move one hair's breadth. And so far they had been true to their

position. He" (Mr. C.) had not supposed that any advance which the north might
make would attract them, but that they would firmly and unyieldingly maintain

their ground. He was not quite satisfied with either of the resolutions, yet he
could appreciate the motives of the brethren who had presented them, and he
believed that it was their disposition to meet the brethren of the south, if they
could, on some middle ground. He did not however think the south would thank
them for the attempt, since they had there declared that they had gone as far as they
could for the sake of accommodation. He thought the first resolution had such a
design, though if the vote had been taken on that he should have voted for it.

When the substitute was proposed he was about to vote for it but for the unfortu-

nate speeches which had been made.
In reference to what had been said by his highly-respected and learned brother

from the New-York delegation, (Dr. Olin,) many things met with his hearty

response, but there was one sentiment to which he could not respond. He believ-

ed that brother intended—for from his honesty and sincerity he believed him inca-

pable of anything else—to state the true condition of the north, and only failed for

want of information. He understood him to lay down the doctrine that the right
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of southern brethren, who hold slaves, to their ministerial standing, rested on con-
stitutional provisions of the Discipline. But he did not understand those brethren
themselves to base that right upon the constitution of the Church, but on a mere
disciplinary provision. From the doctrine of the brother hundreds of ministers

and thousands of members differed.

Dr. Olin. I did not say that the north conceded so much, but that I held that to

be Methodist doctrine.

Mr. Crandall continued. He regretted that his brother had given snch an expla-

nation. He understood him to say that thatwas his doctrine, and generally acceded to

in the north and south, and he made use of the term constitution when he ought
rather to have said, by a disciplinary provision not included in the constitution.

.

There were parts of the Discipline which were not the constitution. There was
the statutory law, which could be repealed at any time, without removing any of
the constitutional barriers. He allowed that the statutory law allowed a minister
to hold slaves, but he knew of no part of the constitution which gave them such right.

Dr. Olin. When I used the term constitution, I meant the whole Discipline

;

what we would call Methodistic ground, and not any special or particular part of it.

Mr. Crandall supposed that was the error. There was another thing he wished
to name. He understood the brother to say that those who did not agree with him
in this view were not worthy to be members of the Methodist Church.

Dr. Olin. I said no such thing, and meant to say no such thing. The brother is

hypercritical upon me, and has misunderstood me.
Mr. Crandall thought he was not alone in his view of what the doctor had said,

and hoped he would not indulge any unpleasant feeling toward him (Mr. C.) for

the remarks he had made. Now if he could be made to understand that the sub-
stitute had no loophole, he would vote for it ; but he was apprehensive that it might
be very difficult, if the brother refused submission until four years more had passed
over, to control the matter at all. Now if he could be satisfied about this, he
he would go for the substitute.

Mr. Cass observed,—Mr. President, if I understand the subject now under con-
sideration it is this : Is it expedient for this conference to suspend Bishop Andrew
from his office on account of his being a slaveholder, until such time as he shall be
free from this embarrassment ? The reason assigned why such action should be
had is, that a large majority of the Church are opposed to having a slaveholder for
a bishop. Now, sir, I hold if they are wrong, and the bishop is right, no action
should be had against him in the premises. This, then, is the question to be set-

tled. Dr. Olin has said that the bishop has done no wrong ; but, with all due
deference, I must beg leave to dissent from his opinion in this matter. Sir, is there
no moral wrong in being a slaveholder 1 A portion of the north believe slave-

holding to be a moral wrong. We have nothing to do with slavery in the abstract

;

but we believe that slavery, as it exists in these United States, and in the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church, is morally wrong. But, leaving this out of the question for
the present, is there no wrong in Bishop Andrew becoming a slaveholder, and
thereby disturbing the peace of the Church ; and also bringing this dark cloud over
us, and this trouble upon us, which has pained our hearts and detained us here for

days, when he has brought this evil into existence by his voluntary act, with his

eyes open 1 Sir, I think there must be a wrong in this.

Dr. Olin has said, that the resolution now before us should be so modified as that
Bishop Andrew will not be censured. Sir, I hold there should be no privileged
order in the Methodist Episcopal Church : if he has done wrong, he ought to be
censured. As much as I respect the office of bishop, and the men who fill it, they
are amenable to justice if they do wrong as much as I am in my humble relation in
the Church i and with as much greater responsibility as their station is above mine.
They are the very last men who should not be censured, if in the wrong. Mark
this, sir, whenever there is a privileged order in the Methodist Episcopal Church
the glory will have departed. Let this not be—no, never.

Dr. Olin says that slaveholding does not disqualify any man for the ministry,
provided he live in a slaveholding state ; and that the constitution of the Methodist
Church sustains him in his position, and those who differ from him in opinion are

bad Methodists ; and if they persist in these courses, they ought to follow the
example of those who have seceded from the Methodist Episcopal Church. Sir,

by this one stroke he has severed four conferences from the Methodist Episcopal
Church. I do not, however, think he intended to do it. But it was done with
his zeal to hold on to the south, which, by the way, he appears to have some sym-
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pathy, if not partiality far, as he has been a slaveholder, and never thought it was
anythin" against his ministerial character.

The south say , if Bishop Andrewis suspended, the line of division will be drawn
between the north and south, and that when they say this they speak the mind of
the whole south. Sir, how do they know this fact? Have they taken a vote in

all their annual conferences ? or, have they had a convention to deliberate on this

matter? They calculate to claim that they are the Church, and the north will be
the seceders. This is not the first time we have heard of nullification, or that

which is equivalent, (in the Church and state,) from the south ; but the world
stands yet, and I believe it will not be moved from its foundations if the reso-

lution before us should pass. These threats have their meaning, which is perfectly

understood by the north. The south tell us that if the resolution does not pass,

the evil done at the north will be far less than the evil would be at the south if

Bishop Andrew is removed from his oflice. They say the northern delegations do
not know the minds of the people as to having a slaveholder for a bishop. Sir,

have we not memorials from four annual conferences at least, declaring they wish
not to have one. The New-Hampshire Conference, which I in part represent, has
most respectfully, deliberately, and solemnly protested against having.aslaveholder
for a bishop. And thousands of our members have also sent up memorials to this

effect. Is it true that we do not know the minds of our people on this subject?
No, I answer, no. Sir, I tell you that, in my opinion, a slaveholder cannot sit hi

the episcopal chair in an annual conference in New-England ; and if Bishop Andrew
holds his office, there will be large secessions, or whole conferences will leave.

This is no fiction, nor do I expect it will frighten any one ; but I wish the facts to

be plainly stated to this body. If this conference does anything less than to declare

slavery is a moral evil, we stand on a volcano at the north. Now, as I said in the
commencement of my remarks, if the opinion of the north on the subject of slavery

be wrong, Bishop Andrew should not cease to exercise his office. But my opin-

ion is, that the north are right on the subject. And as a proof that they are right,

I wish to present to this conference the opinions of some eminent men on the sub-
ject of slavery. The following is a quotation from the Rev. John Wesley's Works.
[Here some one made a motion to adjourn, but the vote was not taken.] The
speaker proceeded by saying, They do not like to hear John Wesley speak. It has
been stated that he might weep over the Methodist Church in view of the danger
of division. Sir, I believe that if it were possible for his spirit to weep, it would
weep in view of the connection of the dark subject of slaverywith the Church.
Let us hear what he says respecting slavery.

'

" Men-buyers are exactly on a level with men-stealers. But perhaps you will

say, I do not buy any negroes, I only use those left me by my father. So far very
good. But is it enough to satisfy your conscience ? Had your father—haveyou—
has any man living, a right to use another as a slave ? It cannot be, setting Reve-
lation aside, it cannot be that eitherwar or contract can give any man such property
in another as he has in his sheep or oxen, much less is it possible that any child of
man should be born a slave. Liberty is the right of every human being as soon
as he breathes the vital ail

-

, and mo human law can deprive him of that right which
he derives from the law ef nature. Therefore if you have any regard tor justice,

to say nothing of mercy nor the revealed law of God, render unto all their due.
Give liberty unto whom liberty is due, that is, to every child of man—to every
partaker of human nature. I strike at the root of this complicated villany. I abso-
lutely deny all slaveholding to be consistent with any degree of justice."

The speaker was interrupted by a motion being made that a vote be taken giving
Mr. Early liberty to speak after Mr. Cass should close, which the speaker declared
to be contrary to all rule and order-
The hour of adjournment having arrived, the conference adjourned, Mr. Cass

iiaving the floor.

FRIDAY, MAY 24. \
Mr. Cass was recognized fey the President as having the floor. He said hB«had

fceen interrupted in his speech the day before, and his rights had been trampled
upon, and he had no further speech to make.

Mr. G. F. Pierce then spake as follows :—I speak from convictions of duty, and
not because I expect to change the opinion of any man before us ; nor would I
•presume, as some have done, that there will be in the course of my remarks the

evolutions of any new light. I do not, sir, feel a great deal of solicitude about tha
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issue of the case, and toy solicitude is diminished, because I regard the great ques-

tion of unity as settled by the previous action of the conference in another case -,

but I desire to animadvert very briefly on one or two points, as connected with

the manner in which the question has been considered.

The brethren who have spoken on the other side of the question, many ot them,

have adopted a trick of oratory—a sort of legerdemain in debate, which is this:

they state abstract propositions of right, which no man will pretend to deny, and

then deduce elaborate argumentations, and make them to bear on conclusions with

which these conclusions have no more to do than the law of the tides has with the

polar star. But the design is very obvious. The idea is more readily adopted—the

conviction more readilyembraced—becauseit falls inwith preconceived opinions, and

long-established prejudices. There is no logical connection between the premises

and the arguments which have been advanced here. Things are put in apposition

which have no relation to each other. Sir, there has been, in every speech which

has been made on the other side of the question-, a false issue attempted. What-

ever may be affirmed of expediency,, and the disqualification of Bishop Andrew for

the office of general superintendent, in view of circumstances over which it is de-

clared brethren have no control, it is not to be forgotten or disguised that this is not

an abstract, but a practical question, that it involves the constitutional rights and

equality of privileges belonging to southern ministers. It is a practical question,

too, which cannot be set off' from its connection with the past, and its bearings on

the future. It is part and parcel of a system, slowly developed, it may be, yet ob-

vious in its designs and unwearied in its operation, to deprive southern ministers of

their rights, and to disfranchise the whole southern Church. You cannot take the

question out of its relations. It cannot be made to stand as brethren have tried to

make it stand, isolated and alone. If there had been no memorials on your table,

praying for the establishment of a law of proscription—if there had not been

declared, over and over again, a settled purpose, if not in unequivocal terms, yet in

unequivocal acts, to work out the destruction of this evil, and free the episcopacy

and the Church itself from this evil, the question before us would be different in

its aspects, and the action of the south in regard to it might be modified accordingly.

I beg this conference to consider this question in the light of its connection with the

previous action in the case of the appeal from the Baltimore Conference. Sir, the

preposterous doctrine was asserted in that conference, that its purposes and usages

are paramount to the law of the land, and the doctrine of that conference has been
affirmed here. Sir, the action of this conference on the subject has brought the

whole Methodist Episcopal Church into a position of antagonism to the laws of the

land. I consider such action not only an outrage on the common justice of the

case, but decidedly revolutionary in its movements, and destined to affect, unless

repealed, the character ofthe conference andall the ramifications of the Church. What
is the position 1 The ground was taken there and here,—the Church, the Bible, the

Discipline, and the laws of the land to the contrary notwithstanding,-—that we have

a right to make a man's membership depend upon the condition of his doing a thing

which, as a citizen of the state, he has no power or right to do. The act which is

proposed in the resolution is part and parcel with the same affair. When Bishop

Andrew has been invited to resign or desist from the exercise of his official functions,

or is impeached or deposed, it ought to be, and can be, considered as neither more
nor less than collateral in its designs and effects with the action of the conference

in the case to which I have referred. This is a practical question, make what dis-

claimers you please, or any amount of them. The common sense of the country

will consider it as an infraction of the constitutional, or, if you please, the discipli-

nary rights of the southern brethren, however itmay be considered by those in the so-

styled more favored and less-incumbered portions of the Union.

The argument for expediency I am compelled to believe has not half the force

assigned to it. I think I speak advisedly when I say, that whatever effect the

passing of Bishop Andrew's character without censure, or laying the whole business

on the table, might have with the New-England Conferences, I am not prepared to

believe that any considerable damage would be done in the middle conferences. I

do not believe the people of New-York wouH decline to receive Bishop Andrew
for their bishop. I do not believe that he would be objected to either in New-
Jersey, Pennsylvania, or Maryland, or in any of the conferences of the western

states. The difficulties are with the New-Englanders. They are making all

this difficulty, and may be described in the language of Paul, as " intermeddlers

with other men's matters." I will allow, as it has been affirmed again and again,
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that there may be secession, societies broken up, conferences split, atld j^^,,
damage of this sort be done within the New-England Conferences

; but -what then ?

I speak soberly, advisedly, when I say, I prefer that all New-England should secede
or be set off, and have her share of the Church property. I infinitely prefer that

they should go rather than that this General Conference should proceed to make this

ruthless invasion upon the connectional union, and the integrity of the Church. Let
New-England go, with all my heart. She has been for the last twenty years a thorn

in the flesh—a messenger of Satan to buffet us ! let her go, and joy go with her,

for peace will stay behind. The southern Church has nothing to fear, and she has

nothing to ask on this subject. As far as we are concerned, sir, the greatest blessing

that could befall us Would be a division of this union. There sir, at the south, we
dwell in peace, and the good Shepherd watches the flock and guards us from all

harm. There are no jarring strings, no discordant sounds, no incarnate emissaries

of the evil one going about seekingwhom they may devour, but there we " lie down
in green pastures, beside the still waters." If we had not the spirit of the Master,

if we were selfish enough to enjoy the bounty of our heritage, we would court

division, pray for it, demand it.

But, sir, I will present one view of this question which has not been touched
upon. Set off the south, and what is the consequence ? Do you get rid of embar-
rassment, discord, division, strife ? No, sir i you multiply divisions. There willbe
secessions' in the northern conferences, even if Bishop Andrew is deposed or

resigns. Prominent men will abandon your Church. I venture to predict that

when the day of division conies-—and come I believe it will from the present aspect

of the case—that in ten years from this day, and perhaps less, there will not be one
shred of the distinctive peculiarities of Methodism left within the conferences that

depart from us. The venerable man who now presides over the northern con-

ferences may live out his time as a bishop, but he will never have a successor.

Episcopacy will be given up, presiding eldership will be given up, the itinerancy

will come to an end, and Congregationalism will be the order of the day. The
people will choose their own pastors, and preachers will be standing about the
ecclesiastical market-placeB, and when men shall ask, " Why stand ye here all the
day idle 1" the answer will be, " Because no man hath hired us." We have unity
and peace, and seek it because of its effects on the connection, and I believe,

to-day, that- if the New-England Conferences were to secede, the rest of us would
have peace. There would be religion enough left among us to live together as a
band of Christian brothers.

Sir, I object to the substitute for another reason. I would have preferred the
original resolution. The substitute presents a most anomalous view of the whole
subject. Suppose that view is adopted ; what is it ? What do you do with the
bishop ? You cannot put him on a circuit or station : he is a bishop in duresse

—

a bishop in prison bonds—an anomaly—a fifth wheel in the machine of Metho-
dism—doomed to live ou the Book Cencern, while no provision is made for his

rendering the Church any service—if this resolution is adopted.
Ipromise not to detain you long, for others are wishing to speak; but I felt

that I could not go home satisfied unless I took this occasion to make afew remarks.
If I did not know there were others better qualified to defend this subject, I would
trespass on the patience of the conference by the hour. I tell you that unless
Bishop Andrew is passed free of censure of any kind, the days of Methodist unity

are numbered. What do brethren mean when they come here and eulogize him
as they have done ? It has been avowed that he is a blameless man, pure and
spotless—that he has high executive talents—that he is one oT the most efficient

administrators of law—that he is as well qualified for this as any of the worthy men
who occupy the episcopal bench. Yet in the face of this is the conference to come
out and say, that on the question of expediency he shall resign, refrain from the
exercise of his office, or be deposed 1 What mean these eulogies ? Are brethren
in earnest ? Is the conference heaping garlands on the victim they destine for

slaughter ? Has it come to this, that a large body of sober and reverend men, in

the face of their own acknowledgment of blamelessness, are going to inflict one of

the severest penalties on an innocent, unoffending man ? Why will you blight with
a breath the bliss of this worthy man ? Will you offer him up to appease that foul

spirit of the pit which has sent up its pestilential breath to blast and destroy the

Church 1 You have unchained the lion, and now that he is raging and roaring

for his prey, you select a venerable bishop—one of the ablest and best of the
whole college—to immolate him on the altar of this Juggernaut of perdition [
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^ the TOte g0es out upon its naked merits, irrespective ofany disclaimer or

kruiwledgments that may be made in reference to the bishop's rights, character,

or™pacity7 But to come to the point—Has he a right to hold slaves under the

Discipline of the Church 1 If he has, I adjure you not to lay violent hands upon

him. If he has, I ask brethren to pause and say, if in the prospect of facing a scru-

tinizing world, they can go out with the stinging recollection in their hearts that

they have sacrificed a man worthy to preside over them^ to the restless demands

of an arrogant and insatiable spirit of abolition ? I do hope brethren will pause

before they drive us to the fearful catastrophe now earnestly to be deprecated, but
inevitable if they proceed.

Dr. Longstreet spoke as follows :—Before I proceed to address myself to the

motion which is now before you, as it is the first time I have addressed you, and in

all probability will be the last—for whether you stand bound together or not, to

the best of my solemn convictions, at this time, I never shall mingle with you
again—permit me to drop one word. The history of all churches has been much
the same. Christianity, imitating her great Head, has gone forth with the benign
principles of the Prince of peace, reckless of the civil relations of men, and has
scattered her principles abroad with their soul-healing influence, to root out all the
evils in the world. And so long as the Christian religion kept within her appro-
priate sphere she accomplished wonders. Heathenism went down before her.

The religion of the world, backed by civil power, strengthened by the civil arm,
crumbled into dust; temples, and idols, and philosophical systems, before the
meek and lowly man of Galilee, all fell to the ground, as if by magic power. But,
as the number of Christians increased, it became necessary that they should
organize themselves, in order that they might, in a more systematic form and pha-
lanx, war it for their Master against the world, the flesh, and the devil. They
formed what you are in the habit of calling the Church—that is, a body corporate

;

though that was not the Church of old. The Church of old were those men who
united in the faith of the Lord Jesus Christ ; and to ascertain who possessed the
proper character, the heart was looked to, not the confession of faith. They had
few and simple rules. Afterward the Church formed ecclesiastical assemblies,

who soon began to use their authority—to incorporate human instrumentalities and
human laws with the divine law, and the consequence was speedily seen.

I have not time to consider, nor will your patience bear me through, what was
the history of the Romish Church from its beginning ; suffice it to say, there is

not a dogma, not a monstrosity or pretension of the Church, or of any of its officers,

which now startles your common sense, which had not the minority pleading against

it with all the energies and power that a holy religion, combined with stirring elo-

quence, could exert ; but they were put down, and you saw in a very short time
a race rising up—fulfilling the prophecy of Scripture, to be sure—which claimed
first supremacy as bishops, next supremacy over bishops, next supremacy over sin,

next supremacy over hell, and last the prerogative of the Deity himself; and they
had the sanction of ecclesiastical authority in all their pretensions: the consequence
was, piety in a very short time declined; the Church negotiated the affair of salva-

tion for penitents, and exacted, of course, a reasonable reward for this reasonable
service : and there to this day stands St. Peter's, the wonder of the world for

grandeur and magnificence, built by means of cruel exactions, under religious

enthusiasm, from the poor and the needy that bowed at the foot of the cross.

Now, if you believe, my dear brethren, that you are made, apart from grace,

of any Bterner or purer materials than were the original elements of the Papal
Church, you mistake yourselves. Human nature, except just so far as the pure
principles of the Gospel have changed it, is the same in all conditions ; and I could

read you a lesson—I shall in part—from your own records here, that will show
you that you are as rapidly in the wake of that very Church as ever a people were
on the face of the earth. My alarms were, that from the rapid growth of the
Methodist Episcopal Church you would wax proud and forget the humble origin
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from which yon rose to power, and that you would begin to exert that power by
attempting to reform the Church

; by putting down those who have one recommend-

ation that
&
the Saviour gave—that they cast out devils in Jesus' name—at least ; and

I beg you to remember, as I pass along, that while you are deposing a bishop you

calculate not—no human wisdom can calculate—the extent of the mischiefyou are

doing to a world lying in wickedness. I have ever feared that you would begin to

presume on your authority and power to operate reforms, not by the simple, bless-

ed principles of the Gospel, but by your ideas of what will best conduce to the

aeneral interests of Methodism. What is Methodism ? If it be anything else than

the pure Gospel religion, let Methodism go upon the winds far from my sight.

And, sir, one of you who occupy places behind me, and I hope will die in peace

in the possession of your office, may remember the motto which I hung out upon

my banner when first I joined the Methodist Church. Never will I give my con-

sent to test rales, either as to the qualifications of ministers or the rules of ordina-

tion, other than what we originally had when Methodism first took root in our

land. And, I venture to say, sir, that had you stricken out one half of your rules

here that do not touch the great question of a man's qualifications in the sight of

God for his duties, you would have relieved yourselves from a great deal of trouble

which now seems to be pressing upon you. Your rules about slavery have con-

stituted you a high court ofjudicature of the country, and made you judges of all

the statute laws of the states ; and now whether you are to decide these questions

in the Annual or General Conferences, or whether the bishop himself has the pre-

rogative of settling them, is not yet decided ; and you are all at points, and will

remain at points, as long as yon legislate on this subject ; hence I shall proteBt

against your test rule as to temperance, and your requiring men to go through a
course of study before entering the ministry. If you ask why, I shall say, I am dis-

posed to let good enough alone.

Let us consider the question calmly. There is no bitterness in my heart toward
the most uncompromising abolitionist in this assembly. It may be we are in fault

The truth is between us somewhere : let us see where it lies. It is a matter of

vast importance, because you know not the ultimate issues of the matternow before

the conference. The world should know how we stand. When Methodism first

made its appearance among us, she found slavery overspreading the whole length
and breadth of the land. She entered her protest against it, and in so doing she

did more than our Saviour or any apostle ever did. Our ideas of it now are not
drawn from any express precept, but from a train of logical reasoning on general
principles. The Methodist Church went beyond anything that is to be found within
the lids of the Bible. We of the south, however, submitted to it. We did not
invoke the power of the Church to put down slavery. We did not invoke the civil

power to put it down. The Methodist preachers in the south commenced as the

disciples of old, rooting out strife and sowing the seeds of virtue. And how beau-
tifully would these things have operated whenever left to their own action ! The
slave loves his master, and feels, gratitude swelling in his heart. The master loves

the slave. They stand in the relation of benefactor and beneficiary, and they go
forth in love and harmony, and as I have often seen them uniting hand in hand,
and with a freedom which you would hardly think could exist, give themselves to

the service of the great Head of the Church, to whom we are all, I trust, slaves.

It was not long, however, before the Church demanded of us submission to another

rule : it is this :
. " When any travelling preacher becomes an owner of a slave or

slaves by any means, he shall forfeit his ministerial character in our Church, unless

he execute, if it be practicable, a legal emancipation of such slaves, conformably to

the laws of the state in which he lives."

To every exaction on this subject which you have made of us we have yielded

;

yet our concessions excite no commiseration, no kind feelings. You yielded nothing

in these things, brethren—you of the north—and perhaps you did not know how
much we have yielded, or to how great censure we have exposed ourselves by
yielding : but the matter is not ended yet. Every conference for ten years past

has been oppressed with petition after petition on the subject. They have been
respectfully referred to committees, who reported that theywere applying to a juris-

diction which is incompetent to give relief. They are told this again and again,

yet again and again we are told that they must be treated respectfully. It is done.

At length, by a train of circumstances, he who occupies one of the first places

in the conference, find's himself connected with slavery : when he reaches here,

he finds the conference in commotion ; he is pained and agonized. He convenes
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franchisemeet of alTsouthern ministers ! ,The
l
ultimate design ! Eeally, sir, this is

extraordinary sagacity ! If ho had been content to show us what was the legiti-

mate result of our action, we must have corrected him, or submitted. But since

he has thought proper to declare our design, we must demur. We have serious

doubts as to the competency of any man to tell our designs, unless we avow them.

Disfranchise all southern preachers ! I disclaim it, sir. In the name of the Troy

Conference, which I have the honour in part to represent, and in the name of the

whole north, I disclaim it. I appeal to you, brethren, every man of you, to know
whether you have ever known of any such idea at the north. I am rally sustained

;

no such thought can. be in existence. But the argument by which my respected

friend sustained this extraordinary proposition was not folly developed. If he will

have the goodness to give his attention to see whether I do it correctly I will state

it for him. The north are not willing that a slaveholder should be a bishop ; ergo,

they are determined that no slaveholder shall be a minister ! If the brethren of the

south have airy argument to support this doctrine of universal proscription, this cer-

tainly must be it. But is it legitimate ? Is there any connection between the ante-

cedent and the consequent—the premises and the conclusion 1 I cannot see it.

The Discipline prescribes the circumstances under which a travelling preacher

may hold slaves. But does it say anything of circumstances under which a bishop

may hold slaves 1 Certainly not ; for the condition of a bishop is widely different

from that of any ordinary travelling preacher. He is really and truly the pastor of

the whole Church, and slavery will not allow him to be so.

Brethren talk of the infringement of their constitutional rights. But what do
they mean by it? That any man has a constitutional right to be a bishop ! Such a
right as he had to graduation from a probationer to elder's orders ! Has any man
living such a constitutional right to be elected to the episcopal office, or remain ha it

after he is elected ? I never heard of such a thing. Sir, there is no constitution in

the case. Neither the Discipline nor the General Conference has ever said what
special qualifications would, or would not, be required in a bishop. It is true, sir,

that the Discipline nowhere says that a slaveholder shall not be a bishop, and I

should be sorry if it did. It has nowhere said that a rum-drinker shall not be a
bishop : and yet, surely, no man would say that this was any the less an utter dis-

qualification for the office, because it was not so declared in the Discipline. (I beg,

Mr. President, you will not understand me to compare slavery with rum-drinking. X

mean no such thing. I introduce it only for purposes ofillustration.) No, sir. There
are no constitutional rights invaded. As to whether a man will do for a bishop, or
not, the General Conference is the sole judge, either as to his election, or reten-

tion; and their judgment will have its true expression in the ballot-box. A consti-

tutional right to be a bishop ! You might as well talk of a constitutional right to be
an editor or a book agent, or any other General Conference officer.

But the brother from Georgia says this measure will not save us from secessions. We
shall have secessions in New-England ! We shall have them everywhere ! What can
be done to satisfyNew-England 1 Sir, as the name ofNew-England struckmyear I felt

a thrill ofthe most intense interest. But, the reverend gentleman proceeded, " they are
busy bodies hi other men's matters ! A thorn in the flesh ! A messenger of Satan to

buffet us!" And, alluding (as I understood him to do) to a certain movement in New-
England, and certain principles upon which that movement was based, he called it

"the foul spirit ofthe pit! TheJuggernaut ofperdition!" &c. Upon this language, Mr.
President, I may not remark ! I must, of necessity, leave it without animadversion

!

But with the utmost respect, this dear brother will excuse me for saying I much
prefer the terms used by some of his highly-respected associates. I like the
chaste and beautiful language of the sweet-spirited and eloquent Mr. Crowder, and
the dignified and forcible style of the reverend gentleman who last preceded me.
I must say, Mr.' President, I deprecate the use of such language in a controversy
of such solemn importance—a controversy invested with more elements of moral
grandeur than any which has engaged the attention of the American people for half

a century ! I hope the brother will not use it again, and certainly not on the floor

of this General Conference. But my friend from the Georgia Conference says, " Let
New-England go ! I wish in my heart she would secede ! And joy go with her, for

I am sure she will leave peace behind her !"—Let New-England go ? I cannot for-

get this exclamation. It vibrates in my soul in tones of grating discord. Why, sir,

what is New-England that we should part with her with so little reluctance ? New-
England ! The land of the pilgrims—the land of many of our venerated fathers in
Israel—the land of Broadhead—of Merritt—of the revered man [pointing to George
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Pickering] who sits by my side, and a host of worthies whom we have delio-htwi
to honour as the bulwarks of Methodism in its early days"of primitive purity and
peril. Let New-England go ? No, sir, we cannot part so easily with the pioneer
hind of the devoted and sainted Jesse Lee

!

<

But, Mr. President, our brethren of the south utterly mistake the truth in this

matter ! Why, sir, they can't get half way to New-England in this war ! They
must wade through numbers and forces of which they never dreamed ! They must
encounter us in the centre, whose opposition to slavery is uncompromising. And
Baltimore (honour to her self-sacrificing devotion to the cause of humanity !) will

be a formidable obstacle in the way of then- advance. But if they ever should

subdue us, and reach the land of the pilgrims, rest assured, sir, they would find

there a wall of brass which would remain for ever impregnable to the assaults of

the slave power ! We are happy that New-England is with us to a man in this

fearful conflict—that the united west, and north, and east, form an insuperable bar-

rier to the advance of slavery ! O sir, I fear me much our brethren at the south are

deceiving themselves in this matter. This has never been a question of principle

between us and New-England. We have always been agreed in fundamental anti-

slavery sentiments, and I am the more careful to allude to this, because, so far as I

remember, it is a distinction that has not been made in this discussion. It has

been purely a question of measures between us. In this, it is true, we have dif-

fered, but in opposition of principle to slavery, north, east, and west, we always
have been, and I trust shall ever remain, inseparably united. We resist as one man
the advancement of slavery, which, not content to be confined within its own geo-
graphical limits, threatens to roll its dark waves over the north. It claims the right

to give us a slaveholding pastor ! a slaveholding bishop 1 Do not then be sur-

prised that we are so perfectly united in asking to be set back exactly where we
were a few months ago. O, sir, that our brethren could roll the wheels of time
back to where they were last November, when we had, comparatively, no difficul-

ties to encounter! But this they cannot do. What less, however, can they expect
us to ask, than that they should do what is equivalent to it, give us our bishop with-
out the slaves 1

My brother, sir, judges about as poorly of the principles and condition of the

north as I should of the south ; for I have never been to the south. I am sorry I

have not. I should like to strike the hands of these dear—very dear brethren,

whom I have learned to love upon this conference floor, as I never should have
supposed possible, at their own dear homes. I should like to go there, sir, if I
might, my anti-slavery principles to the contrary notwithstanding ! [Cries of seve-

ral voices, " Come on—come on—we shall be glad to see you."] Let New-Eng-
land go ! No, sir, never. And here I beg to say, that our southern brethren can't

induce us to use such language with reference to them. They can't provoke us to

it, sir. Let the south go ! No, sir, we love them too well. We love them for

their goodness, and respect them for their talents. We love them for their stern

unbending regard to principle and adherence to Discipline. We love them for

their conservatism, ultra sometimes though it may be, we love them for it. Let
the south go ! No, sir, we cannot part with our brethren, whom we love so well.

True, we cannot compromise principle, to save them—nor to save the east. But
we need not. They are too magnanimous to demand it. -We shall live and die

with them

—

toe will not let them, go unless they tear themselves from our arms be-

dewed with the tears of affection. Never ! no, never

!

The hour of adjournment having arrived, the speaker^closed his remarks for the

present, with the expectation of resuming the subject on the morrow.

SATURDAY, MAY 25.

Mr. J. T. Peck, who was on the floor yesterday at the time of adjournment,

being in order this morning, rose and said

:

Mr. President,—It would have been agreeable to me if I might have concluded

my remarks yesterday, without interruption ; but the arrival of the hour for ad-

journment compelled me to leave the argument in an unfinished state. Much as I

regretted this, however, I should have preferred, ifmy friends would have allowed

me to do it, to have left it there. To this, it is due to myself to state, I could not

get their consent. In obedience, therefore, to ajudgment to which I always feel

bound to defer, I resume the floor to-day.
" Ten years from now, and our glorious general superintendency", and our time-

honoured itinerancy will have expired !" So says the prophecy of yesterday ! Only
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ten yetfrs will suffice to pull down this beautiful edifice, and annihilate the very

m'aterials'of which it is constructed ! The strong confidence it has inspired in its

votaries the ardent attachment of those whom it has saved—the profound admi-

ration which its almost supernatural wisdom and adaptation have gathered around

it, from all classes of people—all these-cannot save it. It is doomed, and fall it

must ! Only ten years, and the last flickerings of this once brilliant and glorious

light will have died away in the socket ! But, Mr. President, as I am but a child

in these matters, and so have seen but little of the secret workings of small, but

mighty agencies, upon the basis of this noble fabric, I am curious to inquire into

the cause of this prophetic fate. What is it that is to work such devastation and

ruin to the fair heritage of God ? Let this reason stand out in bold relief, stripped

of all its drapery, where we can see it just as it is. This is certainly no time for

rhetorical ornament. At a time when interests so vast and solemn are pending

upon the action of a single principle, let that princiule be exhibited, naked and un-

adorned, that we may not mistake it. What then is the cause that is destined to

effect the overthrow of institutions venerable with age, and potent for the amelio-

ration of the condition of man 1 Why, sir, if I have not mistaken it, it is simply

tins :—
This General Conference is likely to say that a slaveholder cannot be a bishop!

Look at it, undisguised, and alone, as it is. Examine it carefully, in all its di-

mensions and bearings, and see if you can discover any adequacy in the cause to

produce the predicted effect. Can it be that the Almighty arm will be withdrawn

from beneath us for this 1 That we shall be abandoned to destruction for the want

of a union between slavery and the episcopate 1 What element of our purity and

primitive simplicity will it destroy ? What adaptation of our noble system will it

annihilate, to have no slaveholding bishop ? Will God, indeed, be angry with us,

and leave us to ourselves for this ? Is this the foundation stone of our spiritual

edifice, that it must inevitably crumble to ruins when it is removed ? If God
should forsake us, we are ruined—irrecoverably ruined ! But, sir, I cannot believe

he will. He has not in former times, and we have been without a slaveholding

bishop' for sixty years ! The grand itinerant plan of publishing salvation to the

perishing world has gone on gloriously, dispensing its invaluable blessings to al-

most every land, notwithstanding. Now, I know, sir, if I were reasoning of a man,

and were to say, He has not forsaken us, therefore he will not, that I should be

justly chargeable with the legerdemain in debate which my friend from the south

so gracefully ascribed to us yesterday. But, sir, when I say it of the unchangeable

God, he did not, therefore, in the same circumstances, he will not, I feel myself

fully sustained. No, Mr. President, I cannot adopt this dismal prophecy. It has

too much of the air of romance about it. If nothing more
_
is justly laid to our

charge than the simple refusal to depart from our former state in this matter, I verily

believe the everlasting arms will be underneath us still. The wheels of the itine-

rancy will continue to roll on, and the ages of the future will yet exhibit the now
undeveloped power of this wonderful plan.

I will now, sir, ask attention to what appears to me to be a very singular, and

yet very frequent exclamation from southern brethren, and I do it not in the spirit

of casuistry. They, almost to a man, call upon us to pause ! " Pause !" say they,

" we beseech you ; pause before you advance another step !" Indeed, sir
;
this is a

very extraordinary prayer under the circumstances. My neighbour moves his

fence, and barn, and house on my farm ! and when I begin to insist upon his taking

them off, he cries out, Pause ! " Pause, sir, I beseech you !
Your measures will be

productive of immense injury to yourself and me !" What, sir, should I say to him

in this case 1 Why, sir, can any one doubt that I should instantly reply, This is

the wrong time to call for a pause ? The time to pause was when you began to

make your arrangements to move your buildings on my land ! Then, if some kind

friend had called out to you, in the language you address to me, it would have been

exceedingly relevant. But now, from the very nature of the case, there can be no

pause, until you retrace your steps, and relieve my premises of your effects. Need

I make the application of this homely illustration 1 I am sure I need not. It is

obvious and necessary. But I shall not fail to look well to the only hinge upon

which this argument turns. The great question is, Who has been the aggressor

in this case ? (I use the term in no bad sense.) Upon whom rests the responsi-

bility of the present fearful issue ? Does it rest upon us of the north? Does it

rest upon this General Conference 1 I verily believe it does not, sir. When, or

where, may I be allowed to ask, have we infringed the rights of our brethren at
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the south? It w true, we have laid our petitions at your feet. Bo* in tlliB h
we done anything more than to exercise the natural rights of freemen? The-citt
zens of this free republic must be allowed to petition, and we must receive their

petitions, respectfully expressed, and give them the consideration which their na-

ture and importance demand. Petitions have been presented to you, sir ; petitions*

to be sure, which, from the state of the pul ic mind in which they originated, have
• required careful analysis ; hut many of which have deserved a most patient hear-

ing. But, sir, what have we done ? What single decision of this body, since this

excitement commenced, has not been adapted with singular care to the interests

of the south 1 Nay, sir, we have cautiously guarded the south, in every official

act that looked toward this exciting subject. We are aware that it is a perfect

system of sensitiveness—a complete bundle of nerves ! And we have always
acted with this fact fully in view. Indeed, sir, I am honestly in doubt—and I

know my brethren of the south will allow me to express it—whether we have
not more reason to ask the pardon of the east than of the south in this matter?
This I will not, however, attempt to decide, because it is unnecessary. But, sir,

the question returns, Whence is the origin of our present difficulty ? Does itcome
from the north ? Certainly not. Have we originated this innovation ? I need not
answer. I ask, then, most respectfully, When was the proper time to pause ?

This question brings us no relief. It is too late, and I will not repeat it. But
surely the call to pause will be suspended by our brethren of the south, until they
have put themselves right in regard to the question ,at issue. If it be inquired
where the blame is located, since we will not allow it to rest upon the north, I an-

swer, I locate it nowhere. Indeed, I will not talk of blame. It can do no ,good.

The question is one of remedy. We cannot fear thatwe shall be blamed for press-

ing the question of remedy. It ought not to be asked of us, that we should be
satisfied to have the bishop of the whole territory trammelled by peculiar and local

institutions. It is not necessary for the good of that part of the work where
slavery exists, and it must, from the very nature of the case, be ruinous to that

large part of it where it does not exist.

But, Mr. President, I am exceedingly thankful that there is one common ground
to the south and north. Not, perhaps, to the whole south, but to many of its most
distinguished men—I refer to the magnanimous concessions which have been freely

made upon the election of a slaveholding bishop. . It has been conceded, with a
frankness and Christian candour which deserve, and shall receive our highest praise

—not, indeed, that no slaveholder should he eligible to the episcopal office—for our
southern brethren talk with precision on this difficult question—but that it was inex-

pedient to attempt an election on any such ground. In the very style of consi-

derate northern men, it has been urged in the south that the bishop is the officer of
the whole Church, and it is not advisable to trammel him with a local difficulty.

It must not be a question of north and south, but simply who is the best man for

the office. Where is the man of God upon whom it will be safe to devolve such a
fearful responsibility 1 This is noble. But will our southern brethren abide by
this principle ? I am aware that I have no right to charge the necessary correlate

of an acknowledged 6entiment upon an opponent, unless he avow it. Butit is my
right to show what is implied in that sentiment, and what results necessarily follow

it. And I will ask brethren, What objection have we to the election of a slave-

holding bishop ? None, surely, but what is based upon the idea of having one.

Why do we at the north object to electing a man in such circumstances to the epis-

copacy. For no other reason in the world than that we have no use for him when
he is elected. He cannot be a true Methodist itinerating superintendent. No, sir,

it is not to electing, but to having one that insuperable objections arise ill the

minds of northern men. Need I apply these remarks ? Can brethren fail to see
that nothing more is needed to relieve us from our present difficulties, than the legiti-

mate action of the principles universally claimed by the north, and so extensively

conceded by the south 1 No, sir, let it be distinctly borne in mind that the vote
upon the present resolution must depend upon precisely the same principles as the

vote for an election. We grant, it is a much more delicate matter ; so much so,

indeed, as to almost appal the stoutest heart ; but the principle is the same and the

action must be the same.
But, Mr. President, there is, I must say, one attitude taken by my brethren from

the south to which I find it difficult to reconcile my feelings. It is, I confess, a
matter of extreme delicacy for me to allude to it; and yet I know I shall have the

indulgence of southern brethren. If I had ever had any doubts in regard to southern
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magnanimity, they would have been removed by what has taken place on the floor

of this conference during this discussion. They do not condemn a man for speaking
Ms sentiments out, fully. No, sir. I doubt not, that, if I were to appeal to my
reverend friend on my right, (Dr. Smith, of Virginia,) to whose eloquent remarks?

we have so frequently listened with the most intense interest, he would say,'" It is

cowardly and mean for a man to shrink from an honest and frank avowal of his opin-

ions and feelings upon a question of such magnitude as this for fear of difference

with those who had other opinions and other feelings." I will therefore mention

that subject, with which my mind has been burdened and afflicted for several days.

Connected with the arguments of our southern brethren, there is constantly held up
before us the idea (I will not call it menace) of a division of the Church, if we
persist in our course ! Do not brethren know that, by this course, they throw a
fearful difficulty in the way of a free and safe discussion of this subject ? an impedi-

ment almost sufficient to drive us from its discussion altogether 1 I know our dear

brethren cannot fail, upon the mere mention of this matter, to think of the results

which may follow to the interests of their flocks and charges in the south. I know
very well that they do not feel themselves at the disposal of good men and Metho-
dists in this thing—that it is in the power of wickedmen to break up their missions,

and destroy their usefulness—and they are not at liberty to be reckless of results.

But can they not waive their discussion, at least for the present ? It is enough, sir,

to chill the blood of any man to look these difficulties in the face as they are pre-
sented by southern brethren. It is almost enough (but I thank God not quite

enough) to make us forego a great principle to relieve ourselves from the responsi-

bility of deciding the case. I will therefore ask it as a favour to Methodism, that

this great and intimidating question of division may be allowed to sleep a few days,
till we can talk over the great principle at issue. I dread, I confess to you, sir, to

approach the question with such a fearful contingency suspended, in terrorem, over

my head. Division of the Methodist Episcopal Church ! It frightens me to think

of it. I am compelled, however reluctantly, to admit in my own mind, that there

is fearful truth in the hazard to our nation, to which brethren refer, in such a result.

Divide the Church just as we are rallying our energies to prosecute with united
power our missionary labours ! just as we are about to combine our strength for the
purpose of efficient action in the great cause of Christian education ! Divide the

Church at a time when most ofall the great principle of Methodistic unity is indispen-

sable to form an insuperable barrier to the advance of Roman Catholicism, which
threatens to throw its withering blight over all that is fair and lovely in this glorious

republic, and menaces the very frame-work of our political freedom ! no, sir

;

it is here that I would call upon brethren to pause. Again, I entreat, hush this

frightful dream to sleep, that we may calmly study, undisturbed, the merits of the

question between us.

I must, Mr. President, notice one thing more in the remarks ofmy honoured friend

from Georgia, and then I must leave him ; for then I think he will admit that I have
given him at least a respectful degree of attention. He anxiously inquires what
we are to do with Bishop Andrew, if he should resign his episcopal office. He
would be a fifth wheel in Methodism, an anomaly, and an inoperative member

!

This, Mr. President, is really strange. An elder in the Church of God—a man of

unbounded popularity—a man of ardent piety and gushing sympathies—with the

whole south before him, in every part of which he would be hailed with acclama-
tions of joy—and where more work will crowd upon him than any two men can
have strength to perform

—

nothing to do ! A fifth wheel in the ministry ! it must
be impossible, sir, for a man to be serious, in such an attempt to create a difficulty.

But, sir, we have been asked, what do we meanby our eulogies of Bishop Andrew 1

The tributes paid to his character have been described in the beautiful rhetoric of

my friend from Georgia, as garlands decking a victim for the sacrifice. Keally, sir,

this is very extraordinary language. Is it strange, that as we feel ourselves compel-

led to lay our hands upon his official relation, we should think it proper to disclaim

any attack upon his Christian and ministerial character 1 Is it not due to him, and
due to us, to disavow any want of respect or affection for the man ? Indeed, sir,

our brethren have mistaken the bearing of our allusions to Bishop Andrew's worth
altogether. This is one of the most trying aspects of the case. 'Tis for this very

reason that we deserve the respect and sympathy of both friends and foes. How,
I ask, could we more clearly exhibit our regard for a great principle than to refuse

to allow even the exalted virtues and worthy character of Bishop Andrew to divert

our attention from it? Sir, this is what in everything else the world calls moral
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heroism, and we deserve respect, and not reproaches for it. It is the worth of the
man as well as the exalted character of his office, that overwhelms us with grief

at every step of onr progress. It is a mournful task, and if at any time during this

discussion there has been manifested, anywhere, a disposition to levity, I regret it

sir ; it pains me beyond measure to see it, when our business is characterized by
the deep-toned sorrow of funeral solemnities

!

I cannot here avoid an allusion to a remark of yesterday, from the Rev. Mr.
Longstreet, though I adhere to my purpose not to reply to his speech. He found

the community of New-York charged with sympathy for Bishop Andrew. It is

undoubtedly true, sir, and I should be grieved if it were otherwise. The generous

sympathies of noble hearts in our crowded gallery, and rear, and throughout this

community, find a most sincere and hearty response upon this conference floor. I

would not for the world dry up this crystal fountain or divert it from its legitimate

channels. The rev. gentleman is correct in regard to the facts, but he has misin-

terpreted them. He has imagined that these genuine pulsations of nature rise up
in rebellion to us, and yield to the demands for a slaveholding bishop. No, sir, he
is greatly mistaken. I beg to assure him that a greater error could scarcely have
been committed. These are the sympathies upon which we cast ourselves for sup-

port, in this trying crisis. It is this that secures to us, as well as to our afflicted bishop,

the prayers and the tears of the noblest men and women of which human nature

can boast.

Perhaps I ought to apologize, sir, for the warmth and emotion with which I

defended New-England yesterday ! It was the land of my sire. There repose the

ashes of my fathers back to the earlies.t generations of this land. It is the birth-place

of at least two of our venerable bishops, who, thanks to Providence, are with us to-

day—ofour honoured Olin, and venerated Bangs. It was the land of the sainted Fisk.

And never, while our moral heavens are radiant with the glories of this luminary of

the Church, shall the fair fame of the land that gave him birth be.aspersed. Peace to

his ashes, and honour to his memory. He was' a good, and a great man—one of
New-England's proudest sons. Let me here only say, sir, that from this same land
are rising up now a host of strong men, who already stand forth as champions in the
fearful conflict with sin. How"can I speak otherwise than warmly, when reproach
has been heaped upon a land that has furnished so many of the brightest luminaries
of the Church?

Sir, I have done. I thank you, and I thank the conference, for the indulgence

I have received. Sure I am that I have not deserved it, and I feel my obligations

of gratitude the more. I embarked in this noble " ship" when I was but a boy,
and I cannot be persuaded to leave her. I like her form, her structure, and her
machinery well. I like her passengers, her officers, and her crew. I like the sea
on which she sails, and the port to which she is bound. True, she is exposed to

storms, and>may sometimes stagger beneath the beating tempest, and reel amid the
engulphing floods. And at such a time be not surprised if the signals of distress

be heard—the life-boat launched, and numbers, forsaking her in flight, commit
themselves to the merciless waves. Other craft, of sprightly form and splendid

sails, may heave alongside, and invite us aboard. But, sir, do not be in haste to go.

Look well to her ballast and build, for I fear she is too crank and loose to survive

the perils of this frightful sea. No, sir, let us stay on board the "old.ship." Sun-
shine or storm, darkness or light, I see her riding safely on the waves—triumphing
over every danger—and gallantly bearing her precious burden toward the haven
of rest. In every gale that shall strike her, as she is proudly careering amid the
raging elements, my voice shall be heard above the noise of wind and wave, in

the words of the dying Lawrence, " Don't give up the ship !"

Mr. Pierce rose to explain, and said he should be very glad to reply at length

;

but as he spoke by courtesy and not by right, he would confine himself to expla-

nation. He observed he was exceedingly startled at the proposition of brother
Peck, that a bishop had no constitutional right to be a bishop. He had always
understood that when a man is legitimately appointed to office, he has a constitu-

tional right to that office for the whole term—that he cannot be ejected unless he
has been in fault. As to the perhaps unfortunate expression which he yesterday
made use of toward New-England, some apology might be due ; but, on the whole,
he would not regret it, as it had afforded his honoured brother such a theatre for

displaying his peculiar talents. He intended to say that for New-England to secede,

or to be set off with a pro rata division of the property, would be a light evil com-
pared with the immolation of Bishop Andrew on the altar of a pseudo expediency.
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He would cheerfully acknowledge, because he honestly believed, in accordance

with the views so eloquently expressed by the brother who had preceded him,

that there were many noble sons from New-England. As the last speaker had refer.':

red to Bishop Soule, he (Mr. Pierce) hoped he should be permitted to 'say that,

from his father's representations, he had learned to admire him before he saw him,;

and acquaintance had ripened admiration into reverence. There was an honoured
representative of the New-York Conference, ,(Dr. Olin.) who favoured the conference

with his opinions a few days ago, whom he had loved from his early boyhood, and
never more than now ; and he took this occasion to assure him, that whatever might
be his vote on this trying question, he would still remain enshrined in the fervid

affections of a heart too warm to speak prudently on an occasion like this.
*

And, sir, I recognize you (addressing Mr. Peck) as a man with a soul in your
body, warm, generous, glowing. I admire your spirit—your genius. The beauty
of the bud gives promise of a luscious blossom—the early beams foretell a glorious

noon. And now, sir, though my speech shocked your nerves so badly, I trust my
explanation will not ruffle a hair upon the crown of your head. [A burst of laugh-
ter, Mr. Peck being very bald.]

Mr. Green arose and said,—Mr. President, I have several times, since the pending
of this subject, felt myself almost entirely cut off from the privilege of speaking,
particularly, sir, when the senior bishop said that he hoped that we should hear
from men of age and experience—men with gray heads, and that the younger men
would listen; which was, no doubt, good advice. But, from some subsequent
remarks, the way has been opened again ; and you will permit me here to say, sir,

that though I am not yet gray-headed, I claim to be among the fathers of the Church.
I belong, sir, to an ancient stock. My father was a Methodist for forty years before

I was born, and his house was the home of an Asbury and a M'Kendree ; and when
I left home, I left with the blessings of a mother upon me, who was a Methodist,
likely, before any person on this floor was born. I have myself been a member of

the Church for nearly thirty years, and twenty years of that time I have been a
travelling preacher, and have done u year's work every year. I have been in

several General Conferences before, and have never troubled you with my speeches;
but the time has come when I must speak out. I claim, sir, to be a minister of the
Methodist Episcopal Church; not of the southern Methodist Church, nor of the
northern Methodist Church, but of the Methodist Episcopal Church in the United
States of America. I am just as much a Methodist preacher as any other man;
anything that any man may be in the north, or middle, or southern portion of the
work, as far as Methodist doctrine or discipline is concerned, I claim to be.

You will allow me to say a few words with respect to a division of the Church

;

and on this point permit me to be - little desultory. I am not very subject to

excitement, embarrassment, or alarm, nor am I disposed to be an alarmist. I have
been among savage men and savage beasts ; but for the last few days I have enter-

tained feelings of alarm which I never felt before, and I hope in God I may never
feel again. I have an identity with the Methodist Church which connects itself

with all the interests of this life and that which is to come. My family, my earthly
possessions, every thought, every hope and fear, are bound up in her. I have done
little else but serve her, and never felt like being anything else but a Methodist
preacher. I could not aspire to anything higher or more ennobling. I would not
descend to anything lower. Sir, I have felt myself growing proud of Methodism,
not in the common acceptation of the term, I trust ; but I have realized 'a feeling of
exultation, gratitude, and delight, producing in me a disposition to praise and glo-

rify God for the result. When I have seen our Methodism, our beloved Church
standing out in all her beautiful proportions—when I have heard statesmen and
rulers declare that Methodism is the cement of the government—that ours is the sys-

tem which is to evangelize the world, and that Methodist preachers are the workers in
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the vineyard of the Lord, and have looked forward to the time -when she shall be
what she ought to be ;—when I have looked at her as a mighty ship, well rigged

and richly laden, standing before the breeze, moving onward swiftly and smoothly

toward her destined haven, I have felt my heart within me swell with joy and grati-

tude • but for the last few days I have seen her reeling beneath'the storm, shipping

heavy seas, and driven from her anchors. My heart quailed as one forced by a tem-

pest, and my whole soul felt as though it was put down with an iron nerve. I cannot

help it. I have prayed to God to avert the threatening danger. I hope he will

;

yet it is hope against hope, made up mainly of desire, with a very lean supply of

expectation.
_

Now, sir, rnotify this audience, and especially this conference, that I am no ora-

tor. I wish I were. Neither shall I attempt to follow the learned brother who was
last up in all his excursions. I shall leave that to some brother who may follow

me. I am no professor, no president of a college, no doctor, but -simply an humble
Methodist preacher. Neither am I a lawyer, and shall not, therefore, trouble my-
self with the technicalities of law. I profess, however, to understand something of

the moral law, of right and wrong, and of our book of Discipline. I claim, also, to

be a philanthropist ; for I never saw the man or woman yet who was not either my
father or my mother, or my sister or my brother. I have taken a course, with
respect to the difficulties before us, which I am not certain will meet the views of

all of my friends from the south ; yet my object is to do some good, if it is in my
power. I have been published in my own country as a peace-maker ; and I glory

in making peace, when it is in my power to do so. When I find myself at variance

with any one, my first object is to get as near to him as possible. It is too often

the case, that when persons get at variance, they occupy ground as remote from
each other as possible, as though this would give some advantage of leverage

;

while my plan is, to get so near as to grow together again, and if that can be done,

all will be well. I have, during the pending of this subject, transferred myself the

best way I could to the north ; and have acquainted myself, as well as I could, with
the thoughts, feelings, and circumstances of my northern brethren, that I might not
do them injustice. While, on the other hand, as I have settled myself in the south,

and laboured there almost all my life, I cannot but understand something of the
circumstances peculiar to that portion of the work. I have informed myself the

best I could on the subject of abolitionism itself. I have read their papers, kept up
with the reports of the West India islands, looked into the history of the Wilberforce

and Sumner colonies ; but the question is not so much whether the movements of
the abolitionists are right or not; for, if I understand the question before us, it is

this: Whether or not we, as a General Conference, have the right to depose a
bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church for having become connected with
slavery, the constitution and Discipline of our Church being judge 1

I think, Mr. President, that the position of Dr. Bangs, with respect to our epis-

copacy, and others who have spoken on the subject, is wrong. If not, I must con-

fess that I have always been in error ; the Church at large is in error ; and I must
confess that the argument which they have adduced to sustain their position has
utterly failed to produce any change in my views on the subject. Now let us
examine their position a little. They say that a bishop of the Methodist Episcopal
Church is nothing more than an officer ofthe General Conference ; having received
his appointment from the conference, and being merely an officer of the conference,
that the conference has the right, when they shall judge it expedient to do so, to

divest this officer of his office, without even the forms of trial. Now, sir, this is

strange doctrine to me ; to place a bishop on the same ground precisely, with respect

to the tenure by which he held office, with a book agent, an editor of a newspaper,
or the secretary of your conference, if you please. Now let us examine this a little.

In the first place, an officer of the conference is elected for a certain length of time,

or number of years. Not so with a bishop—he is elected for life, or during good
behaviour. An officer is not degraded by being removed from office, from the fact

that it is expected, when placed in office, that he will be sooner or later removed

;

not because he will be objected toin his official or moral character, but because his

term of office will expire, and then the choice of the conference may fall on another
brother. Not so with a bishop : his term of office is to end only with life, if he
should continue to travel, unless he behave badly. Can we say, sir, that all the
officers of the conference who have been in office, and are now out of office, have
either laid down their office by resignation, or have been deposed ? I reckon not,

sir. Yet that is the only way, it 6eems to me, that a bishop's office can be disposed
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of, while the man holding the office shall continue to live. When we mate a book;

agent or editor, do we make him say that he believes that he is moved by the Holy

Ghost to take on him the office of book agent or editor? No, sir. But we do a

bishop when he is ordained, and we, set him apart to the work by the lmpositioa

of hands. Wul any brother say that this consecration is nothing more than a solemn

mockery? I hope not. When a book agent or editor becomes old, or in feeble

health do we make him a superannuated book agent or editor 1 Not so, sir. But

when once a bishop, whether able to do the work of a superintendent or not,

always a bishop. I consider, sir, that a bishop is only the officer of a General

Conference simply in the character of a chairman. He is not the officer of the

conference, but of the Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States of America.

We will now notice this expediency a little. It is said we are not going to de.

pose Bishop Andrew ; we are going to .take a milder course—we are just going to

require him to desist from the exercise of .his offioe. If he is worthy to hold it at

all, he is worthy to exercise it. But I want it perfectly understood that, though

you may call the dose that you are making up for Bishop Andrew by any name

you please ;
you may put it up with nectar, and in the most beautiful form you can;

you may mix water with it, and for a moment deceive the taste, by a little acid

on its edges; yet if Bishop Andrew has to swallow that dose, its taste will bring

about his episcopal death. I had rather die in a decent manner, to be sure, than

to be butchered and mangled, yet! am not the less dead because the means used to

bring about the consequence seemed to be mild. But tothe expediency. There

are some things which are expedient. It is expedient, in the first place, that, as

we have « Discipline of the Church, which contains the doctrines, constitution:

and laws, which we are to believe, and by which we are to be governed, thai

we should stick to that little book. Now, sir, will any brother point me to the

law that Bishop Andrew has violated ? It cannot be done ; and upon the Discipline

of the Church I take my stand, and say, that with that book governing us, we have

no right to depose Bishop Andrew. But, it will be said that circumstances have

come up which make this course expedient. What is- the circumstance ? Is it a

part of Methodism that requires it? No,, sir! Methodism has not done this

thing. But there are a great many who believe, that the bishops of the Methodist

Episcopal Church ought not to be connected with slavery. And what have we
to do with what people believe ? That is not the rule by which we are to be

governed, particularly when their notions come in contact with our book of Dis-

cipline. The propriety of the act of deposing Bishop Andrew has been illustrated

.

by various supposed cases. Brother Bangs asked, if Bishop Andrew had married

a coloured woman—made a disgraceful connection by marriage, if the General

Conference would not act right in deposing him from office, by a vote of the_ con

ference ? Another brother asked, if a bishop were to become a rum-seller, if we
would not have the right to depose him? and many other like suppositions have

been made. Now this argument is lame, from several considerations—exceedingly-

lame ; and I am truly astonished that such arguments should have been advanced,

particularly when I remember the sources from whence they came. I could not,

I am sure, have expected such an argument from Dr. Bangs. In the first place,

the evils in the supposed cases would have affected the Church alike in all places

;

and the remedy would be alike felt in all parts. But the main point of pertinence

lies here. If the Discipline of the Church had made provision _for the marrying of

a coloured woman, and the selling of rum, under certain circumstances ; and a

bishop had married a coloured woman, or sold rum, under the circumstances pro-

vided for in the Discipline, then it would have been unjust and extra-judicial to

have deposed a bishop for such an act. But it is said that Bishop Andrew was

elected because he was not a slaveholder ; and that as he has now become a

slaveholder, he ought to be put out of office. Well, sir, I hold that we have no

right, according to our book of Discipline, to consider the holding of slaves, where

the slaves are held acccording to the provisions in that book, as in any sort dis-

qualifying a preacher for the office of bishop.

I am not certain that a slaveholder could not have been elected bishop at the

conference of 1832. We came within one vote of electing such a one at one

time; and I am inclined to think, if we had in the south united on Dr. Capers,

we could have elected him in 1832. Be that as it may—Bishop Andrew was not

consulted on the subject—no one asked him if he was a slaveholder or not; and

had you' required him to say before he was ordained, that he never would

become a slaveholder, and refused ordination unless he would have so promised,
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Jie never would have been ordained. It is evident to me, if brethren thought

at all that he was elected with such views and understanding as would lay tim
liable to such a relation, for it was understood his family were to live in the south,

it being believed that the residence of the bishops should be so situated as best

to suit them, and the work which they had to do ; and any man living in the south

is all the time liable to become a slaveholder, and that too sometimes withdut his

knowledge or consent, as was the fact in Bishop Andrew's case, in the only

instances in which he can be called a slaveholder. I am truly astonished at the

brother who yesterday seemed so firmly of the opinion that no man could make
him a slaveholder. It really seemed to me that the brother was perfecdy blind,

for he threshed and sledged away upon the chains of the slave, as he supposed,

when every link he Btettck, if the blow could have any effect at all, would buttend to

swell the heads of the rivets that bind their bands upon them. Now I think that a

man may become a slaveholder without his knowledge or consent ; and there are

cases where it is a virtue, instead of a vice, to hold a slave. Let me give you an
instance. On my return home, on a Certain occasion, in Opening my drawer where
I kept sundry documents, one of the first papers that struck my eye was a bill of
sale of a negro man to myself, made by an old gentleman in the neighbourhood. I

asked how it came among my papers, and was told that it was brought and left

for me in my absence. After some time I learned these facts. An old coloured
man in the neighbourhood, and a preacher at that time, having enjoyed a great
many privileges in the way of travelling about, and preaching and acting for him-
self, because of the lenity of bis master, became fearful that his master, who was
very old, might soon die, and he might fall into the hands of some one who would
not give him so many privileges, and as he was compelled to belong to some one,
since he could not obtain his freedom in the state, he consulted a brother who
lived in the neighbourhood with respect to the best course to be taken in such a
case ; and, beEeving that I would never curtail the old man's privileges, the deed
was made to me. I have never seen the original owner since ; and J have not
seen the old black man but once. He does nothing for me, of course ; his object
in becoming my slave legally was, that he might be permitted to do as he pleased,
and have some one to protect him. Now, sir, would it not have been a sin in me
to have refused to retain this man ? I could have gotten clear of him by re-con-
veying him, by giving him away, or by selling him ; but would not that have been
inhuman and unkind in me ? There is a difference, sir, between a man holding
slaves, and slaves holding on to a man. Some masters hold on to their slaves,

while slaves, at other times, hold on to the masters, or owners. The latter is Bishop,
Andrew's case, as I understand. He never wanted a slave—never bought a slave

;

and is not, in the true sense of the word, a slaveholder. Now let us examine the
facts in the case a few moments, with regard to the slaves owned by his wife.
He does not own them now, neither did he ever own them, strictly speaking.
From the time he was married, until he made a deed of trust to his wife, he was,
according to law, their legal owner; but the transfer that he made of the slaves,

after marriage, was but the carrying out of an understanding that existed" before
his marriage ; hence the language that the bishop holds in his communication to us
on this point: "Not wishing to become their owner, I made this deed of trust,"

&c. Bishop Andrew never assumed any moral obligation with regard to these
slaves, but leaves them belonging to the same person, and under the same cir-

cumstances in which he found them ; and cannot, therefore, so far as any connec-
tion between him and these servants is concerned, be considered a slaveholder.
In the case of the girl, who was left to him by an old lady's will, she was to be
free after she became seventeen years of age, if she preferred it, and was to go to
Liberia! but the girl, after all the persuasion that could be used, refused to go

—

refused therefore to be free. The bishop was compelled to retain her, or permit
her, as a slave, to fall possibly into worse hands, and consequently a worse con-
dition; yet the bishop tells us that she is at perfect liberty, at any time she may
choose, to go to a free state, or any place where she can enjoy her freedom, li
the next place, as to the boy, who descended to him at the death of his late
wife, he tells us that he is ready at any time to give him up, whenever provision
can be made for him to be taken care of, and protected in a state of freedom.
Now, sir, I would ask these brethren, whether or not they consider Bishop Andrew,
in the sight of God, * slaveholder? I think, sir, they will be constrained to say
he is not. But suppose he is a slaveholder, yet the laws of the state in which
he lives will not allow emancipation—and the provisions of the Discipline protect
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movin/ the fence npon the g™™1"1 of the north. Now, sir, I would hke to know

where that fence is- 1 nave never seen it—it is not in the Discipline, I am certain.

There is no fence through Methodism. There is a fence around it—but none

runnin» through the Church ; and if these brethren are for putting up a fence, run-

uiuo- nearly through the centre of the Church, with the bishops all on one side, I

go for pulling it down, sir. Methodism is a unit : she has but one heart, and one

soul. * I, as a Methodist preacher, claim all the ground—have a right to put my
plough anywhere. I think I can find a better metaphor. It is this. Our fathers

built a house for the family before we were bom- In that house there are four
doors—one to the east, one to the west, one to the north, and one to the south

—

shall we their children rise up and say that the southern door must be filled up

;

and if it is not done, they will do what 7 Leave the house ? N6, sir, but that
they will tarn you out % Now, sir, although the southern door is mot much used, yet
we are not ready to have it closed, No, sir, we protest against it.

Mr. President, to have an extra-judicial action on the mere ground of ex-
pediency, what would such a precedent be likely to result in ? What might not
be plead as expedient eventually ? It might soon be thought expedient, that all

preachers in the Methodist Episcopal Church Bhould unconditionally free them-
selves from slavery. For if the bishop, who belongs to all the preachers, should
be free from slavery, will it not soon appear necessary that the preachers, who be-
long to the bishop, should all be free from slavery, in order that he may make them
available to himself, so that he may send the preachers into all parts of the work,
as may best suit his views and wishes 1 Will not this soon be urged from the fact,

that preachers living in the free states may have difficulty in putting up ministers
to preach who hail from slaveholding conferences 1 It is dangerous and ultra to

put expediency above law. Now, sir, allow me to ask, if this conference have
the power, taking the Discipline as our constitution and charter, to elect a slave-

holder to the office of a bishop 1 I suppose every brother on this floor would
answer that we could. Now, sir, I ask, in the name of common sense, since we
can legally place a brother in the very situation in which Bishop Andrew is placed,
can we now punish Bishop Andrew for being in that position 1 Pztt that down,
Mr. Reporter.

Here I will introduce another point. It has been asserted again and again, that
it has always been the opinion of the Church that a slaveholder should not be a
bishop. Will you permit me to refer you to the opinion of one man at least on
this point ? Were I to ask who stood highest among the apostles of Methodism in

the United States of America, I suppose Bishop Asbury would be first named

;

next, no doubt, would be Bishop M'Kendree. A clearer head and a purer heart
than his I never knew. It was my privilege at one time to be his travelling com-
panion, and his life was the best comment on the Christian religion I ever saw.
I hung over him in his dying hours, and snatched from his lips the motto, " All is

well." Ho was a diamond of the first water, and his robes were pure and clean
as the mountain snow. Well, sir, what were his views on this subject ? Judge
ye when you hear this fact. He had at one time determined to buy a black boy
to wait upon him, and was dissuaded from doing so by E. Boddie, Esq., of Sum-
ner county, Tennessee, and myself, on the ground that, if the boy belonged to

himself he would not obey him more readily than if he belonged to another. Sir,

shall we wake the ashes and invoke the spirit of this sainted man of God, and
establish an inquisition, and call up the fires of the slave torture, and by an action
ipso facto, consume his robes 1 Ah, sir, I feel that we have fallen upon evil days

!

It has been asked, Mr. President, what harm it would do to us in the south ?

Well, let me tell you what I think the effect will be. Suppose Bishop Andrew
be deposed, and we from the south tamely submit, how could I return to my work
and put my head out of the top of a pulpit, and attempt to preach in connection
with such action ? If Bishop Andrew be deposed, and the south were to sub-

mit, that is, the preachers in the south, to such an unjust and extra-judicial pro-

ceeding, it would disable the preachers in such a manner that we could not serve
our people, and it is very certain that those who deposed him could never supply
the place, so that it would leave the whole south without a pastor, and in a state

of anarchy and ruin.

There is another point I would have you notice here. Suppose a brother voting
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tn depose Bishop Andrew was to be elected to fill Mb place, and go south to sttend

our conferences, and we were to sustain him, and thereby the action of thie

conference in deposing Bishop Andrew; I do not know, sir, but the people

would rise en masse, and escort us out of town in a genteel dress of tar and feathers.

No sir Bishop Andrew must not be deposed : I, for one, will contend against it as

long as'l can stand, and when I can stand no longer, I will sit and contend, and

when I can sit up no longer, I will lie down and struggle against it. You may take

away my hands and my feet, and you may take out my eyes, but when you come

to my heart, to the vital spark, I must say, Hold ! hold !

!

Sir the question is, how can this matter be settled 1 There are difficulties to

the north, and, as far as I can learn, I am willing to give them every advantage,

without destroying the south. If this conference were to rescind the " Few reso-

lution," we could stand that ; and the decision in the Baltimore case will not destroy

us quite; and I suppose when we shall come to the election of bishops, that they

will select brethren from the non-slaveholdiug conferences. Now, sir, while every

action of the conference, where the legal power to act is annulled, having gone in

favour of anti-slavery, is that not enough to entrench them from the attacks of abo-

lition 1 I should think so. It is no small matter with the south, that none of our

southern preachers can be elected a bishop. Yet I would not think for a moment,
sir, that any man from the south wishes to be elected ; we will not fall out with
you because you dare not elect a brother from the south, but we will never submit
to the doctrine that it shall not be done. I never shall want to go to the legislature

;

I do not even vote, sir. Yet I felt a degree of mortification when the state in which
I live admitted into her constitution an article which says, no minister of the Gos-

pel shall be eligible to a seat in her legislature. We have given up all that we can
yield : let no brother ask me to do more. When I have looked upon that brother,

(Bishop Andrew,) and remember that in the south his name is enrolled above all

our names, that there are hundreds in heaven who have gone thither through the
instrumentality of this man of God, and the thousands now living who are ready
to stand up and call him blessed, and when I have heard brethren on all sides

profess their love and veneration for him, and frankly declare that he is no sinner,

that he has violated no law, and that he is a good man and true—and yet striving

to pass this resolution, I feel as though they Baid, and with propriety, " Here, take
Bishop Andrew and crucify him, for I find no fault in him." God save us from
such a course ! Sir, I am done.

Dr. Bangs rose to correct a mistake, which he considered the last speaker had
made. He did not make the comparison to which that speakerhad made allusion.

A bishop was a bishop, and not an agent of the General Conference. But he
believed that, inasmuch as the General Conference had created him, they have
power to depose or suspend him for just cause.

Mr. Green said, hemighthave beenmistakeninregard to thebrotherwho utteredthe
sentiment. Hewouldsimplysay he had heard it from the speakers opposed to himself.

It was moved that the vote suspending the rule confining the speakers to fifteen

minutes, be taken off. Considerable debate arose.

Dr. Capers was strenuously opposed to the motion. He hoped the discussion
would be entirely untrammelled.. It was due to the Church and to the country that
the north should give the south the benefit of some strong reasons, at least, in favour
of the great question before the conference.

Mr. Early hoped the gentleman would withdraw the motion. The longer the
subject was dispassionately and respectfully discussed the better. Many who at
the commencement had apprehended evil, had been relieved by the discussion

;

and many minds, now overwhelmed with fearful apprehensions, might be relieved
by further discussion. Let northern and southern brethren exchange sentiments,
and advocate the principles they profess, and let the world understand the ground
on which they stood, and the principles on which they acted.

Mr. Porter also opposed the motion. He said it could not have escaped the
attention of any one that the south had been extolled to the very heavens in this

discussion ; so that if the half which had been affirmed of her be true, God had
not another such a class of beings in his universe. On the other hand, New-Eng-
land had been traduced, vilified, ridiculed, and insulted, in language too disgrace-
ful to be reiterated on the floor of the General Conference, yet not aman had raised
his voice in her defence, save one, and he had' retracted to-day what he had said
in her behalf yesterday.

Mr. Collins interposed to say that he thought his brother had entirely misappre
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hended the remarks of brother Peck in relation to New-England. He felt it doe
to brothor Peck to make this explanation, as he was not then in die house.

Mr.' Porter believed that brother Peck had it in his heart to love New-England,
but he had apoIo<nzed this mpming for his warmth of feeling yesterday, not because

New-England was entitled to respect, but on the ground that it was the birth-place

of himself and other men in the Church. He considered New-England worthy of

a better defence, and expressed a hope that the motion would not prevail until

her sons could be heard. He himself wished an opportunity to speak in her

behalf.
•

, ,

Mr. Slicer said, he took occasion to remark, when it was proposed to suspend

the rule limiting the speakers' time, that we should be led into difficulty. If the

conference must sit there till every brother could make a speech just as long¥as he

E
leased, they should inevitably be there till the 4th of July. Some of the mem-
ers were already sick and asking leave of absence, and he feared that by and by,

when the business of the conference was to be transacted, a quorum could not be
obtained. The rule had been suspended to give the south, which was in the

minority, a full chance to be heard. Several days had already been spent on this

question, and three-fourths of the time had been occupied by the south. If mem-
bers were to sit there bandying compliments back and forth, and giving all the
details of their personal history, from childhood up, they should be utterly killed.

Messrs. Collins and M'Mahan were strongly opposed to the resolution.

Mr. Randall thought the speakers should be limited as to time. Iftheir speeches
were intended for effect elsewhere than on that floor, they had better write them
out and publish them, and not compel the conference to hear them.

Mr. Sovereign hoped the brethren would not get excited. If this question were
hurried to a decision, great dissatisfaction would prevail all over the country. He
desired the conference to allow the utmost latitude of debate.
The motion to restore the rule was laid on the table, and the conference

adjourned.

MONDAY, MAY 27.

Mr. Hamline said,—I do not rise, Mr. President, with the hope that I shall " com-
municate light" on the topics before us; but rather for the purpose of imploring
light from others. It camiot be unkind in me to suggest that this discussion has
taken an unprofitably wide range; for many whispers within the bar, and the
complaints of several speakers on the floor, show that this is the case. We have
drawn into the debate many questions which have but a very slight connection
with the propositions contained in the resolution. I would, if possible, call the
attention of the conference from matters so remote to the real issue in the case. It

is complained that we seem to have forsaken all argument, and a call is made for

our " strong reasons." We ought, indeed, to argue on both sides. And if I should
not do it, I will, at least, refrain from addressing a word to the galleries, or to the
spectators.

There ought to be two questions before us. First. Has the General Conference
constitutional authority to pass this resolution? Second. 7s it proper or fitting
that we should do it ? The first question should be first argued ; but so. far it has
scarcely been touched. Ifwe have not authority to pass the resolution, to discuss

its expediency is surely out of place ; for it can never be expedient to violate law,
unless law violates justice. I shall leave the question of expediency to others, or
only glance at it ; but I ask your attention to the topic of conference authority.

The resolution proposes to suspend the exercise of a bishop's functions on a cer-

tain condition to be performed by him. If I mistake not, the resolution is a man-
damus measure. Its passage will absolutely suspend the. exercise of the superin-
tendent's functions, until he complies with the prescribed condition. The measure
of power required to do this is the same which would be requisite to suspend or

depose a bishop for such reasons as the resolution mentions, or in other words, for

" improper conduct." Have we, then, such authority? I shall assume that we
have ; hoping, if I prove nothing, to provoke proof, pro or eon, from the brethren
who surround me.

I argue this authority in the General Conference, first, from the genius of our
polity on points which the most nearly resemble this. Strict amenability in Church
officers, subordinate and superior, is provided for in our Discipline. From the
class-leader upward, this amenability regards not only major but minor morals

—

not only the vices, but also the improprieties of behaviour. The class-leader, by
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mere eccentricity, becomes unpopular in his class. The pastor at discretion
1

reinoY.es

him from his office. The extorter orunordained local preacher proves unaccepta-

ble and a quarterly conference refuses to renew his license. The itinerant pastor

is not useful in charge, and the bishop or the presiding elder deposes him from his

charge or from the pastoral office, and makes him an assistant. The presiding elder

impairs his usefulness on a district, not by gross ?»aHeasance, but by a slight mis-

feasance ; or oftener still because " he is not popular," and the bishop removes him

to a station or a circuit, and perhaps makes him an assistant. I speak not now of

annual appointments, when the term of the itinerant expires by limitation, but of

removals by the bishop or the presiding elder in the intervals of conference, which

always imply a deposing from office, as weE as a stationing act. In all these

instances the manner of removing from office is peculiar. First. It is summary,

without accusation, trial, or formal sentence. It is a ministerial, rather than a judi-

cial, act. Second. It is for no crime, and generally for no misdemeanour, but for

being "unacceptable." Third. Most of these removals from office are by a sole

agent, namely, by a bishop or preacher, whose will is omnipotent in the premise^.

Fourth. The removing officer is not legally obliged to assign any cause for deposing.

If he do so, it is through courtesy, and not as of right. Fifth. The deposed officer

has no appeal. If indiscreetly or unnecessarily removed, he must submit ; for there

is no tribunal authorized to cure the error, or to rectify the wrong. But we believe

that there are good and sufficient reasons for granting this high power ofremoval to

those who exercise it. It promotes religion. It binds the Church in a strong and
almost indissoluble unity. It quickens the communication of healing influences to

the infected and the enfeebled parts of the body ecclesiastical. In a "Word, it is a sys-

tem of surpassing energy. By it executive power is sent in its most efficient form,

and withoutloss of time, from its highest sources or remotest fountains, through the
preachers and class-leaders, to the humblest member of the Church. The system
is worthy of all eulogy.

We will now inquire as to the bishop. In his case is this strong feature of

Methodism lost sight of? Is he, who can at discretion, by himself or by his agents,

remove from office so many, among whom are thousands of his co-ordinates or peers,

subject in turn to no such summary control 1 We have seen that to lodge this power
of removal in superior, and impose submission to it on inferior officers, is the fashion

of Methodism. She loves the system. She carries it up through many grades of
office until we reach the bishop. Does it suddenly stop there 1 If so, on what
ground 1 I can conceive none. If any can, let the reasons be arrayed before us.

I can perceive none, Mr. President, in being; but I can conceive them possible

under given circumstances. In Church and in state there must always be an ulti-

mate or supreme authority, and the exercise of it must be independent, so far as
systematic responsibility is concerned. But is the episcopacy in regard to this

question supreme ? Certainly not. The General Conference, adjunct in certain

exigences with the annual conferences, is the ultimate depository of power in our
Church. And I beg to dwell here. For, in the second place, I shall argue our
authority to depose a bishop summarily for improprieties morally innocent, which
embarrass the exercise of his functions, from ike relations of the General Confer'
ence to the Church, and to the episcopacy.

This conference, adjunct (but rarely) with the annual conferences, is supreme.
Its supremacy is universal. It has legislative, judicial, and executive supremacy.
Its legislative supremacy consists of

"

full powers to make rules," as the Discipline

words it This is full power for quasi legislation. Under self-assumed restric-

tions, which are now of constitutional force and virtue, (especially as they origi-

nated in a General Conference, composed not of delegates, but of travelling

preachers,) it can make rules of every sort for the government of the Church.
The restrictions are few and simple. They embrace our articles of religion, the
ratio of representation, the perpetuity of episcopacy, and the general superinteiid-

ency, the general rules, trial by committee and appeal, and the avails of the Book
Concern. Beyond these slender restrictions, its legislation is legitimate and con-

clusive ; and within them it is so, if the members of the annual conferences are
consenting.

Now, Mr. President, in legislation the bishop has not only peere, but more than

peers. In clerical orders every man on this floor is his equal, but in legislative

functions, his superior. Can you contribute the uplifting of a hand for or against a
conference act? You may not do it. The Discipline, which we shape at pleasure,

defies your touch. You may not, in this regard, breathe upon it. You may not

9
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spread the plaster upon a pateh which we, ad libitum, apply; to ite< weak parte..

If the conference, by a tie, fail to do what is desirable to be done, and (like the
philosopher's starving brute, caught centrally between two heaps of hay) cannot

escape from the dilemma, I' believe it is doubted by the college of bishops whe-
ther the president can come to our rescue by a casting vote-

This conference has jtedicial supremacy. It is a court of appeals beyond which,

no parties can travel for the cure of errors. It is the dernier resort, not only of

appellants, but of original complainants. Youy sir, must stand or fall by its- sole

decision. If it err, which is not a legal presumption, its unwholesome error is.

incurable, except by the vis medicatrix—the medicinal virtue—of its own judicial

energies. Nor has a bishop part or lot in its court action. He is constituted the

judge of law in an inferior tribunal, but not here. His lips are sealed in this

august body, and except when himself is concerned, he may not rise as an advo-
cate either for the Church or for an implicated party. It would be treason to do
so. It would be a most offensive deed, like the bribing of a*judge, or a covinous.

communing with a juryman. So naked, sir, of judicial prerogatives is the bishop
in this conference. Every member on the floor wears the ermine, whicU you may
not assume. Each of us blends in himself the functions of both judge- and jury-
man, to which you are an utter stranger. And in the mean time you are liable,, as

I suppose, to be stripped by us of those other high prerogatives of which, by our
countenance, you now hold investiture. Yon see, then, that as a bishop you are
both elevated and depressed. In regard to legislative and judicial prerogatives,,

when you went up you went down. Your station in the General Conference is a
peculiar eminence. Your high seat is not at all terrific in concealed^ or eotbeaming
power. It is like a gallery of disabilities, where, as a speetator of tragedy, you
can do little more than admire or reprobate the piece, and smile or frown upon- the'

actors. But, sir, such as it is, you and we approve it, and you would be as un-
willing as ourselves to see your prerogatives changed by imerease or diminution..

You are high up, and low down ; and all (but yourselves most of all) are content
thatwe—as we mean by grace to do—should keep you up, and keep you down.
But from the legislative and judicial functions of the conference, I proceed to

its executive or ministerial. Here I maybe approaching debatable ground. But
as I wish to provoke truth, and gather instruction from others, I will venture to

advance, leaving, if you please, a bridge of retreat, if hemmed in at last, to that
discreet refuge. All will consent, I suppose, to the doctrine of conference su-
premacy in the two points stated above. They will grant that this is our eccle-
siastical legislature; and the high court

—

curia maxima/—of the Methodist
Episcopal Church.
But has it also executive functions—and are these supreme, or all-controlling ?

So I affirm ; but it is for argument, and not with the least design to utter a mere-
proverb, or to impose my dictum on the conference. I beg all, si-, to hear and'
remember this emphatic disavowal. I proceed then to argue,, (having affirmed it

as a mere logical formula,) that the General Conference is clothed with supreme
executive functions. I will strive both to sustain it, and to commend it to your
favour.

First, then, the General Conference is the fountain of all official executive
authority. It is the " Croton Jtiver" of that system of executive ministrations
which flow in healthful streams throughout our Zion. I know, sir, that between,
this fountain and the Church members, who are the remote points of minute dis-

tribution, there are interposed several reservoirs of tMs ministerial authority..

The episcopacy is one and the chief reservoir. The pastorship is another. The
class-leaders are the small channels through whom paBses to the door of each one's-

heart in the class room a measure of the disciplinary influences of the Church.
What is objected, sir, to this view of the subject 1 Will it be disclaimed that the
conference is this fountain ? Can you advise me where else than here- executive
authority takes its rise ? Whence do you gather these life-preserving waters ?

From the constitution ? That, sir, is a very brief instrument, and its provisions
can be scanned in two minutes. Show where its authority creates the machinery
of a Church administration. Does it provide one wheer or spring ? It seems to
me, sir, that like God in Eden, who planted bat did not till the garden, resigning
that delightful task to man, so our constitution says to this General Conference,
Under such and such restrictions you are commissioned with "fullpowers to make
rules and regulations for" cultivating the fields of Methodism. Full powers for

what J For two things. First " to make rufes." That is legislation^ sir, as it
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stands related to other powers of the conference. But is this all it can do 1 No.

It has full powers also " to make regulations" for the government of the Church.

What is a regulation 1 To appoint a preacher to a field of labour is a regulation.

To remove him to another field is a regulation. To elect and impower a bishop

to do this for us is a regulation. To recall that bishop to his former station is a

regulation. Now " what a man does by another he does himself" is a maxim in

law. The General Conference may make these regulations without a bishop and

leave him a less onerous superintendence, or the conference may make these

regulations by a bishop, and multiply the toils of his superintendence.

That the conference has executive authority is indisputable. For the bishop

derives his authority from the conference. Are not answers first, second, third,

and eighth, to question third, in section fourth, statutory provisions ? Do they not

convey authority to the bishops ? If those answers were blotted out by a reso-

lution of this conference, would the bishops proceed to execute the duties therein

prescribed? This General Conference clothes them with these powers; and can

the conference convey what it does not possess ? Can it impart to bishops what
was not inherent in itself up to the time of conveying it ? The conference has

these powers. Everything conveyed as a prerogative to bishops, presiding elders,

preachers, &c., by statutory provision, and not by the constitution or in the re-

strictive rules, was in the General Conference, or it was mockery thus to grant it,

and the tenure of these officers is void, and their seizin tortious. They should be
challenged then as to their authority. Now, sir, all that this conference can confer,

it can withhold. And whatever it can confer and withhold, it can resume at will,

Unless a constitutional restriction forbids it. It can resume then all the powers
granted to a bishop by its own act, except such prerogatives as are essential to

episcopacy and superintendency. As to the episcopacy, which we may not do
away, the power to ordain is essential to its being, and whether, so far as it is

concerned, the whole of section fourth, with that exception, might not be constitu-

tionally expunged, is doubtful. Not that I would have it expunged. But I am
now arguing the question of conference power, and not of ecclesiastical expedi-

ency, I love the episcopacy just as it is ; and reverence for the office emulates
in my bosom a sister passion-—affection for the venerable men who occupy it

—

affeGtion for them all ; every one.

Here, Mr. President, let me say a word concerning our Church constitution. It

is a remarkable instrument. It differs cardinally from most, or all civil constitu-

tions. These generally proceed to demark the several departments of government
—the legislative, judicial, and executive—and, by positive grant, assign each de-

partment its duties. Our constitution is different. It doeB not divide the powers
of our government into legislative, judicial, and executive. It provides for a

General Conference, and for an episcopacy, and general superintendency. It

leaves all the powers of the three great departments of government, except what
is essential to an episcopacy, &c., in this General Conference. It restricts us
slightly in all our powers, but not in one department more than in another. Under
this constitution the conference is as much a judicatory as a legislature ; and it is

as much an executive body as either. What is there in the constitution to dis-

tinguish the three departments of our governmental authority, or to bestow one
and withhold another ? The grant of power to us is in mass, and no more excludes
the executive than it does either of the sister departments. And that our powers
are administrative do we not declare, when we demand at each General Conference
the minutes of every annual conference, and by the " Committee on the Itinerancy"

inspect and pass judgment on them ? And when, too, the administration of our
bishops is put under a severe inquisition, and a committee reports approval or dis-

approval 1 Surely, if anything could, this proves that the conference assumes to

be supreme in administration, else why does that administration thus^ appeal to

this conference in the last resort 1 Why, sir, the streams of these administrative

acts took their rise here, and, like running waters to the ocean, they return hither

to their source. How unlike those of the President to the American Congress,
with which I have heard them compared, are the relations of the episcopacy to

this conference! The constitution of the United States gives Congress its powers,
and the president his. Each exists independent of the other. The term, the

duties, the privileges of the president are all fixed by constitutional provision.

The presidency, as an office, and the incumbency of it, are plainly designated.

Our Church constitution recognizes the episcopacy as an abstraction, and leaves

this body to work it into a concrete form in any hundred or more ways we may be
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able to invent. We may make one, five, or twenty bishops ; and, if we pleasa
one for each conference. We may refuse to elect another until all die or resign'
and then, to maintain the episcopacy, which we are bound to do, we must elect
one, at least. As to his term, we may limit it at pleasure, or leave it undetermined.
But in this case is it undeterminable 1 Certainly not. The power which elected
may then displace. In all civil constitutions, as far as I know, not to fix an officer!*

term, is to suspend it on the will of the appointing power. Cabinet ministers and
secretaries are examples. No officer as such can claim incumbency for life, unless
such a term be authoritatively and expressly fixed upon.

I now reach a point of my argument to which I solicit particular attention. It
has been urged privately, by very many, that we have no authority to displace a
bishop, except for crime and by a formal trial. And they who advocate it tell us
to look into section fourth, page 28, and we shall be convinced. Well what now
is section fourth to us, in a question of this sort ? That whole section is statutory.
Were it a part of our Church constitution, it might be invoked as authoritative.
Mere rules as they are, and alterable by us in ten minutes, by two conference votes,
they expressly recognize our authority to " expel a bishop for improper conduct.'.'
Why then urge anything in the fourth section against this pending resolution 1 If
there were no express rule for deposing a bishop, we should still be competent to
depose. And for this plain reason. Whatever this conference can constitutionally
do it can do without first resolving that it has power to do it—without passing a
rule into the Discipline declaring its authority. The power of this conference is
derived, not from its own enactment, but from the constitution. Is there anything
in the restrictive articles which prohibits the removal or suspension of a bishop ?

This will not be pretended, and of course nothing in our own statutes can deprive
us of powers conferred on us by the higher authority of the constitution.

Let me explain. Suppose Congress should, under the pressure of any causes,
calculated to blind or confuse it, deny its power to raise revenues for the support
of government, would it be bound by its own act? The very next day it might
proceed to exercise the self-prohibited power, and for tins reason—the prohibition
is by Congress, but the grant of that which is prohibited is by the constitution,
which is binding on Congress, in despite of its own opposing action. So with this
conference. Suppose the fourth section provided that this body " has not power
to depose a bishop for improper conduct, if it seem necessary." We should still

have power to depose, because the constitution confers it, and that is paramount to
all our resolutions and statutes. We cannot by our enactments divest ourselves of
constitutional powers, no more than man made in God's image, and about to in-
habit God's eternity, can spurn the law of his being, and divest himself of free
agency and immortality.
Now let me proceed after the manner of mathematicians. We have seen, if I

mistake not, that a provision in the 4th section, page 28th, declaring our incompe-
tency to depose, would still leave us free to do it, because the superior authority of
the constitution confers the power. Much more then may we depose if, instead of
a statute forbidding it, the Discipline is silent on the subject. But much more still

may we depose, if instead of silence there is a rule for deposing as well as the con-
stitutional warrant. I do not claim this for demonstration, albeit I have chosen such
a mode of reasoning ; but unless I greatly err the argument claims some regard.
Now, sir, there is a rule which many of us believe applies to this case, in the answer
to Question 4th, page 28th—" To the General Conference, who have power to expel
him for improper conduct, if they see it necessary." Let it be noticed that in har-
mony with what I have said concerning our constitutional power, this rule does not
convey authority, else the auxiliary " shall " would be used. It does not say the Gen-
eral Conference shall have authority, which is the style used in creating constitutional
prerogatives. The language of the rule is simply declaratory, recognizing a power
already existing. Let us notice certain phrases in this declaratory rule. "Have power
to expel," sets forth the extent to which we may proceed in our efforts to guard against
the consequences of a bishop's improprieties. The expulsion contemplated is

doubtless from office. For though depose is the word generally used in such con-
nections, expel is not less significant of the thing. To put out of office is expul-
sion. If any dispute, and say the expulsion must be from orders, or from the
Church, we answer, A power to expel from Church, is certainly equal to the power
of removing from office. The child who has license to play all day, need not dread
the rod for playing half a day; and the boy who is told he may ride ten, cannot
disobey by riding five miles. That argument is hard pushed which resorts to the
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phrase, " have power to expel," to prove that the conference has not power to
depose. " Improper conduct," means less than imprudent conduct. Imprudence
carries our thoughts to the neighborhood of crime. It means a want of wisdom to

a degree which involves exposure and harm. Improper means simply not suitable,

or unfitting. The usiis loquendi in the Discipline forbids us to assume that in some
generic sense it embraces crime; Whatever is unfitting a bishop's office, and would

impair his usefulness in the exercise of its functions, is embraced, I conceive, in

the phrase " improper conduct." In the Discipline it is used in contradistinction

from crime. And it is never treated as crime in the administration, except when a

private member, after frequent admonitions, obstinately refuses to reform. In such

a case obstinacy itself becomes a criminal state of mind, and may procure expul-

sion. Finally, the phrase, " if they see it necessary," sheds light on the whole
paragraph. It proves that improper does not mean criminal; for then itwould be
necessary, and die condition would be useless. The phrase accords to the confer-

ence discretionary power, and invites them to proceed on the ground of " expedi-

ency," of which some have loudly complained. They may expel him, if they see

it to be proper or expedient—that is, if his improprieties injure his usefulness in the

high office where our suffrages placed him.

My mind, sir, (if not my words,) has all along distinguished between orders and
office. The summary removals which I have noticed are from office, not from the

ministry. In regard to ordained preachers, these two rules will hold. First, they

cannot be expelled from the ministry summarily ; but must have a trial in due form.

Second, they cannot be expelled for "improper conduct," but only for a crime

clearly forbidden in the word of God. These rules, with few exceptions, will apply

to private members, who may be removed from the leader's or steward's office at any
time, without notice, trial, or cause assigned. But they cannot usually be expelled

from the Church without trial, or the offer of trial ; nor for improper conduct, unless

it become incorrigibly obstinate, and then it assumes the character of crime. The
Erinciples which apply to members and preachers, should govern us in regard to

ishops. They ought not to be expelled from the ministry for " improper con-

duct," nor without due notice and trial. But if others, they too may be deposed
from, office summarily, and for improprieties which, even if they be innocent, hinder

their usefulness, or render their ministrations a calamity. That the bishop's is an
office, is, I suppose, conceded. True we ordain him ; but we may cease to ordain,

and by suspending the conference rule which requires a day's delay, may immedi-
ately blot from the Discipline these words—page 26—" and the laying on of the

hands of three bishops, or at least of one bishop and two elders." Would not this

harmonize our practice and our principles 1

I shall not dwell longer, Mr. President, on the question of conference authority.

We have seen that when clerical orders or membership in the Church is

concerned, crime only, or obstinate impropriety, which is as crime, can expel.

This is Methodism. We have seen, on the other hand, that as to office, removals

from it may be summary, and for anything unfitting that office, or that renders its

exercise unwholesome to the Church. I have urged that all ranks of officers are

included up to the point where the officer has no superior ; which never happens
with us, because the General Conference, under certain restrictions, is the deposi-

tory of all power, legislative, judicial, and executive. I urged this fashion of

Methodism as applicable especially to a bishop, because his superior influence will

render his improprieties proportionably more embarrassing and injurious to the

Church.
I have argued that the conference has power, from the grant of the constitution,

(which is a catholic grant, embracing all, beyond a few enumerated restrictions,)

to try a bishop for crime and to depose him summarily for " improper conduct."

Is this hard on the bishop ? Does he not summarily remove, at discretion, all the

four years round, two hundred presiding elders, and two thousand of his peers

;

and shall he complain that a General Conference, which is a delegated body—in a
word that all these two thousand peers of his, whose authority converges through
the channels of repsesentation, and concentrates here, shoidd do to him what he so

uniformly does to them ? Shall one elder holding a high office at our hands be so

puissant, that, like the sun in the heavens, (though he be a planet still, and in his

office reflects no light which we have not shed upon him,) he must bind and con-

trol all, but is in turn to be controlled by none ? No, sir. This conference is the

sun in our orderly and beautiful system. Look into the Discipline. First you have
our "articles of religion," in which God appears. What is next in order? The
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General Conference, which, like the orb of day, rises to shed light on the surround,
ing scene. It is first shaped or fashioned, and then, like Adam by his Maker, ig

endowed with dominion, and made imperial in its relations ; and saving the slight

reservations of the constitution, it is all-controlling in its influence. Let it never

be lost sight of, that theGeneral Conference is " the sun of our system."

I said, Mr. President, that if I noticed the question of expediency, it would he
only by a glance. I will remark, generally, that in determining what is proper,

after haying ascertained what is lawful, we should look two ways. As first in ha-

portance we should consider the interests of the Church. Second, we should con.

suit the feelings of the officer. And we should inquire as to the Church, how is

she likely to be affected by the improper conduct of her officer ? Will she, be
locally and slightly embarrassed, or extensively and severely 1 If the injury thre^,

ened will be confined to a small district, and will probably be slight and ephemeral,

we may bear it. But if it be likely to fall on large districts and work great evils,

producing strife, breaking up societies, and nearly dissolving conferences ; and if

calamities so heavy are likely to be long-continued and scarcely ever end, the call

for summary proceedings on the part of this conference is loud and imperative?.

If in such circumstances she decline to act, will she not betray her trust, and dis-

honour God ? In regard to the officer, it should be inquired if the unfitness he has
brought on himself for his sphere of action was by some imperative necessity, and
if not, whether it was in presumable ignorance of the grief and misfortunes he was
about to inflict on our Zion 1 Or must he have known what would follow, so that

his act proceeded from, or at least was associated with, some degree of indifference^

if not of wantonness, in regard to results ? These things, sir, should be well weighed
in settling the question of expediency.
A bishop's influence is not like a preacher's or class-leader's. It is diffused like

the atmosphere, everywhere. So high a Church officer, (I will not say, sir, confer'

ence officer, though just now I take you to be such, at least for the time being,) I

say, so high a Church officer should be. willing to endure not slight sacrifices for

this vast connection. What could tempt you, sir, to trouble and wound the Church
all through from centre to circumference 1 The preacher and the class-leader,

whose influence is guarded against so strongly, can do little harm—a bishop infinite.

Their improper acts are motes in the air—yours are a pestilence abroad in the
earth. Is it more important to guard against those than against these ? . Heaven
forbid ! Like the concealed attractions of the heavens, we expect a bishop's influ-

ence to be all-binding everywhere—in the heights and in the depths—in the centre

and on the verge of this great system ecclesiastical. If instead of co«centric and
harmonizing movements, such as are wholesome, and conservative, and beautifying*

we observe in him irregularities,which, however harmless in others, will be disastrous

or fatal in him, the energy of this body, constitutionally supreme, must instantly

reduce him to order, or if that may not be, plant him in another and a distant

sphere. When the Church is about to suffer a detriment which we by constitu-

tional power can avert, it is as much treason in us not to exercise the power we have,
as to usurp in other circumstances, that which we have not.

Mr. Comfort said, the remarks he intended to make had been measurably super-

seded by the very able and lucid speech of the member from Ohio, Mr. Hamfine.
He had believed that, should this discussion be protracted ten days longer, the
mind of no member on the floor would be changed ; but he was now induced to

think otherwise. They had been conjured to give arguments in support of the
proposition before the house. If light were desired, he believed it had been fur-

nished by the last speaker. Light had been given. A clear constitutional view
of this important subject had been taken, and it only remained to apply the doc-
trine. In the course of the discussion, it seemed to him that the style of the
speakers better corresponded to that of a mere pettifogger before an inferior court

and jury, rather than that of a master in chancery before a high court of errors.

Close, clear, logical argument, was alone of any value in this discussion, and that,

he thought, had been furnished by the last speaker. In applying the luminous
expose of the constitution just given, he would call attention to the third restrictive

rule. It provided that the General Conference should not infract the " itinerant

general superintendency." The law enacted under that article of the constitution

is found on page 29, answer to Question 6. This requires, that if a bishop cease

from travellmg at large among the people, he should not exercise the episcopal

office without the consent of the General Conference. Now, could Bishop Andrew,
under his present embarrassment, travel at large throughout the connection ? Cer-
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tainly not. And, therefore, without the consent of this conference, he must suspend
the jurisdiction of his episcopal office till his embarrassment shall be remoVed.

To confine him to any section of the work would be to curtail the itinerant general

superintendency, and in its place to introduce a particular or sectional superin-

tendency. This should never be done with his (Mr. Comfort's) consent. And,

moreover he did not consider Bishop Andrew before the conference on impeach-

ment or arraignment for improper conduct. He was before them under embar-

rassment simply, and nothing else; and, therefore, the provision which might be
pleaded for an elder, in the same state where he lived, could not be pleaded for

iiim, because, as a bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church, he belonged no more

to the south than to the north : that such could not be applied to him, especially

because the proposed action of this conference did not affect his orders, but simply

bis jurisdiction as an officer of the General Conference. According to Bishop Hed-
ding, in his Notes on Discipline, he was the " servant of the elders." If so, inas-

much as the great body of the eldership was there present by representation, it

was within the province of that conference to suspend the jurisdiction of Bishop
Andrew for the undeniable embarrassment in which he stood before the confer-

ence. His office, only, was touched, not hi3 orders—a distinction which could not be
denied without involving ihe doctrine

%of prelatical episcopacy ; a doctrine at the

furthest remove from Methodism on this subject. As an affirmant in this debate

he stood on this ground, amd believed the ground tenable.

Mr. Comfort referred to a current report that Bishop Andrew came to the Gene-
ral Conference with the intention to resign, but had been resisted in that purpose
by southern delegates. If so, the responsibility rested on those who interposed

such resistance. On the part of Bishop Andrew it was most magnanimous, and
must exalt him in the estimation of every one.

Dr, Capers said he had heard no such report.

Mr. Comfort said he was glad to be corrected if there was any mistake.

Dr. Capers did not wish to leave the impression that brother Comfort had intended
to misrepresent this important point. He understood the facts to be these : that

there was a period when Bishop Andrew had proposed to resign, but he had no
thought whatever of resigning when he came here ; and that he cherished such a
design only when he found that his case was likely to create difficulty.

(At this moment Mr. Adams, from the New-England Conference, put the Rich-
mond Christian Advocate in the hands of Mr. Comfort, from which he read a state-

ment, going to say that the southern delegates had refused their consent to the
bishop's offer to resign.)

Dr. Capers said this was only to relieve the present difficulty.

Mr. Comfort rejoined, Then it seems the offer has been made, and the only mis-
take is, it was at a subsequent period.

On the part of the replicants, it is urged against the proposition before the con-

ference that division of the Church will be the consequence of its passage. But he
believed there was no element in the constitution authorizing this General Confer-

ence to make any movement in that direction. It would be to transcend their pro-

vince. Secession there may be, but not division. But even allowing the General
Conference did possess the necessary power to divide the Church, the division of
Church property would, in his opinion, involve insuperable difficulties. As, for

instance, in the thirteen conferences in the south there were some 400,000 members,
and of this number one-fourth were coloured people, who were not directly bene-
fitted by our books, because they could not read them. Their education was
prohibited by the civil law. A catechism had been prepared for their special use
and benefit. This was now taught them, and he rejoiced in the fact. But these
difficulties would come up, and must be met whenever a division of the Church
and of Church property should be seriously contemplated.

It was urged by the brethren from the south, that if the resolution pass they
could not return home to their charges—they would not be received by their peo-
ple. This he did not believe, for this reason: the Bouth was a unit on the subject

of slavery; one sentiment prevailed throughout all that part of the connection.

Hence they would move together. They would not, en masse, reject their minis-

ters should the resolution pass. Their ministers could reason with, and control

them. They were not so intolerant, nor so undemocratic as the objection supposed.

On this subject he could speak from some degree of personal knowledge, having

spent sir out of the last eight years in one of the southern slave states. He was
not aware his way had ever been hedged up in his intercourse with the people or
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with the slaves He had never seen the evidence of suspicion toward him. He

had alway endeavoured to conduct himself« gentleman and a clergyman, under

such circumstoces, ought to do, and he believed whoever would take that course,

would fiXoTaHntlposed before him. He believed, however odious he might

he, he cTld Hmself go^to any part of the south. But the case was Afferent m the

north The people were not a unit on the subject of slavery—there was a cuyer-

sto of sentiment*and the ministry could not contro the action to which the po»ta

of Bishop Andrew, on the subject of slavery, would give rise. JNo slavery in the

episcopal was a stronghold from which the north would be inevitably now driven

if the resolution did not pass, and a new engine of tremendous power would De put

into the hands of their enemies, which they would not fail to ply with desperate

force against them. When the word " division" was first uttered, it waked up in

hk bosom emotions utterly indescribable and almost irrepressible. Those emotions

had passed away, and at present he could not say he had any apprehension as to

the unitv of the Church; and he believed that, so long as the President occupied

that chair as senior bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church he would preside-

in the General Conference of the whole Methodist Episcopal Church.

Dr. Smith .aid-Never, sir, have I more deeply regretted than on the present

occasion, that it is not mine to be eloquent, or that words of persuasion are not

familiar to my lips-so vast are the interests involved m the issue l>*»»™»-~

absurd are many of the doctrines stated on this floor-and withal, so ingeniously

have some of them been defended by the eloquent speaker who has just taken his

seat, brother Hamline, of Ohio. He brought us to the conclusion that Bishop

Andrew had acted improperly, and should correct his position before the Church

or cease to exercise his episcopal functions. This, be it observed, is precise y the

ground occupied by all on his side of the question, although he finds so much rea-

son to regret the term "expediency," by which they define then ground If I

understand him, however, he occupies the same ground. He has taken
^
different,

and, to my view, a far more objectionable position by winch to sustain his conclu-

sion. From the fact that leaders, and other subordinate officers of the Church, may

be displaced by their superiors, he argues that a bishop may be displaced at the

mere discretion of the General Conference. To this I reply, that his analogy does

not hold, because preachers and presiding elders>
are^themselves iinmedmtelj

responsible to higher officers for any act by which they displace™ ê
™l°®J

T >

but there is no body superior to the General Conference, jmd if it be not bound.to

observe its own rules in its administrative acts, then it is irresponsible. Its course

is as unsteady as the fitful winds-its government is the mere will oi a majority—

in other words, a popular tyranny. He assigns this absolute admimstrattye powe,

to the General Con&ence-not even controlled by ite own existing rules. Such

was the doctrine as it fell upon my ear. To sustain this, he gives equal legislative

powers. Sir, I deny the whole. I commend to his attention the report of the

General Conference of 1828, in which this doctrine is repudiated in the strongest

.terms. This body has no such legislative or administrative powers. They aie

strictly bound to be governed in their acts of administration m Bishop Andrew-

case, and every other! by their own rules. As such he is entitled to a formal^taal,

and cannot be deposed by any other process that does not involve a purely extra-

judicial proceeding. I protest against any such proceeding; but, ^rrven to an

Urmal defence, f leave the speaker in other hands as to his consbtatonal argu-

ment, and join issue with him on the main point involved in the merits of this case

that Bishop Andrew is guilty of improper conduct, and that expediency requires

that he be silenced. . , -, « -,. „
The substitute now under consideration covers the whole ground of expediency

spread out in the original resolution. It adds one point ;
it involves a constitotional

question also. It assumes that Bishop Andrew's present position tends to destroy

a general superintendence The reverse, I shall show in the sequel, is true It

was surely not the design of the venerable mover, Eev. James B. Finley, to embar-

rass the question by adding a new point. His design was, no doubt, to conciliate,

but he is unfortunate in his measures.
. T .,, -

. To sustain my position, that Bishop Andrew has not acted improperly, LwiU nrs

briefly review his conduct in the premises. A friend died some short tune alter to

appointment as bishop, and left him a girl to,
raise and, at

;

a given age,
,

to send

her to Liberia, if she would consent to go. He faithfully fulfilled his trust, bh

refused to go to Liberia, and remains his property as free as the laws oi the state

will permit her to be. In a second instance he inherited a boy, by the death of nif
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wife ; he also is as free as the laws of the state will permit him to be. in a <&ia:&

instance, he married a lady who was the owner of slaves ; and as he did not wish
to become their owner, and for domestic reasons, with which this conference-has

nothing to do, he relinquished at once the legal title which fell to him by Mb mar-
riage and they remain the property of her to whom they belonged before his mar-
riage. Now I maintain, that in no offensive sense is Bishop Andrew a slaveholder;

that is, in the sense in which the Discipline defines a slaveholder. Two attributes

must attach to the act of holding this property to make it offensive in the sense of

the Discipline. First. It must be received and held with an intention to enslave.

Surely Bishop Andrew did not do this ! No one has charged him with it. Second.

The person holding the slave must of purpose omit to manumit, when by doing so

he could secure his freedom. It is equally certain that Bishop Andrew has not done
this. He is, then, not a slaveholder in an offensive sense. An ultra-abolitionist

alone could have the hardihood to pronounce him one. It is only pretended that

he is " connected with slavery." Interpret this by the offensive terms employed
by speakers, and the plain meaning of the offence charged is simply this : that he

married the lady of his choice , without stopping to consult the tastes and abolition

affinities of New-England Methodists ! And for this he is to be dishonoured before

the world as having brought a stain upon Methodism. How, sir, is this likely to

be received at the south ? Must there not come tip, from the very foundations of

society, one united voice of scathing rebuke 1 It is in vain to plead that this course

is called for by reasons arising out of the character of our episcopacy as a general

superintendency. The present prosecution follows directly on the heels of the
Baltimore case. Mr. Harding, an elder only, was required by the Baltimore iCon-

ference to give an unconditional pledge that he would manumit slaves, which,
under the laws of the state, did not belong to him. This General Conference has
sustained their decision. Bishop Andrew, who, any more than Mr. Harding, can-

not move in the matter, if he would, by reason of the laws of the state, must, we
are told, share the same fate. It is purely an abolition movement. In no other
light can it be received at the south.

Before I enter further into this discussion it is essential to my plan that I should
define the position of parties in this controversy. That one of them resides at the
south is not denied. , These parties are denned by'geographical lines as well as the
principles at stake. I speak of them now as they are represented on the floor of this

conference. The southern party are composed of thirteen annual conferences: Vir-

ginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Holston, Kentucky, Ten-
nessee, Memphis, Mississippi, Missouri, Arkansas, and Texas. Why the Baltimore
should be left out of this category the delegates from this conference must answer.
(We can answer, responded many voices.) And I forewarn you that you will have
to answer it to the members and other citizens of Maryland and Virginia, within
your conference bounds. The second and antagonist party are not distinguished

by geographical limits. They are spread through the free states, but mainly con-

centrated within the New-England conferences^-four in number. They are dis-

tinguished by principles alone. What, sir, are the principles which distinguish

them as antagonistic to the south ? Their own speakers have well defined them.
They have told us how the supposed disaster of leaving Bishop Andrew in the ex-

ercise of his episcopal functions is to operate among them. Several conferences,

they have told us, will refuse to have Bishop Andrew preside in their sessions.

Many ministers and members of the Church will withdraw. Now to whom will

these characteristics apply 1 Will the Baltimore Conference refuse the services of
Bishop Andrew ? I cannot allow, sir, that the delegates of this conference correctly

represent their conference and people on this subject. Indeed, one of them has
assured us that the Baltimore Conference would never sustain any opposition to

Bishop Andrew. The very locality of their conference, embracing the state of Ma-
ryland and a large territory in Virginia, is in full proof that it is still at the south,

whatever may be the course of its present delegation. Will the Philadelphia and
New-Jersey Conferences refuse the services of Bishop Andrew, or secede ? Indeed,
sir, no man will affirm this. Not even the zeal of brother Winner from New-Jersey
betrayed him into a hint of this sort. Well, will New-York take this ground 1

Although brother Sandford, with Drs. Olin and Bangs, have clearly affiliated with
the opposition, yet sir, New-York Conference will not take this position. Who will

affirm it ? Nor will the Ohio Conference refuse the services of Bishop Andrew.
Brother Hamline, who preceded,me on this subject, may go thus far. His speech
years ago, on the subject of slavery, so strongly characterizing him as an abolition-
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ist—(and which I never heard of his retracting)—may justify this opinion. He is

an eloquent man—a man I am told of great influence—and may draw others after

him. But still, sir, I have yet to leam that the Ohio Conference will take this of-

fensive attitude toward the south and the unity of the Church. The same may he

said of the Indiana and Illinois Conferences, and also of some others, I have no

doubt. Where then, sir, is the location of the opposite party in this controversy ?

We are at no loss to answer. Their memorials are upon your table, by dozens.

They are chiefly from the New-England and northern conferences, and, teith a few

exceptions, from none others. And what, sir, are their principles ? Their memo-

rials explain. They define them to be, genuine abolitionists. (No! No! from

many voices.) Yes, sir, I repeat it, they are abolitionists. Do they not substan-

tially pray lor just what, on the subject of slavery, memorialists at every preceding

General Conference have prayed for ? And have not several preceding General

Conferences condemned these memorials as abolition ? Have they not denounced

them in strong resolutions, against Orange Scott, the former leader of the party ?

And if this be not so, sir, on what grounds hut those of pure abolition could these

persons threaten so great an indignity to a bishop, and to the whole southern com-

munity? None, sir—none. And whither will they go, when they shall withdraw from

us ? Why, sir, to O. Scott, their former file-leader. (No, no, with emphasis, respond-

ed many.) Well, it may be so. One thing is certain, you affiliate with Scott on the

subject of slavery. He never asked more or less than you ask by your memorials.

It's only an inconsistency that you so harshly condemn Scott, so far as slavery is

concerned. Whether then they unite with Scott's party or set up for themselves,

the principle is the same

—

they are abolitionists, unquestionable abolition-

ists. Who that listened to brother Cass from New-Hampshire, and Spencer from

Pittsburg—too honest to disguise their sentiments—can doubt this ? Abolitionists,

then, sir, of the M. E. Church are the party antagonist to the south in this case

—

and I have defined their locality, with but a few exceptions.

This array of parties leaves many conferences as represented on this floor with-

out classification. What then, sir, is the position of those delegates who do not

reside at the south, and who would not reject Bishop Andrew, nor secede from the

Church? They have defined their position as "middle men,"—"conservatives;"

but no, sir, their true position in this controversy is that of umpires. Yes, sir, they

are the umpires in this contest. They are to decide the issues between the south

and the abolitionists. According as they shall give their votes, will the die of

union, or disunion be cast. May I be permitted to remind my brethren of the

fearful responsibility of their position ? If it be supposed that we of the south and

the abolitionists of the north are too deeply involved to allow an impartial judge-

ment, your position does not thus far acquit you of responsibility ; yet your posi-

tion is one of great delicacy ; your sympathies are necessarily involved, from your

local relation with the adverse party. Your judgments are very liable to be en-

tangled; you have great need of caution. If evil come to the Church from the

decision in this case, upon you will fall the tremendous responsibility. In this as-

pect of the subject it is cause of no little regret that many'of you have already

affiliated with the adversary ; nay, by the positions many of you have taken on

this floor, you stand forth as the leaders of the adverse party. Instead of occupy-

ing the position of umpires, you are already file-leaders of the opposition ; you have

still greater cause, therefore, to pause, and deliberate well your action.

Now, sir, after this marshalling of the parties in this contest, and with a clear

view of the offence or crime for which the south is sought to be condemned in the

character and conduct of Bishop Andrew, let me remark, that our opponents main-

tain that in marrying the lady of his choice, under the circumstances, Bishop An-

drew " acted improperly." That the General Conference, having full administra-

tive power, can and ought to depose him—whether it be provided for in the Dis-

cipline, or not. Astounding assumption of power ! To state it is to refute it. And

why, sir, is it assumed? Because it is known that if the bishop be tried by the

Discipline of the Church, he cannot be condemned. We of the south maintain

that he stands acquitted by the Discipline, and that to condemn him without the

forms, or the authority of our rules, is not only unjust, but extra-judicial. Let us

tey this issue.

The- first ground on which the abolition argument rests the charge of " improper

conduct," is, that by his marriage he has rendered himself' " unacceptable" to a

large portion of the north, and should therefore be deprived of his office. " Unac-

ceptable!" To whom? Abolitionists. Well, is " unacceptability" a cause of itself
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sufficient to convict and depose a bishop ? Suppose New-England, often aa rife with
heretical doctrine as they are in the various expedients of living, had generally (as
indeed many did) become Millerites, and hence had pronounced all our'bishoTra
" unacceptable," should we therefore depose them all to appease this wayward
and fanatical temper ? Surely not. Is he indeed "unacceptable?" Whose feult

is it ? Is it his 1 Or is it theirs ? How is this question to be "tried ? Why, by
the Discipline of the Church. So would any man say, it appears to me, who had
not taken leave of his senses. If, then, Bishop Andrew has so far offended against

the Discipline of the Church as to render himself justly " unacceptable," let him
go—I ask no protection for him—I will not lift a finger in his behalf. But has he
so offended? This, sir, is the true issue, with everyone but brother Hamline, who
maintains that this body has power to condemn without law. Has he thus offended?

Does he hold his office in violation of Discipline ? If so, let it be taken from him.
Discipline, page 195, says, " No slaveholder Bhall be eligible to any official station

in our Church hereafter, where the laws of the state in which he lives will admit
of emancipation, and permit the liberated slave to enjoy freedom." The further

clause of Discipline on this point provides, especially, that the preacher who shall

become connected with slavery shall liberate his slaves, " if it be practicable."

Bishop Andrew, it is said, is a slaveholder. Grant it, for the sake of argument.

Have you not been assured upon the highest authority, such as no one has pre-

tended to doubt, that the laws of the state of Georgia, in which he lives, do not
admit of emancipation under any possible or conceivable circumstances whatever?
Is he not then entitled to office under the Discipline of the Church 1 But what the

rule does not afford to the opposition, they seek, in true characteristic style, to

supply by expedients. Yes, sir, " expediency" we are told, in view of his " unac-
ceptability," requires his deposition, though the rule may not require it. But, let

it be observed, that this rule of Discipline is not merely a rule or statute, but it is

a compromise—especially a compromise act. It forms the basis of union in regard
to slavery, on the principle of compromise, and therefore settles the whole ques-
tion of expediency in relation to the eligibility of slaveholders to office in the
Church, and hence the propriety or impropriety of the conduct of an officer of the
Church who becomes the owner of slave property.

We say, the rules in regard to the eligibility of slaveholders to office in the
Church are a compromise—not of principles, on the part of the south, but of local

interests—forming a basis of union, a common platform, on which the opposite

parties have stood since soon after the organization of the Church. Let us look to

the history of our legislation on the subject for the proof. From Emory's History
of our Discipline, we find that the first rule passed on the subject was in these
words : " pught not this conference to require those travelling preachers who hold
slaves to give promise to setthem free ? Answer. Yes ;" and then follows a fearful

denunciation of slavery aud slaveholders. Here the ground is taken that the
preachers, from the superintendent, or bishop, as he is now called, down to the
licensed preacher, shall unconditionally, without regard to consequences, manumit
his slaves. The Christinas conference of 1784, at which the Methodist Episcopal
Church was organized, made the unconditional manumission of slaves a condition

of membership. The slaveholders residing in Virginia, and in connection with the
" Methodist Episcopal Church, were allowed two years to consider whether they
would comply with this condition. Slaveholders in all other sections were allowed
but one year. In six months after the passage of this new condition of membership,
they passed a rule, which, while it left it a little modified in the Discipline, sus-

pended its operation for the present, declaring that it " would do harm, instead of
good." In 1796, twelve years after this new term of membership was adopted,
they found that, even to keep it, though in a suspended form, in the book of Disci-

pline, was productive of great evil. They therefore passed a resolution, requesting
both preachers and people deeply to consider the subject of negro slavery, and to

communicate their views to the ensuing General Conference which was to convene
in 1800. At this period the conference adopted the rule which now stands in the
Discipline, page 195, in regard to preachers holding slaves. The offensive condi-

tion of membership still remained in the Discipline as a testimony of disapprobation
until 1808, though its operation was suspended. In 1816 the eligibility of members
of the Church to any office, so for as slavery is concerned, was established on the

terms stated in the rule, as it now stands in the book of Discipline.

Here, sir, let it be briefly noticed, that, according to this showing, in 1800 tbe

conference receded from the strong ground taken in 1780, and required of preachers
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only a conditional manumission, thus leaving the rale of Discipline to be controlled

in its application by the legislation of the different state legislatures. In 1796 they

receded from the strong ground taken in 1784 against members holding slaves ;
and

in 1808 all which related to private members was expunged from the Discipline,

and in 1816 the basis of compromise-was completed. These facts, in connection

with the history of the times, will show our present rules to be a compromise ; on

the part of the slaveholding membership a sacrifice of local interests, and on the

part of the non-slaveholding members a yielding of original abolition principles.

The first ground taken in regard to ministers holding slaves in 1780 was the purely

abolition action of unconditional manumission ; this ground is clearly yielded in

the conditional rule, adopted in 1800, and which still stands in the Discipline. The
ground first taken against the private membership was equally abolition in its cha-

racter. This was yielded in 1808, by expunging all enactments on the subject from

the book of Discipline. Here then, sir, was an entire abandonment of the aboli-

tion ground first taken by the Church.

On the part of the slaveholding interests there was also a concession—not of

principle, for they had no errors to compromise—but of great local interests. The
ground just taken against them was found to be ruinous—it was little short of an
act expelling the Methodist Church from a slaveholding community ; and although
the conference receded from it in 1796, the testimony which the Church still bore
upon this subject by letting the suspended rule remain in the Discipline was found
to be attended with nothing but disaster. And the fact is that both then and now.
although slavery as it exists in America is an evil, as I was free to allow in my de-
fence of Harding, the publication of that fact in the strong terms employed in the
Discipline was never calculated to accomplish anything but mischief. Bishop As-
bury, whose views were altogether ultra on this subject in the early part of his

life, was long before his death fully convinced of it, and was free to declare, it was
a great pity that the Church had taken any action upon the subject. Yet the le-

gislation of 1800 and 1816, inclusive, shows that this point was fully yielded, and
as a balance against the concessions of the true abolition party, it was allowed that
the Discipline should declare slavery to be " a great evil." Thus the non-slave-
holdu^party claimed that the Church should testify against the " evil of slavery,"

and was willing to submit the administration of the rule to be controlled by state

legislation. The slaveholding party, very much against their local interests as a
Church—tending only to prejudice them in the public mind—consented that the
Discipline should testify against slavery as " an evil," and accepted the boon ten-

dered them, that the operation of the rule be controlled by the legislatures of then-

own states. Thus a basis of union was formed between these opposing parties

—

a common platform on which they could each stand in coming years. And, sir, is

it inquired, on what ground does this compromise rest ? The answer is plain

—

the ground of expediency—of sound discretion—all going to establish the policy
of the! Church on the subject of slavery to be this : that members shall be eligible

to any office in the Church on the conditions stated in the rule—it being only on
this ground that the parties could harmonize at all—only on this ground (if the
Church took any action upon the subject) that she could exist at all in u slave-
holding community.
Now, sir, from this plain and obvious view of the compromise rule of Discipline

'

I deduce these conclusions :

—

First, (in regard to petitions and memorials,) the whole policy of the Church
being settled by compromise on the basis of expediency, all petitions and memo-
rials, whether from the north or the south, contemplating any action on the subject
of slavery, should be at once laid on the table, or returned to their owners, so long
as this compromise rule remains in the book of Discipline. Any serious conside-
ration of the ultra measures of memorialists is in violation of good faith to the
party to which they stand opposed.

Second, I deduce this conclusion in relation to the case of Bishop Andrew—if he
be " unacceptable" to the abolitionists and to those who associate with them, by
reason of his having such connection with slavery as is provided for in the com-
promise rule, it is the fault of those to whom he is thus "unacceptable." All
allow that his case is within the provisions of this rule. They then, and not Bishop
Andrew or his friends, must suffer the consequences of his " unacceptability."
Regarding this body as an assembly of grave divines, bound to observe their own
legislation on the subject of slavery, I maintain that in these conclusions, you are
held, as men of conscience, by chords stronger than the withs of Samson, or hooks
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of iron and steel If with the member from Ohio you free yourselvesfrom the con-
scientious duty of observing your own rules on the subject of slavery, then you
are under no restraint—you are lawless. The caprice of a reckless majority is the
law of the Church.

.

The second ground on which it is sought to convict Bishop Andrew of " im-

proper conduct" is, that by becoming connected with slavery, he has violated the
" settled policy of the Church." But what is our policy in relation to ministers

holding slaves 1 It is settled in the compromise rule. No one has affirmed that

his case does not fall within the provisions of this rule. Then his present position

is in perfect harmony with the " settled policy" of the Church as defined in the

compromise rule. The mover of the original resolution, Eev. A. Griffith, of Bal-

timore, did not surely have this in view. He no doubt meant, by the "settled

policy of the Church," the motives which usually influenced members in voting for

bishops. Strange source, to be surefto look to for the policy of the Church ! But
he is quite as unfortunate as unwise in this appeal to the policy of the Church ! I

present him a dilemma. The members of the General Conference of 1832, who
voted for James 0. Andrew as a southern man, to be bishop, either did so, on the

principle of the compromise hole, or they did not : if they did, Bishop Andrew
was then elected onthe principles of the compromise rule, and he is not an offender

against the principles of his election, because his present position in relation to

slavery is within the provisions of this rule, as no one denies. If they did not,

then they deceived the southern portion of the Church, by publishing to the world,

in the Book of Discipline, that the basis of compromise laid in the rule on slavery

should govern their elections. Hence either Bishop Andrew is not an offender

against the principles on which he was elected, or those who elected him were
deceivers. Mr. Griffith, and his friends who voted with him in electing Bishop
Andrew in 1832, may take which horn of the dilemma they please.

The third ground on which this extra proceeding is based is, that his present
position, as a slaveholding bishop, " is in violation of the usage," or common law
of the Church. Dr. Olin, whom I regret to know has avowed himself against us

in this controversy, has, nevertheless, agreed with Dr. Winans in setting aside this

position, for the obvious reason that an omission to elect a slaveholder a bishop is

no proof that it is the usage of the Church that a slaveholder shall not be bishop.

But, sir, it is not with arguments of this kind I seek to engage your attention, but
rather with the law in the case. In civil jurisprudence the common law is neces-

sarily subordinate in authority to the statute law. So in ecclesiastical administra-

tions, the common usage must yield to the specific rule of Discipline. Consequently,
if there be a usage among us which violates the plain provisions of the rule on
slavery, it should be given up as contrary to Methodist discipline. Hence, if there

be such a usage as that contended for so earnestly by speakers, itis of no authority

stall.

The fourth ground taken is this : " Bishop Andrew was nominated by our southern

brethren, and elected by the General Conference of 1832, as a candidate, who,

though living amidst a slaveholding population, was nevertheless free from all con-

nection with slavery :" hence it is maintained, "that his present position is in vio-

lation of good faith." Before I discuss this objection, so much relied on by the

member from Baltimore, I must remark on the coarse and offensive terms in which
Bishop Andrew, and even Mrs. Andrew, has been alluded to, by speakers on this

floor and elsewhere. I will give you a case. In prosecutingmy duties, as a mem-
ber of a sub-committee, I met with the following record in the journals of an an-

nual conference, for which it is now proposed to sacrifice the south. A member of

the body was charged before the conference with having stipulated to marry a lady
while his wife was supposed to be lying at the point of death. His wife, however,
recovered, and his adulterous purposes were defeated. The conference found him
guilty of a great imprudence, and only suspended him for one year, making pro-

vision at the same time, by a committee, for the conditional removal of the sus-

pension. I need hardly add, sir, that so total a want of everything like a just and
delicate sense of propriety to the marriage relation as would dictate so mild a

censure, in so flagrant an instance of infideaty, may well apologize to Bishop An-
drew and his friends for all the coarse and indelicate allusions to himself and lady

from a quarter like this.

But to return: it has been well established before this conference, by Dr.

Winans, that Bishop Andrew was not nominated by the southern delegation, in

1832. He was, however, by a southern member—Dr. Capers. I am due this
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brother an apology, sir, and I take this occasion to say to him, that I was, until tug

explanation yesterday, under the impression that he was a little truant to hig

southern brethren, in nominating Bishop Andrew. For this reason, and this alone,

I did not unite with him in the election of Bishop Andrew. I am harjpy, how-
ever, to acknowledge the injustice I did the doctor ( but I assure him, sir, he has

never been denied a warm place in my affections, as a Christian brother. If

Bishop Andrew was elected on the ground that he waB not a slaveholder, he has

assured us, that it was from no pledge given, or in any way authorized by him,

that he wTould not become one. Neither does his 'position at present, sir, violate

any obligation implied in his election. He was elected, it is well known, because

he resided in a slaveholding state, and he was expected to continue to reside

there. Now, sir, can it be supposed- that the General Conference, of 1832, was so

imbecile of mind, as not to have known, at the time of his election, that from his

very location and circumstances he was at all times liable to become connected

with slavery, by the death of friends, or by marriage ; and that, in all human pro-

bability , he would become so connected, in process oftime ? In view of this obvious
probability he was elected. And let me remind you, that they were often told of
these liabilities. I, myself, urged them as a reason why they should elect the in--

dividual whom I preferred, on the ground of his being a slaveholder. The answer
usually given was a very natural one. -We will elect Andrew in preference to one
who is a slaveholder, because it will secure a more harmonious vote in the north
and west; and if he should become connected with slavery, as you state, and as
we allow he may he, why then it will be in the providence of God, and fail within
the provisions of the compromise rale—and we must submit to it* They would
then turn my argument upon me, and urge me to vote for Andrew in the spirit of
conciliation. And now, sir, since this result has transpired—a result which school-

boys could have forecast, and in view of which (unless you suppose the conference
of 1832 distinguished by the merest imbecility} James O. Andrew Was elected—
will you now censure him?—will you now seek to degrade him? Ay—and with
a rudeness of language, whieh, to say the least of it, can scarcely admit of apology
—will you seek to invade the peace of as pure a heart as ever throbbed in the
breast of man—by charging him with a violation of plighted faith ? shame,
shame, where is thy blush ! What but the grossness of a fanaticism which knows
no shame could demand of him a violation of his vows of consecration to the office

of bishop hi the Church of God

!

It is in vain, sir, to plead in defence of this most unwarrantable proceeding, that

the constitutional feature of our episcopacy, viz., that it shall be a general super-

intendency, demands that he should desist from the duties of his office. If a
bishop who has violated no rule of Discipline, but who, on the contrary, occupies

the ground provided for him by a specific rule of the Discipline—if he may be de-
posed at the mere caprice of the conference, because he is unacceptable to those
who themselves abandon the Discipline—then may another, and another be deposed,
for similar, or other causes of dissatisfaction ; and thus may the entire office be de-
graded from the solemn character attached to it by ordination, and rendered a mere
system of " ins" and " outs"—an unhallowed object of ambition to contemptible
aspirants. The plan of annually presiding in every conference, or once within the
recess of the sessions of General Conference, expired with Bishop Asbury. No
one since his day has done this. Bishop Hedding has not visited the southern con-

ferences, if at all, not more than once in twenty years. Is he less a general super-

intendent for this ? A general superintendency, as interpreted by the practice of
late years, implies eligibility to preside in any conference, but an actual presidency
only where prudence demands it. If, sir, it was the design of the mover of the sub-

stitute, to soften the harsher features of the original resolution, by proposing a milder
course, why not avoid all censure of Bishop Andrew ? He has violated no role of
Discipline—compromitted no principle. If regrets must be expressed by resolution,

do not the mischiefs which our opponents have made to arise out of Bishop Andrew's
relation to slavery furnish sufficient reasons for expressing them ? Why censure
him who has done no wrong ? Then let your action, if you must act at all, conform
to this view of the subject. And though you should append a request that he free

himself from his present relation to slavery, " if it be practicable," we could not

absolutely object to it—at least the consequences would not be so serious. This
would leave him to serve the southern conferences for the next four years, on the
ground of expediency, and thus relieve the difficulty of which so loud a complaint

is made, But, sir, ifthe abolitionists continue to reject this plan, by which Bishop
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Andrew can be no annoyance to them—if they will persist in censuring him by a
resolution which they wish to be understood as mandatory, however softened the

tone of expression—is it not clear that it is a decided abolition measure 1 And if

those whom I have designated as our umpires in this case should affiliate with the

movers of this measure, by supporting their most unreasonable pretentions, do they

not make the Church, in this act of administration, at least, a decided abolition

Church t In what other light, sir, can we understand the adoption of the substi-

tute or the original resolution, under these circumstances ? Will not the decision

clearly assume, that while the episcopal office is fMed by an individual who holds

slavey, under any circumstances whatever—however justifiable those circumstances

'may be in themselves—the Church maintains therein an unhallowed connection with

slavery, that should not, and will not, be tolerated !

I feel fully assured, sir, that I express the deliberate and most solemn conviction

of every southern man on this floor, in the three statements which I here make :

—

1. The adoption of either t^ie substitute or the original resolution would be in

the highest degree proscriptive—a most humiliating degradation of the whole
southern ministry—reckless of the character and feelings of the membership of the

Church among whom, and the citizens of the states within which, we live and
labour; such as must materially impair our standing and means of usefulness.

How, sir, can we avoid these results 1 You place us in direct connection with
an abolition Church—a fanaticism at once the grief of the pious, and the scorn of

the wicked, among whom we live.

2. That, in the more southern conferences, submission to such an act ofproscription

will put in jeopardy all our missions among the slaves, and, sooner or later, close

the door of usefulness to a large portion of the coloured population. For the truth

of this I more particularly appeal to my esteemed friend, Dr. Capers, the member
from South Carolina. (Dr. Capers assumed the truth of the statement.) Yes, sir,

no one acquainted with the facts can doubt the truth of the statement. I hope sir.

We shall hear from Dr. Capers, in detail, upon this point. With this view, I will

not seem to forestall him by any further remarks. I am sure that his statements,

as the superintendent of these missions, will be entitled to far more credit than any-
thing I could say.

3. That, sooner than submit to results so fatal to our prospects as an important
portion of the Church, and our means of usefulness among the coloured people
especially, a division of our ecclesiastical confederation would become a high and
solemn duty—a duty to which we stand pledged by the sacredness of our character

as ministers of the Lord Jesus Christ, and our fidelity to the states within which
we live. This General Conference I am aware, sir, has no authority directly to

effect this separation. This subject must go back to the organic bodies we repre-
sent, and to the people—the membership of the Church—who must be consulted,

and whose voice must be regarded as an authoritative decision, from which there
is no appeal.

Allow me to remark, sir, that we are placed in a false position when we are re-

presented as the friends of disunion. No, sir; we are the friends ofunion. We
stand on the grand conservative platform laid by our fathers in the book of Disci-

pline. As long as you will permit us to occupy this ground, in peace, we are con-

tented and happy. But allow me to assure you, that we have no more inheritance

among you when you shall have driven us from this ground. Demolish this plat-

form, and we are no longer one of you. But, sir, we are told the north do not
desire to dissolve our union. With what degree of favour can we receive this

assurance ? Shall a man who approaches a powder magazine, with a glowing coal

of fire in his hand, which he vows it is his purpose to cast into it—shall he tell us
that he does not intend to produce an explosion !—that he seriously deprecates so
great a disaster ! If brethren be governed by the motives which they claim for

themselves—if, as they say, it is indispensable to their existence that they get rid

of Bishop Andrew—have we not a right to claim, as they have the majority in this

case, that they propose a friendly separation at once ? In this plain state of the case,

why, sir, is it sought to drive as to desperate results ? Is it, after all, true, that this

whole affair is a mere stroke of policy 1 When I came to this place I was assured
that Bishop Andrew was to be deposed ; and that « if the. south should go off in a
pet," they would do it at the sacrifice of their interest in t^je property of the Chnrch,

of which it was thought there was no cause for alarm. Why, sir i can it be seriously

maintained that a question of dollars and cents shallbe an element enteringinto the cal-

culation whether or notwe shall exist at all at the south, as a Church ? How childish

!
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for *he benefit of these farthing politicians, that if it may please

"F1 brethren to make an issue with us about a pro rata division of the property of
the Church, we are competent to lay an injunction upon every press and book-store
you have, until the courts of the land shall determine who are the M. E. Church
and which of the adverse parties are entitled to the property. I am happy, howl
ever, to learn—and I credit the statement—that the good sense and piety of the
body will save us from any such results.

But, sir, I will mention another delusion which seems to have entered into the
calculations « some. It is supposed, we fear a dissolution of the confederation of
the states will follow a separation of our ecclesiastical union, and that we shall be
involved in a civil war with the north, on account of our slaves; and hence will'
submit to any measure of proscription that this conference may dictate. Sir, no-
thing can be more absurd. Science and religion have advanced too far in parallel
lines to allow of this result. Science has so multipled the agents of destruction,
that wars hereafter must prove to be measures little short of extermination on both
sides. Christian nations cannot fall upon measures of this sort. Religion even
among fanatics, will forbid it. Differences must be settled by negotiation

'

The
evils to be dreaded m the political world are the tyranny of majorities, and the
desolating footsteps of the lawless mob. Qur ecclesiastical union, sir, ought to
exert a happy influence on the political union. Harmonizing as we should do
and, as I hope, we will yet do—our influence would be highly conservative. But,
sir, it may not surprise you when I say, that things are hastening to that crisis
among us, when our separation becomes necessary to preserve our political union.
Yes, sir, southern Methodists, and politicians in and out of the Church, need only
to know the facts to change their opinions—long cherished, perhaps—as to the pre-
sent conservative character of the Methodist general union. What, sir, are the
facts i. Is it not true, that, if the abolition excitement, so fatal to the peace and
prosperity of the whole country, did not originate among northern Methodists, that it
has been chiefly cherished by the members and ministers of our Church ? For the
last twelve years this agitation has been increasing in that section. And this body
(the General Conference) has concentrated, once in every four years, the whole ofthis
excitement, and from this point it has diffused itself to agitate and afflict the whole
country. Thus have a northern faction, by abolition lectures, professedly to operate
upon the General Conference, been able to multiply their petitions and memorials
to congress and the different state legislatures. Without the pretext which you have
afforded them, their efforts had been powerless. But, sir, through this General
Conference the. whole country has felt the blow of an unknown hand. Yes, sir, I
repeat, you are fast losing your conservative character and influence.. " By years of
departure from the plain duties which appertain to you as a council of Christian min-
isters, to discuss and settle the great and perplexing question of American slavery

—

a question which belongs exclusively to our national councils, and one which states-
men of the greatest distinction touch with a trembling hand—you are rendering
yourselves odious to the political union. Andrew's case and Harding's case are
but incidents in this view of the matter. No, sir, any interference whatever, on
your part, with this question, is insufferable. The political interests of the country
forbid it

; and will sooner or later demand, that all ecclesiastical bodies, who shall thus
abuse the design of their union, shall be dissolved. If we cannot maintain our union
upon a more harmonious basis, we cannot safely have it at all. It entered into my
plan, on this occasion, to show that this whole measure was sustained by a false
sympathy for the negro race in this country; that the present and prospective con-
dition of our country requires, in an eminent degree, the conservative influence of
the Methodist Episcopal Church. Yes, sir, that the cause of Christ—the cause of
human salvation—and its bearing upon the happiness and prosperity of our politi-
cal confederation, demand that we husband our resources as a Church that we
concentrate our influence upon the one great object of spreading Scripture holiness
over these lands

—

the only legitimate object of ecclesiastical legislation. I intended
to show that any departure from this appropriate field of labour—any interference
with the vexed question of slavery—was fatal to us as a Church—fatal to the cause
of Christ, and perilous to the liberties of the country. But, sir, I have been so borne
down by the protracted excitement of this occasion—and withal have already occu-
pied so much of your attention, that I must take my seat, tendering you my thanks
for the indulgence you have so patiently extended me.

Mr. Hamline, having declined to interrupt Dr. Smith while on the floor, now
asked and obtained leave to explain.
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First. Dr. Smith says " he [Mr. Hamline] brought you to the conclusion that
Bishop Andrew had acted improperly."

Ana. I did not name Bishop Andrew or any other bishop. I intended to argue
not to accuse ; and if I carried you to that conclusion, as he says, whether it was by
argument or not, it could not have been by confident assertion, as to Bishop
Andrew's conduct.

Second. I argued that a bishop may be displaced at the discretion at the confer-

ence, when in their opinion it becomes " necessary" on account of improper con-

duct, and, I might hare said, without improper conduct on his part, so far as con-

stitutional restrictions are concerned.

Third. I never said, as brother Smith affirms, that the administrative powers of

this conference are "absolute." I said they were "supreme." Absolute means
"not bound" This conference is bound in all its powers, whether legislative,

judicial, or executive* by constitutional restrictions. " Supreme " means that

while acting within its constitutional limits, its decisions are final, and all-con-

trolling.

Fourth. As to my use of the word legislative, the hypercriticism of brother Smith
would apply to the use of the term judicial with equal force ; for properly the

conference has neither the functions of a legislature nor of a court. I used the

term as it is used every five or ten minutes by all around me. And it is amusing
that brother Smith should have fallen into the very fashion for which he reproves
me. He said if the conference does this " it acts above law." Now where there

is no legislation there can be no law. I commend to him, in turn, the report of

1828, which has long been familiar to me, and of which I most cordially approve

;

yet I presume that he, as well as myself, will continue to use the only convenient
terms, legislation and law, to distinguish one class of conference powers from
another.

Fifth. As to the assertion that the analogy between bishops and inferior officers

will not hold, because this conference is not responsible for its action as removing
officers are; I answer—This conference is responsible to the constitution, and
if it wished to bind itself not to remove a bishop, it could call on the annual con-

ferences to aid it in assuming a constitutional restriction. Not having done so,

proves that it intends to hold this power, and execute it when necessary.

Sixth. As to the abolition address charged on me, the conference may be sur-

prised to learn, that it was a colonization address ; and was so acceptable that the

Colonization Society in Zanesville published it in pamphlet form. Moreover, a
friend of mine forwarded a copy, without my knowledge, to Mr. Gurley, of Wash-
ington City, who noticed it with unmerited commendation in the African Eeposi-

tory, the official organ of the American Colonization Society, and gave extracts of

it to the public. Surely the brother is too magnanimous to have attempted to coun-

teract the force of my argument by misrepresenting, and rendering me personally

odious. ,As to my exerting my slender influence for evil ends at home, I must sub-

mit to be judged by my own conference, who will know how to estimate the value

and the motive of the insinuation.

TUESDAY, MAY 28.

Mr. J. A. Collins, of the Baltimore Conference, who had got possession of the
floor on Monday, a few minutes previous to adjournment, continued his address.

He commenced by speaking of the alarming crisis that had arrived in the history

of the Church, and said he would give his reasons for coming to the conclusion at

which he had arrived. He contended that itwas the usage of the Church to oppose
having a slaveholding bishop, and thought the arguments made use of against it were
most unfortunate. He thought there was no danger of the Church following in the
footsteps of the Papal Church, as stated by Mr. Longstreet.

Mr. Longstreet explained.
Mr. Collins had no doubt the brother was right—there was no danger ; it was

quite the other way—all the operations tended to pare off thepower ofthe bishops.

It was also said that by passing this resolution, the punishment inflicted upon the

bishop was greater than that inflicted upon the members. This not being correct,

it should have no weight or influence. The main stress in all this argument was
laid upon the compromise act. He denied them this ground in toto—there was no
such compromise in the constitution. What was a constitution ? It contained the

fundamental principles of the law, and if .this be not in the constitution, and they
find it elsewhere, the constitution had been violated. But he denied that this was

10
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Bishop Andrew then rose, evidently labouring under powerful emotion, and spoke

as follows

:

„ .

Mr. President,—I have been on trial now for a week, and feel desirous that it

should come to a close For a week I have been compelled to listen to discussion*
:

of which I have been the subject, and I must have been more than man, or less

than man. not to have felt. Sir, I have felt and felt deeply. I am not offended

with any man. The most of those who have spoken against me, have treated me
respectfully, and have been as mild as I had any right to expect. I cherish no

.

nnkind feelings toward any. I do not quarrel with my abolition brethren, though

I believe their opinions to be erroneous and mischievous. Yet so long as they

conduct themselves courteously toward me, I have no quarrel with them. It is

due that some remarks should be made by me, before the conference come to a

conclusion upon the question, which I hope will be speedily done, for I think a

week is long enough for a man to be shot at, and it is time the discussion should

terminate.
_

As there has been frequent reference to the circumstances oi my election to the

episcopal office, it is perhaps proper that I give a brief history of that matter. A
friend of mine (brother Hodges) now with God, asked me to permit myself to be

put in nomination for that office. I objected—the office had no charms for me. I

was with a conference that I loved, and that loved me. What was I to gain to be

separated from a happy home—from a wife and children whom I loved more than

I did my own life? But my friend urged me; he said my election would, he

believed, tend to promote the peace of the Church, and that he believed it would

be especially important to the prosperity of Methodism at the south. Finally I

consented, with the hope of failure ; but I was nominated and elected. I was

never asked if! was a slaveholder—no man asked me what were my principles on

the subject—no one dared to ask ofme a pledge in this matter, or it would have

been met as it deserved. Only one man, brother Winans, spoke to me on the sub-

ject: he said he could not vote for me because he believed I was nominated

under the impression that I was not a slaveholder. I told him I had not sought

the nomination, nor did I desire the office, and that my opinions on the propriety

of making non-slaveholding a test of qualification for the office of bishop were

entirely in unison with his own. Sir, I do not believe in this matter of secret will

as a rule of action, either in the revelations of the Bible, or in the prescriptions of

the book of Discipline. I believe in the revealed will of God, and in the written

law of the Church as contained in the book of Discipline. I took office upon the

broad platform of that book, and I believe my case is covered by it. It wasknown
that I was to reside at the south ; I was elected in view of that very thing, as it was

judged important to the best interests of the Church that one of the bishops should

reside in that section of the work, and it was judged I could be more useful there

than elsewhere. Well, what was I to do then ? I was located in a country where

free persons cotild not be obtained for hire, and I could not do the work of the

family—my wife could not do it—what was I to do ? I was compelled to hire

slaves, and pay their masters for their hire ; but I had to change them every year—

they were bad servants, for they had no interest in me or mine—and I believe it

would have been less sin before God to have bought a servant who would have

taken an interest in me and I in"him: but I did not do so. At length, however,

I came into the possession of slaves ; and I am a slaveholder, (as I have already

explained to the conference,) and I cannot help myself. It is known that I have

waded through deep sorrows at the south during the last four years; I have buried

the wife ofmy youth and the mother of my children, who left me with a family

of motherless children, who needed a friend and a mother. I sought another : (and

with this the conference has nothing to do:) I found one, who, I believed would

make me a good wife, and a good mother for my children. I had known her long

—my childrenknew and loved her. I sought to make my home a happy one—and

I have done so. Sir, I have no apology to make. It has been said, I did this thing

voluntarily, and with my eyes open. I did so deliberately and in the fear of God

—and God has blessed our union. I might have avoided this difficulty by resorting

to a trick—by making over these slaves to my wife before marriage, or by domg

as a friend who has taken ground in favour of the resolution before you suggested

:

"Why," said he, "did you not let your wife make over these negroes to her

children, securing to herself an annuity from them 1" Sir, my conscience would not

allow me to do this thing. If I had done so, and those negroes had passed into the

hands of those who would have treated them unkindly , I should have been unhappy.
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Strange as it may seem to brethren, I am a slaveholder for conscience' sake I
have no doubt that my wife would, without a moment's hesitation, consent to the
manumission of those slaves, if I thought proper to do it. I know she would unhesi-
tatingly consent to any arrangement I might deem it proper to make on the sub.
ject. But how am I to free them? Some of them are old, too old to work to sup.
port themselves, and are only an expense to me ; and some of them are little

children : where shall I send these, and who will provide for them ? But, per-

haps, I shall be permitted to keep these ; but, then, if the others go, how shall I

provide for these helpless ones? and as to the others, to what free state shall I
send them? and what would be their condition? Besides, many of them would
not go—they love their mistress, and could not be induced, under any circumstances,
to leave her. Sir, an aged and respectable minister said to me several years ago,

when I had stated just such a case to him, and asked him what he would do,

—

" I would set them free," said he, " I'd wash my hands of them, and if they went
to the devil, I'd be clear of them." Sir, into such views of religion or philanthropy

my soul cannot enter. I believe the providence of God has thrown these creatures

into my hands, and holds me responsible for their proper treatment. I have
secured them to my wife by deed of trust since our marriage. The arrangement
was only in accordance with an understanding existing previous to marriage.
These servants were hers—she had inherited them from her former husband's
estate—they had been her only source of support during her widowhood, and
would still be her only dependance if it should please God to remove me from her.

I have nothing to leave her. I have given my life to the Church from the days of
my youth, (and I am now fifty,) and although, as I have previously remarked, she
would consent to any arrangement I might make, yet I cannot consent to take

advantage of her affection for me to induce her to do what would injure her with-
out at all benefiting the slaves.

Sir, I did not for a moment believe that this body of grave and reverend minis-

ters would make this a subject of serious discussion. I thought it likely that there

might be some warm ultra brethren here who would take some exception to my
course, and on that account I did not make the deed of trust before marriage, lest

some should suppose I designed to dodge the responsibility of the case. Those
who know me must know that I could not be governed by the mere matter of
dollars and cents. What can I do ? I have no confession to make—I intend to

make none. I stand upon the broad ground of the Discipline on which I took
office, and if I have done wrong, put me out. The editor of the Christian Advo-
cate has prejudged this case. He makes me the-scape goat of all the difficulties

which abolition excitement has gotten up at the north. I am the only one to

blame, in his opinion, should mischief grow out of this case. But I repeat, if I

have sinned against the Discipline, I refuse not to die. I have spent my life for

the benefit of the slaves. When I was but a boy, I taught a Sunday-school for

slaves, in which I taught a number of them to read ; and from that period till this

day I have devoted my energies to the promotion of their happiness and salvation-;

with all my influence in private, in public, withmy tongue, withmy pen, I have assi-

duously endeavoured to promote their present and eternal happiness. And am I
to be sacrificed by those who have done little or nothing for them ? It is said, I

have rendered myself unacceptable to our people. I doubt this: I have just

returned from Philadelphia, where they knew me to be a slaveholder
;
yet they

flocked to hear me, and the presence of God was with us ; we had a good, warm,
old-fashioned meeting. I may be unacceptable in New-York, yet from the expe-
rience I have had, I doubt, even that. To whom am I unacceptable ? Not to the
people of the south—neither masters nor slaves. Has my connection with slaves

rendered me less acceptable to the coloured people of the south—the very people
for "whom all this professed sympathy is felt ? Does the fact that I am a slave-

holder make me less acceptable among them ? Let those who have laboured long
among them answer the question. Sir, I venture to say, that in Carolina or Geor-
gia I could to-day get more votes for the office of bishop from the coloured people,
than any supporter of this resolution, lethim avow himselfan emancipator as openly
as he pleases. ' To the coloured people of the south there, and to their owners,

—

to the entire membership of the slaveholding conferences, I would not be unaccep-
table—but, perhaps, they are no part of " our people ;" in short, sir, I believe that

I should not be unacceptable to one half of the connection—but on this question I

have nothing to say. Should the conference think proper to pass me, there is

plenty of ground where I can labour acceptably and usefully. The slaveholding
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conferences will present a field sufficiently large for me, should I live to the age

of Methuselah and the bishops, in arranging the work, will certainly have discre-

tion enough not to send me where I would not be received; nor would I obtrude

myself upon any conference, or lay my hands upon the head of any brother who

would feel himself contaminated by the touch. However, on this subject I have

nothing to say. The conference can take its course; but I protest against the pro-

posed action as a violation of the laws of the Discipline, and an invasion of the

n°hts secured to me by that book. Yet let the conference take the steps they

contemplate ; I enter no plea for mercy—I make no appeal for sympathy ; indeed/"

I love those who sympathize with me, but I do not want it now. I wish you to

act coolly and deliberately, and in the fear of God ; but I would rather that the con-

ference would change the issue, and make the resolution to depose the bishop, and

take the question at once, for I am tared of it. The country is becoming agitated

upon the subject, and I hope the conference will act forthwith on the resolution.

Mr. Finley said,—Mr. President, I arise with some trepidation, and think I should

not speak at all if I were not placed in the situation I am, as the mover of the sub-

stitute on your table. When I proposed it, it was with the purest motives, I am
sure, and believing it would be more acceptable than the original resolution. In

framing that substitute, I thought I took ground on the constitution of our Church;

and I am sure I have expressed nothing in the preamble but what are tie acknow--

ledged facts hi the case. The resolution is only to express the sense of the General

Conference in reference to the facts as they exist, in connection with the situation

in which these circumstances have placed the superintendent.

Now, sir, iu regard to the ground taken, this General Conference is restricted,

against doing anything which will destroy our itinerant general superintendency.

This principle must be conceded. That Bishop Andrew has become connected

with the great evil of slavery, he himself has declared on this floor, and says he is

a slaveholder. This fact will not be denied ; and that this connection with slavery

has drawn after it circumstances that will embarrass his exercising the office of an
itinerant general superintendent, if not in some places entirely prevent it. I ask

any man on this floor to deny these things. Now, sir, are not all the facts true, and

true to the life 1 Hence, the question follows, Will this General Conference permit

one of its vital and constitutional principles to be broken down and trampled under

foot, because one of her general officers has seen fit to involve himself in circum-

stances which will trammel that office in more than half of all the field of his labour ?

Now, sir, I take my stand here this day to oppose, to my utmost, the violation of so

sacred a principle. Was Bishop Andrew involved in these circumstances when he
was elected to that office ? No, sir: no man here will say he was. And could he
have been elected to that office if he had been ? No, sir : no man here will assert

that he could. He was chosen with the declaration of southern men that he was
not then, and never had been, connected with the evil of slavery ; and we had rea-

son to believe he never would be, or he could not have been chosen to that office.

Well now, sir, what is the state of the case 1 He has become a slaveholder. I ask

you, sir, whose fault is this 1 It is his own voluntary act, in view of all the circum-

stances. This voluntary act has thrown this great body of ministers, and the whole

Church, into this tremendous state of agitation, of whichie could now relieve us, if

he would, by his resignation.

But, sir, what does this resolution request of him 1 The mildest and most mode-
rate thing the case is capable of, without giving up the whole principle, viz., "that

it is the sense of this General Conference that he desist from the exercise of his

office until these impediments be removed." This resolution was modified to the

most easy requirement it could be to meet the feeling of southern brethren, and to

cover the principle, and from this ground I will not be moved. No, sir ; on this

ground will I stand until I die. There are two great principles to he determined

in this resolution which have not been decided in the Methodist Episcopal Church.

One ;is this : Has the General Conference a right, or has it the power, to remove

from office one, or all of the bishops, if they, under any circumstances, become dis-

qualified to carry out the great principles of our itinerant general superintendency ?

The second is : Will the Methodist Church admit the great evil of slavery into the

itinerant general superintendency 1 Now, sir, they never have done it ; and if there

should be one elected at this conference, he will not be a slaveholder. But I can-

not, for my life, perceive the difference between continuing one of them in that

office who has seen proper to connect himself with it, and voting directly to put one

into it who holds slaves. It is the same principle. It will violate the constituted
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law. It will injure, if not totaUy destroy, this vital organ of our itinerancy. This
office requires work, sir, and hard work; and I care not what it is that would
obstruct or interdict the circulation of this vital blood of our itinerancy—that band-

age ouffht to be cut. There are many other circumstances which may trammel its

operations. Sickness, old age, or an alienation of mind, would completely disqua-

lify men from the exercise of this office. I do not believe the doctrine, once a

bishop. always a bishop. I hold it as the doctrine of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, that no man is to hold that office only so long as he is fully able to carry

out its principles of general superintendency. I never shall forget, in 1836, on the

General Conference floor at Cincinnati, that beloved man of God, the much lamented

Bishop Roberts, who rose and tendered the resignation of the office of bishop ; and

what were his reasons ? The first, sir, was, that his declining years and strength

would not admit of his carrying out to the full extent this great principle of Method-

ism; the second was, that he was conscious that his mental powers were on the

decline, and he wished to resign while he was sensible of this fact, lest he might
arrive at some future point when he would not be so sensible of this, and thus injure

the Church. Now, sir, here was a man that loved the Church and the great vital

principle of itinerant general superintendency much more than he loved the office

of bishop. I pray to God this office may always be filled with such men ! But,

sir, I think this principle is fully conceded, that this conference has the power.
Then, sir, in passing this resolution, let us not be charged with acting out of our
constitutional powers.

But, sir, it is plead here, in the case of Bishop Andrew, that the conservativeness

of the Discipline fully covers his case. Now I wish to meet this argument. It has

been reiterated again and again that the Discipline of the Methodist Episcopal

Church is conservative toward slavery. This assumption I most positively and
emphatically deny. Methodism and the Methodist Discipline have always been,

and are now, and I hope will be while the world stands, belligerent toward slavery,

and have branded it in the forehead, so that all the world may see it as a great evil.

Now, sir, how a grave body of ministers of the Methodist Episcopal Church can
hold that this great moral evil can be justified and sanctified by the Methodist Dis-

cipline, is a strange paradox to me. Any man who can say it is right for him to

hold his fellow-being in bondage, and buy and sell him at pleasure, put him under
an overseer, and drive, whip, and, half starve him, and that this is connived at by
the Methodist Church, I think must have a queer view of the Church and her Dis-

cipline. I now say, in my place, before God, that whenever the Methodist Episco-

pal Church shall sanction this doctrine, as much as I love her, I will leave it and
seek another community. Now I say again, there is not one item in the Discipline

of the Methodist Episcopal Church that has any conservative principle toward
slavery as a great moral evil

; yet I will say, sir, it has some conservativeness to-

ward her ministers and members, who, through necessity, are connected with it,

and cannot help themselves, and this conservativeness is clearly defined. Yes, sir,

I repeat, clearly defined, so that none may be mistaken on this subject. And what
is this conservativeness 1 It is this : when the master cannot set his slave free and
that slave enjoy his freedom ; when it is beyond the power of the master to free his

slave, or that slave to enjoy his freedom, slavery is fixed on the absolute necessity

of the case ; and if there be any such case, it could not and should not be called a
sin. But I hold that this conservativeness goes not one step further to extenuate any
man from crime ; as a slaveholder, it is the necessity of the case that saves him from
crime. Now, sir, on this platform I stand before God, and on this I am not afraid

to die and go to his judgment. By the southern men I am taunted with being an
abolitionist. So I am, sir, in the Methodist sense of that word ; but none can say
that I am a radico-abolitionist. I throw back the assertion with perfect contempt.
By those rabid abolitionists I am called a pro-slavery man, and I treat this with the
same disregard. I am a Methodist. I stand on the ground that my fathers in
Methodism took, the great Wesley, Coke, Asbury, M'Kendree, and the venerable
men of the old western conferences, the Youngs, Laken, Collins, Burk, Parker,
Axley, Sale, and others, and from this ground I will not move. I stand here as the
representative of one of the largest annual conferences. My brethren have confided
to my colleagues and myself the great principles of our Methodist confederacy and
the interests of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Now, sir, if I would compromit
these great principles, and return home to meet the people and preachers of my
own conference—than whom I believe there are not a purer and more honourable or

devoted set of ministers in the world—I would deserve to be branded with the name
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of. Judas onmy forehead. But, sir, it shall never be said of James B .
Fihley, nor cast

up to my children or grandcluldren, Your ancestor was a traitor to the high trust

confided to him by his brethren in the ministry and membership.

Before I close this speech, I must answer some things which have been stated on

this floor. The first is this : that, in the infant state ofMethodism, the slaves could

be set free in every state of the Union ; but whenever the Methodist Church began

to take action against slaveholding, the states began to make laws to contravene

their freedom. Now, sir, I ask, what was it that first moved the Church to this

course 1 The Church always considered it a great evil, and had some hope thatithe

preachin" of the Gospel would eventually effect much toward its destruction.' !;

Then the° preachers were free from slavery themselves ; then they could, and did,

preach against it, and the cause of the poor slave was taking deep root in the public

mind. Then preachers began to connect themselves with this great evil, and the

other preachers thought it was time to do something to prevent it, believing that

the connecting of slavery with the ministry would rivet the chains of slavery the

tighter ; while, if the ministry was kept free from it, their example and teachings

would be a great means of bringing it to an end. In taking this ground, some of

the states passed acts to fine ministers for preaching against it—I have a witness

there before me, my old friend brother Cartwright, who, with our worthy fathers,

fought against this great evil. I recollectmy worthy old friend, Bev. David Young,

who, in the days of his youth, and for his eminent talents, and fearless course in

defence of the institutions of the Methodist Episcopal Church, was, by the Bev. Dr.

Bond, in former days, called the western war-horse, he, sir, was fined for preach-

ing against this great evil ; and Methodist preachers used to preach against it, and

many of these very slaveholders would take and feed us. This, sir, is the true state

of the case.

Now, sir, to answer a few more things that have been urged, and I am done. It

has been argued that they hold slaves out of charity to them. Sir, I am at a great

loss to know what sort of charity this is, to hold a fellow-creature in bondage, and
make him work hard all his life, and appropriate all his labour to the master's use,

for charity to the poor slave ; to buy and sell him as we do animals, is a queer cha-

rity to me, just such as I pray to God may never be exercised toward me. Again,

it is said we treat them as we do our children. Now, sir, I ask, do those brethren

teach their children that it is better to be slaves than freemen ? Do they put their

children into the field and set overseers over them ? Do they clothe and feed these

slaves as they do their own children 1 Do they teach them to read the Bible, and
qnalify them to be useful citizens ? I leave all these answers for others.

I never will agree that slavery shall be connected in any way with episc&pacy,

nor anywhere else only by necessity. I must state again, that from this principle

I never will be removed. If I fall alone, it shall be at my post, and I am sure I

shall have the blessing of my constituents ; and it will be said by them, with very
few exceptions, He was worthy of the trust committed to him. I will be greeted,

when this great question is decided, let it go which way it may, by those of the

membership and ministry in my own country. Now, that my opponents may not

have it to say that I was obstinate and unyielding, I will say, that if anything can

be proposed that will harmonize this matter without compromising the principle,

I will go for it; but I never will compromise the principle—brethren who know
me, know I will not. I, too, am a southerner by birth. My parents were slave-

holders ; but, at an early day, they were so convinced of the evil of slavery, and of

the baneful influence it must have on their children, that my father at once freed

himself and his children of this curse. After having raised a crop of corn on the

Scioto, then the northwestern territory, he committed to me, then only fifteen years

old, all his slaves, for which he was offered six thousand dollars, and I moved them

to that place, and there we dug troughs, pounded hommony, killed racoons, opos-

sums, deer, and bears, and then they were left to manage for themselves. So, sir,

you see if others have been in swamps, I have been too; if others have fed on

racoons, I too have, and am not a whit behind any of you in this matter. Having
thus expressed my position fearlessly, but I trust with no bad feeling toward any

brother, on the ground which I believe the Church has always occupied, I take my
seat, and shall wait the issue with as much composure and prayer as I am capable of.

Mr. Sehon said,—In as subdued a manner, and with a heart as deeply affected as

the importance of the occasion demands, do I approach this subject. Especially so,

in view of the very interesting, and, to your speaker, satisfactory remarks of the

venerable speaker (Bishop Andrew) who has just taken his seat. It has not been
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for want of a deep and heartfelt interest in the issue of the very important question
now before the conference that I have not before spoken. No, sir ; but as a young
man, and for the first time a member of the General Conference, I have waited
patiently to hear the arguments and views of older and more experienced brethren.

Hence I properly appreciated both the source, temper, and spirit of the kind sug-

gestion made by our worthy superintendent, Bishop Soule, in the commencement
of the discussion on this subject. Now, after the lapse of many days, and when
much has been said on both sides, I feel it my imperative duty to state the reasons

which will govern me in the vote I am about to give. And here let me say, sir,

that I may not be misunderstood—in the veiy commencement ofmy remarks—that I

am opposed to the substitute now under consideration
; yea, to the original pream-

ble and resolution altogether. It is true, in the commencement of the session, and
before any action in the conference on the case, I had been in favour of the resigna-

tion of Bishop Andrew ; had so expressed myself in convention of the delegates

from the non-slaveholding states, and privately to my Mends. But since the letter'

of the bishop has been laid before the conference, and from the first introduction

of the substitute, I have thought a. forcible resignation, such as I view that asked in

this resolution, should not be pressed upon him. If a plan of conciliation can be
proposed—milder measures named—by which a compromise in this case can be
effected, I shall most heartily come to their support. But when we are told, to

comply with the request in this resolution would be impracticable, even if the

slaves were legally his own, and unjust and wrong toward his wife and her child-

ren ; and again, by speakers on both sides, that the passage of the resolution would
undoubtedly injure the Church in the south, if not prove her dismemberment—why
should we press it ? On this subject I am peculiarly and delicately situated. My
own aged and venerable father is a slaveholder. I myself was born and reared in

Virginia, amid the institutions of slavery ; but at an early period in my ministry I

was transferred to a free state, (Ohio,) where I have since/held my residence, and
where I wish to live and die. Yet coming, as I do, from a non-slaveholding state,

for good and valid reasons to myself, I am opposed to the proposed measure. I

have said that much evil would be the result of the passage of this substitute—evil

both to the white and slave population of the south. It would be looked upon as

extra-judicial action by us—as a departure from the uniform course of the Church
heretofore on the exciting subject of slavery. Why has the union of the Methodist
Episcopal Church continued so long ? Why has she been pointed at as a model for

other churches in legislation upon this subject? Because, by her action, she has
never interfered withthe civil institutions and regulations of any section of our com-
mon country. Ever pronouncing slavery an evil, yet, when the laws make eman-
cipation impracticable, making provision for the protection of the membership and
official standing of the slaveholder. It is upon ground like this I stand, not, as I

may be charged, from a sadden conversion to southern principles. No, sir ; I am
governed by doctrines which I have maintained from my first entrance into the
ministry unto the present hour; doctrines such as I publicly assented to in the
report of the Ohio Conference in 1835—such as I have expressed in letters written
by me from the south in the winter of 1841 and 1842, and which were so grossly

perverted in the " Watchman." For these opinions, thus expressed, ultra aboli-

tionism has made war upon me, and even, ha one or two instances, pulpits have
been closed against me. Yet, notwithstanding all this, I am no friend to slavery,

and practically became an abolitionist, proving my faith by my works, by emanci-
pating perhaps as many slaves as any brother upon the floor of the conference.
But I now have my serious doubts, although I acted from principles of justice and
humanity in giving them their freedom, whether I have truly improved their con-
dition. A gentleman from Ohio, how in the city, has just informed me that they
are now dependant upon the kind charities of the community in which they lived,

the husband and father having basely fled and left them helpless and in want, he
never before having been bound to support them.

Let us again, for a moment, look at what is proposed in the resolution now
before the conference. It is virtually the removal of Bishop Andrew from the

episcopacy. Now, sir, as to the authority of this General Conference to remove or

expel a bishop, I have never for a single moment doubted ; nor do I now remember to

have heard it doubted on the floor of this conference. But is this to be done in the
informal mannei- now proposed in this substitute ? Is this a trial ? Have the
charges and specifications been spread before the conference ? Has the evidence
been adduced ? No, sir ; no such thing is pretended. If we are to depose a
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bishop, let us have an open, fair, and full trial, that whether the object be gained

or not, we, as a conference, at least, may stand acquitted before the bar of our

common country from having acted in a manner which may be pronounced unjust
;

and illegal. If upon such charge, improper conduct can be provedupon the bishop
;

I will for one faithfully and impartially perform my duty. But shall we, upon a

mere question of expediency, proceed in this summary mannerto depose a bishop ?

Whv sir well may we pause in view of the dreadful and fearful consequences

which must ensue, when, sir—I dread too, with others, to pronounce a word

which "rates harshly upon my ear, and deeply pains my heart—the division of our

belovecf Church must be the inevitable result. And why do brethren demand

this ? What is the plea for this expediency ? Because, say they, Bishop Andrew

has i-endered himself unacceptable to a large portion of the Church. Whence, sir,

and how do we know this fact ? Have we been instructed on this subject 1 Have

we been directed as to the course we should pursue ? No. Let us, then, rather

hear from the Church; the whole Church, their opinions upon this important sub-

ject. I will venture, however, here inmy place to say, that in Cincinnati, in Phila-

delphia, in New-York, in New-Jersey, and in other non-slaveholding sections of our

country, where all the circumstances and facts in this case are made known,

Bishop Andrew would be greeted, as he ever has been, with a most warm and

hearty reception, and listened to with gratified and delighted interest. I know that

I occupy in these remarks highly-responsible ground, but from the most honest

Convictions of my mind these opinions are expressed. Once more : I am opposed

to the expediency plead for, because the passage of this resolution will most effect-

ually close the door, the now open door of Gospel privileges, to the poor slave him-

self. In view, then, of these results, let me beseech brethren to pause, before, by
their vote, the south shall be severed, and these disastrous consequences come upon

us. I am bound to that south by the strongest possible ties ; the graves of my
ancestry are there, it is the land of brave men, who lived and died for our coun-

try's liberty. But I give way to others who I see are waiting, and more able to

do justice to the subject, by thanking you for your attention, and saying, with a

purity of purpose and conscious integrity of soul, I am willing to meet my people

while I stand acquitted at the bar ofmy own conscience, and will, I firmly believe,

stand acquitted before the great tribunal of heaven at the last day.

Dr. Winans followed. Although quite unprepared, fatigued with labour, and in

feeble health, he felt it an imperative duty to make a few remarks. The confer-

ence had a guaranty in his previous practice that he would not detain them long,

and he would earnestly beg their attention while he should present a correct view
of the fundamental doctrines of the Discipline applicable to the present case. He
would call attention to the speech of brother Hamline, of the Ohio Conference,

particularly the third proposition, regarding the administrative powers of the Gen-

eral Conference. He would not dispute with the brother either with regard to

the legislative powers of the General Conference, or on the point that the General

Conference is the supreme authority of the Methodist Church. He would concede

the latter point if it means that the General Conference has the highest appellant

jurisdiction, and is the only judicial authority before which a bishop can be ulti-

mately arraigned. Another proposition, he considered, amounted to about this

;

that the administrative powers of the General Conference were absolute and unlim-

ited, except so far as restrainedby the restrictive resolutions of the Discipline. He
would beg to be corrected if he should make any misstatement.

Mr. Hamline wished the brother to proceed,with his remarks, and not look to him
for any correction till he had done his argument.

Dr. Winans continued. The brother might rest assured as positively as if written

in characters of fire on the speaker's heart, that he would not intentionally do him
injustice. Although from his unfortunate understanding ofthe proposition, he might

be fighting a man of straw, he would buffet it with all his might, for on that ground

was based every argument of the brother bearing on the case of Bishop Andrew.

Did the General Conference possess this plenary administrative power ? No, em-

phatically. Properly speaking, the General Conference, as such, possesses not a

particle of original administrative power. All the administrative power it does

possess is conferred upon it by its own action in another capacity. It is purely a

creature having delegated attributes, and none others. What are these delegated

powers 1 They are few, and exceedingly simple. Where are they found? Where
every Methodist ought to look, in the book of Discipline—not in abstract reasoning

or metaphysical sophistications. It would not tax the patience of the brethren to
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permit him to read them. "The General Conference shall have fall powers to
make rales and regulations for our .Church," and that is the whole of her power
Her administrative power was to be found solely in the rules and regulations which
she had made. It waf right it should be so. God forbid that the majority of this

conference should be invested with plenary power to be used at will ! [" Amen,"
" Amen."] There would be immense hazard in allowing the General Conference

to exercise discretionary, absolute authority, bymeans of the majority. Well, then,

applying this matter to the point at issue, the only rule that can be relied upon in

the present case is this: the General-Conference may expel a bishop for improper

conduct if they deem it necessary. Beyond or apart from this rule they have no
power or authority to touch the subject of Bishop Andrew's position. If they have

the power to expel a man, it does not follow that they have a right to suspend or

reprove him. To admit this would be throwing the door of discretion wide open.

On the contrary, the General Conference have no power to suspend, depose, or

reprove a bishop. There was good reason why it should be so. What an anom-
aly would be a deposed, reproved, dishonoured bishop ! To send abroad into the

world the responsible head of the Church clothed with infamy, would be an out-

rage upon all decency and propriety—would strike at the very foundations of the

Church. If Bishop Andrew had been guilty of improper and censurable conduct,

in the name of Methodism let him be expelled. The conference could do no more.
Inferred powers were always dangerous, hazardous, ruinous. And what was under-
stood by improper conduct 7 What the rule by which to judge of it ? Was it a

brother's opinion, or the aggregate of all their opinions ? The time had been, and
might come again, when it would be judged improper conduct in a bishop not to

wear a surplice, or not to adorn his temples with a tiara after a particular fashion.

It was one of the strongest arguments of the brother from Baltimore that the con-

duct of Bishop Andrew had excited discontent. Therefore, it was improper—

a

very curious mode of reasoning, indeed—a manner of arriving at a conclusion not
taught in any man's philosophy, but growing out of the emergency of the occasion
—the extreme pressure of the brother's feeling. Admit its propriety, and it would
only be necessary for a few agitators—and the world and the Church always had
them—to raise an excitement now and then, to kindle an infernal blaze which
should scorch the very vitals of religion, and burn the heart of the Church. Could
brethren look this matter fully, fairly, and candidly in the face, and not take back
the ground on which rested the impropriety of Bishop Andrew's conduct ? The
speaker would not dare to meet the proposition in any intelligent society. It would
cover him with confusion. Again, the brother had argued that the bishop was
elected as a non-slaveholding man, and, forsooth, connecting himself with slavery
was contrary to the practice and usages of the Church, and a very improper act.

Really, there never yet had been a bishop chosen from Mississippi ; still he would
deny that it is against the usages of the Church to elect a bishop from Mississippi.

But he would meet the brother a little closer. Did the brother know that the
time was when a slaveholder came within one of being elected to the office of

bishop ? Did the brother know that a slaveholder, in 1832, received forty non-

slaveholding voteB, and if he had received perhaps fifty he would have been elected

bishop? -The fact is, there had been no usage in the matter. Bishop Andrew
knew his rights, and understood the law, and was open to its regular operations

—

he understood the Discipline, which is a little more liberal than the brother from
Baltimore, who is to have a general legislation for all Methodist preachers, and a
special legislation for the bishops. The law applicable to a travelling preacher was
applicable to a bishop, and he desired to be shown how it was not, not by inference

or induction, but by putting their finger on the point. Slaveholders had been
making concessions from time immemorial. The south had conceded to the north,

and the interests of the south had been cramped more and more from General Con-
ference to General Conference ; yet they had borne it, rather than depart from the

unity of the Church. It was their principle to yield to the utmost extent, rather
than give oyer the unity of the Church ; but they were now brought to a point
beyond which they could not go without ruinous consequences. The majority in

this case were like the cuckoo, that insinuates itself into the nest of the smaller

birds. The brethren at the south must meet the question before them with solemn
declarations, that they do not stand connected with that abolition body called the

Methodist Episcopal Church. He could not sympathize with the brother who had
called himself an abolitionist on the floor of this conference. For what did aboli-

tionists seek and pray ? Why, that, contrary to the provisions of the Discipline,
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the Methodist Episcopal Church should have no slavehoiding bishop. Notwith-

standing abolitionists, hewould claim and demand the right for the south. But the

conference were going even further than the abolitionists prayed they should go.

They were going to divest a bishop of his office, and that, too, not because he, as

a bishop had violated the Discipline, but simply because he was connected with

slavery ; and there would be a shout raised as loud as the few ultra abolitionists

could raise whenever the General Conference passed this resolution. It wouMj

be because their designs would then be secured, and he would defy any aboli-

tionist on this floor to deny it. >#

A member.—" Mr. President, I deny it."

Another.—" So do I."

Mr. Winans responded.—That was enough. He wished for no argument. He
meant just what he said. He cared not if they did deny it. It was as plain as if

written with a sunbeam in the heavens. He could not forgive the Baltimore dele-

gation. Why? Simplybecause they claimed conservatism. Conservatism of what ?

Conservatism of the Discipline ? No : they were immolating the Discipline on the

altar of abolitionism. Conservatism of the episcopacy ? No : they had bound hand
and foot one of their bishops, and intended to sacrifice him. Conservatism of

Methodism? of the union of the Church? They were plunging a dagger into the

very vitals of that union. He could not forgive them, unless they would take

back the assumption of conservatism. In what were they conservatists ? Why,
they were conservatists of abolition, and they must either take back their claim to

conservatism of the Discipline, or he could not forgive their inconsistency. He
loved the Baltimore Conference, (the speaker here reviewed his personal connec-

tion with that conference in his earlier days, and at the commencement of his min-
istry, and continued,) but when they took him by the beard to kiss him, and then

plunged a poisoned dagger into his breast, he must say it was too bad ; it was the

unkindest cut of all, and he could not help exclaiming, " Et tu Brute .'" He should
not quarrel with the Baltimore delegation if they gave their vote as they ought to

vote, according to the immutable laws of justice. He would never believe their

conservatism, while they crushed the south, and drove them to an independent
existence, as drive they would. He had spoken too long, butifhe had the strength

he would protract the debate till January, rather than that they should be driven

forth a ruined community—dissevered, destroyed, and gloried over by other deno-

minations, who were more prudent in these matters than themselves.

The conference soon afterward adjourned until half-past three.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Mr. Cartwright said, after some playful allusions to the wide range taken by
many of the speakers during the discussion,—I had intended asking pardon of this

conference for alluding to the subject at all, for I am sure none of the other speak-

ers touched it, or came within forty miles of it. Now, sir, I presume, from the

long and able debates—and there have been since yesterday morning some tolera-

bly respectable speeches—that the constitutionality of our proceeding is the main
question ; for the statutes and laws have been brought in and reviewed, from the

private member up to the honourable bench of bishops ; and my purpose now is,

more especially, in some little way and manner, to contribute to disabuse the,

minds of the members of this conference of some of the round assertions, as well
as heterodox doctrines, made and propagated on this floor. Now, sir, I believe it

has been the order, and I must be borne with a little if I follow it, to open the

speeches by telling one's experience. I like this sort of meeting first rate. Bro-
ther Green used up all the capital I's in the English language, and when I search

for one or two, I come at missing them. But a word to him ; for I think, from his

own account, he is a tremendous man ! He's not afraid of Indians, panthers, wild-

cats, nor nothing of the sort. I admire his courage ; but his religious experience
was not so clever, after all. Now, it so happens, by a strange chain of circum-

stances, that I stand before you to-day, unworthy as I am, as one among the old

preachers who joined the Western Conference in 1805. That was the seventh
conference the Methodists held in this country. Well, the debates and speeches

which have been on this floor, and the debates in the controversy about Metho-
dist law and usage, have brought to my mind some of my most early recollections

on that subject ; and they are not painful, but pleasant. I was born (here the

speaker expressed a hope that some " brother would not get his dander up," but
an interruption prevented the reporter catching the point of the remark) in Amherst
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county, on James Biver. From there I migrated into Kentucky, among these bears
and panthers, and wildcats, and Indians, that my friend talked about. I 1q,ow jjj

about them ; and if he had had to stand as I have stood, in open fields, with
Indians shooting fr°m behind every tree in the •neighbourhood, he would have
quailed, I think; but may be not—that's not important. The first Methodist

preacher I ever heard, or have any recollection of, died not long since in the south,

and was known favourably to the brethren there, I have no doubt. He baptized

me. Now, sir, I will say, that in all my long years of relation to, and acquaintance

with Methodism and Methodist preachers, I never heard one who did not oppose

slavery from stem to stern. And they did it in all good conscience, privately and
publicly. And as reference was made yesterday, by the speaker who quoted
Emory's work, to the unsettled state of this question, I want it to be remembered,
that, at that early day, and through all the squabbles and difficulties through which
the Church waded, there was not an advocate for slavery to be found among
Methodist preachers.

I will not turn politician, and talk about the rights of man ; nor will I give my
political opinions. If I did they would "be different from those of the brother from
Virginia. Again : if we have, in the economy of our Church, rules and regulations

by which we can manage all the officers of the Church until we come up to the bish-

ops, and then have no law, as was argued to-day, but the act of expulsion, we are

in a deplorable fix. You are all familiar with the rules and regulations about class-

leadera, exhprters, and licentiates, and the unprofitableness of travelling preachers.

Well, now, I conceive by virtue of the office, if one of our superintendents was
known to be unacceptable and unprofitable, it is our imperative duty to remove
him from office, and the Discipline gives the power. If we can regulate the whole
machinery, and have not power to touch a bishop when he comes upon the table,

I say we are in a deplorable fix indeed. Now it has been wrongly affirmed that

reproof, censure, or suspension, are all out of the law. I diner in opinion, but if I

am wrong, and my brother is right, I think it is high time there was one, and I go
for it. I never was a great favourite with the bishops, but I like them : they have
always treated me better than I deserved, considering me as Peter Cartwright. I

have no great cause to complain, and never had. I remember Bishops Asbury and
Whatcoat, and received appointments from them, and they never afflicted me

;

I was always ready to go anywhere, and could make a bad circuit a good one on a
push, when they put me there. I have no spite against any bishop, and need not
stop to vent my feelings. I never had anything against Bishop Andrew ; but this

does not alter my mind in this matter, and I will forbear noticing his pacific rela-

tion to slavery ; I will do this in view of the information of this large and respecta-

ble body of ministers. But while I do this, I must beg leave to repudiate the he-
retical doctrines advanced by southern men on this floor, that if you take a man in

the south and elect him without slaves, he is liable to become a slaveholder, and he
cannot get rid of it. Why, my dear sir, this is all humbuggery, and nothing else.

It was once my misfortune to become by heirship the owner of slaves. I could have
plead with truth, and certainty of sympathetic responses, the disabilities of the law

:

but no, sir, I did not do so ; I shouldered my responsibility, and resolved to be,

like Cesar's wife, beyond suspicion. I took them to my state, set them free, gave
them land, and built them a house, and they made more money than ever I did by
my preaching. I only name this as a set off against the old superannuated things

palmed on us by brother Green ; and I stand at this day security for more than
two hundred negroes, whom I helped to set free. The law requires that you be-
come security, and righteous is the law ; and some of the brethren who looked
somewhat to the fleshpots of Egypt, hesitated about manumission because of this

required security, and I stepped in and took the responsibility. I thank God that

I ever did so. I have seen some of them since, and they are respectable men, and
will continue so as long as they live in the world.
Now p, is painful to me to hear the southern brethren persist in one assertion,

and I fling it back with righteous resentment ;—that every man who will not chime
in with their opinions is an abolitionist, and that if this resolution prevails we be-

come an abolition Church. If such be the sense in which they take it, I beg leave

to inform their royal honours it is not true. Thank God; I have no such blood in

my veins. I stand on the platform of old Methodism. I hope this was only a
flourish, and not intended to take any advantage. But be that as it may, I take

this opportunity of saying it is not one word true. Well, I want brethren not to go
hanging their lips, and get afraid of the glow of a muckworm ; for we have seen
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and heard all this thunder and lightning before, and the world is not come to an

end yet. We are not goine to take the world by storm, and know nothing of those

magazines of powder mat our brother talked of. Why, he must be afraid of ghosts,

and would be afraid to walk alone of a dark night. Talk of a division .' I hope

we shall hear no more of this sickly talk. I do not believe in a division, and have

not from the first Why, this Methodist Episcopal Church would not miss me

any more than an ox would miss a fly off his horn. Well, I have enjoyed myself

during all this talk i
sometimes you have made me laugh, and sometimes you have

made me cry : I have been glad and sorry, and sometimes I have knocked about

from side to side, and determined I would not cry any more ; then some old fellow

has i?ot hold of me, and I have gone ahead again.
: _,

But now, sir, I wanted to make some remarks on the false positions taken here.
;.

The venerable names of sainted ministers and bishops have been lugged in to give *

support and countenance to the principle of the right of slaveholders to the episco- '

pacy I may say here, " A miss is as good as a nule." One man came within one

vote, but then he was not a bishop. It has been said, Bishop M'Kendree intended

to have purchased one. Now I have only to say, that I have heard him say, five

hundred times, that if he owned a thousand slaves he would not die a slaveholder

—he would set them free. This doctrine he taught me when I was a beardless

boy, and when I was a presiding elder. Now my brother talked about his trei

mendous disposition. He'd fight any way—on his feet, or on his knees, or on his

back, and wouldn't yield no how you could fix it. Well, I've no disposition to

fight that brother. He'll find plenty to do, however. I was a little amused at my
learned friend from Georgia, a Christian and a gentleman I believe, but he diverted

me with his Lathi that he had quoted. It brought to my mind a little anecdote

about a fellow somewhere in the Georgia swamps, who had been elected to some

little office in the country—police officer or constable—and he had to serve a writ

upon some man, who, when pursued, gave him the dodge and plunged into one

of the swamps. The constable did not like to follow him there, so he returned his

writ, with this explanation :
" In swampum et non comeatum." I want to pay my

respects to the little learned brother that would not disturb the hair on the head

of a bald-headed man. What I want to come at is this. We sometimes get warm

and heated in debate. As to my temperament, I am cool, and deliberate, and

good humoured. But you know, sir, m the course of this debate we have been

threatened. Now I don't like this. I never myself threaten, except when I am

in a bad temper; and a man that is a man is not going to be scared because I

threaten him. Now, we have been threatened with a division, and with protests,

that should be couched in language that should burn upon our cheeks before the

American people, and American Church ! These big fellows I never did like in my
life. I have heard a deal of fuss about these American fixtures. Every little bob-

bing, squeaking thing, likes to come upon us as an accredited American something.

Who are the American people 1 Why those whose fathers fought, and bled, and

gained our liberties; and are we afraid of our doings going before them? I desire

they should go. I do think that, although the brother has great moral, and mental,

and physical, and intellectual courage, yet I shall venture to pronounce his'eulogy.

I love the brother, and I love him well ; but I have no wish that he should drive,

as the old fellow drove his swine, and I had it in my mind to say to him, David

slew the lion, the bear, and Goliah—Samson slew the Philistines/Alexander con-

quered the world, but you, sir, have excelled them all. It has been said, that all

this speaking, writing, and legislating has never procured the emancipation of one

slave Now I am proud to know that is a capital mistake.

Now I say that we have our rights and privileges as well as others, and brethren

gain nothing by kicking me off and another off, and throwing us into company that

they are pleased to call disgraceful, because of their undue agitation of any subject.

It has been alleged that the abolition movement has done incalculable mischief.

I heard a venerable bishop once say, in reference to that agitation, that reaction

was the safety-valve of the world. I beg to say that there is not a feeling m my
heart friendly to slavery, and I go anything in reason, where the laws of the

Church are not violated; but when they tell me it is none of my business, and

that I have no right to intermeddle in the matter, I beg to enter my protest

against the doctrine. I know that from the ultra agitation in the north much mis-

chief resulted, but the stain is not on my skirts. And I have no doubt men have

taken their eolour from the ultras both north and south. A word or two in refer-

ence to New-York. I was opposed to bringing the conference here, but 1 came
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here to represent one of the annual conferences that raised this barrier against tv
rank abolitionism. A word for the Baltimore Conference. I have felt for th
I have seen the design in the attacks made upon them, and could not help seeint
it. I hope these brethren will not suffer themselves to be scared out of their prh,

D

ciples. Who does not know that the Baltimore Conference is an old Methodist
ground, and deserves to have her name written in capital letters of gold. But the
brother says he cannot forgive them. Nay, I take that back—I hope they will
never need it, and will go to heaven without. I know their relation to slavery

and their difficulties, but in spite of all the efforts, eloquence, and power of the
prosecuting attorney general, they came out unsinged and without the smell of fire

upon them. May they live for ever

!

Mr. Crandall moved that the debate be closed, and the vote on the question be
taken, at half-past five o'clock this afternoon. Bishop Andrew had desired them,
in a way that was calculated to make an impression on their minds, to bring this

matter to an end, and observed that he had been hung up long enough. Out of
respect to him, it ought to be done. Some on both sides wished still to speak, it

was true, but unless they got their business done they would soon be without a
quorum of members. He was ready to vote at the close of the bishop's address
that morning, and there never was a moment when there would have been less

votes on his side than at that time. That was followed by two speeches from
southern members, but he was willing at any time to have voted. They had now,
it was true, had two speeches on the other side, which had tended to cool them
down and make them deliberate a little more, but he presumed that neither side
would complain of that.

Mr. Early moved that the resolution lie on the table, which was lost.

Dr. Capers supposed that the vote indicated very decidedly that they should not
have much longer time to discuss the question. He never knew a question before
the General Conference which he so earnestly desired should be patiently and
lengthily discussed. It was not in his nature to be an alarmist, and certainly not
in his religion, but he would say that he did most conscientiously regard the situa-

tion of the Church to be a most painful one, and that the Church herself was in

immediate danger of secession or schism, call it what they would. He deemed it

of vast importance, and that it would benefit the Church, to have the matter clearly

and fully discussed. An alarming evil threatened the southern churches, and they
wanted all the help they could get in trying to ward it off. The question must be
allowed to be one of vast and most momentous interest. Since the beginning of
the debate he had desired to speak upon it, not merely because he desired to be
heard, but because he had a solemn conviction that it was his duty. There were
several others in the same position. A venerable friend from South Carolina had
not obtained the floor, though he desired it much. He (Dr. C.) should have liked

to have given his testimony had a convenient opportunity presented itself, but he
could not scuffle lor the floor, and he had been pained and grieved by seeing a
dozen claiming the floor at once. True, they had had a great deal of discussion,

valuable discussion, but the subjectwas not exhausted. He begged to call the atten-

tion of the mover to this seemingly fair proposition, and to remind him that although
the question seemed to involve only two sides or parties, those two were very dif-

ferently circumstanced, being but fifty-two on one side and one hundred and twenty-
eight on the other. This was the true position of the matter. In other circum-
stances the vote might be pressed, but when the minority were so perfectly in

the hands of the majority, it was scarcely a right thing. The minority, however,
were in their hands, and must submit.

Mr. Collins inquired if the motion was in order ? It was equivalent to the pre-
vious question.

Bishop Waugh said the General Conference had no rule or express provision on
the subject. He supposed that if there were no question upon it raised by the

conference, it would have been practicable to put the motion. Now that the point

of order was raised, he confessed his inability to decide. Usage and analogy would
decide that it was out of order. %

After consulting with his colleagues, the president said two ofthem were doubt-
ful upon the subject. He should decide that it was out of order. If any one
appealed against that decision, the conference must decide.

Mr. Houghtaling appealed, and the conference supported the decision of the

chair, the number in the affirmative being one hundred and three.

Mr. Stamper then addressed the conference. He said he entered with diffidence
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on the discussion of this vexed question, especially as many were heeomin«
weaned with the protracted debate. He felt a deep interest in the subject, and ithad greatly afflicted him since it had been introduced. There was nothing that he
viewed, not even death itself, in a more forbidding aspect than schism, or division
in that body. He was born within the pale, and reared under the instructions of
the Methodist Church, and had been taught to look up to its ministers with espe-
cial veneration. That Church had been his home while he was a wanderer in the
world,' and he felt as though he would rather die than see division, if his death
could prevent it. Every point of the subject had been touched and enlarged upon i
but still he felt as though he could not go home without giving his testimony to
what he believed to be righteous principles.
He was opposed to the substitute, because he believed it was an extra-judicial

proceeding. It sought to inflict a punishment that the law would not bear them
out in. He formed this opinion from the plain and simple law, which had been
termed there the compromise law. He had been taught by preachers from the
north, east, south, and west, to regard that rule as the great ground of compromise
between the slaveholding and non-slaveholding states, and he had heard nothing
yet to convince him to the contrary. If the uniform and undivided sentiment of
the Church had been to oppose slavery, law or no law, why was this rule introduced
at all 1 He believed, from its very nature, and from the testimony of other men,
that it was introduced to hush this perplexing question. Their fathers viewed itm
j£

t ght- He
(
the sPeaker)

never owned a slave, nor his father before him,
and he never expected to own any. He was not a slavery man, and had always
stood in that light

; but at the same time he was not disposed to heap burdens on
other men's shoulders, which they were unable to bear. It was found by actual
experiment that they were unable to get along upon the ground first instituted.
It was found that that course blocked up the way to emancipation, and fastened
the chains still tighter upon the slave. Then this compromise law was introduced,
and the Church had worked well on the plan for years and years, and had it not
been for ultra abolitionism, they had still been doing well under the provisions of
that law.

All parties agreed that slavery was a great evil ; the difficulty was, how to dis-
pose of this evil. Those in the south were opposed to any interference with the
civil relations that exist between master and servant ;' but urged the preaching of
the Gospel alike to master and slave, until they became enlightened and converted.
This they believed to be the only safe course toward universal emancipation ; and
that in this way alone would it be effected, unless it were done by blood and wrong.
If the master and slave got converted, the evil was half cured, inasmuch as the
masters heart was filled with benevolence, and the slave being enlightened was
prepared for liberty, without which his liberty would be but a poor boon. He
contended that this was the course contemplated by the compromise law, and that
it was bemg successfully wrought out, until abolition principles frustrated the good
work. He had resided in a slaveholding state, and therefore knew how the mat-
ter stood

; and that the influence of the Church was extending to this very point,
until frustrated by the movement to which he had alluded. But for that Ken-
tucky would have been a free state at this day. In almost eveiy county of the
state there were societies formed to prepare the negro population for freedom, and
there were thousands of persons in that state who bad signed an amendment to
the constitution, to the effect that all slaves born in their families should be free in
view of their colonization. The leading men had taken this in hand ; but, in the
midst of then- career, ultra abolitionism came down upon them, and deferred that
measure to an uncertain time. A great many of those who had been liberated had
become mere serfs, and their condition was worse than before. And while ultra
abolitionism had impeded the work of gradual emancipation in the south, it had
done no good in the north. The speaker here adverted to the state of-the coloured
population in the cities of Philadelphia, Cincinnati, and others, and described the
negroes as herding together in the lowest form of human degradation. At Cincin-
na^ the citizens had been compelled to drive them by hundreds out of the city,
and they were left homeless, unsheltered, unprovided for, and exposed to every
hardship and injury, and they had wasted away like the snow before the rising-
sun ;

and if the principle of ultra abolitionism were to be acted upon, it would
result m the destruction of the whole coloured race. The controversy was not as
to slavery itself, but as to the best way of getting rid of it. The point of law had
been already explained and presented in a plainer light than he could expect to-
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present it, and he should leave that where it was. But he must be opposed
the resolution, as to everything that tended to throw impediments in the -^Z^ f
their intercourse with their benighted coloured brethren. Now it did appear toKm, that, if his conscience were as deeply concerned as some brethren had re-
presented theirs to be, he should go out into the rice grounds and swamps, and
preach the Gospel to those poor negroes, as the best way of reaching the hearts of
both masters and slaves, and thus bettering the condition of the latter. This would
he the work of God, and would have a much richer reward than the course they
were at present pursuing; and let brethren be encouraged, for though the times
seemed troublous, and the storm dark and lowering, God would yet make all

things plain before them.
Mr. Dunwody then took the floor ; but the hour of adjournment having arrived,

he deferred hisjtddress until the following day,

WEDNESDAY, MAY 29.

Rule for the Previous Question.

Mr. Kandall moved a suspension of the order of the day to enable him to offer

a resolution in substance like the one which was adopted four years ago at the
General Conference in Baltimore, after the conference had been in session some
three or four weeks. The resolution is in effect as follows :

—

" Resolved, That whenever, in the judgment of any member of the conference,

the discussion of a subject shall have been sufficiently protracted, it shall be in
order for him to move that the question be now taken, which motion shall he de-
cided without debate, and if adopted by a majority, the question shall be taken first

on the substitute, if there be one, secondly on the amendments, and finally on the
main proposition."

The speaker thought the resolution a very safe one, because, if the call was not
satisfactory it would be voted down. It was evident something of the character

of this resolution was needed, or would be needed before we get through with
the business. The question had been thus far ably discussed, and he hoped it

would continue to be ably discussed. He believed the discussion would do good
here and everywhere ; he therefore hoped the whole subject would be spread put
before the community.

Mr. Murrah was opposed to suspending the order of business. In his view it

was tantamount to the previous question, which always operated mischievously.
Mr. Crouch observed, that when the conference adjourned last evening, an im-

portant motion was before them, upon which action was not had. It seemed to

nim there was so close a connection between that resolution and the one which the

brother was about to offer, that to introduce the brother's resolution would be en-

tirely barring up the way to action on the motion then under consideration. For
this reason he was opposed to suspending the order of the day just now:.

Mr. Hamline hoped the brother was mistaken, and that the regular action of the
conference would be interrupted only for a moment. The only method of checking
debate was to move to lay the whole business on the table. But in most great

bodies it was never customary to lay on the table anything which had been long
and gravely discussed, and which involved important questions. He hoped the
motion now made would be carried.

Dr. Bangs said it must be obvious that we must have some rule to bring us to a
stand. The question had been debated for a week, and he wished to see the end
of it, He was willing stiE to hear—perfectly willing that others should speak, but
it did appear to him that they must bring this discussion to a close very soon, or
otherwise they would be compelled to close the conference and do nothing. He
hoped, therefore, that the motion would prevail. When a vote was called for by
a majority of the conference, he believed it ought to be taken. But unless they
had some rule by which they could arrest the debate, the minority might keep up
this debate as long as they pleased, and the majority remain at sea witiiout rudder
to steer, or anchor to bring them up.

Mr. M'Mahan believed that putting a stop to the discussion of this question

would be an act of injustice to some of the conferences, whose views had not been
heard on the question. He was not desirous of making a speech himself, but there

were others that wished to speak, and for their sakes he hoped that the motion
Would not prevail.

,

Mr. Winner believed that something ought to be done. The gentleman had
11
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observed that many wished to speak. The same thing could as truly be said

twenty days from this morning, and be as really true as it now was. If this was
the reason now why no government should be cast over the matter, it would be an

equally valid reason twenty days hence. Bather than be longer wearied and wor-

ried, without obtaining further light on the subject, they would forego the privilege

,

of speech. The most of the conferences were undoubtedly satisfied; arid indeed

many of them thought, that so glorious, so brilliant a light had been shed upon the

subject already, that they were quite blind with its glory

!

Mr. Redman, of Missouri, said, that much more time had been consumed in

settling little matters than in doing greater ones. He would therefore move that

the motion to suspend the debate be laid on the table. Lost.

Mr. Drutnmond said, he had hardly spoken a word on the floor of the conference,

but he would go for anything that would bring this interminable debate to a close.

They had had arguments and light enough. Many conferences had not been heard

from, yet the minority had occupied far the most time in the discussion. The
minority had been very gently dealt with. Afternoon sessions had been put off to

accommodate them.

Mr. Adams wished to know if it was proper to have these continual allusions to

majorities and minorities 1

Mr. Drummond said that he had only followed the course of all previous

speakers.

Mr. Blake was opposed to suspending the order of the day. The discussion had
already brought the majority to tears—to a legal repentance ; and the prosecution

of the discussion would bring them to evangelical conversion.

Mr. Davis observed, that if the order of the debate must be changed, they had
better fall back upon the fifteen minute resolution. He desired to say something
at a suitable time, but hoped he could say it in fifteen minutes.

Dr. Winans asked if it had come to this, that a portion of the Methodist Episcopal

Church felt themselves pressed upon the very verge of a precipice, from which
they were to be plunged into irretrievable ruin, by the action of a majority of that

General Conference ? Whatever brethren might say, such was the fact. The south

would oppose the measure as long as she had power to contend against it, and not

until overborne by the domination and tyranny of the msnority would she submit.

He opposed the resolution to suspend the order of conference, because it was
oppressive. He would beseech every brother who regarded the interests of the

Church to unite with him in opposing it.

Dr. Smith arose first to a point of order, and then announced his intention to

keep the floor until the motion was withdrawn. He could talk on the question for

days together,—-he had a plenty of materials—he had the physical ability. The
conference should gain no time by the resolution. He could talk even one solid

week on the question. He had the floor, and he would do it.

Dr. Durbin inquired of the chair if the fifteen minute rule was not in force upon
the present motion 1

The chair replied in the affirmative.

Dr. Durbin—Then brother Smith will not be able to keep the floor quite as long
as he has told us he would do, but will be under the necessity of giving some of

the rest a share in the debate.

Dr. Smith thought the decision of the chair wrong, but he would not appeal.

He would content himself with a few remarks on the resolution. Members had
a constitutional right to a reasonable time in which to express their views on any
or every subject of interest, inasmuch as they were the accredited representatives

of the annual conferences. They were allowed to vote, but were to be denied the

privilege of asserting their reasons for their vote. Was not this a direct violation

of their chartered right t

Mr. Slicer said he should be willing to pass a resolution putting it in the power
of two-thirds of the- conference to close the debate, but in the present circum-

stances he should be opposed to giving that power to a bare majority.

Mr. Randall said he would accept the amendment suggested by Mr. Slicer,

if the conference would allow the introduction of the resolution. He was for open
and free discussion on every subject.

The order of the day was then suspended, when Mr. Randall presented his

resolution, amended as proposed by Mr. Slicer.

Dr. Bangs immediately moved to strike out " two-thirds" and insert " a majority."

Mr. Early begged that the question might be settled immediately. If Dr. Bangs'
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motion must prevail, let it prevail, although he for one was strongly opposed to it
It was not for himself that he desired the discussion to go on untrammelled'
Brethren knew that he never made long speeches. He wished the privilege for
other men, that they might tell the world what and why they think and act.°

Mr. Finley called the gentleman to order.

Mr. Early.—I never saw my old friend out of humour before.

Mr. Finley.—I am not out of humour, brother.

Mr. Early.—Let any man, whose courage is as good as his, keep cool till it is

time to vote.

Mr. Finley.—I am cool, sir.

Mr. Early,—I am glad to see it. When two-thirds want the question, let them
have it.

Dr.' Bangs had no desire to arrest any reasonable discussion ; but the subject had
already been discussed for eight days. All admitted that the greatest portion of the

speaking had come from the minority. The majority had no disposition whatever
to oppress the minority. He was sure no such disposition had been manifested

:

but the discussion should be brought to a close at some reasonable time. He
believed not many new ideas were to be drawn from the subject. If the bishops

could devise any way by which a compromise could be formed, so that all could

meet on safe ground, he hoped it would be done. He was not tenacious even about

having a majority ; and, under the circumstances, in order to accommodate the

brethren, he would withdraw his proposed amendment.
The resolution was adopted.

Bishop Andrew's Case resumed.

The conference then took up the resolution which was under consideration at the

time of adjournment yesterday, giving leave to Bishop Soule and his colleagues to

address the conference in the case of Bishop Andrew, if they saw fit, when Mr.
Dunwody, who was entitled to the floor, had concluded his remarks.

This resolution was offered after a remark from Bishop Soule that he desired an
opportunity to speak upon the question.

After some discussion, the resolution was laid upon the table, on the ground, as

was understood, that it was entirely unnecessary. The vote having been declared,

Bishop Soule said he should consider it as an indication of the wish of the Gen-
eral Conference that he should not speak upon the question. He received the

decision respectfully, and should cheerfully withhold the remarks he had intended

to offer.

Several members who had voted to lay the resolution upon the table, declared

that they had done so, not to prevent the bishops from speaking, but for the reason

that they did not wish, by implication, to decide that they had not a right to speak
whenever they chose to do so. After some further discussion, the vote by which
the resolution was laid on the table was reconsidered, and then the resolution was
passed by a unanimous vote.

Mr. Dunwody, from South Carolina, rose and said, that this was the eighth Gen-
eral Conference he had attended, and he had never sat so long at any General Con-
ference as at this one. Although he attended *be conference, he did not intend to

make a speech at all, and the reason of it was this. About four days after the con-

ference he was taken sick, and was confined to his room for a week, and was appre-
hensive that he would be unable to take any part in the proceedings. Another
reason was, there was so much idle talking and debating among the members of

the conference, he thought it would be useless for himself to make any attempt
to deliver his sentiments ; and a third reason was, that it was so hard to get an
opportunity of delivering one's sentiments, that he had come to the conclusion of

not attempting it. But as an opportunity was now given to him, he felt it his duty
to speak upon a question of so much importance as the present confessedly was.

In addition to what he had already said, there was one obligation among others

which strongly urged him to speak to the question now before the conference.

He knew the subject of slavery would come up in some shape or other ; and as

he was a southern man, he believed it was expected he would defend the rights

of the south, as he understood them. Otherwise he should have staid away alto-

gether from the conference ; but, as matters had taken the turn they had, he did
not feel at liberty to decline coming here.

The debate had taken a very wide range, and therefore he should be obliged

to take considerable range too, but he would say nothing that did not relate to the
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form a part of that body. There was another consideration in which this question

was to be viewed. It appeared that that conference intended that they were not

to hold slaves at all. He concluded by referring to the relation between man and

wife, and asked, where was there a more interesting relation 1 The resolution

now before the conference went to sap that relation, and not only that, but to rend

their Church in twain, if such events should be brought about by a reckless

majority, and the south were driven to desperation. There were men enough in

the south who would direct their proceeding, and they would trust to God to settle

lie difficulty.

Bishop Soule rose and said,—I do not know but this may be a favourable moment
for me to offer to the conference the few remarks I desire to make before final

action shall be had on the subject which is now pending before the conference. I

have had no solicitude with regard to the period of time when I should offer these

remarks, only that it might be a time of calmness and reflection. I will indulge

the hope that this is such a time, and therefore avail myself of the opportunity. T
rise, sir, at this moment, as I once said before, with all the calmness which the

occasion I think requires. But this is not the calm that precedes the tempest and

the storm ; it is not the calmness of indifference ; it cannot be. It is, sir, the calm-

ness of conviction. It is the calmness of principle. If indeed I could be persuaded

that my very respectable brother from the Pittsburg Conference was entirely cor-

rect in his opinion, that all the light which could be furnished on this subject had

been furnished, I should not rise here. There is a possibility that the brother may
be mistaken. I cannot say that I should have forborne to rise though I had been

convinced of the correctness of the judgment of the respected brother from New-
England, that though we should sit here till January next, no brother would be

changed in his vote on this question. I say—I do not know that I should have

forborne my observations though I might have been convinced of the correctness

of this opinion,; but if no more light could be produced, anything that I could say

would be unavailing.

There are periods, sir, in the history of the life of every man who sustains any-

important station in society, who holds any important relations to it, when his indi-

vidual character cannot, must not, be neutralized by the laws of association. Under

this view, in what I shall say to this conference, I involve no man in responsibility.

My venerable colleagues are in no way concerned in what I shall say to this con-

ference, so that however I may be involved they are not involved. The south, on

my right, is not involved. The north, on my left, is not involved. I stand in this

regard alone. I hope not, indeed, alone in the sentiments that I shall express to

the conference. Brethren have manifested a solicitude to bring this question to an

issue—tn close the debate and come to the vote. I ask brethren if it is not possi-

ble, notwithstanding the time which has been employed in this discussion, notwith-

standing the enlarged views which brethren have expressed on the question before

them,—I ask if it is not possible that action on the resolution may not yet be pre-

mature i. Society, sir, whether civil or religious, has much more to fear from the

passions of its members, than it has to fear from calm investigation and sober

inquiry. I am not afraid to meet the calmness of deliberation anywhere. I am
not afraid to meet it here ; I am not afraid to meet it in the annual conference ; I

am not afraid to meet it before the great religious community of which we are

members and ministers. I am not ; but I fear the rage of the passions of men. I

fear excitements—ardent excitements, prematurely produced in society; and I

apprehend that if we trace the history of associations, whether civil or ecclesiasti-

cal, we shall find that these premature excitements, waking up the rage of passion,

have produced greater calamities than ever were produced by the calmness of

deliberation and the sobriety of inquiry, however extensive those investigations may
have been. The sound of the trumpet of alarm may go forth from within these

consecrated walls—the sound may spread itself on the wings of the wind, or of

the whirlwind, over the length and breadth of theBe lands ; but, sir, when this

sound shall have died away, when the elements which may have been awakened

to boisterous and tumultuous action, shall subside into the calmness of inquiry and

reason, a voice may return to this hall, wafted on a counterbreeze ; and though the

voice be not heard in the thunder, the earthquake, or the storm, it may pierce

through the veil of our speculations, and of our theories, and the first sound will

be heard in the inquiry, ' What is the came V Well, sir, it will be the province

of reason and sobriety to answer. Hear it is, sir, spread out before me, spread

out before you, in a plain unsophisticated statement of facts by Bishop Andrew.
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I have not heard a brother from the north—I have not heard a brother from the
south—(and I have listened to hear)—allege that there were any other facts that
there were any other circumstances having any bearing whatever on the merits
of the case now before you. I take it for granted, then, that we have the entire

facts of the case before us ; and these facts are the cause of whatever alarm, what-
3ver excitement may have spread through our beloved Zion, and over this con-

tinent.

Now, sir, I will beg the indulgence of the conference while I read an extract

from the address of your general superintendents at your last session. You will

indulge me in this. .- -

"The experience of more than half a century, since the organization of our

ecclesiastical body, will afford us many important lights and land-marks, pointing

out what is the safest and most prudent policy to be pursued in our onward course

as regards African slavery in these states, and especially in our own religious com-
munity. This very interesting period of our history is distinguished by several

characteristic features, having a special claim to our consideration at the present

time, particularly in view of the unusual excitement, which now prevails on the

subject, not only in the different Christian' Churches, but also in the civil body.
And, first,' our general rule on slavery, which forms a part of the constitution of

the Church, has stood from the beginning unchanged, as testamentary of our sen-

timents on the principle of slavery, and the slave trade. And in this we differ in

no respect from the sentiments of our venerable founder, or from those of the
wisest and most distinguished statesmen and civilians of our own, and other
enlightened and Christian countries. Secondly, in all the enactments of the
Church relating to slavery, a due and respectful regard has been had to the laws
of the states, never requiring emancipation in contravention of the civil authority,

or where the laws of the states would not allow the liberated slave to enjoy his

freedom. Thirdly,- the simply holding or owning slaves, without regard to circum-
stances, has at no period of the existence of the Church subjected the master to

excommunication. Fourthly, rules have been made from time to time, regulating

the sale, and purchase, and holding of slaves, with reference to the different laws
of the states where slavery is tolerated ; which, upon the experience of the great

difficulties of administering them, and the unhappy consequences both to masters

and servants, have been as often changed or repealed.
" These important facts, which form prominent parts of our past history as a

Church, may very properly lead us to inquire for that course of action in future

which may be best calculated to preserve the peace and unity of the whole body,
promote the greatest happiness of the slave population, and advance generally, in

the slaveholding community of our country, the humane and hallowing influence

of our holy religion. We cannot withhold from you, at this eventful period, the
solemn conviction of our minds, that no new ecclesiastical legislation on the subject

of slavery at this time will have a tendency to accomplish these most desirable

objects. And we are fully persuaded that, as a body of Christian ministers, we
shall accomplish the greatest good by directing our individual and united efforts,

in the spirit of the first teachers of Christianity, to bring both master and servant

under the sanctifying influence of the principles of that Gospel which teaches the

duties of every relation, and enforces the faithful discharge of them by the strongest

conceivable motives. Do we aim at the amelioration of the condition of the slave ?

How can we so effectually accomplish this, in our calling as ministers of the Gos-
pel of Christ, as by employing our whole influence to bring both him and his mas-
ter to a saving knowledge of the grace of God, and to a practical observance of

those relative duties so clearly prescribed in the writings of the inspired apostles f

Permit us to add, that although we enter not into the political, contentions of the

day, neither interfere with civil legislation nor with the administration of the laws,

we cannot but feel a deep interest in whatever affects the peace, prosperity, and
happiness of our beloved country. The union of these states, the perpetuity of the

bonds of our national confederation, the reciprocal confidence of the different mem-
bers of the great civil compact ;—in a word, the well being of the community of

which we are members, should never cease to lie near our hearts, and for which
we should offer up our sincere and most ardent prayers to the Almighty Ruler of

the universe.
" But can we, as ministers of the Gospel, and servants of a Master ' whose king-

dom is not of this world,' promote these important objects in any way so*truly and
permanently as by pursuing the course just pointed out ? Can we, at this eventful
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crisis, render a better service to our country than by laying aside all interference

•with relations authorized and established by the civil laws, and applying ourselves

wholly and faithfully to what specially appertains to our ' high and holy calling ;'

to teach and enforce the moral obligations of the Gospel, in application to all the

duties growing out of the different relations in society ? By a diligent devotion to

this evangelical employment, with an humble and steadfast reliance upon the aid

of divine influence, the number of ' believing masters' and servants may be con-

stantly increased, the kindest sentiments and affections cultivated, domestic burdens
lightened, mutual confidence cherished, and the peace and happiness of society be
promoted. While, on the other hand, if past history affords us any correct rules of

judgment, there is much cause to fear that the influence of our sacred office, if

employed in interference with the relation itself, and consequently with the civil

institutions of the country, will rather tend to prevent, than to accomplish, these

desirable ends."

Sir, I have read this extract that the members of this General Conference who
were not present at the last session, and this listening assembly, who may not have
heard it before, may understand distinctly the ground on which I, with my col-

leagues, stand in regard to these questions. I desire that this document may stand

recorded, with my name to it, till I sleep in the dust of the earth. (Amen.) I

desire to leave it as a legacy to my children and my children's children ; and, if I

might be permitted to say so, I would leave it as a legacy to the Church when I

am no more. I want no man to write my epitaph. I will write it myself. I want
no man to write and publish my life. I will do that myself as far as I think it may
be necessary for the interests of posterity, or for the benefit of the Church of God.
I regret, in reading the life of my venerable colleague, who has gone from earth to

heaven since your last session, that this document, as it stood connected with his

name, has not appeared in that memoir. I thank the author of " The History of

the Methodist Episcopal Church," I mean Dr. Bangs, for having presented this

document in that History. I met it in Europe, and I am glad it is there. I never
wished my name detached from it; no, never, never. When this was written,

your superintendents believed that they were acting in perfect accordance with the

pastoral address of the General Conference at its session in Cincinnati. We think
so now. Well, sir, I have only one further remark to make before I proceed to

the chief object for which I address the conference this morning. It is this : I

desire that no undue influence may be produced from the peculiar relation in which
I stand to the Church. Sympathy may exert too great an influence when it is

brought to bear on great principles. The only subject which has awakened my
sympathies during this whole discussion is the condition of my suffering brethren
of the coloured race, and this never fails to do it. No matter where I meet the
man of colour, whether in the south, or in the north with the amount of liberty he
enjoys, the sympathies of my nature are all awakened for him. Could I restore

bleeding Africa to freedom, to independence, to the rights—to all the rights of man,
I would most gladly do it. But this I cannot do—you cannot do. And if I cannot
burst the bonds of the coloured man, I will not strengthen them. If I cannot
extend to him all the good I would, I will never shut him out from the benefits

which I have it in my power to bestow. But, sir, I cannot withhold this sentiment
from the conference, that with the mental and physical labours of this relation I
could never have been sustained—I could never have supported myself—I could

never have ministered to the Church unless I had been settled down on some prin-

ciples equally as changeless as the throne of God, in my estimation—never, never.

It is a constant recurrence to these great principles that has sustained me in.the
discharge of what I conceive to be my dutieB—duties which grow out of my rela-

tion to the Church, and not simply to this conference. These principles have sus-

tained me in the city, and in the desert waste ; they have sustained me in the north,

and they have sustained me in the south ; they have sustained me in the quarters

of the black man, and in the huts of the red man. Shake me from these principles,

and I am done !—I have done, I say. But what is this 1 Why, sir, is the Method-
ist Episcopal Church dependant upon met Far from it; her interest hangs not

upon my shoulders at all. She can do a great deal better without me than I can
without her ; much better. Well, sir, laying aside this point—endeavouring to dis-

engage myself as far as possible, consider me as expressing my own opinions, with-

out reference to my colleagues. I wish to say, explicitly, that if the superintendents

are only to be regarded as the officers of the General Conference of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, and consequently as officers of the Methodist Episcopal Church
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that ifmy standing, and the relation in which I have been placed to the Methodist
Episcopal Church, under my solemn tows of ordination—ifmy relation is to stand
on the voice of a simple majority of this body, without a form of trial, and without
an obligation even to show me cause why I am deposed, I have some doubt
whether there is the man on this floor that would be willing to stand in my place.

Now brethren will at once perceive the peculiar situation in which I am placed.

Here are mybrethren from the Ohio and other conferences. We have been together

in great harmony and peace. There has been great union of spirit everywhere

;

but I said at the beginning, there were periods in the history of every man occupy-/

ing any important relation or station in society, when his individual character and
influence could not be neutralized by the laws of association. You must unmoor
me from my anchorage on the basis of this book ; you must unsettle me from my
principles—my settled arid fixed principles. From these I cannot be shaken by
any influences on my right hand or on my left hand; neither the zeal of youtit

nor the experience of hoary age shall move me from my principles. Convince me.
that I am wrong, and I yield. And here it may be necessary that I should make
an observation in regard to what I have said before : it seems to have been mi&-
understood. I said, You may immolate me, but you cannot immolate me on a
southern altar; you cannot immolateme on a northern altar ; I can only be immolated
on the altar of the union of the Methodist Episcopal Church. What do I mean by
this? I mean—call it a compact—call it compromise, constitutional discipline,

what you will—I mean on the doctrines and provisions of this book, and I consider

this as the bond of union of the M. E. Church. Here then I plant my feet, and
here I stand. Let brethren, sir, not misunderstand me, in another point ; a point

in which they may misunderstand me, in which I have been misunderstood ; and
you join me on this point. I hold that the General Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church has an indisputable right—constitutional, sacred—to arraign at

her tribunal every bishop ; to try us there ; to find us guilty of any offence with
which we are charged on evidence, and to excommunicate—expel us. I am al-

ways 'ready to appear before that body in this regard. I recognize fully their

right. But not for myself—not for these men on my right hand, and on my left

hand ; but for your sakes, and for the Church of God, of which you are members
and ministers, let me ask you, let me entreat you, not to. rush upon the resolution

which is now before you. Posterity, sir, will review your actions—history will

record them ; and whatever we may do here will be spread out before the face

of the world ; the eyes of men will be fixed upon it. In this view I was not sur-

prised at all to hear brethren say, " Pause, brethren, I beseech you pause," and I

was not surprised to see men of mind and of thought approach the thing with fear

and trembling. But brethren apprehend that there are great difficulties involved in

this subject; theyapprehend that fearful consequences are to take place, on whichever
side of the question they shall move. Pass it, and the south suppose themselves in-

volved in irretrievable ruin. Refuse to pass it, and the north consider the conse-

quences perilous to them. Permit me to say, sir, that I have had some acquaintance,

personal acquaintance, both with the north and the souths I thinkl have been able

to cast an impartial eye over these great departments of the Church. I may err in

judgment, but I apprehend that the difficulties may not be as insurmountable as

brethren have apprehended them to be. I know that some of my brethren of the
north are involved in such a manner that I cannot apprehend—I perceive no way
in which they can compromise this question. Why? For the obvious reason that

it involves a principle. I will compromise with no man when a principle is in-

volved in the compromise. What is that principle ? The men that avow it are as

honest as any men on this floor. I know them : in the men there is no guile.

What is the principle ? It was advanced by my worthy brother Cass the other

days Can he compromise the principle 1 You must convince him of the error of

his principle before he^will compromise it." What is it? It is that slavery, under
all circumstances, is a sin against God.
Mr. Cass interposed,—May I correct the bishop ? I believe I did not say so :

I said it was a moral evil.

Bishop Soule proceeded,—Well, I am glad to be corrected. That is not brother

Cass's principle. A moral evil—a moral evil, and not a sin, under all circum-

stances. It affords me a great deal of pleasure to hear my worthy brother's state-

ment, for it greatly increases my hope that we shall have a compromise.
Now, sir, notwithstanding brethren have thought, and with perfect sincerity,

that they were ready to act on the resolution ; although undoubtedly a large ma-
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jority of this body have been prepared for it for some time ; I cannot but belie™
that it mi=ht be premature in the conference taking action on it even now. i _{,.

offer one or two reasons why I think the conference is not prepared for action on
the resolution. We have been informed here, from documents—to a great extent
petitions and memorials—on the subject of slavery in its various aspects and inter-

ests. These documents, these petitions and memorials, have been received with
the respect due to the right of petition. They have been committed to a large and
judicious committee to examine and report. That committee has not reported to

this body: it will report: I need not say to you that it will report. The respect

due to some thousand petitioners to this body will lay them under solemn obliga-

tions to report ; and is it not possible that this report—on the subject immediately

connected with the resolution before you—may afford you some light? You
will have in the report of that committee several important items of information

clearly developed before you. You will know the number of the petitioners, of the

memorialists in each of the annual conferences. You will know the relative propor-

tion of these petitioners to the whole number of the Methodist Church within these

conferences. You will know the aggregate number of all these memorialists and
petitioners, and you will consequently know the relative number in regard to the

whole community of the M. E. Church. It will not be disputed, I think, on the

floor of this General Conference, that the subjects, so far as they have been presented
when the memorials were up, that the subjects on which you are memorialized
in these documents, are not local; They are not subjects appertaining specially

and exclusively to the memorialists. So far as I heard, every subject was ofa general
character, in which every member of the Methodist Episcopal Church, east, west,
north, and south, have an equal interest and concern. The report of your commit-
tee may throw much light on this great subject. But this is not all. I beg to sug-

gest to the brethren that the views of the great body of the Methodist Church, and
the great body of her ministers, are not, and cannot be represented here, in regard
to the special point before you ; and if ihis be a subject in which all the ministers

of the M. E. Church, and all the itaembers of the M. E. Church, have an equal
interest and concern, is it safe for this body to proceed to such an important action

in regard to the whole interests of the Church, without having a more full develop-
ment of the subject, both from ministers and Church, than the memorials as yet
presented afford ? I ask it. Now will the delegation from New-York tell us what
are the views of the great body of the Methodists within the New-York Conference
on this subject ? We have been sitting here, Mr. President, on this case almost

from the time we commenced it. It has been, however, before this community. It

has been out before the whole Church, and from the views the brethren have taken,

I have been almost surprised thatwe have not had memorials from the city where we
sit ; I have been almost surprised that we have not had memorials from the people
in Philadelphia, from the people in Baltimore, and from the people in Boston. We
have had no memorials. There has been no expression on their part, as I have
heard ; and yet, in the midst of this enlightened body of Methodists, are we pre-

pared thus to say what is the view of the people around us on this question ? and,

under such circumstances, do you hesitate to stay the question in the resolution

before you ? I beg the brethren to go a little further on this subject. I will go
with my brethren to Ohio. Now I do not know—I am a resident in Ohio, I have
some acquaintance in Ohio; both'with preachers and with our very excellent and
worthy membership in Ohio, my brethren from them, these delegates, have more,
and, doubtless, can say more—I should not dare, on the floor of this conference,

to say, that the act would meet the approbation of the great body of preachers and
members in Ohio: I dare not say it. It is sufficient forme, however, in the present
position I occupy, to say, that the Church has not known the subject ; and has ex-

pressed no opinion on the subject whatsoever. I settle it down, then, as the basis

on which I shall proceed, that we have not, and cannot have the views of our
ministers and people generally on this subject, so fully expressed to us as to

others.

The adoption of that resolution deposes Bishop Andrew without form or trial:

such is my deliberate opinion. I do not believe it is safe for our community; I do
not believe it is safe for you ; and I am out of this question. What shall be done ?

The question, I know, wakes up the attention of every brother. Can it be possi-

ble that the Methodist Episcopal Church is in such a state of excitement—in such a
state, I had almost said, of revolution—as to be unprepared to send out the plain,

simple facts in the case to the churches, to the annual conferences, everywhere
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through our community, and waive all action on this subject till another General

Conference ? „ , . ., . T t . .

,

I said, almost at the commencement of these remarks, sir, that I was not an-sad

of thedeliberationoi men, of our annual conferences, of the General Conference**,

I am afraid of the passions of men, and I could present before you some conside-

rations to illustrate the views that I have given you ; and if I give you these views

in error of judgment, be assured that they are not views which originate on the,

spur of the moment: they are the result of sober and deliberate investigations

Can it be possible that the simple circumstance of Bishop Andrew's holding tjfc

office as a Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church four years longer, with this

statement of facts in the case—simple facts in the case—spread out before the en-

lightened body of this great Methodist community—is there to be an earthquake ?

I am not prepared to believe it : I soberly am not prepared to believe it. Well,

sir this is the view that I take of the subject. Permit me to make one other sug-

gestion. The providence of God directs the whirlwind and the storm ;
clouds and

darkness indeed may be round about us, but righteousness and justice are the habi-

tation of his throne. Let us be careful that we never suffer a human arm to im-

pede the operations of providence. My beloved colleague, Bishop Andrew, and

myself, and all my colleagues, may have passed away from these scenes of trouble

and the passions which now agitate the Church of God—may go to sleep, in

God's providence, long before four years go by.

How easy it is for God to direct the elements of society !
Don t be surprised,

then, brethren, when I say to you, Pause. Brethren may possibly have a little

more light : there may be some ray from heaven or earth yet to shine upon this

subject. Now it is the solemn conviction of my mind that the safest course you

can pursue in the premises is to pass this subject without any implication of Bishop

Andrew's character at all, and to send out officially the plain and ample facts m
the case to all your societies—to all your conferences. Let it be read everywhere,

and then we may have a further expression of opinion, without any kind of agita-

tion I am about to take my leave of you, brethren. You must know—you
cannot but know, that with the principles I have stated to you—with the avowal

of my sentiments in regard to this subject—it will not be Bishop Andrew alone

that your word will affect ! No, sir—I implicate neither my colleagues on my

right hand nor on my left; but I say the decision of the question cannot aflect

Bishop Andrew alone. I wish it to be distinctly understood, it cannot affect Mm
alone. I mean specially in this point—I say that the resolution on which we are

iust about to act goes to sustain the doctrine that the General Conference have

power and right to depose one of the bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church

without the form of trial—that you are under no obligation from the constitution

or laws of the Church to show cause even. Now every man must see, and every

man must know, that Bishop Andrew cannot be involved alone in the vote. It is

the principle which is involved. It goes to say that when this conference shall

vote on the subject—a simple majority of this conference, without form ot trial,

can depose a bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Do you understand it

so i If"I am mistaken, I shall stand corrected—and I need not say to this confer-

ence that such a decision will involve others beside. It involves the office ;
it in-

volves the charge ; it involves the relation itself.

And now, in taking leave, I offer devout prayer to almighty God that you may

be directed wisely in the decision you are about to make. I have given to you

what in my sober and deliberatejudgment is the bestand safest course which you

can pursue—safest for all concerned. I want that opinion to have no more influ-

ence upon you than it justly deserves in the conferences—all the conferences. 1

thank tie conference for the attention they have been pleased to give me. I thank

the audience for their attention. I very well know—I am not at all unapprised

that the position I occupy—in which I stand on the principles of that resolution—

on the principles involved in it—may seal my fate. I say I am not at all unap-

prised of that. Let me go ; but I pray you hold to principles—to principles
;
and

with these remarks I submit the' whole to your and to God's direction. (Amen.)

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Dr. Durbin rose, and alluded to the disadvantage of his position in making an

after-dinner speech: but, as it could not be avoided, he would make tue Best oi it.

She could secure the attention of the conference, he would try to remove some

erroneous impressions which he thought had been made in the course ot this de-
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bate. The first remark that he had to offer was in regard to a statement of Judge
Longstreet, that in the early Church the aggression of Popery had always been
resisted by a pure and steadfast minority. What was the application of this re-

mark ? Did the brother mean- to say that the action of the Methodist Episcopal

Church in regard to slavery in any way resembled the growth of Popery ? Or did
he mean to say, in this age of the world, and in this country, that the interests of

society, whether civil or religious, are safer in the hands of the minority than of

the majority? Sir, the voice of history does not say eo. The institutions of our

country do not say so. The brother will not go before the world and say so.

The brother had also stated, very broadly, that the legislation of the Methodist
Episcopal Church on the subject of slavery had always done harm ! So, then, the
objection is not so much against our action in this caBe as against the uniform action

of Methodism on the general subject. Sir, I wish I could go before the world,
and to the bar of God, with as clear a conscience and as firm a trust in regard to

every other part of our legislation as in regard to our action on slavery. But we
are told again and again that we are called here to judge of the laws of sovereign
states,—that in the case of Harding—and in every similar case—we must be judges
of law,—a business with which we have nothing to do. Nay, more, sir, we are
told that in the vote on Harding's case, this body not only acted above the law of
the land, but above the law of Methodism—that we voted to sustain, notthe Dis-

cipline of the Church, but simply the usage of the Baltimore Conference. I have
heard this repeatedly on this floor, and have seen it repeatedly in print ; and I fear
that the public mind has really been misled by these statements, so confidently
reiterated. But, sir, I deny the whole statement. It is utterly groundless. It is

unjust, both with regard to the Baltimore Conference and this General Conference.
The sole question we had to judge of in Harding's case was—Whether it was prac-
ticable for him to emancipate his slaves 1 We found, sir, that it was practicable.
It is to-day practicable. On that ground, and on that ground only, in full con-
formity with the provisions of the Discipline, we voted against the motion to re-

verse the decision of the Baltimore Conference. We could not do otherwise, sir,

with the Discipline in our hands. I did not vote, nor, I believe, did my brethren
in the majority, to sustain the usage of the Baltimore Conference, but to sustain the
laws of Methodism.
We of the north have been repeatedly taunted on this floor with our differences

of opinion on the subject of slavery. Sir, whatever other differences of opinion
there may be among us, on one point there is none. Our minds, and hearts, and
feelings, are all united on this one point at least

—

that the episcopacy of the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church ought not to be trammelled with slavery. On that point, sir,

our minds are as the mind of one man, and the brethren of the south will find it

so. Nor is this any sudden purpose. It is the ground we have always held, and
we shall be found standing up for it, shoulder to shoulder, to the end of the battle.

We have also been told, sir, that the early Methodists, in their protest against
slavery, went further than Christ and his apostles had done. Nay, sir, we have
had arguments to-day drawn from the Bible to sustain slavery. What do brethren
mean, sir ? Is it their intention to plead the word of God in defence of slavery ?

Do they really believe, with the brother from South Carolina, who spoke this morn-
ing, that the system of slavery is to find its authority in the Decalogue, written by
God's own hand ? Sir, they cannot mean this, they will not affirm this. And yet
we were gravely told that because the commandment speaks of the ox, and the
ass, and the man-servant, ^nd maid-servant, in the same connection, that therefore
the right of property was assumed on the same ground for the latter as for the
former. As well go a little further, and assume that the wife too was a chattel,
according to the intent of the commandment. O ! sir, I hope we shall never be
compelled to hear the Bible—the record of God's truth—the charter of human free-

dom and human rights—appealed to in support of American slavery.
We have had some strange statements here in regard to the legislation of the

Church on the subject of slavery. Brethren have tried to make the impression, to
use one of their own figures, that the north has been putting the screws on the
south, and continually pressing them harder, until at last the compression can be
endured no longer. Sir, the facte in the case are just the reverse of all this. The
history of the Church shows this point indisputably, that the highest ground that
has ever been held upon the subject, was taken at the very organization of the
Church, and that concessions have been made by the Church continually, from
that time to this, in view of the necessities of the south ; that while the anti-
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slavery principle has never been abandoned, our rules have been made less and
less stringent, and our language less and less severe,—because experience W
shown it to be absolutely necessary for the welfare of the Church in the south-_
and these concessions have been made, too, while the power of the Church hag
been continually passing from the slaveholding to the non-slaveholding states,

j
trust brethren will bear this in mind. Without laying stress upon Mr. Wesley'

6
vehement denunciations of slavery, what was the .declaration of the Church in
1780 7 " We pass our disapprobation on all ourfriends who keep slaves, and ad.
vise their freedom." The language of 1784, when the Church was organized
was equally bold. All private members were required to emancipate their slaves
in those states where the laws allowed of manumission. The action taken was
too strong, sir, and in six months it was suspended, in accordance with the genius of
Methodism, which does not all the good she would, but all she can. The Church
then made a concession to the south on the score of necessity. Even the language
of the question on slavery was mitigated. In 1796 it was, " What regulations shall
be made for the extirpation of the crying evil of African slavery 7" In 1804 it

was, " What shall be done for the extirpation of the evil of slavery 7" In 1808 all

that relates to slaveholding among private members was stricken out, and no rule
on the subject has existed since. I might advert to other points to show the truth
of my position, that the Church has gradually made concessions to the necessities
of the slaveholding states, until our brethren from the south say they Btand firmly
on the ground of Discipline. But I forbear : it will not be denied by any who are
conversant with the history of the Church. Is it necessary to make still another
concession, and allow slavery to connect itself with our episcopacy 7

Now, sir, I do not mean to say that these concessions ought not to have been
made. Our fathers wisely made them, on the ground of necessity. The Metho-
dist Church could not have existed at all in the south without them. This should
be a rebuke to our abolition brethren everywhere who would urge this question
to extremities. I take my stand on the conservative ground of the Discipline, as
far from extreme opinions in the north as in the south. I have no sympathy with
either. I would not, dare not, urge on our southern brethren to a position where
they cannot stand. The Discipline has placed the Church in the proper relation to
slavery in the south. She does not propose to disturb the relations of our southern
brethren on the question of slavery in the south, but to leave them free to contend
with the evil in the best manner they can under the laws of their several states.

But while I stand up firmly for their rights and privileges, and shall be ever ready
to lend what weight I can to protect them if assaulted, I must beg our brethren of
the south not to return the question of slavery upon the north in connection with
our general superintendency. This is the real question, Shall slavery be connected
with our episcopacy, which is common to all parts of our Church, the north as well
as the south, and thus cause the Church to give her example in favour of the " great
evil of slavery," in a form which will be pleaded as decisive of her judgment on
the general question, and in those parts of the country where no necessity exists

for such a declaration, and where it will fearfully agitate our societies 1 There is

no necessity in the south for any one of our bishops to hold slaves in order to do his
work there. This is admitted on all hands ; while it is as readily admitted, even
by the south, that there are many conferences " in which his connection with slavery
Would render his services unacceptable"

I come now, sir, with as much delicacy as possible, to examine the question of
the power of the General Conference over the bishops. It has been maintained
here, sir, that the General Conference has no power to remove a bishop, or to sus-

pend the exercise of his functions, unless by impeachment and trial, in regular
form, for some offence regularly charged. If this be true, sir, I have greatly mis-
understood the nature of our episcopacy. From whence is its power derived ?

Do we place it upon the ground of divine right? Surely not, sir. You do not plead
any such doctrine. Whence, then, is it derived 1 Solely, sir, from the suffrages
of the General Conference. There, and there only, is the source of episcopal power
in our Church. And the same power that conferred the authority can remove it,

if they see it necessary. Nor is this a new doctrine, sir. The Minutes of 1785
declare that at the organization of the Church, the " episcopal office was made
elective, and the elected superintendent or bishop amenable to the body of min-
isters and preachers." The Notes to the Discipline assert that the bishops are
"perfectly subject to the General Conference—their power, their usefulness, them-
selves, are entirely at the mercy" of that body. Again, sir, I bring you the autho-
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rity of a witness sanctioned, by the conference of 1792, and by Bishop Asbury, and
whose doctrine on this subject is endorsed by our late beloved Bishop Emory. I

do not mention these venerated names for the mere purpose of awaking the feel-

ings of brethren.

I would not call the sleeping dead from their honoured graves, as some have

done on this floor. No, sir ; they are escaped from all our strifes and warfare.

Let them rest, sir—let them rest They never saw the Methodist Church threat-

ened with so fearful a storm as that which now hangs over us ; I know not what
they would say or do were they with us now. But hear my witness. Kev. John
Dickens, the most intimate friend of Bishop Asbury, in a pamphlet, published in

1792, as already stated, with the sanction of the General Conference, thus answered

a question put by Mr. Hammett, in reference to this very point. " Now whoever
said the superiority of the bishops was by virtue of a separate ordination ? If this

gave them their superiority, how came they to be removable by the conference 1"

" We all know Mr. Asbury derived his official power from the conference, and,
-therefore, his office is at their disposal." " Mr. Asbury was thus chosen by the
conference, both before and after he was ordained a bishop ; and he is still consi-

dered as the person of their choice, by being responsible to the conference, who
have power to remove him, and to fill his place with another, if they see it neces-
sary. And as he is liable every year to be removed, he may be considered as

their annual choice." Bishop Emory states that this may be considered as express-
ing the views of " Bishop Asbury in relation to the true and original character of
Methodist episcopacy ;" and gives it the sanction of his own authority, by quoting
and using it in the twelfth section of the " Defence of our Fathers."

I have thus, sir, expressed, and, I trust, maintained, my views of the authority
of the General Conference, in regard to the episcopal oflice. I am sorry, sir, that

this opinon differs somewhat from your own, (if I may be permitted to address you
personally,) knowing, as I do, that my judgment, thrown into the opposite scale to

yours, is but as a feather against a thousand pounds weight. Still, sir, I must hold
my opinion.

A few words now in regard to the application of this power in the present
instance. The action that is proposed to be taken in the case of Bishop Andrew
is contained in the substitute now before us. We are told that it is in fact a pro-
position to depose Bishop Andrew. Sir, we do not so regard it. The venerable
man who moved it does not so regard it. I am sure he does not : I know him
well—he has called me " John," sir, from my boyhood,—and on the day when he
offered this substitute, he, called to me across the pews—"John, explain this for

me." 0nderstanding his views of the substitute, I now propose to explain it-
having the opportunity ofdoing so for the first time. It reads

:

" Whereas, The Discipline of our Church forbids the doing of anything calcu-
lated to destroy our itinerant general superintendency ; and, whereas, Bishop
Andrew has become connected with slavery by marriage and otherwise, and this

act having drawn after it circumstances which, in the estimation of the General
Conference, will greatly embarrass the exercise of his office as general superintend-
ent, if not in some places entirely prevent it; therefore,

".Besolved, That it is the sense of this General Conference, that he desist from
the exercise of his office so long as this impediment remains."
Now, sir, this action is not contemplated without cause. The preamble states

the ground of the action clearly and distinctly, in a statement of undisputed and
indisputable facts. And what does the resolution propose 1 Expulsion ? No, sir.

Deposition ? No. If I am pressed to a decision of this case in its present form,
I shall vote for that substitute, and so will many others ; but if, after we have
voted for it, any man should come and tell us personally that we have voted to
depose Bishop Andrew, we should consider it a personal—shall I say—insult, sir ?

The substitute proposes only to express the sense of this conference in regard to a
matter which it cannot, in duty and conscience, pass by without suitable expres-
sion ; and having made the solemn expression, it leaves Bishop Andrew to act as
his sense of duty shall dictate. Will any of the brethren on the other side of the
house tell us that if such is our deliberate sense, and we deem it our duty to the
Church to say so, we ought to suppress it? One brother answers, " Yes." I will
not take that brother's answer for the answer of the south. There is too much
magnanimity among the brethren of that region of chivalry to allow of such an
answer from them. In passing this substitute—if we do pass it—we make a clear
declaration against the connection of slavery with our episcopacy—a declaration
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which we cannot avoid making if we would, and ought not if we could :—a de.

claration, sir, which the world will approve. I will take the excellent advice which
you gave us this morning, sir, and not appeal to the passions of this conference—

nor to the audience in the gallery—hut if an appeal must be made, sir, to any tri-

bunal out of this body, we are willing to abide by the verdict of the world, sir, and

by the decision of a far higher tribunal. There, sir, we shall fear no_ reversal of

our action in this case. O ! sir, when we were left to infer this morning, from the

remarks of the chair, that the passage of this substitute would affect, not only

Bishop Andrew, but perhaps others of our bishops, I could not but feel that a mo-

mentary cloud gathered before my eyes, to dim the clearness of my vision. The
feelings which that remark excited were not calculated to give greater freedom

to the action of my reason, or greater precision to my judgment- But strong as

were and are those feelings, they cannot stifle my conscience or darken my under-

standing.

I have read in the public reports of the proceedings during my absence some-

things that gave me great pain. Mention has been made here of proceedings at

law—of the possibility of obtaining an " injunction" upon the Book Concern, and

stopping our presses. I am sorry that such words have been uttered here. Per-

haps such an injunction might be issued. I do not know but a judge or a chan-

cellor might be found (though I do not believe it) wicked enough to rejoice in our

difficulties, and exult over our strife. Ah ! sir, wicked men would, indeed, exult

in it: Satan would exult in it—perhaps, I say, such an injunction might be obtained*,

but what then? You may lay an injunction upon types, and presses, and news-

papers ; but, thank God, no injunction can be laid upon an honest conscience and

an upright mind. The Book Concern ! There is no man here, I am sure, whose
soul is so mean and pEdtry as to be influenced by such a motive.

_
Sir, that Book

Concern was burned down once, and I grieved over its destruction ; but gladly

would I see it destroyed again this night—gladly would I welcome the first flash

of light that might burst into that window—even though in the conflagration

buildings, types, presses, paper, plates, and all, were this night to be destroyed,

if it could place the Church back where she was only six months ago.

Before, I sit down, I desire to call the attention of the conference to a proposi-

tion made by the brethren from the south in the Committee of Pacification. The
language of part of that proposition was " that Bishop Andrew shall not be required

to preside in any annual conference in which Iris connection with slavery would
render his services unacceptable." Now, sir, here was a clear admission of the

fact that Bishop Andrew's position did render him unacceptable to many of the

conferences, and a proposition founded upon it. Keeping the admission in 'mind,,

and recollecting that we are forbidden by the constitution to do anything that shall

impair our itinerant general superintendency, I beg the conference to look at the

bearing of this proposition, and of similar ones that have been made here from

time to time. It is wrong to do that for one of the bishops which, if done for all,

would be destruction to the system. Now, sir, suppose that you should become

an abolitionist, and. on that account you could not go to the south—for the same

reasons precisely a resolution jmight be brought here to confine your services to

the east. Suppose some similar contingency to continue another bishop in the

north, and another in the west—is not our itinerant general superintendency effect-

ually destroyed ? Assuredly it is—and it seems to me that we cannot take the

first step toward, such a result without violating the constitution as it now stands.

I am free to declare that I do not wish to come to a direct vote on this mo-

mentous question •, I have looked long and earnestly for some way to escape. I

have hoped our brethren of the south could agree to say to this conference, " Breth-

ren, we have been very unexpectedly and unintentionally the occasion, in the per-

son of our beloved bishop, of bringing the Church into great danger ; we had not

apprehended such a cloud as now covers our Zion ; we have stood up for what we
believed to be our rights and the interests of the Church in the south ; we have

heard you feelingly and plainly declare the certain danger which threatens you in

the north ; the saorifice of the peace and unity of the Church is too costly a sacri-

fice to be made almost by accident ;
postpone all proceedings in this unfortunate

case, and we will see that the Church shall suffer no further harm," Such an

announcement as this would come upon the conference and the Church like a mes-

sage from heaven ; and no man would ask you, how, when, or where are you going

to deal with the case. This conference and the Church would trust your word ana

your religion in the case, and ask you no questions. I will conclude, sir, by say-
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ing, a few days ago brother Early, from Virginia, threw out a suggestion at tlle

close of the session, viz. : might not this matter be referred back to the Church or
the conferences ? This course was distinctly advised by yourself, sir, this morning

in your address to the conference. These weighty facts led me to believe that the

north would meet the south on the following resolution, which I would willingly

offer if I had the least intimation that our brethren from the south would meet us

on it, viz. :

—

" Resolved, That the case of Bishop Andrew be referred to the Church, and

that the judgment of the next General Conference be deemed and taken to be the

voice of the Church, whether Bishop Andrew shall continue to exercise his func-

tions as a general superintendent in the Methodist Episcopal Church, while he sus-

tains the relation to slavery as stated in his communication to the conference, as

reported to the conference by the Committee on the Episcopacy."

After Dr. Durbin had concluded, Dr. Smith, Mr. Longstreet, and Dr. Capers

made some explanations, and the conference adjourned.

THURSDAY, MAY 30.

Dr. Capers rose and said,

—

Mb. President: At no previous General Conference
have the conflicting opinions of the north and south in relation to slavery and aboli-

tion been so fully and strongly set before us and the community, as at present. I

wish it may prove for the better ; though I can hardly hope it will not for the

worse. In what I have now on my mind to utter, I wish to call attention first, to

the unity of the Church, as it seems to me it ought to affect this question, indepen-

dently of all sectional views in any quarter.

Perhaps it has always been felt since the Church has been extended over the

whole country, north and south, that brethren who have occupied positions far

north and south, have been opposed to each other in their views of this subject.

Possibly they have been too far apart, in local position, to understand well each
other's principles ; and the action has been as if a medical man should bestow all

his care on a particular limb, to cure a disease of the general system. Now, sir,

if I know my heart, I approach this subjectwith an ardent and sincere desire to

contribute something—if ever so little—to the conservation of the whole Church.
However wide a difference there may be,—and I apprehend there is indeed a wide
difference,—between my views of slavery as it exists among the Methodists in

South Carolina, and the views of brethren of the north and east, I thank God to

know and to feel, that this difference of our views has never awakened in me, for

one moment, a disposition to inflict the slightest injury on any brother. If I have
ever said aught against any one's good name, as a Christian or Christian minister,

on account of this difference of opinion, or have cherished in my heart any other

than Christian feelings toward any one for a cause which I deem so foreign from the

true ground of faith and fellowship, I am not conscious of it. I have considered,

sir, that our Church is one, and our ministry one, in spite of these opinions.

My honoured brother (Dr. Durbin) deprecates involving the north in a connec-

tion with slavery ; and assumes that such must be the result, ifBishop Andrew is con-

tinued in the general superintendency. But I hold, that ifthe north might be involved
in the evil they so much deprecate, for the cause alleged, they are already involved
by another cause. They are involved by the unity of the Church and the unity

of our ministry. I thank God for this unity ; a unity which stands not in the epis-

copacy only, but pervades the entire of our ecclesiastical constitution. We have
not one episcopacy only, but -one ministry, one doctrine, one Discipline,—every
usage and every principle one for the north and the south . And in this view of the

matter, I cannot but express my surprise that it should be said,—(and it has been
said by more than one brother on this floor,)—that if the present measure should
not pass, it will extend the evil of slavery over the north. It has been declared

—(and I thank brethren for the declaration)—that it is not the purpose of any to

oppress the south ; but they insist much and gravely on their duty to protect the

north. It is easy to err in the application of abstract principles to practice ; and
I must confess, that in the present instance, the application appeal's to my mind
to be not only erroneous, but preposterous. What, sir, extend die evil of slavery

over the north by a failure to carry the resolution on your table ! What is slavery ?

What new slave would such a Mure make ? What slave, now a slave, would it

make more a bond-man ? Or who that is not now a slaveholder might be made a
slaveholder ? Not one more slave, nor one more slaveholder can be made by the

failure of the measure ; and yet brethren are bound to carry it, not that they may
12
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oppress the south, but merely that they may prevent an extension of slavery over

the north. It is, they say, a mere matter of self-preservation. As if for the cans,,

that Bishop Andrew was made a slaveholder without his consent, by the will of

the old lady who died in Augusta some years ago, all these brethren, and all they

represent, were about to be involved, or were already involved, in the same pre.

dlcamentwith the bishop, whether they will or no. The phrase " connected with,

slavery," has been complained/of as extremely indefinite ; but I could not have

thought that it was so indefinite as this hypothesis proceeds to make it. Bishop

Andrew's " connection with slavery," brethren assure us, will carry the defilement

to hundreds of thousands who are now clean, unless they prevent it by the passage

of that resolution ! I cannot trace this line of connection ; I cannbt fix its figUESj,

I cannot conceive of it as an actual verity. Mesmerism itself should not be mora

impalpable. But I am free to declare, sir, that I have no desire for the extension

of slavery. I could wish no freeman to be made a slave. I could rather wish that

alaves were freemen. I certainly could not wish my brethren who are served by

freemen, to be taxed with such incumbrances as some of us are, who have slaves

to serve us.

Sir, I consider our circumstances in this debate quite too serious for extreme spec-

ulations on either side ; but if brethren will indulge that way, they will allow me
the benefit of inferences fairly deducible from their own mode of reasoning. And
I claim the inferences as fair from their argument on this point, that if they are

involved, or likely to be involved, in the evil of slavery by their relation to Bishop

Andrew, they are already involved,--inextricably involved, unless they break up

the Church,—by the fact that they are akin to me. Yes, sir, they and I are brethren,

whether they will or no. The same holy hands have been laid upon their heads

and upon my head. The same vows which they have taken, I have taken. At the

same altar where they minister, do I minister j and with the same words mutually

on our tongues. We are the same ministry, of the same Church. Not like, but

identical. Are they elders 1 So am I. Spell the word. There is not a letter in

it which they dare deny me. Take their measure. I am just as high as they are,

and they as low as I am. We are not one ministry for the north, and another min-

istry for the south ; but one, and one only, for the whole Church. And I cannot pass

from this point without thanking brother Green for his remarks, so fitly made

with respect to this matter ; the force of which, I am persuaded, cannot pos-

sibly be thrown off from this great question. Is the episcopacy for the whole

Church 1 So is the ministry. And if the fact that a bishop is connected with slavery

in the south, requires him to be suspended, because he cannot, while so connected,

exercise his functions acceptably at the north, the same must be concluded of the

ministry ; which, as one for the whole Church, and having equal constitutional

competency for the north or the south indifferently, must, in the same involvement as

the bishop, become subject to like disability. Nor does the interference stop here,

but it extends to the privileges of the membership ofthe Church, as well as the mnus-

try. The wound inflicted by this thrust at the bishop goes through the entire Church.

We are everywhere one Church,—one communion. Andmay you refuse the sacra-

ment of the Lord's supper, or admission to a love-feast, to a member of the Churchm
Charleston,whose business may carry him to Boston,because in Bostonyou will have

no connection with slavery ? Admit, then, the principle assumed on the other side, and

to what confusion will itnot lead you ? First, the bishop must Burcease has functions.

He may not be allowed to exercise them even in the slaveholding states
!

Next,

the ministry in the south must be declared incompetent to go north. Next, they

may not be allowed to minister at all, for fear of contaminating the immaculate

north by their ministry as Methodists among the defilements of the south. And

next, (and by the easiest gradation,) our people may be told that communicants at

the south may not be communicants at the north, and cannot be received as such.

It has been said that the course of aggression from the beginning has been from

the south toward the north, and not from the north toward the south.

(Dr. Durbin interposed : "Dr. Capers misapprehends me. I said the course of

concession,—not aggression,—had been from the north to the south, and not from

the south to the north.") .

Dr. C. I understood the idea to be, that in the conflict on the subject ol slavery,

the north has been giving up to the south, and the south encroaching on the north.

(Dr. D. " My words were, that the history of the legislation was a constant con-

cession from the north to the south. Thatwas all I said, and all I wished to say.")

Dr. C. I am glad to take the expression in the mildest form. And in what I
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have to answer, I must beg indulgence with respect to dates. I -will^^ "

brother to supply the date for any fact that I may mention. y

This being a question, then, of north and south, we must first settle what the
terms mean. What is north and what is south in this controversy 1 I now under-
stand my brother to have said that the course of concession has been from the north

to the south ; and I think he also said, that these concessions have been made while

the power in the Church was passing from the slaveholding to the non-slaveholding

states. He carried his dates back to the beginning, and gave us north and south

as far back as 1784. But what region was north, and what south, at that time ?

Our brother says the majority was south ; and where was the south in which that

majority dwelt ? Was it in the states of Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, Alabama,

Georgia, or South Carolina 1 Where was the south of which the brother speaks, at

the date he gives ? A few years later, we find two or three missionaries sent into

South Carolina and Georgia, but the very name of Methodism had not reached

there in 1784. Our first missionary was sent into Mississippi from South Carolina

in 1802, and into Alabama in 1808. Butwe had Maryland and Virginia for the south.

Maryland and Virginia ! What, the very centre ofthe system south? And ifMaryland
and Virginia were the south, where was the north 1 Was New-York the north t What,
a slave state north ? As for New-England, the bright morning ofher birthhad not yet

dawned. There were no Methodists there. Is it not plain then, that our brother

found the power of the majority of the Church to have been in the south before

there was any south t and the north to have conceded to the south before there was
either north or south ? What concessions had one slaveholding state ta make to

another slaveholding state ? Did ever Virginia ask concessions of Carolina, or Caro-

lina of Virginia ? It is contrary to the nature of the case that they should. And
until New-York became a free state, what concessions had she tp make to Mary-
land or Virginia 1 No, sir, this question of north and south belonged not to those

days ; and the " legislation " (as my brother calls it) ofthose times, and times still

later, (whether wise or unwise,) is to accounted for on very different grounds from
what he has supposed. In those times, slavery existed by general consent, and
even the atrocious slave-trade was carried on both by men of old England and New-
England. There was no jealousy in the state legislatures of any interference of a

hurtful or insurrectionary tendency ; and itwas not deemed necessary to enact laws
to limit the right or privilege ofthe master to manumit his slaves at will. In these

circumstances our rules about slavery were commenced. Rules, of the character

or tendency of which it is not my purpose to speak ; but which, whether good or

bad, lax or severe, were not begun, or, for many years, continued in a struggle

between south and north, slave states and free, but out of a common benevolence,

.

in states similarly circumstanced, and without contravention of the laws. I cannot
rive date for the rise of our question of north and south, but I will say again, that

at must date later than the time when the northern slaveholding states were grad-

ually and profitably disposing oftheir slaves ; and the southern slaveholding states,

not yet apprehensive of the antagonist interests thatwere to arise between northern

free states and southern slave states, were comparatively indifferent about the course

of things. The action of the Church was not a southern or a northern action, but
such as was deemed admissible in the state of the laws where the Church existed.

It has been urged that Mr Wesley was an abolitionist.-

(Dr. Durbin : " I take the liberty to say that I never said that of Mr. Wesley.")
Dr. Capers. I presume you would not; and I do not think any one could, on

mature reflection. Mr. Wesley wrote strong things against slavery. But he wrote
equally strong things against republicanism and the revolution. And yet, when
these United States had achieved their independence, who acted more kindly, or

taught more loyal lessons toward our government than Mr. -Wesley. And I must
say here, that I am in possession of a piece of information about his anti-slavery

principles, which perhaps other brethren do not possess. The gentleman men-
tioned yesterday by Dr. Durbin, (I mean Mr. Hammett,) was, for some time,

my schoolmaster. My father was one of his first and firmest friends and patrons,

and a leading member of his society, first in Charleston and afterward in George-
town, where, for a while, I was his pupil. Owing to this, I suppose, at the death

of his only son, not many years ago, I was given his correspondence with Mr.

Wesley, during his residence as a Wesleyan missionary in the West Indies* and
afterward in Charleston, till Mr. Wesley's death. The hand-writing of Mr.
Wesley is unquestionable, and I state on the authority of this correspondence, that

Mr. Wesley gave Mr. Hammett his decided countenance and blessing while he
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was in Charleston, no less than when he was at St. Kitts. Here in South Caroling
then, Mr. Hammett formed a religious society in the south proper, and in the south
exclusively, with Mr. Wesley's sanction, and for the avowed purpose of being
more Wesleyan than what was called Mr. Asbury's Connection was thought to be

j

and what rule did he adopt on slavery? Why no rule at all. My information ig

completely satisfactory to my own mind, on this point ; and I say, on the authority

of that correspondence, and the testimony of my honoured father, who lived tul

after I was myself a minister, that when Mr. Hammett, with Mr. Wesley's sanction
raised societies in South Carolina, neither didJVlr. Hammett enjoin on those societies

any rule respecting slavery, neither did Mr. Wesley direct or advise any such rule.

And why not 1 Can any one be at a loss to account for it 1 The reason plainly

was the same which prevented Mr, Wesley, and after him the Wesleyan English
Conference, from ever enjoining any rule respecting slavery for the missions in the
West Indies, except that the missionaries should wholly refrain from intermeddling
with the subject. The reason is found in the loyalty of Methodism and religion ; a.

principle which no man knew better how to appreciate than Mrj Wesley. He
knew not how to make rules against the law of the land ; and no example can be
adduced in the history of British Methodism of disciplinary rules, on the subject of
slavery, for any country, in advance of the civil law. This is the ground on which
the south now stands ; and will the north take opposite ground ? If they do, they
may neither plead the authority of Mr. Wesley, the British Connection, or Mr.
Asbury for it. For myself, I must utterly abjure all right or pretension on the part
of the Church to interfere with the state. Neither can I put myself, neither can I
suffer myself to be put, in contact with the law of the land.

I was glad to hear my brother say for the north, that they have no intention to
contravene the laws in our southern states. I thank him for saying so, and I adjure
them not to attempt to do that thing. I was glad to hear him say, also, that in the
case of the appeal of Harding, there was not a brother who voted to sustain the
action of the Baltimore Conference, who did not do so under a full persuasion that
he could have emancipated the slaves lawfully if he would. (Though I confess I.

cannot but fear that popular opinion was too much honoured in that matter.) But
this question of north and south, as it presents itself in the case before us, appears,

to me to involve the Church in a peculiar way. In a case like that of Harding,
he and his triers, for all I know, may have belonged to the state of Maryland,
whose laws were concerned, and may all have been reached by the officers of the
law if they were deemed to be offenders. But in the case of Bishop Andrew, a
citizen of the state of Georgia, whose laws are displeasing, say, to the people of

New-Hampshire or the north, is arrested by a General Conference composed (for

two-thirds of it) of northern men, on an allegation that he, the citizen of Georgia,

conforms himself to the laws and institutions of Georgia against the prejudices of
the northern people ; and for this it is proposed to suspend him. It is as though
you had reached forth a long arm from New-Hampshire to Georgia, to bring a citizen

of the latter state to be punished by the prejudices of the former, for his loyalty to

the state to which he belongs. Such a proceeding cannot be right ; and yet (I

repeat) it appears to me that the present is very like such a proceeding. If our

ecclesiastical jurisdiction extends to citizens of all the states, it must respect the

laws of all alike, and oppose itself to none. What should it avail, to admit the

obligation of inferior officers and judicatures of the Church,—such as deacons and
elders, and quarterly and annual conferences,—to respect the laws of their several

states, while your highest officers and supreme judicature,—your bishops and Gen-
eral Conference,—should be withheld from their control, or even be allowed to

censure and oppose them according to your prejudices. Patriotism and religion

both require that we should bow to the supremacy of the laws ; and to the supre-

macy of the laws of all the states alike. Those of the north, acting in this General
Conference for the whole Church, in all the states, have no more right to run
counter to the constitution and laws of the state of Georgia, than we of the

south should have to oppose the laws of any of the northern states. And can it

have come to such a pass with us, that one is of the south because he respects the

laws and constitutions of southern states, and another is of the north because he
respects them not ? South or north, the authority of the laws is the same, and the

obligations of the Christian citizen to observe the laws must be acknowledged the

same.
It has been urged that a bishop is only an officer of the General Conference

;

and that his election, and not his consecration, gives him his authority as bishop*
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And to prove this position, my respected brother (Dr. Dvtrbin) referred for test̂ _
mony to Dr. Coke, Mr. Asbury, and Mr. Dickens. But I could not but think there
was one small particular wanting in the testimony, the lack of which spoiled it

altogether for the use intended. The references of my brother were fall enough,

and to the point, if he had only meant to prove that a bishop is amenable to the

General Conference, and that the General Conference has full power to put him out

of office. But to reduce a bishop to a mere General Conference officer, it was
necessary to prove that that body had a right to displace him at will, with or with-

out some crime alleged. And for this, his authorities were lacking. No authority

of Mr. Asbury, Dr. Coke, Mr. Dickens, or anybody else—before this case of Bishop

Andrew caused it to be asserted on this floor—can be adduced for any such doc-

trine. If a bishop is no more than an officer of the General Conference, wherefore

is he consecrated ? Shall we be told also that elders and deacons are only officers

of the annual conferences 1 What would be thought of a bishop by election, who,
without consecration, should assume the functions of the episcopacy as if he had
been ordained ? Who could consent to such a usurpation ? A bishop an officer

of the General Conference only ! And is it in such a capacity that he ordains and
stations the preachers at the annual conferences 1 An officer of the General Confer-

ence only ! Then were it both untrue and blasphemous to invest him with the

office, with those holy words of the consecration service, " Eeceive the Holy Ghost

for the office and work of a bishop in the Church of God, now committed to thee

by the imposition of our hands, in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of. the Holy Ghost." But we are assured that a bishop must be considered as no
more than an officer of the General Conference, or else we shall incur the imputa-

tion of Puseyism. And in a desperate effort to fulfil our purposes on Bishop Andrew,
shall we strip the Church of everything sacred, and reduce it to the level of a mere
human association? Is there no position for the Church above that of a Free
Mason's lodge, unless we hoist it on the stilts of the High-Church conceit, to the

pitch of Puseyism 1

Much has been said, in this debate, about the constitution, as authorizing the

measure which brethren propose to take with respect to Bishop Andrew ; and I

must beg to call attention to what appears to me the true ground with respect to

that question. I am opposed to this measure in every aspect of it ; and for many
reasons ; but its unconstitutionality forms, to my mind, its chief objection.

But what is the constitution ? and how should we interpret it ?

It is either the supreme disciplinary law of the whole Church ; or it is that law
of the Church by which the governing power is limited. In the first sense, it is

the imbodiment of those principles which are deemed fundamental to the great

object for which the Church, as a Christian community, was constituted. And in

the second sense, it is that application of these principles to the governing power
(the General Conference in the present instance) which confines its action within

the limits necessary to promote, and not hinder, the attainment of that same great

object. And the interpretation of the constitution, in either respect, should always
be such as conforms to the grand object of the Church's organization. This object

is declared to be " the spreading of Scriptural holiness over these lands;''
1 and

whatever militates against this object must, therefore, be contrary to the constitu-

tion. As it respects the Church at large, the constitution is contained in the Arti-

cles of Religion, and the General Rules : as it applies to the General Conference,

the Restrictive Rules are technically the constitution. Now whatever else may be
said about this constitution, it will not be denied that,

It must be Christian : agreeing with the principles of the Old and New Testa-

ment.
It must be Protestant : maintaining the Holy Scriptures as the only rule of faith

and practice.

And it must be consistent with the great object for which we have all along stead-

fastly held it to be our belief that God has raised us up. It mustconsist with our call-

ing of God, " to spread Scripture holiness over these lands."

But in all these respects, I must call in question the constitutionality of the

measure before us. Bishop Andrew is to be required to emancipate certain negroes

;

and to remove them from Georgia to some free state that he may be enabled to do
so. This is not affirmed in so many words in the resolution on your table, but it is

the deed which that resolution seeks to effect ; the only contingency known in the

resolution being the emancipation of the negroes, which can be effected in no other

way but by their removal. No question is asked, or care taken, as to the age and
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infirmities of any of these negroes, whom he is thus to take into a strange land and
climate for emancipation; nor what may be the wants of childhood among them-
nor what ties of kindred are to be sundered ; but the deed must be done, and he
must make haste to do it, for nothing else can'restore him to his functions as a bishop.
Now this is unconstitutional, for it is unchristian. Whatever odium may attach to
slavery, many a slave would curse you for freedom thus procured ; and Bishop
Andrew as a Christian man, not to say a Christian bishop, might not dare to sin again^
the law of love, in the way you would require.

And it is unconstitutional, because it is not Protestant. Our fifth article says
;' The Holy Scriptures contain all things necessary to salvation : so that whatsoever
is not read therein, nor may be proved thereby, is not to be required of any man,
that it should be believed as an article of faith, or be thought requisite or necessary
to salvation." And the twenty-third article says" The president, the congress, the
general assemblies, the governors, and the councils of state, as the delegates of the
people, are the rulers of the United States of America, according to the division of
power made to them by the constitution of the United States, and by the consti-
tutions of their respective states." Now, there is no injunction of the Holy
Scriptures more positive than that which respects submission to the civil powers
this power is recognized in our twenty-third article as existing in the general assem-
blies, &c., according to the constitutions of the respective states; and yet the reso-
lution before us sets aside the injunction of the Scriptures, and the authority of the
constitution and laws of Georgia, and makes your ipse dixit, uttered by the force
of northern prejudices, the supreme rule for the bishop's conduct;—a rule which
he must observe with or without his conscience, and for or against humanity and
religion, or be laid aside from the holy duties of his sacred office, because you arbi-
trarily demand it from your chair of ecclesiastical supremacy. I say this is not
Protestant

; and that it is unconstitutional because it is contrary to Protestantism.
And it is unconstitutional, yet again, because it is inconsistent with the great

object for which the Church has been constituted, as it must impede and hinder the
course of our ministry in many of the states, and debar our access altogether to
large portions of the coloured population.

I beseech brethren to allow due weight to the considerations which have been
so kindly and ably urged by others on this branch of the subject. I contemplate
it, I confess, with a bleeding heart. Never, never have I suffered as in view of
the evil which this measure threatens against the south. The agitation has already
begun there ; and I tell you that though our hearts were to be torn out of our bodiea
it could avail nothing, when once you have awakened the feeling that we cannot
be trusted among the slaves. Once you have done this thing, you have effectually
destroyed us. I could wish to die sooner than live to see such a day. As sure as
you live, brethren, there are tens of thousands, nay hundreds of thousands, whose
destiny may be perilled by your decision on this case. When we tell you that we
preach to a hundred thousand slaves in our missionary field, we only announce the
beginning of our work,—the beginning openings of the door of access to the most
numerous masses of slaves in the south. Whenwe add, that there are two hundred
thousand now within our reach who have no Gospel unlesswe give it to them, it is
still but the same announcement of the beginnings of the opening of that wide and
effectual door, which was so long closed, and so lately has begun to be opened, for
the preaching of the Gospel, by our ministry, to a numerous and destitute portion
of the people. O, close not this door ! Shut us not out from this great work, to
which we have been so signally called of God. Consider our position. I pray you,
I beseech you by every sacred consideration, pause in this matter. Do not talk about
concessions to the south. We ask for no concessions,—no compromises. Do with
us as you please, but spare the souls for whom Jesus died. If you deem our toils
too light, and that after all, there is more of rhetoric than cross-bearing in our
labours, come down and take a part with us. Let this be the compromise, if we
have any. I could almost promise my vote to make the elder a bishop who should
give such a proof as this of his devotion to,—I will not say the emancipation of the
negro race, but what is better,—what is more constitutional and more Christian,

—

the salvation of the souls of the negroes on our great southern plantations. Conces-
sions ! We ask for none. So far from it, we are ready to make any in our power
to you. We come to you not for ourselves, but for perishing souls; and we entreat
you, for Christ's sake, not to take away from them the bread of life which we are
just now beginning to carry them. We beg for this—I must repeat it—with bleed-
ing hearts. Yes, I feel intensely on this subject. The stone of stumbling and rock
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of offence, offormer times, when George Daugherty, a southern man, and a southern
minister, and one of the wisest and best that ever graced our ministry, was dragged
to the pump in Charleston, and his life rescued by a sword in a woman's handy
the offence of the anti-slavery measures of that day has but lately begun to subside.

I cannot, I say, forget past times, and the evil of them, when in those parts of my
own state of South Carolina, where slaves are most numerous, there was little more
charity for Methodist preachers than if they had been Mormons, and their access to

the negroes was looked upon as dangerous to the public peace. Bring not back
upon us the evil of those bitter days. I cannot forget how I felt when, thirty-three

years ago, Kiddlespurger, who kept a shop and sold rum and calico on the Dorches-

ter road some twelve miles from Charleston, asked us to preach at his house, and
told us of hundreds of negroes in the neighbourhood, who had never heard preach-

ing, who would come to hear. And though he was a rum-seller, and I suspected

his object,—and hateful as it seemed, to be associated with one whose business

was a nuisance to the neighbourhood,—the man of rum,—to Riddlespurger's I went,

and preached to the negroes at the risk of the duck-pond, where it was threatened

to bate my zeal, till, finding that the preaching sold no more grog, or possibly being
scared, the poor man begged us to desist from coming to preach ;—whenmy vener-

able colleague on this floor, (Mr. Dunwody,) left the city in the afternoon to go a
distance in another direction, to meet an assembly of negroes late at night, by the

light of the moon, on the side of a swamp, to preach and administer the sacraments

in the wild woods, as if it had been a thing the daylight might not look upon, or

Christian people countenance at their dwellings. Yes, sir, and I think he was at it

all night there in the woods, in the season and region of pestilence, and baptized
and administered the holy eucharist to some three hundred persons.

Am I not correct ? (Turning to Mr. Dunwody,) Did you not baptize three hun-
dred i.

(Mr. Dunwody : "I don't remember how many, but there were a great many.")
I said, sir, that we ask for no concessions. We ask nothing for ourselves. We

fear nothing for ourselves. But we ask, and we demand, that you embarrass not

the Gospel by the measure now proposed. Throw us back, ifyou will, to those evil

times. But we demand that when you shall have caused us to be esteemed a sort

of land pirates, and we have to preach again at such plaees as Riddlespurger's and
Rantoule swamp, you see to it that we find there the souls who are now confided

to our care as pastors of the flock of Christ. Yes, throw us back again to those

evil times ; but see that youmake them evil to none but ourselves. Throw us back,

but make it possible for us to fulfil our calling; and by the grace of God we will

endure and overcome, and still ask no concessions of you. But ifyou cannot do this

;

ifyou cannot vex us without scattering the sheep, and making them a prey to the wolf
of hell, then do we sternly forbid the deed. You may not, and you dare not do it.

I say again, if by this measure the evil to be done were only to involve the minis-

try, without harm or peril to the souls we serve, we might bow to the stroke with-

out despair, if not in submissive silence. We know the work as a cross-bearing

service ; and as such we love to accomplish it. It pleased God to take the life of

the first missionary sent to the negroes, but his successor was instantly at hand.
And in the name of the men who are now in the work, or ready to enter it, I pledge
for a brave and unflinching perseverance. This is not braggardism. No, it is an honest
expression ofa most honest feeling. Life or death, we wifinever desert that Christian

work to which we know that God has called us. We ask to be spared no trial;

but that the way of trials may be kept open for us. We ask to be spared no labour

;

but that we may be permitted to labour on, and still more abundantly. Add, if you
please, to the amount of our toils. Pile labour on labour more and more. Demand
of us still more brick; or even the full tale of brick without straw or stubble; but
cut us not off from the clay also. Cut us not off from access to the slaves of

the south, when (to say nothing of "concessions to the south") you shall have
finished the measure of your demands for the north.

Dr. George Peck said he had listened to the discussion with the same painful

anxiety with which he presumed every member of the body and the spectators had
listened to it. His attention had been so absorbed—his feelings so interested that

he felt himself at the present moment physically unqualified to discharge the duties

of wading through the course of argument which he should be compelled to pro-

secute, as well as meet, should he enter upon the discussion at all. He had a con-

viction however—although the discussion was one Of deep interest to the confer-

ence and to the Church—although it was on a subject of vast importance and one
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which should not hastily be decided upon—a matter which would probably draw
after it conseqences which would be seen and felt by the Church and the world
fi>r aught he knew down to the end of time—yet so much time had been spent on
the subject, bo much had been said pro and con, said ably, said to the purpose, said,

he was happy to state, in good Christian temper, in all meekness and kindness, in

all simplicity and godly sincerity, and honesty besides—and they were now verging

so near to the point of time when the conference must adjourn, and so much was
yet to be done, that he conceived that the continuance of the discussion much
further would be a positive evil on the whole. Good might result from the

remarks of the brethren if they were protracted, but he saw no prospect of a ter-

mination to this discussion. If the discussion were to be continued, merely for the

purpose of giving all brethren who felt an interest in the matter an opportunity to

speak to this conference, to the Church, and to their friends at home, he would

deem it the solemn duty of this conference to come to a point, and he could not

take upon himself the responsibility of protracting the debate longer. He would,

advertize the conference that if he should enter the argument he would probably,

speak out the session, and perhaps longer, if permitted. Views were resting upon
the speaker's mind which he could not soon pass off. With these remarks he felt

dispose^ to leave the matter with the conference to say whether this discussion

should end there or go on. If the conference decided to continue the discussion,

he hoped for the privilege of speaking. He would do it as well and as candidly

as he could. He would do it as a duty which he owed to God and to the Church,

but as before remarked, he had a conviction that the discussion had gone on far

enough. He heard, as well as felt, a desire expressed from the members, from the

people from without, from the wise and good of all classes, that this discussion

should soon come to a termination, or the public feeling would probably become
morbid. With these views he would pause.

Mr. Hobart moved that the question be now taken.

Dr. Peck was ready to resign the floor if the conference saw fit to order the

previous question.

Bishop Andrew begged that the question might be taken. He was as much
interested as any one else, and wished the thing decided.

Mr. Collins said, if this question were forced upon the conference, it would cut

off every effort to make a compromise.

It having been determined that the question, " Shall the main question be now
put?" should be decided by yeas and nays, the conference proceeded to vote, and
ninety-eight voted in the affirmative and eighty in the negative. As,the motion

required a majority of two-thirds, it was lost.

Bishop Hedding then requested that the conference might not sit this afternoon,

in order that the superintendents might have an opportunity to consult together

with a view to fixing upon a compromise ; and he requested the conference to

revive the committee of northern and southern brethren, discharged some days

since, that they might meet the bishops in council on this important question.

Dr. Durbin hailed the proposition with delight, but he suggested that it would

be better in the circumstances not to revive the committee. Let the bishops meet

together—Bishop Andrew as well as the rest—and let them invite any brethren to

meet with them whom they pleased. He would give them plenipotentiary powers

in the case. This suggestion was agreed to.

Dr. Olin then moved that the case of Bishop Andrew be deferred till to-morrow

morning. Agreed to.

The conference then took up a report from the committee on the Book Concern,

which consumed the remainder of the session.

FEIDAY, MAY 31.

Bishop Waugh said he had been requested to read to the conference the foEow-

ing communication relating to the present discussion on slavery, and Bishop

Andrew's case.

ADDBESS OF THE BISHOPS

To the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Kev. and Dear Brethren,—The undersigned respectfully and affectionately offer

to your calm consideration the result of their consultation this afternoon in regard to

the unpleasant and very delicate question which has been so long and so earnestly

debated before your body. They have, with the liveliest interest, watched the

progress of the discussion, and have awaited its termination with the deepest soli-
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citude. As they have pored over this subject with anxious thought, by day and
by night, they have been more and more impressed with the difficulties connected

therewith, and the disastrous results which, in their apprehension, are the almost

inevitable consequences of present action on the question now pending before you.
To the undersigned it is folly apparent that a decision thereon, whether affirmatively

or negatively, will most extensively disturb the peace and harmony of that widely-

extended brotherhood which has so effectively operated for good in the United

States of America and elsewhere during the last sixty years, in the development

of a system of active energy, of which union has always been a main element.

They have, with deep emotion, inquired, Can anything be done to avoid an evil

so much deprecated by every friend of our common Methodism? Long and
anxiously have they waited for a satisfactory answer to this inquiry, but they have
paused in vain. At this painful crisis they have unanimously concurred in the pro-

priety of recommending the postponement of further action in the case of Bishop
Andrew until the ensuing General Conference. It does not enter into the design

of the undersigned to argue the propriety of their recommendation, otherwise
strong and valid reasons might be adduced in its support. They cannot but think
that if the embarrassment of Bishop Andrew should not cease before that time,

the next General Conference, representing the pastors, ministers, and people of the

several annual conferences, after all the facts in the case shall have passed in review
before them, will be better qualified than the present General Conference can be
to adjudicate the case wisely and discreetly. Until the cessation of the embarrass-
ment, or the expiration of the interval between the present and the ensuing Gen-
eral Conference, the undersigned believe that such a division of the work of the
general superintendency might be made without any infraction of a constitutional

principle, as would fully employ Bishop Andrew in those sections of the Church
m which his presence and services would be welcome and cordial. If the course
pursued on this occasion by the undersigned be deemed a novel one, they persuade
themselves that their justification, in the view of all candid and peace-loving per-

sons, will be found in their strong desire to prevent disunion, and to promote har-
-

mony in the Church.
Very respectfully and affectionately submitted,

Joshua Socle,
Elijah Hedding,
B. Waugh,
T. A. Morris.

Thws&ay afternoon, May 30, 1844.

Mr. Collins moved the adoption of the suggestion. Mr. Finley and Mr. Eaper
wished time to think about it.

Mr. Mitchell moved that the whole subject lie on the table for one day.
Mr. Collins accepted the amendment.
Mr. Haven could not see the propriety of laying it on the table. Every mem-

ber had made up his mind on the main question, and this course was only post?

poning an evil which overhung their minds and interfered with their deliberations.

. Dr. Bangs thought it had better be referred to a committee of nine, or three

from each of the three sections of the conference, in reference to their sentiments
on slavery.

Mr. Sheer suggested that this communication from the episcopacy was from the
north, south, east, and west, by representation, and included the concentrated wis-
dom of the episcopacy, and he thought it both uncourteous and impolitic to refer

it again. Let it be postponed until the afternoon.

Mr. Hamline thought the paper had better be referred to a committee, and be
reported on this afternoon.

Mr. Collins opposed <* committee, and urged the postponement of the matter
until to-morrow morning.

Mr. Crowder approved of Mr. Collins's motion, only he wished it had been to the

afternoon instead. The paper was of the character of a peace-making proposition.

Mr. Winner proposed an amendment, that the subject be postponed until four

o'clock. Laid on the table.

Dr. Bangs urged his suggestion as to the committee.
Dr. Olin said the faint hopes he had entertained when the step was taken which

led to this communication were well nigh blasted. He acknowledged this with
deep ahd heartfelt sorrow. He thought the best course under all the circumstances
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was to appoint a committee ; as a proposition from the episcopacy, the comma-,

nication was entitled to the most respectful and serious deliberation. Its refer-

ence to a committee need not prevent, and he hoped it would not, all necessary

conversation among the delegates in the interim, or interfere with the free and full

discussion of the matter between the various delegations* It was right that the

conference should know from every member what he, thought would be the effect

of adopting the suggestion, in that portion of the Church where he laboured ; and

brethren ought to nave time to consider and consult whether, in their sober, pray-

erful judgment, they thought the proposition was so satisfactory as to prevent the

great evns that threatened them ; whether they thought it too weak or too strong,

for the purpose it contemplated, and whether they thought it only a postponement

of an evil that might be settled at once.

Mr. J. T. Peck said he was compelled to differ from most of his brethren as to

the nature of this document. He thought the darkness was increased, and the

conference deeper in the mire than ever. He wished and was resolved to abide

by the main question. When the bishops' paper was before them they had a

definite point under consideration, and to that he would adhere—it was simply

whether they should frankly confess that all they had said upon the subject was

an error and premature, give up all that they had proposed to do, and leave the

thing to the operation of time, when they had already refused. to do so. He
would stand by his principles, or by them he would fall in the dust.

Mr. Cartwright made some remarks in favour of a postponement of further dis-

cussion of the question, under present circumstances.

Mr. Perkins and Mr. Dow each opposed the reference to a committee. The
latter gentleman said New-England had been assailed, and her delegates hitherto

had had no opportunity of speaking in her defence, nor indeed to the main ques-

tion, which they claimed a right to do.

Dr. Durbin moved to take up the order of the day, thaf those members who
wished to speak might have the opportunity of doing so. They, however, declined

•availing themselves of the opportunity on the ground that it was a most unfavour-

able period.

The communication was finally referred, and the further debate of the question

postponed until the committee should report.

Report of Committee on Boole Concern,, on reorganizing the N. Y. Book Committee.

Dr. Bangs,—Must oppose the adoption of this part of the report, as it affected an

entire revolution in the Book Concern. He had been an editor many years, and

should not have liked to have his advisers taken away from him. He did not

know whether the editors had recommended this proposition.

Mr. Bowen would state the reasons that had resulted in recommending this

change. The Book Committee were anxious to divide the responsibility with the

editors. He then detailed the manner in which books were prepared for publi-

cation by the committee. They had no disposition to complain of the present

Book Committee ; but they thought the change in many respects desirable, and

it would still leave five out of the nine members of the committee resident in

this city.

Mr. Sandford thought it ought to be known what had been the previous prac-

tice. Heretofore the editor was under no obligation to examine a work previous

to its publication. Still, he thought, the proposed measure was calculated to take

away one of the guards against the publication of improper works. In this age

of revolution and precipitancy it was not well to take away any guards. For his

part he should oppose the innovation.

Mr. Early said the Book Concern at New-York belonged to the north, and to

the south, and to the east, and to the west. The present organization was one

calculated to embarrass a business man. He regretted that the subject was intro-

duced in the report—still it was not revolutionary. A practical operation of the

present law was bad, inasmuch as the committee could seldom be at home, and

where must the editor find them? The Book Committee at New-York had their

hands full, and they were unable to give proper attention to the matter. Under

the present system, if the agent could not find a Book Committee that would look

through his glasses, he must be greatly embarrassed. It was the duty and inte-

rest of the agents to publish such works as would be acceptable to the Church,

and promote the spread of Christian knowledge. Fix the responsibility on the

editor, and he would feel himself bound to use all necessary caution and prudence.
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He declared that there was, and had been for many years, a great erro» some-
where, and strongly advocated the present reorganization.

Mr. Sandford moved that the resolution be laid on the table; but for want of a
seconder the motion fell to the ground.

Mr. Ames said, that under the present system, the responsibility was not fixed
anywhere, and it was proposed to fix it upon the editors. That the present com-
mittee could ever meet together was almost impossible. He did not wish to find
fault with the members of the committee. He could not agree with Dr. Bangs, that
this was a great alteration. He hoped the conference would harmonize with the
committee, and adopt the report.

Dr. Simpson understood the amendment to be, that the agents may publish any
work that the editors recommend. At present the committee had only a veto power.

Dr. Bond said the Church ought to hold to strict responsibility all its agents and
editors. An editor or agent might at present do immense mischief before the day
pf responsibility arrived. There was no power to remove him before the next
General Conference. There had been one case which proved so long a delay to

be injurious, and therefore objectionable.

Mr. Kaper said the committee had given notice to the editors, and requested their

views on this subject. In the judgment of the committee the responsibility was
amply provided for.

Dr. Peck had given his opinion in favour of the report, for he thought the or-

ganization of the Book Committee might be improved.
The President said that was not the question before the conference.

Dr. Peck said, if he understood the report, it proposed a different organization

of the Book Committee, and to devolve the responsibility of the publications of the
Concern entirely upon the editors ; if so, it would be pertinent to show that the pre-

sent organization of the committee is defective, and the responsibility for the pub-
lications wrongly vested. Now, though the editor has a veto power, still when the

committee recommends the publication of a work, he will be disposed to treat

their decision with great deference, and may not under such circumstances exer-
cise so rigid a scrutiny as he would do if he had a greater amount of responsi-

bility resting upon him in the matter. I could wish, sir, that there might be in

the editorial corps such an amount of talent and learning, that the decisions upon
the various manuscripts offered for publication may be safely confided with them.
Then the public would know who was responsible. As it is, no one is properly

responsible but the poor editor, and he is trammelled with an advisory committee
not responsible for its acts to anybody. A manuscript is handed over by the

agent or editor to the committee for examination. The whole committee, of course,

cannot hear it read: as their only resort they give it to a sub-committee. That
sub-committee read it with more or less care, according to the time they«have to

bestow upon it, or the interest they feel in the subject of which it treats. They
may in some instances report favourably merely to get rid of the thing, expecting

that the editor will use his own judgment at last. After the report is read and
adopted, they perhaps gravely tell the editor, "You are not obliged to sanction our
report—do as you please, andwe will be satisfied." This is rather a good-natured
way of casting the burden at last upon the editor: but the system is liable to

serious objections. This business of examining manuscripts is exceedingly bur-
densome to the preachers in the city—nor can they do it as it should be done.
They may be qualified for the work, and they may not, for they are stationed in

the city without reference to any such literary qualifications. The speaker meant
no reflections upon the preachers in the city of New-York, or upon the New-York
Conference. A committee constituted by virtue of appointment in the city, and
obliged to examine manuscripts by the means of a sub-committee, could not in the
nature of the case be possessed of the competency and direct responsibility to the
public which are certainly desirable in the premises. With these remarks, Dr. P.

would submit the question to the wisdom of the conference.

The resolution was finally adopted.

Proposal to amend Discipline in Cases of Indebtedness to ike Book Concern.

The report also had reference to security being given in certain cases of indebted-

ness to the Book Concern, and proposed an amendment in the Discipline, to the

effect that no brethren who were indebted to the Book Concern should have any
claim upon its funds. This gave rise to a lengthened conversation, during which

Mr. Sandford said, that' it appeared to him desirable that they should have some
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definite rule on this subject, for it often happened that persons became indebted
to

j t ,
nceTn

<
and were subsequently located, and then perhaps they removed,

and the'agents had no means of discovering whither they were gone.
Mr. Winner thought the amendment in its present phraseology involved an op.

pressive principle. r
Mr. Ferguson thought it might apply with great hardship to the widows and or-

phans of preachers, and moved an amendment less stringent in its provisions.
The conversation was continued to the hour of adjournment.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Richmond Christian Advocate.
On motion of Mr. Leroy M. Lee, report of the Book Committee, No. 2, was taken

up, and a resolution recommending the continued publication of the Richmond
Christian Advocate was brought under consideration.
Mr. Lee said the present resolution might be adopted without at all interfering

with the action of the conference upon the report of the Book Committee respect
ing the grant they proposed to make to the Richmond Christian Advocate. There
was a reason for early action upon the resolution, authorizing the continuance of the
paper, that he had not intended to offer in moving the adoption of the report.
But since the brother from New-York had htterposed an objection, he would now
give his reason for introducing the matter. It was well known to many that the
Richmond Christian Advocate had enemies—one enemy not in that body—anxious
to injure it. And the simple fact that the resolution now before them had been
laid on the table when first presented ;—and it was done at his instance, in order
to give time for the chairman of our Publishing Committee and myself to meet the
committee on the Book Concern ;—this fact had been used in Richmond for the
purpose of injuring the paper.. He had received a letter last evening, informing
him that the fact oflaying the report on the table was there represented as an h>
dication of the purpose of the General Conference to discontinue the paper. It
was in view of this attempt to prejudice the reputation of the paper that he had
moved to take up the report. He wished the conference to act on this subject at
once, and by the adoption of the report correct the erroneous impression which
had been sought to be made on the public mind.
The report was adopted.
Mr. Early moved that the report of the Book Committee, No. 6, be taken up,

which was earned. ,

Mr. Rice moved that the report be so amended as to relieve the members of the
New-York Conference from acting on the Book Committee. He said it was a
most onerous duty to be compelled, in addition to their pastoral duties, to super-
intend fce publication of the books. As a member of that conference he wished
to be relieved. He contended that it was unjust to their respective charges, inas-
much as they paid the salaries of their ministers ; who, from the additional labours
imposed on them by the Book Concern, were unable to perform their duties
faithfully;

The report was adopted, after considerable discussion, in all its main features.
(In explanation of the somewhat imperfect report of this day's proceedings, we

may say that the official reporter was, from peculiar circumstances, necessarily
absent from the conference, and had to rely upon such casual assistance as he could
procure.)

SATURDAY, JUNE I.

The Bishops' Communication.
Bishop Hedding wished to withdraw his signature from the document presented

yesterday. He had not been drawn or persuaded into it. But in signing it he
had been governed by two reasons, which he thought it his duty to present. First,
he signed it as a peace measure. Second, he believed it would be generally ac-
ceptable to the conference. In both these expectations he was disapointed. Facts
had come to his knowledge which induced him to believe that it would not make
peace, and that it might be productive of a lengthened debate, and, instead of re-
moving, would only increase the difficulty. He therefore wished his name to be
withdrawn, but would submit if the conference decided that he had no authority
to do so. No objection was made.

Bishop Waugh said that in regard to the same document a few remarks might
not be unnecessary. He wished his name to remain, unless he saw other reasons
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than had yet appeared. He came into the measure without persuasion or entreaty
as the result of his own thoughts and voluntary inclination, though slowly a^ r

g'

luctantly. Yet it was under a train of circumstances that left him little or no op-
tion in the premises. He adopted it as a last resort, and with little hope of its
success. It did, however, appear to him that it would be better to put that view
before the General Conference, and let it take its course, and so far as himself was
concerned, he shouH be perfectly satisfied with the result. He should exceedingly

regret if the communication were the occasion of a protracted debate, but he hoped
that would not be the case. He did not feel at liberty to withdraw his name from
a paper that he designed to be for the preservation of the Church.

Bishop Morris wished his'name to remain attached to that document, as a testi-

mony that he had done what he could to preserve the unity of the body.
Bishop Soule said, perhaps he ought to offer a few words in connection with his

colleagues, and it afforded him pleasure to receive the assurances that they were
in no way influenced or persuaded to put their signatures to that paper. He ac-

knowledged that they went into the measure as freely and fully, and under the

same conviction, as himself. Conference were aware that this matter came before

the superintendents on morion. He put his signature to the document with the

same views and under the same convictions as his very worthy colleagues did, and
neither his views nor his convictions were changed in any way. And he wished
his signature to that document to go forth through a thousand channels to the world.

It is already before the American people, and he might not, and would not, with-
draw it.

Dr. Bangs moved that the communication lie on the table.

Mr. Early called for the ayes and noes, and the vote being taken, there were
yeas 95, nays 83. The communication wa3 therefore laid on the table.

Dr. Bangs said it was well-known that he had used every effort in his power to

have this matter brought to a compromise, and he had indulged a hope that this

would be the result. It was with that view that he laboured to have this docu-
ment referred to a committee. But from what had been told him by members from
the north and south, not a vestige of this hope remained, and he would now urge
immediate action upon the substitute, if it was before the house. He believed

wisdom, and prudence, and Christianity, and brotherly lbve dictated that course,

and that further discussion would not change one mind.
Dr. Winans said the last speaker had referred to the south, and his remarks in

their connection went to say that the south were opposed to the proposition from
the superintendents. He begged to say that the southern delegates were of one
mind to entertain the proposition of the superintendents.

Dr. Bangs explained that he did not mean to say that the south objected to the

proposal of the bishops, but that the conference could not come to any general

compromise on the subject. He should not, himself, move the previous question.

Mr. Collins opposed the motion for taking up the order of the day. He had not

given up all hopes of peace ; and if they would wait a few minutes and listen to a
proposal from Dr. Durbin, he thought a compromise might yet be effected. They
were bound to make a settlement of the question, he knew, but in their proposed
action the bishops were against them ; and if they would withdraw their names
from the communication they had made, and allow Dr. Durbin to use it as his own,
he (Mr. Collins) believed a plan of pacification might still be concocted. The pro-

position was, as a last effort to bring peace and save the Church from division, to

add to the suggestion of the episcopacy some resolutions expressive of the regret

of that General Conference that Bishop Andrew had become connected with slavery,

and request him to rid himself of the embarrassment as soon as possible ; and, in

addition, a resolution to take off the journals all that related to the coloured testi-

mony question. He thought such a measure would answer their purpose, and heal

the wound of the Church.
Mr. Blake was pursuing his labours as a minister among the coloured people,

and little thought that the question of slavery would be brought up. He had no
anticipation of a storm, but he found that the foundations of the great deep were
broken up, and the ark of their Church was floating on the waves. But he thanked
God that in the distance he saw a blessed Ararat. He went on describing the

various forms under which slavery had been discussed in the present conference,

alluded to the definitions of the episcopal office during the debate, and thought that

Dr. Durbin's substitute would not reconcile the difficulties.

Mr. Longstreet said, as long as there was any hope of reconciliation, he would
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desire that this question be postponed. As yet, the south had not made one prov
position to adjust the matter amicably. He trusted, therefore, that the door would
not be closed. Time was a matter of very little consequence compared with the
importance of the questions at issue. He wished to wait, and see what time would
bring forth.

Dr. Paine said he was a man of peace. He deeply regretted to hear unkind
words from both sides. He never dealt in wholesale denunciation. The south
felt calm as they could feel when the importance of the question was considered.
He considered the substitute to be mandatory. It acted as a mandamus ; it had
been so described. This placed the south in an awkward position. He hoped
some ground would be proposed by the north that both could occupy. If there
was no such common ground, the south was prepared for the result.

Mr. Porter recalled the attention of the conference to the discussion of the last
fortnight as evidence of the peace-loving character of the northern members. They
wanted to be one body. He did not believe they could live as one body with any-
thing less than the substitute. He asked what was the prospect of peace—Bishop
Andrew had declared that he could not recede from his position, and the south had
taken the same ground. It was of no use to discuss the question further, there-
fore, but they had better come up square to the question, and decide the point at
once, that the people might be satisfied.

Mr. Mitchell proposed an amendment, to be appended to the resolution, to the
effect that the bishop should so resign until^i majority of the annual conferences
desired him to resume his office. Mr. M. aid not think it necessary to enter into
a discussion whether the resolution respecting Bishop Andrew was advisory or
mandatory. He wished the substitute to come before the conference this morning.
On motion, the order of the day was taken up.
Bishop Soule said he had good reason to believe that brethren had entertained

erroneous views with respect to the position he occupied at the time he addressed
the conference on this subject ; and he now wished to correct those views, that
there might be a proper understanding in the matter before they had action on the
substitute. It must have occurred to the brethren that his remarks at that time
were entirely irrelevant, except on the understanding that the resolution was man-
datory. He looked upon it as suspending Bishop Andrew. There was a great
difference between suspension and advice. If this action was not intended to be
judicial, he should withdraw many of his remarks. If it was a mandatory act, it

was judicial. One member said it was merely a request to Bishop Andrew to
resign; but several had declared it to be judicial, and were not contradicted.
Again: the argument was, that slavery could not exist in the episcopacy of the
Methodist Church. One brother had said, that if the resolution passed, Bishop
Andrew was still a bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church. If this was the
case, his remarks, he must repeat, were irrelevant. . He considered the proceeding
as a judicial one, suspending brother Andrew from his duties as bishop of the
Methodist Episcopal Church

DECISION OP THE QUESTION.

Mr. J. T. Peck moved the previous (thaj is, the main) question, which was car-
ried. The resolution was then read, and the ayes and noes were taken ; Bishop
Soule observing, that definite action must necessarily be hereafter taken to decide
whether the resolution was mandatory or advisory. The votes were given amid
the most profound stillness.

The resolution (Mr. Finley's substitute) reads as follows :

—

" Whereas the Discipline of our Church forbids the doing anything calculated to
destroy our itinerant general superintendency ; and whereas Bishop Andrew has
become connected with slavery, by marriage and otherwise, and 'this act having
drawn after it circumstances which, in the estimation of the General Conference,
will greatly embarrass the exercise of his office as an itinerant general superintend-
ent, if not, in some places, entirely prevent it ; therefore,

" Besolyed, That it is the sense of this General Conference that he desist from
the exercise of this office so long as this impediment remains."
The yeas and nays being called by delegations, were as follow :

—

TEAS.

New+York Conference—Nathan Bangs, Stephen Olin, Phineas Eice, George
Peck, John B. Stratten, Peter P. Sandford, Fitch Reed, Samuel D. Ferguson, Ste-
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phen Martindale, Marvin Richardson. Troy—Truman Seymour, John M. Wever
James Covel, jun., Tobias Spicer, Seymour Coleman, James B. Houghtalin„ jg^
T. Peck. Providence—J. Lovejoy, F. Upham, 8. Benton, Paul Townsend. '

tfew.

Hampshire—Elimi Scott, J. Perkins, Samuel Kelly, S. Chamberlain, John G. Bow
J. Spaulding, C. D. Cahoon, William D. Cass. New-England—J. Porter, B. s'
King, P. Crandall, C. Adams, G. Pickering. Pittsburg—William Hunter, H. J
Clark, J. Spencer, S. Elliott, R. Boyd, S. Wakefield, J. Drummond. Maine—

M

Hill, E. Eobinson, D. B. Randall, C. W. Morse, J. Hobart, Heman Nickerson, G.
Webber. Slack River—A. D. Peck, A. Adams, G. Baker, W. W. Ninde. Erie—
J. J. Steadman, John Bain, G. W. Clark, J. Robinson, T. Goodwin. Oneida—J.

M. Snyder, S. Comfort, N. Rounds, D. A. Shepherd, H. F. Row, E. Bowen, D.
Holmes, jun. Michigan—E. Crane, A. Billings, J. A. Baughman. Rock River—
B. Weed, H. W. Reed, J. T. Mitchell. Genesee—G. Filmore, S. Luckey, A.
Steele, F. G. Hibbard, S. Seager, A. Abell, W. Hosmer, J. B. Alverson. North
Ohio—E. Thompson, J. H. Power, A. Poe, E. Yocum, W. Runnells. Illinois—P.
Akers, P. Cartwright. Ohio—C. Elliott, William H. Raper, J. M. Trimble, J. B.
Finley, L. L. Hamline, Z. Connell, J. Ferree. Indiana—M. Simpson, A. Wiley,
E. R. Ames, J. Miller, C. W. Enter, A. Wood, A. Eddy, J. Havens. Texas—J.

Clark. Baltimore—3. A. Coffins, A. Griffith, J. Bear, N. J. B. Morgan, J. Davis.
Philadelphia—J. P, Durbin, L. Scott. New-Jersey— I. Winner, J. S. Porter, J. K.
Shaw—111.

NATS.

New-York Conference—C. W. Carpenter. Michigan—G.Smith. Rock River—
J. Sinclair. Illinois—J. Stamper, J. Van Cleve, N. G. Berrymani Kentucky—H.
B. Bascom, W. Gunn, H. H. Kavanaugh, E. Stevenson, B. T. Crouch, G. W. Brush.
Ohio—E. W. Sehon. Holston—'E* F. Sevier, S. Patten, T. Stringfield. Tennes-
see—R. Paine, J. B. M'Ferrin, A. L. P. Green, T. Maddin. Missouri—W. W.
Redman, W. Patten, J. C. Berryman, J. M. Jameson. North Carolina—J. Jame-
son, Peter Doub, H. G. Leigh. Memphis—G. W. D. Harris, S. S. Moody, William
M'Mahon, T. Joyner. Arkansas—J. C. Parker, W. P. Ratcliffe, A. Hunter. Vir-
ginia—J. Early, T. Crowder, W. A. Smith, L. M. Lee. Mississippi—William
Winans, B. M. Drake, J. Lane, G. M. Rogers. Texas—L. Fowler. Alabama—
J. Boring, J. Hamilton, William Murrah, G. 'Garrett. Georgia—G. F. Pierce, W.
J. Parks, L. Pierce, J. W. Glenn, J, E. Evans, A. B. Longstreet. South Carolina—
William Capers, W. M. Wightman, C. Betts, S. Dunwody, H. A. C. Walker. Bal-
timore—H. Slicer, J. A. Gere, T. B. Sargent, C. B. Tippett, G. Hildt. Philadel-
phia-—T. J. Thompson, H. White, W. Cooper, I. T. Cooper. New-Jersey—Thomas
Neal, Thomas.Sovereign—69.

13o the resolution was adopted—yeas, 111 ; nays, 69.

After some conversation on the question, How far the vote gave Mr. Finley's

substitute the authority of an original resolution ? Dr. Pierce rose to address the
conference. It would be within the recollection of the members and spectators

who had listened to this discussion with so much interest, that, in the event of
the conference deciding upon the passage of this resolution, the southern delega-

tion had declared that they would enter their solemn protest against it, without
a dissenting voice or faltering step. They should, at the earliest possible moment,
do so, and it should be a manly, ministerial, and proper protest against this action

©f the conference, as an extra-judicial act, that their sentiments on the subject
might go down to posterity.

He contended that, however conscientiously—and he gave them full credit for

that—they had acted, still they had acted contrary to the rule of compromise. The
constitutionality, or otherwise, of their proceeding would probably be tried before
other tribunals. It had never entered into his heart in anything to depart from the
spirit and intention of the Discipline of the Church, and those who were his brethren
in the south were of the same mind. He believed that, when the public mind had
been sounded, and the deep tones of public opinion came pealing up from all quar-
ters of the connection, there would be a verdict in favour of the south.

Dr. Winans and Mr. Early made some observations on the peculiarity of their

positions ; and, after some littleconversation, the conference adjourned until Monday
morning at half-past eight
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MONDAY, JUNE 3.

Mr. Slicer proposed the following resolutions:

—

" Besolved, That it is the sense of this General Conference that the vote of Satur- -

day last, in the case of Bishop Andrew, be understood as advisory only, and not in

the light of a judicial mandate.
" Besolved, 2dly, That the final disposition of Bishop Andrew's case be postponed

until the General Conference of 1848, in conformity with the suggestion of the

bishops, in their address to the conference on Friday, 31st May.
" H. Slicer,

"T. B.Sabgent."

Mr. Slicer introduced the resolutions with a few appropriate remarks, and they

were, for the present, laid on the table.

Dr. Capers then introduced the following resolutions, which were finally referred

to a committee of nine, with instructions to report as soon as possible :

—

" Be it resolved by the delegates of all the annual conferences in General Confer-

ence assembled, - That we recommend to the annual conferences to suspend the
constitutional restrictions which limit the powers of the General Conference so far,

and so far only, as to allow of the following alterations in the government of the

Church, viz. :

—

"1. That the Methodist Episcopal Church, in these United States and Territo-

ries, and the republic of Texas, shall constitute two General Conferences, to meet
quadrennially, the one at some place south, and the other north of the line which
now divides between the states commonly designated as free states and those in

which slavery exists.

"2. That each one of the two General Conferences thus constituted shall

have full powers, under the limitations and restrictions which are now of force

and binding on the General Conference, to make rules and regulations for the

Church, within their territorial limits, respectrrely, and to elect bishops for the

same. »

" 3. That the two General Conferences aforesaid shall severally have jurisdic-

tion as follows :—The southern General Conference shall comprehend the states

of Virginia, Kentucky, and Missouri, and the states and territories lying southerly

thereto, and also the republic of Texas, to be known and designated by the title of

the ' Southern General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church of the United
States.' And the Northern General Conference to comprehend all those states

lying north of the states - of Virginia, Kentucky, and Missouri, as above, to be
known and designated by the title of the ' Northern General Conference of the

Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States.'

"4. And be it further resolved, That as soon as three-fourths of all the members
of all the annual conferences shall have voted on these resolutions, and shall ap-

prove the same, the said Southern and Northern General Conferences shall be
deemed as having been constituted by such approval ; and it shall be competent
for the southern annual conferences to elect delegates to said Southern General

Conference, to meet in the city of Nashville, Tennessee, on the first of May, 1848,

or sooner, if a majority of two-thirds of the members of the annual conferences

composing that General Conference shall desire the same.
"5. And be it further resolved, as aforesaid, That the Book Concerns at New-

York and Cincinnati shall be held and conducted as the property and for the benefit

of all the annual conferences as heretofore :—the editors and agents to be elected

once in four years at the time of the session of the Northern General Conference,

and the votes of the Southern General Conference to be cast by delegates of that

conference attending the northern for that purpose.
" 6. And be it further resolved, That our Church organization for foreign missions

shall be maintained and conducted jointly between the two General Conferences

as one Church, in such manner as shall be agreed upon from time to time between
the two great branches of the Church as represented in the said two conferences."

Mr. Drake then offered a resolution proposing an amendment in reference to re-

quiring members on their admission to give " satisfactory assurance of the correct-

ness of their faith." The amendment proposed to leave out these words.

Mr. Sandford, of New-York, opposed it very strenuously. He thought it would

open the door for the admission of laxity of sentiment and discipline to an alarm-

ing extent, and at a time too when there was special need of care upon this point.
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If this barrier were removed, there would be nothing to hinder persons holding the
most heterodox sentiments in matters of religious truth entering the society" He
prayed the conference not to break down the bulwarks for the preservation of their
unanimity and purity °f doctrine.

Mr. Crowder was of the same opinion ; for though the rule had been attended

with some difficulty and some diversity of a<lministration, these were compara-
tively unimportant in view of the great safeguard afforded to the articles of our
religion.

Dr. Smith, of Virginia, contended that the rule as it now stood subjected every
applicant to just such a condition of membership as the minister to whom the ap-

plication was made, chose. The condition, therefore, was practically the will of

the preacher. Nor was the rule introduced in the proper way. He suggested
(and it would be in accordance with his own practice) that the questions proposed
in cases of adult baptism were sufficient for the purpose of ascertaining that the

applicant entertained. Christian sentiments.

Dr. Winans objected to any doctrinal tests whatever. The main reason why
such great unanimity of doctrinal sentiment prevailed in the Methodist body was,

that they had kept clear of creeds and tests, and allowed freedom of private

opinion while they taught uniformity on the great cardinal points of Christian reve-

lation. If" they began to insist upon tests as to doctrinal Views, they would find

opposition and discontent, and they would be split into schisms. Methodism had
prospered without such tests.

Mr. Slicer said that he was opposed to the examination of candidates for mem^
bership in the doctrines of the body. If they attempted this iron-bedstead system,
lengthening some and shortening others, to make them conform, they "would find

it lead to mischief. Many members entered the Church with erroneous views,
but with care and instruction they got right.

Bishop Hedding said the conference were wasting time over a comparatively
unimportant matter, while they had much necessary and important business to

transact.

Dr. Pierce said he introduced the present rule, against which so much was now-

said, and he did so because he knew that some of the brethren had fallen into the

habit of throwing their net broad-cast during revivals, and taking in all sorts of

people who could shout, and pray, and weep, and this had become so great an
evil that it was necessary to take some steps in the matter. The rule was not

proposed without much thought, and he could not now see all the causes of alarm
which the brethren had conjured up.

The motion, amended so as to accord with the suggestion of Dr. Smith, was
then put and lost, and the original motion carried.

The report on boundaries was then taken up and passed with very little discus-

sion. The General Conference refused permission to the New-York Conference

to divide itself during the ensuing four years.

The hour of adjournment arrived before the report was concluded. Bishop
Soule announced that Bishop Andrew had gone home, and would not be present

at any further sittings of the present conference. Adjourned to half-past three.

TUESDAY, JUNE 4.

Report of the Committee on Slavery.

The committee on slavery reported in favour of rescinding the resolution passed

at the last General Conference on coloured testimony.

Dr. Winans moved that it lie on the table, which was lost.

Mr. J. A. Collins moved as an amendment that the whole matter relating to the

case of Silas Comfort be stricken from the journals. If they merely struck out the

resolution they left the appeal of Silas Comfort still there with all its bearings

upon the other side of the question, and if they meant to reach this case at all,

they must sweep from the records the whole business. He never doubted that

the General Conference acted wrong in entertaining that appeal. He wished them
now to act fairly in the matter, and erase every vestige by a declaratory resolution

as to the impropriety of that appeal.

Dr. Winans, of Mississippi, then moved to lay the whole subject on the table.

Yesterday they had referred to a committee several resolutions relative to the divi-

sion of the. Church, and he thought they ought not to do anything on this subject

until they had a report from that committee. If they were to part, he desired to

13
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part in peace, but if they were to remain together for ever quarrelling, then they
(the south) would fight it out to the last.

Dr Peck said there was no sort of disagreement in the committee in relation to

the appeal of Silas Comfort. On the part of the north it was conceded that if that

appeal had been so acted upon as to constitute a rule or establish a principle, the

act should be set aside. But on examining the journals it was found the appeal

was not entertained. The committee, therefore, was not inclined to pursue the

matter any farther, and they thought it might as well be given up.

On motionof Dr. Bangs the farther consideration of the report was postponed
until the committee on Dr. Caper's resolutions had brought in their report.

Dr. Capers asked permission for said committee to attend to the business con-

fided to them, during conference hours.

Mr. Sandford (who was a member of the committee) hoped the request would
not be granted, or that conference would not have an afternoon session.

The request being acceded to, it was moved that Mr. Sandford be excused from
serving on the committee, which was lost.

Mr. Sandford wished to know whether the conference had power to drive any
member from its floor during its session, and refused to leave.

The Report on Temperance.

The special order of the day was then taken up. It was the report of the
Committee on Temperance.
Mr. Collins moved the postponement of the question, which was lost.

Mr. Collins and Mr. M'Ferrin then indulged in some little pleasantry upon a
slight ambiguity in the wording of the resolution, which Mr. Slicer defended.

The preamble and resolutions were then read a second time. After adverting to
the fact that there were sixteen votes short of the requisite majority of the mem-
bers of the annual conferences to make it constitutionally obligatory upon the
Church, it proceeded :

—

" Your committee have had under consideration a communication from Rev. John
Marsh, Secretary of the American Temperance Union, and beg leave to offer the
following resolutions : Whereas, the use of intoxicating drinks tends to the forma-
tion of intemperate appetites and habits, and is subversive of the health, morals,
domestic peace and happiness of mankind,

" And, whereas, total abstinence is the only safeguard against all these evils,
" And, whereas, the rule of our faith and practice not only pronounces a wo

against the drunkards of Ephraim, but also upon him who puts his bottle to his
neighbour's mouth:

"Therefore,
" Resolved, 1st. By the delegates of the annual conferences in General Confer-

ence assembled, Thatwe cordially approve of the design and recommend the pledge
of the American Temperance Union.

" Resolved, 2d. That we recommend to all our preachers, travelling and local,

and to all our members and friends, to give to the temperance reformation (now in
successful progress in this and other countries,) their unreserved approval and
earnest and liberal support."

Dr. Bangs moved, as an amendment, the insertion of the words, " as a beverage,"
after the words, " intoxicating drinks."

Mr. Slicer said, that whenever there was a counsel to acquit there was also a
flaw in the indictment.

Dr. Bangs explained, that Mr. Slicer had misinterpreted his motives and inten-
tion. The preamble at present was less definite than seemed to him advisable
He merely designed to point it out as a technical omission.

Mr. Coleman thought the preamble was correct enough. He had yet to be con-
vinced that a man could take intoxicating liquors either as a medicine or in any
other way, without being in danger of becoming an inebriate. It had never been
proved, and it never could be proved 1

Mr. M'Ferrin said, if the object of the resolutions was to form a temperance soci-

ety, he would go the whole figure. Or if the object was to get signatures, (" We
the undersigned," commencing the quotation of the pledge submitted in the report,)

he was ready to give his.

Mr. Slicer explained that the report embraced two subjects ; first, the action of
the annual conferences upon the question, and, secondly, the communication from
file Rev. J. Marsh, on behalf of the American Temperance Society.
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Mr. M'Ferrin continued. The chairman of the committee had said that the report
had two objects. One was the action of the annual conferences. The committee
on this point report that there is not a constitutional majority for the alteration of
the present rule. The second was the formation of a temperance society. The
first had failed, and now they were called upon to adopt the second. He was a
temperance man, a member of many temperance societies, and had not the least

objection to become a member of another.

Mr. Collins inquired whether he was io understand the report as recommending
the adoption of the report from the Committee on Kevisal.

Mr. Slicer answered in the affirmative.

Mr. Collins said, then he must oppose that feature in the preamble to the report,

and moved that it then lie on the table, which was lost.

Mr. Collins then resumed. He must oppose it, because if they passed it, they
pledged themselves to the other report, and virtually passed that also. It was easy
enough to apply harsh epithets, to kill a thing by giving it a bad name. There
was an old adage to that effect : " Give a dog a bad name," &c. And they had
heard it said that to get on one side of this question was mere quibbling. He was
not afraid to march up to his responsibilities anywhere. His objection was one
which must be at the door of every man's heart and conscience, who believed they
had any constitution or Discipline at all. This was an attempt, a design, to put
that into the Discipline by a mefe majority, which could not be put there constitu-

tionally. This action was tried constitutionally in 1836, and failed, and again in

1840, and had again failed. And despairing of obtaining a majority in the manner
pointed out by the Discipline, it was now sought to insert a new rule in the Gene-
ral Rules by a mere majority vote of the General Conference. He claimed to be
as ardently attached to the temperance cause as any member on that floor. He
had embraced its principles when many now present ridiculed and repudiated
them, but he objected to any new test of membership being thus introduced into

the Discipline. This was a " quibble," unquestionably. They would never get
the Church by a constitutional vote to sanction this resolution. He, for one, would
oppose it to the utmost of his power. Majorities ought to be "cautious how they
acted in matters of such importance as this, or they would occasion serious rup-
tures in the Church.

Mr. Early thought no member would accuse the southern members of being
opposed to temperance principles, or of being too fond of the cup. He had not
tasted a dram for forty years past, and he was at this time the president of a total

abstinence society, numbering one thousand slaves and free persons of colour ; and
whenever he could find an opportunity to turn from his pastoral duties he lectured
on temperance. There were none about him "who were not temperance men,
both in principle and practice. But they saw no ground for the introduction of
new tests of membership, and had, therefore, gone against this recommendation.
If the General Conference passed this resolution in violation of constitutional rules,

they would not get southern men to enforce it. He referred to the constitutional

vote on the subject, and begged the conference not to pass a rule on the subject

by a majority vote, when they had been unable to pass it constitutionally ; he beg-

ged them especially not to pass it at this time, when nine of their members were
absent attending to other duties. He moved the postponement of the question,

which was carried. '

Mr. J. T. Peck moved that the conference now take up the report of the Com-
mittee on Eevisal.

Report of the Committee on the Book Concern.

An amendment, so as to take up the report of the Committee on the Book Con-
cern, was offered.

Mr. Euter hoped the report on the Book Concern would be taken up, for they
could not get at the Other constitutionally, and they would be spending their time
in vain.

The report of the Book Committee was taken up.

The first resolution referred to the reduction of prices of books to the Texas
preachers, or allowing sixty per cent, discount

Mr. Sandford 'opposed this : it would be giving them at less than they cost, and
opening a door to the public to believe that the books cost much less than they
did. The motion was finally adopted on a much modified scale.
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The second resolution recommended the publication of a cheap edition f our
standard works.
Mr. Sandford said that such publications would seriously injure the sale of the

better editions. Our standard works did not afford a great profit now, and if the
sale were slower, the profit would be less. It was impossible for the Methodist
Episcopal Book Concern to compete with the cheap literature of the day, and the
more they attempted it, the more would they injure the institution itself, and he
thoughtthey ought to be very cautious hi attempting such an enterprise. Pub-
lishers, in general, allowed but little discount ; he thought scarcely enough ; and
sold a single copy of a work at almost wholesale price. Would the preachers take
our books for sale without discount? And if not, he did not see how they could
expect to get out such an edition as now recommended. He deemed it an utter
impossibility

;
for, if done at all, i%must be in such a way as would afford but

little pecuniary advantage to compensate for the risk and labour. If the preach-
ers would give up their profit for the sake of bringing these works freely before
the public, then it might be done, but he thought not otherwise.

Mr. Stringfield said, the remarks of brother Sandford were entitled to consi-
deration

; but pecuniary profit or loss was a small thing compared with the
spread of piety and knowledge. The Book Room of the Methodist Episcopal
Church ought not to be behind the age. The people were leaving it ; they could
get books cheaper from parties who had not half the capital, and it behooved them
to meet the wants of their people.

Mr. Sovereign was in favour of the report. Cheap books were wanted, and
must be had; or their books would be overlooked by the public. Within his
own experience he could have sold five wherehe had sold one, had theybeen cheaper.
Mr. Green did not believe in getting up a cheap edition of our standard works..

Our standard books were bought to be put into libraries, and to get them on
cheap paper and in cheap binding would have an injurious effect. Where books
were likely to pass through but one edition, it might be well to get them up
cheap

;
but with the standard works, he would rather go for improving the paper,

hindiug, and printing, and making them better, instead of worse.
Mr. Wright thought it unadvisable to adopt this resolution. The saving could

only be realized in the paper, materials, or in the style of binding, and perhaps
a little in the ink. The cost of press-wor,k would be the same. A coarse paper,
where stereotype plates were used, was much more injurious than fine paper.
Two editions would also be troublesome.
Mr. Lane agreed with the last speaker. The price of our books was not

higher than books generally—not as high, if the materials were taken into consi-
deration. With books of the same materials they would compare to great advan-
tage. The agents had ample means of ascertaining this, as they were frequently
called upon to purchase books not in their catalogue. Books sold at the
Book Room for seventy-five cents, were sold by others at one dollar, and others
in the same proportion. It was probable that some of our bBoks might be
reduced in price, and they would be so reduced, but as a general thing it would
be impossible to reduce them much while they allowed the present discount. If
they were called upon to publish „ cheap edition of the standard works, they
should want those works defined, for the General Conference certainly would not
deem it advisable to instruct their agents to publish a cheap edition of all the
standard works. There must be a selection. He doubted whether any real good
would result from the change.
The resolution was laid on the table.
Another resolution proposed that the editors; of the conference newspapers be

instructed to confine their obituaries to thirty lines.

Dr. Elliott suggested an alteration to the effect that correspondents be thus
instructed instead of editors, and that memoirs as well as obituaries be embraced
in it. He thought correspondents needed caution on this point more than editors,
for the latter did not covet these long notices. The editors would willingly carry
out the resolution, but unless they were shielded by the General Conference they
would be constantly liable to give offence. Such a change would have a happy
effect upon the literature of the Church.

Dr. Durbin would amend the resolution to the effect that editors be instructed
to confine obituaries and memoirs to the smallest practicable space, and corres-
pondents be also requested to draw them up in the briefest manner possible,
simply announcing the facts.
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Dr. Bond said that the substitute still left the responsibility with the editors
That would be of no consequence, if no evil resulted to the paper. The editors
were willing to take the responsibility so far as they were personally concerned
but if.they gave offence it was not the editors who suffered, but the papers, if
the conference wished to carry out their purpose, they must definitely prescribe
the limits to which obituaries were to be extended. They might make an excep-
tion in favour of memoirs, but the evil would remain; for it would be impossible
for the editors to induce the preachers to make the distinction. Dr. B. then
described the particularity with which the obituaries were written, and said he
could easily understand how the preachers were drawn into this minuteness.
They were applied to by the family of the deceased to write the account, and they
naturally enough felt an interest in every event connected with the history of
their departed friend, and supposed that others would feel the same. The preacher
was disposed to gratify them, and thoughtlessly threw the entire responsibility of
insertion or rejection on the editor, who must either insert the whole or offend
the subscribers Who are the friends of the deceased. Two " squares" would be
enough for ally obituary notice. All that was intended was, that the triumphant
death should be recorded for the encouragement of those who were still on their

pilgrimage. This was the whole pith of the matter. It was easy to say the per-

son written of was converted at a certain time, and then give his testimony at the
time of his death. This was what was intended ; not merely to notify to friends

at a distance that such a person was dead, but to record the testimony he finally

bore to the power and efficacy of religion.

Dr. Feck should vote for the substitute proposed by Dr. Durbin—he thought it

would be difficult to make a rule with regard to the length of such notices.

The amendment was then adopted.

A resolution to the effect that all books sent for review to the editors of the

conference publications should be preserved by them to be formed into an edit-

or's library, which should be handed over to his successor, was opposed by
Mr. L. M. Lee, on the ground that editors ofttimes trenched upon their own

time—time that should be devoted to rest—to review these books. Many also

were received that were not fit to be preserved in such a library.

Mr. Slicer spoke hi favour of the resolution, which was adopted.

Another resolution had reference to the reorganization of the Book Com-
mittee, and to make the revision of works for publication devolve upon the editors,

which gave rise to some remarks from Dr. Bangs on the subject of the publica-

tion of his History of Methodism. The first volume was read to the committee
with full explanations of the plan he* intended to pursue, and they recommended
him to go on with the work, but they did not read the second volume. It had
been said the operation of the Book Committee had clogged the action of the agents,

and had rendered the Book Concern less profitable than it otherwise might have
been. He had been twenty-five years a member of that committee, and had no
recollection that the agents ever stopped the press or discharged the workmen
for want of books to print. On the other hand, the agents had said they could

not publish all the volumes recommended by the committee. Several had not

been published to this day. The committee had laboured to promote the prospe-

rity of the Concern.
Mr. Early said, his objections were against the system, and not against the men

who formed the committee. He thought that, with the great advantages pos-

sessed by the Book Concern, the profits of the establishment ought to be greater.

He did not want these profits for the sake of investment, but that they might have
greater facilities of imparting religious instructions, and increase the circulation of

their books by reducing the prices.

The resolution was adopted.

Dr. Bond reminded the conference that they had omitted to provide for the sup-

port of an editor or agent who might be suspended during the interval of the

General Conferences, which provision, after some explanation, was said to exist in

the resolution.

The report was adopted, and the conference adjourned.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5.

Report of the Missionary Committee.

The report of the Missionary Committee was read. The report recommended
some alterations in the 'constitution of the Missionary Society.
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Art. 4, recommended one corresponding secretary instead of three, as heretofore,

and proposed in effect to take the power of filling up vacancies, amongthe various

offices, out of the hands of the New-York Conference, and place it in thehanda of the

presiding bishop.

Dr. Bond said that the proposed amendment would not effect the object sought.

By the constitution of the society every minister who paid two dollars a year was a
member of the Missionary/Board ipso facto, and if such a resolution as that now
proposed should pass, the brethren in the neighbourhood could come to the board

and carry everything by a mere majority.

Mr. Bice said he did not see how they could deprive life members of their rights

without first returning them their money. j
Mr. Finley said he could not let this matter past without giving his- views upon

it. He thought there was no necessity for any corresponding secretary at all. The
office had, for the last four years, been an incubus upon their operations, and espe-

cially injurious to the collections, and had cost the society $20,000. And now he saw
in the article before them a provision for two or three more, the secretary being

authorized to employ as many as he might find necessary, so that they would have

the same thing upon them for four years more. He could not see what such a
secretary could have to do except travelling about. If the preachers did their duty,

they cduld make speeches as well, and collect as much money, as the secretary

;

and the people would give more money if it went to the missionaries instead of the

secretaries. They must at least shut the door against an unlimited number of

secretaries. There would be two editors, and why could not the assistant editor

conduct the missionary correspondence ?

Mr. Slicer wished to know what the corresponding secretaries actually cost, and
should move that the resolution lie on the table until that information was given.

Mr. Ames said he was glad that the cpnference wished to look minutely into the

expenditure connected with their institutions and officers. Every officer should be
held to strict account for all his doings. It had been a matter of regret to him that

their officers were held to a slighter responsibility than those of any other section

of the Christian Church. And this laxity of discipline extended through their whole

system of missionary operations. They were without checks and balances, and

relied implicitly on the mere auditing of accounts. He begged at this opportunity

to make a few remarks on the subject of corresponding secretaries ; and would, if

the conference permitted him, read a communication in reference to himself in con-

nection with the office. The gentleman then read a letter of resignation, which he

had prepared three years ago, but was dissuaded from presenting it at his annual

conference, by the advice of Bishop Roberts and other friends. The communica-

tion assigned several reasons why the writer thought his office and its expenditures

unnecessary, and by some statistics showed that the increase to the funds was not an

equivalent. The reverend gentleman adverted to several grants which by negotia-

tion he had obtained from the government, for the prosecution of Indian and other

missions—mentioned the salaryallowed him while in the office—that while fulfilling

its duties he had travelled unattended and alone thousands of miles, in parts of the

country where military men alone had ventured, and that well attended and well

armed. Yet he had done nothing more than was required by the spirit of Metho-

dist itinerancy, and had only acted as an honest man in the discharge of the duties

the Church had confided to him, and he had done good to the Church by obtaining

help from the government in the establishmentof schools and missions. He should

not have said so much had it not been for the reports prevalent respecting the

office of corresponding secretary.

Mr. Finley's motion for the duties to be performed by the assistant editor of the

Christian Advocate and Journal was laid on the table.

It was then reported that the whole expenses of the three corresponding secre-

taries, for the four years past, had been upward of $20,000, including travelling

expenses.

Dr. Bangs said, that for the four years he held the office he was sometimes absent

for a month at a time. Letters would sometimes arrive during that absence, and he

got a friend to open them, and publish such as he thought fit for publication. This

assistance was given without compensation. He hoped they would not cramp

their officers unnecessarily. The expense should not be the only consideration. He
was in favour of the strictest economy i

but he begged them not to destroy an effi-

cient officer, merely because they had to pay him a salary. Take the salaries of

travelling preachers in the aggregate for foar years, and the amount would appear
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very large. The same with the bishops. But would they dispense wjth them
because of that? The six bishops had cost for the four years about $15,6oo. He
knew something about the labours of the secretary's office. He had performed

its
duties for sixteen years, and never received one cent, and he had done it with great
pleasure. By means of this' society whole conferences had been raised up, towus
and villages cultivated, and brought into connection with Methodism. He begged
the conference not to take any measures thatwould cramp this portion of their work.
Whence arose this jealousy ? What had the New-York, Conference done to forfeit

the confidence of the General Conference 1 Had they betrayed their trust in any
way ? Then pray remove the responsibility to some other conference, but do not
destroy officers that are necessary to carry on the work.

Mr. Ames said, the Methodist Episcopal Church Missionary Society paid 5 per
cent for the collection of their funds, whereas other Churches were paying 8 per
cent. The money subscribed to that society had gone more directly to the object
for which it was subscribed, than was the case in any other society whatever.

Dr. Capers wished to say a few words in reference to himself as one of the secre-

taries. He did not like speaking of himself; but he would just say, that during
the last four years he had not been able to do much in his duties, not having been
able to travel about. He never was more anxious during his life to fulfil his duties,

and he had some encouragement to hope that he had not been an unprofitable

labourer. He had brought sums annually into the treasury, varying from $4,000
to $11,000. He took not this to himself any more than he did all the good that had
been done by the Missionary Society ; but he had thought it necessary to make
some explanation.

The resolution was adopted.

Mr. Collins moved to strike out of section six the word " official," and insort
" honorary."

Dr. Bangs doubted whether this could be done constitutionally. The right of

being official members was given by the constitution on certain conditions, which
conditions having been complied with, he thought gave an inalienable right to the
privilege. They might, by this measure, strike i blow at the missionary cause
which it might not recover for years.

Mr. Early thought if the necessity existed for the change it should be mooted by
the board of managers, and their not doing so was a virtual admission, and indeed
conclusive testimony, that the privilege had not been abused.
The amendment did not prevail.

Dr. Bangs offered a new article, to take the place of Article 13, which he wished
to recommend to the board of managers. The conference would understand that

it had been the custom of the board of managers, at the commencement of the

year, to make an appropriation in the aggregate of $40,000 for the use of domestic
missions, which the bishops were authorized to draw during the year. The board
of managers could not apportion this to the several annual conferences, as they did

not know where most of the missions were. And in the distribution of this sum
the bishops necessarily interfered with each other J and not knowing what each
other had drawn, it sometimes occurred that they drew out all the funds before

they had completed their visitations, for want of the amount being properly divided
among the several annual conferences. He proposed that the general missionary

committee should be composed of members from different parts of the work, from
the bounds of the several annual conferences, so that they should be able to apportion

to each district its proper amount. There had been no such board constituted that

he knew of. This would give to the board of managers a discretionary power, but
they would have the additional information of this general committee. The expense
of their assembling would probably be one hundred dollars ; but as they would
come from different parts, and all be missionary men, they would bring a large

addition of knowledge and information to the board of managers.
That part, of the report was recommitted for the purpose of introducing such an

article.

The second part of the report was then taken up, which had reference to some
plan for raising increased funds for the missionary cause. The committee reported

that they had not been able to agree upon any plan of general application.

Bishop Soule said he had indulged the hope that the General Conference would
have fixed upon some disciplinary plan of finance, which could have been carried

out in all the. departments of the work, for the purpose of securing sufficient funds

for carrying on their great missionary enterprises. There was nothing growing
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out of the recommendations of the report which did not leave the annual conferences

and the Chnrch itself as much out at sea as they were before. He could not per-

ceive that there could be any permanent success in their finances unless they had

a defined fixed, uniform plan, which should go out under the recomrriendation of

that General Conference. Without such a plan every annual conference would

have its own system and plan of operation, and they should be just where they were

before. The address submitted by the superintendents to the General Conference

did not settle upon any plan, but it did settle upon a great principle. It would

be seen by any-financier who would look at the report, that the suggestion had not

been carried out.

Dr. Bangs said that several plans had been before the committee, but they could

not agree respecting any one of them. j
Dr. Capers suggested the recommitment of the*report.

Mr. Green believed they never could agree. They could not get a quorum

together. The present committee was too numerous for the purposes of business.

Mr. J. T. Peck had no objection, with one understanding. They could not do

anything effectually, unless the conference would allow them time to do it in, and

then take time to read and pass their report.
_

Dr. Bangs thought it was not in the power of any committee to devise a plan

that would be generally acceptable.

Dr. Capers thought it might easily be done. There were one or two members

of the committee who pressed their peculiar opinions too pertinaciously. He re-

commended the appointment of a judicious committee of five for the purpose, which

was adopted.

Resolution on the Number of Bishops.

Mr. Cartwright moved the following resolution :

—

" Resolved, That the Committee on Episcopacy be instructed to report the num-

ber of bishops, if any, that are to be elected, and that the conference proceed to

the election of its officers to-morrow morning." He had no solicitude about the

matter, beyond the fact that it was necessary that they draw these important mat-

ters to a close. They must have these questions settled and fixed. They were on

the eve of an adjournment, and it behooved them to get through the business as

expeditiously as possible. ,
-

.

Mr. G. F. Pierce said, that in addition to other objections against the resolution

was the difficulty still existing in Bishop Andrew's case. The episcopacy, or the

Committee on Episcopacy, must define his position before they could say how

many bishops were to be elected; and the nature of the resolution passed by that

conference, in his case, must first be settled.

Dr. Paine said that itwas important for the committee to knowwhat relation Bishop

Andrew now stood in. The episcopacy had recommended six efficient men as the

requisite strength of the superintendency, and he did not -see how they could do

anything until that point was settled.

The conference then adjourned.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Declaration of the Southern Members.

Mr. Longstreet presented the following document:—

.

" The delegates of the conferences in the slaveholding states take leave to declare

to the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, that the continued

agitation on the subject oi slavery and abolition in a portion of the Church,—the

iftxment action on that subject in the General Conference,—and especially the

extra-judicial proceedings against Bishop Andrew, which resulted, on Saturday last,

in the virtual suspension of him from his office as superintendent,—must produce a

state of things in the south which renders a continuance of the jurisdiction ot that

General Conference over these conferences inconsistent with the success oi the

ministry in the slaveholding states.

" Virginia Conference-John Early, W. A. Smith, Thomas Crowder, Leroy

" Kentucky.—H. B. Bascom, William Gunn, H. H. Kavanaugh, Edward Ste-

venson, B. T. Crouch, G. W. Brush.

"Missouri—W. W. Redman, Willaim Pattern, J. C. Berryman, J. M. Jameson.

" Holston.—E. F. Sevier, S. Patton, Thomas Stringfield.
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" Georgia.—G. F. Pierce, William J. Parks L. Pierce, J. W. Glenn, j L
Evans, A. B. Longstreet. '

'

,

" North Carolina.—James Jamies'on, Peter Doub B T Blake.
'"'

"Illinois.—J. Stamper. '

"Memphis.—G. W. D. Harris, Wm. M'Mahan, Thomas Joyner, S. S. Moody. -,

- Arkansas.—John C. Parker, William P. Radoliffe Andrew Hunter.
" Mississippi-—William Winans, B. M. Drake, John Lane, G. M. Kogers.
" Texas.—Littleton Fowler.
• Alabama.—Jesse Boring, Jefferson Hamilton, W. Murrah G. Garret.
" Tennessee.—Robert Paine, John B. M'Ferrin, A. L. P. Green T. Maddin.
" South Carolina—W. Capers, William M. Wightman Charles Betts, S. Dun-

wody, H. A. C. Walker."
Dr. Elliott said he thought the best present disposition of that document would

be to refer it to a committee of nine.

Mr. Sandford said he had some objections to that motion in the present form of
the communication just read. It alleged what he presumed the General Confer-
ence would not admit, that there had been extra-judicial proceedings against

Bishop Andrew. For one he denied that that was the fact and he supposed a
majority of the conference would coincide in that view of the matter, and he did
not see how they could allow a paper to come under their action which alleged
that which they did not believe to be true. He was aware that during the discus-

sion speakers on the other side had said this was the case, but it was expressly
disavowed on the floor of that conference ; and he knew that the member who
had presented the document now before them had said, just before the vote was
taken, that unless he heard some expression to the contrary, he should take the

meaning attached to it by the friend of the mover as its proper meaning. He
(Mr. S.) heard no response in contradiction to the construction thus put upon the

resolution. How then could it come to pass that men who heard this avowal
could now come forward and say that this conference had been guilty of an extra-

judicial act? To him the course taken appeared as a direct insult to that body,

and such as they should not yield to. Let those who had presented this paper

make a communication according to existing and acknowledged facts, but not

asserting what the General Conference denied to be true. If they thought the

proposed course necessary, let them say so without adding insult thereto, and the

conference would hear them, but he could not consent to having such a paper as

the present one referred to a committee.

Mr. Longstreet said he believed this was the third speech they had had from
that brother on the subject of the sentence, or advice, or counsel, or whatever
name they choose to give the action on Saturday against the bishop, and had hoped
that in some one of those speeches he would have told them how he did under-

stand that action. He (Mr. L.) had striven to get at it in vain. When he rose

some days ago to address the conference, he remarked that there was some ambi-

guity in the form of the resolution, but that the plain import of its language was,

when taken in connection with the facts, mandatory—imperative was his word

—

and that he should thus understand it unless he was corrected by somebody.

Nobody did correct him, nor did he hear, until Dr. Durbin got up, from the lips

of any one that he had misinterpreted the resolution. After that explanation he
(Mr. ]?.) said then, unless he was corrected he should understand it as so explained,

and nobody objected, so he was at liberty to understand it either way ! He could

not have conceived that that conference could have ,
taken a position so strictly

ambiguous. When an explanatory resolution on the subject was introduced die

other day, Mr. Sandford rose and said, that he thought it very plain, but he never

told us how he viewed it. The vote of this conference against the south was then

both mandatory and advisory. Will any one dispute that 1 [No answer.] Well,

now, it is not disputed ! Will that brother tell us how he understood it ? Then
it appeal's to me we are thrown back upon its plain legitimate terms, which, in

connection with the facts, make it mandatory upon the bishop. Why? Because
you substituted it for the request, and changed the terms to " it is the sense of

this conference," &c. What was the use of the substitute unless it was the design

of this conference, which he could not believe, to have two or three positions on
which each man could take his stand to explain his views. Then, he should main-

tain, it was a sentence ; and did their saying so insult the conference ? Now, a
judicial sentence is one in which the tribunal having cognizance of the case pro-

nounces its judgment after due forms of law, on the finding of a court or jury, after
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hearing all the circumstances of the case. But had there been one single senteno«in this whole proceeding which partakes of a judicial proceeding ? Certainly not
1 ton the resolution was the sense of the house expressed extrajudicially.
Nothing (said Mr. L.) could have been further from our intention than to offeran insult to this body. We have now the calmness of despair. This has beenthrown out as an olive branch of peace. It is hoped that we can now meet onsome common ground, for the thing is done, and the mischief is accomplished, andnow we are ma situation to come together, and viewing the wreck, see what wecan save from it We express our opinion that it is nolonger desirable that this

conference should have jurisdiction. This continual harassing us on a subject fromwhich we cannot escape, only brings us to quarrel,with each other. Now the
question is, whether we cannot meet with something that will harmonize us allLet me relieve the persons who present that paper from any intention to insult or
cast fire-brands into this conference. The word objected to is so commonly usedwith reference to the recent action of this conference that it has become a house-
hold word with us, and I regret- that that brother should so generally take these
verbal exceptions, and should exhibit this morbid sensibility about mere words
1 regret that he has not more charity than to suppose that the fifty-two should desisn
to insult the one hundred and twenty-eight.
Mr. Sandford explained, that he did not attribute design in the matter.
Mr. Longstreet. Then it is an insult, which the fifty-two had not capacity to dis-

cover. At the request of the President, Mr. Longstreet further defined and illus-
trated what he conceived to be meant by a judicial act. A man must be brought
to the judgment of a court of some kind, According to the forms of law necessary
to bring him within the range of the judge's power, when by due form he is putupon his trial, and the jury or court, having heard him, sentence is passed upon
him, and such sentence I take to he a judicial sentence. But if brought up with-
out any precept having been (Erected to him setting forth the accusation ; and if
without examination of witnesses, he is made to testify against himself and out of*
that testimony are extracted the charges against him, the prosecutors being the
parties against whom the alleged offence has been committed, the prosecutors
trying him, and pronouncing sentence without forms of law, and without exam-
ining witnesses, then it is truly and properly an extra-judicial act.

.

Dr. Ohn said, his object was merely to speak to the point on which Mr. Lone-
street had expressed himself. He had several times been addressed on the sub-
ject as having taken part in explaining the resolution of Saturday. He wished not
to utter a word that should wound any one's feelings, nor did he mean to express
any one s opinion but his own. He was surprised the other day, when brethrenwho voted against a resolution, brought in another resolution to define its meaning,
by actmg on which it seemed to him they should be placed in difficulties. They
had used language which to him had appeared unambiguous

; and yet if a hun-
dred men were asked how they understood those words, they might put a differ-
ent construction upon them, so difficult was it to define distinctly the meaning of
terms unless drawn up m a legal form, or unless it was some peculiar technicality
oi language to which proverbial use had assigned a definite and distinct meaning.
Different minds might take different views without any intention of trickery or of
coming by indirection to that which they could not reach by direct means. He
(Dr. O.) had said prior to his vote in the case of Bishop Andrew, that if tha*t reso-
lution were at all to be considered as judicial or punitive, or if it were even so
much as a censure, from which he thought himself bound to refrain, he would not
support, but would oppose the resolution. He thought, however, that the confer-
ence had power over a bishop, something like that which Q bishop had over a
preacher. Thus, if a preacher placed in the south, who was otherwise a true and
good man, were to become a violent abolitionist, and excite the whole country
against himself, the bishop would have power to remove such a man, and would be
expected to exercise that power. Now he was aware there had been some doubt
a
l

to
,75

ether the conference had the power to act as they did ; and he thought
they had only put forth a prudential power to remove or prevent an evil; and if
in doing so they had pressed hard upon an individual, they did not mean to say
that he was criminal, they only sought to remove the evil, and to save the Church.
This he (Dr. 0.) conceived he was doing by his vote on Saturday. He never sup-
posed the proceeding was judicial or punitive, but that it was only the putting
forth of a power conceded on all hands as incidental to the General Conference
and arising out of its relation to the episcopacy, and which had always been plead
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when their enemies spoke of the great power of the episcopacy i
and be coiigjde,^

that Bishop Andrew was not punished, was not tried ; that the conference ^
not depose him, nor in the legal meaning, or consequences of the terms envpi

0ye(j
in that resolution did he consider that the bishop was in any way disqualified f^
performing the functions of his office. His acts now would not be invalid, though
constitutionally he would be liable to appear before the next General Conference,

and answer for his conduct. He would imbody his sentiments in the form of reso.

rations, which, however, he would not press upon the conference.
" Eesolved, That this conference does not consider its action in the case of Bishop

Andrew as either judicial or punitive, but as a prudential regulation for the secu-

rity and welfare of the Church.
" Resolved, That having made a solemn declaration of what, in their judgment,

the safety and peace of the Church require, it is not necessary or proper to express
any opinion as to what amount of respect may justly belong to their action in the
premises."

He (Dr. Olin) did not mean to affirm or deny the right of the conference to

express its opinion, but in what was designed to affect the character of another,
they should not do that which it became only a judicial tribunal to do. The act

is executive. The functions of the bishop should not be interrupted ; that belonged
to the power before whom he might hereafter be brought, and who were the pro-
per parties to explain the meaning of this resolution.

THURSDAY, JUNE 6.

Bishop Hedding's Communication.

Bishop Hedding said, he desired to say -a few words in relation to himself, and
it was always a great cross for him to speak of himself. He referred to a remark
made yesterday, by the committee on episcopacy, that they did not know how
many effective bishops they had. He desired to say, that if he was rightly in-

formed, to-morrow, if he should live so long, he would be sixty years old, and he
had been in the ministry forty-three years and a half. He was admitted on trial in

the New-York Conference, in 1801. He travelled the following year a hard cir-

cuit. He travelled in several other conferences until 1824. He had never
had a day's ill health until 1803. His health had been, destroyed by hard work,
while in the New-Hampshire Conference. He had always since been labouring

under infirmities, which he-had never been able to get clear of entirely to this day.
He had, nevertheless, taken his part of the work, and had never flinched from the
performance of the duties assigned him. The brethren knew that he received the

office with reluctance, and it had been a burden to him ever since. In 1828 con-

ference said that he should not be under any obligation to do more work than he
was able to do, and in 1836 they confirmed their former actions. He had thought
to have resigned his office at this time, but he would not do it now, under the cir-

cumstances in which conference was placed, but would leave it to them, or to

Providence, to say what was best to be done. His health was good now, but he
could not do so much work as formerly. He could get along very well if he could
live easy. He was of such a constitution that when he had anything to do, or
others -thought that he had duties to perform, he could not help attending to them
without regard to his health.

,

Bishop Heddins then gave a most interesting and delightful account of the state

of his mind as related to his rebgious enjoyments. He assured the brethren that

he felt a growing confidence in his Redeemer, more aboundingjoys and consolations

from the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, and that he had unclouded prospects of
dwelling with God for ever in his kingdom of everlasting life.

The Protest of the Minority in the Case of Bishop Andrew.

Mr. Early moved that Dr. Bascom have leave to read the Protest of the southern
brethren in relation to the action of the conference in the ease of Bishop Andrew.
Dr. Bascom read the following

" In behalf of thirteen annual conferences of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and
portions of the ministry and membership of several other conferences, embracing
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nearly five thousand ministers, travelling and local, and i membership of nearlvhye hundred thousand, constitutionally represented in this General Conference we
the undersigned, a minority of the delegates of the several annual conferences in
General Conference assembled, after mature reflection, impelled by convictions we
cannot resist, and in conformity with the rights and usages of minorities, in the in-
stance of deliberative assemblies and judicial tribunals, in similar circumstances of
division and disagreement, Do most solemnly, and in due form, protest against the
recent act of a majority of this General Conference, in an attempt, as understood by
the minority, to degrade and punish the Rev. James 0. Andrew, one of the bishops
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, by declaring it to be the sense or judgment ofthe
General Conference that he desist from the exercise of his episcopal functions
without the exhibition of any alleged offence against the laws or discipline of the
Church, without form of trial, or legal conviction of any kind, and in the absence
of any charge of want of qualification or faithfulness in the performance of the
duties pertaining to his office.

"We protest against the act of the majority in the case of Bishop Andrew, as
extra-judicial to all intents and purposes, being both without law, and contrary to
law. We protest against the act because we recognize in this General Conference
no right, power, or authority, ministerial, judicial, or administrative, to suspend or
depose a bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church, or otherwise- subject him to
any official disability whatever, without the formal presentation of a charge or
charges, alleging that the bishop to be dealt with has been guilty of the violation
of some law, or at least some disciplinary obligation of the Church, and also upon
conviction of such charge after due form of trial. We protest against the act in
question as a violation of the fundamental law, usually known as the compromise
law of the Church, on the subject of slavery—the only law which can be brought
to bear upon the case of Bishop Andrew, and the assertion and maintenance of
which, until it is constitutionally revoked, is guarantied by the honour and good
faith of this body, as the representative assembly of the thirty-three annual con-
ferences known as contracting parties in the premises.
"And we protest against the actfurther, as an attempt to establish a dangerous

precedent, subversive of the union and stability of the Methodist Episcopal Church
and especially as placing in jeopardy the general superintendency of the Church^
by subjecting any bishop of the Church at am time to the will and caprice of a
majority of the General Conference, not only Without law, but in defiance of the
restraints and provisions of law. The undersigned, a minority of the General Con-
ference,m protesting, as they do, against the late act ofthe majority, in the virtual sus-
pension of Bishop Andrew, regard it as due to themselves - and those they represent
as well as to the character and interests of the Church at large, to declare, by solemn
and formal avowal, that after a careful examination of the entire subject, in all its
relations and bearings, they protest as above, for the reasons and upon the grounds
following, viz., 1st. The proceeding against Bishop Andrew in this General Confer-
ence has been upon the assumption that he is connected with slavery—that he is
the legal holder and ownerofslave property. On the subject ofslavery in the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church, both as it regards the ministry and membership, we have
special law, upon which the adjudication of all questions of slavery must, by in-
tention of law, proceed. The case of Bishop Andrew, therefore, presents a simple
question of law and feet, and the undersigned cannot consent that the force* of cir-
cumstances and other merely extrinsic considerations shall be allowed to lead to
any issue, except that indicated by the law and the facts in the case. In the late
act of the majority, law, express law, is appealed from, and expediency in view of
circumstances—relative propriety—assumed necessity, is substituted in its place as
a rule ofjudgment. It is assumed, and the assumption acted upon, that expediency
may have jurisdiction even in the presence of law—the law, too, being special, and
covering the case, in terms. In the absence of law, it might be competent for the
General Conference to act upon other grounds ; this is not disputed, nor yet that
it would have been competent for the conference to proceed upon the forms of
law—but that the terms and conditions of a special enactment, having all the force
of a common public charter, can be rightfully waived in practice, at the promptings
of a fugitive unsettled expediency, is a position the undersigned regard not mere-
ly as erroneous, but as fraught with danger to the best interests of the Church.

" The law of the Church on slavery has always existed since 1785, but especi-
ally since 1804, and in view of the adjustment of the whole subject, in 1816, as a
virtual, though informal, contract of mutual concession and forbearance, between
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the north and the south, then, as now, known and existing as distinct parties in
relation to the vexed questions of slavery and abolition. Those conferences found
in states where slavery prevailed constituting the southern party, and those in tne
non-slaveholding states the northern, exceptions to the role being found in both.
The rights of the legal owners of slaves, in all the slaveholding states, are guaranl
tied by the constitution of the United States, and by the local constitutions of the

states respectively, as the supreme law of the land, to which every minister and
member of the Methodist Episcopal Church within the'limits of the United States'

government professes subjection, and pledges himself to submit, as an article of

Christian faith, in the common creed of the Church. Domestic slavery, therefore,

wherever it exists in this country, is a civil regulation, existing under the highest

sanctions of constitutional and municipal law known to the tribunals of the country,

and it has always been assumed at the south, aud relied upon as correct, that the

north or non-slaveholding states had no right, civil or moral, to interfere with re-

lations and interests thus secured to the people of the south by all the graver

forms of law and social order, and that it cannot be done without an abuse of the
constitutional rights of citizenship. The people of the north, however, have
claimed to think differently, and have unifonnly acted toward the south in accord-

ance with such opposition of opinion. Precisely in accordance, too, with this

state of things, as it Regards the general population of the north and south, re-

spectively, the Methodist Episcopal Church has been divided in opinion and feeling

on the subject of slavery and abolition since its organization in 1784 : two separate

and distinct parties have always existed. The southern conferences, in agreeing to

the main principles of the compromise law in 1804 and 1816, conceded by express
stipulation their right to resist northern interference in any form, upon the condi-

tion, pledged by the north, that while the whole Church, by common consent,

united in proper effort for the mitigation and final removal of the evil of slavery,

the north was not to interfere, by excluding from membership or ministerial office

in the Church, persons owning and holding slaves in states where emancipation

is not practicable, and where the liberated slave is not permitted to enjoy freedom.
Such was the compact of 1804 and 1816, finally agreed to by the parties after a
long and fearful struggle, and such is the compact now—the proof being derived
from history and the testimony of living witnesses. And is it possible to suppose
that the original purpose and intended application of the law was not designed to

embrace every member, minister, order, and officer of the Methodist Episcopal

Church? Is the idea of excepted cases allowable by fair construction of the law?
Do not the reasons and intendment of the law place it beyond doubt, that every
conceivable case of alleged misconduct that can arise, connected with slavery or

abolition, is to be subjected by consent and contract of parties to the jurisdiction of

this great conservative arrangement ?

Is there anything in the law or its reasons creating an exception in the instance

of bishops ? Would the south have entered into the arrangement, or in any form
consented to the law, had it been intimated by the north that bishops must be an
exception to the rule? Are the virtuous dead of the north to be slandered by the
supposition that they intended to except bishops, and thus accomplished their pur-

poses, in negotiation with the south, by a resort to deceptive and dishonourable

means? If bishops are not named, no more are presiding elders, agents, editors

—

or, indeed, any other officers of the Church, who are nevertheless included, although
the same rule of construction would except them also. The enactment was for an
entire people, east, west, north, and south. It was for the Church, and every mem-
ber of it—for the common weal of the body—and is, therefore, universal and unre-

stricted in its application ; and ho possible case can be settled upon any other prin-

ciples, without a direct violation of this law both in fact and form. The law being
what we have assumed, any violation of it, whatever may be its form or mode, is

as certainly a breach of good faith as an infringement of law. It must be seen, from
the manner in which the compromise "was effected, in the shape of a law, agreed
to by equal contracting parties, " the several annual conferences," after long and
formal negotiation, that it was not a mere legislative enactment, a simple decree of

a General Conference, but partakes of the nature of a grave compact, and is invested

with all the sacredness and sanctions of a solemn treaty, binding respectively the

well-known parties to its terms and stipulations. If this be so,—and with the

evidence accessible who can doubt it ?,—if this be so, will it prove a light matter
for this General Conference to violate or disregard the obligation of this legal com-
promise, in the shape of public recognized law ? Allow that the present parties
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in this controversy cannot be brought to view the subject of the law in question itthe same light, can such a matter end in a mere difference of opinion, as it respects
the immediate parties 1 The law exists in the Discipline of the Church. The law
is known, and its reasons are known, as equally binding upon both parties andwhat is the likelihood of the imputation of bad faith under the circumstances?
What the hazard that such imputation, as the decision of public opinion, it may be
from a thousand tribunals, will be brought to bear, with all the light and force of
conviction, upon any act of this body, in violation of the plain provisions of lone-
established law, originating in treaty, and based upon the principles of conventional
compromise J

In proportion to our love of truth, of law, and order, are we not called upon to
pause and weigh well the hazard, before, as a General Conference, we incur it
beyond change or remedy ? The undersigned have long looked to the great con,
servahvelaw oi the Discipline, on the subject of slavery and abolition, as the only
charter oi connechonal -union between the north and the south ; and whenever this
bond of connection is rendered null and void, no matter in what form, or by what
means, they are compelled to regard the Church, to every practical purpose,- as
already divided, without the intervention of any other agency. By how far there,
fore, they look upon the union of the Methodist Episcopal Church as essential to its
prosperity, and the glory and success of American Methodism, by so far they are
bound to protest against the late act of the General Conference, in the irregular
suspension of Bishop Andrew, as not only without law, but in direct contravention
oi legal stipulations known to be essential to the unity of the Church. And they
are thus explicit in a statement of facts, that the responsibility of division may attach
where, m justice, it belongs. The minority, making this protest, are perfectly satis-
fied with the law of the Church affecting slavery and abolition. They ask no
change. They need—they seek no indulgence in behalf of the south. Had Bishop
Andrew been suspended according to law, after due form of trial, they would have
submitted without remonstrance, as the friends of law and order.

_
They except and protest, further, against the lawless procedure, as they think,

in the case of Bishop Andrew, because, apart from the injustice done him and the
south by the act, other and graver difficulties, necessarily incidental to this move-
ment, come in for a share of attention. The whole subject is, in the very nature of
things resolved into a single original question : Will the General Conference adhere
to, and in good faith assert and maintain, the compromise law of the Church on
the vexed question dividing us, or will it be found expedient generally, as in the
case of Bishop Andrew, to lay it aside and tread it under foot? No question on
the subject of slavery and abolition can be settled until the General Conference shall
settle this beyond the possibility of evasion. In the present crisis, it is the opinion
ot the undersigned that every bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and every
member of this General Conference, is especially milled upon, by aE the responsi-
bilities of truth and honour, to declare himself upon the subject; and they deem it
proper, respectfully and urgently, to make such call a part of this protest. When
so much depends upon it, can the General Conference, as the organ of the supreme
authority of the Church, remain silent without incurring the charge of trifling both
with its interests and reputation ? Law always pledges the public faith of the body
ostensibly governed by it to the faithful assertion and performance of its stipula-
tions

; and the compromise law of the Discipline, partaking, as it does, of the nature
of the law of treaty, and embracing, as has been seen, all possible cases, pledges
the good faith of every minister and member of the Methodist Episcopal Church
against saying or doing anything tending to annul the force or thwart the purposes
of its enactment. The only allowable remedy of those who object to the law is to
seek a constitutional change of the law, and in failure, to submit, or else retire from
the Church. All attempts to resist, evade, or defeat the objects and intended appli-
cation of the law, until duly revoked, must be regarded as unjust and revolutionary,
because an invasion of well-defined conventional right. And the undersigned except
to the course of the majority, in the informal prosecution of Bishop Andrew and the
anomalous quasi suspension it inflicts, as not only giving to the compromise a con-
struction rendering it entirely ineffective, but as being directly subversive of the
great bond of union which has held the north and south together for the last forty
years. Turning to the confederating annual conferences of 1804, and the vexed and
protracted negotiations which preceded the General Conference of that year, and
finally resulted in the existing law of the Discipline, regulating the whole subject,
and glancing at nearly half a million of Methodists, now in the south, who have
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come iato the Church with all their hopes and fears, interests and associations their
property, character, and influence, reposing in safety upon the publicly-p4,j

ge(j
faith of the Methodist Episcopal Church, only to be told that this is all a dream
that a part of what was pledged was never intended to he allowed, and that the
whole m at all times subject to the discretion of, a dominant majority, claiming, m
matter of right, to be without and above law, competent not merely to make all

rules and regulations for the proper government of the Church, but to govern the

Church without rule or regulation, and punish and degrade without even the alleged

infringement of law, or the form of trial, if it be thought expedient, presents a state

of things filling the undersigned with alarm and dismay. Such views and facts,

without adducing others, will perhaps be sufficient to show the first and principal

ground occupied by the minority in the protest. They cannot resist the conviction

that the majority have failed to redeem the pledge of public law given to the Church
and the world by the Methodist Episcopal Church.

2d. The undersigned are aware that it is affirmed by some of the majority, but
meanwhile denied by others, and thus a mooted, unsettled question among them-
selves, that the resolution censuring and virtually suspending Bishop Andrew, as

understood by the minority, is mere matter of advice or recommendation ; but, so

:far from advisirig or recommending anything, the language of the resolution, by fair

and necessary construction, is imperative and mandatory in form, and, unqualified
by anything in the resolution itself, or in the preamble explaining it, coiiveys the
idea plainly and most explicitly, that it is the judgment and will of the conference
that Bishop Andrew shall cease to exercise the office of bishop until he shall cease
to be the owner of slaves. " Resolved, That it is the sense of this conference that

he desist." That is, having rendered himself unacceptable to the majority, it is

their judgment that he retire from the bench of bishops, and their field of action.

No idea of request, advice, or recommendation is conveyed by the language of

the preamble or resolution ; and the recent avowal of an intention to advise is, in

the judgment of the undersigned, disowned by the very terms in which, it is said,

the advice was given. The whole argument of the majority, during a debate of
twelve days, turned upon the right of the conference to displace Bishop Andrew
"without resort to formal trial. No one questioned the legal right of the conference
to advise ; and if this only was intended, why the protracted debate upon the sub-
ject 1 Butfurther, a resolution, respectfully and affectionately requesting the bishop
to resign, had been laid aside, to entertain the substitute under notice ; a motion,
too, to declare the resolution advisory, was promptly rejected by the majority; and
in view of all these facts, and the entire proceedings of the majority in the case,

the undersigned have been compelled to consider the resolution as a mandatory
judgment, to the effect that Bishop Andrew desist from the exercise of his episcopal
functions. If the majority have been misunderstood, the language of their own
resolution, and the position they occupied in debate, have led to the misconception

;

and truth and honour, not less than a most unfortunate use of language, require that

they explain themselves.

3d. We except to the act of the majority, because it is assumed that conscience
and principle are involved, and require the act complained of, as expedient and
necessary under the circumstances. Bishop A. being protected by the law of the
Church having cognizance of all offences connected with slavery, such connection
in his case, in the judgment of all jurisprudence, can only he wrong in the propor-

.

tion that the law is bad and defective. It iB not conceived by the minority, how
conscience and principle can be brought to bear upon Bishop A., and not upon the
law, and the Gharch having such law. They are obliged to believe that the law
and the source from which it emanates nfast become the object of exception and
censure before Bishop A., who has not offended against either, unless the Church
is against the law, can be subjected to trial, at the bar of the conscience and prin-

ciples of men who profess subjection and approval, in the instance both of the law .

and the Church.
The undersigned can never consent, while we have a plain law, obviously cover-

ing an assumed offence, that the offence shall be taken, under plea of principle, out
of the hands of the law, and be resubjected to the conflicting opinions and passions

which originally led to a resort to law, as the only safe standard ofjudgment. They
tlo not understand how conscience and principle can attach grave blame to action

not disapproved by the law—express law too, made and provided in the case—with-
out extending condemnation to the law itself, and the body from which it proceeds.
The Church can hardly be supposed to have settled policy and invariable custom,.
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in contravention of law ; the avowal of such custom and policy therefore, excIudW
from the episcopacy any and every man, in anyway connected with slavery, is mere
assumption. No contract, agreement, decree or purpose of this kind, is on record^
or ever existed. No such exaction, in terms or by implication, was ever made by
the north, or conceded by the south. No conventional understanding ever existed
to this effect, so far as the south is concerned, or has been informed. That it has
long, perhaps always been the purpose of the north, not to elect a slaveholder to
the office of bishop is admitted. But as no law gave countenance to anything of the
kind, the south regarded it as a mere matter of social injustice, and was not dis-
posed to complain. The north has always found its security in numbers, and the
untrammelled right of suffrage, and to this the south has not objected. The assump-
tion, however, is entirely different, and is not admitted by the south, but is plainly
negatived by the law and language of the Discipline, as explained by authority of
the General Conference.

No such concession, beyond peaceable submission to the right of suffrage, exer-
cised by the majority, will ever be submitted to by the south, as it would amount
to denial t>f equal abstract right, and a disfranchisement of the southern ministry,
and could not be submitted to without injury and degradation. If, then, the north
is not satisfied with the negative right conceded to the south by law in this matter,
the minority would be glad to know what principle or policy is likely to introduce
beyond the existing provisions of law. As the contingency which has occasioned
]he difficulty in the case of Bishop Andrew, and to which every southern minister
is liable at any time, does not and cannot fall under condemnation of existing law,
and hd cannot be punished, nor yet subjected to any official disability, without an
abuse of both right and power, on the part of this General Conference, the minority
are compelled to think that the majority ought to be satisfied with the conscious-
ness and declaration, that they are in no way responsible for the contingency, and
thus, at least, allow Bishop Andrew the benefit of their own legislation, until they
see proper to change it. This attempt by the majority to protect a lawless prose-
cution from merited rebuke, by an appeal to conscience and principle, condemning
Bishop Andrew, while the law and the Church, shielding him from the assault, are
not objected to, is looked upon by the minority as a species of moral, we will not say
legal, casuistry, utterly subversive of all the principles of order and good government.

4th. The act of the majority was ostensibly resorted to because, as alleged, the
Church m the middle and northern conferences will not submit to any, the slightest
connection with slavery. But if connection with slavery is ruinous to the Church
m the north, that ruin is already wrought. Who does not know that the very Dis-
cipline, laws, and legislation of the. Church necessarily connect us all with slavery 1
All our provisional legislation on the subject has proceeded on the assumption that
slavery is an element of society—a principle of action—a household reality in the
Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States. It is part and. parcel of the
economy of American Methodism, in every subjective sense. It has given birth to
law and right, conventional arrangements, numerous missions, and official trusts.
Every bishop, every minister, every member of the Church is of necessity con-
nected with slavery. Each is brother and co-member, both with slave and master,
by the very laws and organization of the Church.

If, then, connection with slavery is so disastrous^ the only remedy is to purify the
. Church by reorganization, or get out of it as soon as possible. And would not this
aversion to slavery—would not conscience and principle, so much plead in this con-
troversy—appear much more consistent in every view of the subject, in striking at
the root of the evil, in the organic structure of the Church, than in seeking its per-
sonification in Bishop Andrew, protected although he be by the law, an,d proceeds
ing to punish him, by Way of calling off attention from the known toleration of the
same thing, in other aspects and relations ? •

Impelled by conscience and principle to the illegal arrest of a bishop, because he
has incidentally, by bequest, inheritance, and marriage, come into possession of slave
property, in no instance intending to possess himself of suck property, how long
will conscience and principle leave other ministers, or even lay members, undis-
turbed, who may happen to be in the same category with Bishop Andrew? Will
assurances be given that the lawlessness of expediency, controlled, as in such case
it must be, by prejudice and passion, will extend no further—that there shall be no
further curtailment of right as it regards the southern ministry 1 Yet what is the
security of the south in the case ? Is the public faith of this body, as instanced in
the recent violations of the compromise law, to be relied upon as the guarantee for
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the redemption of the pledge 1 What would such pledge or assurance be but to
remind the south that any. departure at all from the great conservative pledge of
law, to which we appeal, was much more effectually guarded against originally,

than it is possible to guard against any subsequent infringement, and to make the
south feel further that disappointment in the first instance must compel distrust

with -regard to the future? The Church having specific law on the subject, all

questions involving slavery must inevitably, by intention of law, come within the

purview of such special provision, and cannot be judged of by any other law or

standard, without a most daring departure from all the rules and sobrieties of judi^

cial procedure, and the undersigned accordingly except to the action of the majority

in relation to Bishop Andrew, as not only without sanction of law, but in conflict -

with rights created by law.

5th. As the Methodist Episcopal Church is now organized, and according to its

organization since 1784, the episcopacy is a co-ordinate branch, the executive de-

partment proper of the government. A bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church
is not a mere creature—is in no prominent sense an officer—^of the General Confer-

ence. The General Conference, as such, cannot constitute a bishop. , It is true the

annual conferences select the bishops of the Church by the suffrage of their dele-

gates, in General Conference assembled, but the General Conference, in its capacity

of a representative body or any other in which it exists, does not possess the power
of ordination, without which a bishop cannot be constituted.

The bishops are beyond a doubt an integral constituent part of the General Con-
ference, made such by law and the constitution ; and because elected by the Gene-

ral Conference, it does not follow that they are subject to the will of that body,

except in conformity with, legal right and the provisions of law, in the premises.

In this sense, and so viewed, they are subject to the General Conference, and this

is sufficient limitation of their power, unless the government itself is to be considered

irregular and unbalanced in the co-ordinate relations ofits parts. In a sense by ho
means unimportant the General Conference is as much the creature of the episco-

pacy, as. the bishops are the creatures of the General Conference. Constitutionally

the bishops alone have the right to fix the time of holding the annual conferences,

and should they refuse or neglect to do so, no annual, conference could meet ac-

cording to law, and, by consequence, no delegates could be chosen, and no Gene-

ral Conference could be chosen, or even exist. And because thisis so, what would

be thought of the impertinent pretension, should the episcopacy claim that the

General Conference is the mere creature of their will ? As executive officers as well

as pastoral overseers, the bishops belong to the Church as such, and not to the

General Conference as one ofits counsels or organs of action merely.

The General Conference is in no sense the Church, not even representatively.

It is merely the representative organ of the Church, with limited powers to do its

business, in the discharge of a delegated trust.

Because bishops are in part constituted by the General Conference, the power
of removal does nq.t follow. Episcopacy even in the Methodist Church is not a mere
appointment to labour. It is an official consecrated station under the protection of

law, and can only be dangerous as the law is bad or the Church corrupt. The
power to appoint does not necessarily involve the power to remove ; and when the

appointing power is derivative, as in the case of the General Conference, the power
of removal does not accrue at all, unless by consent of the co-ordinate branches of

the government, expressed by law, made and provided in the case. When the le-

gislature of a state, to appeal to analogy for illustration, appoints a judge or senator

in congress, does the judge or senator thereby become the officer or creature of the

legislature, or is he the officer or senatorial representative of the state, of which
the legislature is the mere organ? And does the power of removal follow that. of

appointment ? The answer is negative, in both cases, and applies equally to the

bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church, who, instead of being the officers and
creatures of the General Conference, are de facto the officers and servants of the

Church, chosen by the General Conference, as its organ of action, and no right of

removal accrues, except as they fail to accomplish the aims of the Church in their

appointment, and then only in accordance with the provisions of law. But when
a bishop is suspended, or informed that it is the wish or will of the General Con-

ference that he cease to perform the functions of bishop, for doing what the law
of the same body allows him to do, and of course without incurring the hazard of

punishment, or even blame, then the whole procedure becomes an outrage upon
justice, as well as law.

14
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The assumption of power by the General Conference beyond the warrant of law
to which we object, and against which we protest, will lead, if carried into prac-
tice, to a direct violation of one of the restrictive rules of the constitution. Suppose
it had been the "sense" of this General Conference, when thelate communication
fern the bishops was respectfully submitted to the conference, that such commu-
nication was an interference with their rights and duties—-an attempt to tamper
with the purity and independence,!and therefore an outrage upon the claims and
dignity of the conference not to be borne with. And proceeding a step further,

suppose it had been the " sense" of the conference that they all desist from per-
forming the functions of bishops until the " impediment" of such offence had been
removed—assume this, (and, so far as mere law is concerned, no law being vio-
lated in either qase, it was just as likely as the movement against Bishop Andrew,)
and had it taken place, what had become ofthe general superintendency 1 Ifa bishop
of the Methodist Episcopal Church may, without law, and at the instance of mere
party expediency, be suspended from the exercise of the appropriate functions of
his office, for one act, he may for another. Admit tins doctrine, and by what
tenure do the bishops hold office ? One thing is certain, whatever other tenure
there may be, they do not hold office according to lain.

The provisions of law and the faithful performance of duty, upon this theory of
official tenure, afford no security. Admit this claim of absolutism, as regards right
and power on the part of the General Conference, and the bishops of the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church are slaves, and the men constituting this body their masters
and holders. They are in office only at the discretion of a majority of the Gene-
ral Conference, without the restraints or protection of law. Both the law and them-
selves are liable and likely at any time to be overborne and trampled upon together,
as exemplified in the case of Bishop Andrew. If the doctrine against which we
protest be admitted, the episcopal office is, at best, but a quadrennial term of
service, and the undersigned are compelled to think that the man who would
remain a bishop, or allow himself to be made one, under such circumstances, " de-
sires a good work," and is prepared for self-sacrifice, quite beyond the compre-
hension of ordinary piety.

As it regards Bishop Andrew, if it shall be made to appear that the action in his
case was intended only to advise and request him to desist from his office, it does
not in any way affect the real or relative character of the movement. When a
body, claiming the right to compel, asks the resignation of an officer, the request
is, to all official and moral purposes, compulsory, as it loads the officer with disa-
bility, and gives notice of assumed unworthiness, if not criminality. The request
has all the force of a mandate, inasmuch as the officer is by such request com-
pelled either to resign or remain in office contrary to the known will of the majo-
rity. A simple request, therefore, under the circumstances supposed, carries
with it all the force of a decree, and is so understood, it is believed, by all the
world.
To request Bishop Andrew to resign, therefore, in view of all the facts and rela-

tions of the case, was, in the judgment of the minority, to punish and degrade him

;

and they maintain that the whole movement was without authority of law, is hence
of necessity null and void, and, therefore, not binding upon Bishop Andrew, or the
minority protesting against it. /

6th. We protest against the act of the majority, instructing Bishop Andrew to

desist from the exercise of his office, not merely on account of the injustice and evil

connecting with the act itself, but because the act must be understood as the expo-
nent of principles and purposes, as it regards the union of the north and south
in the Methodist Episcopal Church, well nigh destroying all hope of its perpetuity.
The true position of the parties in relation to a long-existing conventional arrange-
ment, on the subject of slavery and abolition, has been fully under notice ; and
when men of years and wisdom, experience and learning—men of no common
weight of character, and with a well-earned aristocracy of Church influence thrown
about them—assume and declare, in action as well as debate, that what a plain
law of the Church—the only law applicable in the case—sustained and 1 enforced,

too, by an explanatory decree of this body, at a previous session

—

decides shall not

be a disqualification for office of any grade, in the ministry—when such men, the
law and decision of the General Conference notwithstanding, -are heard declaring

that what law provides for and protects nevertheless always has been and always
shall be a disqualification, what further evidence is wanting to show that the com-
promise basis of union, from which the south has never swerved, has been aban-
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doned both by the northern and middle conferences, with a few exceptions in the
latter, and that principles and purposes are entertained by the majority, driving
the south to extreme action, in defence both of their rights and reputation ? ^Jl
how far the long train of eventful sequences, attendant upon the threatened result
of division, may be traceable to the northern and middle conferences, by the issue
thus provoked, is a question to be settled not by us, but by our contemporaries and
posterity.

It is matter of history, with regard to the past, and will not be questioned, that

now, as formerly, the south is upon the basis of the Discipline, on the subject of

slavery. The minority believe it equally certain that this is not true with regard
to the north proper especially. In view, then, of the unity of the Methodist Epis-
copal Church, which party has been, in equity, entitled to the sympathy and pro-
tection of the middle or umpire conferences ? those who, through good and evil

report, have kept good faith and adhered to law, or those, whose opinions and pur-
poses have led them to seek a state ofthings in advance of law, and thus dishonour
its forms and sanctions ?

7 th. In proportion as the minority appreciate and cling to the unity of the Me-
thodist Episcopal Church, they are bound, further, to except to the position of the

majority, in this controversy. Allow that Bishop Andrew, without, however, any
infringement of law, is, on account of his connection with slavery, unacceptable in

the northern conferences. It is equally known to the majority that any bishop of

the Chirch, either violating, or submitting to a violation of the compromise charter

of union between the north and the south, without proper and public remonstrance,

cannot be acceptable at the south, and need not appear there. By pressing the

issue in question, therefore, the majority virtually dissolve the government of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, because in every constitutional aspect it is sundered
by so crippling a co-ordinate branch of it as to destroy the itinerant general super-

intendency altogether. Whenever it is clearly ascertained that the compromise
law of the Church, regulating slavery and abolition, is abandoned, every bishop,

each of the venerable and excellent men who now adorn the Church and. its coun-

cils, ceases to be a general superintendent. The law of union, the principle of

gravitation, binding us together, is dissolved, and the general superintendency of

the Methodist Episcopal Church is no more

!

8th. The south have not been led thus to protest merely because of the treat-

ment received by Bishop Andrew, or the kindred action of this body in other mat-

ters. The abandonment of the compromise—the official refusal by the majority, as

we have understood them, to abide the arbitrament of law, is their principal ground
of complaint and remonstrance. If the minority have not entirely misunderstood

the majority, the abolition and anti-slavery principles of the north will no longer

allow them to submit to the law of the Discipline on the general subject of slavery

and abolition ; and if this be so, if the compromise law be either repealed or

allowed to remain a dead letter, the south cannot submit, and the absolute necessity

of division is already dated. And should the exigent circumstances in which the

minority find themselves placed, by the facts and developments alluded to in this

remonstrance, render it finally necessary that the southern conferences should have
a separate, independent existence, it is hoped that the character and services of

the minority, together with the numbers and claims of the ministry and membership
of the portion of the Church represented by them, not less than similar reasons and
considerations on the part of the northern and middle conferences, will suggest

the high moral fitness of meeting this great emergency with strong and steady pur-

pose to do justice to all concerned. And it is believed that, approaching the sub-

ject in this way, it will be found practicable to devise and adopt such measures
and arrangements, present and prospective, as will secure an amicable division of

the Church upon the broad principles of right and equity, and destined to result

in the common good of the great body of ministers and members found on either

side the line of separation.

Signed by the following delegates, viz. :

—

Kentucky Conference.—H. B. Bascom, Wm. Gunn, H. H. Kavanaugh, E. Steven-

son, B. T. Crouch, G. W. Brush.

Missouri.—W. W. Redman, W. Patten, J. C. Berryman, J. M. Jameson.
Holston.—E. F. Sevier, S. Patten, T. Stringfield.

Tennessee.—R. Paine, J. B. M'Ferrin, A. L. P. Green, T. Madden. >

North Carolina —3. T. Blake, J. Jameson, P. Doub.
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Ohio.—E. W. Sehon.
Memphis.—G. W. D. Harris, S. S. Moody, W. M'Mahon, T. Joyner,
Arkansas:—3. C. Parker, W. P. Hatcliffe, A. Hunter.
Virginia.—J. Early, T. Crowder, W. A. Smith, L. M. Lee.
Mississippi.—W. Winans, B. M. Drake, J. Lane, G. M. Eogers.
Philadelphia.—I. T. Cooper, W. Cooper, T. I. Thompson, Henry White.
Texas.—L. Fowler.

Illinois.—N. C. Berryman, J. Stamper.
Alabama.—J. Boring, J. Hamilton, W. Murrah, G. Garrett.
Georgia —G. F. Pierce, W. J. Parks, L. Pierce, J. W. G'lenn, J. E. Evans, A.

B. Longstreet.

South Carolina—W. Capers, W. M. Wightman, C. Berts, S. Dunwody, H. A.
C. Walker.

New-Jersey.—T. Sovereign, T. Neal.
New-York, June 6, 1844.

Mr. Simpson offered a resolution to the following effect : That while they could
not admit the statements put forth in the Protest, yet, as a matter of courtesy, they
would allow it to be placed on the journal; and that a committee, consisting of
Messrs. Durbin, Olin, and Hamline, be appointed to make a true statement of the
case, to be entered on the journal.

Dr. Winans objected to the word " courtesy." The minority asked no courtesy
at the hands of the majority. They demanded it as a right. The chair decided
that the first part of the resolution was not in order, as a minority had a right to
have their Protest entered on the journal. In this decision two of his colleagues
concurred, and one dissented.

Several members here rose to points of order.
Mr. Simpson withdrew the first part of his resolution, and the remainder was

then adopted.

On motion, the special committee of nine were allowed to retire.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Report of the Committee on Episcopacy.

The Committee on the Episcopacy presented the following:

—

" Whereas, the Committee on Episcopacy do not find it practicable to report the
number of bishops necessary to be elected at this conference; and whereas, the
report of said committee is not essential to the action of the conference in the pre-
mises ; therefore,

" Kesolved, That this conference elect two additional bishops, and that to-morrow,
(Friday,) at ten o'clock, be fixed as the time for electing said bishops, and the other
general officers of the Church."

Dr. Smith said, it occurred to John that they could not be ready to vote for that
resolution until they knew what necessity there was for an increase of bishops.
He thought it strange that the preamble should state the fact that they had not
that information, and yet recommend the General Conference to go into the elec-
tion. He was not sure whether such election was necessary at all ; or, if neces-
sary, whether it should be for two, or three, or for one only. They could not know
this until they heard from the episcopacy on the subject. He thought there was a
disposition to hurry this matter forward ; he would not say by design, but with
indecent haste. There were many circumstances involved in the question, and
before the conference could entertain it, they njpst decide what was to be done
with Bishop Andrew; what relation he was to sustain, and whether they would
have to appoint one in his place. These were questions of vast importance, and
he should suppose the episcopacy would have something to introduce in relation to

'

this subject.

Mr. Cartwright said, they had been for two or three weeks on important busi-
ness, and that they had not done much, important though it was. It could not be
disguked that they could not sit there for ever, and they were determined they
would not; bishops or no bishops, officers or no officers, they must, and would go
back to then- homes and their charges. From circumstances, he would not say by
design, as the brother from Virginia had said

Dr. Smith.—I must correct the speaker. I expressly said, I would not say by
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Mr. Cartwright.—Yes, I know very well ; but yon did the thing bo beautifully,
I was trying to put it in the same way. Well, then, by some strange concatena-
tion of causes, the thing has been staved off, and is now to' be staved off for ever.
He would relieve his brother from Virginia, by reminding him that the bishops, in
their address, had already given them information which fixed a principle in the
matter. At an early date from that conference, they had said that six effective men
would be sufficient for the work, and a committee had been appointed to act in

the premises. Was that committee burdened with labour? So was the conference

Were they pressed for time? Were its members on other committees? &c., &e-
In all these difficulties every member of that conference shared. The best way-
was to walk quietly up to the question, and make the number they wanted. He
was not anxious about the matter, but he wanted the business done. Some mem-
bers of the conference were gone home ; others were sick, and others would go

home if the world came to an end. He appreciated the importance of the ques-

tion to which the brother had alluded ; but they must have editors, and book
agents, and a missionary secretary ; and if they did the thing that in his judgment
was right, they would elect more bishops ; and he should take his share in that

election with an eye to their usefulness to the whole Church. He was ready for

action, and not disposed to wait till he had set up his own standard and had made
his plans conformable thereto. It was a question in which all were equally

interested—not an election of an officer for this department, or that, but for the

Church.
Mr. Collins.—I move the previous question.

Mr. Early.—I appeal to the known courtesy and generosity of the gentleman,
not thus to shut us out of the discussion.

Mr. Collins.—I will withdraw the motion, if brother Early will promise to renew
it at the conclusion of his speech.

Mr. Early.—But/brother Early cannot make any such promise.
The motion was withdrawn, and Mr. Early proceeded.
It was all very well for the brother from Illinois to wish this question brought to

an issue ; but Virginia was differently situated, and was not willing at present to

say that they were all one family. That brother had said they were one family,

and yet he talked of this side, and that side of the house, and says that that side is

ready^to make the appointments of officers, &c. But this side has not been con-

sulted in the caucus at which he was present. Let not his brother say, then, that

the conference was ready. The south had had no caucus, such as was said to be
had by the other side, and at which rumour said the brother from Illinois was
present, and at which they proceeded to nominate officers for election.

Mi-. Cartwright.—We have had no caucus but what we invited the south into,

and some of them were there.

Mr. Early.—I do not doubt what that brother says", when he speaks of his own
knowledge ; I know him too well for that Only the south did not receive the
invitation : the messenger failed to deliver it, I suppose.

(Several voices exclaimed they had had no invitation.)

Mr. Winner called the speakers to order.'

Mr. Cartwright said he must explain when he was thus alluded to -, and Mr.
Early proceeded. The brother says we are waiting to arrange our plans ; that we
shall then be ready to go into action, and not before. I merely meant to show that

they have had their meeting, 'and thus got the advantage over us, and I appeal
to his generosity, whether he will take such advantage.

Mr. Cartwright.—The south have held caucuses from time immemorial, and we
have only had one little bit of a thing.

Mr. Early.—My information was from good authority as well as from public
speeches. The south cannot have a bishop, and we have, had no caucus on the
subject.

Mr. Cartwright.—But there was one for other officers. If you keep going on
making these statements, I shall keep replying.

Mr. Early, (in reply to a further remark of Mr. Cartwright, which we did not
catch.) We will pray for him when he pomes up to the 1 altar and confesses his

sins. (Mr. Cartwright, I won't do that.) But seriously, the proposition is, that

to-morrow morning at ten o'clock we go into an election of as many bishops as are
necessary. You recommend six, as necessary for the work, sir ; but how many
have you now ? Three, or four, or have youJive, sir ? We have not been told yet
in what relation one stands to the Church !—whether you will return him as a
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bishop, or as a suspended man Whether he is to be supported in Georgia bv hi*darkies, as they say, or out of the common funds of the connection. We have noevidence and therefore cannot tell how many you want. That is not all, sirAlter the declaration presented in good faith by the south, and laid on your table'it is perfectly uimecessary to send any man to us in the capacity of bishop whohas taken ground agamst B.shop Andrew. Nor is it courteous or fair to bring thison now, whJe the brethren are out advising on a point of vital importance as to itebearmg on this queston. (The speaker alluded to the committee on the division
of the Church.) Before we go into an election, we want to understand who andwhat we are going into an election for. I believe a majority of the EpScomlCommittee decideS that they would not go into an election^"the Srfthe division of the Church was settled. Some person here contradicted thespeaker somewhat positively, and he proceeded.) Doctors, you knW sir maydiffer, and very honestly differ but there is no need of flat contradiction^nZggentlemen and ministers. If I have erred, it is an error of the head and not tf thfheart. There has been no want of diligence on the part of the Committee onEpiscopacy, and the statement I made is their apology for not acting mfe matte?Some persons.have affected to know who are to be bfok agents and assist^ a^enteand who are fit for bishops in the east and in the west. But they have never beSacross the Ohio—they have never crossed Dixon's line—A member.—The speaker has occupied fifteen minutes—his time is upAnother member made some observations in so low and indistinct a tone that

Mr V
VTrT f ^7^^>* were of the cha™*<* "f strictoe™Mt% Early, and alluded to the unprofitableness of his address

P
The conference, by vote, extending the time, Mr. Early continued: I thank thnconference for then- courtesy in extending the time. I had, however, jus d^rTe I

fCtIT "

a^Vl a pers°nal ou,raSe »»"»» gent e
J

man, wnichthat brother has committed. I have nothing more to say, sir, if the bishons willtell us what they are going to do with Bishop Andrew.
P ^

Case of Bishop Andrew.
Bishop Soule.—It was my intention to present to the conference a documentasking instruction respecting Bishop Andrew, whenever the conferenceiTwffing

Mr. Early—
I move, sir, that the present resolution be laid on the table untilthat information is given. Agreed to.

Bishop Soule then presented the following document:—

_ , „ "To the General Conference.
Bev. and Dear Brethren

—

As the case of Bishop Andrew unavoidably involves the future action of th„superintendents, which, in their judgment, in the present position of h "bishopthey have no discretion to decide upon, they respectfully request of the^GeneralConferences^ instruction, in answer to the following questions:-
i<*rrf—Shall Bishop Andrew's name remain as it now stands in the Minutes
y
<T; r\Td JMne
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be Struck °ff of these officiafrecoroiT
'
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'

ded fOT *^ *™SS5 *^^ the bi8h°P I**™' «* h™^ ^ be

Joshua Socle,
Elijah Hedding,
Beverly Waugh,
Thomas A. Morris.

Mr. Bowen moved that the communication be referred to a committee of threeThey would hardly be able to take up that document without some reflectionDr. Longstreet said he could not conceive ho^wii committee could act upon aZ^ A
kmd

'
Whlch C

°fd °nly be deten^ed in the house coUectivelySuppose the conrmittee reported that Bishop Andrew was deposed, or the contra^.

""'iSt™ adTCediT ^''p™** to the issue ? The communicSwas, in fact, an appeal to the sense of the house, to interpret their own decision.
It necessarily involved that, for it was plain that, until the bishops received such
mterpretation they could not act. He proposed that the sense of the house b«taken separately on each question.
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Mr. Coilhis inquired whether there was any communication from Bishop Andrew.
Some thought the resolution in his case mandatory, and others thought it advisory
only. He thought it important at this stage to know in what light the bishop him-
self was disposed to regard it, if there were any communication of his sentiments
from him. If the chair would give a response it might save discussion.

Dr. Capers said, he supposed the brother could not mean that there might be a
communication to the conference from Bishop Andrew, which had been suppressed,

and he was sure he could not mean to use any private communication from the

bishop to a confidential friend.

Mr. Collins replied, he did not mean either; but supposed there might be some
public, but not official, communication. His request to the chair was quite re-

spectful. For himself, he was quite ready to meet the three points in the commu-
nication from the episcopacy.

-The president said he had no information to give ; and Bishop Soule observed

that the superintendents had not asked that the conference should go into the reso-

lution at all, but simply for official instruction for the future action of the superin-

tendents.

Mr. Slicer said they had had committee after committee on this subject, with
little or no success. One committee was now out from conference consulting on a
matter springing out of it, and he could not conceive that any good would result

from referring this communication to a committee. If a communication were there

from Bishop Andrew, it would not relieve the case at all. He might have decided

upon one or other of half a dozen different courses of action, but tha^ would not

affect the decision of conference at all, or regulate them in their conclusidns, as

the officers to whom were intrusted the discharge of 1 the high functions of the

episcopacy, -the superintendents, must have instructions as to the course they should

pursue. They asked three distinct questions, which that conference was as well

able to answer now as it would be to-morrow night. He moved that the paper

be taken up and acted upon item by item.

Dr. Durbin could have wished that this part of the same general business had
lain over until the committee to whom" the Protest was referred had brought in

their report. But if it were necessary that the answers to the questions of the

episcopacy should be given at once, his mind was long Bince made up and his sen-

timents repeatedly avowed. He was ready to vote that Bishop Andrew's name
should remain, that he should be supported according to the form of Discipline,

and that as it regarded the third, the determination of that question was with
Bishop Andrew, and not with that conference or the superintendents. The last

reply he expected would call forth remark from what had now got to be called the

other side, though for his part he had always hoped and did still hope that there

would be no division. He (Dr. D.) understood that the bishop had taken advice

from the south, who had given to him in writing their opinion as to what they

thought his duty in the case. The majority who voted that resolution intended to

give Bishop Andrew their solemn sense and judgment as to what they thought

was his duty in the premises, and thus both sides were before the bishop, and their

object was to let -Bishop Andrew say whether he would continue to exercise the

functions of his office after receiving the counsels of that conference. And as soon

as Bishop Andrew shall say to the bishops that he differs in opinion from the

majority of this conference, and does not feel at liberty to follow its counsels, the

episcopacy have no right to withhold from him his work, inasmuch as he is the

only person who has a right to reply to 'that question.

Mr. M'Ferrin observed that the decision of the brother last up would throw this

conference into a very strange position. There is a rule which says, that if a
bishop shall cease to travel without the consent of the General Conference, he
shall be expelled. Now this conference refuses to say which way Bishop Andrew
shall act. It leaves his name on the record, supports him from the funds, and by
a vote of their own leave it optional with him whether he shall travel or not.

They say it is the sense of this conference that he cease to travel ; and then, if he
do not travel, at the next General Conference they will expel him for desisting

from travelling. They said in point of fact,—

.

" You shall and you shant,

You will and you wont

;

You'll be damn'd if you do,

You'll be damn'd if you don't."
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Twi
V\y?7 f^g6 proceeding. Let the conference come out, and say at onewhat shall be done m the premises. J Dce

The proposer of the reference withdrew his motion, and Mr. Mitchell proposed
the tallowing resolutions, m reply to the inquiries of the superintendents :—

Besolved 1st, as the sense of this conference, That Bishop Andrew's name
stand m the Minutes, Hymn-Book, and Discipline, as formerly
"Resolved 2d. That the rule in relation to the support of a bishop, and his

tamily, applies to Bishop Andrew.
"Resolved 3d. That whether any, and. in what work Bishop Andrew be

employed, is to be determined by his own decision and action, in relation to the
previous action of this conference in his case."

Mr. Kandall moved, as an amendment to the first, that the words "with thepreamble and resolutions in his case attached," which was promptly voted downamid cries of. outrage," « insult," &c. : and the " ayes and noes" 4re calledVon the first resolution. For it one hundred and fifty-four, against eighteen For
the second resolution, ayes one hundred and fifty-one, noes fourteen.

Mr. J. T. Peck moved, as a substitute for the third, the following:—" That this
conference do not deem it necessary to remove the responsibility from Bishon-Andrew, where it now rests."

"i»uup

Laid on the table, as were some other substitutes.
Dr. Winans should go against the resolution. The Discipline of the Churchknew no discretion m an officer of recognized standing to withdraw himself from

i *w4°l ,

offi
,

Ce
-

,

By
,
the two votes 3™* P888^' il was clear ™<i unequivo-

cal mat Bishop Andrew had an unquestioned standing as a bishop of the M EChurch, by a vote of a large majority of that Church, and the provision of the
Discipline

;
and he congratulated the south on the fact, that they had now arecognized SLAVEHOLDiNG bishop, whose name appeared ou all their records after

being known as a slaveholder. And that bishop had no right to elect as to whether
he would serve, or in what way he would serve.

Mr. Cartwright thought his brother Winans shouted before he was happy
Dr. Winans.—I was happy.
Mr. Cartwright.—Yes ; but the brother Was only happy in the false fires of hisown warm imagination, &c.
The ayes and noes were then taken on the third resolution. Several asked to be

excused
;
some retired ; and the result of the vote was ayes one hundred and three

noes sixty-seven. -
*

FEIDAT, JUNE 7.

Coyrse of Study.

Mr. Martindale moved the taking up of the report of the committee on the four
years course of study, which was taken up accordingly. The first resolution pro-
posed that the bishops should prepare, and have printed, at the Book Concern, a
list oi books, which should be made the basis of the proposed course of study.

_
Dr. Longstreet said he would Oppose this movement in a very short argument,

viz.
;
that without any of these requisitions in their ministry tTiey had had hitherto

most signal success. This proposition was only the first step toward other condi-
tions which would hereafter be imposed upon the ministry. At present, it was the
glory of Methodism that it presented a minister for every class. A few illiterate
men might have crept into the ministry, but they did no harm; and no one could
deny that they were successful in the work of awakening sinners. Introduce this
plan, and the preachers would become too scientific, and preach over the people's
heads. r r

Mr. Perkins was in favour of the plan proposed. He did not want the young
men to grow up in ignorance. He did not think that a man's having a little infor-
mation prevented his having a feeling heart; and had yet to learn that education
kept a man from the cottage of the poor.

Dr. Pierce regretted that he must differ from his very'worthy friend and brother;
and thiswas the second time that he (Dr. P.) had regretted that a man of his learn-
ing and influence should throw out hints so ungrounded in themselves and so
injurious m their tendencies. The Apostle Paul thought differently, and, in his
epistle, directed his beloved son in the Gospel, until he came, to give attendance
to reading and study, and cultivate sound speech, that they which were of a con-
trary mmd might be ashamed. He did not think the plan proposed by the com-
mittee to be in any sense a test of a man's call « the ministry.
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Mr. Cooper denounced the measure, as making literary attainments a condition
of membership in the ministry, and the resolution came into direct conflict with the
Discipline.

The report and resolutions were adopted.
,

Booh Concern—Richmond, Christian Advocate, $c.

A motion to lay on the table a motion to take up the report of the Committee
on Licentiates prevailed ; and the report on the Book Concern was taken up. It

recommended a grant of $2,500 to the Eichmond Christian Advocate.
Mr. Baper explained the circumstances under which the grant was required,

which were still more minutely and fully stated by
Mr. L. M. Lee, who gave a detailed account of the " rise and progress" of the

. Christian Advocate, in Eichmond. It was started in 1832, by private individuals,

and continued by them until 1836. In that year the Virginia Conference purchased
the whole establishment, and presented it to the General Conference in 1840, that

it might be published under the sanction and authority of the Church. The whole
concern did not cost the General Conference one cent. The paper had been suc-

cessful in carrying out the purpose for which it was established. It had met its

current expenses ; not a debt had been incurred in meeting the proposition from
the General Conference, either to raise $6,000, or commence with three thousand
subscribers. In doing this he had himselfbecome personally liable for about $3,000,
and they looked to the General Conference that, as a matter of justice, they should
be relieved. They had placed in the hands of the General Conference an office,

' &c., worth $12,000, and three thousand subscribers ; and he deliberately gave it

as his opinion, that, if the whole establishment were disposed of that day, it would
leave a nett profit of not lesB than $3,000.

At the last General Conference $7,000 were granted to another establishment, to

relieve it from embarrassments. They did not ask so much for the Eichmond
Christian Advocate, but they asked something ; they asked that conference to '

'loose

it and let it go,"—go freely and clearly without incumbrance. At present they had
to charge $2,50 per annum. This prevented their competing with others. The
Christian Advocate and Journal was published at $2, and many took it in conse-

quence. They would like the privilege of reducing theirs to the same, that they
might compete with it, as they believed they could.

One of the committee said they were almost unanimous in recommending the

grant.

Resolution agreed to.

Report of the Committee of Nine on the Division of the Church.

Mr. Paine moved to suspend the rules in order to take up the report of the com-
mittee of nine. He thought it necessary to dispose of the most important business

first, and the report of (Ins committee he considered of vast importance.

Dr. Bangs concurred as to the importance of this report, of which he thought the

conference must have been convinced, simply from hearing it read. If the other
business were first disposed of, the number of members then left would be but
small. He hoped, therefore, the Conference would take up the report.

Mr. Cartwright thought it was natural or constitutional somehow to make diffi-

culties. Now they could live a hundred years without that report, but the election

of conference officers must be attended to.

Mr. Crowder said Mr. Cartwright might not feel so sensibly as he and those with
him did on the subject of this report, but every member ought deeply to feel its

importance ; for while he believed they might live a hundred or a thousand years

with that report, he was equally sure they eould not live without it.

Mr. Porter said there were brethren there whom they would see no more when
the election was over. He deemed the report as important as any that had been
bp&re that body, and wished to meet it in the cool of the morning, understandingly

and sincerely.

The motion to suspend the rules was carried, and the report taken up and
read.

" The select committee of nine, to consider and report on the declaration of the

delegates from the conferences of the slaveholding states, beg leave to submit the

following report:

—

" Whereas, a declaration has been presented.™ this General Conference, with the
signatures of fifty-one delegates of the body, from thirteen annual conferences in
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the slaveholding states, representing that, for various reasons enumerated, the ob-
jects and purposes of the Christian ministry and Church organization cannnot he
successfully accomplished by them under the jurisdiction of this General Conference
as now constituted; and

" Whereas, in the event of a separation, a contingency to which the declaration
asks attention as not improbable, we esteem it the duty of this General Conference
to meet the emergency with Christian kindness and the strictest equity; there-
fore,

" Resolved, by the delegates of the several annual conferences in General Con-
ference assembled,

" 1st. That, should the delegates from the conferences in the slaveholding states
find it necessary to unite in a distinct ecclesiastical connection, the following rule
shall be observed with regard to the northern boundary of such connection:—All
the societies, stations, and conferences adhering to the Church in the south, by a
vote of a majority of the members of said societies, stations, and conferences! shall
remain under the unmolested pastoral care of the Southern Church ; and the min-
isters of the M. E. Church shall in no wise attempt to organize Churches or societies
within the limits of the Church south, nor shall they attempt to exercise any pas-
toral oversight therein ; it being understood that the ministry of the south recipro-
cally observe the same rule in relation to stations, societies, and conferences adhering
by vote of a majority, to the M. E. Church ; provided also that this rule shall apply
only to societies, stations, and conferences bordering on the line of division, and not
to interior charges, which shall in all cases be left to the care of that Church within
whose territory they are situated.

" 2d. That ministers, local and travelling, of every grade and office in the M. E.
Church, may, as they prefer, remain in that Church, or, without blame, attach them-
selves to the Church south.

" 3d. Kesolved, by the delegates of all the annual conferences in General Con-
ference assembled, That we recommend to all the annual conferences, at their first
approaching sessions, to authorize a change of the sixth restrictive article, so that
the first clause shall read thus :— ' They shall not appropriate the produce of the
Book Concern, nor of the Chartered Fund, to any purpose other than for the bene-
fit of the travelling, supernumerary, superannuated, and worn-out preachers, then-
wives, widows, and children, and to such other purposes as may be determined'
upon by the votes of two-thirds of the members of the General Conference:'

"4th. That whenever the annual conferences, by a vote of three-fourths of all then-
members voting on the third resolution, shall have concurred in the recommenda-
tion to alter the sixth restrictive article, the agents at New-York and Cincinnati
shall, and they are hereby authorized and directed to deliver over to any authorized
agent or appointee of the Church south, should one be authorized, all notes and
book accounts against the ministers, Church members, or citizens within its bounda-
ries, with authority to collect the same for the sole use of the Southern Church,
and that said agents also convey to the aforesaid agent, or appointee of the south,
all the real estate, and assign to him all the property, including presses, stock, and
all right and interest connected with the printing establishments at Charleston,
Bichmond, and Nashville, which now belong'to the M. E. Church.

" 5th. Thatwhen the annual conferences shall have approved the aforesaid change
in the sixth restrictive article, there shall be transferred to the above agent of the
Southern Church so much of the capital and produce of the Methodist Book Con-
cern as will, with the notes, book accounts, presses, &c., mentioned in the last reso-
lution, bear the same proportion to the whole property of said Concern that the
travelling preachers in the Southern Church shall bear to all the travelling ministers
of the Methodist Episcopal Church ; the division to be made on the basis of the
number of travelling preachers in the forthcoming Minutes.

" 6th. That the above transfer Bhall be in the form of annual payments of $2,500
per annum, and specifically in stock of the Book Concern, and in southern notes
md accounts due the establishment, and accruing after the first transfer mentioned
ibove ;

and until all the payments are made, the Southern Church shall share in all
the nett profits of the Book Concern, in the proportion that the amount due them,
or in arrears, bears to all the property of the Concern.
" 7th. That be and they«are hereby appointed commissioners to aet in con-

cert with the same number of commissioners appointed by the southern organiza-
tion, (should one be formed,) to estimate the amountwhich will fall due to the south
by the preceding rule, and to have full powers to carry into effect the whole arrange-
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ments proposed with regard to the division of property, should the separation ^.^
place. And if by any means a vacancy occurs in this board of commissioners^?6

Book Committee at New-York shall fill said vacancy.
'

" 8th. That whenever any agents of the Southern Chtirch are clothed withlegaj

authority or corporate power to act in the premises, the agents at New-York are

hereby authorized and directed to act in concert with said southern agents, so as to

give the provisions of these resolutions a legally binding force.
" 9th. That all the property of the Methodist Episcopal Church in meeting-houses,

parsonages, colleges, schools, conference funds, cemeteries, and of every kind within

the limits of the southern organization, shall be for ever free from any claim set up
on the part of the Methodist Episcopal Church, so far as this resolution can be of

force in the premises.
" 10th. That the Church so formed in the south shall have a common property in

all the copy-rights in possession of the Book Concern at New-York and Cincinnati,

at the time of the settlement by the commissioners.
" Resolved, That the bishops be respectfully requested to lay that part of this

report requiring the action of the annual conferences before them as soon as pos-

sible, beginning with the New-York Conference.
" Robert Paine, Chairman.

"New- York, June 7, 1844."

Dr. Elliott moved its adoption, and would explain his views on the subject with-
out attempting to approach debate. He had had the opportunity of examining it,

and had done so narrowly. He believed it would insure the purposes designed,

and would be for the best interests of the Church. It was his firm opinion that

this was a proper course for them to pursue, in conformity with the Scriptures, and
the best analogies they could collect from the ancient Churches, as well as from
the best-organized modern Churches. All history did not famish an example of

so large a body of Christians remaining in such close and unbroken connection as

the Methodist Episcopal Church. It was now found necessary to separate this

large body, for it was becoming unwieldy. He referred to the Churches at Antioch,

Alexandria, and Jerusalem, which, though they continued as one, were at least as

distinct as the Methodist Episcopal Church would be if the suggested separation

took place. The Church of England was one under the Bishops of Canterbury and
York, connected and yet distinct. In his own mind it had been for years perfectly

clear that to this conclusion they must eventually come. Were the question that

now unhappily agitated the body dead and buried, there would be good reason for

passing the resolutions contained in that report. As to their representation in that

General Conference, one out of twenty was but a meagre representation, and to go
on as they had done, it would soon be one out of thirty. And the body was now
too large to do business advantageously. The measure contemplated was not
schism, but separation for their mutual convenience and prosperity.

Dr. Paine said, the committee wished a verbal alteration made. In the fifth reso-

lution " preachers" were spoken of in the Southern Church, and " ministers" in

the northern. Nothing was said there of the Chartered Fund—the committee had
prepared the following additional resolution to meet the omission :

—

" 12. Resolved, That the book agents at New-York be directed to make such com-
pensation to the conferences south for their dividend from the Chartered Fund as

the commissioners to be provided for shall agree upon."
Mr. Crowder.—Is it dividend, or capital 1

Dr. Bangs.—It must be dividend—the capital cannot be touched.
Mr. Griffith had a few words to say in relation to this extraordinary measure,

against which he would record his dissent if he stood alone in the matter. He con-

tended that if to pass an act that was against the law be termed extra judicial, then
this measure was extra legislative. They dared not refer this question to the annual
conferences, which the constitution required them do, but they put it on a very dif-

ferent issue, viz., When a majority of that conference thought it expedient, then
the annual conferences were to be applied to, to make a distribution of the property
of the body. They put it in the power of any body of men to reorganize them-
selves and make a distinct body whenever they chose. He denied that any one
had a right to divide the Methodist Episcopal Church. He wanted to know if they
were sent here to divide the Methodist Episcopal Church. If there was any such
authority, he had not seen it. Again, the report went to disfranchise many members of
heir common right to choose where they will belong. To be sure, it granted to
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certain border circuits to say where they would belong, but those interior it
compelled to submission, giving them no choice if they wished to be members of
the Methodist Episcopal Church, whether it should be the southern or northern
Where was the authority for all this 1 Where that liberty of conscience of which
no man should be deprived ? The man who would dare to deprive his fellow-man
of the rights of conscience was a tyrant, whether he might be a member of the
Methodist Episcopal General Conference or a Pope. He ioped the ayes and noes
would be called, that the people might know which delegates sent there for other
purposes had 'consented to the separation of the great body of the Methodist Epis-
copal Church. r

Mr. Cartwright felt a little embarrassed ; not the usual embarrassment he felt
when he spoke before his superiors ; but he was embarrassed, in the first place
because he saw his southern brethren coming up to this measure in a solid phalanx ';

and, m the second place, because he saw lawyers and doctors, to say nothing of
scribes and Pharisees, lending their aid to it. He was also embarrassed because
they were on the eve of a final adjournment, and if all were as anxious to retire as
he was, they would have gone home long ago. They had boasted, as the public
newspapers and your records will show, that the Methodist Episcopal Church is
one and indivisible—a unit. They had not had any schism, and perhaps they would
not have any now. He thanked God that in the radical agitation he was one of the
n°ble twenty-six who stood up against it. He would rather die himself than kill
the Church. He thought the measure was a wicked one, and that it robbed both
the north and the south of their rights. He spoke of the south and then of the
n°™}> ano- said if any of the north wanted to go with the south he would say with
all his heart, Amen ; let them go, and God speed them. He thought the proposed
arrangements would create war and strife in the border conferences ; he knew it
to be an easy matter to take it in this lumping, gulping way, and to swallow it alto-
gethp--, but he chose to go right in the outset, and while he disclaimed their right
to lord it over the people, he also disclaimed their right to rob the people
He then referred to Dr. Elliott. He had defended the doctor but a few days

since, but the doctor had exceeded him in his eloquence to-day. Nevertheless he
claimed to have as much common sense as Dr. Elliott ; and though his sense mi»ht
be common, he trusted that it was not "unclean." The doctor had passed over
musty books, and had gone back to the " days before the flood," or very shortly
after to find examples. The Methodist Episcopal Church was the creature of
Providence, and he wanted to know why the doctor's faith failed him when .they
entered on this ocean of slavery. Now he thought Providence had always under-
taken for them. They had been Ishmaelites, every man's hand was against them
not only in the world, but in every politioal manufacturing shop ; but, upborne by
the majesty of truth and the baptismal fire of the Holy Ghost, they had outridden
the storm, and were not wrecked. From the time of O'Kelley down to the last
Scottite disturbances God had provided a trash-trap to take the scum away. He
had trusted God before, and he was not afraid to trust him again. He thanked God
that the Methodist Episcopal Church was not a prison, where they were obliged
to stay, but there was a door in and a door out. He was opposed to this measure,
because it would set a bad precedent, and would have a tendency to break
the Church into a thousand ramifications. If they had come up to their confer-
ences in view of this state oftthings, the case would have been altered entirely, but
he knew that some parts of the interior had never heard of such a state of things
and it would be a difficult matter to satisfy the people that we have not acted in
advance of the Discipline and constitution. He contended that they had no author-
ity conferred upon them, either directly or indirectly, to divide the Church. As
one of the southern members had said to him emphatically, so he would say to
tiiem now, Pause before you go too far, pause—and if you will not do it for ours,
do it for your own sakes. He was willing to go for this proposition, and this alone,'
to lay the whole case before the people during the next four years, and if the next
General Conference came up instructed to enact this measure, they will have some
excuse for doing so. He had discharged his duty in the fear of God a»d man, and
he would go home with a quiet conscience.

Dr. Paine said that he approached the subject with friendly feelings toward all,
and with solemnity, on account of its importance. This had been pronounced a
revolutionary measure. There is not in any government a provision made to divide
itself, and consequently it must be done by violence, or in a peaceful manner, by
common consent. The case of Bishop Andrew had thrown them into a peculiar
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sending thorn to Liberia ; but when the conference desired it, he said he would
permit them to go to any free state.

Mr. Slicer. 1 have no recollection of his agreeing to their going to a free state

;

but I do distinctly recollect that he put the issue of their freedom on their consent

to go to Liberia.

Mr. Collins. On the basis of two ifs. If his wife and if his slaves consented,

neither of which could he promise for,

Mr. Davis. What is stated by brother Slicer is correct. He did say, that if

these coloured persons were willing to go to Liberia, and if his wife would consent,

he should be willing that they should go.

Dr. Smith. Brother Gere, do you recollect distinctly whether brother Harding
said as you have stated ?

Mr. Gere. I think those were the words, to the best of my recollection.

Mr. Drake said he thought oral testimony ought not to be taken.

Bishop Soule. I have admitted it at brother Smith's instance.

Dr. Smith. What redress would there be without this ? The laws require that

the annual conference shall keep a record of every question and answer, both great

and small. Has that been done ?

Mr. Collins. This small matter may be disposed of at once. Brother Harding
admitted the fact. We wanted no testimony, and we took none. Brother Harding

was testimony against himself

Bishop Soule. I take it for granted that you have no other proper testimony but

what is presented to you in those journals : that there was not a witness called

—

no testimony given. You hav.e heard the whole of the matter so far as it is on the

records, and it is, I presume, to supply this defectiveness that he calls for those

points from the delegates.

A member made some observation, and Bishop Soule answered that Dr. Smith

would call for any witness he might want.

Dr. Smith. I do not know, sir, that I would care to meet every member of this

conference on tho subject. I know that it is not admissible, but still I have, my-
self, no particular objection to it. I feel obliged by the reference made to Disci-

pline. What is the meaning of Discipline? That your journal should contain

every thing

—

Mr. Collins. It does.

Dr. Smith, (emphatically.) Stick a peg there. A resolution is passed at the

Baltimore Conference, requiring the appellant to submit to certain conditions. He
refuses. Does the journal state under what circumstances ? And do not the merits

of the case rest on the circumstances? Why, sir, the course pursued shows that

the matter rests just there. One says, if Mr. Harding had refused with such a

declaration, there would have been no dispute about it. In tho judgment of all

who had taken any interest in the merits of this case, it turned on the manner and
circumstances of his refusal. Then why not record it? It proves a defectiveness

in the journal. Upon that journal we rely for the prosecution, and they upon it

for the defence. But behold you, sir, on the very point at issue it is silent ! Who
shall suffer the wrong here? The appellant or the Baltimore Conference ? Who are in

the wrong that the journal is thus defective ? I leave it to this conference to decide,

eveiy man in his own mind. I am, sir, entitled to the oral testimony in the absence

of the correct record which it was the duty of that annual conference to furnish us

with. And that testimony goes to sustain us. What is the testimony ? " I clearly

remember," says brother Gere, " as clearly as if I had heard it this morning, that

brother Harding said, over and over again, that, with the consent of the servants,

he stood pledged, and pledged his wife, to send them to Liberia ; oi, with their

consent, to let them go to any free state in the Union."

Mr. Collins. If you understood his wife to be pledged, you are cei-tainly

mistaken.
Mr. Gere, on being appealed to, said, that, as distinctly as he could remember, the

words were, " I pledge on my own behalf and that of my wife, that, if they con-

sent, they shall go to a free state."

Mr. Hildt. I think brother Gere must be mistaken. Conference was deeply

interested in this subject, and I think every member would pay attention ; and I do

not recollect that Mr. Harding at any time said that he was willing, with the con-

sent of his wife, that the slaves should go to a free state.

Dr. Smith. Well, if there were twenty present who did not hear it, that is no

proof that it did not take place. Brother Collins was involved in the matter, and
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ihc other brethren had their feelings warmly enlisted, and it is no wonder that theydid not hear all that brother Harding said on this subject. I think you will findthat they were so enlisted to cany out their own purposes-honest as they feltthey were-that they urged the brother to comply with their condition, intend

W

to investigate ^propriety of it hereafter. You cannot suppose they would takfa coarse of this kind unless their feelings were excited, and so excited that theydid not hear what is
; m the clear and distinct remembrance of the brother himselfand of many more, if we had them all here. Others not recollecting it, is no proof
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attitude. He could not say what was the state of feeling in his conference butthose Brethren who lived nearer had heard from their people, and they hear that'thev
are very much excited. Unless steps of conciliation were taken, of which he saw
no prospect, the possibility of separation could not be denied, and this measure
was taken that it might be effected pleasantly. He did not know for certainty that
separation would take place, that it would become positively and imperiously ne-
cessary. He ardently hoped it would not. The south generally did not desire it,

they were unwilling that it should take place ; and for himself, he could honestly
say, that the most painful circumstances through which he ever passed, except the

pangs of conviction and repentance before God, were those connected with this

subject. The south had resorted to this measure to avoid a greater calamity. If

on arriving at home, in order to keep down faction, and prosecute harmoniously
the great end of the Methodist ministry, they found it necessary to act upon this

measure, they should feel bound to do it ; and out of love to Methodist doctrines

and institutions, to the souls of men, and the honour of their common Master, carry
out the provisions of this enactment. But they would not thus act unless driven
to it. The separation would not be effected by the passage of these resolutions

through the General Conference. They must pass the annual conferences, begin-
ning at New-York, and when they came round to the south the preachers there
Would think, and deliberate, and feel the pulse of public sentiment, and of the
members of the Church, and act in the fear of God and with a single desire for his

glory. Let not brethren suppose that because they hailed from the south they
were pugnacious and schismatic. They were not reckless men, but men of God
and Christians. They had no revolutionary designs, but desired to go home to their

people, prepared to satisfy their demands, and because they loved souls they
wished to prepare for the worst. They s" *ild be one people still until it was for-

mally announced, by a convention of the seiihern Churches, that they had resolved

to ask an organization in accordance with the provisions of the report. Twelve or

eighteen months would transpire ere they could act in the premises, by which time
the feverish excitement—if feverish excitement it be—will have passed away.
The south, however, felt seriously apprehensive, that the necessity even now ex-

isted. Yet he repeated they were not schismatics, no " trash-trap" was to catch

them. He hoped the brother did not apply that offensive term to them.
Mr. Cartwright. I did not.

Dr. Paine continued. They were not revolutionists, and though the press—some
of them, and these perhaps were mere letter-writers—had dealt in vituperative re-

marks ; he called upon them to bear witness that their discussions had proceeded
with marked kindness and courtesy generally, while in committee not one unkind
word had been uttered, or an unkind feeling existed. Brethren who had heard from
their people were alarmed at the increasing dissatisfaction among them, and all the
southern brethren desired was to have some ground to stand upon when they got

home. He could wish the discussions now to be at an end, and that they should
go home to pray, to think,' and deliberate. Brethren had placed them in a sad
dilemma, for they had practically disputed the equality of their rights. The breth-

ren say, that they put their dissent upon this ; he wished they had put their dissent

upon the acts that had brought them to this, and that they had believed them when
they told them of this state of things. As to the allusions that had been made to

border warfare, he could only say that the measure had been prepared as a peace
measure. If they were inclined for warfare, the south had talent enough to enter
upon it. If they (the south) were to call a mass-meeting in this city, and state

their wrongs, they would be able to enlist almost universal sympathy on their be-
half, and the city and the Churches would be agitated ; but this the Bouth depre-
cated. They strongly deprecated it ; this measure had been concocted in a spirit

of compromise and fraternal feeling, in the hope of preventing agitation and schism.
Let no man interrupt the fraternal and loving spirit they sought to establish, but
let them enter upon the question in the fear of God, and let their brethren be
assured the south entertained no bitter or hostile feelings in the premises.

Dr. Luckey said that on some subjects he had no objection to a little levity, but
he thought this of too grave and serious a character. It was a serious and eventful
movement, because they had come to a very serious and eventful crisis in the pro-
gress of Methodism in this country. He regarded the resolution as provisionary
and preliminary, settling nothing at present, but providing, in -an amicable and pro-

per way, for such action as it might hereafter be necessary to take. He hoped
such necessity would never arise, and that southern brethren would not find it
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necessary to leave them. Reference had been made to secession, &c B,)f
it not better that they should separate than have a continuation of strife LT^twarfare ? The danger apprehended by his friend from Illinois existed only in ftfires of his imagination. He (Dr. L.) had said privately and frequently, that ifAseparation were necessary, it ought to be amicably and constitutionally effect™?and there was no mtention of doing it otherwise. Allusion had been made to th«radicahsm that had djsturbed the Church some years ago, but that had no affini£with the present case He granted that Mr. Wesley gad contended at onTrhnefor the unity of the Methodist body throughout the world, but he subsequentKtaHKfiSr the Gonneotlon m the United States to«*—* &ffi
Dr. Bangs explained the composition of the committee, as formed by three fromthe south, three from the middle states, and three from the north They werealso instructed, by a resolution of the conference, how to act in the premised -Xtif they could not adjust the difficulties amicably, they were to provfde for sepai!Hon if they could do so constitutionally. Under sucn instructions the commSwent out and proceeded to interchange their thoughts upon the subject Greatdifficulties arose, which were revolved in their minds, and after two days of doselabor, atter minute inspection and revision of every sentence, they had presentedthu

;

report, from which the conference would see that they had it least obeyedtheir instructions, and had met the constitutional difficulty by sending round tothe annual conferences that portion of the report which required their concurrence
I he speakers who have opposed that report have taken entirely erroneous views'
ot it. it

,

did not speak of division—the word had been carefully avoided throueh
the whole document—it only said, "in the event of a separation taking place"throwing the responsibility from off the shoulders of the General Conference andupon those who should say that such a separation was necessary. He hoped thetime would never come. But what was the true course for men brought into diffi-
culties ? Why, there was an old adage—and he knew not that it was any theworse tor its age—Of two evils choose the least—the choice was between the
violent separation of the south and its peaceable and amicable separation ; andwhich was the lesser evil ? He need not answer, for the response was already inevery man s breast. Objections had been made on the ground of the resolutions
interfering with liberty of conscience on the part of the members, by forcing them
to fake a position which they might not wish to take. That was a groundless
objection altogether. The laws, discipline, doctrines' government, all would bethe same, and they should be as warm in their affection toward each other as theywere now. [Amen, in a very earnest and feeling tone from Dr. Capers.] Allusion
had been made to the course pursued by Mr. Wesley, in reference to the Methodist
Church in the United States. The same would apply to the Methodist societies in

— ~ *».»..««. uvutvoi Jiuu uauic VVUU1U
Ireland. They had an independent conference.

Several voices. No, no.

t ¥r
"j
T

.J-5>*

Safgent-—They have a separate relation, jUBt as the government of
Ireland diners from the government of England—it is indeed adapted to the civil
government.

Dr. Bangs.—That is just what is wanted. The south asked a separate confer-
ence adapted to the institutions of that portion of the country. Another evil was
that there was a diversity of sentiment among the border conferences ; if the line
proposed by the resolutions were drawn it would lessen the evil, and perhaps re-move it out of the way altogether. He (Dr. B.) had been a travelling preacher
about forty-four years, and gloried in the belief that the- Methodist Episcopal
Church was one

; he had done all in his power to keep it so. He hoped that the
providence of God would overrule the present adverse circumstances for good ; but
if they must separate, was it right to deprive their brethren of the south of their
just rights 1 Would it be right for the majority to deprive the minority of one
iota ol then- rights, temporal or spiritual 7 He would not do it, and he hoped the
conference would come to a unanimous adoption of the report.

Mr. Filmore explained still further the constitution and labours of the committee,
and went on to say that the design of God in raising up the Methodists was to
spread bcriptural holiness through the land. The brethren from the south feared
they could not go on doing this under existing circumstances. The north said if
they yielded any of the ground they had taken, they should throw impediments in
their own path in carrying out the same object. Now Methodism, as the child of
Providence, adjusts herself, as she had always done, to the circumstances of the
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mass—she proposed that, if these fears proved well grounded, they divide into
bands, and go on spreading holiness through their respective territories ; their
strife, he believed, would be to excel in straight-forward Wesleyan Methodism.
The resolutions do not say that the south mist go, shall go, will go, or that any-
body wants them to go ; but simply make provision for such a contingency, and
provide that in such case they shall have all necessary munitions of war for carry,

ing on their holy enterprise. He did not think there was a man among them who
would dare to lay his head upon his pillow, if he held from his southern brethren
one cent of their common funds.

The report had cost the committee three days of close application, and the sub-

committee had worked by night as well as by day. Every sentiment in the report

had been sifted, and every word weighed, and the committee had brought it in

understanding what it was. He was aware it was the work of human hands ;

but let the General Conference propose fifty amendments, and fifty to one they
would amend it for the worse.

Mr. Finley could see in the report no proposition to divide the Church. If he
saw such a proposal he should stop at the threshold. Nor did he see anything
unconstitutional in it. The constitution did not require them to send abroad a pro-

position to divide the Church, and it would, therefore, be unconstitutional to send
such a proposition to the annual conferences. And now he expected his brother
from Illinois (Cartwright) and himself would tear the blanket between them, they
having got hold of opposite sides. The parties voting on each side of the great

question stood precisely alike. There was a great gulf between them, and he
wished there was middle ground, on which both could stand. His heart would
have gladly moved further, if he could have secured what he wanted ; but he and
his friends had gone as far as the safety of the work would allow them. There
was one point that had not been touched yet. Mr. Wesley separated the American
Church from the English Church. And in 1824-8 there was an application made
by the Canada Conference to set them off as a distinct Church ; and the General
Conference told them they had no power to do so, but gave them liberty to do just

what they now proposed to do with the south. They agreed, that if they went off

and set up for themselves, we would authorize one of our bishops to ordain a man
for them, if they should elect one to the episcopacy.

Mr. Cartwright.—We did not give them any part of the funds.

Dr. Bangs.—The New-York Conference gave them $10,000.

Mr. Finley.—The General Conference voted that the New-York Conference should
make that division, and we are now doing nothing more than we did then.

A call being made for the reading of the journal on this point,

Mr. Hamline took the floor, by consent, until the journals were examined. He
explained the action of the committee in reference to the sixth restrictive article.

When the first committee met, they had before them a paper which proposed a new
form or division of the Church. The committee thought there were difficulties in

the way of such a proposition. One provision was, to send it to the annual confer-

ences, but that was unconstitutional and revolutionary in its character ; and when
their votes came back, the General Conference would have no more authority than

they had now. Why, then, send it? The Book Concern is chartered in behalf of

the General Methodist Episcopal Church of the United States ; and if they did sepa-

rate until only one state remained, still Methodism would remain the same, and it

would still be the Methodist Episcopal Church of the United States. But if they

sent out to the annual conferences to alter one restrictive article, it would be con-

stitutional, and to divide the Book Concern so that they might be honest men and
ministers. The resolution goes on to make provision, if the annual conferences

concur, for the security and efficiency df the southern conferences ; for the Methodist
Church would embrace them in its fraternal arms, tendering to them fraternal feel-

ings and the temporalities to which they were entitled. And the committee thought

it could not be objected to on the ground of constitutionality. He, for one, would
wish to have his name recorded affirming them to be brethren, if they found they

must separate. God forbid that they should go as an arm torn out of the body,

leaving the point of junction all gory and ghastly ! But let them go as brethren
" beloved in the Lord," and let us hear their voice responsive, claiming us for brethren.

Let us go and preach Jesus to them, and let them come and preach Jesus to us.

Dr. Bond said he had paid attention to the reading of the report, and understood

the intention of the committee to be to provide for peace, and love, and harmony
still to be perpetuated in the great Methodist family. Such was the declaration,
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,«nd lie hoped such was the sincere intention of that report. As to the constitutional

objection, he presumed that no one there would contend that there could have been
any constitutional provision for the separation of one part of the Church from an-
other ; and if the necessity of the case now required it, it could only be justified by
the adage, that "necessity has no law." In carrying out the provision necessary

for such an adjustment, those who framed the report were compelled to assume the

right to prevent Churches and societies from deciding according to elective affinity.

And hence it had provided that -societies or Churches in the interior conferences

who went off, or who remained, could not change their relation to the conferences

where they were found. They only justified this on the ground of necessity, to

avoid the agitations that would grow out of a different state of things. Why, then,

(continued Dr. Bond,) if the object is to procure peace and to prevent conflicts-^

why, then, does it provide for a border warfare from Delaware to the Ohio Eiver ?

and how much further my geography does not supply data. The Philadelphia Con-
ference has all the slave territory of Delaware, Maryland, and two counties of Vir-

ginia ; and every one will be left to say how far the border extends, and all that

portion of the country must be agitated with the question as to what conference

they belong to ! When you get to the Baltimore Conference,you have ten counties

below the Blue Eidge, and all the valley of Virginia, and here again must be carried

on a border warfare ! Again, the Ohio Conference and the Pittsburg take in parts

of Virginia, and will be exposed to the same border warfare

!

Now the brethren cannot suppose, that while the warfare exists on the borders,

the interior will be at peace, or that we shall love each other as we ought. The
same disastrous state of things will exist beyond the Ohio Eiver, and in every terri-

tory where slaveholding and non-slaveholdmg conferences lie contiguous to each
other. You, therefore, provide for a border warfare in the resolutions of that report,

I do beseech brethren to weigh well this matter, and that you adhere to the con-

ference lines as they now stand, and then we shall have peace. There will be,

perhaps, a little agitation ; but nothing of moment, unless the preachers make it.

If we must come to this separation—which I have never liked, and which I had
hoped never to see in my day—yet, if we must come to it, let us provide for peace
through the Churches, and part in such a spirit that we oan continue to co-operate

in the great work in which we are. all engaged, and let us not pass resolutions which
will perpetuate border warfare and strife. If it be necessary to abridge rights, you
have just as much right to abridge on the borders as in the interior—the necessity

is the same in one case'as in the other ; and it is as absolutely necessary to prescribe

the relations along the borders as in the interior. I hope this has been overlooked
' by the brethren who have brought in this report ;

perhaps, in making out these

resolutions, they have taken the worst course arbitrators can take—splitting the

difference. This is always a bad plan where a great principle is concerned, as one

side must be right. I remember an anecdote of Dr. More's, respecting some tra-

vellers who were descending the Alps, and were told by their guides, at a certain

part of undercrust in the declivity, to give the reins to their mules, with the assu-

rance that they would safely slide down. One, however, perceived a tree that

seemed to be in his path, and he thought he would meet the difficulty half way,

and guide his animal; a little; and, by thus splitting the difference, he ran against

the tree. Now, sir, if you attempt to split the difference, you run against the tree.

I go for any measure of peace ; but I think, if we pass this, our people will accuse

us of the abridgment of their rights and privileges for the sake of upholding an
abstract principle.

Mr. Coffins said he belonged to a part slaveholding and part non-slaveholding

country- He, in connection with others, sought some common ground, on which
they could all meet and unite in kind and fraternal feelings. Thajv were .not able,

it seemed, to come to that ground. He had mentioned, at the riffle of the vote on
Bishop Andrew's case, that he should move a reconsideration ; and he had done so

with the intention that, if any measure could be proposed which would render that

action unnecessary, they might-recall it. He had seen no such measure yet, and

therefore had not moved a reconsideration. He thought the report contained the

best'proposition, under the circumstances, and they were not prepared to throw out

anything which would tend to heal the breach. He hoped they would not come
to a separation at all. The southern. brethrenhad taken such ground before them,

and they were well known to be men of integrity, as well as talents and piety, and

had taken a strong hold upon their people ; so that, if the evil could be averted, he
believed it would be. But, if it roust come, let there be a pro rata division of the
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concern. The preachers would hare to let the members decide the question for
themselves.

Mr. Porter said the committee had presented that report as the best thing that
could he done under the circumstances. The time was coming when separation
must take place. The difficulty was greater now than it was four years ago, and
Would increase. If there were defects in the document, they could arrest it in the
annual conferences. The south could take no action upon it until the annual con-

ferences had decided respecting the sixth rule ; and if, when they got home, and
calmly and deliberately examined it, they found anything radically wrong, let them
stop it in their annual conferences. The document would he printed and published,

so that they would have ample opportunity, and better than they could possibly

have how, of judging of its real merits.

On motion, the previous question was tried, and voted for by 146 ayes and 23

noes. But Dr. Paine moved a reconsideration, to make an amendment by striking

out delegates and inserting conferences ; after winch Mr. Sandford obtained the

floor, and opposed the passage of the report and resolutions. He said the amend-
ment did not affect the views he entertained respecting the measure. He was
aware that he should stand in a very small minority, hut that did not at all affect

his determination. He had no wish to throw brethren into circumstances requiring

a separation ; nor did he desire, if separation were really and absolutely necessary,

to-refuse them their portion of the property of the Church. But there was, in his

estimation, a great difference between telling brethren, when they had separated,

they should have their portion, and opening the door and inviting them to separate.

Of the latter character he believed this measure. When theyhad taken their course,

it would be time enough to tell them what they would do. If they had separated,

^however, before he voted for their having their share of the property, he must be
convinced that they had done so of necessity. In his opinion, the course now pro-

posed was an encouragement to separation.^ With these views, he should record

his name in opposition to the whole procedure. He must do so, so far as he had

a.personal responsibility, as the only way in which he could clear his own conscience

in the sight of heaven in respeet to this measure.

The conference then adjourned to half-past three o'clock.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

After some explanatory conversation, Dr. Peck and Dr. Elliott were placed on

the committee on the Protest ofthe southern conferences, vice Mr. Hamline, elected

to the episcopacy, and Dr. Olin, gone home.
The report of the committee of nine was then taken up, and adopted as far as

section nine.

On section ten being read, Mr. Randall moved an amendment to the effect that

the Church in the south should have a common right to use the copy-right of any

works in the possession of the conference at the time of the settlement ot the pecu-

niary affairs by the commissioners-. Adopted.

Dr. Durbin.—He had been labouring under a misapprehension in the matter of

this report. He had understood that this action was to commence in the. south, if,

after the southern brethren returned home, they found it necessary. But, by the

resolution, it was contemplated to begin this action next week at the New-York
Annual Conference. This had its disadvantages. The leading conferences would

have to decide under the existing state of excitement ; and then it was possible,

when the brethren returned to their people, they might find this arrangement unne-

cessary. He would amend so as to commence this action at the south. There

might be difficulties at present in getting the requisite number of votes ; hut when
the south had taken action, and thus proved its necessity, there would be addi-

tional reason for the, brethren in the north being in favour of it. He would Sub-

stitute New-Jersey Conference for New-York.
Dr. Paine said, the brother must have greatly musunderstood him if such was

the impression he had received from his speech, or else he said what he did not

design to say. He said that the subject would go round before it came to the

south. If this amendment were adopted, it would be twelve months&efore it was
laid before all the annual conferences, and at least twelve months more before it was
settled. Whereas, if it began at once, in twelve months' time they should know
whether they had leave peacefully to separate. He hoped it would not be post-

Eoned. The matter had been well considered in committee, where all interests

ad been adequately represented.

15
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Dr. Capers Said he appreciated Dr. Durbin's object and motives, and -wished that

the Church at home was as calm as the doctor seemed to apprehend ; but it would

at once be seen by brethren that this was a compromise measure, designed to

effect that peaceably which otherwise he feared would be done violently. Every

mail increased the apprehension of the southern brethren. If the General Confer-

ence would put their plan into such operation as would show that they meditated

action upon the subject, itwould materially tend to measuresofpeace and tranquillity.

The brethren did not know the state of things in the south. He should feel thankful

to God if that portion of the Church could be by any means preserved from vio-

lent disruption. The southern brethren had, be knew, taxed the charity of the

brethren composing that conference in their statements relative to their position

with their people. It was thought they spoke without calmness and deliberation.

The truth, however, was that they stood like men at the death.
, If the confer-

ence suspended action too long, it would come too late, and would not save them.

O that they could pour some oil on the troubled feelings of the south ! that they

could cause these waves to be still ! He knew of nothing so likely to do this as

the passage, cordially and as brethren, of the resolution now before them.

Mr. Euter, appreciating the feelings of the south, wished to amend the amend-

ment, by substituting the Kentucky Conference for the New-Jersey Conference,

which he understood to be the iirst conference in the south.

Dr. Winans gave the history of the matter in committee. It would be observed

that there was only one provision of the whole report that went to the annual con-

ferences ; and that merely authorized the appropriation of the proceeds of the

Book Concern otherwise than as now appropriated.
_
They were not sending

round to the annual conferences any proposition in which the action of the south

in reference to the separation as concerned. The only proposition was that they

might have liberty, if necessary, to organize a separate conference ; and it was

important that the south should know, at an early period, that they had such liberty

in order to allay the intense excitement which prevailed in that portion of the

work.
Dr. Durbin, at this stage of the proceedings, withdrew his amendment.

Dr. Luckey then moved to strike but " New-York."

Mr. Hamline would state the views of the committee on the subject. They

had carefully avoided presenting any resolution which would embrace the idea

. of a separation or division. The article which was referred to the annual confer-

ences had not' necessarily any connection with division. It was thought, as com-

plaints were abroad respecting the present mode of appropriating the proceeds of

the Book Concern, it would be for the general good that the power to appropriate

such proceeds should be put in the power of a two-thirds vote, instead of in the

power of a mere niajority, thus making it more difficult to make a wrong appropri-

ation. And the occasion of this report was taken hold of by the committee to make

it more difficult to misappropriate the funds , in which they believed they should serve

both the particular object of the report and the general good of the Methodist

Episcopal Church. ,.,.,.
Mr. M'Ferrin presumed that there were none there who would withhold Irom

the south their share in the Book Concern ; and he, therefore, could not see what

harm there could be in passing this resolution, which he believed would go through

the annual conferences almost without a dissentient voice. And if, after it came

round to the south, they saw it unnecessary to organize a separate conference, why

then no mischief would have been done. And as it could do the north no harm,

but must and would do the south great good, he did hope there would be no oppo-

sition to it. -

Mr. Coleman supported the amendment. I

Mr Filmore said he was not prepared to stand there and say what his confer-

ence would do with the resolutions when they came before it, but he was quite

sure his conference would do what was just and honest toward their brethren.

He would further remark that the views of the committee had been fully and

clearly explained. Theirdesign was to put a restrictionupon the General.Conference,

and to make»a two-thirds vote necessary to all appropriations of the produce ot the

Book Concern, instead of a majority only. The whole ofthe southern delegates who

had spokln at all had declared it to be their honest conviction that the cause ot Uod

required immediate action on the part of the north; and if they were convinced

that immediate action would relieve the south, they all went for rebel.

Mr. Drake opposed the amendment.
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The original resolution was then adopted.
Dr. Bangs moved that the blank in the seventh resolution be filled. Adopted
Dr. Bangs, Dr. Peck, and Mr. Finley were appointed as the commissioners on

the part of the General Conference, and the report was adopted.

MONDAY, JUNE 10.

Editor of Sunday-School Books.

The report of the Committee on Sabbath schools' was called up, and gave rise to

some discussion.

A resolution was passed some days ago, on the recommendation of the Sunday-
school Committee, providing an editor for the Sunday-school department exclu-

sively. An opposition was now made by Mr Collins to the appointment of such
editor, and supported by several of the members. ,

Dr. Peck deemed it of great importance to the sabbath-school interest in the

Methodist Episcopal Church that such an editor should be appointed. It was a
matter of deep regret, and had often been a subject of loud and just complaint, that

our list of sabbath-school books, both as to numbers and quality, was entirely

below the wants of our schools, and quite inferior to that of some other denomina-
tions. Our sabbath-school literature must be greatly elevated or our schools will

go elsewhere for supplies. Is this desirable 1 Must we see this great interest in

our Church either entirely crippled or principally dependant upon the American
Sunday-School Union for books ? It is a great interest, inferior to no other in point

of importance, excepting, perhaps, the missionary cause. And to give efficiency to

our Union, as able and learned an editor as we can lay our hands upon should be
selected, who should give his entire time to the work of editing the Sunday-School
Advocate and enlarging the catalogue of books. This measure had been strongly

recommended by both the Board of Managers of the Union and the convention
held in this city during the present session of the conference, and the report of the

eble committee appointed by this body had agreed in the recommendation and
supported the measure by cogent reasons. That report passed without opposition,
when the argument was fresh in the mind of the conference, and now, it seems,

we are to retrace our steps ! Sir, I hope we shall have the editor, and ifwe make
a wise selection, I doubt not but time will prove the wisdom of the measure.
This is not an interest to be put into hands which are already fully employed. The
labour which must be done in the Sunday-school department, to meet the exigen-

cies of the age, is full labour for a strong man. In this opinion I am sorry to differ

from those whose judgment I highly respect. Butmy views have not been hastily

formed. I have studied the subject, and the more I think, and the more I hear in

relation to it, increases the strength of my convictions in favour of the wisdom of

the measure proposed by the committee, and already adopted by this body. I

hope, sir, we shall not go back.

Mr. Fitch Beed and Mr. Early strongly pressed the absolute necessity of such an
appointment, and of a general improvement in our Sunday-school literature, as

several schools were compelled, after exhausting our catalogue, to go to other

denominations for books.

Mr. Collins pressed his opposition, on the authority of Dr: Bond and Mr. Sand-
ford, both ofwhom said the office was unnecessary.

Mr. Crowder was in favour, and a motion that had been made by Mr.- Green,

to reconsider the vote appointing sueh editor, was laid on the table.

Mr. Green then moved the reconsideration of the vote appointing an assistant

editor to the New-York Christian Advocate and Journal, with a view, it was under-

stood, to give the Sunday-school department to Mr. Coles.

Dr. Bangs was in favour of the reconsideration. He thought an assistant editor

to a weekly paper quite unnecessary.
Dr. Bond explained the duties of each editorial department, and said it was

impossible for one editor alone to conduct that paper successfully. But the assist-

ant editor might also attend to the Sunday-school department, and any deficiency

in that department was not the fault of Mr. Coles and himself, who hfcd neglected

no manuscript that had been sent to them. But they had not understoocLthat they*

were to provide original matter. He would take upon himself to say that the

Sunday-School Advocate was the best paper of the kind in the United States, and
he would say it freely, because the credit was not due to himself. To take away
one of the editors of the New-York Christian Advocate and Journal would be to
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place it in great jeopardy. The senior editor had to supply the editorials, to read
a great part of the manuscripts, not only those which went into the paper, but
also those which were rejected, attend to the exchange lists, furnish the foreign and
domestic intelligence, &c., &c. Who, then, was to attend to the other matters per-
taining to the paper, such as making selections, arranging the articles, abridging
the obituary notices, examining the proofe, &e., &c. Still they could do all that
was wanted in the way of Sunday-school books.

Dr. Winans thought an assistant editor was necessary. All the great papers Bad
two or more editors. The New-York Christian Advocate and Journal was the
leading paper of the connection, and supplied much of the matter for their other
papers. It ought to combine extensive information and extensive original views.
But he was not opposed to having an editor for the Sunday-school department,
though he thought if all the editors did what they ought to do, there were plenty
of them.

Dr. Peck said, he would not oppose the proposition to do with one editor for the
Advocate provided the editor elected (Dr. Bond) was willing to undertake the whole
labour of editing that paper. As to this, the doctor could speak for himself, and
what his decision would be was sufficiently evident to his (the speaker's)
mind. But he insisted upon the Sunday-school editor—an officer who shall devote
his entire time to the Sunday-school department. Brethren speak of the ability
of the present number of editors to do all the work; but they, I suppose, are not
advised of the fact that the agents have employed a gentleman to manage the Sun-
day-school department, and that the junior editor of the Advocate has done no
more than to exercise, a general supervision over it for a long time. There has
been an editor of Sunday-school books, in fact, ever since the Sunday-School Advo-
cate was commenced, and the editors of the Advocate have held little more than a
nominal relation to the Sunday-school department. So, sir, all the difference
between the old and the new arrangement is, that under the former the agents-
appointed the editor, but under the latter he will be elected by the General Con-
ference and be directly responsible to that body. I hope the work will not be left

to the editors of the Advocate, who can only do it by proxy, as heretofore.
Mr. Early was in favour of reconsideration, and of having only one editor, as

with their other Methodist papers.

Dr. Bangs rose and spoke for a few minutes strongly against having an assist-

ant editor, when the hour of adjournment having come, the conference adjourned
to half-past three. • '"

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Bishop Morris presiding. Mr. Eedman moved that the book agent be directed
to pay to Wm. Patten the sum of fifteen dollars to defray his expenses while sick.
Adopted.
The business before the conference when they adjourned, viz., the dispensing

with the assistant editor of the Christian Advocate, was taken up.
Dr. Bangs pursued his remarks, and moved that there be one editor for the

Advocate, and one Ibr the Sunday-school books. The conference at length decided
to appoint an editor for the Sunday-school department, and Messrs. D. P. Kidder,
of Newjersey, J. Longking, of New-York, J. Kennady, of the Philadelphia Confer-
ence, and A. Stevens, of Boston, were put in nomination. Mr. Kidder was elected.

Mr. Wesley's original Rule on Temperance.
Several other resolutions, were offered and disposed of. Among them was one

recommending that the annual conferences be instructed to take into consideration
the propriety of reinstating in the Discipline Mr. Wesley's rule against drunken-
ness, or buymg_ or selling spiritous liquors, or drinking them, unless in cases of
extreme necessity. It was adopted—ayes ninety-nine, noes thirty-three.
Mr. Early offered the following resolution :

—

.^
" That it requires two-thirds of all the members of the General Conference to alter

or recommend a change in the restrictive rules."

Dr. Peck was aware, as brethren Bad urged, that the chair (Bishop Andrew)
decided in 1840, when the final action was had upon the temperance question, in
accordance with the resolution offered by the brother from Virginia ; but he never
believed fa the correctness of that decision. What, sir, do we understand by " the
General Conference ?" I have always supposed that the constitutional quorum con-
stitutes the General Cpnference. If this is not what is meant, will brethren tell
us what is ? Ifanything more than a quorum is meantby " the General Conference,"
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who -will undertake to sayupon what number of members between a bare Quorum
and the whole number elected we may fix, and say that number constitutes t]je
General Conference 1

Dr. Smith.—All the elected members.
Dr. Peck.—Then I wish the brother to show that any General Conference has

ever performed a valid act, for it is doubted whether it can be proved that " all the
elected members" of any General Conference were present at any given time.
It would be passing strange for a deliberative body to fix a quorum which should
be necessary to do business, and the acts of that quorum should, in all cases, he
deemed the acta of the body; and yet, where a two-thirds vote of the body was
required, the absentees should be counted. There would be the same reason for

counting them in every other case, and requiring a majority of all " the elected

members" in order to the validity of all acts of the body. This would be a novel
arrangement. . No, sir, I understand a majority of two-thirds to be a majority of two-

thirds of the members present and voting. To this result I am conducted by the

reason of the thing as well as by parliamentary usage, which, as for as I know,
gives the principle of the resolution now pending ho support.

The resolution was lost—ayes 50, noes 90.

At the request of Bishop Soule, the following letter, having reference to the Pro-

test of the minority, was read to the conference :

—

New-York, June 7, 1844.

Eev. Bishops Soule, Hedding, Waugh, and Morris.

My Dear Brethren,—That part of the Protest presented to the General Confer-

ence yesterday, which relates to the bishops of the M. E. Church maintaining the

compromise law of the Discipline, on the subject of slavery and abolition, was in-

tended as the declaration of a principle, to which it is the purpose of the south to

adhere ; but was not intended to convey the idea, that any member of the exist-

ing bench of bishops was in any way delinquent, with regard to the law of the

Church in question. If any such impression has been made, in any quarter, it is

deeply regretted. It is the opinion of the writer and signers of the Protest ajlluded

to, that the bishops addressed in this communication have, at different times, and
in different forms, sufficiently declared themselves, on the subject under notice,

and so far from intending to impugn the bishops, in any way, the minority signing

the Protest are ready at aM times to endorse the purity and impartiality with which
they have maintained and enforced the law and doctrine of the Church, on the

subject of slavery and abolition.

In behalf of the southern delegations signing the Protest, very truly and respect-

fully, H. B. Bascom.

The Case of Bishop Andrew resumed.

Dr. Durbin obtained leave to read the following report of the committee ap-

pointed to prepare a statement of facts in relation to the action of the conference in

Bishop Andrew's case:

—

THE REPLY TO THE PROTEST.

The committee appointed to prepare a statement of the facts in the case of Bishop

Andrew, and to examine the Protest of the minority, regret that the circumstances

under which they have been compelled to act have prevented their preparing so

complete a report as the importance of the subject demands. The Protest was not

placed under their command until Friday afternoon, and immediately afterward two
ofthe original committee had to withdraw, one ofthem being ill, and the other having

been elected bishop—nor were their places supplied until Saturday evening.
_
It is

under these disadvantages, and amid the pressure of important conference business,

that they have been required to prepare a document in relation to some of the most
important questions that have ever engaged the attention of the Church. It is be-

lieved, however, that the following statement of law and facts will be a sufficient

notice of the Protest which has been referred to them.
As the proceedings of the General Conference in the case of Bishop Andrew

were not judicial, its decision has gone forth to the public unaccompanied by the

reasons and facts upon which this action was founded. This deficiency is but par-

tially supplied by the published reports of the debate on the subject. The speak-

ers who advocated the resolution were restrained by a praiseworthy delicacy from

all avoidable allusions which might give pain to the respected individual concerned,

or awaken unpleasant emotions m any quarter. It is but natural that under these

circumstances some misunderstanding should prevail as to the merits of the case.
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The following statement, it is believed, contains nothing, at least so far as faets azeconcerned, which will not be cheerfully confirmed by all parties, and will throwhght upon the true position of the authors of the Protest.
From the first institution of the episcopacy of the M.'e. Church no slaveholder

has been elected to that dignity though in several Instances candidates otherwise
eminently fitted for the station have failed of success solely on account of this im-
pediment. Since the penod referred to nine bishops have been elected, who were
natives of the United States Of these only three have been northern men, while
six were natives of slaveholding states. Not one, however, was a slaveholder-a
remarkable fact, which shows very clearly, that while much more than their iust
churn has been conceded to the slaveholding portions of the Church, a decided and
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been felt aad manifested to the occupancy

of that high office by a slaveholder. r J

It is known and acknowledged by att southern brethren that Bishop Andrew was
nominated by the delegates from the South Carolina and Georgia Conferences as asouthern candidate for whom northern men might vote, without doing violence to
their principles, as he was no slaveholder : Bishop Andrew himself perfectly finder-
stood the ground of his election. Since the year 1832 the anti-slavery sentiment in theChurch, as well as in the whole civilized world, has constantly and rapidly gairied
ground, and within the last year or two it has been roused to a special and most
earnest opposition to the introduction of a slaveholder into the episcopal office—an
event which many were led tofear by certain intimations, published in the' Southern
Christian Advocate, the Richmond Christian Advocate, and perhaps some other
Methodist periodicals. This opposition produced the profoundest anxiety throughmost of the non-slaveholding conferences. The subject was discussed everywhere
and the dreaded event universally deprecated as the most fearful calamity that ever
threatened the Church. Many conferences instructed their delegates to use all
possible means to avert such an evil. Other conferences, and many thousand lay-men sent fep petitions and memorials to the same effect to the present General
Conference. Such was the state of sentiment and of apprehension in the northern
portion of the Church, when the delegates to the General Conference learned, on
reaching this city, that Bishop Andrew had become a slaveholder. The profound
grief, the utter dismay, which was produced by this astounding intelligence can be
iully appreciated only by those who have participated in the distressing sceneswhich have since been enacted in the General Conference.
When the first emotions of surprise and sorrow had so far subsided as to aUow

i

TO^r thought and inquiry, it was ascertained that Bishop Andrew had been a
slaveholder fcr several years. Soon after his election to the episcopacy, a lady ofAugusta bequeathed him a female slave, on condition that she should be sent to
Liberia at nineteen years of age, if her consent to emigrate could be obtained—

'

otherwise she was to be made as free as the laws of Georgia would permit. She
retused to emigrate has since married, and is now enjoying all the privileges pro-
vided form the will of her former mistress :-she is, and must be, a slave—the and
her children—and liable to all that may befall slaves. Another slave Bishop An-drew has inherited from the mother of his former wife, and by his recent marriage
he has become the owner of (it was said on the floor of the General Conference)
fourteen or fifteen more. These belonged to Mrs. Andrew in her own right before
her marriage. That act, according to the laws of Georgia, made them the property
oi Bishop Andrew, to keep or dispose of as he pleased. He conveyed them to a
trustee, for the joint use of himself and wife, of whom the survivor is to be the sole
owner. This conveyance was made for the security of Mrs. Andrew, and with noview either to satisfy or to mislead the opinions ofthe northern Church. So much
at least Bishop Andrew was understood to say to the conference. His known in-
tegrity forbids the suspicion that he would attempt to disguise the real character
of the transaction; and the fact that the earnings of the slaves, as well as the rever-
sionary title to them, are his, demonstrates that this arrangement was not madewith any view to satisfy the well-known sentiments of the Church against a slave-
fcolding bishop. Itm manifest from thig statement, which is believed to be strictly
correct, that Bishop Andrew's connection with slavery is—not as the Protest inti-
mates, merely an " assumption," but that he is the owner of slaves, in the full and
proper sense of that term. His title was acquired by bequest, by inheritance, andby marriage which are by far the most common grounds of ownership in slaves
All the usual and necessary conditions of slavery have their fulfilment in the rela-
tion ot these persons to Bishop Andrew. Their labour and their earnings are sub-
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ject to his control, and inure to his benefit and that of his family. They,
qare now

liable, or they may be hereafter, to be sold; they and their offspring are |p0IQedi
as the case now stands, to a bondage that is perpetual, and they are li^e ^^
likely to descend to his heirs. Beyond all reasonable doubt, the condj«on Qf
Bishop Andrew's slaves will be attended, while he lives, with all the allegations—and these are many and great—which a very benevolent and Christian afeg'ter
can provide. Still U must be slavery. In the view of the law of the land, atid of
the law of the Discipline, in all its more weighty and permanent consequences to,the
bondman, it is and must be slavery. It was said, repeatedly on the floor of the
conference, that the deed of trust had put it quite beyond Bishop Andrew's power
to free his slaves, even if there were no other obstacle. So then, should the strin-

gent laws of Georgia against emancipation be relaxed or repealed by her next le-

gislature, the rule of the Discipline, which would then become imperative on
Bishop Andrew, could not, and would not, be satisfied, and the Church must still

have a slaveholding bishop, in spite, not only of its known will, but of its standing

laws. ,,'
;

It was the almost unanimous opinion of the delegates ,|fom the non-slaveholding
conferences that Bishop Andrew could not continue to exercise his episcopal func-

tions under existing circumstances, without producing results extensively disastrous

to the Church in the north ; and from this opinion the brethren of the south did
not dissent For a while the hope was entertained that the difficulty would be
quietly removed by his resigning his office, which it was knows he had previously

desired to do. But this hope was dissipated by the intelligence that the delegates

from the conferences in the slaveholding stateg had been convened, and that they

had unanimously advised him not tq resign, yarious efforts were then made in

private to devise some method to relieve the, case, but they all proved abortive,

and nothing remained but that it must come before the General Conference. The
bishops themselves, in their united Address to the conference, had urged it to as-

certain whether there had been any departure from the essential principles " of the

general itinerant superintendency," and had declared of that superintendency that
" the plan of its operation is general, embracing the whole, work in cannectional

order, andmot diocesan, or sectional. Consequently any division of the work into

districts, or otherwise, so as to create a particular charge, with any other view, or

in any order, than as a prudential measure to secure to all the conferences the

annual visits of the superintendents, would be an innovation on lie system"—that
" our superintendency must be itinerant, and not local ;"—that " it was wisely pro-

vided in the system of Methodism, from its very foundation, that it should be the

duty of the* superintendents ' to travel through the connection at large.' " The
question then presented itself, how the case of Bishop Andrew could be so dis-

posed of as to preserve this itinerant general superintendency? If the General
Conference had even been disposed to evade it, the consideration of it was forced

upon them by the episcopal Address itself.

A diversity of sentiment existed as to the proper method of treating the case.

Some, at least, believed—perhaps few doubted, that sufficient ground existed for

impeachment on a charge of " improper conduct" under the express provisions of

the Discipline, The opinion was certainly entertained in several quarters that it

was " improper" for the shepherd and bishop of eleven hundred thousand souls

either deliberately or heedlessly to place himselfin direct and irreconcilable conflict

with the known and cherished moral sentiments of a large majority of his vast

flock. Such, however, was the prevalence of moderate counsels, that no proposal
was made either to impeach or punish, and such the controlling influence of for-

bearance and kindness, that it is believed not one word was uttered during the

entire debate of nearly a fortnight derogatory to the character, or justly offensive

to the feelings, of Bishop Andrew. The transaction which had brought such dis-

tress upon the Church, and threatened such extensive rum, was dealt with merely

as a fact—as a practical difficulty—-for the removal or palliation of which it was the

doty of the General Conference to provide. It was in this spirit, and for such ends,

that the following preamble and resolution were passed :

—

" Whereas, the Discipline of our Church forbids the doing anything calculated to

destroy our itinerant general superintendency, and whereas Bishop Andrew has

become connected with slavery by marriage and otherwise, and this act having

drawn after it circumstances which in the estimation of the General Conference
will greatly embarrass the exercise of his office as an itinerant general superin.

tendent, if not in some places entirely prevent it ; therefore,
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" Kesolved, That it is the sense of this General Conference that he desist from the
exercise of this office so long as this impediment remains. J. B. Fihlet,

J. M. Trimble."

The action of the General Conference was neither judicial nor punitive. It

neither achieves nor intends a deposition, nor so much as a legal suspension.

Bishop Andrew is still a bishop ; and should he, against the expressed sense of the

General Conference, proceed in the discharge of his functions, his official acts would
b* valid.

Such are the facts in the case of Bishop Andrew. We now proceed to notice

the law. Nearly all the objections raised in the Protest against the action of the

General Conference may be reduced to two, viz., that that body has violated the

constitutional and the statutory law of the Church. That it has violated the consti-

tutional law the Protest attempts to prove by representing its late action as abreach
of what it calls " the compromise law of the Church on the subject of slavery ;"

meaning, as is supposed, the section on slavery, particularly that paragraph which
relates to travelling preachers. The entire language on this subject is evidently
formed so as to make the impression on any reader not intimately acquainted with
the history and Discipline of the Methodist Episcopal Church, that there has been
some period (whether 1804 or 1816 does not clearly appear from the Protest) when
the question of slavery was settled in the Methodist Episcopal Church as it was in

the general government at the adoption of the federal constitution,—that "the con-
federating annual conferences," " after a vexed'and protracted negotiation," met in

convention, and the section on slavery " was finally agreed to by the parties after

a long and fearful struggle," as " a compact," " a treaty," which cannot be altered

by the General Conference until certain constitutional restrictions are removed. So
that now any interference on the part of that body with the question of slavery in

the southern conferences is as unconstitutional as it is admitted would be the inter-

ference of the general government with the question in the southern states.

After the boldness with which this doctrine is advanced, and the confidence with
which it is relied upon as " the first and principal ground occupied by the minority
in this Protest," it will be difficult for the uninitiated to believe, that it is as

unfounded in fact as it is ingenuous in its " legal casuistry." It is indeed true, that

the question of slavery had been long and anxiously agitated in the Church, and tb?
various General Conferences had endeavoured to adjust the matter so as to promote
the greatest good of all parties; but this very fact goes to disprove the position

assumed in the Protest : for as the attention of the Church had been thus strongly

called to the subject, if it had been the intention to guard the question of slavery by
constitutional provisions, it would have been done when the Church actually did.

meet to frame a constitution. But nothing of the kind appears. For when, in 1808,
it was resolved that the General Conference instead of consisting, as before, of all

the travelling elders, should be a delegated body, and when it was determined
that that body (unlike the general government, which has no powers but such as

are expressly conferred) should have' all powers but such as are expressly
taken away,—-when this Vast authority was about to be given to the General
Conference, among " the limitations and restrictions" imposed, there is not one
word on the subject of slavery; nor was any attempt made to introduce any
such restriction. The only provision anywhere established by that General Con-
ference of constitutional force, was the general rule forbidding the buying and sell-

ing of human beings with an intention to enslave them. So that, in direct oppo-
sition to the assertion of the Protest, we maintain that the section on slavery is " a
mere legislative enactment, a simple decree of a General Conference," as much
under its control as any other portion of the Discipline not covered by the restric-

tive rules. If additional proof of the truth of this position were needed it might
be adduced in the fact that that section which the Protest represents to have been
settled in 1804, was not only altered at the General Conference or convention of

1808, but also at the delegated General Conferences of 1812, 1816, 1820, and 1824.
And although the Protest speaks of it as "usually known" by the name of "the
compromise act," the greater part of this General Conference have never heard
either that appellation or that character ascribed to it until the present occasion.

But although this General Conference cannot admit that any portion of the sec-

tion on slavery is constitutional in its character, and therefore could not under any
circumstances allow the imputation of the Protest that they have violated the con-
stitution of the Church, yet they do admit that it is law—law too which the Gen-
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eral Conference (though possessing fall powers in the premises) Mas never altered
except at the above periods, and then, in each instance, for the further indulgence
of the south. The question then comes up, whether this General Conference, as
the Protest maintains, has in effect suddenly reversed the legislation of the CJnvreh,
not indeed by altering the law, but by practically disregarding it. The porfijja f
the law particularly m question is the following paragraph:

—

" When any travelling-preacher becomes an owner of a slave or slaves, by any
means, he shall forfeit his ministerial character in our Church,jinless he execute,

if it be practicable, a legal emancipation of such slaves, conformably to the laws of
the state in which he lives."

This it is alleged fully covers the case of Bishop Andrew, and therefore he
ought to have been left in the quiet and unquestioned enjoyment of his rightfc

Were it even true, that proceedings, either judicial or" extra-judicial," have been
had in his case, we should not hesitate to join issue here, and maintain that this

law does not protect him. The Protest asks, " Is there anything in the law or

its reasons creating an exception in the instance of bishops 1" We answer, There
is in both. So far as judicial proceedings are concerned, the Discipline divides the
Church into four classes, private members, local preachers, travelling preachers, and
bishops ; and establishes distinct tribunals, and different degrees of responsibility

for each. The section on slavery applies only to officers of the Church, and there-

fore private members are not named at all, but special provision is made in the case

©f local and travelling preachers. How happens it that bishops are not named at

all 1 Are they necessarily included in the title " travelling preachers ?" In com-
mon parlance theymay sometimes be thus designated, but in the Discipline it is not
so understood, even in regard to matters much less important than this, in evidence
of which we need only advert to the fact, that the General Conference of 1836 did

not consider that the allowance of bishops was provided for under the general title

of " travelling preachers," and they therefore inserted them accordingly, To
explain why no mention is made of " bishops," it is not necessary, as the Protest

supposes, " to slander the virtuous dead of the north," as if they excluded them
intentionally "by a resort to deceptive and dishonourable means." It is a much
more natural and reasonable explanation, that at that day, when the Church could
hardly tolerate slavery in any class of the ministry, "the virtuous dead" both of

the north and of the south did not dream that it would ever find its way into the

episcopacy.
But though the language of the law does not include bishops, yet if the "reason"

and spirit of it did, we might be disposed to allow them the benefit of it. But
this is not the case. The whole tenor of the Discipline of the Methodist Episcopal
Church is adverse to slavery. Even the Protest has admitted (irreconcilable as the

admission is with another portion of the same instrument) that, at the time of the

alleged " compact," " the whole Church, by common consent, united in proper
effort for the mitigation anil final removal of the evil of slavery." But let the Dis-

cipline speak for itself. The mildest form in which the question at the head of

the section on slavery has ever been expressed, is the present, namely, " What
shall be done for the extirpation of the evil of slavery ?" And the very conference

of 1804, which enacted the so called " compromise law," as well as that of 1800,
when the paragraph relating to travelling preachers was really adopted, were each
convened under a request from the preceding'General Conference, that the whole
Church would aid that body in obtaining " full light in order to take further steps

toward the eradicating this enormous evil from that part of the Church of God to

which they are united." It is obvious, therefore, that connection with slavery is

tolerated no further than seems necessary. In the case of ordinary travelling

preachers there appeared to be a necessity for some indulgence. They mightbecome
owners of slaves in the providence of God, the laws of the states might not allow
emancipation ; and they had no power to choose their own place of residence.

But no such " reason" could apply to a bishop, for he has always been allowed to

live where he pleases. Again : travelling preachers encumbered with slaves labour
among people similarly situated, and who -would not, therefore, be likely to object

to them on that account. But a bishop, by the constitution of the Church, is

required to labour in every part of the connection ; and in by far the larger por-

tion of it the services of a slaveholding bishop would not be acceptable. So here
again the " reason" of the case does not apply to abishop. There is not, therefore,

as the Protest so roundly asserts, any "express" or " specific law" in the case ; and
therefore, as the Protest itself admits, "in the absence of law it might be com-
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petent for the General Conference to act on other grounds/' With the failure tc-

prove any " specific law" authorizing a bishop to hold slave property, the third

and fourth arguments of the Protest, which are founded on this assumption, fail also.

But, perhaps, it is not so much the law of the Discipline which the Protest

claims to cover Bishop Andrew as the law of the land. For it declares, "The
rights of the legal owners of slaves in all the slaveholding states are guarantied by
the constitution of the United States, and by the local constitutions of the states

respectively, as the supreme law of the land, to which every minister and member
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, within the limits of the United States govern-

ment, professes subjection, and pledges himself to submit, as an article of the

Christian faith, in the common creed of the Church." Ifby this is meant that the

law of the land allows citizens to hold slaves, it is admitted. But so also it allows

them to keep theatres and grog-shops, so that this is no ground of argument. But
if it mean that the law of the land requires citizens to keep slaves, (the only in-

terpretation which can make the argument available,) it is denied. And until it

can be shown that the Methodist Episcopal Church by its action, legislative, judi-

cial, or executive, requires any citizen to do what the law of the land requires him
not to ,do, it is unjust to attempt to get up popular clamour against it, as if it came
in conflict with the civil authority.

This course of reasoning has been pursued thus far, not so much because it was
deemed necessary for the vindication of the conference, as to avoid sanctioning, by
silence, the erroneous exposition which the Protest presents of the constitution',

and the law of the Church. For it has been already seen that Bishop Andrew has
been subjected to no trial, and no penalty has been inflicted. At present, it is plain

that the conference has done nothing to depose, or even suspend Bishop Andrew.
His name will appear in official publications with those of the other bishops, and
with them he will derive Mb support from the funds of the Church. In order to

make out that the General Conference had no right to take such action as they have
in Bishop Andrew's case, the authors of the Protest have been driven to the ne-
cessity of claiming for the Methodist episcopacy powers and prerogatives never
advanced before, except by those who wished to make it odious, and which have
always been^repudiated by its chosen champions. The Protest maintains that

"the episcopacy is a co-ordinate branch of the government;" for which no argu-
ment is adduced save this—that it is, in general, the province of bishops to ordain
bishops. A sufficient- answer to which may be found in the principle of Methodist
polity, stated in the Address of the Bishops to the present General Conference,
that orders (the. principle applies to bishops, though not expressly named, as well
as to elders and deacons) are " conferred" by the election, and only " confirmed"
by the ordination : and that when the election has been made, the bishop " has no
discretional authority ; but is under obligation to ordain the person elected, what-
ever may be his own judgment of his qualifications." And if all the bishops should
refuse to ordain the person elected by the General Conference, that body would
unquestionably have the right to appoint any three elders to ordain him, as is pro-
vided " in case there be no bishop remaining in our Church." The Protest declares

that " the bishops are beyond doubt an integral, constituent part of the General
Conference, made such by law and the constitution." If the words " General
Conference" be not a mere clerical error, the assertion is sufficiently refuted by the
answer hi the Discipline to the question, "Who shall compose the General Confer-

ence ?" and by the practice of the bishops themselves, who disclaim a right to give
even a casting vote, or even to speak in General Conference, except by permission.
The Protest maintains, that "in a sense, by no means unimportant, the General
Conference is as much the creature of the episcopacy, as the bishops are the crea-

tures of the General Conference." The proof adduced for which is, that " con-
stitutionally the bishops alone have the right to fix the time of holding the annual
conferences; and should they refuse, or neglect to do so, no annual conference
could meet according to law ; and, by consequence, no delegates could be chosen,
and no General Conference could be chosen, or even exist." That is to say, be-
cause, for the convenience of the bishops in performing their tour, they are allowed,

to say at what tim£ in the year an annual conference shall meet ; therefore they
have the power to prevent such body from meeting at all, though, from its very
name, it must meet once a year I—that, by preventing the meeting of annual con-
ferences, they might prevent the organization of any General Conference ; and
thus, escaping all accountability for their delinquencies, might continue to lord it

over God's heritage, until themselves and the Church should die a natural death.
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We can easily perceive, were this reasoning legitimate, that the bishops might
destroy, not only the General Conference, but the Church ; but are at a loss to dis-

cover how it proves that they can create either. We must protest against having
any argument of ours adduced as analogous to this.

The Protest maintains, that " the General Conference has no right, power, or
authority, ministerial, judicial, or administrative," in any way to subject a bishop
"to any official disability whatever, without the formal presentation of a charge or
charges, alleging that the bishop to be dealt with has been guilty of the violation
of some law, or at least some disciplinary obligation of the Church, and also upon
conviction of such charge, after due form of trial." To those who are not familiar

with the Methodist economy, this might seem plausible. But it is, in reality, an
attempt to except, from the action of a general system, those who, least of all,

ought to be excepted. The cardinal feature of our polity is the itinerancy.
To sustain this system, it is essential that the classes should receive the leaders

that are appointed by the preacher, that the societies should receive the preachers
that are stationed over them by the bishops, that the annual conferences should
receive the bishops that are sent to them by the General Conference. Unless,
therefore, the utmost care be taken by those who have authority in the premises,
that these parties shall severally be acceptable to those among whom they labour,

there is great danger that those who are injured by such neglect may seek redress •

by revolutionary measures. For this reason, the officers of the Methodist Church
are subjected regularly to an. examination unknown, it is believed, among other

denominations. Not only is provision made for formal trials, in cases of crimes and
misdemeanours, but there is a special arrangement for the correction of other ob-

structions to official usefulness, . At every annual conference the character of every
travelling preacher is examined ; at every General Conference that of every bishop.

And the object is to ascertain not merely whether there is ground for the formal
presentation of charges, with a view to a regular trial ; but whether there is any
" objection"—anything that might interfere with the acceptance of the officer in

question among his charge. And it is doctrine novel and dangerous in the Metho-
dist Church, that such difficulties cannot be corrected unless the person objected

to be formally arraigned under some specific law, to be found in the concise code
of the Discipline—doctrine not the less dangerous, because it is applied where
" objections," unimportant in others, might be productive of the most disastrous

consequences. Will the Methodist Church sanction the doctrine that, while all its

other officers, of whatever name or degree, are subjected to a sleepless supervi-

sion; are counselled, admonished, or changed, " as necessity may require, and as

the Discipline directs," a bishop, who decides all questions of law in annual con-

ferences ; who, of his mere motion and will, controls the work and the destiny of

four thousand ministers ; who appoints and changes at pleasure the spiritual guides

of four millions of soids ; that the depositary of these vast powers, whose slightest

indiscretions or omissions are likely to disturb the harmony, and even impair the

efficiency of our mighty system of operations, enjoys a virtual impunity for all de-

linquencies or misdoings not strictly criminal 1

It is believed that an attempt to establish such an episcopal supremacy would
fill not only a part, but the whole of the Church " with alarm and dismay." But
this doctrine is not more at variance with the genius of Methodism than it is with
the express language of the Discipline, and the exposition of it by all our standard

writers. The constitution of the Church provides that " the General Conference

shall have full powers to make rules and regulations for our Church," under six

"limitations and restrictions," among which the only one relating to the episcopacy

is this
—" They shall not change or alter any part, or rule of our government, so as

to do away episcopacy, or destroy the plan of our itinerant general superintend-

ence." As there is nothing in the restrictive rules to limit the full powers of the

General Conference, in the premises, so is there nothing in the special provision

respecting the responsibility of a bishop. In reply to the question, " To whom is

a bishop amenable for his conductV the Discipline declares, " To the General
Conference, who have power to expel him for improper conduct, if they see it

necessary," And this, be it remembered, is all that is said respecting the jurisdic-

tion over a bishop, with the exception of a rule for his trial, in the interval of °

General Conference, if he be guilty of immorality. In full accordance with the

plain meaning of these provisions is the language of all the standard writers on
Methodist polity.

Bishop Emory—a man ofwhom it is no injustice to the living or the dead to say,
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that he was a chief ornament and light of our episcopacy ; that he brought to the
investigation of all ecclesiastical subjects a cool, sagacious, powerful, practical in-
tellect—fully sustains the positions we have assumed in behalf of the powers of
the General Conference over the bishops of our Church. He gives an unqualified
assent to the following passages from the notes to the Discipline, prepared by
Bishops Asbury and Coke, at the request of the General Conference :

—" They (our
bishops) are entirely dependant on the General Conference :" " their power, their
usefulness, themselves, are entirely at the mercy of the General Conference."

Dr. Emory also quotes some passages from a pamphlet, by the Eev. John Dick-
ens, which, he says, was published by the unanimous request of the Philadelphia
Conference, and may be considered as expressing the views both of that conference
and of Bishop Asbury, his intimate friend. Mr. Dickens affirms, that the bishops
derive their power from the election of the General Conference, and not from their
ordination ; and that the conference has, on that ground, power to remove Bishop
Asbury, and appoint another, " if they see it necessary." He affirms that Bishop
Asbury " derived his official power from the conference, and therefore his office is

at their disposal"—Mr. Asbury was " responsible to the General Conference, who
had power to remove him, if they saw it necessary ;" " he is liable every year to
be removed."
The above quotations show very clearly the sentiments of Asbury, and Coke, and

Dickens, on this question—men chiefly instrumental in laving the foundations of
our polity.

Equally clear and satisfactory is the testimony of another venerable bishop, who
still lives, in the full exercise of his mental powers and benignant influence, to
guide and bless the Church:—" The superintendents now have no power in the
Church above that of elders, except what is connected with presiding in the
conference, fixing the appointments of the preachers, and ordaining :"—" They are
the servants of the elders, and go out and execute their commands :"—" The Gene-
ral Conference may expel a bishop not only for immoral, but for 'improper con-
duct,' which means a small offence below a crime ; for which not even a child or
a slave can be expelled but after repeated admonitions :"—" The travelling preachers
gave the bishop his power, they continue it in his hands, and they can reduce, limit,

or transfewit to other hands, whenever tbey see cause." Such is the language of
Bishop Hedding, who only concurs in the moderate, truly Methodistic views of
Bishops Asbury, Coke, and Emory.

It is believed that this statement of the facts and the law in the case, will afford
a satisfactory answer to all the positions and reasonings of the Protest; and, after
having thus presented it, the majority are perfectly willing to abide " the decision
of out contemporaries, and of posterity." They cannot, however, close these re-
marks, without expressing their regret that the minority, not content with protest-
ing against the action of the General Conference, as " lawless," as " without law,
and contrary to law," as such " a violation of the compromise law," that " the pub-
lic faith of this body can no longer be relied upon as the guarantee for the redemp-
tion of the pledge," " that there shall be no further curtailment of right as regards
the southern ministry,"—that, not content with thus harshly assailing the proceed-
ings of the General Conference', they have even refused to the bishops, whom they
have invested with such exalted prerogatives, the quiet possession of their thoughts
and feelings; and have thrown out the significant intimation, "that any bishop of
the Church, either violating or submitting to the violation of the compromise charter
of union between the north and south, without proper and public remonstrance,
cannot be acceptable in the south, and need not appear there." We shall be slow
to believe, that even their constituents will justify them in thus virtually deposing,
not one bishop only, but several, by a process which is even worse than " extra-
judicial."

When all the law, and the facts in the case, shall have been spread before an
impartial community, the majority have no doubt that they will fix " the responsi-
bility of division." should such an unhappy event take place, "where in justice it

belongs." They will ask, Who first introduced slavery into the episcopacy? And
the answer will be, Not the General Conference. Who opposed the attempt to

withdraw it from the episcopacy ? Not the General Conference. Who resisted

the measure of peace that was proposed—the mildest that the case allowed ? Not
the majority. Who first sounded the knell of division, and declared that it would
be impossible longer to remain under the jurisdiction of the M. E. Church ? Not
the majority.
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The proposition for a peaceful separation, (if any must take place,) with which
the Protest closes, though strangely at variance with much that precedes, has al-

ready been met by the General Conference. And the readiness with which that

body (by a vote which would doubtless have been unanimous but for the belief

that some entertained of the unconstitutionality of the measure) granted all that the
southern brethren themselves could ask, in such an event, must for ever stand as a
practical refutation of any assertion that the minority have been subjected to fts
tyranny of a majority.

Finally, we cannot but hope that the minority, after reviewing the entire action

of the conference, will find that, both in their Declaration and their Protest, they

have taken too strong a view of the case ; and that by presenting it in its true light

before their people, they may be able to check any feelings of discord that may
have arisen, so that the Methodist Episcopal Church may still continue as one body,

engaged in its proper work of " spreading Scriptural holiness over these lands."
J. P. PtjRBiN, Chairman.
George Peck,
Charles Elliott.

evening session.

Bishop Waugh presiding.

The report of Dr. Durbin, which was under consideration when conference ad-

journed, was taken up, and a motion for its adoption made.

Mr. Crowder could not let that motion pass without expressing his sentiments

on the subject. As the matter stood before that report was brought in, he had

hoped they might yet avoid division. The passage of that report would render

division inevitable. They had no choice left. And there were statements in that

report which were contrary to fact. Before that hour he had never heard that the

characters of class-leaders were examined into at the quarterly conferences. There

were statements also in reference to Bishop Andrew which had never been made
known to the conference before ; and on the general question of the connection of

slavery with the M. E. Church there were positions taken by that report, to the

truth of which he could not subscribe. The document he could not but regard as

an insult to the whole south. Mr. C. then repeated, with much earnestness and

warmth, Ms convictions as to the evil and disastrous consequences thatwould result

from the publication of such a document by the General Conference, and declared

he should not be surprised at its leading to a civil war, so utterly did it deny the

rights and trample upon the feelings of all the slaveholding states.

Mr. Early begged the brethren not hastily to adopt this report. Some thought

his brother from Virginia was excited; for himself he was calm and collected, but

he never had such sad and fearful forebodings as he had experienced since he came
into that evening session. He denounced, as a thing unheard of before in the M.
E. Church, the examination into the character of a class-leader at the quarterly

conference. Already the south was in a flame in consequence of the past action of

that conference ; and this reply to the Protest was calculated more than anything

to increase the dissatisfaction of the southern Churches. He denied the right of

a majority to take such a course. The eyes of the brethren had never fallen upon
a page where the protest of a minority was so treated. And the report misstated

facts. Three doctors of the M. E. Church came before the world, and proclaimed,

that the characters of class-leaders were examined into by the quarterly conferences

!

He never heard such a statement before.

Hitherto things had gone on as pleasantly as they could expect, except the

exhibition in the election of the editor of the Richmond Christian Advocate, which

might be fun to the north, but to the south was death. After all it was said to be
founded only in a little mischief. He should have been rejoiced to have gone
home prepared to say that the brethren down east, and those of similar sentiment,

had, by common consent, agreed to a peaceable division of the Church; and that,

being free from this difficulty of slavery tliemselves, they were prepared to aid

the south in any measure which would relieve them from their difficulties ; and

that thus they should remain members of one family, and love as brethren. Yet

the south was in a high state of excitement. He (the speaker) had now in his

pocket a letter from one of the first merchants in Richmond, mentioning the fact,

that the excitement was such that the most influential men in the city declared,

in the public market, that if those men who had denounced Bishop Andrew and
the south were to visit that city it would be impossible to secure them safety fronj
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Ae indignation of the people. A mass meeting had been held, and it was said

/•that when gentlemen applied for admission they were refused on the ground that

it was a meeting of the society alone. Let that report go forth as it was and he

/ could tell the two doctors, and the president of one of their universities, that they

had sounded the deatbinell of the union of the Church ! Adopt it, and enter it

upon their records, and to all intents and purposes this would be the case. He

expected to shake hands with many whom he loved, but with whom he had now

met for the last time in General Conference. Let the circumstances connected

with the action of the conference in relation to Bishop Andrew go forth with all

his heart ; but it was unparalleled that such a reply should be inade to a simple

Protest. What would be thought, if in the Supreme Courts of the United States,

or in the courts of England, when one of the judges had entered his protest against

anv decision, the others should publish a lengthened reply to such a protest
;

?

Dr Bangs rose to a point of order. He inquired whether it was in order to

debate this matter. The Protest was allowed to go quietly upon the records.

Bishop Waugh reminded him that a motion waB made for spreading it upon the

:
°Dr!

a

Longstreet said the difference in the two cases was obvious. It was the

right of the minority, which the majority could not control, to place their Protest

upon the journals. It was not the right of the conference to appoint a committee

to reply to the Protest. .

Dr Peck wished to make an explanation which would relieve the difficulty.

Dr. Longstreet did not mean to make an elaborate speech, but to state some tacts

that ought to go forth to the world in connection with these extraordinary proceed-

ings Some of the facts connected with the case the committee had either forgotten

to state,ax had stated in such a way that they would make a false impression. The

first question was, What was the report designed for ? There could be but one of

two interpretations put upon it. Either it was designed to convict Bishop Andrew

of duplicity, or to present to the public the grounds on which the decision oi the

conference had been made. And he would ask whether it was fair, equitable, or

just, to argue for twelve days on one state of facts, and then, after their decision was

inade, to bring in a report on another ? All these legal inferences they had nothing

to do with They must take the statement of Bishop Andrew, remembering, too,

that he had solemnly declared before them that he could not ni his conscience,

deprive his wife of her property, simply because he had married her. fauppose all

the things which they pretended to have found out since were true, and that Bishop

Andrew was the owner of the slaves, would it be fair to bring that matter m now ?

It was not once said, in all that report, that he could emancipate them. He boldly

asserted that Bishop Andrew did not own the slaves. If he should get in debt,

they might possibly be taken for his debts, and that was suggested to him; but

there is no fear on that point, for he did not intend to go in debt. But it was not

irue that the slaves belong to him. How far his creditors might assert a claim to

them, might be a grave question ; but as between his children and his wife, m case

of his death, he maintained that they would go to her, and not to his children. It

he had violated their discipline, they were bound to dismiss him. But he had not

done so, and they had not attempted to prove that he had.

Dr. Smith said that creditors in Georgia had peculiar claims over and above

children and heirs.
, , , -^ _. „„wi„ *„ *v.«

Dr Elliott thought the course proposed by the committee was agreeable to the

strictest rules. The minority had a right to present their Protest without debate,

and the majority had an equal right to present their reply to that Protest without

debate.

Dr. Smith called for a case m proof. .

Mr. Collins said the report was not a protest, but necessarily a document coming

from a committee. , , , . A , A , i. -„

Mr. Sheer inquired whether it was in order to insert and print a document before

11

B?shopWaugh thought the conference had a right to their own judgment. They

might decline to adopt, but might wish to spread it on the journals, and present it

^AmeTalso 'defended the report, on the ground that other ecclesiastical tribu-

nals pursued the same course the conference were following m this case, and which

they ought to have adopted in former actions of theirs on individual cases.

Dr Durbin said the committee did not look upon the Protest of the minority as
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a protest, but as an elaborate argumentation of the case ; and they thought that a
minority had no right t^ an argumentation in their Protest. In this he Bpoke the
sentiments of his former Colleagues in committee, Dr. Olin and Mr. Hamline. They
also thought the majority expected them to reply to it. ^He and his present col-
leagues would, however, cogent to the omission from their report of some of its

features, which had been strWigly objected to. One was an assertion, which the
opposition had pointed out as tsnheard of before on the conference floor, that the
character of class-leaders was examined in the quarterly conference ; and the other
a supposititious case, as to Bishop Andrew being called up at the next General Con-
ference, if he continued to exercise his functions. He never dreamed of such a
thing as that the majority would adopt the report, but that they would place it oil

the journal by the side of the Protest, without debate. He did not think that the

Protest would go out to the world, and he was sorry that it had ever been put in

print. If it had not been published, then there would have been no necessity for

printing this reply.

Dr. Peck said he consented to the erasure of that part of the report relating to the

contingency that the bishop might be arraigned before the next General Conference
for contravening the expressed will of the present General Conference, not because
he relinquished the principle, but because he thought it might perhaps be better to

leave it out -of the report. He also consented to the alteration of the statement as

to class-leaders. Though the spirit of that statement is borne out, at least so far as

the argument is concerned, by section 2, chapter 2, part 1 of the Discipline, yet, as

its verbiage is somewhat incorrect, he was willing to spare it. The argument was
a valid one, and one that no number of "doctors" could easily answer; but the

committee were willing to go to all reasonable lengths, in removing those features

of the report deemed objectionable.

Dr. Smith said he did not pretend to very accurate information on the subject of

the rights of minorities to present their Protests, &c. ; but it was the first time in

his life that he had h&ard that the protestants had no right to the arguments on
which their Protest was founded. He denied that Dr. Olin, whose literary reputa-

tion he felt bound to defend in his absence, could* by any possibility, have uttered

the sentiments which Dr. Durbin had attributed to him, in reference to the right of

a majority in regard to a Protest, Dr. Durbin must have misunderstood Dr. Olin,

because that gentleman had, only a short time before he left, expressed exactly the

contrary opinion to him in reference to a Protest he (Dr. Smith) was then preparing.

He did so in reply to an inquiry, fully and clearly, and, out of regard to Dr. Olin's

reputation, he could not let Dr. Dttrbin's remarks pass without this reply. He
argued that there was no necessity to pass a resolution to enter that paper on the

journal ; for, the moment the President received that paper, it was to be entered
on the journal. There was no need to order it to be printed, for that would be
done under a former order of this conference. He contended that the object of the

motion was to have the report adopted by this conference. That was what he
wanted them to do, for it was what they believed. He wanted them to sign their

names to that paper, and let it go out before the world. They had attempted to

gull the public long enough, and fee now wanted them to show their hands, and
tell the five hundred thousand Methodists at the south what they intended to do.

Mr. Perkins here moved the previous question, and Mr. Crowder called for the
ayes and noes ; and the motion to spread the report on the journal and print it was
carried, there being in the affirmative 116, and in the negative 26.

YEAS.

New-York Conference—Bangs, Rice, G. Peck, Stratten, Sandford, F. Reed, Fer-
guson, Martindale. Providence—Lovejoy, Upham, Benton, Townsend. New-Eng-
land—Porter, Pickering. Maine*—Hill, E. Robinson, Hobart, Nickerson. New-
Hampshire—E. Scott, Kelley, Perkins, Dow, Cass, Spaulding, Cahoon. Troy—
Seymour, Wever, Covel, Spicer, Coleman, Houghtaling, J. T. Peck. Black River—
A. D. Peck, A. Adams, Baker, Ninde. Oneida—Snyder, Comfort, Rounds, Shep-
herd, Row, Bowen, Holmes, Genesee—Filmore, tuckey, Steele, Seager, Abell,

Hosrner, Alverson. Erie—Steadmau, Bain, G. W, Clarke, J. Robinson. Pitts-

burg—W. Hunter, Spencer, S. Elliott, Boyd, Drummond. Ohio—C. Elliott, Raper,
Sehon, Trimble, Connell. North Ohio~E. Thompson, Power, Poe, Yocum, Run-
nels. Michigan—G. Smith, Billings, Baughman. Indiana—Simpson, Wiley, Ames,
Ruter, Eddy. Rock River—Weed, Sinclair, H. W. Reed, Mitchell. Illinois—
Cartwright, Van.Cleve. Missouri—J. W. Jameson. Kentucky—Bascom, Kava-
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'Mush Crouch, Brash. Bokton-Semev, Patten, Stringfield. ,
Tennessee-Tank,

Sfe ^rte«««-Paiker, A. Hunter. TWs-Fowler/'*"»»»-^
Lane ife^-Hamilton. Geargia-L. Pierce.. W.^^W- A. Smith.S cfre&a-Wightman, Water. Mtaare-Slieer, Griffith Bear, Morgan,

Barged Collins, Gere. PMaaVfo&-Durbm, White Ae^-Jersey-Winner,

J. S. Porter, Shaw, Neall— 116.

SAYS.

New-England Conference-King. Baine-pnteh, Morse, Webber Mimourx

—EedinanT Memphis—Harris, M'Mahon, Joyner. ^WMBsas—Ratclifle. ^«-
J-Baring, Garrett. Geor^-G.F. Pierce, Parks Glemi, Evans Longstoeet.

Srf CWina-Bette, Dunwody. North Carolina-] Jamieson Doub, Bkke.

y^«Ja-Early, CrowcLer. jSaffimore-Hildt. Philadelphia-W .
Cooper. JVew-

Jersey—T. Sovereign—26.

It being now a. very late hour in the evening, and the conference anxious to

adjourn sine die, having been so long absent from their charges and their fsunihes,

the remainder of the night was taken up by the adoption of reports, and the pas-

sage of sundry resolutions,

\t a quarter past twelve o'clock, after prayer by Mr. Dunwody, of South Caro-

lina, the conference adjourned sine die.

APPENDIX.

State of the Vote in the Case of Francis A.Harding.

NATS.

New-York Conference—Vice, Carpenter, G. Peck, Stratten, Sandford F. Reed,.

Ferguson, Martindale, Richardson. Providence-Lovejoy, tJpham, BentonTTown-

senl New-England-J. Porter, King, Crandall, C. Adams, PickermgiJfame-

Hffl, E. Robinson, Randall, Morse, Hobart, Nickerson, Webber. New-Hampshire

-e! Scott, Chamberlain, Kelley, Perkins, Spaulding, Cahoon, Cbsb. Troy-hey-

mour, Wever, Covel, Spicer, Coleman, Houghtaling, J, T. Peck MackRwer-

A D. Peck, A. Adams, Baker, Ninde. Oneida-Snyder, Comfort, Rounds, Shep-

herd, Row, Bowen, Holmes, Jan. GraCsee-Filmore, Luckey, Steele, Hibbard,

Seager, Abel, Hosmer, Alverson.- JJWe-Steadman Bam, G.W Claj-k, J Robin-

son, Goodwin. PittsLrg-W. Hunter, H. J. Clark Spencer S. Efliott, Boyd,

Wakefield,' Drummond. Ohio-C, Elliott, Raper, Sehon, Trimble, Fmley, Ham-

line Connell, Ferree. North Ohio-Thompson, Power, Poe, ^ocurn, Rnnne.s,

Mickigan-G. Smith, Crane, Billings, Baughman. /»to«-Simpso^ Wiley,

Amesf Miller, Ruter, Wood, Eddy, Havens. Rock Rwer-\\ eed,
_
H. W. Reed

;

Mitchell. JH.W.-Cartwright, Van Cleve. Mmsoun-i. M. Jamieson Texat

_J Clark. Baltimore-Shier, Griffith, Bear, Morgan, Tippett, Sargent, Collnis
:

Davis, Gere, Hildt. Philadelphia—Burbin, T. J. Thompson. New-Jersey—Wm
ner, J. S. Porter, Shaw—117.

YEAS

.

Rock River Conference-Smclsii: Blinois-Akevs, Stamper, N. G. Benyman

jlfo50«ri-Redman, Patton, J. C. Berryman. Kentucky-Bascom, Gunn, Lava

naugh, Stephenson, Crouch, Brush. Holston-Sevier, S. Patton, Strmgfield. Ten

«eJL-M'Ferrin, Green, Madden. Memphis-Rmrm, Moody, M'Mahan, Joynei

Arkansas—J. C. Parker, Ratcliffe, A. Hunter. rexas-Fowler. Misnsszppi-

Winans, Drake, Lane, Rogers. Alaianuz^-Mnrrsh, Boring, Garrett Hampton

Geor!!ia—L. Pierce, G. F. Pierce, Parks, Glenn, Evans, Longstreet. South Qarc

Una—Capers, Wightman, Betts, Walker. North Carolina—i. Jamieson,^Doub

Virginia-^, Lee, W. A. Smith, Crowder. Philadelphia-^hite,l,1,GooVm

W. Cooper. New-Jersey—Neal, Sovereign—56.




